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Opening Address

Shinzo SAITO

President ofJapan Atomic Energy Research Institute

President ofAtomic Energy Society ofJapan

Ladies and Gentlemen

It is my great pleasure that I welcome you to Tokai-mura for participation of the 7-th

international Conference on Nuclear Criticality Safety, on behalf of Japan Atomic Energy Research

Institute and Atomic Energy Society of Japan. Tokai-mura area is a nuclear center in Japan and many

research institutes and organizations are located here.

This conference is organized and sponsored by Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute together

with Atomic Energy Society of Japan, and co-sponsored by Japan Nuclear Cycle Development

Institute in cooperation with Japan Atomic Industrial Forum, Inc., the Federation of Electric Power

Companies, Central Research Institute of Electric Power Industry, Nuclear Power Engineering

Corporation and OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency.

Since the first ICNC was held at Los Alamos in the United States in the winter of 1980 by some

criticality safety pioneers, this series of conferences were held every 4 years in US, France, Japan

and UK in order. Criticality safety specialists from around the world have had opportunities to

discuss their criticality safety research works and experiences periodically for 24 years. The last

conference was held in Versailles, France, 1999. The research activities, industrial applications,

regulation studies and other topics related to criticality safety were discussed in the conference.

Today, we have accepted more than 200 participants from 23 countries and 2 international

organizations, and registered over 150 papers to be presented orally or in posters even in the

conference site located in far east of the Asian Continent.

We experienced the JCO criticality accident four year ago just after the 6-th International

Conference held in Versailles, France. We are convinced that our research works at Japan Atomic

Energy Research Institute on criticality safety experiments and evaluations have contributed to

terminate the reaction of JCO criticality accident. We have made the efforts to ensure criticality

safety in operation of nuclear fuel cycle facilities since that time. We have made the efforts to

cultivate safety culture among workers of these facilities. We have continued research works on
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criticality safety to investigate causes of the JCO accident and to develop methods to prevent

criticality accidents in the nuclear fuel cycle facilities. Atomic Energy Society of Japan is going to

publish an investigation report of JCO criticality accident next year. These are really challenges we

have to confront with, and this conference, we believe, is the venue to verify the efforts and discuss

with experts and specialists in the world.

In this conference, presentations are divided in the following 9 topics,

I Standards and Methodology for Criticality Safety,

2. Criticality and Sub-criticality Experiments,

3. Criticality and Sub-criticality Benchmark Evaluation,

4. Practice of Criticality Safety Design and Control,

5. Development of Computer Codes,

6. Evaluation of Nuclear Data,

7. Burnup Credit,

8. Assessment of Criticality Accident,

9. Emergency Response and Training.

This conference owes to the current international collaboration activities on criticality safety

sponsored by OECD/Nuclear Energy Agency and International Atomic Energy Agency in different

and separate disciplines, which will be addressed later in this session.

Finally, I wish this conference will be a successful step towards pursuit of global nuclear

criticality safety. And, I wish you all to enjoy staying in Japan.

4
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Four Years after the JCO Criticality Accident

Kenji SUMITA

Emeritus Professor of Osaka University and Consultant of Osaka Science Technology Center Japan

It has been about four years since the first criticality accident in Japan. The JCO accident site was

not so far from this auditorium (see Figs. and 2 have been asked to give a short review of

important results from the various technical investigations on the accident that have been performed

during the past four years. I will also give a short introduction to the changes that have been made in

the nuclear safety regulation systems of the Japanese Government.

Governmental reports issued within 6 months of the accident, for the most part gave only a brief

overview of the accident and direct observations on the nuclear phenomena. Under the Nuclear

Safety Commission (NSC), the Uranium Processing Plant Criticality Accident Investigation

Committee provided the best available account of the accident. Their report was completed near the

end of 1999. The main objectives of this report were to propose several recommendations that were

considered necessary to quickly prepare the new Special Law of Emergency Preparedness for

Nuclear Disaster, which was accepted immediately by the Japanese parliament, Diet. A relatively

large budget was also provided to prepare several new Emergency Centers for Nuclear Disasters.

Investigations on the detailed procedures and analyses of the accident were not intended in that

report.

The government made further efforts to take the following basic measures in order to reconstruct

the safety regulation framework:

reinforce the staff of the safety regulatory authorities and clarify their role;

strengthen the independence of the Nuclear Safety Commission, reinforce the position of its

Secretariat, and secure a group of experts to assist the NSC in various fields by increasing the

number of staff from about 20 to 100. To this end, the Commission's secretariat functions

were successively transferred to the Prime Minister's Office in April of 2000 and, further, to

the Cabinet Office in January of 200 .

The reorganization of ministries and agencies in 2001 consolidated nuclear safety administration for

an industry sector to be overseen by the Nuclear and Industrial Safety Agency (NISA) under the

Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry. Previously, the Science and Technology Agency directed

the nuclear power safety administration dealing with the nuclear fuel cycle and research and

development reactors. Duties included the production of fuel for power generation, the reprocessing

of spent fuel, and the disposal of radioactive waste. These responsibilities have now been transferred

to NSA.
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Another official report on the radiation exposure records of those who were directly affected by

the accident was issued in March of 2000 by the Health Care Study Committee under the NSC.

These records covered not only the JCO workers and relief attendants at the accident site ig.3), but

also the public in the vicinity of JCO (ig.4). The findings of this report are still valid today, though

small refinements and corrections were made over this period of 4 years. The medical treatments for

severely exposed victims (Fig.5) were reported separately in the proceedings of the International

Symposium of the National Institute of Radiological Sciences, NIRS, 2001.

The Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, JAERI, who was very helpful in explaining the

reactor physics associated with the accident (Figs.6 7 8) and providing calculations for terminating

the critical condition, have performed several nuclear simulation experiments at the NUCEF Facility.

Analysis of the experimental results showed the adequacy of our estimations on the time dependent

nuclear burst and the space dependent radiation fluence. Although most reports have already been

published, some new reports may appear in this symposium.

'Me Atomic Energy Society of Japan started a special investigation committee on the JCO

criticality accident 3 years ago. The committee was given the task of investigating incomplete

aspects of the JCO accident in more detail. Resolving the many discrepancies between various

reports is also an important aspect of their job. The committee is expected to finish its works by the

end of this 2003. The report may cover many additional new items, which could not be included in

the preliminary NSC report due to very limited preparation time.

In March of this 2003, the Mito District Court delivered its judgment on the JCO Company and

their employees, who were found guilty of violation of the regulation law and authorized licensing

conditions. During the legal investigation, the background of the criticality accident was clarified,

especially with regard to the unauthorized handling of enriched uranium solution.

In September 2000, the NSC announced the completion of a revised Safety Guide that is

recommended for use in nuclear fuel manufacturing. In the revised guide, criticality problems are

considered much more seriously than before the JCO accident, but there are still some differences in

the philosophy used at fuel manufacturing facilities and the philosophy used in nuclear reactor safety.

In January of 2001, the NSC started the preparation of a Safety Guide for MOX Fuel Manufacturing.

This guide is now available.
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Overview of the Activities of the OECD/NEA/NSC
Working Party on Nuclear Criticality Safety

A. NOURI'*, R BLOMQUIST', M. BRADY RAAP', B. BRIGGS4, . COUSINOU-1
Y. NOMURA6, C. DE OLIVEIRA', W. WEBER"

'OECD Nuclear Energy Agency, 12, Bd des Iles, 92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux, FRANCE
2,ASgonne National Laboratory, 9700 S. Cass Ave., Argonne, IL 60439 USA

'PNNL, 902 Battelle Blvd, P.O. Box 999, MSIN: K8-34, Richland, Washington 99352, USA
4 INEEL, P.O. Box 1625, MS-3860 2525 North Fremont, Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3860, USA

'IRSN, BP 17, 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses Cedex FRANCE
6 JAERI 24 Shirakata-ShiraneTokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki-ken, 319-1195 JAPAN

7Imperial Imperial College of Science, Technology and Medicine, Prince Consort Road, London SW7 2BP UK
8 GRS, Forschungsgelaende, Postfach 1328, D-85739 Garching, GERMANY

The OECD Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) started dealing with criticality-safety related subjects back in
the seventies. In the mid-nineties, several activities related to criticality-safety were grouped together into
the Working Party on Nuclear Criticality Safety. This working party has since been operating and reporting
to the Nuclear Science Committee. Six expert groups co-ordinate various activities ranging from
experimental evaluations to code and data inter-comparisons for the study of static and transient criticality
behaviours. The paper describes current activities performed in this framework and the achievements of the
various expert groups.

KEYWORDS. criticality-safety, international co-operation, burnup credit, evaluation of experiments,
minimum itical values, source convergence, transient benchmarks.

1. Introduction

The Nuclear Science Committee (NSC) is one 2. Burn-up Credit
of the six technical committees of the OECD
Nuclear Energy Agency. Its mission is to help the The reactivity of nuclear fuel decreases with
NEA member countries identify, collate, develop irradiation (or bum-up) due to the transformation of
and disseminate scientific and technical knowledge heavy nuclides and the formation of fission
used for peaceful applications of nuclear energy. products. Bum-up credit studies focus on
Several Working Parties and Task Forces co- accounting for fuel iradiation in criticality studies
ordinate the work in the areas of reactor physics, of the nuclear fuel cycle (e.g. transport and storage
fuel cycle physics and chemistry, radiation of spent fuel). The expert group on Bum-up Credit
shielding and criticality-safety. Te Working Party was established in 1991 to address scientific and
on Nuclear Criticality Safety (WPNCS) was set-up technical issues connected with the use of bum-up
in 1997 to co-ordinate the various activities in the credit in nuclear fuel cycle operations. Benchmark
area of criticality accident prevention in nuclear exercises were defined in order to compare the
fuel cycle facilities. In the following paragraphs, prediction capabilities of widely used computer
the achievements of the different expert groups will codes and cross-section libraries. Basically, two
be presented. References to the Expert Groups web kinds of benchmarks were considered: criticality
site will be used in these paragraphs. The U-RL calculations (where the fuel composition is given as
address of a specific Expert Group web site is input, the exercise then consists of comparing the
constructed by adding an extra level to the Working calculated multiplication factors and fission
Party's web site. For convenience, the following densities) and depletion calculations (where the aim
variable will be used throughout the paper: of the benchmark is to compare the calculated
WEB=http:Hwww.nea.fr/htmi/science/Mncs composition of spent ftiel). The group has

attempted to cover a range of applications and to be
as close as possible to actual configurations (e.g.

Corresponding author, Tel 33 45 24 10 84, Fax 33 45 24 11 28, E-mail: ali.nouri�oecd.org
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transport flasks). Low-enriched uranium oxide fuels The data are published in the International
irradiated in pressurized water reactors were Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety
considered in four phases (I-Al), I-13') 'II-A') and II- Benchmark Experiments'o). The Handbook is
B')) and a fifth phase involving this fuel is still on- updated every year to include new experiments and
going (II-Q. Phases 111-A 5) and III-B 6) considered to revise previously published ones when new
uranium oxide fuels irradiated in boiling water experimental data are found. The current edition of
reactors whereas Phases IV-A 7) and IV-138) Handbook spans over 28000 pages. Due to this
investigated bum-up credit issues associated with large content, the publication of the handbook in a
MOX fuels irradiated in pressurized water reactors. paper form stopped in 1995 and the handbook is
Of the aforementioned exercises, three studied the now published in electronic form as a CD-ROM.
effect of axial bum-up profile with an increasing
level of complexity. In Phase II-A, a typical axial The Handbook contains benchmark data for
profile was adopted in an infinite array of irradiated seven fuel categories: uranium (high enriched
fuel pins, a typical configuration for wet storage. In uranium (HEU), low enriched uranium (LEU),
Phase II-B, the same axial bum-up profile was intermediate and mixed enriched uranium (IEU))
adopted in connection with a realistic transport plutonium (PU), mixed uranium and plutonium
flask configuration, which included some (MIX), U233, and special isotope (SPEC) fuels
accidental configurations where absorbing [244cM, 238PU, 237 Np, and 242pU] . The ICSBEP
materials were removed from the most reactive end. experiment classification includes two other levels
Finally, Phase II-C is being devoted to the study of which characterize the fuel form (SOLution, METal,
various axial profiles and to their effect on COMPound and a mixture (MISC) of these forms)
criticality calculations. and the neutron spectra in the fuel (THERMal,

FAST, INTERmediate and MIXED).
The specifications of all these benchmarks

together with the analysis reports of the completed Most of the experiments contained in the
benchmarks are available for free download on the Handbook are critical or near critical configurations.
Expert Group's web site at: WEB/buc. It should be A few evaluations describe sub-critical experiments
noted that throughout the phases of this study, the and their number will hopefully increase in the next
Expert Group faced the problem of experimental editions. It is also planned to extend the scope of
data shortage. In fact, only Phase I-A specifications the program to include other types of experiments
are based on actual experimental data. JAERI has (e.g. criticality alarm benchmarks, criticality
initiated an effort for the collection of experimental transients).
data on spent fuel composition. A relational
database called SFCOMPO was created in order to The paper by B. Briggs et al.11) presented at
collect and disseminate these data. The database this conference gives more details about the content
was transferred on the NEA web site of the 2003 edition of the Handbook. Here, we will
(WEB/sfcompo) in Autumn 2002 and is now open just mention a few areas on which more emphasis
for free consultation. Further developments are was put in the last couple of years.
planned (see the paper by K. Suyama et al.9)) and
will be coordinated by the Working Party in close The evaluation of experimental uncertainty is
co-operation with the NEA Databank and JAERL certainly an important part of the experimental

evaluation process. However, it was recognized that
3. Experimental Benchmark Evaluation the uncertainties quoted in different sources (e.g.

chemical analysis, manufacturing specifications)
The Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation might have different statistical meanings. An

Program was created in 1992 at the initiative of the important effort was produced in order to express
US/DOE. The program became an activity of the all these uncertainties in a consistent way that
Nuclear Science Committee in 1995 when allows the combined uncertainty to have a
international experts joined the effort by providing meaningful confidence interval. A guide to the
experimental data and participating in the expression of uncertainties was developed to help
evaluation and review process. The aim of the the evaluators in this task.
program is to identify, evaluate, verify, and
formally document a comprehensive and The ICSBEP Handbook contains not only
internationally peer-reviewed set of criticality benchmark data but also a set of calculated data
safety benchmark data that may be used to validate (e.g. spectral indices) that provides some insights
neutronics codes and nuclear cross-section data. on the neutronics of each configuration. More
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detailed information about the neutron spectra was presented (see for instance N. Smith "), E. Gagnier
added in the new versions of the CD-ROM. et al. 14) and L. Broadhead et al.'5)).
Neutron flux and reaction rates in the ftiel region
are now available in a 299-group energy structure. The group then designed a Web-based form for
A detailed neutron balance in different regions of the expression of experimental needs in criticality
the configuration is also available. Finally, safety. This form is available at:
sensitivity coefficients, which characterize the WEB/experimental-needs. The idea is to collect
relative change of k-eff due to a % change of these needs and to form a panel of experts able to
multigroup cross-sections are included for HEU make a judgment on the appropriateness of these
solution configurations. All this data was generated requests. If the need is judged as being sound and
by a group of researchers from the IPPE in shared among several users, the panel can then

12)Obninsk contact experimental facilities in order to get
experimental program proposals. Opportunities for

With the important growth of the Handbook establishing international experimental programs
(3073 experimental configurations are contained in could in principle emerge from these discussions.
the 2003 edition) and the addition of many One area that has been identified, as a candidate for
numerical data, it was decided to develop an such an international experimental program
efficient and user-friendly means for accessing involves configurations with MOX fuels at
specific information contained in the Handbook. A relatively low moderation ratios.
relational database was designed and selected data
was extracted from the Handbook. The main 5. Minimum Critical Values
characteristics of a configuration (e.g. description
of the geometry, ftiel composition, moderating and The Expert Group on Minimum Critical Values
reflecting materials ... are thus entered in the was established in 1999 with the aim of compiling
database together with all the spectra information and comparing minimum critical data used in
described above. A users' interface was then different countries. Te group has focused on data
developed to query the database and to extract the for homogeneous aqueous solutions of uranium
information needed by the user. Plotting oxides, plutonium oxides, uranium nitrate and
capabilities were also included to compare the flux plutonium nitrate. Efforts are being pursued for
and reaction rates in different configurations. The identifying the origin of discrepancies between the
database and the corresponding interface, called compiled data.
DICE, are part of the ICSBEP CD-ROM.

6. Source Convergence
The ICSBEP evaluations and benchmark

models are valuable for direct use by criticality The Expert Group on Source Convergence
safety analysts and nuclear data specialists. The Analyses started in 2000 to tackle the outstanding
Handbook is now considered as the primary source difficulty of convergence associated with the
of experimental benchmarks for neutronic code and calculation of systems composed by loosely
cross-section validation. Two special issues of the coupled fissile units. Four sets of benchmarks were
Nuclear Science and Engineering journal devoted defined and calculated by various Monte-Carlo and
to the ICSBEP work are being prepared (expected deterministic codes. A more comprehensive
to be published in September and October 2003). presentation of the activities of this group is made

by R. Blomquist et al. 16) in this conference.
4. Experimental needs Likewise, the Expert Group's web site

(WEB/convergence) contains the detailed
The Expert Group on Experimental Needs was specifications. This section will only provide some

created in 1999. The aim was to identify common highlights.
experimental needs in different countries and co-
ordinate possible efforts to address these needs. The most sensitive parameters vis-A-vis the
One of the main questions debated in the first convergence properties of k-eff series and
meetings was the justification of these needs, i.e. generation-wise fission source distributions are: the
ensuring that the existing experimental results are initial spatial distribution of the starters, the number
insufficient to justify the validation of computer of skipped generations before tallying the results,
codes and data for a particular configuration. the number of neutrons per generations and the
Methods developed to address this issue were overall number of generations. These parameters

were considered in all the benchmarks.
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0 The development and testing of statistical
The geometrical complexity of the benchmarks methods that can be used to detect

range from very simple slabs to a complicated improper source convergence.
arrangement of actual fuel assemblies in a storage
configuration. In all configurations, the coupling 7. Criticality excursions
between fissile units was an important parameter
that was either kept extremely weak for all The Expert Group on Criticality Excursion
configurations or varied across the benchmark Analyses was established in 2001. Three main areas
cases. In most cases, an adequate choice of the have been identified and included in the scope of
initial source distribution was not straightforward. the expert group:
Consequently, the simple and widely used
assumption of uniform source distribution was The evaluation of criticality excursion
inappropriate in all these cases. experiments. A draft format was designed

by extending and adapting the format of
One of the benchmarks attempted a statistical the ICSBEP evaluation to include the

analysis of simulation replicas, i.e. simulations sequence of excess reactivity introduction
performed with exactly the same conditions the and to provide the time dependent
only change being the use of different random measured data (temperature, energy
number sequence. The aim of these simulations release,...).
study was to study the stability of source Inter-code comparison exercises. Two sets
convergence vis-a-vis the randomness. Interestingly, of benchmarks were submitted. These
this benchmark revealed differences in the benchmarks are based on experimental
properties of convergence stability among the programs performed in the SILENE
computer codes used. This suggests that differences reactor (CEA, VaIduc, France) and the
exist in the way the powering algorithms are TRACY reactor QAERI, NUCEF, Japan).
implemented in the various codes and that these The specification of the benchmarks are
differences are probably important. Besides the available on the Expert Group's web site
obvious difference concerning the use or not of the WEB/excursions) and are briefly
super-history powering methods, other non- described below. Only a few participants
straightforward differences do exist which lead to have expressed their intention to calculate
different level of noise and randomness in the the proposed benchmarks. The number of
source convergence process. Among these participants seems to be limited by the
differences one can quote, the choice of estimator availability of appropriate computer codes
for fission sites (collision estimator or absorption for the simulation of criticality transients.
estimator), the way these collision sites are grouped
and sampled in the beginning of each generation. A The development of Web-based
more thorough analysis of these differences would information resources on criticality
certainly help gain a better understanding of the excursions including a description of
fission source convergence process. experimental programs and generated data,

a short synopsis on existing modeling
The analysis reports of the benchmark results capabilities, and references to criticality

are being finalized and the publication of the accidents. This information is available at:
benchmark reports is foreseen for 2003. Other areas WEB/excursions
proposed for the continuation of this expert group
include: It should be pointed out that the modelling of

criticality transients received less interest in the past
• The generation of an annotated than static criticality. To our knowledge, there is no

bibliography on source convergence issues. available public domain code capable of predicting
• The development and comparison of the behaviour of criticality excursions. This

statistical tests for convergence detection. shortage explains why the participation to the
• Additional benchmarks oriented to benchmark exercises is expected to be quite low.

investigate convergence problems Efforts to establish public access to transient
encountered by criticality safety analysis codes are planned.
practitioners.
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7.1 Description of transient benchmarks ISO) by providing technical basis needed for
investigations related to the safety of nuclear

The SILENE 17) reactor is an annular cylindrical installations.
tank with a movable reactivity/control rod (the
main absorbing material being cadmium) in the The WPNCS will continue to establish and co-
centre of the cylinder. The core contains a highly ordinate co-operative efforts aimed at developing
enriched (U235 enrichment equal to 92.74 wt%) the scientific knowledge in the area of criticality-
uranyl nitrate solution with a uranium concentration safety. It is also recognized that the criticality-
of 70.78 g/1. Let 11� be the critical height of the safety field is so wide that the number of subjects
solution in the core without the control rod. The of interest to the community is potentially large and
three proposed benchmarks are based on pulse calls for various fields of expertise. The WPNCS
mode experiments. Starting from a configuration will adapt its structure and composition to make the
where the control rod is inserted, the core is filled best use of available resources in addressing the
with the nitrate solution up to a certain height, H technical challenges of the criticality-safety
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Current Status of XA Activities in Spent Fuel Management

W. J. DANKER*, International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria

Abstract. Spent fuel storage is a common issue in all IAEA Member States with nuclear
reactors. Whatever strategy is selected for the back-end of the nuclear fuel cycle, the storage
of spent fuel will be an increasingly significant consideration. Notwithstanding considerable
efforts to increase the efficient use of nuclear fuel and to optimize storage capacity, delays in
plans for geological repositories or in implementing reprocessing result in increased spent
fuel storage capacity needs in combination with longer storage durations over the
foreseeable future. As storage inventories and durations increase, issues associated with long
term storage compel more attention ... monitoring for potential degradation mechanisms,
records retention, maintenance, efficiencies through burnup credit. Since the IAEA
contribution to ICNC99 focused exclusively on AEA burnup credit activities including
requirements and methods, this paper provides a broader prspective on LEA activities in
response to the above trends in spent fuel management, while also describing efforts to
disseminate information regarding burnup credit applications.

KEYWORDS: spentfuel management, EA, burnup credit, long term storage.

1. Introduction importance of effective spent fuel management to
sustainable utilization of nuclear energy, member

At the end of last year, 441 nuclear reactors were States of the International Atomic Energy Agency
operating in 31 countries worldwide [1], providing (IAEA) maintain an active interest in related work, as
just over 16 per cent of the global electricity supply. evidenced in part by participation in IAEA-sponsored
Over 10,000 metric tons of heavy metal (tHM) are meetings.
unloaded from these reactors each year, with annual
discharges increasing to 11,500 tHM by 2010. Since An international conference on storage of spent fuel
less than one third is reprocessed, about 000 t from power reactors was held in Vienna in June 2003.
HM/year on average will need to be placed into The Conference was organized by the IAEA in co-
interim storage facilities. operation with the OECD's Nuclear Energy Agency.

One hundred twenty five participants representing 35
At the beginning of 2003, about 171 000 tHM of countries and 3 international organizations, attended
spent fuel were in storage facilities, mostly under the Conference. The participants represented utilities,
water but with an increasing amount in dry storage. industry, licensing authorities, national management
The total amount of spent fuel cumulatively generated and research organizations and consultants from most
worldwide by the beginning of 2003 was close to 255 countries with nuclear energy programmes (as well as
000 tHM. Projections indicate that the cumulative some non-nuclear countries). The Conference
amount generated by the year 2020, the time when provided an opportunity to exchange information on
most of the presently operated nuclear power reactors the current status and prospects of spent fuel storage,
will approach the end of their licensed operation life to discuss the major factors influencing the national
time, the total quantity of spent fuel generated will be policies in this field and to identify the most important
approximately 445 000 tHM. directions for national efforts and international co-

operation in this area. Conference participants
As delays are incurred in implementing reprocessing identified the following conclusions 2]:
and in plans for geologic repositories, spent fuel
storage for extended durations is becoming a At present, there is sufficient spent fuel storage
progressive reality. capacity on a worldwide basis. However,

nationally or on a specific site basis, the
2. Trends in spent fuel management situation is different and may require urgent

This trend of more storage capacity for longer attention.

durations is expected to continue. The situation is Wet fuel storage is presently a mature
complicated by trends toward higher initial technology with considerable experience and
enrichment, higher fuel burnup, as well as other plays a major role in spent fuel storage.
considerations including the use of evolving fuel
designs and mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. Given the

Tel: 0043 2600-22768, Fax: 0043 26007, E-mail: wdanker(ajaea.or
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• Under present conditions, dry storage can also several meetings have been held in recent years, with
be regarded as an established industrial the results published last year [4]. Resulting

technology. conclusions included noting that an extension of
knowledge on the creep behaviour of future cladding

• The first geological repositories for the final materials is needed for high burnup and MOX fuel.
disposal of spent fuel are not expected to be in Additionally, a surveillance programme could
operation before the year 2010. Many Member demonstrate long term cask and fuel behaviour.
States have not yet started specific site Further research activities were also identified for the
investi ations. As a consequence, the use of development and confirmation of performance of

9 advanced dry storage systems. While addressing long
interim storage will be the primary spent fuel term storage of spent fuel in dry systems, participants
management solution for the next decades in noted that storage must not be regarded as a final
many countries. disposal option. As storage durations extend, more

Even more spent fuel storage capacity is attention must be directed toward securing and
maintaining related prerequisites, including: technical

required if countries defer their decision to knowledge, records, stable funding, infrastructure.
open geological repositories.

• The storage duration becomes longer than 3.2. Spent Fuel Performance Assessment and

earlier anticipated, due to the "wait-and-see" Research

policy chosen by many nuclear power Spent fuel storage technology (particularly dry
countries. The use of fuel with higher initial storage) is undergoing evolution, with modified/new
enrichment and higher burnup results in higher fuel and material designs and increasing target burnup
decay heat and longer storage periods. levels. Increased bUTnup infers higher strains and

increased cladding hydriding and oxidation. The Co-
• With longer storage periods, dry storage ordinated Research Project on spent fuel performance

becomes more and more important. assessment and research (SPAR) addressed research

• Several papers (e.g., Arndt et a Neuber, needed to justify spent fuel storage for very long
periods of time (more than fifty years). Building on

Danker) noted that application of burnup the three earlier BEFAST projects (Behaviour of
credit offers an effective tool for mitigating spent fuel and storage components during long-term
growing storage capacity requirements. storage), SPAR efforts began in 1997 with eleven

Several papers described the importance of participating countries, and resulted in a technical
document published earlier this year [5]. While this

enhanced communication with a broad range report provided an overview of related technical
of stakeholders, including the public. issues, it specifically addressed materials issues in

long-term storage facilities. As storage durations
3. Recent LAEA activities in spent fuel extend, obtaining and extrapolating information on

management materials behaviour/performance is an important
ingredient in continued confidence of implementers

For the last twenty-five years, the IAEA has been and regulators. While results to date anticipate safe
proactively involved in spent fuel management dry storage for many decades, participants noted that
activities. The Nuclear Fuel Cycle and Materials source terms, including radioactive inventory,
Section within the Department of Nuclear Energy initial/final enrichment, must be well known.
organizes various meetings, often focused on
producing technical documentation available to all 3.3. Operation and Maintenance of Spent Fuel
member States on a topic of interest. While a list of Storage and Transport Casks and
technical documents on this topic published since Containers
1998 is attached to this paper, all IAEA technical
documents can be accessed free of charge at As storage durations extend, attention to maintenance
http://www- is crucial. This task draws on the pool of knowledge
pub.iaca.org/MTCD/publications/tecdocs.asp that has been accumulated from industrial experience

in the past several decades on the operation and
As a esult of the trends noted above, IAEA activities maintenance of spent fuel casks. A tchnical meeting
on spent fuel management have enhanced scrutiny of on this subject is being held in October 2003.
issues associated with long term spent fuel storage 
[3]. Recent activities have included the following: 3.4. Optimization of Cask/Container Loading

for Long Term Spent Fuel Storage
3.1. Long-term Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel

Cask designers face evolving challenges including
To address the challenges of extending storage in long term storage of higher burnup fuel with
existing and new facilities for much longer durations, correspondingly higher initial enrichments, the use of
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mixed oxide (MOX) fuel, and obtaining regulatory 3.9. Economics of Spent Fuel Storage
approval for the use of burnup credit. Meetings were
held in 2002 and 2003 to identify optimisation issues Economic considerations in spent fuel storage projects
and obtain views of both regulators and grow in importance as spent fuel storage quantities
implementers, in preparation for a subsequent increase. Meetings held in 2002 and 2003 served as
technical document on this topic. Participants noted key steps toward ongoing development of a technical
that burnup credit is one of a number of significant document on this subject.
considerations in this optimization process. In order
to pursue the storage-related advantages of burnup 3.10. Data Requirements and Maintenance of
credit, it is necessary to have good knowledge of Records for Spent Fuel Management
spent nuclear fuel characteristics, from both
measurement and calculations. Quality assurance Effective management and protection of storage-
associated with supporting data remains a key related data is a key condition for long term spent fuel
prerequisite to burnup credit implementation. In management. As data storage technologies evolve and
parallel, refinement of mcthods/lechnology for the as personnel rotate, continuity of knowledge will
measurement and confirmation of assembly burnup- require continuing attention. Consistent guidelines on
will be a key contributor to future burnup credit information management are required for long-teTM
applications. Both meetings endorsed the importance management of spent fuel. A meeting, held in early
of considering burnup credit, with national July of this year established a basis for a subsequent
representatives noting that related costs and benefits technical document on records management.
must be evaluated in specific national contexts.

4. Recent L4,EA activities in burnup credit
3.5. Dry Spent Fuel Storage Technology applications

An IAEA Technical Meeting/Workshop "Dry Spent 4.1. Implementation of Burnup Credit in Spent
Fuel Storage Technology" was held in June 2002 to Fuel Management
give guidance to experts from Central and Eastern
European Member States operating WWER and Criticality safety analyses for spent fuel systems
RBMK nuclear power plants and to exchange traditionally assumed that the fuel was fresh, resulting
information. Fifty-six experts participated and in significant conservatism. Improved methods
concluded that the workshop was very helpful in (calculations and measurements) for developing solid
communicating a wide range of related experience. knowledge of spent nuclear fuel characteristics

support efforts to take credit for the reactivity
3.6. Spent Fuel Treatment reduction associated with fuel burnup, by reducing

this conservatism while maintaining appropriate
Recent meetings held on the subject of emerging criticality safety margins.
technologies for spent fuel treatment will lead to
publishing a technical document in the near future. As described at the ICNC1999 conference, the IAEA

started its burnup credit (BUC) programme with an
3.7. Technical and Institutional Aspects of advisory meeting in 1997 resulting in a 1998

Regional Spent Fuel Storage proceedings 61 exploring worldwide interest in using
BUC in spent fuel management systems. Findings

Meetings held in 2001 and 2002 determined that noted that economics was a prime motivator for
technical considerations and economic issues may be pursing BUC; gathering needed data consumed time
less significant than ethical and institutional issues for and funds; cooperative development and
the development of a multinational project. A communication would mitigate these needs.
technical document is expected to be published in
2004. A second major technical meeting was held in Vienna

in July 2000 and attended by 35 participants from 17

3.8. Selection Criteria for AFR Storage countries and 2 international organizations. As noted
Facilities in the proceedings published in 2001 71, it concluded

that use of BUC, and understanding of related

Based on meetings held over the several years, a technical and regulatory issues, continued to progress.
technical document is being prepared to provide It also reiterated recommendations that BUC
guidance on selection criteria and methodology for information and data be cooperatively developed and
AFR facilities, together with updated information on shared, including opportunities for international
related developments. cooperation in organizing training courses on BUC

applications.

In October 2001, the Agency contributed to a well-
received two-week BUC training course held in the
USA involving 25 participants from 12 countries.
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The current spent fuel programme for the IAEA
The IAEA organized a third major BUC meeting in includes the following efforts over the next few years:
April 2002 on requirements, practices, and
developments in BUC applications. Fifty-four 5.1. Spent Fuel Performance and Research
participants from 18 countries participated in 
sessions held in Madrid, Spain, involving forty Building on the results of the coordinated research
reports and discussions in working groups. These project on SPAR [41 a subsequent coordinated
groups addressed validation of codes and methods, research project (SPAR-11) is planned for 2004
key issues, safety assessment and implementation, through 2008 and focused on continued data sharing
and future applications. This meeting encouraged the as storage durations lengthen. Specific research
Agency to continue its activities on burnup credit objectives are expected to involve surveillance and
including dissemination of related information, given monitoring programmes for spent fuel storage
the number of member States having to deal with facilities, fuel materials performance evaluation for
increased spent fuel quantities and extended wet/dry storage, and collection and exchange of spent
durations. A technical document [81 detailing these fuel storage experience.
discussions on the progress and status of BUC
applications for spent nuclear fuel will be published 5.2. Burnup Credit Applications
in 2003.

A new task is foresee'n on "Advances in applications
During the June 2003 international conference on of BUC to reduce the number of transports and
spent fuel storage, a panel of experts addressed the increase storage capacity" with plans for a consultants
topic of "technical and regulatory challenges raised meeting in 2004 in preparation for a major technical
by long term storage". During their discussions, they meeting in 2005. In addition, a second task is being
noted tat wider adoption of burnup credit could investigated to prepare a document on BUC
reduce the total number of casks required for storage applications to WWER fuel, conditioned on the
and transport applications, with attendant reductions availability of USDOE-funded chemical assay data.
in both expense and exposure.

5.3. Classification of Fuel Failures during Spent
5. Future LAEA activities in spent fuel Fuel Storage

management
The Agency plans to collect information from

Participants in the June 2003 spent fuel storage consultants and in larger technical meetings with the
conference expressed particular interest in the intent of subsequently publishing a technical resource
following areas for possible future Agency initiatives: documenting national approaches and related issues

and recommendations.
Providing assistance in the evaluation and
research of the long term behaviour of fuel and 5.4. Issues around spent fuel treatment
storage components in order to realize the (reprocessing, conditioning, transportation)
anticipated long storage periods; (e.g.
organizing a regional technical co-operation This activity will focus on aspects of spent fuel
project on storage issues for Eastern European management other than spent fuel storage. Meetings
spent fuel); will be scheduled to gather information leading to

Continuing the exchange of information and updated technical documentation on this subject.

data on spent fuel storage technologies and
public acceptance matters; 5.5. Influence of Fuel Design for High Burnup

and MOX Fuel and Advanced Reactor
Broadening the scope of future conferences Operations on Spent Fuel Storage
(e.g. to include safety requirements for storage
facilities, criticality issues, burnup credit, This activity will involve meetings focused on trends
decay heat calculations, transport of spent fuel, on in fuel design which are significant to spent fuel
safeguards); management, leading to a technical document on this

Collaborating internationally on specific issues topic.

such as fuel integrity, application of burnup 5.6. Good Practices to Extend Operation of
credit, code validation, cask component Interim Spent Fuel Storage Facilities
lifetime, long term performance monitoring;

Representatives of Member States with Motivated by a desire for consistency in spent fuel
smaller nuclear programmes informally storage practices, the TAEA plans to prepare an update
expressed continued interest in regional to previously issued guidance documents on this topic
storage initiatives, as well as topic-specific [9]. Current plans call for a technical meeting in early
workshops and training courses. 2005 to develop this revised guidance.
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5.7. Other

As noted above, a range of technical documents will
be published on the topics including: data
requirements and records maintenance, economics of
spent fuel storage, operations/maintenance of casks
and containers, regional spent fuel storage aspects,
optimisation of cask/container loading. Coordination
and cooperation will continue both within the IAEA
(e.g., with Nuclear Safety in developing standards)
and with other organizations (e.g., with the NEA in
activities related to burnup credit). The LXA will
continue to seek opportunities using technical
cooperation resources to assist member states in spent
fuel management activities. The LEA will also
continue plans for periodic large conferences on this
topic to foster a wide exchange of current information
and to stimulate creative dialogue on emerging
trends.

6. Summary

Spent fuel storage has been carried out safely and
effectively for decades, and there is high confidence
that this will continue to be the case. Yet as storage
inventories and durations increase, issues associated
with long term storage compel more attention, as
witnessed by participation of IAEA member States in
the June 2003 international conference on storage of
spent fuel from power reactors. Trends toward more
storage capacity for longer durations is complicated
by trends toward higher initial enrichment, higher
fuel burnup, as well as evolving fuel designs. As a
result of these trends, IAEA activities on spent fuel
management have enhanced scrutiny of issues
associated with long term spent fuel storage. Recent
activities have examined issues associated with
materials aging, performance monitoring, economics,
maintenance, data requirements, cask loading, spent
fuel treatment, regional facilities, and facility
selection criteria. The IAEA also continues to place
significant priority on activities associated with
implementation of burnup credit, given the potential
for increased capacity and resultant reduced costs and
operational exposure.
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Agency publications related to Spent Fuel
Management - last years
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Selection of Exception Limits for All Actinide Nuclides Based on Revised
Criteria for Safe International Transport
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Since 1998, there have been some speculations about future transport of significant quantities and concentrations
of other actinide nuclides than the four currently listed in the regulation for the safe transport of the radioactive
material. Therefore, it raised a need to specify exception limits for such actinides.
Additionally, the total fissile nuclide mass per consignment of excepted packages was limited in the 1996 edition
of the regulations (a conveyance limit is preliminary supported in the 2003 revision). The proposed changes of
the rules have to take this new control into account.
The European Community (DGTREN) decided to fund a project related to this subject.
In order to define credible exception limits, it was necessary to have reasonably accurate data for all actinide
nuclides. Then the authors of the study decided to perform calculations with different codes (MONK, MCNP,
CRISTAL, SCALE) and different cross-section libraries (JEF2.2, ENDFB, JENDL, etc.). This article presents
the work achieved and gives propositions of modification for the LAEA requirements for the Safe Transport of
Radioactive Material related to, firstly, the list of the fissile materials, and secondly, the rule to determine the
quantities of actinide nuclides that can be excepted from the requirements for the packages containing fissile
materials. The participants acknowledge the DGTREN who made this work possible due to its support.

KEYWORDS. Transport, Package, Actinide, Exception Limits, Regulation, EA

1. Introduction dimension of the package in Woodcock and Paxton
calculations is always greater or equal to

Currently, the IAEA Regulation for the Safe lox IOX10 CM3 ) a new method to define fissile
Transport of Radioactive Material 1) only considers exception criteria is required.
233u, 235u, 239pu and 24 'Pu as fissile materials whereas
other actinide nuclides are capable of sustaining a 2. List of fissionable actinides
chain reaction on their own. In order to propose a
modification of the regulation to take into account The evaluations only include nuclides with half-
additional actinide nuclides, which present a potential lives greater or equal to 45 days although shorter half-
hazard in terms of criticality, the European lives may need to be considered in transport.
Community (DGTREN) decided to partially fund a Radioactive decay of some nuclides into more reactive
working group gathering IRSN, EMS, DTLR (now nuclides is an additional consideration that is not
Dff) and SERCO. evaluated. An example is 233 Pa, which cannot support

The first goal of this Group was to define the list of criticality directly but decays into 233U. Minimum
actinide nuclides able to sustain a chain-reaction and "cooling time" after production of the nuclide as well
to calculate the minimum critical masses of those as maximum length of transport should be established
actinides. Then, as most of those actinides are before a detailed evaluation is carried out.
supposed to be produced and transported in small in this article the term fissile is for nuclides that can
quantitie 2 some exception limits (mass limits) were sustain a chain reaction with thermal neutrons and
determined; for a mass of nuclide per package lower fissible is used for nuclides that can only support a
than its exception limit, there will be no need to assess chain reaction as metal.
the criticality risk. In order to define the criticality hazard of each

The current fissile exception rule, in terms of actinide nuclide, different parameters have been
excepted masses, is based on Woodcock and Paxton studied:
calculations performed in the 1960' S4). Since the - the ETA parameter () as a function of energy; it
maximum number of packages per consignment gives the capability of a given isotope to increase
increased (the Woodcock and Paxton calculations the number of neutrons in a system for any
were performed with 5x5O packages) and the case of incident neutron energy (TI(E) is equal to
accidental configurations need to be assessed (the cTKE)*v(E)/(Y.(E)),

Corresponding author, Tel 33 58 35 78 67, Fax 33 46 57 29 98, E-mail caroline.lavarennc�irsn.fr
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- the k infinite parameter of a given actinide; it gives Table I List of actinides nuclides
the possibility for a single nuclide to reach the
criticality state in an infinite medium. Element NuclideSpectrum Element Nuclide Spectrum

Different cross-section evaluations were studied,
Actinium 227Ac NONE Americium 24'Am FASTsuch as JEF2.2, ENDF/B-VI.8, JENDL3.3.

When il is above I for a certain energy range, there Thorium 22"Th NONE 14'-Am SLOW
is a possibility of criticality. The studies also pointed
out the impact of inelastic scattering (e.g. for 127 Ac, 2"Tb FAST -Am FAST

23 'Pa, ... ) to determine if an isotope can sustain a 'Tb NONE Curium ""Cm FAST

chain reaction (il can be greater than 1.0 above the 23'Th NONE 20CM SLOW

fission threshold but, if inelastic scattering is more Protactinium 23'Pa NONE 2"Cm FAST
likely than fission, it will scatter the neutrons below . I
the fission threshold). Uranium 132U SLOW 20CM SLOW

For kinf, the infinite neutron multiplication factor, 2"U SLOW -Cm FAST
pure metals are calculated for all actinide nuclides.
For actinide nuclides that are potentially fissile with &Uu FAST 141CM SLOW

slow neutrons, mixtures with water are also calculated. 2-5U SLOW 20Cza FAST
The evaluated data have to be processed before use

in the computer codes. The processing includes 2Mu NONE MCM FAST

condensation over energy into various numbers of 'U NONE Berkelium 24"Bk SLOW

energy groups for use with codes such as SCALE and Neptunium -Np FAST mBk ?
APOLLO. The processed cross section libraries are
expected to determine the results. The computer codes 'Np SLOW 2ORk FAST

are not expected to make any significant difference for '7Np FAST Californium 2"Cf FAST
these simple systems. However some calculations 2OCf SLOW
performed with the sme libraries but different codes Plutonium 2MPu SLOW
show unexpected discrepancies: actually, most broad 237pU SLOW 25'Cf FAST
group codes use a fission spectrum for each isotope
but do not include variation with incident neutron ImPu FAST 151a SLOW
energies; this led to a 10% difference in k infinite 2"pU SLOW 252Cf SLOW

between MCNP and MONK. When MONK-BINGO 2-Pu FAST -Cf FAST
was used (it models the incident energy dependence as
does MCNP) ten the 10% difference disappeared. 241 Pu SLOW EinsteiniUM 212 Es ?

Consequently, it is important to note that this -Pu FAST Es SLOW

phenomenon can have large effects, for metals, and 2" Pu FAST Fermium 217 Fm ?
should terefore be modeled.

Mendelevium 2OMd ?
During the project, new cross section data became

available in the form of detailed evaluated libraries as 3. Critical masses obtained
well as in tables and charts. Comparisons of data from

different libraries can be used to predict and Given adequate cross sections, it is easy to evaluate
understand the behaviour of actinide nuclides. The the individual properties of each actinide isotope. The
criticality properties of nuclides from different properties selected here are kf, the infinite neutron
libraries, even from different releases of the same multiplication factor and kff, the effective neutron
library, sometimes vary considerably. multiplication factor for spheres of metals and of

As a result of this large variation, it was felt mixtures with water. Calculations first focussed on
relevant to list thermal NUBAR values for all actinide bare systems and systems reflected by water and steel.
nuclides. Some large discrepancies can be observed Calculations include the best estimates of each
for ... U and "6Np (30%); some smaller differences property using available information.
are also obtained for 241AM, 243AM, 242CM 2CM, The values of the critical masses have been
247cM, 249Cf and 252Cf (-5%). calculated with:

Finally the list of actinide nuclides capable to sustain a - SCALE 44 with sequence CSASIX and the
chain reaction with slow or fast incident neutrons is ENDF/B-V 238-groups library (EMS),
given in the following table 1. - MCNP4C2 with various releases of ENDF/B (-V -

V1.2, -VI.5 and -VI.8) and ENDL (-3.2 and 3.3)
as well as JEF 22 and ENDL-92 continuous
energy cross section libraries (EMS),

- JEF2.2 evaluation, APOLL02-Sn
(CRISTAL VO. 1) and 172-groups (IRSN),
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- JEF2.2 evaluation and TRIPOL14.1 Monte Carlo Calculations have been performed with: 235 U, 233U,

(continuous) code. 239pU 2IpU and 212mAm in thermal energy spectrum
The values obtained with Monte Carlo codes and 237 Np, 2" Cm and 238 Pu in fast energy spectrum;

(MCNP or CRISTAL) were determined with a those nuclides correspond to the actinide nuclides
standard deviation (a) on the k effective lower or already present in the regulation ( 235U, 233,U, 239 Pu,
equal to 0001 0.1% in Ak); most of IRSN results are 241 Pu and, ao, 238Pu) and the ones where large
based on calculations presented in details in ). discrepancies with the different calculations between

It appears that the values of critical masses are very CRISTAL (IRSN) and SCALE or MCNP (EMS)
similar when we use a continuous code or a multi- appeared (237 Np, 244 Cm and 242mAm).
groups code with JEF2.2, except for 236pU. The calculations were carried out for the following

The same values are obtained with ENDF/B and masses per packages:
JEF2.2 for: 232u, 233u, 234u, 235u, 238PU, 239Pu and

240 Pu. The values differ: Table 2 Mass of nuclide per package
- by less than a factor 2 for 23'Np, 241PU, 242PU, Mass of actinide nuclide per p kage

24 'Am, 242"Arn , 243 Am '243cM, 244cM, 245cM, 247cM; Actinide Mass per package Reflector

23 236PU; nuclide (g)
- by a factor 2 to 7 for 5Np, U 235 15, 10 and 
- by a factor 30 for 242CM. U 233 15, 10 and 

Pu 239 15,10, 5 and 20 cm of water
The differences of NUBAR alone can't explain Pu 241 5, 1 and 0.5

these discrepancies. -Am 242m 1, 0.5 and 01
Np 237 10000 and 0DO

Some very large differences on the masses have Cm 244 10000 and1 000 30 cm of steel

been obtained for 242CM (factor 30). This should be Pu 238 1 000 and 500

explained by the data coming from the ENDFBNI
evaluation, which have to be revised. The calculations 4.1 Normal conditions of transport
achieved with JENDL3.3 give more consistent results.

For 232U, the effect of the greater value of the ETA The number N, of packages that could lead to a
parameter with fast neutrons explains the lowest criticality hazard in normal conditions was determined.
critical masses obtained for metal system. Each cubic package dimension is greater or equal to

For 236pu, new evaluations with ENDF/B VI-8, INIOxIlOcin�. In order to be consistent with the
JENDL-3.3 and JEF2.2 with point-wise energy regulation, it is postulated to have 5N, packages close
spectrum give a smaller minimum critical mass in case together.
of a moderated system. The calculations with Then different calculations were perfori-ned,
APOLL02 libraries 172 groups) and ENDF/B-V depending on the mass m(X) per package, to fmd the
(238 gr.) give an opposite conclusion. number of 5N, packages leading to kff + 3a = 095
The discrepancies point out the importance of the (CSI equal to 50).
safety factors that will be used for the definition of the The aim is to find the relations N = f (m(X)) that
exception limit, depending on the confidence in the lead to no criticality hazard.
data. For that purpose, for each case (thermal or fast

spectrum) the most constraining configuration (as a
4. Definition of some exception limits function of the geometry and the moderation of the

fissile material) was determined:
To prevent criticality hazards during a transport of -for the thermal spectrum fissile actirlide nuclides,

excepted fissile material, both normal conditions it is a homogeneous distribution of the fissile
(array of packages) and accidental conditions of material and water of density less or equal to ;
transport (eventually mixing of fissile material of -for the fast spectrum fissible isotopes, on the
many packages) must be considered. The contrary of thermal spectrum fissile actirlide
configurations studied are given in the Fig.l. nuclides, the most constraining case was found

Hypollicsis t'�'j fill -,i/e ortfic aamgc with a concentrated fissile material (metallic
IOXIOXIO call' Sit wwmll condition o ftarlsix)n) crystalline form).
N(,) guarafities oti te peojmtry aer wi,,wcidomt The calculations were first performed with 2 types
jii(X) per lackage of reflectors depending on the considered actinide
`Nhiuluif nuclide 20 cm of water for moderated systems and 30

2N cm of steel for fast neutrons systems). Calculations
were performed with and without 'a steel wrapper to
take into account the possibility of having "Type "

kl'�C,'&,O�%�,�,, packages.
For the thermal fissile isotopes, the "standard

moderator" first used was water. Some others
moderators have been checked like CH2 and Carbon,
in order to compare with the results obtained with

Fig. I Configurations ofarrays studied water,
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The calculations were performed at IRSN using For this example, the number of packages (5N,)
APOLLO 2 172gr - MORET 4 programs and also leading to 095 is 530: then N, is 106. The same
TRIPOLI 4 program to check some cases with steel method was used for ach isotope and each mass.
(CRISTAL VO package). Finally, the results are plotted in Fig. 4.

Crosschecking calculations were performed at
SERCO with the MONK program to confirm the Calculations were achieved with the 3 fast
APOLLO 2 - MORET 4 results. Those crosschecking spectrum "fissible" isotopes 237 Np, 244 Cm and 231pU.

calculations used the development version of the In those cases. on the contrary to (thermal) fissile
ANSWERS Criticality code MONK 9 allowing isotopes, the most constraining cases are found when
application of the new BINGO collision processor. All the fissible material is concentrated, with crystal
calculations have been performed using a JEF2.2 based density (metal density).
nuclear data library with a hyper-fine group stiucture. Calculations were also carried out with a steel

238pU_Crosschecking calculations were also performed at wrapper around the . the reactivity increases with
EMS for some cases. the steel thickness. There is a better reflection in each

For the fissile actinide nuclides thermal spectrum), package when there is a steel wrapper around e
the multiplication factors for 3 4 or different arrays package (steel is a good reflector in fast spectrum),
giving a keff around the value of 095 were calculated. Calculations were also performed with a steel wrapper
For example, for g of 235U homogeneously placed for 244 Cm and 23'Np under a crystal form, but an
in a1000 CM3 package filled with water (density of opposite effect was found, as the reactivity is lower
water lower than 1), the results are: with a steel wrapper. This is due to the fact that, in the

k- case of 244 Cm and 237 Np, m(X) values were far from
Hwa2�&sWMwof10gofUMxWw.t.

RdlecW 2D= w&r the critical masses and the shapes of the cross sections
of those isotopes are different: wen the spectrum is

MWff 30p.Mo. softened (with steel), ETA (cTf*v/a.),becomes lower
-We" 6U ?'48pu.
-W2*a 7M than 1 wile it remains greater than I for

For fissible nuclides:
the crystal form is the most constraining form
for those miclides,
the steel wrapper increases the reactivity for the

Of 238pU Of 2311pucase with lkg per package.

0.7- 4.1.2. Accidental conditions of transport
The number N2 of packages that could lead to a

0.6 criticality hazard in accidental conditions was0 X0 4W 6W 1XU

determined. In order to be consistent with the
Fig. 2 Homogeneous distribution of g of 235 U and transport regulation for fissile material, 2N2 damaged

Water - 4f = f(mass of water) packages into the most constraining form (sphere)
were considered.

Then, we calculated the number of packages 2N2
After those calculations, with the following Fig. 3 leading to k,ff = 0. 95 maximum allowable mass).

giving the maximum of the multiplication factor Maximum allowable masses were determined with

(+ 3cr) for each array, the number of packages that CRISTAL (APOLLO2 - S 2D 20 gr)) in order to

leads to kff + 3u = 095 is interpolated:
H. d=b tw define the N2 value. For the cases with steel. we

wr- assumed that the steel wrapper is removed, in order to
k.. 3-k...fjN..*wfp..k.9-j

take the most constraining case (when steel is

homogeneously mixed with the fissile medium, the

reactivity decreases due to steel absorption). The fact

of taking steel into account would allow carrying a

higher number of packages.

k. 0.� N2 is calculated as follows:
N = (1/2)*(Allowable Mass(X) m(X)).

09 With m) the mass of actinide nuclide X per

package and the Allowable Mass is the minimum

mass of nuclide X in a sphere (with the reflector -

water, steel or lead- that gives the lowest mass value)
M 'W 6W

�b.ap.an..(Um) that gives a k-effective equal to 095.

235 Calculations have been performed with the same 
Fig. 3 Homogeneous distribution of g of U nuclides as for the normal conditions of transport:

and water - 4f = f(Number of packages) 235U, 233U. 239 Pu, 241 Pu and 242mAm in thermal energy
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spectrum and 237 Np, 244 Cm and 238 Pu in fast energy The principles to set tile rule are the following:
spectrum I the exception rules will be set considering the

The Fig. 4 gives the numbers N, and N2 depending accidental conditions only and it will be verified,
on the mass m(X) per package (for the actinide for the ass limit per package obtained, that the
nuclides studied). It shows that the accidental accidental conditions are more limiting than the
conditions are always more limiting than the normal normal ones (fig 4)
conditions up to a mass of actinide nuclide per 2. every possible environment and configurations
package. For large masses of actmide nuclides per (reflectors, moderators, mixtures ... will be
packages, the normal cases become more constraining. considered; actually, if the package is excepted,

When the number of packages allowed gets close to there will be no chance to re-check the real
I package (this means we are close to the allowable configurations of transport,
mass of each actinide nuclidc), the most constraining 3. the minimum of packages leading to a criticality
case. is obtained with the normal conditions of hazard will be greater or equal to 10 (N > 0); this
transport (for example, with 15g of 239pU per package, will guarantee a dilution of the medium and reduce
N1=8 and N2=13). the consequences of human errors.

4. the current limit of 15 g per package for 235U in the
4.1.3. Other points regulation .'will be kept.

Other parameters that ay influence the reactivity, During the discussions above, it appeared that, the
have been studied, such as: exception limit of mass per package should take into
- other moderators than "standard" water moderator account:

or other reflectors than "standard" water (thernial - the effect of different types of reflectors, more
spectrum) or steel (fast spectruin) reflectors, limiting than the ones required in the current IAEA

- Non-uniform repartition of fissile material, regulations; actually the excepted packages will not
- mixture of actinide nuclides. be checked by the safety authorities, in terms of

These effects will need to be assessed for the criticality; thus, most of the configurations must be
definition of the excepted mass limits. taken into account; the effect of different types of

moderators also has to be considered; the ctical
4.2 Exception limits proposition mass will be reduced with a safety factor FI,

-a safety margin of 5% on k effective, to take into
As calculations were performed to deterinine the account all unknown phenomena (mixture,

most limiting case between normal and accidental repartition of the fissile niedimn): the citical mass
conditions of transport for nuclides, it was then will be reduced with a safety factor F2,
possible to set a rule and give an exception mass limit -the knowledge on the cross-sections has to be taken
for each of them. Theii. te rule and the exception into account (reduction of the critical ass by a
limits will be extended to the other actinide nuclides. factor 173),

Nunberofallowable packages M, N2) MhoLt steel wa pper
LM5, U233, Pu239, Pu24i ad AZ42m: arrdyneflect.d by 20orn of Mer In an homogeneous inlidura of water an Issile atin1do

Np237, Cm244 and PLj238: array reflected by 30cm of stool Wth a crystal density cube In the cnter of each package

loon
U 25 homogeneou:

A U 233 hDrnogerleou
Pu 239 horn onoous
Pu 241 homogeneous

N11
10000 Am 242m homogenGoLmNp 237 crystal

+ C. 244 crystalZ 0 Pu 28 crystal
- U235

U 23
Pu 239

i000 PU 241
Sib ..Arn 242in

Np 237
--Cm 244

--- Pu238
A

100 77
Z

E
Z V

1 mi

+

0.1 1 10 100 low I(M
Mas pr package (g)

Fig. 4 Number of allowable package depending on the
mass per package
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5. Conclusion
- the number of packages that can lead to criticality in

accidental conditions must be greater than 10 (a A list of actinide nuclides that present a potential
human error leading to a WO package array should criticality hazard has been defined.
be safe). Minimum critical masses were calculated with
The consignment limit will be introduced and various cross-section evaluations and various codes;

should be less than half of the critical mass. some discrepancies were observed that pointed out the
The excepted mass per package could therefore be importance on safety margins for the evaluation of

determined as follows: some isotopes.
I- define the minimum of the critical mass Then, criticality calculations on arrays of packages

Mc(min) obtained for common moderators containing various masses of isotopes per package
(water or mist of water) and reflectors (water for were performed, giving the number of allowable
thermal energy spectrum or steel for fast energy packages for every quantity of mass per package.
spectrum) obtained with the different codes, Finally, a method is proposed to set some exception

2- set a "reflector/moderator correction factor" criteria. The next table gives the values obtained.
F1 for the critical mass to take into account the
possibility of other reflectors, other moderators Table 3 E eption limits

(for fissile actinide miclide only), heterogeneity NuclidejMgroup (g)m- (g*uclid+1group (g)m- (g)

of the moderator (for fissile actinide nuclides 229Th - - 246CM 1760 140
only); as a first step, this factor has been set to
0.8 for fissile actinide nuclides ad set to I for 232u 700 55 247cM 50 4

the others (this factor could be discussed), 233u 130 10 1411CM 1700 140
3- set a "margin correction factor" 2, to take 234u 00 211CM

into account a safety margin of % in Akff; this 31500 26 1180 100

factor has been derived fi-orn calculations when 235u 1 190 15 247 Bk 2800 230
available, otherwise it has been set to 0.8 (the 490 24
value obtained with this factor applied to the 40 813k - -
critical mass keff--l) is very close to the values 236NP 4 0.3 24Bk 10400 850

of allowable masses k,.ff--0.95) calculated), 237NP 10100 840 24ICf

4- set a "library correction factor' F3, due to the 236pu 249cf
libraries uncertainties; derived from the observed 350 30 3 0.25

discrepancies (if no comparison exists the factor 237 Pu 7 0.5 2-10Cf 250 20

will be set, as a first approach, to 02), 238PU 1880 150 251cf 1 0.08
5- determine the safe mass I

Msafe = F1.F2.F3.Mc(min), 239pu I 110 9 252 Cf 230 20

6- deteiinine the allowable mass per group of 24oPu 6200 510 254Cf 180 15

packages Mgroup = Msafe/2 2 groups of 24 'pu 60 5 252 Es -- -
packages will still be safe in accidental
conditions, 242pu 12200 1000 2.14 Es 2.5 0.2

7- determine the allowable mass per package 244pu 21
m = Mgroup/12; 12 was set to fd a value of 1 4800 400 'Fin - -

15g per package for 23SU; then 242cm. 610 50

m = F1.F2.F3.Mc(min)/24 243cM 16 1.3 241,ALM 8800 730
8- check on the Fig. 4 that for the mass m*, the 244cM 0 242

number of allowable packages in accidental 4200 35 Am 4.5 0.3

condition (N2(M*)) is less or equal to the number 245cm. 10 0.9 2"Ain 29400 2400
of allowable packages in normal conditions
(Nl(m*)). References

Then the Criticality Safety Index for the package 1) IAEA SAFETY STANDARDS SERIES No. ST-1 -

will be set as: REQUIREMENTS - Regulations for the Safe Transport

M( of Radioactive Material - 1996 Edition
CSI = 50 X) , with mx)<m*(X) 2) J. Anno & G. Sert, "French Participation at ANS/ANSI 8.15

X Mgroup(x) Working Group Updating Criticality Data on ... Np.
Criticality & Transportation Proposals", ICNC'99, Versailles,

where m(X) is the actual transported amount of the France, Scpt.20-24, 1999,11, 447 1999)

isotope X per package. 3) "Actinides Critical Masses and the Paxton Woodcock Rule", J.

An additional rule states "if the total mass of a Anno, 1. Guimier, C. Lavarenne and M. Duluc. , Proc. Int.
Conf on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'03, Tokai Mura,

group of actinide nuclides is less than 10 mg, they Japan, Oct 20-24 2003).

don't need to be taken into account" (10 mg is e 4) "The criticality aspects of transportation of issile materials",

than 130 of the minimum m*(X) obtained for any of E.R. WOODCOCK and H.C. PAXTON -Technology

the actinide nuclides X). Engineering and Safety - volume 4 401- Pergarnon Press
1961).
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Results of an OECD/NEA Comparison of Minimum Critical Values

Wolf Weber, Gesellschaft Mr Anlagen- und Reaktorsicherheit (GRS) mbH, 85738 Garching, Germany
Dennis Mennerdahl, E Mennerdahl Systems, Starvagen 12, 183 57 Taby, Sweden

An OECD/NEA expert group has compiled international data on existing minimum critical values
for U02-, 1102-, UNH- and PuNH-systems to identify any significant discrepancies in the data and
to propose explanations. The paper examines the spread of the compiled data and the influence of
the time of generation of the data on the spread. It turns out, that the remarkable spread reduces by
omitting values older than five years. Considering only data generated in the last three years, the
spread ftirther reduces. The number of cases with a large spread in the reported minimum critical
values falls from 28 to four cases, and the smallest and largest data values converge.

1. Introduction It is not intended to give here all compiled data in
detail. Rather, the presentation will examine the

Minimum critical values given by criticality hand- range of the compiled data and give identified dis-
books and other sources are known to show dis- crepancies. Further, the influence of the time of the
crepancies that are sometimes considerable. A strik- generation of the data on the data range and the
ing example is shown below for the minimum criti- discrepancies will be given. Some ideas on the
cal volume of water-moderated 235 U02. Being causes of the discrepancies will be added.

unique like physical constants, minimum critical 2. Range of data and discrepancies
values should be same, nevertheless. This is impor-
tant with regard to licensing, though minimum criti- At time, the compilation for the systems focused on
cal values are used here primarily in connection contains 221 entries for U02, 178 entries for UNH,
with safety factors. These discrepancies were 103 entries for P02 and 188 entries for PuNH.
brought to the attention of the OECD/NEA Work- Tables la and lb give an overview on the largest
ing Party for Nuclear Criticality Safety (WPNCS) and smallest values, found for every minimum criti-
who appointed an expert group to investigate the cal parameter of the examined U02-, PU02-, U`NH-
issue. The Minimum Critical Values Expert Group and PuNH-systems. To identify discrepancies of
(EGMCV) was to identify discrepancies and to major size, the percentage difference A.,, between
propose explanations. The outcome of the task was the largest and the smallest value for every critical
thought to provide a helpful input to the Interna- parameter for all systems of the compilation is
tional Community. It was not intended to recom- given.
mend values.
The expert group confined the investigation to ho- It is interesting, that there are far more high dis-
mogeneous systems. New calculations would be crepancies with A.,, above 10 for the Uranium-
performed if necessary. The work started with the systems than for the Plutonium-systems. Moreover,
compilation of a quite large number of chemical the size of the discrepancies is higher for Uranium-
compositions of 21U 2U and Plutonium and dif- systems than for Plutonium.

ferent reflectors. The minimum critical parameters 3. Influence of the time of data generation
of sphere mass, sphere volume, cylinder diameter
and slab thickness, each with full water reflection, It is felt, that a certain convergence of the relevant
and the mininium critical concentration were se- data over the years takes place. It therefore was
lected for investigation. The data were compiled examined (for systems that show a high discrepancy
mainly in an Internet data bank, created by an ex- of Aall above 10 in Table la and lb) how the
pert group member (NAIS Inc, Japan). largest and smallest values and the A change, when
The arriving of a high number of data with more data before 1999 are omitted. The resulting largest
than 900 entries at present, the effort for analysis and smallest values and the resulting A,,, are given
turned out to be unexpectedly high. The group thus by Table 2a and 2b. The A,. is compared to the A.11
focused on aqueous systems Of U02, P02, Ura- of Table la and lb. It is interesting, that the dis-
nium- and Plutonium-Nitrate with five enrichments crepancies are reducing especially for 100 wt%
of the Uranium and six Pu-vectors respectively. enrichment Uranium-systems. For Plutonium-
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systems, the reduction by omitting older data is less. Part of the older values are more conservative. One
It is reminded to the remark above, that the discrep- reason is that the generation of the data used SN-
ancies for Plutonium over all data are less frequent codes, Re DTF-IV, with a SN-order of 4 and a
and smaller in size as compared to Uranium. scattering expansion of the group constants data of

In addition to looking at the influence of omitting Pi, which led to more conservative results than Sg-
data older than 1999 in case of high A.],, it was and P3-order. Sometimes, 16 group cross sections of
looked on the data of only the last three years from Hansen-Roach or generated by GAMTEC were
2001 on. It turns out, that the values always con- used. And, important for the nitrate-systems, the
verge, i.e., the largest values always fall and the dilution laws of ARH-600 and Leroy-Jouan were
smallest values always rise. This is true for U02, used. Used by IRSN is now the new 'isopiestic'
PUO2, UNH and PuNIFI. The number of systems dilution law, which was checked against critical
with a A above 10 % reduces from 28 cases to 4 solution experiments, given by the International

Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Bench-

An overview on the generation time of the minimum mark Experiments ICSBEP (see ICNC'03 contribu-
critical values for the PuNH-systems, contained in tion of J. Anno et al. 1/).
the data compilation, and the authors is given by
Tables 3 and 3a, respectively. 5. Conclusions

4. Influencing factors to be considered Taking into account all data of the compilation
including quite old values, there is remarkable

Influencing factors, taken into consideration by the spread of the largest and the smallest value for the
expert group are engineering data, codes and cross different systems. The spread reduces when omit-
section data, calculation parameters, code bias ad- ting values that are older than five years. Further,
justments, and best estimate procedures. taking into account only data generated in the last

Engineering data comprise material/moderator three years, the largest and the smallest values for
density relations, theoretical density of materials, the systems converge. And the number of cases with
atomic weights, Avogadro's number, and depend- a high difference between the largest and the small-

est value reduces from 28 to 4 cases.
ence of fissile material density on enrichment.

The influence of codes and cross sections comprises The spread of the data underlines the importance of
the type of the code, point cross sections or group the safety factors, which are applied in connection
constants, number of energy groups, and the evalu- with minimum critical values in the safety assess-

ated nuclear data base of the cross sections used. ment.
The calculation parameters consider the representa-
tion of geometry and reflector, SN-order, Pi-order, For sure, sorting and examining the data according
number of mesh points, convergence criteriathe to the time of generation does not answer the ques-
tracking method of Monte Carlo calculation, vari- tion for the causes of the discrepancies nor does it
ance reduction parameters and convergence of the point to values being exact. This is up to further
eigen-distribution, tracking eror checks. detailed analyses. Though, it gives a structured

Concerning bias adjustments, a description and the basis for an analysis, and helps to turn the view on
amount of correction are looked for. Single older systems, which are first candidates for analysis.
minimum critical values seem to have been derived Citing a proposal of a member of the OECD/NEA
by special best estimate procedures. EGMCV group, this analysis and the work of the

group could become a basic resource for various
interests and be valuable both for the industry and
for licensing authorities.
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Table la Uranium-systems: Largest smallest minimum critical values and difference Adj of all provided entries

sphere mass, Sphere volume, cylinder diameter slab thickness, concentration,
235-U, kg I cm cm g I

wt % smallest largest % smallest largest % smallest largest AW) % smallest largest all, /0 smallest largest Aall %
all all all all all all all all A all all

U02 systems

3 88 102.8 14 45 55.8 19 30.7 33.2 8 15.5 17 9 499 538 7

4 53.9 56.9 5 32.9 37 11 27.6 28.6 4 13.4 14 4 356 400 11

5 35 38.2 8 27.4 29.1 6 24.9 26.1 5 11.9 12.4 4 270 296 9

10 no values

20 4.95 7.43 33 9.9 11.5 14 17.3 17.94 4 6.4 7.5 15 62.7 65.7 5

100 0.77 0.84 8 3.9 6.1 36 12 14.3 16 3.3 4.9 33 11.7 13 10 C)

UNH systems

3 429 529 19 361 434 17 64.6 68.5 6 36.5 39.8 8 600 658 9

4 144.2 164 12 134.9 160 16 45.18 47.9 6 24.98 26.22 5 356 421 15

5 74 82.2 10 80 89.4 11 37.82 39.59 5 19.6 20.89 6 309.9 323 4

10 17.38 18 3.4 28.8 29.2 1.4 26.18 26.2 0.1 12.53 12.7 1.3 137.1 -

20 1 4 1 6.13 1 35 1 15 1 16.93 1 11 1 20.92 1 21 1 1.3 1 9.18 1 9.33 1 1.6 1 64.6 1 68.8 1 6

100 0.79 0.86 8 7 9 14.7 15.4 1 4.5 4.4 1 5.6 21 12.1 14.3

A, % rounded



Table lb Plutonium-systems: Largest smallest minimum critical values and difference A,, of all provided entries

sphere mass, sphere volume, cylinder diam., slab thickness, concentration,
Pu - vector kg I cm cm g P / 

39 40 41 42 smallest largest % smallest largest AH, % smallest largest % smallest largest AaIll % smallest largest Aall %
all all all all all all all all all all

P 2 - systems

100/0/0/0 0.48 0.531 1 0 1.0 1.22 1 8 7.3 7.82 7 1.7 1.83 7 7.1 7.7 8

95/5/0/0 0.58 0.65 1 0 1.23 1.31 6 7.93 8.1 2 1.93 2.04 6 7.64 7.96 4

90/5/5/0 0.585 - 1.24 - 7.944 - 1.884 - 7.6 -

80/10/10/0 0.665 0.715 7 1.28 1.36 6 8.02 8.20 2 1.91 2.03 6 7.89 8.24 4

90/10/0/0 0.74 0.79 6 1.33 1.38 4 8.2 8.3 1 2.11 2.18 3 8.40 8.64 3

80/15/5/0 0.85 0.91 7 1.39 1.45 4 8.33 8.42 1 2.14 2.21 3 8.9 9.2 3 ED

71/17/11/1 0.95 8 1.4 1.5 6 8.34 8.5 2 2.1 2.23 6 8.97 9.37 4 1

PuNH - systems

100/0/0/0 0.509 0.544 6 7.256 8.3 13 15.4 16.2 5 5.522 6.2 11 7.2 7.7 7

95/5/0/0 0.61 0.663 8 10.67 11.45 7 17.2 18.7 8 6.9 7.5 8 7.77 8.01 3

90/5/5/0 0.598 0.60 0.3 10.175 10.27 1 17.564 17.64 0.4 6.904 7.04 2 7.6 7.64 0.5

80/10/10/0 0.66 0.735 10 11.8 12.96 9 18.686 j 19.2 3 7.471 8.03 7 8 8.3 4

90/10/0/0 0.734 0.809 9 13.29 14.22 7 18.6 20.1 8 7.7 8.49 9 8.4 8.7 3

80/15/5/0 0.89 0.942 6 15.24 16.42 7 20.48 21.0 3 8.698 9.2 6 9 9.27 3

71/17/11/1 0.90 1 0.978 1 8 1 15.6 1 16.92 8 1 20.65 21.24 1 3 1 8.777 9.32 1 6 1 8.8 1 10.27 1 14
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Table 2a Uranium-systems with A,, > IO%: Reduced difference A,. by omitting values before 1999

235-u value smallest largest A_ A... smallest Is est A_
wt % U02 - tems UNH- s stems

3 mass, kg U 92.2 102.8 1 0 14 464.9 529 1 2 19
volume, 50 55.8 10 19 365.5 434 6 17

4 mass, kg U 144.2 164 2 2
volume, 34.4 37 7 1 1 134.9 160 16 16

conc., gU/I 369.2 381 3 1 1 411.9 421 2 15
5 mass, kg U 76.8 82. 7 10

volwne I 80.5 89.4 10 I 
20 mass, kg U 5.14 7.43 3 33 5.9 6. i 4 35

volume, 10.7 1 .5 7 14 16 16.9 5 1 1
slab, cm 7.1 7.42 4 15

100 volume, 4.23 4.3 2 36
cyl. 0, cm 12.27 12.4 1 16

slab, cm 3.35 3.4 2 33 5.4 5.5 1 21
conc., g U/I 12.1 12.6 4 10 12.4 12.6 4 1 

Table2b Plutonium-systemswithAwl>10%:ReduceddifferenceAwbyomittingvaluesbefore

1999

Pu-vector value smallest largest A.0 ASII rgest Awo AII
I % I %

PuO2 - systems PuNH- systems

I 00/0/0/0 mass, kg Pu 0.48 0.530 9 10

Vol, 1.144 1.216 6 18 7.256 8.24 2 13

slab, cm 5.522 5.97 8 1 1

95/5/5/0 mass, kg P 0.58 0.645 10 10

80/10/10/0 mass, kg Pu 0.683 0.735 7 1 0

71/17/1 1/1 conc., gPu/l 9.1 9.45 4 14

35 -
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Table 3 Origin and year of generation of minimum critical values for PuNH-systems, and values provided:
M, V,

0, s, c are indicating sphere mass, sphere volume, cylinder diameter, slab thickness, concentration

Pu-vector

organisation-year 100/0/0/0 95/5/0/0 90/5/5/0 1 80/10/10/0 90/10/0/0 80/15/5/0 71/17/1 1/1

LANL-87 Ml V, O's

JAERI-95 V, SI c V, 0, SI c

IPSN-96 M, V, 0, SI c M, V, 0, SI c M, V M, V n1IV'0'S'c MIVIOSc

GRS-98 M, V, 0, SI c Ml V, 0, SI c

JAERI-99 VI 0, s VI 0, s VI 0, s

DIN-00b MVOSC M, V, 0, SI c

EMS-01 M, V, 0, SI c M, V, 0, SI c M, V, 0, SI c MVOSC MVOSC M, V, 0, SI c

ORNL-01 MIVIOIS'c Ml V, 0, SI c MIVIOSc In, V, 0, SI 

IPSN-02 M, V, 0, SI c MIVIO'S'c MIVIO'S'c In, V, 0, SI c MIVIOSc MVOSC MVOSC

SERCO-02 M, c M, c M, C M, C M, C M, C M, C

SERCO-03 V, 0 s V, 0, s V, 0, s V, 0, s V, 0, s V, 0, s V, 0, s

Table 3a Reference to "organisation-yeae' of Table 3

LANL-87 LA- 10860-MS, July 1987 (entered by CV. Parks)

JAERI-95 Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook, JAERI-Review 95-013, 1995 (entered by Y.Naito, NAIS)

IPSN-96 IPSN, SEC/131/96.16 (entered by J.Anno)

GRS-98 GRS, Handbuch zur KritikalitAt, Dec. 1998 (entered by B.Grnal)

JAERI-99 Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook, Version 2 1999), JAERI 340 (entered by H.Okuno)

DIN-00b DIN 25403-6 (PuNH systems), Sept. 2000 (entered by W. Weber)

EMS-01 EMS, D. Mennerdahl, EMS/NC/2001-01, Rev. 2001-03-14)

ORNL-01 ORNL, Lester M. Petrie, 2001 (entered by C.V. Parks, EGMCV-meeting, Dec. 2001)

IPSN-02 IPSN, J. Anno, e-mail 12. Nov. 2002 (annex OECD-data.xls)

SERCO-02 Serco Assurance, SA/R/PSEG/0509 ISSUE 1, July 2002 (entered by N. Barton)

SERCO-03 Serco Assurance, SAIRIPSEG/0509 ISSUE 1, Addendum, Feb. 2003 (entered by N. Barton)

Reference

/I/ MinimumCriticalValuesofUranylandPlutoniumNitrateSolutionsCalculatedbyVariousRoutesofthe
French Criticality Codes System CRISTAL using the New Isopiestic Nitrate Density Law,
J. ANNO, V. ROUYER, N. LECLAIRE, IRSN, ICNC 2003
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Isopiestic Density Law of Actinide Nitrates Applied to Criticality Calculations

Nicolas LECLAIRE'*, Dr. Jacques ANNOa , Gdrard COURTOISf', Gilles POULLOT', Vdronique ROUYER'
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretd Nucldaire, BP] 7 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France

nicolas.leclaire 0airsn.

Up to now, criticality safety experts used density laws fitted on experimental data and applied them in
and outside the measurement range. Depending on the case, such an approach could be wrong for
nitrate solutions. Seven components are concerned: U02(NO3)2, UNO3)4, Pu(NO3)4, PU(NO3)3,

Th(NO3)4, Am(NO3)3 and HNO3. To get fid of this problem. a new methodology based on the
thermodynamic concept of binary electrolytes solutions mixtures at constant water activity, so called
"isopiestic" solutions, has been developed by IRSN to calculate the nitrate solutions density. This
article shortly presents the theoretical aspects of the method. its qualification using benchmarks and its
implementation in I.R.S.N. graphical user interface.

KEYWORDS: criticality, actinide nitrate binary data, constant water activity.

I Introduction: Density Laws used in Criticality uses the thesis works done at CEA/INSTN bsince 1981 for
the concentrated solutions.

Criticality calculations need, as input data, the atomic These works find their roots in 1936 when Zdanovski
densities of fissile mixtures. Density laws are used to studied the behaviour of binary solutions mixtures. The
calculate them in solution mixtures and derive the water mixtures of several solutions have the same ater activity
content, which rules the reactivity. They are relationships as the initial solutions provided that no specific
between mixture density and actinide concentration. interaction between the dissolved species exists. Such
acidity and temperature: p = (C(X), H, T) (0) mixtures are called simple solutions. An equivalent

behaviour has been pointed out in the case of mixtures of
1.1 Empirical Laws .non electroNtes". It is known under the denomination of

Seven main electrolytes of actinides in nitric acid Zdanovski-Stokes-Robinson behaviour (Z. S.R. )31.

solutions (HNO3, U02(NO3)2, PU(NO3)4, Th(NO3)4, The Z.S.R. rule can be expressed as follows (see also
Pu(NO3)3, Am(NO3)3 and UNO3)4) are used in the ftiel the nomenclature at the end of the paper):
cycle manufacturing and the spent fuel reprocessing. M(X j ) I , a, = constant (1)
Many density laws have been pubhshed'�'. Most of them M. bi x i)

are strictly empirical: many experimenters have proposed This formula only expresses the mass conservation
mathematical fittings of experimental data, based on when mixing. at constant water activity, aw. Of course it
various polynomial expressions: amongst them. the so fits to any mixture, without any restriction on aw,
called uranyl nitrate Leroy & Jouan and plutonium nitrate RyazanoV4� showed that the volumes of several binary
ARE-600 laws. These laws have been selected in the
French cticality practice. Nevertheless, it must be solutions having the same water activity could be added,
noticed that they are first order polynomials; thus the the resulting mixture having the following Vmx and p..
density depends linearly on the actinide concentration. � =1 M(Xi) Xvbi(Xi) then, (2)
When used at high concentration levels, these Vn mbi(x i
polynomials do not give a good estimate of the density.
Thus, the plutonium nitrate density law published in the Pr= =Z C(Xi) X bi(Xi) (3)
ARH-600 guide, by underestimating the solution density Cbi(Xi)
(i.e. water content), entails underestimates of the kff A bibliographical review of the available binary data
calculated for concentrated solution (around 200 g/ - for many ternary sstems shows that a few svstems follow
geometry optimum). strictiv the Z. S.R. rule- as a matter of fact, in 1973, Chen,

Lenzi & al". in a compilation of data coming from
1.2 Isopiestic Law - Theoretical Considerations literature. presented the behaviour of approximately

Therefore. since 2000 a new method based on a hundred ternary aqueous systems with regard to the
thermodynamic approach has been introduced in simple solutions concept; this study showed that, even if

only a few systems strictly followed the Z.S.R. rule, thisCIGALES V2.0" code., the graphical user interface that
calculates the atom densities of nuclides. This approach rule is a very good approximation for the other tested

systems. One should pay attention to the following points:

'I.R.S.N.: Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretd Nucl6aire
bC.E.A./I.N.S.T.N.- Commissariat I'Energie Atomique/Institut National des Sciences et Techniques Nucidaires

Corresponding author. tel. 33) 1 58 35 91 66. Fax. 33) 1 46 57 29 98. E-mail- nicolas.leclaire�c:jrsn.
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the discrepancies are all the weaker as the ternary mixtures Pu(NO3)1'0' or Th(NO3)1 11) with
physicochemical properties of the present HNO3- Charrin & al pointed out the water activity
components are similar. values beyond hich a noticeable diation to the
the discrepancies grow with the concentrations "Z.S.R. behaviour" was observed in terms of water
increasing that is to say with the water activity activity.
decreasing. Nevertheless. these authors also showed that. in the

On the basis of the "Z. S.R. behaviour". Dannus" gave range "beyond Z.S.R. behaviour". the calculation of
the bases of a methodology to provide a data set the density of ternary solutions Pu(NO3)4 or
(concentration. ater activity, activity coefficient) of Th(NO3)4/HN03 with regard to the isopiestic"
"fictitious" binary solutions Pu(NO3)4/H'O from 199 1. density law would lead to low differences < 06% in

In 2000. Charrin's works led to data of fictitious comparison ith the density experimental values.
binary solutions of electrolytes such as Pu(NO3)4 and Moreover. these differences are less important than
U(NO3)4 on a large concentration range. At the same that encountered in the Z.S.R. behaviour" area. This
time, being at the origin of a new experimental protocol. result has also been confirmed on quaternary mixtures
Charrin pointed out the water activity area for which the UO,(NO3)2/Pu(NO3)4/HN03/H-'0'2'- As a
"Z.S.R. behaviour" was strictly followed for mixtures such consequence, and even if the "Z.S.R. behaviour" is not
as Pu(NO3)44TN03/HO and UNO3)4/HN03/HO A part strictly followed by all the considered mixtures. the
of his work consisted in adding the ariable "density" to "isopiestic" density la%% is a good means to calculate
other variables such as concentration. ater activity and the mixtures density of actinide nitrates. nitric acid
activity coefficient. and water,

These works enabled IRSN to implement the (3) those linked to te electrolyte solubility limit
"isopiestic" density law in the CGALES V2.0 code. knowledge:

The main results about the isopiestic" density law are up to now. usual criticality computations had never
dealt ith in" here te theoretical aspects and the taken into account the solubility limits of the
implementation in CIGALES V2.0 are described in electrolytes in solution. In the present case. it has been
details. Moreover. it should be added that the theoretical decided to take it into account for the to following
aspects of the method had already been presented at the ternary solutions�:
ICNC'999'. - U 02(NO3)2/EN03/H'-O.

- Pu(NO3)4/HN03/HO.
1.3 Restrictions It means that. as soon as the solubility limit of the

Two types of restrictions ith regard to te use of the electrolvIc is reached. the solution is sa turated and a
"isopiestic" density law can be quoted.- crystal precipitates a to phased sstem is formed
(1) those linked to the binarv data (range of alues and (crvsta + saturated solution) (see Figure 1).

temperature: 25'Q: The calculation results given outside a specified
for the studied electrolytes. te range of binary data are: water activity range in terms of densities can be in

• U02(NO3)2- awE[O.5934- 11. C(X)E[885-- 0]. good agreement with the experimental measurements
• Th(NO3)4: a. E [0. 5 7 I J. c(X) (- 63 1, 0]. (see 1.3). Therefore. the binary data of the
• Pu(NO3)4. aE 0.677: 1], C(X)E 556: 01. electrolytes have been extended beyond the activit-N

UNO-1)4: a,E 0.699. 1 ], c(X)c 503 01. range following the Z. S.R. rule to cover the ajor part
The binary data range of N03 at 25'C is far of the concentration range met in the spent fel
wider; it extends from I to 023 for a, which reprocessing- and een to reach the solubility limit of

corresponds to a concentration range from to the electrolvte.
14 molAL. One disposes of ternary diagrams giving te

In the case of americium nitrate and plutonium (111) solubility of UO,(NO3), and Pu(NO3)4 in an acidic
nitrate. as binary data are not available for these medium. Thus. in CIGALES V2.0. it has bn
clectroiNies. and as their physicochernical properties decided to extend the aw range byond the solubility
are close to that of neodvrniurn. it has been proposed of these electrolytes in the ternary mixture bN using a

to use neodvmium binary data and correct the density. volume addition law for te to ternary solutions.
(2) those linked to the physicochernical behaviour of the For other electrolytes and for the n-arv solutions

mixture: (n > 3 the isopiestic" method has not been extended

indeed- the relationship dveloped by Ryazanov and
Vdovenko is derived from the .. R. rule. As a C

Densitv of the Crystalsconsequence. strictIN speaking- this relationship is 3
UO,(NO3)2 6 H20 2807 g/cm (uranium in naturalthermodviiamically exact only if the mixture follows -
abundance),

the -Z.S.R. behaviour". Such a behaviour cannot be c(U = 1330
g/CM3 ( 0( o/ 23�IpU CpU)true on the whole concentration range (see Pu(NO3)4, 5 H20: 29 1201 g[L.

Generally. the lower the water activity. te higher the d International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
deviation to the Z.S.R. behaviour". In the case of Safety Benchmark Experiments
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over the solubility limits of the electrolytes. The the kff in accordance with the uranium or plutonium
method is only applied on the binary data validity concentration is presented on Figures 2 3 and 4.

range 6dcity �r
7,

800

600
iso

Leroy & Jou n law Ob -400

200
IF 0

),�_ - 0 00 AU"
*-.V 0 "30� 400 560

solLblitylimt. 610YL -20c�

-400

UQAINQ�, 6 P�O Uranium concentration in g/L

Fidi�eSdAity VWL 1330b cL

6A6 YL _isoplesflc - �analysis �,Leroy �&Joua- analysis

Qystd NNQ3)4, 91 Nendw are� U (P/L) Fig.2 qualification of uranyl nitrate - HEU-SOL-THERM.001
12DI,3 g/ Satur,&edsoldon 60g[L and LEU-SOL-THERM.004 and 016

133D,6 g/L

Sakraed sclu6on 750 gIL 50 100 150 200 250 300
PU (g(L) + aWd 12DI,3 OL 1000

activity limit 05934, 500

plutonium: 643.6 g/L -> 2.6919 mon, -500

uranium: 885.1 g/L - 371847 mol/L -1000
1500 ----

Fig. 1 Binary data field of the -2000

Pu(NO3)4/UO2(NO3)2/HN03/H20 solution < -2500
-3000

-3500
2 Qualification of the Method using Benchmarks 4000 --- -------

C(Pu) in g/liter

The use of benchmarks is really an original means for
qualification of the method. On that purpose, F iswpieti, -analysis E ARH 600-r�

40 benchmarks provided by the CSBEpd handbook are
used. Using the ICSBEP nomenclature, they can be Fig.3 qualification of plutonium nitrate PU-SOL-

divided into four categories: THERM.001

- PU-SOL-THERM.001, for the solutions of 0 100 200 300 400

Pu(NO3)4 performed in 1966 at the Hanford O-
Laboratory,
LEU-SOL-THERM.004 and 016, for the solutions -200

Of U02(NO3)2, at a low 215U enrichment performed
-600

by JAERI in STACY in 1995 and 1997, Q)�e -800
- HEU-SOL-THERM.001, for the solutions of 1000

U02(NO3)2 at a high 235U enrichment performed at
-1200

Rocky Flats in 1978, C(U+Pu) in g/liter
- MIX-SOL-THERM.003, for the mixed solutions of

Pu(NO3)4 and UO,(NO3)2 performed in 1970 by Lwpisti. - .ny.,. - �ARH 600 -analysis]

AWRE at Aldermaston (UK).
The only parameter that differs from one density law Fig.4 qualification of mixed (U+Pu) nitrate - MIX-SOL-

to another is the water concentration, the kff being very THERM.003
sensitive to that parameter. The kff values can be roughly split into two

These benchmark configurations have been evaluated categories 
using atom densities taken from analysis data provided by uranium solutions for which there is no bias, kff
ICSBEP or calculated using density laws ("isopiestic" differences (Akeff (calculation-benchmark))
method or the Leroy & Jouan/ARH-600 density law"). between the calculation and the benchmark being

The solution densities calculated with the "isopiestic" law randomly distributed around zero,
are in good agreement with those provided by the plutonium solutions and mixed solutions uranium
benchmarks (difference lower than 1%). The evolution of + plutonium for which there is a slight negative

bias (Akeff (calculatioii-benchmark) < 0.2%).
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Moreover, the use of the "isopiestic" density law As shown on Figure 5, one can see that the molar
corrected the 34 underestimation of the k,ff due to the volume of Pu(NO3)4 in solution calculated with formula
use of the ARH-600 density law, for the plutonium (4) increases with the concentration of plutonium;
solutions and th I overestimation of the kff due to the moreover, the true molar volume derived from relation
use of the Leroy & Jouan density law, for the uranium (4) is lower than the one achieved with the ARH - 600
solutions. law formerly used by I.R.S.N.

As the qualification results are better, the "isopiestic" It can be derived that the approach based on formula
density law has been implemented in CIGALES V2.0, in (4) leads to a reactivity value higher than the one based
the place of the former laws. on the ARH - 600 law, which has really been verified on

Yet, it should be reminded that the validation work is the criticality benchmarks.

limited to the solubility range of the electrolytes and to Plutonium (IV) nitrate fictitious solutions
the validity area of the Z.S.R. nile. Without experimental
data, it cannot be applied to americium and thorium 150 -
solutions.

140,
E

3 Implementation of the method in CIGALES V2.0 130 -
E120
.2

The method used to compute the water densities in 110
CIGALES V2.0 is an iterative method. The flowsheet is 100

S 90described on Figure 7 It can be split into several cases ------
depending on the input data and on the electrolyte 80 -=
concentration: 0 1 2 3 4

- the electrolyte concentration is given as input data; Pu molarity (moill)
- the moderation ratio is given as input data;
- the solubility limit has ben reached. --*---formula 4) -0---ARH 600 la

The main step of the method consists in deterinining the Fig.5 variation of the molar volume of the Pu(NO3)4
binary solutions having the same water activity as the along with concentration

mixture with the Z.S.R. formula. Then, formula 3 is Cbi(X) X M(electrol yte) +I 000 X PHK) -Pbi(X))

applied and the water density is known. The different V= Cbi(Xi) X Pm
steps are summarized on Figure 7 (4)

4 Consequences on Physical Parameters The largest keff difference keff) is evaluated to
around 3400. 10,5 . The noticeable difference between the

The influence of the model can be judged in particular molar volumes given by the two approaches has no
on fissilc medium parameters such as the molar volume consequence on the water concentration and on the kff
of the electrolyte in solution and criticality reactivity value for low Pu concentrations but for higher Pu
(material buckling). concentrations, it accounts for the difference on the kff

value, as the difference of the water concentrations

4.1 Fissile Medium Moderation - Electrolyte Molar between the two approaches increases in keping with the
Volume Pu concentration. The opposite trend is observed for

It had been assumed, in § 1. 1, that, for the nitrate uranyl nit rate solutions.

density law used up to now, the molar volume of an
electrolyte in solution did not depend on the 4.2 Criticality Reactivity Parameters - Material
concentration of this electrolyte in solution. This Buckling
hypothesis allowed to linearly extend density versus The knowledge of the molar volume of the electrolyte
electrolyte concentration. is not enough to appreciate the conservatism of a density

For instance, the density of a fictitious binary solution law. The material buckling is the physical parameter
of plutonium nitrate (Pu(NO3)4) was determined using a linked to the reactivity of the medium.
first order polynomial expression. Hence, the molar This physical parameter stands for the neutronic
volume is constant. A mathematical extrapolation of the leakages within the fissile mdium, displayed on Figure 

density law not based on a thermodynamic approach is for U & Pu solutions.
wrong for high electrolyte concentrations. Anyway, the Curves on Figure 6 show the material buckling
molar volume of the electrolyte dpends on the evolution versus the moderation ratio for two binary
concentration of the electrolyte. solutions (electrolyte water) of uranyl nitrate and

The molar volume of an electrolyte V in a binary solution plutonium nitrate.
with &(Xi) moles of electrolyte is obtained by the For uranyl nitrate (UO2(NO3)2) and plutonium nitrate
hereafter formula-, it is obviously strongly dependent on (Pu(NO3)4) water solutions, the crystal precipitates and

& (Xi). coexists with a homogenized solution of saturated uranyl
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nitrate or plutonium nitrate if HU < 40 or H/Pu < 35, - it decreases slightly the observed I %
also depending on acidity. overestimation of the kff of the Leroy & Jouan

We can notice that for the uranyl nitrate and the density law (uranium solutions)-
plutonium nitrate solutions, the approach based on the - the new nitrate density law sows no systematic
use of the physicochemical binary data gives reactivity discrepancy, applied to benchmark evaluation, for
values slightly below te Leroy & Jouan law (respectively the uranium solutions and a slight negative bias
over the ARH-600 law). for plutonium and uranium-plutonium solutions.

Plutonium nitrate and uranyl nitrate binary solutions For the moment, the method is conservatively limited

39PU 100 % H+-O ... U 93 by the temperature, at which the binary data are measured
0.032 (25'Q. All the calculations are done at 25'C and it

0.03 be conservative for electrolytes at higher0.028 proves to
0.026 - temperatur "cc
0.024 Given that it provides an accurate estimation of the
0.022 mixture density and improves the results in comparison

0.02
0.018 with the "classical" laws, the new nitrate density law has
0.016 been implemented in the CIGALES V2.0 code, to

10 100 1000 calculate the atomic densities by an iterative method. New
newapproach binary data) minimum critical values have been calculated for uranyl

----M-P(j(NO3)4 -AH-600 law H/X (=U or Pu) nitrate and plutonium nitrate solutions at variou 2U
---A-UO2(NO3)2 newapproach (binary data) enrichments, plutonium isotopic vectors and reflection

U02(NO3)2 LEROY & JOUAN law conditions.
2Fig.6 binary solution uranyl nitrate/H20: variation of 
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(Apollo2 S8 P3, 20 energy groups from CEA 93 library) dans Is syst�nies A plusieurs composants" Radiokhimiya,
is slightly conservative. 7(4), 442, 1965).

5) H. Chen, J. Sangster, T.T. Teng & F. Lcnzi, "A general
'S Conclusion Method of Predicting the Water Activity of Ternary Aqueous

Solutions from Binary Data", Can. J. Chem. Eng., 51, 234-

Binary data available for nitrate solutions made it 241 1973).
possible to build up a new density law using an iterative 6) P. Dannus, "Mod6lisation physico-chinfique de 1'extraction
method based on a thermodynamic approach called de constituents inorganiques par des r6actifs solvatants

61aboration et application A I 'extraction de I acidic nitrique et
"isopiestic method". This method is very general and was du nitrate duranvle par un monoamide", Th�se de doctorat
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solutions (one electrolyte water) having the same water 7) N. Charrin, "Contribution A la caract6risation de 1'6car A
activity, in which the electrolytes have no specific Yi&alit6 des solutions concentr6es d'61ectrolytes :
interaction one ith the other (Z. S.R. rule). application aux cas de nitrates de plutonium IV et d'uranium

At least five nitrates in an acidic medium follow more IV", Rapport C.E.A - R - 5891 - 2000).
or less the Z.S.R. rule; they are: HN03, U02(NO3)2. 9) J. Anno, G. Courtois, N. Leclaire, G. Pouliot, V. Rouyer,
U(NO3)4, Pu(NO3)4, Th(NO3)4. "Criticality calculations using the isopiestic densit a of
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The conclusions of the qualification results are as "Determination of fictive binary data for plutonium (IV)
follows: nitrate", Radiochimica Acta, volume 88/1, 2000).

- this law correct s the observed 3.4 %
underestimation of the kff of the ARH-600 density e
law plutonium solutions)� For specific concentration values < 20 g1l), it has been shown

by Yamamoto & al that a temperature increase can lead to an
increase in keff value-, it is known as being a Pu-temperature
effect.
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Nitrate dilution laws
Determination of C(X) or H/X

Calculation of p
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�.2Initial
activity 0593421

(H/X)d N

Evaluation of C(X)est

Estimated value i Binary molarity search7C(U) or C(F by searching the
satisfying 

Search of binary Zdanovski rule
molarity by search I iterations on 08 I
of the satisfying a. then 500 values of a
Zdanovski r I
iterations on 50 Calculation of the binary

then 500 v alues of a. densities thanks to a.

Calculation of the binary 9
densities using a.

T

alculation of p alculation of p10
Ryazanov formula Ryazanov formula

Calculatio n of (H/X).
using p, C(X), H'

Ca-lacu-lation of(HIX)
N H H 12 using p CM, H'

X Xd
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d

ew calculation of The esUrnated value of CXj:
is satisfying

an estimated C(X) (Hlx).is retained
(H' 14 15QX). X. C(X).is retainedi X�.

W).- ' H' p Is retained SYNTAX

(H/X): given value (H/X),
(H/X) : estimated value (H/X).

Fig.7 Implementation of the iterative method in CIGALES V2.0

Nomenclature 9) Cbi(Xi): concentration of component i in the binary
1 X = sum of electrolytes Xi. solution at the same a, as the mixture (moVL).
2) X-NIT = electrolyte HN03, Pu(NO3)4,UO2(NO3)2 ... 10) Cbi(Xi): concentration of component i in te binary
3) Xi = positive ion of the electrolyte pU4-, U61.... solution at the same a,, as the mixture (g/L).

4) V(X'NIT): molar volume of the nitrate compound (i.e. I 1) Vi.,: mixture volume cm).

PU(NO3)4, ---)- 12) Vbi(Xi): volume of the binary solution at the same 4
5) M(XNIT): molar mass of the nitrate compound. as the mixture (CM) containing Xi.
6) QXi): concentration of component i in the mixture 13) pi,,: mixture density (g/CM3).

(mol/L). 14) pi(Xi): density of the binary solution at the same a,
7) c(Xi) : concentration of component i in the mixture as the mixture (g/cm 3) containing Xi.

(9/4 15) M(Xi): molecular weight of component i (g/mol).
8) m(Xi): molality of component i in the mixture (moUkg
of water).
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Criticality of Mixtures of Plutonium and High Enriched Uranium

E. Grolleau', M Lein, G. Leka, B. Maldou, P. Klenov
SGN 1, rue des H6rons 78182 St Quenlin en Yvelines, FRANCE

This paper presents a criticality evaluation of moderated homogeneous plutonium-uranium
mixtures. The fissile media studied are homogeneous mixtures of plutonium and high
enriched uranium in two chemical forms: aqueous mixtures of metal and mixtures of nitrate
solutions. The enrichment of uranium considered are 93.2wt .% 21'U and 10OWt.% 31U . The
24OpU content in plutonium varies from Wt.% 241pU to 12wt.% 40 Pu.

The critical parameters (radii and masses of a 20 cm water reflected sphere) are calculated
with the French criticality safety package CRISTAL VO. The comparison of the calculated
critical parameters as a function of the moderator-to-fuel atomic ratio shows significant
ranges in which high enriched uranium systems, as well as plutonium-uranium mixtures, are
more reactive than plutonium systems.

KEYWORDS. ctical dimension, sphere, plutonium, HEU, homogeneous metal water
mixture, nitrate solution, full water reflected

1. Introduction
i. Homogeneous water moderated systems of

The available experimental criticality data of 219pU and 21U (as metal and nitrate solution).
homogeneous mixtures of plutonium-uranium systems ii. Homogeneous mixtures of plutonium metal and
are limited to mixtures of plutonium with natural or HEU-metal with water. The fissile media are
depleted uranium typical for fast breeder reactor or plutonium composed Of 239pU with OWt.% 24OpU

MOX fuel fabrication process applications. up to 12wt. % 240pu and HEU.
In some research reactor and other applications, iii. Homogeneous mixtures of Pull]-nitrate solutions

mixtures of plutonium with high enriched uranium with HEU nitrate solutions. The fissile media
(HEU) can be found but adequate criticality data for are Pu(NO3)3 5H20 with the same isotopic
mixtures of plutonium with high enriched uranium are vector as described in (ii.) and U02(NO3)2 -

rare. Some experiments are presented in the OECD 6H20 with an uranium enrichment of 93.2wt.%
Handbook of Critical Experiments ), but not sufficient 235U . To be conservative, Pull'-nitrate solution is
to derive and justify a critical parameter set for used in the study instead of Purv_nitrate, since it
plutonium-HEU mixtures. is more reactive.

In order to determine the most reactive mixture of The number densities of the nitrate solutions are
plutonium with high enriched uranium as a function of calculated as a function of H/X with the code
the moderator-to-fuel atomic ratio H/X (X=U+Pu, U, CIGALES V2.0 which uses an 'isopiestic' density law
Pu a parameter study was undertaken. The aim of this for Pull' and PuIv-nitrate solutions'). The minimum
study is to determine the range of H/X in which either possible H/Pu ratio for Puln-nitrate solutions given by
the plutonium system or the HEU systems are a the code CIGALES V2.0 is limited on its lower side to
bounding medium for plutonium-HEU mixtures. The about H/Pu 24.4'). The number densities of the
study includes homogeneous metal water mixtures as plutonium metal and HEU metal water mixtures are
well as aqueous nitrate solutions. calculated with CIGALES V2.0 on the basis of a

At first pure 2'9Pu and pure 235U systems are studied simple additional and individual volume and mass
and their infinite multiplication factors nf are (AIVM) law.
compared over the full range of moderation. The calculations are performed with the criticality

In a following step more complex fissile media are safety package CRISTAL VW). The cross sections are
compared. Although the plutonium may be composed generated in the code APOLLO 2 in a 20 energy
of various plutonium isotopes the study assumes only group structure based on the CEA93-V4 neutron cross
the isotopes 239pu and 240pu. The HEU in the section library).The critical dimensions are deter-
plutonium-uranium mixture considered here is mined by radius iteration with the APOLL02-SN
93.2wt.% "'U and 6.8wt. % 238U. Consequently the module.
following three media are studied:

Corresponding author, Tel. 33-01-3948-74-61, Fax. 33-01-3948-69-98,
E-mail: emgro11eau�sgn.cogerna.fi-
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2. Results 2.2 Homogeneous systems of Pu and 231;U

2.2.1 Comparison of Pu-metal and ... U-metal
2.1 Homogeneous Systems Of 239pU and 235U systems Of 40pU

Fig.1 compares the infinite multiplication factor knt, Let us consider now the influence in the Pu
of two metal water media and two itrate solutions as metal system. The presence of 24OpU in the plutonium
a function of the H/X ratio. It is obvious that the 239pU lowers te values of knf, therefore the differences
systems are not a criticality bounding media over the between the kint, of 21U -metal and the knrof Pu-metal
full range of moderation. A simple comparison of the increases with increasing 211,pU content as indicated in
microscopic cross Sections Of 2_1'U and 211pu Fig.3. Moreover ts figure shows that the range
substantiates tis fact. where 2U systems are more reactive than plutonium

systems enlarges with increasing 24OpU content in the
3.0 plutonium.

-Pu239 metal

2.5 ---- Pu239 nitrate_U235 metal 30

U235 nitrate U metal (1 00% U-235)
Pu metal 0% Pu-240)

2.5 PU meta� 4% PU-240)
Pu meta 8% Pu-240)2.0 -

A Pu metal 12 -240)
2.0

1. -
10 100 1000 i.5

H I X + 1

Fig.1 Infinite multiplication factor ki,,f versus H/X of
1.0

four media containing 2"U and ... Pu 1 10 100 1000 10000
H X I

Fig.2 shows te ratio of the production-to-absorption Fig.3 Infinite multiplication factor k,, versus VX
cross Sections Of 23'U and 239Pu. The energy for 235U metal water and various plutonium

dependin cross sections vY"-' (E) and y a bi; (E) of te metal water systems

isotopes 35 U and 2"Pu are taken from the JEF2.2 of 231U

nuclear data bank'). 2.2.2 Comparison -nitrate and Pu-nitrate

systems

In Fig.4 the infinite multiplication factor kin is
4 --------------- compared for uranium nitrate and plutonium nitrate

solutions versus the H/X ratio (X�U, Pu). The
j _3 10OWt. 2U 141pU

uranium is Different contents in

plutonium are considered. Te pluton�iurn nitrate is
2

supposed to be Pull' -nitrate.

0

2.0 --------- --------2 2 U235 nitrate
0 Pu-nitrate 0% Pu240)

1E-03 IE-01 IE-01 1E,03 I EG5 1E-07
energy [eV] 1.8 Pu-nitrate 4% Pu240)

Fig.2 Ratio of ... U to pU production-to- ---- Pt�nltrate (8% Pu240)..........
absorption cross section versus energy 1.6

It is apparent that in the energy range between 0 I eV 1.4

and 10keV this ratio is mainly greater than I tat

indicates tat 23 'U has in ts energy range a higher

neutron multiplication rate than 231pU . Therefore the 1.2 10 100 1000 10000

kin, of 231U -water ixture is in the IVX range between H/X+1

-25 and 250 higher than the kf of the 131pU -water Fig.4 Infinite multiplication factor kinf versus VX

mixture. for 231U -nitrate and various plutonium nitrate

In case of lnitrate solutions the difference in the kinl' solutions
of 2U -nitrate solution and 239pU -nitrate solution

increases due to the different crystalline composition As for the metal systems the increasing 24OpU content

of te nitrate compounds of U-nitrate and Pu-nitrate. enlarges the differences between te 2 3'U-nitrate

solution and plutonium nitrate solutions in the H/X

range around H/X= I 0.
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2.3 Homogeneous mixtures of plutonium and high The critical radius curves show that tere is a
enriched uranium range of moderation between LUX 7 and

2.3.1 Critical parameter of plutonium metal and HA 400 where homogeneous plutonium-urarlium
uranium metal systems mixtures are more reactive tan plutonium systems.

At first, the critical radius of a 20cm water reflected This means that any pollution' of a plutonium water
sphere is compared for IIEU-systerns and system with HEU leads to an increase of the system
plutonium systems. The 24OpU content in the reactivity if the system is in the moderation range
plutonium is varied from Owt.% 141pU Up to between HA - 7 and H/X 400. It is also significant

l2wt. % 214pti . The enrichment of uranium is 93.2wt.%
13 'U. Fig.5 shows the critical radii of full water 100.0 - -Pu-metal(M. .Pu240)

reflected spheres as a function of the H/X atomic ratio. -U-met3l+Pu-metal, cu=30%
U-Metal+PU-Metal' CLI=50%

20 - 10.0 U-metal+P�metal, ctj=70%
Pu-metal 12% Pu2T)

U 3.2ymetalPu-metal 8% Pu2
16 Pu4netal 4% Pu240)

2 Pu-metal (01/. N240) 0
U(93.2ymelal 7:�

1.0 

'6 12 -

.2 0.1
Z3 I 0 100 1000 10000

4 H X + 1
1 10 100 1000 Fig.7 Critical mass of a 20cm water reflected sphere

H/X+1 of a plutonium-uranium mixture versus H/X for
Fig.5 Critical radius of a 20cm water reflected variou$ uranium concentrations cu, plutonium

sphere versus H/X for EU metal and With 8Wt.% 41pU

various plutonium metal water mixtures
that in this intermediate moderation range plutoniurn-

As already indicated in Fig.3, the IVX range in HEU mixtures have lower critical masses as pure
which te HEU system is more reactive tan plutonium systems.
plutonium systems extends with increasing 240TU In the range of H/X : 7 and in the range of
content in te plutonium. H/X ;� 400 plutonium systems with 8wt.%""Pu are
2.3.2 Critical parameters of urarlium-plutonium metal more reactive than plutonium-HEU mixtures or HEU-

mixtures systems. Consequently the minimum citical radius of
In the two following figures critical parameters of sphere occurs for Pu-metai. The minimum critical

mixtures of plutonium-uranium metal water systems mass of Pu-metal that occurs in the range of
are illustrated. The isotopic composition of the H/X �t 400 is bounding for all plutonium-HEU
Flutonium is now conserved and defined as follows:

mixtures.'9Pu/Pu,,, � 92 wt.%, Pu/Pu,,, � 8 wt.%, where
Putot 239PU + 240PU.

The critical radii and the corresponding critical 2.4 Aqueous plutonium nitrate and uranium
masses of a sphere are compared in Fig.6 and Fig.7 for nitrate solutions mixtures
various mixtures of plutonium (8wt .% 24OPu) and 2.4.1. Critical parameter of plutonium nitrate and
uranium (93.2wt.% 2U). uranium nitrate solutions.
The uranium content CL) in the mixture is defined as: At first critical radii and critical masses of a

20cm water reflected sphere ae compared in Fig.8 for
CU [wt.%] MU/(MU-, MPU) 0 00 (2) III

U 211U pU 219pU + 141)pU. HEU-nitrate solution and Pu nitrate solutions with
with + "'U and various 24OpU contents. It is obvious tat in the

18 optimum moderated H/X range HEU uranium nitrate
is more reactive than plutonium nitrate.

R The comparison of the critical adii shows that0
6 14 below H/X 120 HEU-nitrate is bounding for

plutonium nitrate. For higher I-I/X ratios ... Pu-nitrate
..... ...... is bounding for HEU-nitrate. The crossing point is

Pu-metal 8% Pu240). cf. Fig.5 241pU
lo shifting to higher WX values if the content in

U metaJ+Pu-metW, cu= 31/6
LLmetal+Pu-metal, cu=50% -cases.the plutonium inci
U-meta]+Pu-metal. cu=701/
U(93.2)-metal

6 - i
1 io 100 1000

H/X+1

Fig.6 Critical radius of a 20cm water reflected sphere
of a plutot-Lium-uranium metal water mixture
versus fl/X, plutonium With 8Wt.% 24OpU
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20 critical dimensions than pure plutonium nitrate
U 93 2 nitrate solutions.

T18 _Pu-n1tratc 0% Pu240) 14 Contrary to the metal-water systems, the minimum
N-nitrate 4% Pu240) critical dimensions of nitrate systems occur for HEU-
Pu-nitrate (8% NM)

16 - nitrate, tat is bounding for all mixtures of HEU-
--- P�nitratc 12% Pu240)

0 nitrate and plutonium ri�itrate. But the minimum
14 - critical mass again occurs for plutonium nitrate in

M
2 - moderation range of UX ;� 400 as for the metal-water

systems,
lo ��

10 100 H/X+l 1000 10000 2.5 Summary of results

Fig.8 Critical radius of a 20cm water reflected 2.5.1 Metal systems
The critical parameter curves of mixtures of plutonium

sphere of HEU-nitrate and plutonium nitrate metal with 8Wt.% 24oPu and HEU metal show three
solutions with various 211pU contents significant ranges:

2.4.2 Critical parameters of plutonium nitrate-uranium In the range < X :5 7 plutonium systems have
nitrate solution mixtures smaller critical dimensions than plutonium-uranium

Critical radii and masses of mixtures of plutonium mixtures and than pure uranium systems. The
nitrate and uranium nitrate solutions are shown in minimum critical radius occurs in this range for
Fig.9 and Fig.10. The isotopic composition of the plutonium metal of maximum density.
plutonium is the same as described in (1). The HEU- In the range 7 H/X ;�� 400 plutonium-uranium
content cu in the plutonium-uranium nitrate solution rriixtures have smaller critical dimensions than pure
mixture is defined as in 2). plutonium systems. Pure HU-metal systems are in

this range bounding fr all plutonJum-HEU mixtures.

17 - In the range H/X �t 400 plutonium systems have
smaller critical dimensions than plutonium-HEU
mixtures and tan pure uranium systems. The

15 - a rriinimum critical mass occurs in this range for
plutonium and is bounding for all citical masses of

FT
0 mixtures of plutonium and HEU.2

100% Pu-nitrate (81% 2.5.2 Nitrate solutions
13 Pu240)

Pu-nitrate.U�nitrate, cu=30%
Contrary to the metal water systems, the criticalPu-nftrale+U-nitrale. cu=50%

Pu-nitrate+U-nitr parameter curves for plutonium nitrate-HEU nitrate
........ ate. cu-70%

1 1 r solution 1-00% U(93.2ynitrate �iixtures show only two H/X ranges:

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 In the range 24 ;5 HA �S 400 plutonium nitrate-
A / X + 1 HEU-nitrate solution mixtures have lower critical

Fig.9 Critical radius of a 20cm water reflected dimensions than pure plutonium nitrate solutions.
sphere of plutonium nitrate-uranium nitrate HEU-nitrate solution is bounding for all plutonium
solution mixtures for various HEU-nitrate nitrate-HEU-nitrate solution mixtures. The minimum
contents, plutonium with 8Wt.% 24OpU critical dimension of a sphere occurs for HEU-nitrate.

In the range H/X ;� 400 plutonium nitrate solutions
100.0 have lower critical dimensions than plutonium nitrate-

--- 100% U(93.2ynitrate HEU-nitrate solutions mixtures. The minimum critical
--- PL�nitnate+U-ni(rate. cu=30%

Pu-nitrate+LI-nitrate, cu=50% mass of plutonium itrate therefore in tis range is
10.0 u-nitrate+U-nitrate, cu�70% smaller than the minimum critical mass of

100% 'u-nitrate (8% N240) HEU-nitrate.

1.0 3. Conclusion
E

The comparison of the critical parameters of HEU-
0.1 systems and plutonium systems shows that there is a

10 100 H /XI 1000 10000 moderation range of H/X where HEU-systems are

Fig.10 Critical mass of a 20cm water reflected systematically more reactive than plutonium systems.
sphere of plutonium nitrate-uranium nitrate Consequently mixtures of plutonium-uranium systems
solution mixtures for various HEU-nitrate are found in this range of HA also more reactive tan

8Wt.% 2411pU plutonium systems. The width of this 1/X range andcontents, plutonium with I Z,
the differences in the critical parameters increases

The comparison of the critical parameters shows tat with increasing of the pU content in plutonium. The
in the range of optimum of moderation plutonium HEU content cu in te mixture does not significantly
nitrate-uranium nitrate solution mixtures ave smaller
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change the H/X range, but influences the strength of
this "shifting effect" on the critical parameters.

For metal systems the moderation range where
HEU-systems are found to be more reactive than
plutonium systems with 8wt. % 24OpU is between

H/X � 7 and H/X 400. This moderation range
corresponds to plutonium-uranium concentrations

ranging from -3.lg/cm 3 to -0.06g/cM3 that are in the
range of relevant process applications.

For nitrate solutions the upper boundary of the
moderation range up to which the HEU-systems are
more reactive than plutonium systems with 8wt.%

24OpU is H/X - 400 corresponding to a plutoniurn-

uranium concentration of -0.065 g/CM3.

For oxide systems similar trends as for metal
systems are found.

In conclusion the reactivity of a moderated
plutonium system (metal, oxide or nitrate) in the H/X
ranges described above will be influenced by the
presence of additional HEU in the mixture. Any
establishment of criticality safe limits for plutonium
systems in this H/X range must be based on the
critical parameters of HEU or of plutonium-HEU
mixtures if the concentration of HEU in the system
can be guaranteed to a certain limit.
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How Can a Potential Moderation and/or Reflexion of the Neutrons between
the Fuel Units Be Modelled to Give the Maximum of the k-eff -

No Equivalence between a Water Layer and a Mist

C. LAVARENNE'*, A. COSSENET 2, N. LECLAIRE'

11RSN, BP] 7 92 262 Fontenay aux Roses, France

2 Consort Technologies - 159 avenue Charles de Gaulle - 92200 Neuilly sur Seine, France

This article points out the problem of "how can a potential moderation and/or reflexion of the neutrons between
the fuel units be modelled to give the maximum of the k-effective". It proves that there can be some very
important differences in k-effective between the two types of model. If only one type of model is used in a
criticality study, the maximum of the k-effective can be under-estimated by more than 9 in Akff, especially
when there are some important absorptions and/or leakages of the neutrons in the system.

KEYWORDS. criticality study, reflexion, moderation, mist, water layer

1. Introduction (borated steel or borated concrete) are placed every 2
or 3 rows.

In criticality studies, it is usual to model a device The configuration is presented on the following
without representing its exact environment. Then (1) graph.
the reflexion of the neutrons by the surrounding
environment is usually taken into account with a water conirete
layer 2 a potential moderator between the fissile
units (e.g. water flooding, operations of fire men,
presence of moderating materials, ... ) is considered by ------ ----
the mean of a mist or a water layer around the device. Half thickness

Actually, there is not special reason to Air or of the

preferentially model the reflexion or the potential mist absorbent stab

moderation with a mist or a water layer.
+1 A� +1This article shows that, for different realistic . . .......

configurations, there is no equivalence between a
water layer and a mist; moreover, the difference in
Akfrcan reach 9.

Therefore, it seems necessary to understand in co*rete
which situation a mist or a water layer should be used. Fissile basket

medium
2. Differences observed (83 x 83 W11

This paragraph presents 3 different criticality I goo MM) De [30,501 cm
studies with U-Al plates, MOX fuel rods, Pu239 fuels
for which an important difference between the two Fig.1 Storage of U-Al plates.
types of model was observed.

Calculations were performed with CRISTAL The distance between the different rows of fissile
package ), APOLL02-MORET4 codes. Mhen no units, the thickness of the neutron absorbers can vary.
value is given, the standard deviation in the Monte
Carlo code was set to 02%. The results obtained are given in table 1; the values

of keff are obtained for the water density in the mist
2.1 Case 1, storage of U-Al plates (dm) or for the water layer thickness (eL) leading to the

This case corresponds to a storage. It is modelled as maximum values. The moderation ratio (Xf,,,) varies
an infinite array of units, reflected on the top and the (ratio between the water thickness in the fissile
bottom by 60 cm of concrete. medium and the thickness of the U-Al Plate) in order

The fissile medium is U-Al with 26% of Uranium to determine the maximum k-effective.
(uranium 93% enriched); it has a section of
83x83x]900mrn' and the basket (not modelled) is
9Ox9Ox 1 920 mm'. Slabs containing neutron absorber

Corresponding author, Tel 33 58 35 78 67, Fax 33 46 57 29 98, E-mail caroline.lavarcnne�irsn.&
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Table I Values obtained for a thickness of the Table 2 Values obtained for an increasing
neutron absorber (borated stainless steel) equal to thickness of the borated stainless steel stabs (e,,.b,)

3 mm.
Borated Water layer Mist Ak D ejb� kfrmaximum(cr<l00pcm) Ak

stainless steel (mm) km (km-kL) (km-kL)
every 3 rows kL k,

kL % (eL in mm)

1.2214 11273Distance (D) 1.1201 1.1537
0 Xr,, = 0 14 M 12 AA60/between fuel X%, = 0 12 Xfl. - . +3.4%

mm
units 29.3 cm eL = mm 0?4 Om eL = dm 0,93

0.9276 0.9469
Distance (D) 0.9276 O�W 3

Xn.. = 0 12 xfw*�0.10:
between fuel Xr.. = . 2 O�W +1.9% 39.3 mm

eL = 10 4m 
units 29.3 cm eL= 10 ��AO6 cm 0.8491

10Distance (D) 0.7958 0.7949 X,, 0 14

between ftiel Xr. 0.15 Xfb.= .11 -0.090/0 mm eL 10

units 29.3 cm eL 15 d, 0.04
0.7948

Distance (D) 0.6744 4 Xr. = 0 16
between fuel X&I = 009 -3.1% cm

eL = 5
units 59.3 cm MRS, dm =0.04

eslabs

The values obtained with 4 cm of borated concrete Water layer Mist

leads to a higher Ak (D=29.3 cm) of 9.7%. OM ' A9047
0 X -01

Table I shows that: &i7 4 +0.07%
mm- when the distance between the fuel units is small, ei� 10 dm OMi i.

the mist leads to greater values of k-effective, 0.6744
- when the distance between the fuel units increases, 3

the differences in k-effective decrease; the two 59.3 Xr.. = 0.09 -3.1%
models are equivalent for a distance D of 50 cm, dm = 04

- when the distance between the fuel units is cm 0.6178
important, the water layer leads to greater values 10
of k-effective. Xr.' 0. 0 -5%

mm d, 0.06

Next table gives the results of the calculations when

the distance D is given 2 extreme values of D are 4 0.5961
studied) with various thicknesses of the neutron- Xfi,,= 0.08 -4.5%
absorbing slabs. cm d, 0.06

The results obtained show that the differences in k-
effective between the two models increase with the
borated slabs thickness; moreover, a saturation of this
effect can be observed (here for a slab thickness
around I cm).
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2.2 Case 2 storage of MOX fuel rods
Table 3 Results obtained for MOX rods storage

This case corresponds to the storage of MOX fuel Water layer Mist
rods in normal and accidental conditions.

The model of the storage consists in 10 units, each Thickness keff Water kff
containing 3 columns; between each unit there is a

concrete wall of 30 cm and, between each column of mm a < 200 pcm density c < 200 pcin
the units, there is a wall of 28.5 cm (consisting in PPB,
neutrons absorber). Each column has 21 plates placed
one above the other (vertical distance of 17 cm). There 5 0.7482 0 0,5705

are 32 rods on each plate and the distance between the

pins is 1.5 cm. The geometrical configuration is 10 0.84955 O'l 0,8560
presented on the next figure.

concrete
1 5 0.8835 0,2 0,9698

20 0.8941 0,25 0,9832... .. .. .. ...

25 0.8914 0,3 0,9700

30 0.8598 0,4 0,9 I 90
-------- --- ------

Therefore, as in the previous case, there is a great
difference in k-effective between a model with a water
layer or with a mist. The choice of the model to
represent a potential moderation can lead here to a
k-effective under-estimation of at least 89%.

2.3 Case 3 Pu metal Storage

Two types of configurations have been modelled
here:

case 3 I., the fissile medium is a metallic sphere of

AZ 3.54 cm of diameter 37 kg); it is placed in a
plates concrete X container (not modelled) of 13 cm diameter 20 cm

high); there are 4x4x6 containers and the distances
between them is I6.4x40x40 CM3; the array is, on

One unit of storage one side, placed at 60 cm from the concrete wall,
and surrounded by 20 cm of water on all other

Fig.2 MOX storage sides;

case 32., the fissile medium is a metallic sphere of
The ftiel consists in moderated MOX rods 9.5 mm 2.52 cm of diameter 1.33 kg); it is placed in a

of diameter) with a P02 ratio On U02+PU02 of 12.5% container (not modelled) of 13 cm diameter 20 cm
(7 1% 29pU, 17% 240pit, II% 241 pU 1% 241pti). high); there are 5x5x5 containers and the distances

between them is ]3xl3x2O CM3 ; The array is, on
The potential moderation between the fuel plates one side placed directly on the concrete wall, and

can be modelled in two different forms: (1 a water surrounded by 20 cm of water on all other sides.
layer srrounding the fuel plates, 2 a mist between

the plates. These two configurations correspond to normal and

accidental conditions of storage.
Next table gives the results obtained with a varying The fissile medium is 100% 239pU (density

water layer thickness and a varying density of the 19.84 g/CM3).

water in the mist. For this study, the potential moderation can be

considered in different manners:
- a water layer is directly placed around the fissile

sphere Of 239pU;
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- a water layer is placed around the container of presence of water in the container is allowed or not.
13 cm diameter 20 cm high); This point might seem obvious, but it highlights the

- a mist is present inside and outside the container; fact that the distribution of water is here again
- air is present in the container and there is mist responsible for differences in k-effective up to 4 A

outside the container. fortiori, the presence of water or mist gives different
maximum values of k-effective!

For the two cases (case 31 and 32), the results
obtained are given in the next tables.

Table 4 results obtained for case 31 3. A try to explain
remote fissile units (Normal conditions). The first observations of the k-effective differences

kff + 3cr maximum (a = 200 pcm) were not expected. For that reason, different
investigations were carried out. The first type of

Water in the No water in the investigations were linked to the codes used and are

containers containers presented in paragraph 3 . Then, in paragraph 32 a
study of the neutron histories tries to determine "why

Water 0.9790 0.9484 is there important differences when a neutron absorber

layer e - 4 cm eL = 2 cm is present?" and "why is there a change in the most
limiting configuration when the distance between the

mist 0.9580 0.9416 fuel units is increased?".

dm= I dm = .1 3.1 Codes used

Ak (kL- 2.1% 0.7%

km) As the differences between the two types of models
to represent a potential moderation was not expected,
the method used related to the Monte Carlo method

Table results obtained for case 32 - fissile (MORET4) and to the Anisotropy (P5) of the water
units close each other (Accidental conditons). were investigated.

kfr + 3a maximum (a = 200 pcm) In order to determine if the Monte Carlo Method

Water in the No water in the should be responsible for the observed discrepancies,

containers containers exact calculations were achieved with the APOLL02-
SN code 20 gr.). The calculations are not exactly

Water 0.9245 0.9642 based on the same libraries as APOLL02-MORET4

layer uses 172 energy groups.
e = 25 cm eL = 1.5 cm Since APOLL02-SN is a 2-Dimensions code, the

Mist 0.9737 0.9611 configuration of case I (Fig. 1) was modelled with an
infinite height. The results in table 6 were obtained for

dm = 02 dm= I a distance between units of 29.3 cm and a borated
concrete wall of 4 cm was placed every 3 rows of

Ak (kL- 4.9% 0.3% fissile units.

km) The optimum. moderation was determined with
APOLL02-MORET4. It has been verified with

As for case I (presented above), the same APOLL02-SN that those values correspond to the
conclusions are obtained: maximum of k-effective.
- when the distance between the fuel units is small,

the mist leads to the greatest values of k-effective,
- when the distance between the fuel units is

important, the water layer leads to the greatest
values of k-effective.

It is also important to note that if a device is
designed with one type of model to represent the
potential moderation, e.g. a water layer, it might be
conservative for the normal case but non-
conservative for the accidental one (with an under-
estimation, here, up to 37%).

Moreover, the tables above points out that the
maximum values of k-effective are not the same if the
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Table 6 Difference between SN and Monte 3.2 Neutron Histories
Carlo methods for case I

The studies carried out deal with the geometrical
kL Water layer km Mist Ak case of paragraph 21 with borated steel every 3 rows

(eL = 10 MM- (d,=0.11. kL-km of fissile units.
The neutrons distribution of the is studied for the

XrSS = 0. 18) X" = 0 I 1) following cases:

- no borated steel is present;

Sn 0.94465 1.04462 -10% - the thickness of the borated steel slabs increases;
- the distance between the units increases for a given

Morct4 0.94950 1.03990 -11% thickness of the borated steel slabs 3 mm).

(c = 164 pcm) (c = 150 pcm) 3.2.1 No absorber

Ak 0.48% -0.47% In that case, the values of k-effective are very
similar for both types of models (the difference is less
than 0.5%), but the total quantity of water introduced

The use of a Monte Carlo code is not responsible in the system to obtain the maximum k-effective
for the observed discrepancies: the same Ak between differs from one case to the other.
water layers or mist is observed with a SN code. Actually, if the distance between the fissile units

increases (table 8):
The previous version of APOLLO (APOLLOI) - the density of the water in the mist, corresponding

used a PI anisotropy for the water, whereas to the maximum of k-effective, decreases;
APOLL02 in CRISTAL uses a P5 anisotropy. - the thickness of the water layer increases.
Therefore calculations were achieved with Moreover, for a given quantity of water in the
APOLLO2-MORET4 172 gr.) with a P I or a P5 system:
discretisation for the water anisotropy. The obtained - the reflexion of the neutrons to the fissile units is
results are given in table 7 increased in the case of a water layer;

- the number of collisions and absorption in water is

Table 7 Effect of the PI or P5 anisotropy of lower than in the case of a mist;
water - case I with borated steel of 3 mm every 3 - the number of neutrons leakage in the concrete
rows. (above and below the fissile units) depends on the

distance between the fissile units but doesn't vary
in the same ratio depending on the model used.

kff (cr< I 00 pcm) In conclusion to those calculations, it appears that,
depending on the model used, the maximum of k-

Water layer Mist Ak effective is not obtained for the same quantity of water,
the same distribution of the collisions in water and the
same leakage in the concrete.

D=39.3cm P5 0.9276 0.9469 +1.9%
Table quantity of water per fissile unit

PI 0.9265 0.9448 +1.8%
Water Water

10-2 kg/cm e L 10-2 kg/cm for
Ak 0.11% 0.21% D cm dm for I fissile 1 fissile unit

nit cm WATER
41ST LAYER

D--59.3cm P5 0.7054 0.6744 -3.1%

29.3 0.06 4.74 0.5 1.76
PI 0.7037 0.6739 -3.0%

39.3 0.03 4.42 1 3.72

Ak 0.17% 0.05% 49.3 0.02 4.22 1.5 5.88

There is no influence of the anisotropy degree 59.3 0.01 3.44 2 8.24
considered in the calculations.

The question then is "why do we obtain the same k-
effective"? The analysis of the listings showed that the
influence of air (modelled in the case of the "water
layer" but omitted in the case of the mist) plays an
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important role. Actually, if the air is omitted in the 3.2.3 Distance between the fissile units
case of the "water layer", the k-effective becomes
1.9% greater than the "mist case". On the other hand, All the studies achieved indicate that the distance
if the air is inserted in the mist, the maximum k- between the fissile units is a fundamental parameter to
effective becomes 2 lower than the case with "water determine which model of the moderation/reflexion of
layer and air". the neutrons will be the most constraining.

This could lead to the conclusion that, when a water Finally, the competition between reflexion/
layer is represented with air (air is distributed as a leakage/ absorption and moderation leads to:
mist), the maximum k-effective can be the same as the - for small distances between the fissile units, the
case of "mist" alone. highest k-effective is obtained in the case of mist;

this is due to a greater amount of water in the
3.2.2 Introduction of the absorbers configuration, that gives less leakages to the

concrete walls, less absorptions in the absorbers
The comparison of the listings for the calculations (shape of the flux) and an amount of neutrons

related to a distance between the fissile units of absorption in water which is not considerably
39.3 cm with no absorbers or 4 cm of borated steel greater than the case of "water. layer";
showed that: - for remote fissile units, the amount of water
- the spectrum is hardened, as thermal neutrons are needed to limit the leakages is important and leads

absorbed; in the case of a mist to much more absorption of
- the quantity of water in the system corresponding the neutrons in the water; therefore the highest

to the maximum of k-effective is greater than in value of k-effective is obtained for a water layer.
the case with no absorber, in order to reduce the
leakage (to the concrete walls and to the absorbers
- see table 9; 4. Conclusion

- the flux shapes sinks near the absorber slabs; this

modification is more sensible in the case of a mist For two types of water distribution, which differ
(in that case, the distance covered by each neutron because of the water distribution (water layer or mist),
is greater and the configuration is closer to a the presence of absorbers emphasizes the differences
homogeneous medium with a cosine shape); when in the course of the neutrons and, consequently, leads
the neutron flux sinks, there are less absorption in to greater differences on the k-effective; these
the absorbers. differences can reach 9.

Table 9 quantity of water (presence of There are different effects that compete:
neutron absorbers - 3 mm borated steel) I- the neutrons moderation,

Water in 10- water 10-2 2- the reflexion of the neutrons that entails less
2kg/cm eL kg/cm for leakage outside of the system or to the

D cm dm for fissile unit fissile unit absorbers,
cm WATER 3- the absorptions of the neutrons by water,

MIST LAYER 4- the flux shape.

29.3 0.06 4.74 0.5 1.76 Still, it seems difficult to know a priori the most
reactive case; however, for small distances between

39.3 0.06 8.84 1 3.72 the fissile units, the mist is likely to give the greatest
k-effective, while for remote fissile units, the water

49.3 0.04 8.44 1.5 5.88 layers correspond to the most constraining case.

59.3 0.04 13.76 2 8.24 Finally, the study shows that this problem needs to
be assessed, especially when non-nal and accidental

Consequently, two opposite effects appear when conditions leads to different distances between the

absorbers are introduced: fissile units.
- as the quantity of water increases, it involves an

increase of the absorption in the water, for the case
of mist; this is particularly true in the case of References
remote fissile units; i) J.M.Gomitetal.,CRISTALVI:"Criticality

- the number of absorption in the borated steel is Package for Burnup Credit Calculations", ICNC 2003.
smaller in the case of a mist due to the shape of the
flux.
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Solutions technology of plutonium dioxide powders production inevitably leads to free or
chemically bound hydrogen to be present in these powders.

This work is devoted to the nondestructive method Of P02 powder moisture
measurement based on application of the effect of neutron moderation caused by water.

Plutonium dioxide is fast neutron source, while 'He counters located in the nickel and
polyethylene annular reflectors surrounding P02 serve as detectors.

In the work wide range of issues are considered related to practical implementation of the
moisture measurement method by detecting inherent neutron radiation of plutonium dioxide
powder. The most practical design of the detector has been chosen, which include two 3 He
detectors having different reflectors mounted to the device. The absolute error of
measurement does not exceed 02 wt % with confidence coefficient of 095. Duration of
analysis - minutes.

KEYWORDS. criticality safety, plutonium oxide powder, moisture control, non-
destructive assay

1. Introduction reason of Pu leak prevention it is extremely
undesirable to open containers with Pu and to take

At present one of the issues of high priority samples. And it is quite obvious that moisture NDA of
consists in developing technologies of Pu useful PU02 powder in containers should be prompt and
application in national economy, first of all in nuclear timely, automated and highly sensitive.
power. The technologies of weapons grade metal
plutonium conversion into PU02 and NPP reactor fuel 2. Analytical relations
fabrication on its basis are becoming the leading
direction in solution of this problem. This fact results Neutron moisture meters are known to be widely
in the necessity to ftilfill a set of practical tasks on used in various industries of national economy,
ensuring safety and quality of technological processes. including uranium powder production technologies. 8)

Water technologies for Pu reprocessing and The method sensitivity gets higher if the container
refinement are the mostly well developed and with U02 powder is surrounded with nickel or iron
promising. They ensure a high quality Of PU02 Powder which are fast neutron inelastic scatterers. 1,8) The
as a material for nuclear fuel and its good purification reflectors like these send pan of fast neutrons back to
from 24'Am accumulated during decades of storage the container but with lower energy, thus increasing
and from other alloy additions. the effect of their hydrogen moderation.

In view of the use of water technologies the P`UO2 has its own intensive neutron radiation: - 105

objectives to assure nuclear safety have become very n/s per I kg PU02 of low bum-up and - 106 n/s per I

topical. One of the parameters that needs control is kg P02 of high bum-up. So in order to control

PU02 residual moisture. Moisture measurements allow moisture with an external radio isotopic source the

the control of both criticality safety conditions and neutron yield should be within the range of -

quality of technology, e.g. calcinations procedures (107-- 10') /s.') This fact causes some problems

after which the powder must have the minimum related to personnel protection against fast neutrons

moisture content 1% mass) and concentration of and to measurements in nuclear material accounting

other impurities which could cause loss of ignition.'-') system. Due to the own high background of fast

There are some other arguments in favour of neutrons P02 Misture can be measured without any

moisture NDA, for instance, the necessity to improve external fast neutron source.

the accuracy of Pu inventory mass determination in Let us first consider a moisture meter with a fast
MBAs. 2-7) neutron source of 252Cf type, whose design with metal

Plutonium refers to the category of especially reflector was proposed in.')

harmftil toxic substances. For this reason and for the
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The analytical signal for the initial moisture range
is expressed by the linear function similar to (1).

Let us get the ratio
N = N, (I K -W)

N, N., I+ KI -W
(4)

where N - is the count rate being easured, pulse/s; N2 No2 I+K2'W'

W i P02 moisture, wt %; No is the count rate at

W 0 wt %, which is a calibration parameter of the in which the ratio (No, I N,2) does not depend on fast

moisture meter; K -is the proportionality factor neutron yield variation in P02 powder and is
which represents the slope of calibration parameter or measured in the course of calibration tests.
sensitivity of the method (dNIN,)IW, it is Detectors D and D2 should be designed in such

independent of the source neutron yield. a way that KI >> K2 With this condition and due to
In this option the moisture meter has a number of

drawbacks: a low value of moisture W equation 4) is modified in
I A high fast neutron yield is required from the the following way

252Cf point source.

2. A drastically non-uniform fast neutron field is N, N,, [I (K - K2 WI (5)
formed in P02 powder. N2 N.2

3. The effects of powder bulk density and mass
become significant. They require an additional
correction of the signal being measured. Mg

There is another moisture meter option, which is Cd
more sensitive to moisture. In this option the P02
own neutron radiation uniformly generated within the

f 252Cf.volume is used instead In this case the
analytical moisture signal is generated additively by
three effects:

• The neutron spectrum gets softer and the
detector efficiency grows. Cd

• (ocn)-reaction yield grows due to the increase
in oxygen weight fraction. IoH2)n

• The neutron multiplication grows due to
additional elastic neutron scattering on

hydrogen nuclei. Fig.1 "Joint" detection unit design for moisture meter.
Numerical values of each effect at the registration

of double neutron coincidences (doubles) for the Detector D2 could be designed so that K2 would
HLNCC-Il detector with a polyethylene moderator are

3 have a negative value. In this case the calibrationgiven in. The dominating contribution comes from
the increase in the (otn)-reaction yield. curve slope (sensitivity) would increase (KI + K2 1)

The own fast neutron yield can vary and depends In this option the moisture meter is assumed to consist
on PU02 mass in the container, Pu isotopic of two detectors with opposite responses to P02
composition, 24'Am fraction and light element powder moisture. However detector D2 cannot be
impurities in P1102- In this case equation (1) does not considered as P02 fast neutron yield monitor because
meet the assay conditions because of N. variations. this detector, similar to detector DI also responses to

One of the ways to eliminate this methodological error the effect of fast neutron count rate growth due to their
consists in introducing the second detection unit, multiplication and the growth of (an)-reaction
independent of the first one, thus resulting in wo- neutron contribution with the increase in moisture.
parametric moisture assay. So detector DI (nickel The two options considered above can be

reflector) and detector D2 (polyethylene reflector) are presented in the forin of one "joint" configuration
independent and the container with P02 is loaded shown in fig.l. In this variant signals N, and N2 are
into them successively. registered at the same time and with one operation of

The operation of such a "combined" moisture PUO2, container loading-unloading, thus reducing the
meter can be described by two equations: time of one measurement and making its automation

simpler. However, when combining detectors DI and

N, = N,,, (I KI W) (2) D2 the main effect (fast neutron moderation) can

N = No2 (I K2 -W) (3) decrease.
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3. Detection unit characteristics. In all the moisture meter options SNM- 1 8 neutron
counters filled with 3He up to 4 atm, with the diameter

The main objectives of the study are to optimize of 3 2 mm and active part length of 270 m, or SHM- 7
the principal parameters of moisture meter detector counters filled with 3He up to 7 atm, with the diameter
and to determine the calibration curve parameters with of 18 mm and the length of its active part of 160 mm,
estimation of influencing factors. were used as detector A 

Evidently the most complete information about the The "basic" detection unit with the nickel reflector
dependence of information signal (assay parameter) (option A) had the outer diameter of 464 mm and the
on moisture can be only obtained by means Of height of 480 mm. The measurement cavity had the
calibration procedure with the use of real P02 diameter of 132 in and the height of 280 mm. The
powder samples. If considered in full scope this group of 4 SNM-18 counters was uniformly
procedure is quite a lab our-consuming task because it distributed in the holes on the circumference with the
requires preparation of samples as reference materials radius of 90 mm, with the nickel layer thickness of 
with certified characteristics of moisture, Pu isotopic nun in front of the counter surface. And one SNM- 7
composition and Pu mass. counter was placed on the circumference with the

With all these factors in view, metal plutonium in radius of 86 mm. The second detector D2 for the
the form of standard discs of the BFS-I type was ,combined" moisture meter (option B) had the same
chosen for test modeling as an object of assay. These design, but its reflector was polyethylene and the outer
discs have the diameter of 46.7 mm and the height of diameter was reduced to 250 mm.
3.5 m. Their external clad is made of stainless steel In the "joint" detection unit (option C, fig.1) the
and has the thickness of 03 mm. Each disc contains -
52.5 g Pu. The total Pu mass in the container was compound counters D2 were located on the
equal to m = 2534.4 g Pu, and neutron yield was - circumference with the radius of RI = 50 m or

1.178x. 105 n/s, with the multiplication not taken into R2 = 200 mm. Each counter had the external layer of

account. organic glass of various thickness d Its outer surface
Water was simulated with thin polyethylene films can be used to locate a layer of sheet cadmium on it

in the form of circles with diameters equal to disc with the thickness of 04 mm (types I 4 The
diameter. The number of polyethylene circles was registration efficiency of these compound counters has
chosen from the condition of moisture range from to different dependence on energy and responses in a
5 wt %. The equivalent moisture was calculated different way on hydrogen content as part of the
relative to Pu mass in view of different hydrogen measured object.

concentration in water and polyethylene. In order to The counters characteristics were determined with
simulate different density of materials the aluminum 252 Cf neutron source and coaxial moderator made of
discs were used with the diameter of 46.5 mm and the organic glass, with both being located in the
height of mm. measurement cavity.

The object under measurement consisted of 4

columns placed close to one another in a cylindrical Table Characteristics of counters for the "joint"
cup with a cover. The following variants of stacking option of moisture meter.
the container were studied:
a) The high-density container with the average DI No, ANINo 1 Nol A NINO 

density - 53 g Pu/cm'. The polyethylene film was - 291.8 3.10 285.6 -_ 3.15
placed between each two Pu discs. D2 d - No, -) ANINo No,'T ANINo

b) The basic container with the average density (mm) R,=150 mm R2=200 mm
- 31 g pU/CM3. In each column between two I - 90.9 1.077 52.4 0.819
BFS-1 discs one aluminum disc was placed. 2 10 1726.4 0.050 1023.1 0.015

3 3 1 15 1 2963.9 0.015 1753.2 - 0021
c) The low-density container with - 22 g Pu/cm 4 1 25 1 6583.7 0.041 4017.0 - 0094

with the double number of aluminum discs.
The set of these containers made it possible to The relative error < 2 

simulate various characteristics of the object being
measured (Pu density, moisture, arrangement Table I presents 2 sets of measurements for
geometry, etc). different types of detectors D2, located at the

In the experiments 3 options of detection units distances RI and RI The obvious increase in the
were studied: registered count rate of the 3He counter is caused by

• A - "basic" detection unit without any the reduced average energy of moderated neutrons.

external neutron source. When the distance between the detectors D2 and

• B - "combined" detection unit, i.e. combination measurement cavity goes up, the registered neutron
of two detectors, A and D2 flux goes down. At the same time compound detector

• C - "joint" detection unit shown in fig. . present in the reflector introduces local perturbation
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into the neutron field, thus resulting in the decrease in
the average neutron energy and corresponding 0,45 Rghdense

increasein Areadingsby(20-.50)%,if A detectors Mddledense
Lowdenseare at the distance less than 80 mm from the D2. 0,40 - Calibration

The D2 detector quality criterion is the ratio of d,

effect/background, i.e. the ratio of [S-NO]INO, C'_ 035 -

where - is the signal in the presence of moderator, 2�

and No -is the signal only from the neutron source. 0,30 -
0

Pay attention to the negative value of the SNM-18)

effect/background ratio for the compound detectors of 0,25 D, (Ni SNM-17)

type 3 and 4. (type 2 R1=150 mm)
So Table I shows that for the joint" option of 0,20" I I

moisture meter the use of compound counters (type 3 0 1 2 3 4

and 4 is more preferable. In this case the D2 detector Equivalent Moisture (wt %)

can be placed as it is shown in fig. or outside the

nickel reflector as an additional mending plate.

Fig.3 Count rate ratio as a function of equivalent
4. Study of moisture meter response functions. moisture for "joint" moisture meter at different

Table 2 and fig.2-3 illustrate some results of model density of the object under measurement.

measurements: count rate for different detectors and The effect of density of the measured objects is

detectors' reading ratio: A (SNM- 1 8 or SNM- 7 actually reduced only to the shift of measured count

and D2 (SNM- 7 type 2 R 1 50 mm). rates because the slope factors practically coincide.

The ratio of both detectors readings N, / N2 does not

depend on Pu density in the objects under

0 . . . . . . measurement (fig.2).
40 A Calculated Table 2 presents the calibration curve parairrieters.

Calibration for two options of moisture meters (A and B), when

35 - count rate is the infon-nation parameters. which is
4)

30 - measured.

Table 2 Control parameters for moisture meter
25 o ons A and B.

Detector No (I A) K0 Di (Ni SNM-18)
U 20 I Di (Ni, SNM-18) 18.60 0.213

± 014 ± 0.005
15 0 Di (Ni, SNM-17) 8.57 0.241

1 2 3 4 5 0.13 0.010

Equivalent Moisture (wt %) 3 D2 (Ni, SNM-17; 79.86 0.0067

type 2 RI=] 50 mm) ± 032 ± 00017

4 D2 (Ni, SNM- 7 213.7 -0.0088

Fig.2 Count rate in nickel reflector as a flinction of type 4 Ry=20 m) ± 1.0 ± 00021

equivalent moisture of "basic" container 5 D2 (Polyethylene, 478.4 -0.0168
SNM-17) ± 35 ± 00030

The indicated data confirm the initial points of As the measurement results similar to those

moisture assay technique stated earlier. In particular, indicated in table 2 were obtained in the course of

within the studied range of equivalent moisture values independent measurements all the data were processed

(O 5) wt %, the functional dependence of analytical in order to be able to compare the relative values of

signal is linear and follows equation (1). measured parameters and summarized in table 3.

It should be stated that the experimental and These data show that the two-parametric method of

calculated results with MMKFK-29) show a good moisture assay by means of DI and D2 reading ratio
agreement that is illustrated in fig.2. The calculated

values indicated here are normalized on the value of provides a rather high sensitivity of moisture assay.

equivalent moisture of 4 wt %. Tables 2 and 3 illustrate that when the SNM-17

counter is used the calibration curve slope (coefficient

K turns out to be higher by IO% as compared to the

SNM-18 counter. These systematically overestimated

5 -
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parameters of neutron moderation effect being same time, the dependence for the effect background
observed with the SNM-17 counter encouraged ratio has a different pattern, because the moderator
additional studies of the given difference. For this effect manifests itself first of all near the measurement
purpose the radial count rate distribution, N and cavity. So with the increase in the counter diameter

effect/background ratios [ - N�] / N,, were the relative contribution of useful signal will be less as

measured depending on the nickel thickness between it is observed for the SNM- 1 8 counter.

the measurement cavity and counter surface. 5. Discussion of the results.

Table 3 Control parameters for "combined" and The specific yield Of P02 own neutron radiation
"joint" moisture meter. exceeds 105 n/s per I kg P02. This intensity of own
Analytical signal: count rate ratio. neutrons allows the moisture assay by the methods of

I D, I D2 N01IN02 K neutron radiornetry.
"Combined" meter (option Dl=>Ni; 2=>CH2) The main element of a neutron moisture meter is a
I SNM- 1 8 Polyethylene 0.0387 0.243 well-type detector with a nickel reflector, which

CH, ± 0.005 ± 0.008 provides the required sensitivity of PuO2 assay.
2 SNM-17 Polyethylene 0.0178 0.276 The presented model studies show the principal

CH2 ± 00003 0.013 possibilities to implement the following moisture
"Joi I meter (optio C; only meter options:

I SNM-18 Ni; type 2 RI 0.2337 0.200 A. Moisture meter with one detection unit;
± 00020 ± 0.005 B. "Combined" option of two detection units;

2 SNM-18 Ni; type 4 R2 0.0871 0.226 C. "Joint" detector option.

± 0.0080 ± 0006 For the A option of moisture meter the analytical

3 SNM-17 Ni; type 2 RI 0.1078 0.228 moisture signal can be expressed as a linear function
± 00017 ± 0.010

SNM-17 Ni; type 4 R2 0.0400 0.256 in the form of (1). The N value for each measured

0.0007 0.011 container is not measured but only corrected according

to the Pu passport data. All the three above -

mentioned effects caused by the PU02 moisture make

3 . . . . . . . . . . an additive contribution to the method sensitivity. So

0 18 in order to implement the first option the product
2, - 0 SNM-17 passport data must be known, i.e. P`U02 mass Pu,

n, SNM-17 isotopic composition and 24'Am fraction.
2,0 -

For the "combined" option the analytical moisture

2 signal is expressed as a linear function oftype (5). It is
1,5

a ratio of two detectors' readings, A (nickel

1,0 reflector) and D2 (hydrogen-containing reflector). For

this option the analytical signal is primarily related to
0,5 fast neutron hydrogen thermalization effect. In this

0,0. case neutron multiplication and (an)-reaction neutron
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 contribution do not actually increase the assay

Ni thickness (sm) sensitivity and the moisture assay results do not

depend on these effects.

The advantage of the "combined" moisture meter

consists in assay independence on Pu isotopic
Fig.4 Ratio dependence: effect/background (1) and composition and its mass, i.e. there is no need to

background 2 as a function of neutron detector introduce the correction of the paraineterNol/No2

location in the nickel reflector for P02 powder in each measured container. In other

Fig.4 shows the radial distribution of the words, the N N,2 readings ratio is a meter

dependence of both signals on the nickel thickness calibration constant. Along with that this type of

between the measurement cavity and outer SNM- 7 moisture meter has a drawback, which consists in the

surface. The counter moved with the step of 28 mm. A fact that it requires twice as much time to perform two

cylindrical rod made of nickel was installed in the consecutive measurements, thus making the

blind opening instead of the counter. The horizontal measurement procedure automation more

lines indicate the counters' diameters within which the complicated.

additive counter signal is generated. The background The "joint" option has all the advantages of the

signal N. is seen to be a monotonous function, which "combined" option. In this case N, and N2 signals

smoothly dies out to the reflector periphery. At the are registered simultaneously during one operation of
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loading - unloading the cup with P02 powder. So the statistical information being accumulated. At higher
"joint" option does not have any drawbacks indicated moisture value the uncertainty of calibration curve
above and typical of other moisture meter options. In parameters starts to play the determining role. Due to
view of that the "joint" option is more preferable to that the absolute value increases twice at the moisture
control Pu moisture. of wt

The experimental and calculation model studies
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Applications of the TSUNAMI Sensitivity and
Uncertainty Analysis Methodology

Bradley T. REARDEN,* Calvin M. HOPPER, Karla R. ELAM, Sedat GOLUOGLU and Cecil V. PARKS
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, P. 0. Box 2008, Oak Ridge, Tennessee 3 7831-63 70, USA

The TSUNAMI sensitivity and uncertainty analysis tools under development for the
SCALE code system have recently been applied in four criticality safety studies.
TSUNAMI is used to identify applicable benchmark experiments for criticality code
validation, assist in the design of new critical experiments for a particular need, reevaluate
previously computed computational biases, and assess the validation coverage and propose
a penalty for noncoverage for a specific application.

KEYWORDS. Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis, area of applicability

1. Introduction Four recent studies have demonstrated some uses
of the TSUNAMI techniques. TSUNAMI was used to

Several practical applications of Tools for select experiments for criticality code validation for a
Sensitivity and UNcertainty Analysis Methodology weapons-grade (WG) mixed-oxide (MOX) fuel
Implementation (TSUNAMI) 1,2) under development fabrication facility application, assist in the design of
for the SCALE 3 code system have recently new critical experiments intended to validate U02
demonstrated the usefulness of this analysis approach. light-water-reactor (LWR) ftiel with enrichments
TSUNAMI consists of a number of sensitivity and >5 wt % in 235 U, assess subcritical limits as an
uncertainty analysis tools that were developed alternative to traditional trending parameters for
primarily to assess the area of applicability of critical TRUPACT and HaIfPACT shipping packages, and
experiments for use in criticality code validations. assess validation coverage for 1013 capture for "
Sensitivity coefficients produced by the TSUNAMI fuel shipping packages that are poisoned with boron.
sensitivity analysis sequences predict the relative Each of these studies is described in subsequent
changes in a system's multiplication factor, kff, due to sections.
relative changes in the neutron cross-section data.
TSUNAMI generates sensitivity coefficients from a 2. Use of TSUNAMI in the Selection of
one-dimensional deterministic neutron transport Experiments for Criticality Code Validation
analysis or a three-dimensional (3-D) Monte Carlo
neutron transport analysis. Uncertainties in the cross- TSUNAMI techniques were used to assess the
section data are propagated to an uncertainty in kff via applicability of existing benchmark experiments for
the sensitivity coefficients. the criticality code validation of a WG-MOX fuel

Integral indices, developed for TSUNAMI, give a fabrication facility.5) In this study, the applicability of
quantitative measure of the similarity of a benchmark 318 critical experiments to the validation of a
experiment and a design system based on the particular MOX powder design configuration was
differential sensitivity and/or uncertainty data for each evaluated. The system considered is a critical sphere
reaction of each nuclide on an energy-dependent basis. of MOX powder with a density of 5.5 gml and
If the design system is assessed as similar to the 5 wt % H20. The MOC consists of 22 wt % WG-
benchmark experiment, it is deemed that the design PU02 96 wt % '"Pu, 4 Wt % 240 Pu) and 78 wt %
system falls within the area of applicability of the depleted U02 0.3 wt % 25U, 99.7 wt % 2U). A 60-
experiment. Further TSUNAMI analyses assess cm-thick depleted uranium reflector surrounds the
validation coverage for a particular reaction of a given MOX sphere. This system exhibits an H/(U+Plu)
nuclide by a benchmark experiment based on the atomic ratio of 1.58 and an energy of average lethargy
sensitivity data. Three integral indices, k, E ...... and g, causing fission (EALF) value of 3751 eV.
are used in this paper to evaluate system similarity Sensitivity coefficients for the MOX application
with sensitivity and uncertainty data (Ck),2) evaluate and each of the 318 benchmark experiments were
system -similarity only with sensitivity data (E,,,,), 2) generated with the TSUNAMI sensitivity analysis
and evaluate benchmark coverage for a specific sequences of SCALE. The sensitivity data were then
nuclide and reaction with sensitivity data (g). 4) processed with cross-section covariance data to form

Corresponding author, Tel. 865-574-6085, Fax. 865-576-3513, E-mail: reardenb�oml.gov
Managed by UT-Battelle, LLC, for the U.S. Department of Energy under contract No. DE-AC05-00OR22725.
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correlation coefficients that give a measure of the rigorous analysis. The energy-dependent sensitivity
common uncertainty in the computed kff. values profiles for 239pU fission for the MOX application and
between the MOX application and a given benchmark benchmark experiments NSE55T4-01 and NSE55T5-
experiment. The kff correlation coefficient, referred to 04 are shown in Fig. 1. The sensitivity of the MOX
as k, has a range of values between and 1, where application is most significant in the fast energy
indicates that the systems are not similar and I region with some significant values in the thermal
indicates that the systems are fully correlated. In this region. The peak values in the resonance region are
study, a k value of 0.8 or higher between the MOX also large, but their contribution to the integral of the
system and a benchmark experiment indicates that the sensitivity profile is limited by their small group
experiment is similar enough to the MOX application widths. With the TSUNAMI methodology, the
to be useful in the criticality code validation. sensitivity profiles of the benchmark experiment for

For this MOX application, 53 of the all significant nuclide reactions must sufficiently
318 benchmark experiments exceed the 0.8 criterion match those of the application over the entire energy
for k. Of these, 18 values exceed 09, indicating a range to demonstrate applicability. The sensitivity of
high degree of similarity. Of the 53 experiments with NSE55T4-01 is strongly peaked in the thermal energy
ck values exceeding 0.8, 33 are MOX fueled and the region, with almost no sensitivity in the fast region.
remaining 20 are plutonium ftieled. The matching Thus, NSE55T4-01 is a poor match for the MOX
systems exhibited EALF values of approximately application, and when all nuclides are examined, a low
40 eV, whereas the EALF of this application is nearly ck value of 0.51 results. Experiment NSE55T5-04
4000 eV. Thus, the TSUNAMI methods have exhibits more sensitivity in the thermal region than
identified applicable experiments that might not have does the MOX application but also exhibits significant
been selected through traditional means. sensitivity in the fast region, and a high k value of

The selection by the TSUNAMI methods of certain 0.91 is produced. Therefore, although the EALF
experiments as applicable to the MOX application can value shows that the MOX application and NSE55T5-
be explained through examination of the sensitivity 04 have different average parameters, the TSUNAMI
data on which the correlation coefficients are based. methodology shows that the most significant areas of
Two experiments examined in this study, the application are, in fact, covered by the benchmark
experiment I from NSE-55 table 4 [NSE55T4-0 1 6 experiment. Furthermore, the TSUNAMI
and experiment 4 from NSE-55 table [NSE55T5-04], methodology confirms that experiment NSE55T4-01
exhibit EALF values of 0 143 and 4 1.0 eV, is not applicable to the validation of the MOX
respectively. Based on EALF alone, these application. For more information on this application
experiments would not be selected for the validation of TSUNAMI, please see Ref. 5.
of a MOX application with an EALF value of 3751 eV.
However, the TSUNAMI methods provide a more

0.17 MOX Application pu-239 fission

0.16

0.15 NSE55T4-01 pu-239 fission
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Fig. Energy-dependent sensitivity profiles for 239pil fission for MOX application, experiment 4 from NSE-55
table and experiment I from NSE-55 table 4.
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3. Use of TSUNAMI in Critical Experiment Furthermore, each configuration was modeled under
Design various conditions that could be encountered

throughout the fuel cycle, excluding burmip. Each
TSUNAMI methodology has been applied to design was modeled at two temperatures. Shipping,

optimize the design of new critical experiments.7) This storage, and initial core-loading conditions were
particular analysis assists in ensuring that an simulated with models at 20'C. Average properties at
experimental series to be constructed of lattices of operating conditions were modeled at higher
U02 ftiel rods with an enrichment of 6.93 wt % in 235U temperatures, specific to each assembly type.
will provide validation coverage for prototypic U02 BP rods Of U02-Gd2O3 were also considered in the
commercial reactor fuel with enrichments between commercial fuel models. The number of poison rods,
5 and 10 Wt % 231U. when present, for each assembly type was as follows:

B&W 15 x 15, 20 BPs; Westinghouse 17x 17, 24 BPs;
3.1 Conceptual Experiment Design and GE 84, 8 BPs.

Two conceptual experiment designs, constrained 3.3 TSUNAMI Analysis
by available materials and facilities, were proposed for
the series of critical assemblies desired in this project. The TSUNAMI methodology was applied to
In each design, the fuel consists of sintered-UO2 determine which conceptual design experimental
pellets with a U enrichment of 693 Wt % 235U with an series was the most applicable to the commercial
outer diameter of 0526 cm and a density of assemblies considered. Sensitivity data were
10.29 g/cm 3. The pellets are loaded in aluminum generated for each conceptual design configuration
cladding with an outer diameter of 0635 cm. The and representative commercial assembly using the 3-D
active fuel height is 50 cm and is fully flooded with Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis sequence
borated water. For compatibility with commercial TSUNAMI-313. Because cross-section covariance
lattice-physics codes, the critical cores must be data for Gd are not available, the correlation
composed of symmetric square arrays of fuel rods. coefficient k could not be used reliably for this
The first proposed experiment design is comprised of analysis. The alternative integral parameter E,. was
a square array of square-pitched fuel rods, requiring used to assess the similarity of the experiment designs
1836 rods. The second design consists of the to the commercial assemblies based only on the
cruciform design of square-pitched fuel rods, requiring sensitivity data. The parameter E ..... has the same
1596 rods. Each conceptual geometrical design limits as k, and in this study, an E ..... value of 0. or
includes eight critical configurations with varying higher indicates that the experiment is similar enough
fuel-rod pitch, temperature 20 and 60'C), and to the application to be useftil in its criticality code
absorber rods. Criticality is achieved by diluting validation.
soluble boron from the moderator. In each conceptual The numbers of the eight proposed critical
design, 4 of the critical configurations contain configurations with E exceeding 0.8 for each
20 U02-Gd2O3 burnable poison (BP) rods, with experimental series are shown in Tables I and 2 for
4 wt % WA a 23'U enrichment of 4 wt %, and the the square-design experiments and the cruciform-
same dimensions and cladding as the fuel rods. design experiments, respectively. All eight of the

square-design experiments exceed the 0.8 criteria for
3.2 Representative Commercial Fuel Designs all low-temperature commercial assemblies studied,

except for the 40 wt % enriched GE assembly. Some
Representative ftiel assemblies of widely used of the square-design experiments were applicable to

commercial power reactor fuels were selected for the high-temperature assemblies. The results for the
analysis in this study. The selected representative cruciform-design experiments show that fewer critical
assemblies are not the result of a comprehensive experiments are applicable to the low-temperature
review of all nuclear ftiel designs that could eventually commercial assemblies and that almost none are
be produced with higher enrichments but are selected applicable to the high-temperature assemblies.
only to show trends in the data with regard to the Based on these results, and more detailed nuclide-
applicability of the experimental data. Additional fuel reaction-specific analyses not presented here, the
designs may be considered in future analyses as square-design experiments have been selected as the
needed. preferred design for the experimental series.

Three commercial fuel designs were considered in

this study: the Babcock and Wilcox (B&W) 15xl5 4. Use of TSUNAMI in Trending Analyses
ftiel assembly, the Westinghouse 17x 17 fuel assembly,
and the General Electric (GE) 8x8 fuel assembly. TSUNAMI was applied to the criticality safety
Each of the commercial assemblies was modeled analysis of the TRUPACT-11 and HalfPACT over-the-
with 235 U enrichments of 4 6 7 and wt%.
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Table I Numbers of the eight square-design distribution ranging from I at k = 1.0 to nearly 0. at
experiments with E 0.8 in relation to ck = 0.0 (assuming standard deviations).

commercial assemblies 1.07

1.0

Low High 1.06
tempers ure temper ure .D.

Enrichment- Assembly No BP BP No BP BP 1.03

4.0 wt % GE 7 8 1.0

B&W 8 8 6 2 %1.01

West. 8 8 7 0.0

6.0 wt % GE 8 3

B&W 8 8 2 0 0.07

West. 8 5 1 am 0.0

7.0 wt % GE 8 2 0.0 02 O.. 0.0 0�.$ jam

13&W 8 8 0 0 Ck

West. 8 5 1 Fig. 2 Infinite array of TRUPACT-IIs with 55-gallon
10.Owt% GE 8 0 drums, k, f = 09340 + 0.0797ek 1.0137) with

I B&W 1 8 8 0 0
West. -1 8 0 0 99% confidence intervals.

I.07, 1.07
im

Table 2 Numbers of the eight cruciform-design 1.0
experiments E. > 0.8 in relation to commercial 1.03 1.0

assemblies 74 1.02 Of4- 1.02 'a

Low Hig
tempe ure temper ture am. %:

Enrichment Assembly No BP BP No BP BP a.m. A"
0.07 Aff

4.0 wt % GE 8 8 am. 0.0
13&W 7 7 0 0 am. am
West. 1 7 1 4 0 02 OA Ck 0.6 OA I

6.0 wt % GE 8 0
D&W 6 7 0 0 rig. 3 Infinite array of TRUPACT-Ils with 6-in. pipe
West. 7 0 0 overpack container, km f = 09135 + 0.1016ck

7.0 wt % GE 8 0 (1.0 1 5 1) with 99% confidence intervals.
B&W 5 6 0 0
West. 7 0 0

1O.Owt% I GE I 1 8 1 0 1.07

1 B&W 1 2 1 4 1 0 0 ISO
West. I 1 5 1 0 0 1.05

1.02road fissile material shipping containers.") When the 'XA.QQ
Vim I.M

TSUNAMI integral indices are used in place of I
W39Pu atomic ratios in trending analyses, a new 0.0

subcritical limit is realized and the mass limits for the MP 01"

containers could potentially be increased by 720%. I" OnThe potential increase is due to the significant ..O mm
02 0.4 0:6 OA

Ck

difference between historical computational bias
trending methods and the use of the recently Fig. 4 Infinite array of TRUPACT-IIs with 12-in. pipe
developed TSUNAMI integral parameter k. An overpack container, km f = 09350 0.0756Ck
excessive computational bias (i.e., nearly 0.04 in kff) (1.0 1 06) with 99% confidence intervals.
was determined in the safety analysis report for the

TRUPACT-11 package 9 using classical trending for 5. Use of TSUNAMI in Assessment of Validation
critical experiment-calculated biases with the Coverage for a Secific Nuclide and Reaction
hydrogen-to-fissile atom ratios (i.e., Hi 219pU). The

use of the integral Ck parameter has demonstrated that In another study, the TSUNAMI nuclide-reaction-
a more realistic computational bias is on the order of specific tools were used to assess the validation
about 0.0 1 5 in kff. coverage for boron capture in commercial shipping

Figures 24 show some of the results of trending packages that utilize large amounts of boron to reduce
the calculated kff of critical experiments with the cks reactivity.
of particular TRUPACT-11 payload containers. The The integral parameters E.. and g were used to
linear fits of the computed benchmark kff w values assess the area of applicability of numerous water-
have been weighted by a cumulative normal moderated low-enriched uranium (LEU) benchmarks

for five application casks containing LR fuel and
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high concentrations of '13. Some parameters of the '013 capture across the entire energy range as any of
nuclear fuel cask models, including the calculated the applications. The maximum g values for ... U
EALF and the calculated 10B capture sensitivity fission and H scatter are much higher than the
coefficients, are summarized in Table 3 maximum g values for the '13 capture, indicating that

The E values were computed for each the benchmarks provide good coverage for 231U

experiment in relation to each cask application. The fission and H scatter but poor coverage for 1013
E. .... values, not shown for purposes of brevity, are capture. Also, the applications are much more
quite high and demonstrate that most of the sensitive to 131U fission and H scatter than 
benchmarks are very similar to the cask models and capture.
are appropriate for use in criticality code validations. Finally, the calculated kff values for the application
One exception is the GBC-32 cask, for which the casks have been adjusted by applying a penalty for not
largest E ..... value is only 063. However, the values of having complete coverage by the benchmarks.
E..... are strongly dominated by the 231U Fission and H Calculated kff values for the application casks, along
scattering reactions. Thus, these values are more with the adjusted kff values, are listed in Table 5. The
indicative of the use of water-moderated LEU fuel in adjusted kff is the calculated kff increased by a penalty
both the benchmarks and the cask models. value. This penalty is computed by multiplying the

The nuclear ftiel cask models were also analyzed value of the portion of the application sensitivity that
with the miclide-reaction-specific g parameter. This is not covered by any benchmarks by the uncertainty
parameter assesses the benchmark coverage of a in the kff of the cask due to '13 capture cross-section
specific reaction of a specific nuclide based on the uncertainties. The penalty due to noncoverage of 1013
energy-dependent sensitivity data. As with the k and capture cross sections is small, with a maximum value
Esum parameters, the range of g is to 1, where I of 0.8% in kff. Therefore, it was concluded that
indicates complete coverage for the given reaction. although sufficient benchmark experiments did not
The maximum g values for t capture, and 23'U exist to provide coverage for all design scenarios, the
fission and H scatter sensitivity coefficients along potential ipact of the noncoverage on the criticality
with the maximum g values for these nuclide-reaction safety of the shipping package was minimal.
pairs are listed in Table 4 As the g values in the table The penalty due to noncoverage by the
show, the benchmarks provide poor coverage for H benchmarks (i.e., the penalty due to the application
scatter for the GBC-32 cask. This is the reason the not being in the area of applicability of benchmarks
E,,,. value for this cask is small. As the g values completely) could be used as an additional subcritical
indicate, none of the benchmarks are as sensitive to margin in licensing calculations.

Table 3 Nuclear ftiel cask model parameters

Cask Calculated ff a EALF `B Capture sensitivity '(B Form Total B (kg) '013 Surface density (at/cm)
(eV)

MPC-24 0.9458 ± .0005 2.257E-01 -2.62E-02 Boral -12 1.216E+21

MPC-68 0.9349 ± .0005 2.775E-01 -5.05E-02 Boral -15 1.658E+21
GA4 0.9221 ± .0005 4.572E-01 -2.38E-02 B4C -8 4.750E+22

GBC-32 0.8941 ± 00004 2.474E-01 -2.76E-02 Boral -12 1.688E+21

OECD 1.1303 ± .0005 6.31 E-02 -4.45E-02 Borated steel -6 3.918E+20

Table 4 Sensitivity coefficients and maximum g values for all applications

Cask Maximum g value for "'U Fission 'H Scatter Maximum g value for Maximum g value for
'6B capture sensitivity sensitivity 235U fission 'H scatter

MPC-24 0.79 0,325 0.253 0.97 0.93
MPC-68 0.46 0.344 0.214 0.93 0.84
GA4 0.29 0.367 0.345 0.99 0.85
GBC-32 0.73 0.154 0.233 1.00 0.68
OECD 0.75 0.376 0.148 0.99 0.86

Table Penalty assessments for noncoverage of 1013 captures

Cask Calculated kff 10B capture sensitivity Penalty in kff due to noncovered sensitivity Adjusted kff
that is not covered by any benchmark for 10B capture

MPC-24 0.9458 -4.76E-04 0.04 0.9462

MPC-68 0.9349 -1.91E-02 0.31 0.9380

GA-4 0.9221 -1.69E-02 0.07 0.9228

GBC-32 0.8941 -1.65E-03 0.8 0.9021

OECD 1.1302 -5.73E-03 0.02 1.1304
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6. Conclusions

This paper has demonstrated the use of the
TSUNAMI techniques for four criticality safety
applications. In each case, new information is realized
through the use of the advanced analysis techniques.
When properly applied, this new information could
lead to the better utilization of existing critical
experiments, optimization of new experiment designs,
improved computational biases, and a better
understanding of the processes that are important in
nuclear designs.
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In the paper on hand it is demonstrated that reactivity equivalence relations can be applied to MOX ftiel systems.
The key making this possible is the definition of a bounding Pu vector as a continuous function of the Pu quality
of the MOX fuel. The applicability of reactivity equivalence relations to MOX systems is demonstrated for a fuel
assembly storage configuration assumed to be moderated with pure water with densities ranging from 10 -5 g/CM3

to I g/CM3 . The changes in the reactivity worth of the Pu isotopes with changing moderation degree and hence
the changes in the definition of the bounding Pu vector are analyzed. A reactivity equivalence curve is generated
specifying the maximum allowable Pufi,, content of the fuel assemblies as a function of the Pu quality of the
MOX fuel for the design limiting case of the storage configuration analyzed.

1. Introduction 2.2. Generation of Bounding Pu Isotopic Vectors

In criticality safety analysis of MOX fuel systems one The reactivity equivalence condition eq. (1) correlates
is usually confronted with a set of different Pu iso- the safety parameter p of interest to the Pu quality PQ
topic vectors in conjunction with different P'Ufi,, con- of the MOX fuel by keeping the upper 95%/95% tol-
tents of the fuel, and very often it is not obvious which erance limit of the neutron multiplication factor of the
MOX fuel type is the most reactive one and whether fuel configuration of interest fixed. However, the
changes in the Pu isotopic vector and/or Pufi,, content neutron multiplication factor of a MOX system varies
made at a later time are acceptable or not. Therefore, it with the Pu isotopic vector even if the Pu quality is
is helpful to have an analysis method which allows to kept constant. Therefore, in order to be able to gener-
cover a priori all Pu vectors coming along in common ate a reactivity equivalence curve as a continuous
practice so that it is not necessary to perform an analy- function of the Pu quality it is necessary to determine
sis for each individual ftiel type separately. a description of the Pu isotopic vector as a continues

function of the Pu quality such that all Pu vectors

2. Description of the Method coming along in practice are bounded with respect to
the reactivity of the fuel configuration of interest. Due

2.1. Definition of the Safety Acceptance Criterion to the laws of build-up/burn-in and burn-up/burn-out
What is needed is a safety acceptance criterion given of the Pu isotopic inventory during the irradiation of
by a curve speci�ring the limiting value of an appro- the fuel in the reactor it is obvious that such a descrip-
priate safety parameter (e.g. Pu mass, Puf,,, content of tion must exist. And, in fact, such a description can be
the MOX fuel, etc.) as a function of the Pu quality of extracted from the Pu vectors coming along in practice.
the MOX fuel. (The Pu quality is given by the Figures I through 4 presents the results of an evalua-
PlufiRu ratio of the ftiel.) Such a curve is generated tion of Pu isotopic vectors which are

by applying the reactivity equivalence condition typical of plutonium inventories of irradiated UOX

k(p, PQ) + ka(p, PQ) + Ak,, (p, PQ = k (1) PWR fuels with initial enrichments between
1.9 wt.-% and 44 wt.-% U-235, burnups between

where p denotes the safety parameter of interest, and IO and 60 MWd/kg, and cooling times (storage
PQ stands for "Pu quality". k(pPQ) + ?,cy(pPQ) is the times) of 0 and IO years,

upper 950/o/95% tolerance limit of the estimator of the typical of plutonium inventories of irradiated
correlation of the neutron multiplication factor k to the MOX PWR and MOX BWR fuels with different
parameter p and the quality PQ. The term Aku(pPQ), initial Pufi,, contents, different burnups (up to
expressed at the 950/o/95% tolerance limit, summarizes 60 MWd/kg), and cooling times of 0 and IO years,
all uncertainties due to calculational biases and manu-
facturing tolerances. k. on the right-hand side of or which are used for

equation (1) is the maximum neutron multiplication 9 real MOX PWR fuel designs as well as

factor permissible. Due to the fact that the curve o real MOX BWR fuel designs.

sought-after is defiried by the reactivity equivalence As can be seen from Figures I through 4 there are
condition eq. (1 - and is named as "reactivity equiva- clear correlations of the contents of Pu-238, Pu-240,
lence curve", therefore - this curve can be generated and Pu-242 to the Pu quality. In case of Pu-241 the
by applying the methods described in section ILA of impact of the radioactive decay of this isotope on its
Ref. /I/. inventory is apparent.
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Fig. 1: Pu-238/Pu ratio as a function of Pu quality
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Fig. 2 Pu-240/Pu ratio as a function of Pu quality

Due to the change of the neutron cross sections of the assemblies is assumed to be infinite in lateral extent,
Pu isotopes with neutron energy the bounding Pu cf. Fig. 5. The empty space inside and outside the fuel
vector, that can be extracted from the data plotted in rod lattices is assumed to be filled with pure water
Figures I through 4 depends on the neutron physics taken to b homogeneously distributed with densities
of the fuel configuration of interest. This is demon- ranging from 10-5 g/CMI to I g/CM3. In order to be able

strated in the following for a storage configuration of to discriminate the changes in the reactivity worth of
MOX ftiel assemblies. the plutonium isotopes with changing water density an

MOX fuel assemblies of the type 7x17-25 are as- artificial Pu isotopic vector is first used which is
sumed to be aanged in a square lattice with a center- named as uniform Pu vector". 11 is assumed that all
to-center distance of 50 cm. Only the fuel zones of the the Pu isotopes. from Pu-238 to Pu-242. have one and
fuel assemblies are considered. the upper and lower the same atomic number density of 6. 10-4 b-'cm-'. This
hardware of the fuel assemblies as well as the spacer aton-dc number density corresponds to a MOX fuel
grids are ignored. Top and bottom ends of the fuel density of about 10.8 g/cm' at a uf,,,/(U+Pu) ratio of
assemblies are reflected by 100 cm of concrete. A 5 io_-%. The uranium oxide component of the MOX
distance of 20 cm between the concrete layers and the fuel is assumed to be made of natural uranium (having
ends of the ftiel zones is assumed. For the sake of an enrichment of 0 71 wt. -% U-23 5).

simplicity the square lattice configuration of the fuel
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Fig. 4: Pu-242/Pu ratio as a function of Pu quality

To discriminate the reactivity worths of the Pu iso- considered (with the above specified number density
topes very clearly the following calculations were of 6. 10-4 b-'cm-1), whereas all the other Pu isotopes
performed: First only the fissile isotope Pu-239 was were ignored, i.e., they were "switched off' so to

speak. Then ordy the fissile isotope Pu-241 was con-
r------------------------------------ sidered, all the others were "switched off'. Finally the

combinations of Pu-239 with Pu-238, Pu-239 with
Fuel Assembly

Pu-240, and Pu-239 with Pu-242 were separately
analyzed. The results obtained are summarized in
Fig. 6 The results rflect the energy dependenc of
the neutron cross sections of the Pu isotopes very well.
For instance, for neutron energies higher than about
0.5 MeV the fission cross section of Pu-238 is greater

-------------- 5-0, _C, us ---------- - -- than the fission cross sections of Pu-239. Pu-240 and
Pu-242.

----------- ML"w RieflecdIsm, Bessmidery As follows from Fig. 6, the limiting case of the fuel

Fig. 5: Sketch of the calculational model of the MOX assembly storage configuration under examination is
ftiel assembly storage configuration analyzed. the optimum moderation case given at a water density
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of about 0.06g/cm'. In this case the bounding Pu Bounding Pu vectors obtained with the aid of the
vector sought-after has obviously to be chosen as bounding curves proposed in Figures I through 4 for
follows: Pu qualities of 50, 60, and 70 wt.-% are presented in

• For the contents of Pu-238, Pu-240, and Pu-242 Table 1. These Pu vectors are now used to determine
lower bounds of the data plotted in Figures 1 2 the reactivity equivalence curve which gives the
and 4 respectively have to be taken. Such lower maximum allowable Pufi,,/(U+Pu) content of the
bounds are given by the solid curves shown in that MOX fuel assemblies as a function of the Pu quality
figures. of the fuel for the limiting case of the fuel assembly

• For the Pu-241 content an upper bound of the data storage configuration under examination. As before it
plotted in Fig. 3 has to be taken. Such an upper is assumed that the density of the MOX fuel amounts
bound is given by the solid curve presented in to 10.8 gjCM3 and that the uranium oxide component

Fig. 3 of the fuel is made of natural uranium.
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Fig. 6 Isotope specific neutron multiplication factors kff obtained for the configuration Fig. 

Table 1: Bounding Pu vectors obtained from the bounding curves presented in Figures I through 4

Pu Quality Pu-238/Pu Pu-239/Pu Pu-240/Pu Pu-241/Pu Pu-242/Pu
wt.-% I wt.-% wt.-% / wt.-% wt.-% wt.-%

50 3.166 34.00 30.374 19.460 13.000

60 1.995 47.79 25.949 16.410 7.856

70 1.021 60.90 21.994 12.687 3.398

2.3. Determination of the Reactivity Equivalence squares method (cf. Ref. /1/) in the range of opti-
Curve mum moderation in order to determine the rcspec-

To get the reactivity equivalence curve sought-after tive maximum kff values and their statistical un-
the following steps have to be taken: certainty (cf. Fig. 7 for example).

• The nutron multiplication factor kff of the con- The maximum kfl. values obtained for the different
figuration under examination has to be investi- Pur.,/(U+Pu) ratios at given Pu quality have to be
gated as a ftinction of the water/ steam density for fitted as a function of the parameter Puf.,/(U+Pu),
different Puf-,,./(U+Pu) contents at given Pu quality cf Fig. for example.

(cf Fig. 7 for example). The term Ak,, in eq. (1) has to be determined. As-

• Each of the sets of the kff values obtained for the sume that the outcome is that the uncertainty due
different Puf.,/(U+Pu) ratios at given Pu quality to calculations] biases and manufacturing tolcr-
has to be fitted with the aid of the linear least ances amounts to 002 (which is a reasonable as-

sumption).
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• The maximum permissible neutron multiplication e The results obtained for all the Pu qualities ana-

factor k., on the right-hand side of eq. (1) has to lyzed have to be fitted wich leads to the reactivity
be determined. In many countries a k. value of equivalence curve presented in Fig. 9.
0.98 is aflowed for the optimum moderation case
under examination (cf. Ref. 2/, for example). With 2.4. Application of the Reactivity Equivalence
Aku = 002 the reactivity equivalence condition Curve
eq. (1) becomes, therefore, As indicated in Fig. 9 the reactivity equivalence curve

k(p, PQ)+ %y(p, PQ = 0. 96 is also named as "loading curve" since it specifies the
(2) maximum Puf../(U+Pu) content allowable for a fuel

with p = Pu,,. AU PO assembly with a specific Pu quality to be placed in the

• Therefore, the intersection of the upper 95/o/95% fuel storage configuration under examination. In other
tolerance limit of the fit presented in Fig. 8, e.g., words, a ftiel assembly is acceptable for storage in this

configuration oly then, if and only if its Puf.,/(U+Pu)
with the line k = 096 defines the reactivity content is not greater than the Pufi,./(U+Pu) content
equivalence curve sought-after a given Pu quality.
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specified by the reactivity equivalence curve. In addi- design basis leads to a change in the reactivity equiva-
tion, this fuel assembly has to comply with the bound- lence curve.
ing curves shown in Figures I through 4 because the
reactivity equivalence curve is based on bounding Pu 3. Conclusions
vectors derived from these curves. These curves spec- It was demonstrated that reactivity equivalence rela-
i fy tions can be applied to MOX fel systems. The key to

• the minimum Pu-238 content necessary for a spe- make this possible is the definition of a bounding Pu
cific Pu quality (cf. Fig. 1), vector as a continuous function of te Pu quality of the

• the minimum Pu-240 content necessary for a spe- MOX fuel.
cific Pu quality (cf. Fig. 2, It should be noted that the choice of the bounding Pu

• the maximum Pu-241 content allowable for a spe- vector may be adjusted to the specific needs one may
cific Pu quality (cf. Fig. 3, and have. For instance, it might not be necessary to in-

clude Pu vectors from irradiated fuel with zero cooling
• the minimum Pu-242 content necessary for a spe- time in the definition of the bounding Pu vector. As

cific Pu quality (cf. Fig. 4. can be seen from Fig. 3 exclusion of zero cooling

In other words, it should be recognized that the reac- time Pu vectors may result in a significant change of
tivity equivalence curve Fig. 9 is applicable only in the bounding curve for the Pu-241 content. In any case
conjunction with the criteria specified by the bounding it has to be considered that a change in the bounding
curves Figures I through 4 And it has to be recog- curves Figures I through 4 results in a change of the
nized that the choice of these curves is impacted by reactivity equivalence curve based on these bounding
the neutron physics of the fuel configuration under curves. More general, the validity of a reactivity
examination. This reflects the fact that the validity of a equivalence relation is strictly tied to the design basis
reactivity equivalence curve is strictly tied to the de- used to derive this relation.
sign basis used to derive this curve. A change in the
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Fig. 9 Reactivity equivalence curve specifying the maximum Pufi,,/(U+Pu) content allowable for a fuel assem-
bly with a specific Pu quality to be placed in the storage configuration Fig. 
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Review of Criticality Safety Assessments for Transport Packages by the
German Competent Authority

Ingo REICHE
Bundesamtftir Strahlenschutz, Postfach 100149, D-38201 Salzgitter, Germany

In Germany, the criticality safety assessment of a transport package for fissile material is reviewed by the
Bundesamt far Strahlenschutz as the competent authority for package design approvals, in close co-
operation with the Bundesanstalt fUr Materialforschung und -prilfung, which is the German competent
authority for the mechanical and thermal testing of the packages. The review of the criticality safety
assessment covers the whole chain starting from the problem basic data and the method of the analysis,
including the modelling assumptions for the cases required by the regulations, the creation of numerical
models and the calculations with these models and finishing with the interpretation of the results of the
study.

KEYWORDS. transporipackage, criticality safety assessment, competent authority

1. Introduction
3. Extent of the Review

The review of the criticality safety assessment for a
package for the transport of fissile radioactive material To ensure a high level of safety the review of the
is an important part of the package design approval criticality safety assessment has to cover the whole
procedure or the procedure of the validation of a chain starting from the problem basic data and the
package design approval issued by another competent method of the analysis, including the modelling
authority. assumptions for the cases required by the regulations,

In Germany, radioactive material is transported the creation of numerical models and the calculations
under national and international regulations for the with these models and finishing with the interpretation
transport of dangerous goods by the different modes of the results of the study. The criticality safety
of transport, e.g. 1,2). These modal regulations are assessment is therefore closely connected to other
based on the IAEA Regulations for the Safe Transport parts of the safety assessment report: package design
of Radioactive Material 3 The UEA regulations are specification, description of the content, testing,
accompanied by an advisory material 4 handling instructions, quality assurance documents.

In the criticality safety assessment for a transport Particular emphasis shall be laid on the necessary
package the applicant has to show that a single completeness of the review as described below.
package as well as an array of packages remain sub-
critical under conditions described in the regulations 3). 4 Important Areas
These conditions correspond to routine, normal and
accident conditions of transport. 'Subcritical' means, 4.1 Problem Basic Data
that the maximum calculated kff value, corrected for The problem basic data consist of dimensions,
the uncertainty of the calculation and the bias and materials and properties of the package under incident
uncertainty determined during the validation of the free conditions and test conditions. These basic data
calculation method, is less than 1.00 minus a required are verified by comparing the modelling base of the
margin of subcriticality. As the required margin of criticality safety assessment with the package design
subcriticality in Germany generally 0.05 is applied. drawings, the description of the content and the expert

opinion on the state of the package after the required
2. Competent Authorities tests. Manufacturing tolerances have to be included

into the model basic data in a bounding way for every
The German competent authority for package case under consideration, otherwise they must be

design approval is the Federal Office for Radiation accounted for by analysing their impact on kff and
Protection (Bundesarnt fr Strahlenschutz, BfS). With adding this contribution to the uncertainty. It is
respect to all assumptions about the state of the important to identify and to verify all assumptions
package after the regulatory tests the review of the about the state of the package, either explicitly written
criticality safety assessment relies on an expert down in the safety assessment report or implicitly
opinion of the Federal Institute for Materials Research contained in the model structure. The quality
and Testing (Bundesanstalt fitir Materialforschung und assurance documents and handling instructions must
-pr0fung, BAM), which is the German competent ensure that the manufacturing and loading
authority for the mechanical and thermal testing of characteristics are met for every package and every
packages. transport.
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another computer code, BfS creates a SCALE
4.2 Testing KENO VI model to verify the numerical results and to

One important input for the criticality safety calculate additional cases.
assessment is the state of the packaging and the The last step in the review of the criticality safety is
content after the regulatory tests. As aready been the assessment of the results of the criticality safety
mentioned, in Germany the competent authority for study. The acceptance criteria and margins are
testing is BAM, while BfS is responsible for the selected according to the advisory material for the
review of the criticality safety assessment. This IAEA regulations for the safe transport of radioactive
requires a close co-operation between BfS and BAM. material 4.

The testing of the package is done to verify the effect
of the tests on several properties and safety functions 5. Conclusions
of the package, not only criticality. Targets are the
activity release, criticality and shielding assessment. BfS as the German competent authority for the
The drop position leading to the maximum damage of review of criticality safety assessments for transport
the packaging or to the largest activity release does packages pays much attention to the completeness of
not necessarily lead to the highest kff for the damaged the review and an adequate testing.
package or an array of damaged packages. To ensure
that the planning and interpretation of the tests reflect 6. References
the needs of the criticality safety assessment the
criticality safety experts of BfS must be involved I Verordnung fiber die innerstaadiche und
throughout the testing process. If the review of the grenzilberschreitende Befbrderung gefflulicher
criticality safety assessment shall rely on the results of Gilter atif der StraBe und mit Eisenbahnen
tests that have already been completed (usually the (GGVSE) vom I Dezember 2001 (BGBI. 2001
case for the validation of a foreign package design I S. 3529), zuletzt geAndert a 28. April 2003
approval), during the review of the criticality safety (BGBI. 2003 S. 595)
assessment all assumptions about the state of the 2) European Agreement Concerning the
damaged package (explicit and implicit) must be International Carriage of Dangerous Goods by
converted to questions to the authority responsible for Road (ADR): Restructured ADR Applicable as
the testing. from I January 2003, United Nations publication

ECE/TRANS/160
4.3 Modelling and Calculations 3) Regulations for the Safe Transport of

In a next step the problem basic data are used to Radioactive Material, 1996 Edition (Revised),
build models of the package and of arrays of packages International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
to show the subcriticality for the cases required by the No. TS-R-I (ST-1, Revised)
regulations. Care must be given to determine if the 4) Advisory Material for the IAEA Regulations for
models cover all cases and possible states of the the Safe Transport of Radioactive Material,
package, and if model simplifications do not lead to a International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA),
decrease in kff. No. TS-G-1.1 (ST-2)

On the other hand, the criticality safety analysis
usually includes the calculation of kff with computer
programs. Therefore it has to be checked, that the
computer program has been validated for the current
case. The bias and uncertainty of kff should have been
estimated for the cases under consideration.

After the modelling has been verified the correct
implementation of the models into numerical
calculation schemes is checked. BfS uses SCALE
CSAS6 including the Monte Carlo program KENO VI
for criticality calculations. The CSAS6 calculation
sequence is used world-wide, offers a flexible
geometry description and is very suitable for the
criticality analysis of transport packages of all kinds.
If the applicant has chosen SCALE KENO Va or
KENO VI for carrying out the calculations BfS asks
the applicant for the input data for a careful review.
The checked input data can then be taken as a starting
point for additional calculations, e.g. to verify
parameter studies carried out by the applicant or to
investigate cases which have not been treated in the
criticality safety assessment. If the applicant has used
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Activity of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan
for Compiling the Consensus Standard
on Nuclear Criticality Safety Control

Yoshihiro YAMANE 1* and Tadakuni MATSUMOTO 2

'Department offuclear Engineering, Graduate School ofEngineering, agoya University,
Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Aichi-ken, 464-8603, Japan

'Japan Nuclear Cycle Development Institute, 449 Muramatsu, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki 319-1184, Japan

Activity of the Atomic Energy Society of Japan for compiling the consensus standard on nuclear criticality
safety control is presented. The standard recommends an enhancement of nuclear criticality safety
throughout a life cycle of facility in terms of a concept of "barriers against criticality."

KEYWORDS consensus standards, nuclear criticality safety, barriers against criticality, Atondc Energy
Society of Japan

1. Introduction first version -) authorized by the former Science and
Technology Aency of Japan was published in 1988,

In 1999, the Atomic Energy Society of Japan and the second one 3)revised by Japan Atomic Energy
organized a Consensus Standard Committee to Research Institute (JAERI) was published in 1999.
compile standards for three major fields of nuclear These Handbooks include the following items
energy, namely, power reactor, nuclear fael cycle, and together with huge data collection, (1) technical
research reactor. Then three Technical Committees methods for criticality safety control, 2 modeling
were organized corresponding to these three technical the evaluation object, and 3 methodology for
fields. Moreover, each technical committee had analytical safety assessment. Hence they are very
several Divisions corresponding to the technical useful for the actual nuclear criticality safety design.
issues. he organization is illustrated schematically After discussions for two years, the division
in Figure 1. members reached a common understanding about the

In April 2000, the activity for compiling the basic concept. It is described in the chapter 3.
consensus standard on nuclear criticality safety
control was started. The activity has been 2.2 Second stage (March 2002 - May 2003
performed in the division on Nuclear Criticality The division members wrote a draft of standard,
Safety Control, which was chaired by authors. The and the technical committee members reviewed it.
division consisted of seventeen members who were The procedures were repeated until the discrepancies
selected equally from various fields, such as utilities, in understandings between the technical committee
industries, research institutes, and universities, and division members disappear. The division
because of keeping its neutrality. members persisted in their efforts to eliminate many

ambiguities of the draft, which lead to mis-
2. Outline of Activity understandings. The fal version was completed in

May 2003.
The activity of the division during three years from

April 2000 is categorized into the following three 2.3 Final stage (June 2003 - September 2003
stages. After both the members of consensus standard

committee and technical committee will approve the
2.1 First stage (April 2000 - March 2002 final version by voting, a procedure for hearing

First of all, the division members discussed a basic public comments will be opened. After the
concept of Japanese consensus standard on nuclear procedure passes successfully, the consensus standard
criticality safety control, because we had to clarify will be published in this winter at the latest.
the reasons for adding the new standard to the
documents established previously, namely the 3. Basic Concept
Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook of Japan. Its

3.1 Background
Corresponding author, Tel. 81-52-789468 1, In Japan, the Committee on Examination of
Fax. 81-52-789-3608, Nuclear Fuel Safety in Nuclear Safety Commission
E-mail: y-vamane(a)nuc1.nagoya-u.ac.ip of Japan approves the permission for construction
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and operation of facilities related to nuclear criticality in Figure 2.
safety, after the rigid investigations for the criticality 3.4.1 Design stage
safety design on the basis of the guideline on nuclear At first, we specify the process condition,
criticality safety. installations used, system parameters, and procedures

The importance of criticality safety design hitherto of management. Then we select the "criticality
has been emphasized in a conventional regulation on control factors" from various "criticality factors."
nuclear criticality safety Here, the criticality factor means the factor whose

change influences criticality. Moreover, the
3.2 Objective of consensus standard criticality control factor is defined as the factor used

Through the first stage mentioned above, the for keeping subcriticality. Then we set actual
division members discussed a meaning of compiling procedures controlling these criticality control factors
new document in addition to the Handbook and its to keep subcriticality in the usual operation.
characteristics. As a result, in order to accomplish Secondary, we specify the latent scenario to
nuclear criticality safety control more efficiently and criticality accident by assuming an unusual condition.
surely, we reached a common understanding that we Then, to prevent the criticality accident surely, the
should care a lot about nuclear criticality safety not criticality control factors are modified with a suitable
only in the stage of design, but also in the stages as safety margin. These criticality control factors are
follows: construction, installation, operation and main barriers. Each main barrier has each criticality
decommissioning. In other words, our basic limit. As mentioned above, the criticality limit
concept is an enhancement of nuclear criticality means the actual regulatory value corresponding to
safety throughout the life cycle of facility. Then we each main barrier. For example, when we select the
decided to compile the document describing the criticality control based on geometrical restriction to
concept. keep subcriticality of a solution tank, the radius of the

tank is assigned as the main barrier, and its criticality
3.3 Barriers against criticality limit is defined as the value of radius which satisfies

To realize the nuclear criticality safety throughout the neutron effective multiplication factor of the tank
the life cycle of facility, a new concept named to be less than 095.
"barriers against criticality (BAC)" was introduced. Thirdly, if there are any criterions conditioned on
We define some systems, equipments and operational keeping the quality of products, which are not related
procedures which have functions holding sub- to criticality safety criterion directly, we can define
criticality of nuclear facility as barriers against them as the subsidiary barriers to enhance criticality
criticality. The barrier consisting of hardware is safety. For example, if there is a temperature
called as the mechanical barrier, and the software restriction to keep a good quality Of U03 powder in a
such as a checking of equipments by person is called reprocessing plant, this temperature restriction
as the human barrier. functions as keeping the ratio of hydrogen to uranium.

Moreover, the BAC is categorized into the main Then we can assign the temperature restriction to the
barrier and the subsidiary one. The main barrier is subsidiary barrier corresponding to moisture control
directly corresponding to "criticality limits" which is for U03 powder. When we cannot select a suitable
the regulatory value to keep criticality safety surely. process criterion, we need not adopt the subsidiary
The Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook of Japan barrier. This barrier functions as safety margin.
states that "Equipment shall not be fabricated that 3.4.2 Construction stage
exceeds these values (critical limits), and normal In a stage of construction, installation and
operating conditions shall not be established with inspection of facility, both the constructor and
values exceeding these values (critical limits)." In operator must reconfirm carefully whether or not the
other words, keeping the main barriers is equivalent function of barriers defined in the design stage is
to keeping "critical limits". sufficient, through the reevaluation of documents and

The subsidiary barrier, on the other hand, means the inspection of facilities.
the mechanical barrier or human one which is not 3.4.3 Operation stage
assigned to the critical limits. Protecting the In an operation stage, in order to maintain
subsidiary barriers enhances the nuclear criticality reliability of barriers, both the inspection of facilities
safety which is guaranteed sufficiently by the main and the confirmation of operational procedures must
barriers. Then the subsidiary barrier is a margin for be performed periodically in each facility by oneself.
nuclear criticality safety, and is not indispensable for H ,ence, it is desirable for each facility to have its own
regulations. organization for inspection.

Moreover, the importance of re-training for
3.4 Actual procedures setting the barriers operators must be emphasized. Operators must

The flow of procedures setting barriers is illustrated understand the function of the barriers and the serious
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effect due to its violence. We expect these consensus standards to be useful
3.4.4 Modification to prevent surely the criticality accident, such as JCO
When both an adaptation of facilities and a criticality accident happened at Tokai-mura in 1999.
modification of operational procedures are planned,
we must perform carefully the inspection whether or Acknowledgements
not their modifications affect the barriers. When Authors would like to express our thanks to the
any influences for barriers arise, we must perform members of the Division on Nuclear Criticality
their evaluation again from the design stage. Safety Control, and the staff of the office of the

Consensus Standard Committee in the Atomic Energy

4. Conclusion Society of Japan.

C ornpilation of the consensus standard on Nuclear Reference
Criticality Safety Control is in progress in the Atomic 1) Nuclear Safety Bureau, Science and Technology
Energy Society of Japan. At this moment, the Agency, "Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook,"
compilation of the consensus standard on the Nilckan Shobo, Tokyo 1988) (in Japanese).
fundamental and important concept for nuclear 2) Nuclear Safety Bureau, Science and Technology
criticality safety control is in the fal stage. This Agency, "Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook,"
standard recommends an enhancement of nuclear JAERI-Review 95-013, Japan Atomic Energy
criticality safety throughout the life cycle of facilities Research Institute 1995).
in terms of te concept of BAC. This standard will 3) Special Committee on Nuclear Criticality safety,
be published in this winter. Nuclear Fuel Facility Safety Research

We have already started our activity for compiling Committee, Japan Atomic Energy Research
the next consensus standard on the education of Institute, "Nuclear Criticality safety Handbook
criticality safety, because we recognize that the Version 2 JAERI 1340, Japan Atomic Energy
education is very important issue for keeping the Research Institute 1999) (in Japanese).
criticality safety based on the concept of BAC.
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Regulatory Aspects of Criticality Control in Australia
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With the creation of Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety Agency
(ARPANSA) the Australian approach to criticality safety was revisited. Consistency with
international best practices is required by the Act that created ARPANSA and this was applied
to practices in criticality safety adopted in other countries. This required extensive regulatory
efforts both in auditing the major Australian Nuclear Operator, Australian Nuclear Science and
Technology Organisation (ANSTO), and assessing the existing in Australia criticality safety
practices and implementing the required changes using the new legislative power of
ARPANSA. The adopted regulatory approach is formulated through both the issued by
ARPANSA licenses for nuclear installations (including reactors, fuel stores and radioactive
waste stores) and the string of new regulatory documents, including the Regulatory Assessment
Principles and the Regulatory Assessment Guidelines for criticality safety. The main features
of the adopted regulation include the requirements of independent peer-review, ongoing
refresher training coupled with annual accreditation and the reliance on the safe design rather
than on an administrative control.

KEYWORDS. criticality safety, nuclear installations, regulatory approach, audit, regulatory
assessment, accreditation, training, safe design

1. Introduction level that is comparable with the best international
Independent regulation of criticality safety regulatory practices in criticality safety.

in Australia started with the creation of Nuclear This paper discusses basic principles of our
Safety Bureau (NSB) in 1987. Initially the NSB national approach to regulation of criticality
was set up as a part of Australian Nuclear Science arrangements in Australia. It also includes main
and Technology Organisation (ANSTO). result of a criticality review of ANSTO held in

The NSB was established by the ANSTO October 2000 A number of recommendations for
Amendment Act 1992 as an independent Corporate criticality safety improvement were produced as a
Body, reporting to the Parliament through the result of the review. These recommendations are
Minister for Health. The following NSB functions the part of the approach to regulation of criticality
were set by the act: safety arrangements adopted by Australia. The
• Monitor and review the safety of nuclear plant implementation of these recommendations is being

owned or operated by ANSTO reinforced through the licensing process for
• Advise the Commonwealth on nuclear safety ANSTO facilities.

matters
Soon after the NSB became an independent 2. Regulatory principles

Corporate Body an independent criticality audit of ARPANSA issued the three major regulatory
ANSTO was conducted and a number of useful documents prepared by ARPANSA and related to
recommendations were proposed as a result of the regulation of criticality safety:
audit. 0 Regulatory Assessment Principles for

A Federal Government regulatory agency, Controlled Facilitie 2 ;

Australian Radiation Protection and Nuclear Safety 0 Regulatory Assessment Criteria for the Design
Agency (ARPANSA), was established in 1999 to of New Controlled Facilities and Modification
regulate radiation and nuclear activities of to Existing Facilitie 3 ;

Commonwealth Entities. This important 0 Regulatory Assessment Principles for
development in nuclear area in Australia coincided Criticality Safety 4.

with the announcement by the Australian Refs. 2 and 3 are the major regulatory
Government of a grant to ANSTO to build a new documents that are used by ARPANSA for
replacement research reactor (RRR) at the ANSTO assessing the safety of Controlled Facilities. They
site in Sydney by the year 2005. These events address criticality safety only in general terms.
contributed to the strengthening of the mechanisms Refs. 2 and 3 require maintaining safe operation
for criticality safety control through licensing of both in subcritical facilities, where criticality is not
ANSTO facilities. The goal is to achieve a control
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expected, and nuclear reactors, where criticality is report submitted to ARPANSA for review and, if
planned and must be controlled. accepted, authorisation.

Ref 4 is the major regulatory document related
to criticality safety. This document is used by 2.2 Independent review of criticality
ARPANSA for assessment of criticality safety calculations
documentation submitted to ARPANSA for A requirement of ARPANSA for criticality
authorisation. It defines criticality safety as relevant safety arrangements in Australia is the need for
to those controlled facilities where the criticality is independent review of criticality calculations. Such
not expected. The control of criticality in nuclear a review must be done independently from the
reactors is covered by Refs. 2 and 3 principal assessor. The review must include both

Further details of ARPANSA approach to the criticality calculations and a risk assessment.
regulation of criticality safety are listed in the Independent calculations of criticality
report dealing with the review of criticality safety assessments should be done using an independent
arrangement at Australian Nuclear Science and computer code and using independently acquired
Technology Organisation (ANSTO) ). This report data. Such checks are needed to make sure that
lists 13 general recommendations, outlining the there are no significant errors in the criticality
major Australian regulatory requirements for assessment. This requirement follows from the
criticality safety control, and 17 specific different situation in practice with regard to
recommendations, dealing with specific criticality calculations compared with reactor
arrangements of some facilities at ANSTO. calculations:

We do not have our own criticality standards In general, fewer different groups of
in Australia. Therefore we rely at present on the people are engaged in the criticality
standards ISO 1709 6 We also use extensively calculations and there is therefore less
different ANS standards 79). Other international automatic and independent checking of
best practices in criticality safety have been taken data, etc.
into account in our recent review of criticality The assumed geometrical arrangement of
safety arrangements in Australia, eg. Refs. 10 12. the fuel is often unlike any reactor

Major regulatory requirements listed in Ref 4 situation and there is some difficulty
and discussed in more details in Ref. 5 are therefore for the physicist to judge the
surnmarised below. credibility of his results.

The code may not have been checked
2.1 Safe design against experiments for the conditions
The major requirement of ARPANSA to being studied.

criticality safety arrangements in Australia is the The independent evaluation of risk assessment
safe and robust design of the Controlled Facility. is equally important, as the risk assessment shows
Our regulatory guideline 4 require Operators to what scenarios are credible and type of criticality
rely on the operational control as a last and calculations should be done.
supplement measure enhancing criticality safety.
The criticality safety must be guarantied by the safe 2.3 Importance of supporting
design, eg. through using geometrically subcritical documentation
containers, etc. The major supporting documentation is the

The design shall incorporate sufficient safety document of nuclear criticality safety assessment.
features to ensure that two independent concurrent Such a document is not required for all cases.
changes must occur in the conditions originally Where the total amount of fissile material is below
specified as essential to nuclear citicality safety the set up limit ), ARPANSA does not require any
before the system may become critical. Our assessment. However, even in this case a criticality
regulatory guidelines 4) lists number of abnormal certificate must be issued to maintain good nuclear
conditions which we require our Operators to accounting practice.
consider. It is up to Operators to justify the cases of The criticality safety assessment should be
independence of abnormal conditions through a issued with sufficient carity and lack of ambiguity.
safety case submitted to ARPANSA. We require that an assessor issue the document

An important example is the flooding and the with sufficient details to permit an independent
fire in the fissile material storage. These events are judgement of results by an independent reviewer.
not always independent abnormal conditions since The document must include the following
the fire fighters could use water in the event of the information:
fire, even if a special non-water sprinkling system A description of the theory of the
is installed in the fissile material storage. Similar methodology in sufficient detail, clarity,
logic could be said about the fire and the and lack of ambiguity that allows
earthquake. That said, the appropriate risk understanding of the methodology,
assessment should be done in the safety assessment
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including validity of assumptions and The accreditation may be valid for two to three
independent duplication of results; years.

• A description of the area of applicability The training program must not be limited to
that identifies the range of values for general understanding of criticality theory and
which valid results have been obtained for practices. It must include:
the parameters used in the methodology; 0 Criticality control requirements;

• A description of the use of pertinent 0 Limits;
computer codes, assumptions, and 0 Operational conditions and practices;
techniques in the methodology; 0 Analysis of incidents and accidents that

• A description of the benchmark could happen in the facility;
experiments and data derived there from 0 Analysis of accidents that took place in
that were used for validation the similar facilities.
methodology; The training program must be submitted to

• A description of the bias, uncertainty in ARPANSA for a review.
this bias, uncertainty in the methodology
(e.g. from statistics, computational 2.5 Criticality alarms.
convergence, and nuclear cross section It is worth to remember that although
data), uncertainty in the data, uncertainty criticality accidents did not take place in Australia,
in the benchmark experiment, and margin in some countries criticality accidents have
of subcriticality for safety, as well as the happened 11), and criticality alarms have at least
bias for these items, as used in the twice initiated life saving evacuation of areas in
methodology; which accidents occurred. The value of such

• A brief description of the software that systems is therefore clear, and their installation is
will use the methodology. desirable in areas processing potentially critical

We also believe that the criticality safety quantities of fissile materials.
certificates and working procedures are of The need for criticality accident alarms shall
operational importance. Therefore, we required our be considered for arrangements where criticality
Operators to clearly issue and review these can not be ruled out either for normal or accidental
documents and send the reviewed copies of the conditions. Criticality safety alarms have not been
documents to ARPANSA. The maximum time of installed installed in Australia as license holders
validity of criticality safety certificate is five years. claim operations are safe from unplanned criticality
However, where the criticality assessment is both for normal and credible abnormal conditions.
needed, the criticality certificate may be issued for This is being reviewed by ARPANSA.
a maximum two years or until any changes or
modification of the controlled facility occurs over 3. Concluding remarks.
that two-year term. The major area of criticality safety regulation

in Australia is criticality arrangements where
2.4 Training and accreditation criticality is not expected. The major controlled
Training and accreditation in criticality safety areas are:

is considered by ARPANSA as a key regulatory 0 Dry and wet storages of spent nuclear fuel
requirement aimed to make sure that Operators are (SNF);
well trained and competencies confirmed through a 0 Decommissioned reactors;
formal and rigorous accreditation process. 0 Dry storages of fresh nuclear fuel;
ARPANSA Inspectors will attend the criticality 0 Transportation casks;
safety accreditations on a regular basis to make 0 Storages of other fissile and fertile
sure that the process is rigorous. materials;

The training is important at all levels of the 0 Liquid waste arising from fission
operating Organisation and should be production of molybdenum.
commensurate with the level of criticality hazards ARPANSA attention now is centred around
and responsibility. Managers need to understand the construction of new 20-MW replacement
the risks associated with different criticality research reactor (RRR), the criticality safety is not
arrangements. Supervisors and operators must be a major issue for RRR safety as the criticality both
trained in general policies and the specific safety- is expected in the reactor and is well controlled by
related aspects of their duties. More details on our modem automatic systems. The two independent
current specific to criticality safety training shutdown systems of the RRR further increase our
requirements may be found in Ref. 5. confidence in the RRR safe operation without any

The training program must be conducted on a criticality excursion.
periodic basis. In practical terms, it means a All major criticality arrangements in Australia
requirement of regular refresher training every year. are associated with ANSTO facilities. ANSTO has

operated more than 40 years without any criticality
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accident due to the stringent and thorough 6) "Nuclear energy - Fissile materials - Principles
criticality control at ANSTO and the of criticality safety in storing, handling and
professionalism of ANSTO staff. The independent processing", International Standard ISO 1709,
regulation of ANSTO criticality aangements by Second edition 1995).
ARPANSA together with the criticality accident 7) "Nuclear criticality safety operations with fissile
free history of ANSTO operation make us materials outside reactors" American National
confident that both our national criticality Standards ANSI/ANS-8.1-1998 1998).
arrangements and their regulation are consistent 8) "Nuclear criticality safety in the storage of
with the best international practices. fissile materials", American National Standards

ANSI/ANS-8.7-1998 1998).
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Demonstrating that the risk to the public and workers is As Low As
Reasonably Practicable (ALARP) is a fundamental requirement of safety cases
for nuclear facilities in the United Kingdom. This is embodied in the Safety
Assessment Principles (SAPs) published by the Regulator, the essence of which
is incorporated within the safety assessment processes of the various nuclear site
licensees. The concept of ALARP within criticality safety assessments has
taken some time to establish in the United Kingdom. In principle, the licensee is
obliged to search for a deterministic criticality safety solution, such as safe
geometry vessels and passive control features, rather than placing reliance on
active measurement devices and plant administrative controls.

This paper presents a consideration of some ALARP issues in relation to the
development of criticality safety cases. The paper utilises some idealised
examples covering a range of issues facing the criticality safety assessor,
including new plant design, operational plant and decommissioning activities.
These examples are used to outline the elements of the criticality safety cases
and present a discussion of ALARP in the context of criticality safety
assessments.

KEYWORDS. Criticality, ALARP

1. Introduction operation of the plant, such as routine
operational dose, contaminated wounds and

The practice of criticality safety assessment inhalation via aerial releases, but there is no
within the United Kingdom is long established. distinction made between them - they may all
As in most nations with nuclear industries, present a significant risk to the public and the
criticality safety case methodology has plant workers. Indeed, there is no distinction
developed considerably over time, including a made in addressing these risks within the SAPs.
concerted effort in recent years to modemise Consequently, in that sense the requirement to
nuclear plant safety cases in order to provide demonstrate that the risk of criticality is
defence-in-depth and to substantiate the claimed ALARP is equally valid.
performance of safety measures relied upon by
the safety case. 2. Overview of the ALARP Principle

As part of these ongoing developments, it is a As the operator of industrial plant, nuclear
fundamental requirement of modem plant safety site licensees in the United Kingdom must
cases that the risk to both the public and conform to the general health and safety
workers is shown to be As Low As Reasonably standards laid down in the Health and Safety at
Practicable (ALARP). This requirement is Work etc. Act 1974. In particular, the licensee
embodied within the Safety Assessment is obligated to conduct it's operations in such a
Principles (SAPs)') published by the UK way as to ensure that all measures necessary to
regulator, HM Nuclear Installations avert risk must be taken until the cost of these
Inspectorate NII). The essence of the SAPs is measures is disproportionate to the risk which
incorporated within the safety assessment would thereby be averted. In short, the risk
processes of the various nuclear site licensees. must be reduced to a level which is As Low As

Reasonable Practicable (ALARP).
Criticality safety assessments are simply one

component of the overall plant safety case. In addition, the UK nuclear industry is also
There may be other risks associated with governed by the Nuclear Installations Act 1965
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which applies specific regulatory controls on It is helpful to visualise this hierarchy concept
the operation of nuclear sites. The ALARP as follows:
principle has a central role in the demonstration
of a robust operational safety case for nuclear Passive Engineered AL
plants. The acceptability of risk can be Preferred
conveniently summarised as follows: Active Engineered Safety Measures

a) for any operation, there is a level of risk Administrative
so great that the operation cannot be
allowed; In the context of criticality safety assessment,

we reach the well-established conclusion that
b) even when the risk is tolerable, it must be engineered safety, such as geometrically safe

reduced to a level which is ALARP; vessels, is preferable to the use of
administrative operator control. Whilst the

c) a point is eventually reached at which the hierarchy of control does not tell us anything
risk is so small that no further precaution new, there is a clear link to the demonstration of
is necessary. ALARP, since the licensee should be seeking to

provide engineered safety measures if they are
2.1 Safety Limits and Objectives reasonably practicable.

The concept of an upper limit of tolerable risk The ipact of this consideration of ALARP
outlined above has been translated into a Basic clearly depends upon the stage of plant design
Safety Limit (BSL) for the risks from normal or operational state. For example, it is far easier
and accident conditions. Any proposed plant or to incorporate engineered safety features into a
operation must satisfy the BSL in order to be new plant design and to demonstrate that all
acceptable. Having satisfied the BSL, the reasonable steps have been taken to eliminate
ALARP principle is then central to the criticality hazard. On operational plants,
demonstrating that the risk is acceptable. The there may be less flexibility with respect to
concept of a Basic Safety Objective (BSO) has enhancing the means of criticality control on the
been introduced as a first pass at defining the plant and indeed other hazards may require
point at which no ftirther improvements are carefid consideration in ensuring that the
necessary. In some cases, it may be such that optimum process is identified that provides the
consideration of ALARP justifies the licensee lowest overall risk to the public and the plant
presenting a safety case that does not reach the workers. Decommissioning operations are
BSO, particularly for older facilities. However, potentially a more extreme case, since there
it can be seen that if it is reasonably practicable may be little information concerning the nature
to achieve further reductions in risk beyond the and hold-up of fissile material, or the plant may
BSO level, then the licensee is obliged to do so. be in a poor state such that there are other

significant risks that necessitate early
The SAPs define the following BSLs and decommissioning. In this case, the overall

BSOs, which are broadly consistent with the design solution should again seek to provide the
targets applied to the frequency of criticality on best overall balance of risk.
operational plants:

2.3 ALARP in Criticality Safety Assessment
BSL BSO

Risk of Death 10-4 Y'l 10-6 Y-1 It is useful at this stage to emphasise that the
Frequency of Criticality 10-3 Yl 10-4 YI consideration of ALARP is not a 'bolt on' or an

afterthought in the criticality safety analysis. It
2.2 Hierarchy of Controls is our view that a robust demonstration of

ALARP is fundamental to the safety case. All
The other issue of iportance in the plants handling fissile material must have a

consideration of ALARP is often referred to as criticality safety case. The primary objective is
the hierarchy of control. In summary, this is to demonstrate that the risk satisfies the BSL
based upon the premise that the incorporation of (and aims towards the BSO), and in this sense
inherent, engineered safety into plant design or all criticality safety cases have the same goal,
operations is preferable to the use of safety since the plant design or proposed operations
measures that require active intervention or are not satisfactory unless this basic level of
human agency in order to maintain control. safety is achieved. As explained previously,

however, it is the consideration of ALARP that
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provides the robust justification for the level of the plant would not be commercially viable. In
safety associated with the plant or operations. addition, the risks associated with prolonged

pond storage of the fuel might be significant.
3. Case Studies of ALARP Overall, there could be a robust argument for

providing an industrial scale dissolution process,

In order to provide a useful discussion of perhaps involving dissolver batches containing
ALARP issues in criticality safety assessments, tonnes of spent fuel.

we have used some idealised examples to In this case (assuming a single dissolver
illustrate the considerations that might be made vessel), then some neutron poisoning is
in demonstrating that the risk of criticality is
ALARP. The intention of these case studies is evidently required, with the choice between
to provide a brief overview of the elements of fixed poisons and the use of a soluble poison in
the criticality safety case and then proceed to the dissolver acid. If we consider the hierarchy
outline the issues that might prevail in the of controls, then the fixed poison option is
ALARP analysis. The examples chosen are not preferable, since it provides a passive
meant as an exhaustive ALARP demonstration, engineered safety feature. However, it is
but simply to provide some consideration and conceivable that the fixed poison could not be
explanation of the incorporation of ALARP designed to withstand the aggressive chemical
within the criticality safety assessment process. conditions within the vessel and so it would be
Moreover, they are intended to cover a range of difficult to prove the ongoing efficacy of the
plant design and operational states, from new criticality control. It can also be imagined that
plant design through to decommissioning. In an arrangement of fixed poison regions within
each example, it is assumed that it is necessary the dissolver would present operational

difficulties, with sheared fuel pieces potentiallyfor the operations to be perfon-ned. The 'do
nothing' option does not exist in any case, becoming lodged in the dissolver.

although it is recognised that such an option, if
it was viable, could have no associated risk of Although the soluble poison does provide a
criticality. physical means of criticality control, it is

effectively an administrative control since the

3.1 New Plant Design dissolver acid make-up requires confirmation of
the poison concentration prior to the

The design process for a new plant handling commencement of fuel dissolution. It is
fissile material provides the most recognised that active engineering could be
straightforward ALARP study, since the design introduced to prevent operation in the event that
optioneering can incorporate criticality design insufficient poison is present, but the
features from the outset. The auditable trail of construction of a robust criticality safety case
decision making throughout the design can might introduce several safety measures
provide clear evidence that the selected design concerning control and verification of the
is ALARP. The selection of the criticality poison content. In addition, the decision to
design features must acknowledge the hierarchy adopt soluble neutron poisons may present
of control discussed earlier; in essence, if it is additional risk, since there could be some
reasonable and practicable to provide impact associated with the presence of the
engineered safety features, such as safe chosen poison in the process waste products.
geometry vessels, then this should be a key Both sides of the risk balance need to be
feature of the plant design. carefully assessed in arriving at the final plant

and process design.

So how might the consideration of ALARP
figure in the development of a new plant In summary, whilst it is recognised that the
design? Let's consider the design of a spent use of a soluble neutron poison is not the ideal
fuel dissolver in a plant that reprocesses light solution from a criticality control perspective, it
water reactor fuel. On the first pass, we might is likely that this might present the optimum
contemplate the use of a safe geometry vessel solution in terms of ALARP.

design or perhaps utilising mass control over
the fuel loading in the dissolver batch. Even for 3.2 Operational Plant
low enriched uranium fuel, it would soon be
evident that this approach is not compatible As is common around the world, some
with the concept of a plant that reprocesses nuclear facilities have operated for a number of
large quantities of ftiel. The operational costs years. It is evident that the standard of plant
would be prohibitive with the Rely result that safety cases has improved with time, and
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consequently the reappraisal of criticality safety impracticable due to the high radiation
cases on ageing operational plants provides background.
another challenge to the criticality safety
assessor. What considerations need to be made As an alternative, there could be some benefit
in assessing the ongoing criticality safety of the in reducing the alarm settings to provide greater
plant? How can the extant safety measures, response time before the safe limit is reached.
which might have been in place since the start- This obviously depends on the progression of
up of the plant, be demonstrated as reducing the the fault and the timescale over which the safe
risk of criticality and satisfying the fissile concentration would be attained. Clearly,
requirements of ALARP? reducing the alarm settings should also

minimise the risk of regularly reaching the
Let's use a spent fuel reprocessing plant alarm level and thereby compromising the

application to contemplate this type of problem. efficient operation of the plant.
Specifically, we will consider a large mixer-
settler vessel that is used in the initial separation The final comment on this example relates to
of uranium and plutonium from the highly the operating culture that exists on the plant.
active fission products and higher actinides. Certainly where a plant has operated
Historically, the plant has relied upon successfully and safely for a number of years,
monitoring equipment to infer the fissile then a sound culture has been established
concentration at specific stages of the process, concerning the criticality safety of the plant.
such as raffinate streams. These have provided The operators will be used to controlling the
protection against the identified fault conditions process and in responding to the various alarms
but are clearly administrative criticality controls, and other indications as to the plant state. It
since they rely upon the plant operator's might be argued that wholesale changes to the
response to their alarm. What considerations criticality control philosophy would have a
need to be made in assessing whether or not the detrimental effect on safety, since it could
criticality risk is ALARP? undermine the previous successful operator

input and introduce some uncertainty in
Given that we are concerned with an exercising criticality control.

operational plant, then we should be able to
readily dismiss the option of safe geometry 3.3 Decommissioning - Example 
vessels, as it would involve major capital cost
and re-engineering of the plant. Consideration As discussed previously, decommissioning
of the highly active process would also indicate operations present an interesting challenge to
a potentially significant risk detriment from the the criticality safety assessor in the
increased collective operator dose associated consideration of ALARP. The specific plant
with the implementation. Similarly, there might conditions are a key element of the analysis,
be sizeable risk detriments from the provision since there may be significant risks other than
of engineering to stop the active feed flow upon criticality, the management of which provides
alarm. So what options remain? the incentive for early decommissioning. From

the criticality safety perspective, it might be that
Depending on the exact nature of the process, there are poor or incomplete operating records

the existing monitoring equipment might not be for the plant and that there is little information
ideally located from the perspective of concerning the nature and hold-up of fissile
immediately identifying the fault condition. For material in the plant. In addition, it might be
example, fissile concentrations within the vessel that the mechanical integrity of any engineered
may have risen significantly before the alarm safety features, such as storage racks, is
level is reached by the monitor, which might be uncertain. The extant state of the plant might
positioned at one specific stage of the vessel or also preclude any substantial engineering works
even on the raffinate or product streams. in support of the decommissioning operations.

The first question is whether an earlier As a first example, let us consider a pit below
recognition of the fault scenario would provide ground level, which has been used for the
any advantage to the criticality safety case; if so, disposal of various waste items. The facility
consideration might be given to the movement has been used over a number of years and has
of the monitor or even the introduction of been subject to water ingress via groundwater
additional equipment to cover other vessel flow. Although it was not originally conceived
stages. However, it is possible that positioning that the waste would be removed, the presence
monitors elsewhere on the vessel could be of other risks, such as fire and explosion, now
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provides an operational incentive to retrieve the from all other factors. In this simple case study,
waste and package it for above ground storage the risks might be represented by:
under modem standards and conditions.

Benefit Detriment
The fissile inventory of the pit is large,

containing many critical masses of fissile Averted Increased operational cost
material. The condition of the waste items is criticality
unknown and there is no information Increased collective operator
concerning the distribution of fissile material dose
within the pit. So where does the criticality
safety assessor begin in developing a robust Enhanced risk from other
criticality safety case for such a facility? hazards (e.g. explosion, fire,

conventional, environmental)
The first goal must be to achieve control from

a criticality perspective as soon as possible in Stakeholder perception
the retrieval process. Although it might be clear (although this may appear as a
that the pit has never achieved criticality, the risk benefit in some cases)
lack of knowledge concerning the fissile
material distribution and conditions within the Having identified the pertinent benefits and
pit is such that ascertaining the true subcritical detriments, we need to assess the overall risk
margin would be difficult. Any fissile assay balance in deciding if the proposed retrieval
prior to intrusive operations would be of benefit method is ALARP. The risk benefit gained
in determining the fissile content and from the deterministic approach can be
distribution. In this case, however, with the pit compared with an alternative non-deterministic
being below ground level, it might be judged approach, where the risks are essentially the
that in-situ fissile assay would be impracticable product of the operational lifetime, the
or even physically impossible. It might also be consequences and the frequency of criticality.
that the waste varies widely, so that monitoring We can arrive at a conservative upper estimate
the fissile material at the surface would be of the risk benefit by setting the frequency of
infeasible. It might also be that representative criticality at the BSL for the alternative
sampling would be difficult to achieve, given approach (i.e. non-deterministic) and setting the
the lack of information concerning the frequency of criticality to zero for the
characteristics of the waste matrix and the deterministic approach. This will provide us
fissile distribution. with an estimate of the number of stochastic

deaths avoided by adopting the deterministic
In the absence of any fissile assay approach.

information, the search for an engineered design
solution might push the assessor towards a On the risk detriment side, we can simply
maximum safely subcritical volume approach. sum the risks from the other factors. Again, we
Such a method would be extremely restrictive can estimate the number of stochastic deaths
and might only result in a few litres of waste incurred from the proposed design and use the
being removed at a time, but would provide a overall balance of risk to make the judgement as
deterministic criticality safety solution. Even to whether or not the risk associated with the
trying to account for other materials present in design is ALARP. In line with the accepted
the waste matrix, might only result in small approach to accident ALARP, if the risk benefit
increases in the permitted retrieval volume. is grossly disproportionate to the risk detriment,
However, waste retrieval on this basis would be it can be assumed that the optimum design
challenging, both in terms of the engineering solution has not been identified.
and the overall programme duration, and
thereby might increase other risks associated It is worth noting that the presence of
with the plant. significant bulk shielding can be a key factor in

the risk balance, due to the lower consequences
So, whilst the deterministic approach might of criticality than for an unshielded facility.

be desirable from a criticality perspective, it is The idealised example above assumes that the
clear that it might not be a viable solution for retrieval operations are conducted remotely,
the management of all risks associated with with significant bulk shielding present due to
waste retrieval. In other words, it might be that the routine radiation source associated with the
the risk benefit gained through a deterministic waste. This simplifies the risk balance
approach is outweighed by the risk detriment judgement, as the consequences of criticality in
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this case would probably be below the threshold reduce the risk of criticality from dropping or
of any deterministic (i.e. non-stochastic) effects tipping the fel skip, but also maintains the
(generally accepted as 0niG Y2)) and hence the maximum practicable water depth above the
risk benefit element can be considered in terms fuel and therefore reduces the potential dose
of averted stochastic deaths. consequences in the event of criticality. Other

steps, such as prohibiting the transfer of skips
3.4 Decommissioning - Example 2 and cans over other fissile material, are also

readily achievable, practicable measures that
The second example of a plant undergoing will enhance the criticality safety of the fuel

decornmissioning concerns a spent fuel storage removal operations.
pond containing various forms of fissile
material that has been held in storage for a long Historically, criticality safety considerations
period of time. Although an export route was have tended to drive the design of many
originally provided, this is no longer safely assessments for decommissioning and retrievals
available in view of the overall state of the plant. projects. However, this has often been
Underwater surveys have indicated corrosion accompanied by a tendency for the criticality
and damage of some of the skips containing the safety cases to be conservative and striving to
fuel storage cans, as well as some of the cans achieve deterministic safety. This has
themselves. The problem for the criticality sometimes proven to be excessively restrictive
safety assessor is how the fuel can be removed in real terms, leading to operational difficulties
safely and with regards to the ALARP principle. as well as incurring increased operator doses.

In other words, seeking the ideal criticality
The principal consideration is to maintain the safety solution can introduce risk detriments

existing criticality controls (e.g. safe diameter that must be assessed carefully in order that the
cans and safe spacing) during the retrieval optimum design solution is achieved with
process. The age of the plant and the difficulty respect to ALARP.
of substantiating its structural integrity are such
that any substantial engineering works would be 4. Conclusions
difficult to justify and may be prohibitively
expensive. Additionally, the state of the plant The case studies discussed above have
and fuel is such that radiological haza ds illustrated the various considerations that can be
present a significant risk to the public and the made in demonstrating that the risk to the public
workers. These factors are likely to have an and workers is ALARP. It has been shown that
influence on the final design for removing the criticality is generally only one of the risks
fuel from the pond. associated with the design, operation or

decommissioning of a nuclear plant. In the
From the criticality safety perspective, a opinion of the authors, the optimum design

robust criticality safety case can be constructed solution must take due account of all of the
which introduces simple, practicable steps in conceivable risks. We have discussed the
reducing the risk of criticality, as well as concept of an overall risk balance, which
mitigating the potential consequences of a recognises the risk benefits and detriments
criticality incident. As an example, the dubious associated with a chosen design solution. It is
condition of the fuel skips and storage cans proposed in the chosen examples that there are
indicates that reliance upon the integrity of often sound reasons for not adopting the ideal,
these items should be minimised as much as is deterministic criticality safety solution.
reasonably practicable. The intention of the
retrieval process should be to achieve criticality References
control as soon as possible. Ideally, this would
involve removing a fuel storage can from a skip 1. Health and Safety Executive, "Safety
and immediately placing it into an engineered Assessment Principles for Nuclear Plants",
container for safe movement and removal from (1992).
the pond. 2. ICRP Publication 60, 111990

Recommendations of the International
Where it is necessary to move skips Commission on Radiological Protection",

containing ftiel, this could be undertaken at the Annals of the ICRP 2 , No. 13 199 1).
minimum achievable height above the pond
floor, having first completed an underwater
survey to confirm that the removal route is clear
of obstructions. This simple step would help to
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Minimum Critical Values of Uranyl and Plutonium Nitrate Solutions
Calculated by Various Routes of the French Criticality Codes System

CRISTAL using the New Isopiestic Nitrate Density Law.

Dr Jacques ANNO', Wronique ROUYER, Nicolas LECLAIRE

Institut de Radioprotection et de SOret6 Nucl6aire (IRSN)
BP 17 92262 Fontenay aux Roses Cedex, France

This paper provides for various cases of 235 U enrichment or Pu isotopic vectors, and different
reflectors, new minimum critical values of uranyl nitrate and plutonium nitrate solutions (H = )
obtained by the standard IRSN calculation route and the new isopiestic density laws.
Comparisons are also made with other more accurate routes showing that the standard one's
results are most often conservative and usable for criticality safety assessments.

1. Introduction
of usual concrete (density p = 23 g/CM3 , H 13740

This paper presents summarized studies related to 1022, 0 = 45908 1022 , Na = 27780 1021, Al =
the updating of the French Guide 1) and to the French 1.7380 1021, Si = 1.6608 1022, Ca= 14989 1021,

contribution of the OECD Minimum Critical Values at/CM3).

(MCV) grou 2 All cases but the Pu vector 71/17/11/1 one and the

It shortly gives new MCV of Uranyl Nitrate (UNH) two latter reflexion ones were proposed by OECD,
and Plutonium nitrate (PuNH) solutions. These for international comparison on MCV.
values are calculated by the standard route of the Note also that the concrete composition is the
French criticality code system CRISTAL 3) using the standard IRSN one, but there are other more efficient

W 4 5)
new isopiestic nitrate density la ). Moreover, in concretes especially depending on water amount .
some specific cases, comparisons are also made with The lead/water pair reflexion (25cnx/20cm lead/water)
results obtained by other more accurate routes, is a standard IRSN one, but some affangements of

6)showing a slight safety margin. these two materials can also be more effective 

2. MCV Calculation 2.2 Theory and Experimental Validation of
Isopiestic Nitrate Density Law

2.1 Calculation Cases Former usual nitrate density laws (for example,
For UNH, six uranium enrichments are taken into Leroy & Jouan or ARH-600 laws, currently

account: 3 4 , 10, 20, 100, 23'U wt%. previously used by IRSN, named 'Old' further) are
For PuNH, eight isotopic vectors are taken into fitted mathematical expressions based on
account, respectively 239PU�40PU/241PU/242pU in wt%: measurements in a restricted range of concentrations.

100/0/0/0 - 71/17/11/1 - 95/5/0/0 - 90/5/5/0 - They are often used outside of their determination
90/10/0/0 - 80/10/10/0 - 80/20/0/0 - 80/15/5/0. 7)range, without any scientific certainty
These solutions are pure aqueous ones, i.e., water One can derive new isopiestic nitrate density laws
moderated, without acidity (H = ). These cases are from thermodynamic theory based on equality of
unrealistic from a chemical point of view, but are water activity in electrolytes mixtures. Detailed theory
convenient for the purpose of criticality. They are and validation of these new density laws are presented
more reactive than the real existing cases, i.e., 4)
solution of the uranyl nitrate or plutonium nitrate in another paper of ICNC'03 meeting . Here, note
crystals, respectively U02(NO3)2-6H20 and only that validation is made against solution ICS13EP

8)
Pu(N03)4-5H2O, in nitric acid. benchmarks ,being a new original benchmark use.
Three types of close reflectors, convenient in
criticality assessments, in contact with the fissile The improvements obtained by the new isopiestic
solutions are taken into account: 20 cm of water, the law are quite impressive, especially for Pu nitrate
pair of 25 cm of lead and 20 cm of water, and 60 cm solutions, which results are now closer to the

Corresponding author, Tel. 33 1 58 35 81 15, Fax. 33 48 57 29 98, E-Mail: jacques.anno�irsn.fr
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experimental ones while they could formerly lead to - TRIPOLI 41 with point wise JEF2.2 or ENDF B
unsafe (-3400 10-5) results near the geometry VI cross-sections (standard deviation a I 10,5)

moderation optimum. For standard MCV, described later, the very slight
improvement of accuracy of these latter routes is not

2.3 Calculations Routes, Codes and Cross-sections interesting considering their large time consuming.
Moreover, for cticality assessment, IRSN uses safe

Two routes are used: values defined as the minimum of the two following
Standard route: for IRSN MCV standard route is values:
APOLL02 Sn, n = 8, P3, 20 energy groups cross- - C x MCV, with, C = 07 for mass 0.43 if possible
sections collapsed from 172 energy groups CEA93 double batching), C = 075 for volume, C = .85 for
ones deriving from JEF2.2. The convergence cylinder diameter, C = 075 for slab thickness.
accuracy is 10-5. The calculation process and the - Values calculated for Keff = 095.
energy groups collapsing were studied and purposely Differences obtained between critical and such safe
defined to be efficient, fast and slightly conservative values give a large safety margin 5000 10,5 , and
aiming more at safety than at very exact results. much larger than possible uncertainties reactivity
Note also that the concrete composition is the weight.
standard IRSN one, but there are other more efficient

5)concretes especially depending on water amount . 3. Standard Results

The lead/water pair reflexion (25cm/20cm Many calculations are performed, giving
lead/water) is a standard IRSN one, but some Kinfinite, material bucklings (132m), and critical
arrangements of these two materials can also be

6) values against the moderation ratio H/X. The
more effective following Tables I and Ibis on next page, present
Accurate routes: used for the conservatism only the 145 MCV results obtained by the standard
evaluation of the former standard route results, they route corresponding to 1500 calculation cases of
are: various HAJ or H/Pu , 235U enrichments and Pu
- APOLL02 S Keff with 172 energy groups cross isotopic vectors). For example, Figures I and 2
sections coming from JEF2.2. present minimum ctical volume variations against

235U enrichment and 239Pu equivalent 9).

Table MCV of Uranyl Nitrate Solution (H = )

Enrichment 235U 3 4 5 10 20 100 Reflector
(wt%) Thickness (cm)

Volume (litre) 365.5 134.92 80.48 29.20 16.03 6.54

Mass U (kg) 464.9 144.2 75.38 17.38 5.92 0.81 Water

Cylinder Diameter (cm) 64.62 45.18 37.82 26.18 20.92 14.88 20 cm

Slab Thickness (cm) 37.4 24.98 20.04 12.53 9.18 5.40

Volume (litre) 312.15 113.23 67.38 24.78 13.82 5.77

Mass U (kg) 399.88 122.69 64.09 14.96 5.17 0.71 Concrete

Cylinder Diameter (cm) 59.56 41.20 34.04 23.32 18.58 13.10 60 cm

Slab Thickness (cm) 31.42 19.58 15.08 8.52 5.74 2.70

Volume (litre) 244.1 88.61 53.25 20.23 11.56 5.09

Mass U (kg) 313.20 95.37 49.97 11.91 4.17 0.58 Lead/Water

Cylinder Diameter (cm) 52.28 35.88 29.64 20.52 16.54 198 25 /20cm

Slab Thickness (cm) 23.32 13.80 10.46 5.94 4.14 2.30

lCrifical imit concentration (g/1) 624 415 314 137 65 12
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Table Ibis MCV of Plutonium Nitrate Solution (H* =0)

Isotopic Vector

239pU 100 7 95 90 90 80 80 80
240PU 0 17 5 5 10 10 1 5 20 Reflector
241PU 0 1 0 5 0 10 5 0 (cm)
242PU 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

(wto/)

Volume (litre) 7.57 15.60 10.74 10.27 13.29 12.06 15.24 19.56

Mass Pu (kg) 0.51 0.92 0.63 0.60 0.77 0.71 0.89 1.16 Water
20 cm

Cylinder Diameter (cm) 15.66 20.66 17.94 17.64 19.46 18.74 20.48 22.46

Slab Thickness (cm) 5.84 8.90 7.24 7.04 8.18 7.7 8.83 10.06

Volume (litre) 6.42 13.00

Mass Pu (kg) 0.45 0.78 Concrete

Cylinder Diameter (cm) 13.6 18.02 60 cm

Slab Thickness (cm) 2.96 5.16

Volurne (litre) 5.60 10.73

Mass Pu (kg) 0.36 0.62 Not calculated Lead/Water

Cylinder Diameter (cm) 12.32 15.90 25/20 cm

Slab Thickness (cm) 2.35 3.68

Critical limit concentration /1) 7.2 T9.2 1 78 17.64 18.47 18.07 91 110.22

Table 2 Critical Volume V (litre) obtained by
4. Comparison and Comments Standard Calculation Route using new Isopiestic (Iso)

Density Laws or previous (Old) Density Laws.
Standard MCV are compared taking into account

the old and the new isopiestic density laws, standard Law ISO I Old Iso I Old Iso Old
route, and more accurate routes (these routes are 235U -
given in 23). Note that calculation with Sn is 100 % 5 % 3 

more accurate than with Sn 4 formerly used by IRSN V (litre) 654 650 365.53 369.26
for the MCV data in'). 239pu 100 % 71%

LVCtre F5 7 15.6 116.701
4.1 Comparison using Previous and New
Isopiestic Density Laws

As can be forecast from validation or B 2m results 4.2 Comparison against Calculations using 172
4), differences are not important for optimum Energy Groups Cross-sections
moderation (mass) but can be noticeable for 20 energy groups cross-sections are routinely used
geometry, and larger for Pu nitrate solution than for because they are better than the old 16 Hansen 
uranyl nitrate one. For exarnple, comparison results Roach ones and faster (calculation time reduced by a
on critical volume (litre) are given for some factor 10) than the 172 energy groups ones. The
representative water reflected cases (235u following Table 3 presents the effect of the energy
Enrichment = 100%, 5% 3 and Pu vectors groups' number for critical geometries also
239PU/240PU/241PU/242pU in % = I 0/o/o/o/ & determined by Apollo 2 Sn but with 172 energy

71/17/1 1 / 1) in the following Table 2 groups.
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Table 3 Keff calculated by APOLL02 Sn 172 energy codes package CRISTAL by APOLL02 Sn using
groups CEA 93 cross-sections for Standard Route Critical CEA-93 172 energy groups cross-sections collapsed

Geometries using Isopiestic Density Laws. in 20 energy groups.
Standard results are conservative against more accurate

235u 231pu results obtained by other routes:

211U or 219pU 100 % 3% 100 % 71 - 200 10-5 against calculations carried out by
APOLL02 Sn Keff with 172 energy groups cross

Sphere 0.99877 09946 0.99932 0.99857 sections,

Slab 0.99755 099948 1.00129 0.99577 - 700 IO'5 against calculations carried out by IRSN

Cylinder 0.99901 0999371 0.99935_::9=9874 reference code TRIPOL14.1 and JEF2.2 or ENDF VI
point wise cross sections.

Excepted for one case (slab , 239P = 100%), all Presented MCV are also conservative for criticality

standard calculations are conservative. assessments, for two reasons:
- criticality assessments are based on smaller safe

4.3 Comparison against TRIPOLI 41 calculations values (at less for AKeff = 500 IO),
using pointwise Cross-sections - the studied solutions in water without acidity exist

The two following Tables 4 present Keff only for the purpose of criticality safety, while in real
values calculated by TRIPOL14.1 for critical nitrate solutions MCV values are higher when taking

into account the poisoning effect of N03--geometries obtained by the standard route (sphere and

infinite slab water reflected). Standard deviations are References
in the range between 50 1 O-' and I 0 IO-'.

1) L. Maubert, CEA N 2051 Oct. 1978).
Table 4 Keff of Critical Standard Spheres by 2) W. Weber GRS - "Minutes of the 2 nd meeting of the

TRIPOLI 4 1. Expert Group Minimum Critical Values
(EGMCV)," Sept 12 2000).

Isotop (0/0) Critical Data Keff Results 3) J. M. Gornit, P. Cousinou, A. Duprey, C. Diop, J. P.

235u 239N H/X R (cm) JEF2.2 ENDFBVI Grouiller, L. Leyval, H. Toubon & E.
Lejeune, "The new CRISTAL Criticality-Safety

100 70 11.60 0.99240 0.99296 Package," Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality

3 12 44.36 0.99942 0.99573 Safety, ICNC'99, Versailles France, Sept.20-24

100 100 12.18 0.99702 0.99678 1999,1, 308 1999).
7 200 15.50 0.99483 1 0.99792 4) N. Leclaire, Dr. J. Anno, G. Courtois, G. Poullot, &

V. Rouyer, "Isopiestic Density Law of Actinide
Nitrates Applied to Criticality Calculations," Proc.

Table 5 Keff of Critical Standard Slabs Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'03,
by TRIPOLI 41 Tokal-mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24 2003).

5) J. Anno & G. Kyriazidis "Variation against
Isot C 0) Critical Data Keff Results distance of concretes or steel thicknesses

235u 239PU H/X Ep (cm) JEF2.2 ENDF BVI equivalent to a nominal close water reflection"
Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety,

100 30 5.40 1.00368 1.00364
ICNC'99, Versailles France, Sept.20-24 1999, 1,

3 12 37.40 0.99443 0.99371, 115 1999).

100 50 -5.84 0.99967 0.999071 6) D. Clayton Gmelin Handbook of Inorganic

71 200 8.90 0.99238 0.99305 Chemistry - Supplement Vol A6 "General
Properties Criticality", 244 1983)

Examples on Tables 4 show that calculations by 7) J. Anno & G. Poullot, "PSN Studies on Dilution
standard route are always conservative but in one case Laws," Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality
of the I 0% uranyl nitrate solution slab. Safety, ICNC'99, Versailles France, Sept.20-24

1999, 1, 91 1999).

5. Conclusion 8) NEA/NSC DOC 95) 03 Iternational Handbook of
Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark

New MCV values, calculated by IRSN standard Experiments. Release Sept. 2002.
route for updating the French criticality guide and 9) J. Anno, " Fitted Analytical Expressions giving the
for the OECD international comparison, are Enrichment in U235 of a Fresh Fuel Equal to a
presented. They are based on a new isopiestic Spent PWR Fuel" Proceedings of the 5th Annual
density law derived from thermodynamic theory and International Conference - High Level
not from empirical measurements mathematical fits. Radioactive Waste Management, Las Vegas,
They are calculated by the recent French criticality Nevada USA, May 22-26, 1994 2757, 1994).
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Fig.2 Minimum Critical Volume of Plutonium Nitrate Solution (H = )

Pu Equivalent = Pu E = 239Pul - 17177[24 215 [241 Pu - 001 15 [211pU + 142pU, see 9)

sotopical Vector Isotopical Vector
239PU 240PU 241PU 242pu Pu Eq 231pu 1 240PU 24 pU 242PU PU Eq

100 0 0 0 1 90 10 0 0 0.72823

7 7 1 1 1 0.654376 80 1 0 1 0 0 0.84323

95 5 0 0 0.864115 80 1 5 5 0 0.649845

5 1 5 5 1 0 1 0.921615 80 20 1 0 0 1 0.45646
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Actinides Critical Masses and the Paxton Woodcock Rule

2 3 C4Dr. Jacques ANNO', Isabelle DUHAMEL ,Caroline LAVARENNE Matthieu DULU
1,23 : Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretj Nucljaire

IRSN, BP 17, 92262 Fontenay aux Roses Cidex, France.
4 Nuclear Engineer Student at INSTY (Institut National des Sciences et Techniques Nucliaires) Saclay.

This paper presents recent actinides (reflected or not, moderated or not) critical masses calculations
performed by the French standard route (APOLLO2 Sn 8 P3, 20 energy groups cross-section collapsed
from 172 energy groups CEA 93 library). Comparisons are also presented against more accurate routes of
the French criticality package CRISTAL, showing the fair conservatism of the standard values. Checks of
the Paxton Woodcock rule for transportation exemption limit were also made.

1. Introduction Reflectors commonly used for criticality assessments
are 20 cm of water (W), 30 cm of Stainless Steel

For advanced fuels reprocessing or (SS), the pair of 25 cm of lead plus 20 cm of water
improvement in transport regulations, the critical (LW), 60 cm of usual concrete (density p = 23
masses of actinides are needed. Studies are being g/CM3 , H = 13740 1022, 0 = 45908 1022 , Na =
performed by many organizations or groups of 2.7780 102 ', Al = 17380 10", Si = 16608 1022, Ca =
experts, for example respectively JAERI 1,2) or 1.4989 1021, at/CM3).

3) Note that the concrete composition is the standardANS/ANSI 8.15 .
In ICNC'99, some results of the French IRSN one, but more efficient concretes exist

9)
contribution 4) to ANS/ANSI 8.15 were published, depending on the water amount
especially recalling characteristics of 34 Actinides The lead/water pair reflexion (25cm/20cm
and average nominal production (g/t) of 30 of them lead/water) is a standard IRSN one, but some
(in PWR, BWR, UOX or MOX fuels burnt up to 35 arrangements of these two materials can also be

10)
GWd/t, with a specific power of 35 W/g and 90 more efficient
days of cooling time). It pointed out the very small
production of some actinides, for examp IC 232 U and Deriving from mathematical fit of data displayed on
236pU (about or less than Img/t of initial U). Some Figure 1, relationships can be obtained between

metallic reflected critical masses Y and bare ones X
proposals of exception iits for Transport were in kg, Y = aX + bX2 (relationships are written on
also given. Then, IRSN pursued extensive Figure 1).
calculations to compare actinides critical mass

obtained 5) by various routes of the CRISTAL 3. Comparison with other routes
package and to check the related results against
critical experiments. Systematic comparisons were
also made against the current transportation Other CRISTAL routes use 172 energy groups

exemption rule of 15 g of fissile material 6'7) (i.e. cross sections (with codes MORET4 or APOLL02
Paxton Woodcock Transportation Exemption Sn Keff) or point wise cross sections (with code
Rule - PWTER) for comparison with former TRIPOL14.1). Results are given on Table 2 and 3

8). This paper present all these respectively for metallic or water moderated spheres.
interesting study The standard route is conservative for metallic or
new results and comparisons. moderated cases versus the other ones with 172

energy groups cross sections, but this is not always

2. Standard Route Results true versus TRIPOLKI and point wise JEF 22 cross
sections for some metallic cases.

IRSN standard route calculation for critical Other comparisons are also being performed with
(especially minimum) values is APOLL02 Sn 8 P3 other cross sections and codes in the rame of
using cross sections from the library CEA93 (V4) 11)

international study .During this study, it was
(X-mas) 172 energy groups derived from JEF2.2 discovered for 236pU, that the minimum critical mass
collapsed in 20 energy groups. Results are given in of moderated water case was smaller than the metallic
Table 1. case, which was not obtained with 20 or 172 energy

groups cross sections. Thus, even if for many

Corresponding author, Tel 33 1 58 35 81 15 Fax 33 46 57 29 98, E-Mail: jacques.anno�irsn.fr
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actinides, production quantities are very small, the made. Extended criticality data are now given, with
amounts to be transported are totally unknown, then various reflection conditions. The standard route
one should be very careful when establishing sub- (APOLLO2 SN 8 P3 20 energy cross-sections
critical limits, even by using division factors (0.5 or collapsed from the 172 energy groups CEA93 library)
0.2 when no critical experiments are available or is generally conservative against other more accurate
when cross sections are doubtful) on critical masses. routes using 172 energy groups cross-sections from

4. Experimental Validation JEF`2.2 or TRIPOL14 with JEF2.2 point wise cross
sections.

Only benchmarks with 3U, 231U, 21'Pu and 212pU Between CRISTAL routes, systematic comparison

are available in ICSBEP handbook 12 3 Related shows the conservatism of the IRSN standard route
cases were used to qualify our codes and cross calculations.
sections. For moderated cases, the agreement is quite The results checking the Woodcock Paxton
fair, slightly conservative. For metallic cases, the Transportation Exemption also show that only 23'U and
general CRISTAL tendency is that bare or water 247CM give a limit greater than 15 g. Thus new
reflected calculations are slightly (in average 50 - Transportation Exemption Limits ae under study and
700 10-5) not conservative against experiments while will be next proposed to AEA. For this purpose, even
calculations with APOLL02 on stainless steel if some of tese actinides are produced in very small
reflectors are over-conservative. In this latter case, (less than or equal to 1mg/t) amount in reactors, safety
qualification studies show a noticeable conservative coefficients should be taking into account, considering
margin depending on the reflector thickness 14). In the the observed differences on minimum critical masses
case of "'Np, US is' 16) or French 16) replacement obtained with various codes and cross sections
experiments let think that JEF2.2 sections are not evaluations.
ecact.

5 Cecking the Paxton Woodcock Rule References

Calculations were carried out to obtain the safe 1) H. Okuno & H. Kawasaki, Critical and Subcritical
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CRITICAL MASSES OF METALLIC ACTINIDES SPHERES
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Table I Actinides Critical Masses - Results of the standard route CRISTAL

State Metal Solution

Reflector Bare Ss Water Concrele Lead/Water Water
piickness 30 cin 20 cm 60 cm 25 cni/30cm 20cin

232u 3.477 1,935 2.049 2.07 2.065

233 15.505 6.032 7.097 6.763 7.026 OJ53

234u 1 53.78 95.193 132.087 110.374 79.453

2 3 IU 46.563 17.079 21.347 19,726 20.109 0.779

236pt, 8.156 3.747 4.940 4.450 4,092

23111,tl 9.115 4,421 7.280 5.964 5.055

239pu 10.225 4.655 5.999 5.526 5.364 0.498

240PU 39.306 21.694 34.681 28.653 21.389

241pu 13.143 5.309 6.53 6.074 6.476 0.267

242pu 77.660 42.164 69,952 56.623 40.436

237NI) 81.655 49.073 74.704 62.526 45.245

24 'Am 75.495 40.066 66.907 53.197 35.264

2421"Am 14.375 4.505 6,369 5.411 5.929 0.023

143Ain 2 14.3 1.22.54 195.440 159.036 104.413

242 Cm 25.152 12. 8 19.9 16.6 12.9

243cm 7.336 2.759 2.829 2.939 3.390 0.264

244cm 32.965 16,007 26.971 21.605 1 5.479

245cm 6.909 2.657 2.607 2.620 3.206 0.047

241C11) 42.529 21.9 34.1 28.4 21.7

247cM 1 7206 13.6 5.6 1 4.7 3.7 1 2.104

In blue.. rounded values calculated by fitted relationships - see Fig. I - for comparison. note (see text) that
these values are noticeable conservatives against available experimental validation

Table 2 Metallic Critical Masses Comparison (kg)

Reflector
S

)NI 
".4

A2 Sn ,U 11 JUS1147 A2 Sn TRIPO
Nonnes Kell' orme� Keff�

Groups 2( 172 20 '172 P
232

U 1.84 1.97 2.05 238 2,1

233 U 6.03 6.40 .46 7,60
234u 85.18 85.33 1�� 9 3,J.,A 2.0 7 �5 13 54
235u 17,08 17.16 �21.�.5 2109' 21.77-

21N) k 4 48.07 49.96 74,71) 75.44� 74.03
236pU 3.75 4.01 4984
23

Vu 4.42 4.78 7.28 7.38 7.29
23 9 4.

9pu 66 79 5.99 6�00 5�50
240pu 37,55 21.61) 22.58 34.68 34.95 33.61
2 41 �IJ 14� 5.31 5.49 6 53 6.68 6.01
242 Pu ,77-(611� 78.,W5 17 42.16 44.24 68.85 69.35 68-41
24 7'Am ��15.50 �7 40.07 44.00 66,81 67.77 65.78

242 "'Am �N458� 4.191 4.62 6.37 6.44 6.85
4_

143 Am 21 122.54 132.35 195.44 92-84 189.35
242cm 24 82 12.79 12.23 19.90 17.60 16.99
243c 7,34 �7 2.76 2.87 2.83 2.90 2.86

144C111 32.97 j2�31 16.01 16.81 26.87 27.07 26.52

"Ion (,.81 6 6.74 2.66 2.75 .64 i3i
247C,11 7�21 1- 7i 2 6.98 3.60 2.99 5.60 3.46 3.49

*A2 = APOLL02. Nnormes = standard route for MCV. not calculated.* p point wise cross-section
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Table 3 Water Moderated and Reflected Critical Masses Comparison

APOLL02 Sa LPOLL02 TRIPOLI 41
Sn Keff

20 172youps : P
COPL man co%
(94) AX) (g4)

gmU 060 OA* "15

MU, RMO
ZOPU; 31 IOe! 32 OX";

3

��bm� �Iso 24*� 2, 101

In these calculations, critical masses of water moderated 232 U and 236Pu are larger than metallic ones,
thus they are not mentioned.

Table 4 PWTER Calculations for Actinides Fissile in Solution

HA opt. Radius

Mc for C (X) 0,7.Mc lvi(keff�0,95) Mlimit correspondingto Radius
Critical Mlimit for 15 g

Mass

x (kg) (g/1) (kg) (kg) (g) (cm) (cm)

233U 0.5594 435.84 59 0.3916 0.4594 13.818 3.8239 3.930

235u 0.7846 451.10 57.5 0.5492 0.6287 15.579 4.0141 3.964

239N o. 5030 825.58 32 0.3521 0.3994 9.174 4.0905 4.819

24 PU 0.2690 1010.00 26.4 0.1883 0.2193 6.361 3.8611 5.139

24'Am 0.0230 7653.50 3.5 10.0161 0.0193 0.708 3.6417 10.076

243cm 0.2689 460.28 58.2 0.1882 0.2291 .10.224 3.4744 3.948

245cM 0.0473 2356.85 11.5 0.0331 0.0408 1.929 3.4211

247cm 2.1955 110.00 244.2 1.5369 1.7977 55,990 3.7969
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The Effect of Reflection on an l8kg Sphere of HEU and a 45kg Sphere of
Plutonium ( 239pU) using Various Materials

David BOWER', Laurence SUTTON" and Simon PLUMMER'
'AWE, Aldermaston, Reading, Berkshire, England

2Nuclear Technologies, Birchwood, Warrington, England

The assessment presented in this paper compares the effect of various reflector
materials on the neutron multiplication factor (kff) of a 4.5kg sphere of plutonium
and an 18kg sphere of uranium.

KEYWORDS: plutonium metal, uranium metal, reflectors, MONK, JEF-2.2

1. Introduction converged to a standard deviation (cy) about the
mean estimate of kff of 00020 (or less). The

The assessment presented in this paper compares the majority of calculations (and indeed all calculations
effect of various reflector materials on the neutron with a reflector thickness up to 20cm) were actually
multiplication factor (kff) of a 4.5kg sphere of converged as low as r--0.0008.
plutonium and an 18kg sphere of uranium. These
inventories of material have been found to be To carry out the assessment, calculations were
justifiable against a criticality safety criterion of 0.95 performed for each reflector material over a wide
when surrounded by full water reflection (and range of reflector thickness. This was done using
represent 82% of a minimum critical mass for the the parameterisation options available in the MONK
materials). The plutonium was assumed to have a code. The reflector thickness was varied between
composition of 100% 239Pu and a density of O.Ocm and 100cm.
19.84g/cm 3. The uranium was assumed to have a
composition of 100% 235U and a density Of 2.2 Calculational Model
18.7 g/CM3 (although strictly, 18kg uranium can only
be justified with a composition of 93% 231U) All of the models were based on two simple

concentric idealised spherical bodies. The inner
Therefore, for similar fissile systems, this represented the solid sphere of fissile material. The
assessment can be used to compare the effectiveness outer represented the close-fitting reflector (of
of various reflector materials for a given thickness or varying thickness). This simple model is illustrated
mass of reflector. Tis can be used to support more below in Figure .
detailed criticality safety assessments involving such
systems.

A wide range of reflector materials was considered.

2. Assessment

2.1 Calculational Method X

The calculations were carried out using the Monte-
Carlo nuclear criticality safety assessment code
MONK'). The MONK8A (release update 1) code
version was used, together with the JEF2.2
continuous energy nuclear data library (processed
using the DICE collision processing routines within
MONK). The calculations were ran on a SUN Ultra Fig.1 Schematic Diagram of the Model
80 using the SunOS 5.7 operating system.

(Fissile material shaded. Reflector thickness x
Standard options were employed for the execution varied between O.Ocm and I 00cm)
of the code. All calculations were run until they

Corresponding author, Tel. +44-118-982-4150, Fax. +44-118-982-4813, E-mail: laurence.sutton�drcs.awe.co.uk
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3. Reflector Material Data references). This was to ensure that each respective
material provided the maximum effect of reflection.

The materials used in the MONK calculations are
specified below. Compositions of the materials are 4. Results
given as number densities (i.e. atoms bn-1 cm") of
the elements or nuclides. The results are illustrated graphically in Figures 2 -

5. (If the figures have not been reproduced in
Table I Reflector Material Data colour, readers are recommended to source the

colour graphics from the electronic version of the
Material Density Composition paper, available on the JAERI homepage).

(g cm") Figure 2 provides the full set of results for
Beryllium 1.85 Be 1.2362E-1 plutonium as a function of the reflector thickness.
Carbon 2.25 C 1.1281E-1 Figure 3 provides the putonium results as a function
Commercial- 1.8 C 9.0249E-2 of reflector mass. The range of mass is restricted to
Graphite an upper limit of 1,000kg of reflector.
Alumina (A1203) 3.97 Al 4.6902E-2 Figure 4 provides the full set of results for uranium

0 7.0353E-2 as a function of the reflector thickness.
Magnesia (MgO). 3.58 Mg 5.3497E-2 Figure provides the uranium results as a function

0 5.3497E-2 of reflector mass. Again the range of mass is
Copper 8.93 Cu 8.4628E-2 restricted to an upper limit of 1,000kg of reflector.
Lead 11.4 Pb 3.3133E-2
Tantalum 16.6 Ta 5.5246E-2 Note that, for clarity, the error bars in the results
Depleted Uranium 19.1 238u 4.8318E-2 were omitted from the graphs.

Inconel 8.4 Ni 6.5502E-2
Cr 1.5566E-2 5- Conclusions
Fe 7.2463E-3

Stainless Steel- 8.02 Fe 6.0537E-2 The conclusions of this assessment are not ar-
(304S I ) Cr 1.6719E-2 reaching in the sense that it is well known that

Ni 9.0516E-3 beryllium is an extremely effective reflector for the
Mn 8.7912E-4 fast neutronic systems of plutonium and uranium

Aluminium. 2.8 Al 6.2494E-2 metal. Rather, the assessment captures a wide range
Water 1.0 H 6.6873E-2 of data that may be useful in supporting more

0 3.3436E-2 detailed criticality safety assessments. For example,
Polythene 0.96 C 4.121513-2 it illustrates that olythene is a more effective

H 8.2437E-2 reflector material than beryllium for reflector
PVC (Rigid) 1.7 H 4.9139E-2 inventories up to 3.5kg (plutonium system) and

C 3.2761E-2 reflector inventories up to 8kg (uranium system).
Cl 1.6380E-2 Additionally, water is a more effective reflector than

PVC (Bagging) 1.239 H 4.7848E-2 concrete (Portland) up to a thickness of 35cm
C 3.2475E-2 (plutonium system) and 25cm (uranium systems).
Cl 7.28OOE-3 Beyond such a thickness concrete is a more effective
0 2.4686E-3 reflector than water.
P 3.3171 E-4

Concrete- 2.32 0 4.3383E-2 The results also show that for 4.5kg of plutonium
(Portland) Ca 8.9591E-3 metal, criticality cannot occur (keff<0.95) when

Si 7.7106E-3 reflected by any thickness/mass of PVC (rigid PVC
C 6.9792E-3 or bagging material), aluminium, wood (of density
Al 7.2493E-4 Up to _g/CM3) or water. For less restrictive

Fe 2.5017E-4 criticality safety criteria (e.g. kff<l) firi-ther
H 5.5445E-3 materials can be shown incapable of giving rise to
S 8.7141 E-5 criticality (Portland concrete, tantalum, olythene

High-Density- 0.9 H 3.5193E-2 and 304S II stainless steel). For 18kg of uranium
Wood C 2.4042E-2 metal, criticality cannot occur (kfr<0.95) when

0 1.3576E-2 reflected by any thickness/mass of PVC (rigid PVC
or bagging mterial), aluminium, wood (of density

Note that maximum values have been assumed for up to 0.9g/cm 3) or tantalum. For less restrictive
the material densities (based on a wide range of criticality criteria (e.g. kefr<l) further materials can
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be shown incapable of giving rise to criticality Analyses. User Guide for Version .
(water, Portland concrete and olythene). ANSWERS/MONK(98)6.

6. References � Bitish Crown Copyright 2003/MOD. Published with
the permission of the Controller of Her Brittanic Majesty's

I MONK - A Monte Carlo Program for Nuclear Stationary Office.
Criticality Safety and Reactor Physics
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NDA Neutron Method for U02 Powder Humidity

Valeriy I. BULANENKO and Vladimir V. FROLOV

Federal State Unitary Enterprise State Scientific Center of the Russian Federation -
Institutefor Physics and Power Engineering named after A.L Leypunsky,

Bondarenko sq. 1, 249033, Obninsk, Kaluga region, Russia

In technology of low enriched uranium (up to %) dioxide powder production there is a
need to restrict the hydrogen content and to measure the moisture content.

The considered nondestructive method of the measurement is based on continuous
irradiating of powder by fast neutrons from an external Pu-Be source with yield 106 n/sec
and registration moderated neutrons with 3He detector. In spite of the fact that the neutron
moderation in hydrogen is overwhelming, elastic scattering on oxygen nuclei and inelastic
scattering on uranium nuclei is essential. Therefore generated spectrum of neutrons is less
rigid in comparison with a initial spectrum of a source.

This effect can be considerably strengthened if a volume under measurement has metal
reflector. Due to high albedo such reflector decrease of neutron leakage. Mock-up
calculations executed by Monte Carlo method and real experiments have confirmed validity
of the choice of such reflector.

As a result of investigation, geometry of the device have to be as following - 100 250)
nun cylinder with reflector. The external fast neutrons source was placed outside of the
reflector, the detector 3He with was placed in reflector at the opposite side.

The general accuracy of measurement does not exceed 0.15 wt %. Duration of analysis
-IO minutes. In the reality absolute error of measurement go up by factor 25 at attainment of
threshold moisture 2 wt %, at the expense of a systematic error due to the value of bulk
density of powder.

KEYWORDS. criticality safety, uranium oxide powder, low enrichment uranium,
moisture control, nondestructive assay

1. Framing the problem
In order to provide criticality safety of low

The production technology for uranium dioxide enriched uranium powder production process it will be
powder of low enrichment (up to 5% of 235U) requires enough to guarantee the upper limiting value of
certain limit and control of its moisture content. The moisture content, W,, equal to (I -- 2 wt %. In this
moisture sources could be hydrogen-containing case it is assumed that U02 production process
reagents being used in the process of uranium dynamics is such that it will require more than several
hexafluoride conversion into uranium dioxide, minutes for the changes dangerous from the safety
deviations from process conditions, room humidity point of view to occur.
sorption, emergency conditions with water leakage The main requirements to the moisture monitoring
from discharge cooling worms, etc. method and the instrumentation are as follows:

U02 moisture content is a criticality safety - a rather high sensitivity, accuracy and rapidity
parameters The threshold value of mass moisture, W of control;

is its limit. It cannot be exceeded at the normal - no contact with U02 powder;
operation. The threshold value is set from the upper - possibility to automatize the process of loading

limiting value, m, with the condition that to the measurement volume and unloading to
the container of favorable geometry.

W, A < W. From the above conditions it follows that in view
of all the error components within the range under
control the measurement devices should have a

or relative error, , no worse than 30 %. So the

W" < w1i I (1) absolute error limit, A, should be no more than
0.3 wt %. This condition imposes restrictions on the

where A - is the limit of allowable absolute error of choice of non-contact moisture control methods.
The analysis of existing methods shows that the

moisture measurement when W = W, and - is a selection is extremely limited. The most widely spread
corresponding relative error. direct method of moisture content measurement is the
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weight method, which is based on measurement of the low neutron absorption cross-section this reflector is
sample weight loss during moisture evaporation. capable of decreasing neutron leak and softening the
There are several types of this method (e.g. spectrum to a significant extent. The model
thermogravimetric or coulometric methods). They are calculations by the Monte Carlo method') and
rather simple and give quite satisfactory results. performed experiments showed that nickel reflector is
However the necessity of sampling, observing the most efficient. Other materials rank significantly
stringent rules of sample drying-out and a long below both in control sensitivity and accuracy and in
duration of the analysis absolutely rules out their the possibility to control low values of moisture.
application in non-stop production line process. The
fidl measurement cycle, from sampling to obtaining He-3 tbe
real results, will usually take several hours, thus the
measurement results will to a significant extent lose
their value. Many other methods, e.g. physical Ni
chemical or electrophysical, cannot be used for this
reason either.

The most promising and applicable methods to
control moisture content Of U02 powders are neutron U0, PuBc
methods based on the unique property to therinalize
fast neutrons on hydrogen nuclei at elastic scattering.
This method consists in iadiation of the material
under study with fast neutrons and thermalized.
neutron count. Fast neutrons are thermalized on
hydrogen nuclei to thermal and epithennal neutrons.
In this case the count rate being registered is
functionally related to the material moisture content
and in most cases it increases linearly with the growth
of moisture within a limited range of its variation. Fig.1 Neutron moisture meter with external source

Neutron methods have become rather popular and (nickel reflector).
are constantly improved. Besides, this type of control
is rather sensitive to variations of many parameters, In particular, with a traditional use of hydrogen-
including the bulk density of the material and containing reflector in the volume less than 30 L it is
measurement geometry.') Moreover, the classical actually impossible to control U02 moisture content
application of hydrogen-containing reflectors below 2 wt %. The main conclusion of this study
inevitably results in drastically increase in the consists in the fact that for the adequate
controlled volume in case of measuring low values of implementation of moisture control method the metal
moisture. When these methods are used to control reflector must be present.
nuclear material a certain additional measurement of One of the advantages of this method consists in a
isotopic composition is required due to a profound negligibly low impact of U enrichment due to

2)effect of neutron multiplication. intermediate neutron spectrum in the powder volume

under control and in the sensitive detector volume.
2. Specific feature Of U02 moisture assay The dominating contribution to the 3He detector

response comes from neutrons with the energy above
This method is based on continuous irradiation of 0.5 eV.

U02 powder with fast neutrons emitted by the external In order to control low moisture values it is of a
source of Pu-Be type with the yield of (5x 105-- 107) n/s paramount importance to adequately select the
and thermalized neutron count with a cylindrical optimum geometry of measurements. The detailed
detector with 3He inside (fig. 1). study showed significant advantages of the geometry

Though hydrogen moderation is determining, a in which the external source and neutron detectors are
significant role is played by elastic collisions with separated with a layer of material being controlled.
oxygen nuclei and uranium nuclei inelastic scattering. (fig. ). In this geometry the sensitivity of control is
So the neutron energy spectrum formed in the much higher whereas the effect of moisture
controlled volume Of U02 powder becomes less hard distribution no uniformity within the volume under
as compared to the initial spectrum of external Pu-Be control is becoming negligible.
source and hydrogen neutron thermalization turns out
more efficient. 3. Investigation results

This effect can even be made stronger if the U02
volume under control is surrounded with a metal Based on the results of numerical modeling the
reflector, for instance, based on iron-nickel alloy or design of initial measurement converter was chosen in
nickel.3-4) Due to a high scattering cross-section and the form of a cylindrical volume of a safe diameter -
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(I 20 250) mm with an annular nickel reflector being isotopic density meter with a gamina-radiation source
(50 70) m thick. The external fast neutron source (137CS) . The neutron moisture meter with a two-
of u-Be type was places outside the controlled U02 parametric control could serve as an alternative. For
volume and the 3He detector was located in the this purpose it is necessary to use neutron detectors
reflector on the opposite side. The reflector thickness with various spectral sensitivity (e.g. cadmiurn-
was additionally increased by 40 60) m from the screened) or neutron detectors located at various
side Of3 He detector and Pu-Be source. distance from the neutron source. In this case the

In the course of practical method implementation it detectors will have different response function. One
is very important to ensure the controlled powder channel will be mainly measuring powder moisture
volume constant. Fig.2 illustrates the neutron detector W, and the second channel readings will be primarily
response as a ftinction Of U02 powder increments determined by the bulk density po. In such an option
equal to about IO kg. The height h = nun the powder density will be determined by the solution
corresponds to the level of the bottom flange in the of the set of two equations. This type of two-
measurement cavity. parametric control is more complicated in its pactical

When the bottom part of the cavity is filled with implementation. Besides, a long operation Of U02

the powder the so called "insensitivity" area is moisture control device has shown that bulk density
distinguished when the detector readings are almost values p are rather stable.
the same as the neutron count rate which corresponds So in order to provide criticality safety of low
to the empty cavity. As the measurement cavity enriched U02 a simpler one-parametric neutron
volume is filled the count rate grows nonlinearly. In control was implemented with a margin on the
the curve there is a linear part, which is determined by threshold of action due to the fact that low variations
the sensitive length of 270 m typical of SNM-18 of bulk density <=IO % were neglected.
counter. Then the function n = f(h) reaches the Variations of powder bulk density were considered

plateau at the powder level of 450 mm. So it means with the used of normalized moisture according to the
that during measurements the powder level should be simple equation:
about 50 m higher than the top end of the detector.
The curve pattern n = f(h) is actually the same for W,,,,, = W P/ < P > (2)

the powder with any moisture content. The difference
is only in the absolute count rate values. where W is moisture; P i U02 bulk density, < p > is

the average bulk density Of U02 powder.
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Fig.2 Detector response as a function of powder level.
Fig.3 Powder density effect.

The studies show the effect of powder bulk
density, which becomes significant at the moisture Fig.3 illustrates the correctness of this approach at
content higher than 2 wt %. the control of low values Of U02 moisture. Within the

The automatic correction for density can be carried calculation error of Monte Carlo method the detector
out, for instance, by the additional use of radio response is independent of density if moisture is lower
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than 2 wt %. However with higher values of W the equation for the relative standard deviation of
detector response curves disperse and the density moisture control
impact becomes stronger.

That was the way how U02 bulk density variations 8W Ar + 2
were taken into account during calibration (P) (4)
measurement with the use of moisture reference �(N-NO)2
materials. Fig.4 shows the calibration curve for one of
the options of moisture monitoring device. The where 8(p) -is powder density uncertainty.
calculated count values are given for the purpose of
comparison. They were renormalized at the moisture
of 1.5 wt %. 10D

The measured neutron detector response is
approximated as a linear function with the accuracy
sufficient for practice: 8 -

N = No S, W, (3) 60

where N = No corresponds to zero moisture 40

W 0 wt %), and = dN / dW - is an absolute 3
sensitivity of moisture control method, pulse/s per 1 20
moisture.

0-
0.0 0,5 1,0 1,5 Zo

moist= Wt ON

FW&UP2
100 + Bpmhlxd

. - cw&adon Fig.5 Relative error Of U02 moisture control:

80 0 alcumon curve I - random component;
curve 2 - uncertainly of calibration curve

6D- parameters;
curve 3 - total error (systematic error for bulk

density included).
40-0

U For the option of moisture meter at the controlled

20 volume of more than 20 L, the neutron Pu-Be source
with the yield of 5XI05 n/s and one 3He detector of
SNM- 1 8 type 4 atm, diameter 32 mm) the values will0

QO 0,5 1,0 1,5 ZO Z5 be as follows: N = 13.8 pulse/s and S,, = 40.0
pulse/s per I of moisture. Then the minimum

Migave Vt 01� measured moisture with 2 c criterion and a relative

error of 100% during the measurement time T can be
estimated as:

Fig.4 Count rate as a function of powder moisture.
Density is equal to 25 g/cm'. 2.8W.i = . (5)

S,, V T
On the whole it can be seen that the agreement

between calculated and measured values is quite Hence W < 0 I wt %during T = 30 s.
satisfactory. At the control of low and higher values of
moisture the calculation gives an insignificant In reality the absolute error of moisture
deviation from the linear function, which at the measurement increases approximately 3 times if the
numeric modeling can be explained by a more correct moisture content grows and if the threshold value
account of peculiarities in neutron energy spectrum Wjj, = 20 wt % is achieved. In this case a random
formation in the powder and detector volumes. component of the error attributed to neutron flux

If we neglect the uncertainty in determination of measurement (curve 1, fig.5) is rather small. The
calibration parameters N, and , we will get the determining role is played by the uncertainly of

calibration curve parameters. It depends on the quality
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of reference materials and gives the function (curve 2 variation by the method of sample drying-out because
presented in fig.5. Actually it is this function that long and rather accurate measurements are required
shows the limit of achievable accuracy in the for that purpose.
measurements by this method. The lower control Due to formation of quite a hard neutron spectrum
value is less than 0 I wt % and it agrees with a simple this method also allows the moisture monitoring of
estimation according to formula (5). As a result the highly enriched U02 powder and that of the powder
moisture higher than 1.0 wt % can be measured with a containing thermal neutron poison (for instance,
relative error better than 20 %. The contribution of gadolinium).
systematic error for bulk density becomes comparable
only at the moisture higher than 1.5 % wt. References

The ratio SIN, depends on the controlled 1) D. J. Wilson, "Neutron Moisture Meters: the
powder volume. When it goes down the control Effects of various Soil Parameters," Nuclear
sensitivity significantly decreases and can become Technology 60, 155 1983).

lower than the detector response for zero moisture No. 2) F. C. Schoenig & J.O. Landry, US Patent CWA
For instance, for the Pu-Be neutron source with the X2 4 515 749, "Subcriticality measurement
yield of 106 n/s and the controlled volume of 1.5 L the apparaturs and method".
respective values of these parameters will be: No = 3) V. V.Frolov, V. I. Bulanenko, V.V.Charychansky,

"Neutron control of moisture in low enriched
150 pulse/s and Sw = 25 pulse/s per 1% moisture. In uranium dioxide," Atomnaya Energy, 56 3 155
this case the SNM- 7 3He detector 7 atm, diameter of (1984).
18 mm) was used and W,, was - 03 wt %. 4) L. A. Foster, J. E. Malcom, N. Ensslin, D. Holslin,

During the practical implementation of this V. Verbinsky, "Measurement of Moisture in
method it is necessary to perform periodical Plutonium Oxide Using Neutron Moderation,"
verification of the device performance. For this LA-UR-99-3726 1999).
purpose the calibration dummy devices were 5) V. B. Polevoy, V. V. Leontyev, A. V.
developed, they are called "the equivalent measure of Ovchinnikov et al., "The Basic Package of
moisture". These equivalent measures of moisture" are MMKFK-2 Code System to Solve the Neutron
in the form of rods made of polyethylene, organic Transport Problems in Reactor Physics by the
glass or caprolactone. These rods separately or in their Monte Carlo Method, M[MKFK-2-BASE)," Reg.,
combinations are loaded to the reflector or to the X2003 71 in CEP, IAE "KI", (I 996).
measurement chamber without any powder inside.
These dummy devices reproduce the detector response
in several points of the calibration curve for the
neutron moisture meter.

4. Conclusion

The use of neutron moisture meter made it
possible to automatize the technological process of
low-enriched U02 powder unloading from the
recovery furnace and powder loading to the process
tanks of big volume with the observation of criticality
safety rules. In that case the chain of manual
operations in the powder management was maximum
decreased.

A long operation has shown that a high sensitivity
of neutron moisture meter allows the detection of
deviations in the process procedure (temperature,
duration of U02 recovery process), which result in
moisture growth up to 0.2 0.8) wt % wt.

In particular, the direct measurements confined
the increase in moisture by (0.05 -- 012) wt within
18 hours in the controlled volume with the open
surface Of U02 powder and with a wide range of
moisture from 0.05 to 32 wt %. In this case the
powder saturation with moisture is directed from the
surface to the depth of the layer. It should be pointed
out that it is rather difficult to detect such moisture
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The ensuring of the criticality safety during handling with nuclear materials (UO2 or
P1102) demands to measure values of moisture.

The optimization of the characteristics of the device for small values of moisture and
influence estimation of the various factors using computer codes and mathematical modeling
is preferable. Such model should reflect in detail real conditions of source-detector geometry
and to be suitable for comparison of results of relative measurements on similar installations.
For modeling the Monte Carlo method was chosen whose basic advantage against other
numerical methods consists in direct numerical calculations for practically real source-
detector geometry.

The complex of the programs MMKFK-2 developed in SSC IPPE was used for modeling.
The task for point (in a case U02) or volumetric distributed (in a case P1102) source of
neutrons with given spectrum was calculated for various parameters of the unit and properties
of a powder included:

• composition of materials of neutrons reflector and its thickness;
• bulk density of a powder;
• position of the neutrons detector;
• isotope composition of nuclear materials.
Model and the experimental researches have shown that the usage of hydrogen reflector

for the moisture measurement in powder oxide of uranium or plutonium less than 2 is
practically impossible. For realization of a neutron method of the moisture measurement in
U02 or P02 the presence of a metal reflector is obligatory.

KEYWORDS. criticality safety, fissile materials, plutonium oxide powder, uranium oxide
powder, moisture control, non-destructive assay, simulation Monte Carlo

extremely important when powder batches are formed

1. Framing the problem before the containers go to be stored or transported or
before the process of compacting nuclear fuel pellets.

Actually any technology of producing U or Pu For water reprocessing conditions hydrogen will most
oxide powder inevitably results in the presence of free probably be present in the form of water. The
or chemically bound hydrogen. Hydrogen sources dynamics Of U02 and uO2 fabrication process is such
could originate from different peculiar features of that the significant from the point of view of safety
technological processes (the use of hydrogen- changes can only happen within the time exceeding
containing reagents, humidity sorption from the several minutes. The powder moisture is one of the
atmosphere, deviations from process conditions, controlled parameters in the criticality safety.
emergency conditions with water leaks from cooling The hydrogen (moisture) presence results in
pipes, etc.). For instance, a significant value of certain problems for the procedure of measurement
moisture in PU02 and MOX powder was pointed out verification in the NMC&A system. In this case the
of the Euratom facilities in Sellafield and Mol.1) problem consists in the necessity to introduce the

Hydrogen (moisture) control is required in order to adequate corrections, which could be only obtained
solve two main problems: directly in measurements.
1. To provide criticality safety when U02 and P02 The main requirements imposed upon the method

are handled. of hydrogen (moisture) measurement and the
2. To improve the NMC&A system. measurement devices are as follows:

According to the criticality safety requirements the * a sufficient sensitivity and express nature;
hydrogen content is strictly limited because this value * no direct contact with NM powder;
significantly impacts the value of oxide critical mass * possibility to automatize the process of
and thus, the characteristics of containers and storage material unloading to the container of favorable
facilities. In practice the hydrogen content is limited geometry or the product loading for
with - 02 wt %. To control hydrogen (moisture) is
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reprocessing under the conditions of increased in complex 3-D geometry, in multigroup
moisture. approximation by the Monte Carlo method. The

It is quite obvious that destructive methods of package is actively used to get critical parameters of
nuclear materials measurement do not satisfy the fresh and spent fuel storage facilities, process
indicated requirements because of their drawbacks equipment and transportation devices. A successful
(the necessity to take samples, the analysis is not experience has been also gained in using the package
representative with local moisture spots, the for modeling physical NDA problems.
destructive assay lasts quite long, etc.). Based on the The MMKFK-2 package consists of the basic
world practice of using NDA, the most acceptable way package, MMKFK-BASE, and a set of various
to solve this problem will consist in neutron NDA physical, geometrical and functional blocks. The basic
methods. package, MMKFK-BASE, allows the solution of both

It should be noted that as compared with other a homogeneous conditionally critical problem and a
compounds nuclear materials present a more non-homogeneous problem with the given volume and
complicated task of determining their moisture due to point source of unspecified spectrum.
the following reasons: low values of moisture under The MMKFK-2 advantage consists in the
measurement; a rather small volume of powder; a availability of a great number of modules for various
relatively high density; variable uranium enrichment purposes which can be combined in a set for the
and Pu isotopic composition, neutron multiplication in specific problem, i.e. to calculate the sought
the powder volume, etc. So specifically to control furictionals in the optimum way in terms of high-speed
moisture in nuclear materials new designs of operation and labor cost.
measuring devices with mtal reflectors have been When the neutron detector efficiency is

2,3)developed quite recently. determined the problem is solved either for the
The paper considers the specific features of locally-placed source or for the orrictrically

numerical modeling of moisture meters like these by distributed source with a preset intensity profile. In
the Monte Carlo method. The main emphasis is made both cases there is a possibility to specify an energy
on the evaluation of those parameters, which affect the spectrum according to the choice. The MONO version
sensitivity of low enriched U02 moisture calculates the neutron multiplication factor in the
measurement. The numerical modeling Of PU02 multiplying medium, i.e. the ratio of total number of
moisture meter only differs in the way how the generated neutrons to the number of initial neutrons of
volumetric neutron source and its energy spectrum arc the source. The multiplication calculation is made in
preset. view of estimates in collisions, paths and absorptions.

The linear combination with a minimum dispersion is
2. MMKFK-2 code package calculated.

Neutron transfer in the epithermal energy region
The main task of the given physical modeling is to (with the energy above I eV) is modeled in the 26-

determine the parameters and to quantitatively group and subgroup approximations with the use of
estimate the effect of separate factors on the neutron BNAB-78/85/90/93 nuclear data libraries in the
detector response as well as to optimize the principal system of nuclear data preparation, APAMAKO-Cl,
parameters of a neutron moisture meter.. PRECON and MKPA. Elastic moderation is modeled

The calculation physical model should be rather in the approximation of effective atomic mass of
detailed and reflect the real measurement conditions, nuclide mixture with 26 group calculations and with
and it should be applicable to perform comparative point kinematic scattering relations on each nuclide
relative measurements with various devices. with subgroup calculations.

The final goal consists in demonstrating the Neutron thermalization at the energy below I eV is
possibilities to model a source-detector geometry with modeled in the 40 group approximation with the
acceptable accuracy. It is quite obvious that a physical model MOFITTG and nuclear data library
complicated design of moisture meter, a small volume TEPKON-90 from the MCU package.6) There is a vast
under measurement, the measurement geometry and set of specialized geometrical modules and the module
specific features in formation of neutron energy of combined geometry, SCG, from the MCU package
spectrum in each area make the task to determine the to describe the geometry. In the given problem of
detector count efficiency rather labor consuming and "source - an arbitrary located cylindrical detector" the
analytically not solvable with acceptable accuracy. PRSAZ module with axial parallel and coaxial
Based on that the Monte Carlo method was chosen for cylinders and plates combination or the SCG module
physical modeling. Its main advantage over the other were used.
methods consists in the direct numerical calculation The efficiency of neutron detector count (the
under the conditions of nearly real geometry. The code absorption reaction rate on 3He nuclei) was calculated

4,5) - processing in thepackage called MMKFK-2 ,was used for modeling. in the mode of group fluxes post
Its version was adapted on the Pentium PC. These sensitive volume of the detector: in the epithermal
codes are designed to solve neutron transfer equations
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region with the RRATE code and in the thermal - Hydrogen-containing material, water, zinc
region with the RRTER code. steorate;

All the functional values are normalized to the - Powder level in the measurement cavity, h,
number of neutrons being generated in the element of mm.
symmetry with consideration of neutron The primary converter characteristics are
multiplication. The total values in the specific regions determining during moisture measurements. So two
of radiation spectrum, including the detector sensitive variants of the location of 3 He neutron detectors 4
volume, were obtained with the convolution in the atm, 32 mm in diameter, 270 mm as a working length)
chosen energy intervals. were considered:

The functional determined in this case (the DI counter, located on the opposite periphery
efficiency of detector with 3He whose absorption
cross-section follows the law of IN) is rather sensitive side of te reflector, near the measurement
to the dispersion of calculated neutron flux density in cavity wall surface, the so called "separate"

thermal and epitbermal energy regions. So with geometry;
numerical modeling at least 107 histories were played. D2 counter, located in the imediate vicinity
As a result, the calculated detector efficiency or count of the fast neutron source, the so-called "joint"
rate per normalized neutron yield of the source had the geometry.
statistical error below 2 (I sigma). Both detectors are located in the reflector, in

It should be pointed out that any type of numerical the immediate vicinity of the outer side surface
modeling gives certain additional infonnation first of of the primary converter.
all for interpretation of the data obtained and for This complicated source-detector geometry is
revealing the effects of separate factors in those cases described with the geometrical module SCG of
when the experimental studies cannot be performed combinatorial geometry.
for certain reasons. This modeling cannot replace full-
scale experiments or model tests completely because
any calculation method needs testing with benchmark I -Powder
experiments. The modeling of the given problem is 2 Metal reflector
not the exception either. 3 - Measurement

cavity wall

3 U02 moisture meter modeling 4 - Support flange
- Additional plate

6 - Neutron source
The calculation geometry to estimate U02 7 - Detector 

moisture is shown in fig. . - Detector 2
The low enriched uranium dioxide powder under U

control goes from the recovery furnace to the
measurement cavity (1), which is surrounded with
metal neutron reflector 2). The cavity is supported by 5
the support flange 4) of the unloading worm. The
neutron source of the Pu-Be type with the yield of
5.105 n/s is located in the reflector material 6.
Neutron detectors filled with 3He are placed there as
well [(7) and/or (8)]. In order to decrease the neutron
leak, to additionally form the neutron energy spectrum
and to provide radiation safety the additional flat
plates (5) are installed. In the design they can be Fig.l. Calculation geometry to control U02 moisture.
joined with the reflector. Neutron moisture mter with external source (Ni

In calculation variants the following factors that reflector).
could change the observed effect varied with
numerical modeling: Wet U02 powder increases the detector reading

- U02 moisture content, W %mass; due to a total contribution of two principal effects:
- Measurement cavity reflector material; * neutron spectrum softening;
- Powder bulk density p , g/cm. 3; * neutron multiplication.
- Location of neutron counters in the reflector: Calculations show that even if there is no powder

DI and D2 geometry; in the measurement cavity in the DI volume a rather
- Uranium enrichment, 235u, %; hard neutron energy spectrum is formed due to metal
- Powder matrix composition: U02 or U309; reflector nuclei elastic scattering. This neutron

spectrum gets somewhat softer when absolutely dry
U02 powder is loaded. That is because of some
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additional scattering on its nuclei. In case of wet within the controlled range of moisture (O 3 wt %
powder being loaded to the measurement cavity the of low enriched uranium.
energy spectrum shift to the low energy region is even It is of no doubt that the adequate choice of
more profound. Finally the neutron counter readings material and measurement cavity side reflector
are changing intricately with the change in the powder thickness are determining in the design of neutron
moisture content. For the sake of convenience the moisture meter. The main purpose of the reflector is to
curves shown in Fig. 2 are normalized to one at the form the required energy spectrum in order to provide
moisture of 1.0 wt %. As can be seen, a higher a high sensitivity of moisture control = dNIdW,

effectibackground ratio is achieved in the "separate" as well as to decrease neutron leakage from the
geometry. powder volume and at the locations of both detectors.

Calculations give a nonlinear function, The importance of the optimum choice of these
N = f(W), which only in the first approximation can characteristics was experimentally demonstrated
have the linear function of the following type earlier2).

N = No S -W, (1)

100

where N =No corresponds to zero moisture W = 80 Detector D Cr-Ni
wt %), S, = dNIdW - is the sensitivity of moisture

control method.
The dominating contribution to the readings of 60 -

both detectors comes from the energy region from I to Ni
1000 eV. It is quite natural that the contribution to a 40

lower energy region increases with the moisture
0growth. However the contribution of thermal neutrons U 20 Fe

with the energy below eV exceeds 20 % even at the X18H10T
moisture of 20 wt %. The direct experimental 0
confirmation of the energy spectrum hardness consists 00 0,5 1,0 1,5 2,0

in the measurement of cadmium ratio that is less than Moisture (wt %)
1.25, i.e. differs insignificantly from .

210 - I . . . . . . . . Fig3 Count rate as a function of powder moisture.
. p= 25 (g/SM3 Detector Density is 2.5 g/cm 3.

1,6 -
The reflector material effect is shown in fig.3.

Nickel and chrome-nickel alloys are seen to provide
1.2 the highest sensitivity of moisture measurement. So in

order to implement the moisture measurement method
D the reflector made of Ni or Cr-Ni alloy must be

2 present. Other materials (e.g. stainless steel, iron) rank
0,4 distinctly below in measurement sensitivity and

U accuracy. Besides, these materials give a more non-
0,0 linear function N = f(W), related to peculiarities of

0,0 0,4 0,8 1,2 1,6 2,0 resonance structure of iron neutron elastic scattering

Moisture (wt %) cross-section.
The application of hydrogen containing

compounds (polyethylene, caprolactone, etc.) does not

Fig.2 Count rate as a function Of U02 moisture for two actually allow low values Of U02 moisture (below
detectors, A and D2. 2 wt %) to be controlled because the ratio

S,, / N,, < 0,03. In this case N = No corresponds to

At low values of moisture the nonlinear patters of zero moisture content W = 0 wt %), S = dNIdW -
function N = f(W) is related to the effect of recoil is the sensitivity of moisture assay method. Though
hellion at elastic neutron scattering on detector helium the count efficiency turns out to be about 50 times
nuclei. At high values of moisture the nonlinear higher in this case it is extremely doubtful that the
function N = f(W) is caused by the increase in the signal could be developed from the wet powder.
neutron flux density in the detector volume due to the In order to quantitatively estimate the effect of Ni
of multiplication factor that varies from 1.05 to 115 reflector thickness and that of additional Ni layer on
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the measurement sensitivity variation the functional thickness behind the detector. In this case the situation
dependence of the count rate on moisture, i.e. of saturation is achieved much faster.

N = F(W), was calculated. Based on the functions presented the optimum

The calculation shows that with the increase in the thickness of the side shielding equal to (50 -- 70) nun
side reflector thickness the sensitivity grows has been chosen. The additional shielding behind the
nonlinearly and demonstrates an obvious tendency detector A was chosen equal to 40 + 60) mm.
towards saturation, i.e. it tends to a constant value. Both in the course of measurements during
Fig.4 illustrates this fact. moisture meter operation and during its calibration the

powder matrix composition can vary: U02, U308, wet
powder or powder containing zinc steorate. With the

1,2 same value of bulk density the nuclide concentration
can be somewhat different, thus resulting in certain
changes in moisture meter reading.

:Irl I'l The results of quantitative estimation of numericalO
modeling in passing fm U308 t U02 are shown in
fig.6. As it can be seen, when U308 is replaced with

U02, the readings decrease by about %, and that is

confirmed by measurements. The dependence of this

correction on the powder moisture is rather weak, The

average value can be taken with the equal level of

reliability.

0,81 As the neutron spectrum is rather hard, the effect is
50 60 70 80 90 100 110 primarily caused by the increase in uranium nuclei

Ni reflector thickness (mm) concentration by 4 for U02; the oxygen effect is

negligibly small. So if this effect is neglected, it will

result in underestimating the moisture content by

Fig.4 Ni reflector thickness effect on moisture assay (0.05�0.07) wt % in the measured range up to 2 wt

sensitivity. The similar calculations for zinc steorate with the
equivalent moisture instead of the wet powder

demonstrate a good agreement within the calculation

error, i.e. the data deviation does not exceed 15+2.0
1,2 wt

I'O -

1,00 
> 0, -

0,98 

0,6 0,96 K,., 0.9029 

Side reflector

thickness is 70 mm 0,94-
4

T0,921 T
0,2 90

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 I

Ni layer thickness behind the SNM- 1 8 (mm) 0.88 Average value

0,86 0.921 / 0021

0,0 0,5 I'O I's 2,0 2,5
Fig.5 Effect of Ni layer thickness behind the SNM- 1 8 Moisture (wt %)

neutron counter.

Sensitivity also goes up with the increase in the Fig.6 U02 composition effect.

thickness of Ni reflector behind the neutron detector

(fig.5), actually equally both on the detector side and The bulk density will evidently result in changes in

on the side of fast neutron source. This fact was the moisture meter reading because actually the total

confirmed experimentally when additional flat nickel moisture content is measured in the measurement

plates were located behind the fast neutron source and cavity. The numerical modeling confirms a rather

detector DI Calculations show a more radical pattern distinct change in the reading if the density goes up,

of changes in sensitivity in case of additional especially at the moisture above 20 wt %. However
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the response of two detectors (DI and D2) is 5) V. B. Polevoy, 0. B. Tarasova, "A Monte Carlo
different. A different pattern of detectors' response to Code System for Radiation Transport Problems in
the bulk density variation makes it actually possible to the Reactor Physics: state and prospect of
implement the two-parametric option of neutron development." Selected works of IPPE, 1998.
moisture meter, when the powder moisture and Obninsk, IPPE, p.3942 2000).
density values are measured in a wide range 6) L. P. Abagyan, A. E. Glushkov, E.A. Gomin et al.
simultaneously. Along with that, in case of the "MCU-3 Monte Carlo Code for Nuclear Reactor
moisture meter option with only one detector DI and Calculations. Vol 3 Generic Description. Part .

with the moisture limit to 2 wt %, it is allowable to Physical module." Preprint IAE-5736/5, M. IAE

use the reduced moisture adjusted for the average bulk "KI", 1994.
density of the powder.

The estimation of uranium enrichment effect also
deserves attention. This effect is very small and does
not exceed 4 % when uranium enrichment varies from
3 to for A. If uranium enrichment grows the

measurement sensitivity goes down.

4. Conclusion
Numerical modeling of neutronics problems

dedicated to the assay methods is becoming a general
practice. The advantages of these calculations are first
of all determined by the possibility to quantitatively
estimate many factors. Especially it is important in
those cases when direct experimental measurements or
full-scale testing turn out to be too burdensome and
expensive. The accuracy obtained in calculations is
usually comparable with the results of test
measurements.

The calculated estimations of many factors related
to the moisture assay method that are given in this
paper are quite predictable and confirmed
experimentally. For instance, the dependence of
information signal on moisture, the effect of powder
bulk density and its composition.
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Revised Data for 2nd Version of
Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook/Data Collection
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This paper outlines the data prepared for the 2nd version of Data Collection of the
Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook. These data are discussed in the order of its
preliminary table of contents. The nuclear characteristic parameters (k., M2 , D) were
derived, and subcriticality judgment graphs were drawn for eleven kinds of fuels which
were often encountered in criticality safety evaluation of fel cycle facilities. For
calculation of criticality data, benchmark calculations using the combination of the
continuous energy Monte Carlo criticality code MVP and the Japanese Evaluated Nuclear
Data Library JENDL-3.2 were made. The calculation errors were evaluated for this
combination. The implementation of the experimental results obtained by using NUCEF
facilities into the 2nd version of the Data Collection is under discussion. Therefore, related
datawerejustmentioned. Adatabaseisbeingpreparedtoretrievereviseddataeasily.

KEYWORDS. nuclear criticality safety, revision, data collection, JENDL-3.2, MVP,
nuclear characteristic parameter, suberiticality judgement graph, NUCEF

1. Introduction editors of the Data Collection, Ver. 2. As the ways to
implement the experimental data into the Data

The Data Collection for the Nuclear Criticality Collection are not yet determined, the related
Safety Handbook') was published in 1988 as the information is just mentioned in this paper.
appendix to the main text. The 2nd version of the A preliminary table of contents is given in Table .
main text was published in 1999; 2) however, it did not The following sections will be summarized according
include revision of the Data Collection. Revising to the chapters in the table.
efforts have been continued. This paper outlines
criticality data prepared for the 2nd version of Data
Collection of the Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook. 2. Atomic Number DenSity6)

The data in the Data Collection were essentially
based on information from the late 1970's when the The revised data have adopted the 1986 adjustment
evaluated nuclear data files, ENDF/B_IV,3) and the
multi-grouped Monte Carlo criticality calculation code, Table A preliminary table of contents of the Nuclear
KENO-IV,') were developed, and the early 1980's Criticality Data Collection, Version 2
when the criticality condition data were calculated 1. Introduction
extensively in Japan. The Japanese Evaluated 2. Atomic Number Density
Nuclear Data Library, Revision 2 of Version 3 3. Nuclear Characteristic Parameters for Various
JENDL-3.2,5) was developed later, and was adopted Fuel Compositions
for calculation of criticality condition data. The 4. Criticality Data for Infinite Systems
consistency of the data is considered with respect to 5. Criticality Data for Single Units
the evaluated nuclear data file in the Data Collection, 6. Data Used for Criticality Safety Assessment for
Version 2 which is planned to be released in 2004. Multiple Units

Critical and supercritical experiments have been 7. Criticality Safety of Bumup Fuel
performed at the experimental facilities STACY and 8. Benchmark Calculation
TRACY, respectively, in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle 9. Data on Criticality Accident Evaluation
Safety Engineering Research Facility (NUCEF) of the Appendices
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute (JAERI) Al. Domestic Publications
since 1995. Inclusion of the data obtained from these A2. Foreign Publications
experiments into the Data Collection, Ver 2 are A3. Databases and Computer Codes Developed
intended, and being discussed among the in Japan
experimentalists of STACY and TRACY, and the A4. Databases and Computer Codes Developed

in Foreign Countries

Corresponding aut1w, Tel. 81-29-282-5103, Fax. 81-29-282-6479, E-maff: okuno�qyclone.tokaiJaeri.gojp
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Table2 Fundamentalphysicsconstantsadoptedinthel986adjustmentcomparedviththoseofthel973andl998

adjustments')

1986 adjustment 1973 adjustment 1998 adjustment

Item Unit Number relative to 1986 relative to 1986
adjustment adjustment

Avogadro constant I/Mol 6.0221367xlO-'7-' -1.5xlO-' 8.8XIO
Ideal gas constant J/moVK 8.31451 -12XIO-1 -4.6x,(-6
Neutron rest mass U 1.008664904 9.5xlO-' l2x1V

of fundamental physics constants, whereas the first and erbium. Bulk densities of powder are
version followed the 1973 adjustment of the conservatively estimated as 75% of the theoretical
fundamental constants. Table 2 summarizes the densities.
1986 adjustment of physics constants relevant to Critical masses of minor actinides have been

7)criticality safety evaluation of fuel cycle facilities. It studied by the ANSUANS-8.15 Working Group.
also compares the values with the 1973 adjustment Its new information is important, for example with
and the 1998 adjustment. The latter comparison regard to the exception mass of fissile material in the
should be useful for a future revision of the Data Transport Regulations of the International Atomic
Collection. Energy Agency (IAEA). The basic density

Inforination on the elements related to fission information in the Data Collection will refer to the
product nuclides is reinforced in the revision efforts, consensus values of the Group.8)
which covered neutron absorption cross sections and Experimentally based density formula (SST
resonance integrals for main fission product nuclides formula) was proposed) by S. Sakurai and S.
based on the JENDL-3.2. Information on the Tachimori for nitric solutions of mixed uranium and
elements of technetium, rhodium, indium, neodymium plutonium, and it was adopted in the Nuclear
and europium, which was not cited in the Data Criticality Safety Handbook, Version 2 For fuel
Collection, will be included. concentrations larger than the concentration limits of

Incorporation of the atomic number densities is the SST formula, a model was proposed and used for
intended for neutron absorbers such as boric acid, calculation of basic criticality data, which assumed a
gadolinium oxide, boral, boron-carbide, m-carborane mixture of crystal (UO2(NO3)2o6H20 and/or

Pu(NO3)4-UO2(NO3)2 Solution I OWt% Pu(NO3)4-UO2(NO3)2 Solution
70wt% 2.5

2.5 50VA% 1OOWt%
30wt% 70wt%

%
2.0 20wt 2.0 50wt%OM%

M 30M%
2wwt% 20wt%

1.5 1 Wt% 51.5 OM%

12 0.2VA% 5wP.

1.0 1.0 2wt'/
T IF iWt%

0.5 0.5

0.0 0.0

1E+1 1E+2 1E+3 1E+4 IE+O 1E+1 1E+2 1E+3 1E+4

H/(Pu+U) (Pu+U) Conc. [g(Pu+U)/L

(a) k, vs. H/(Pu+U) (b) k vs. (Pu+U) concentration

i0owt%
Pu(NO3)4-UO2(NO3) I I MM% Pu(NO3)4-UO2(NO3)2 Solution 70wt%

150 70wt% 1.5 50wt%
50 % 30wt%
30wt%20 M
20wt% 1 OVVt%5wt%

N 100 WM% 1.0 Z 2wt%
E 5wt% E lwt%
P. .2Wt%

lwt%
50 r 0.5

0 0.0

1E+1 1E+2 1E+3 1E+4 1E+1 1E+2 1E+3 1E+4

H/(Pu+U) H/(Pu+U)
(C) M2 VS. Ij/(pU+U) (d) D vs. /(Pu+U)

Fig. I Characteristic parameters k, M� and D) for Pu(NO3)4-UO2(NO3)2 aqueous solution.
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Pu(NO3)4*5H20) and the nitrated solutions of uranium 100 - PuO2-UO2-H20
and/or plutonium with the maximum concentration -Pu(NO3)4-UO2(NO3)2
experimentally confirmed.

1 0

3. Nuclear Characteristic Parameters for Various Critical
Fuel Compositions" 0 1 . /

+ 1
:3

Nuclear charactaMc parameters, i.e., the neutron EL
multiplication factor in infinite media, k. rnigration airA M'

:3 0.1 -Subcritical-
and diffision constants, D, were calculated for I I kinds of a-
typical fuels encountered in criticafity safi�ty evaluation of
nuclear fuel cycle facHifies. These ftiels encompassed 0.01
ADU-H20, UCBF ad PL(NO3)4-UO2(NO3)2 SO]Ufic`r� Of 0.01 0.1 1 10 100 1000 10 4

which data were riot cited in the Data Collection. he H/(Pu+U)
calculation was made with the JENDL-32 and a sequence of Fig.2 Suberiticafity judgement graph for Mixed plutonium
codes; SRAC was used for preparation of 107-grouped and uanium ftiels.10)
eflectve cross sections, Revised POST was used for

transforming the 107-grouped ross sections into 137-grouped Table 3 Egimated critical lower-Umit enrichment�'O)
cross sections, ad SMCRI was used for calculation of Chernical JAERI-M9 LA I 2T8T
nuclear characteristic parameters. An example of nuclear Form Present Handbook') 3-135") 2)

chw&-tarisfic parametm obtained in ft way is shown in Fig. U_Hp 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.93
1 for Pu(NO3�-UO2(NO3� sohmon. UOrH20 0.93 0.91 0.92 0.96

4. Criticality Data for Infinite Systernslo) U02F2 0.99 0.95 0.97 0.96SoWon

U02(NO3)2 1.83 1.90 1.93 1.96
The subcriticahty judgement graphs indicate the region Solution b

satisfying the relation of the neutron multiplication fctor k. <_ ADU-H20 1.17 N.A.' N.A. N.A.'

0.98 between the two variables: (a) uranium enrichment PuOrUOrH 0.05 0.11 0.11 0.13
"WN ratio or plutonium enrichment� and (b) H/(PLt+U) 20

Pu(NO3),rU
ratio. By using the calculation results for k. in the preceding 02(No,� 0.74 N.A.' N.A.' 0.65
secdon, the subcriticalityjudgement graplB were drawn for the somon
same kinds of fiiels except LJF�-HF that did not show any ' The quantities shown for LA 12808 are either the subcitcal `�J
dependence of k. on the JF6-HF concentration or H/U. An erinchment limits for uranium mixed homogeneously with water or
example of subefificafity judgement paphs is shown in Fig. 2 the si±critical limits for plutonium in plutoniu ad natui-d]
for mixed uranium and plutonium. fuels. b umniurn mLxtL= of unlimited mass.

The estimated critical lower-limit enrichment is either the NA: NotApplicable.

"3�J enrichment in U, 29Pu-enrichment in Pu or 5. Criticality Data for Single Units
Pu-enrichment in the sum of Pu and U at which the system
becomes k,=0.98 in an optimurn moderation conclition. The
present results on the estimated critical lower-limit enrichment Criticality data for single units have been calculated
are compared with the The results are shown for the same kinds of homogeneous faels mentioned
in Table 3 above except UF6-HF. The calculations have been

The results for ADU-H20 and PU(NO3)CU02(NO3)2 performed using the MVP code and JENDL-3.2

solution are new, therefore they cannot be compared with library.
other results. For other chemical orms, the general These results have included:
agreement is good. However, precisely speaking, the pesent (1) criticality data considering the non-uniformity of

ftiel distribution for homogeneous mixture of
results give the sniaflest values 0.88 183 and 0.05 wt9/6 for the heavy metal (131U, 115U, 239PU, 235u+238U) and
esfimated critical lower-hmit enrichments of U-H20, water;

U04NO3)2 solution and PU02-WrH20, respectively. (2) critical masses for heterogeneous U02-H20 and

PU02-UO2-H20; and
(3) critical masses of minor actinicles.

As an example of critical mass of minor actinicles,
critical mass of curium isotopes in metal and the
minimum critical mass of Cm-H20 are listed in Table
4.
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Table 4 The critical mass of curium isotopes in C: 100
metal and the minimum critical mass of .2
curium-water mixtures calculated with a 0

O
combination of MCNP and JENDL-3.2') 11 others

Critical Mass [kg] 80 - El Mo-95
Nuchde Reflector El Tc-99

Metal Mininiurn O Rh-103
None 10.03 0.391 O Sm-150

243cin Z 0 Eu-153Water 3.51 0.186 E3 Sm-147
SS-304 3.91 0.155 _c Z 60 M Nd-145

aNone 29.95 t ,, 0 - 0 Gd-155
214CM a (D -o M Sm-152Water 24.84 N.A Mg Cs-= 2 -133

SS-304 15.36 N.A . ED Nd-143
c4O El Sm-149None 12.3 0.138 0

245cM Water 3.91 0.066 0 0
LE

SS-304 4.73 0.059 W
.aNone 70.1 NA 0
a c 20 -'Cm Water 57A NA . .2
aSS-304 38.1 NA . :3

None 7.06 4.15
247cM Water 3.10 2.18 0

SS-304 3.07 1.55 0 0.5 4 30

aNA.: Not Applicable. Cooling Time [y]

Fig. 4 Contribution in % of each nuclide to the
6. Data Used for Criticality Safety Assessment for neutron absorption of all fission product nuclides
Multiple Units for PWR U(4.15)02 with fuel burnup of 30

G Wd/W"
Isolation data have been experimentally obtained

with the coupled cores of STACY. The data will be 7. Criticality Safety of Burnup Fucl2, j 1)

helpful for validation of simple interaction formula,

e.g., the solid angle method, when there is no neutron When evaluation the criticality safety of a storage,
isolator between the fuel units. Figure 3 compares transportation, dissolution or purification process for
the experimental results with detailed and simple spent nuclear fuel from a light-water reactor, the
model calculations, and with the curve derived from presence of some of fission product nuclides may be
the solid angle method. 13) considered in evaluation. The amount of neutron

The data on reactivity effect of isolation material absorption due to fission product nuclides in spent fuel
obtained as STACY experiments are also helpftil for pulled from a PWR was calculated using the
assessment for multiple units. 14) ORIGEN2 code. Figure 4 shows the contribution of

12 nuclides with names to all fission product nuclides
10 for the case on initial enrichment of 415 and fuel

Experiment burruip of 30 GWd/tU. The 12 nuclides may be
+ Simple model computation considered in storage and transportation, whereas the
6 Detailed model computation 9 nuclides indicated in the figure may be considered in

----- Solid angle method dissolution and purification. Note that rhodium,

technetiurn and molybdenum are main undissolved
elements in dissolved fuel solution, and cannot be
expected in these processes.W

Z
8. Benchmark Calculation

For calculation of criticality data, benchmark
calculations by using the combination of MVP and
JENDL-3.2 were made, and calculation errors were

0.1 evaluated for this combination. The results are listed
0 500 1000 1500 2000 in Table 5. Benchmark experimental set-ups in the

Core Distance [mm] ICSBEP handbooks") were mainly utilized for the

Fig.3 Variation of reactivity effect as a function of benchmark calculations.
distance between two slab cores of STACY.") Note that the estimated critical neutron

multiplication factor of the groups indicated in Table 
are all larger than 098, therefore, they are cut down to
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Table Results of benchmark calculations with a
combination of MVP and JENDL-3.2 References

Group No. of Average of Standard 1) (Compiled by) Nuclear Materials Regulation
Samples Calculated kff Deviation Division/Nuclear Safety Bureau/Science and

MOX-homogeneous 196 1.0115 0.0099 Technology Agency, "Nuclear Criticality Safety
MOX-heterogeneous 47 1.0005 0.0032 Handbook," Nikkan-shobou 1988) [in Japanese];
U- homogeneous 133 1.0063 0.0044 (Translated by) Y. Naito and H. Okuno, "Nuclear
U- heterogeneous 142 1.0028 0.0054 Criticality Safety Handbook (English
Pu- homogeneous 50 1.0059 0.0083 Translation)," JAERI-Review 95-013 1995).

0.98 according to the precipitation or technical 2) Working Group on Nuclear Criticality Safety Data,
judgement as adopted in the former. Note also that "Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook, Version 2"
the groups in Table neither cover all kinds of fuels JAERI 1340 1999) [in Japanese]; (Translated by)
but there are some overlaps. H. Okuno, Y. Nomura and S. Ryufuku, "Nuclear

Criticality Safety Handbook, Version 2 (English

9. Data on Criticality Accident Evaluation Translation)," JAERI-Review 2001-028 2001).
3) "ENDF/B Summary Documentation,"

Simplified models for the total fission numbers and BNL-NC S- 7541 (ENDF-201), 2nd Edition
for the first peak of a criticality were proposed. (ENDF/B-IV) (I 975).
These models, compared with the CRAC experiments 4) L. M. Petrie and N. F. Cross, "KENO IV, An
in the original papers, 17,18) should be verified with the Improved Monte Carlo Criticality Program,"

experimental results performed by using the TRACY ORNL-4938 1975).
facility, which employed low-enriched uranium nitrate 5) T. Nakagawa et al., "Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data
solutions. 19-21) Librdry, Version 3 Revision 2 JEND 3," J. Nucl. ScL

The simplified model for the total fission was Technol., 32,1259 1995).
expressed as a function of the solution volume V, 6) H. Okuno, M. Murazaki and S. Sakurai, "Atomic
Wi 17) number densities for the 2nd version of Nuclear

Criticality Safety Handbook/Data Collection," (in
F,.w = 26 x O9 -V,, without boiling, (I a) preparation).

7) H. Okuno and H. Kawasaki, "Critical and
= 6 x IO'9 V,, with boiling. (I b) subcritical mass calculations of curium-243 to 247

basedon JENDL-3.2 for revision of
The simplified model for the first peak was ANSI/ANS-8.15," J. Nucl. ScL Technol., 39,1072

conservatively given by the following simple (2002).
formulas) 8) R.M. Westfall, private communication.

9) S. Sakuai and S. Tachimori, "Density equation of
F, = 66 X loll V,. (2) aqueous solution containing plutonium (IV),

uranium (VI) and nitric acid," J. Nucl. Sci.

10. Miscellaneous Information Technol. 33, 187 1996).
1O)H. Okuno and T. Takada, "Calculation of nuclear

A database is being prepared to retrieve revised characteristic parameters and drawing
data easily. The database has the following features: subcriticality judgement graphs of infinite fuel
(1) text and corresponding graphs or tables are linked; systems," (to be submitted to J. Nucl. Sci.
and 2) graphs are linked to the original digital data Technol.).
with limited access. I )H. Okuno, K. Urneda, Y. Kornuro and Y. Naito,

The Appendices are intended to collect information "Criticality Parameters and Data for Various
relevant to the users of the Data Collection, Version2. Nuclear Fuel Materials in Infinite Dimensions -

Calculations with the Combination of MGCL-J3They may be categorized to domestic and foreign
publications, as well as domestic and foreign and SIMCRI," JAERI-M93-135 1993) [in
databases and computer codes. Japanese].

12)N. L. Pruvost and H. C. Paxton (ed.), "Nuclear

Acknowledgements Criticality Safety Guide," LA-12808 1996).
The authors are grateful to all the members of the 13)K. Tonoike, Y. Miyoshi and K. Okubo, "Reactivity

Special Committee for revising the Nuclear Criticality effect measurement of neutron interaction between
Safety Handbook and the Data Collection, which was two slab cores containing IO% enriched uranyl
chaired by Prof. Y. Yamane of Nagoya University. nitrate solution without neutron isolator," J. Nucl.
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Energy Research Institute (JAERI) under entrustment 14)K. Tonoike et al., "Reactivity effects of isolation
by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science material in two-slab tank array containing low
and Technology (MEXT) of Japan. enriched uranyl nitrate solution," Proc. Int. Conf.
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on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC2003, 131, 12 2000).
Tokai-mura, Japan, Oct. 20-24, 2003 2003) [to 19)K. Nakajinia, Y. Yamane, K. Ogawa, E. Aizawa,
appear]. H. Yanagisawa and Y. Miyoshi, "TRACY

15)Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facility Safety Research Transient Experiment Databook, 1) Pulse
Committee, "A Guide Introducing Burnup Credit, Withdrawal Experiment," JAERI-Data/Code
Preliminary Version," JAERI-Tech 2001-055 2002-005 2002).
(2001) [in Japanese]. 20)K. Nakajima, Y. Yarnane, K. Ogawa, E. Aizawa,

16)"International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality H. Yanagisawa and Y. Miyoshi, "TRACY
Safety Benchmark Experiments," Transient Experiment Databook 2 Ramp
NEAINSC/DOC(95)03, September 2002. Withdrawal Experiment," JAERI-Data./Code

17)Y. Nomura and H. Okuno, "Simplified evaluation 2002-006 2002).
models for total fission number in a criticality 2I)K. Nakajima, Y. Yamane, K. Ogawa, E. Aizawa,
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Critical and Subcritical Parameters of the

System Simulating Plutonium Metal Dissolution

Yury Yu. VASILEV, Boris G. RYAZANOV, Victor 1. SVIRIDOV and Lubov 1. MOZHAYEVA

Federal State Unitary Enterprise Stale Scientific Center of the Russian Federation -
Inslitutefor Physics and Power Engineering named after A.]. Leypunsky,

Bondarenko sq.], 249033, Obninsk, Kaluga region, Russia

Dissolution of plutonium etal was simulated using the Monte Carlo computer code to
calculate criticality safety limits for the process. Calculations were ade for the constant
masses of plutonium charged to the dissolving vessel considering distribution of plutonium
in metal and solution phases. Critical parameters and limits were calculated as a function of
dissolving vessel volume and plutonium metal mass. 24OpU content was assumed to be from
0% to 10% (mass). Critical parameters were evaluated for the system with a water reflector.
Results of this paper may be used in the designing process equipment for plutonium metal
dissolution.

KEYWORDS: criticality safety, .? plutonium metal dissolution, critical parameters of
dissolving vessel, plutonium ingot, 40Pu content

1. Introduction
In this paper the dissolver repeat charging (double

One of the urgent tasks today consists in utilization charge) due to a human error is considered as an
of accumulated weapons grade plutonium stockpiles emergency situation. The consequences of other
by using it as nuclear fuel for NPPs. This generates emergency situations can only be considered when the
the need to dissolve a significant amount of plutonium real dissolver design is analyzed in view of its use in
metal for its purification from radiogenic impurities the technological process.
and further reprocessing. Three cticality safety requirements (<(A)), <<B)>,

The paper presents calculations of critical and <<C>>) indicated above must be complied with both in
subcritical parameters for dissolving vessel (further on the process of plutonium metal preparation for
- "dissolver") with spherical geometry and plutonium dissolution (i.e. the plutonium metal ingot outside of
metal dissolution in nitric acid. Consideration was dissolver must be taken into account), and during its
given to a two - isotope model of plutonium: 2'9Pu dissolution (i.e. the dissolver must be considered with
and 24OpU; the 24OpU mass fraction in the mixture plutonium metal loaded into it). As no process
varied from 0% to 10%. Dissolvers of big volumes operations on metal preparation for dissolution have
(dangerous from the point of view of criticality safety) been considered in this paper, it is reasonable to be
necessary to meet process requirements have been restricted to requirements <<A)> and <<B>) as regards
examined. plutonium metal which will be charged into the

dissolver. As far as the dissolver is concerned all the
2. Criticality Safety Requirements three criticality safety requirements indicated above

must be considered for it. However it should be
In accordance with Russian Criticality Safety mentioned that if the dissolver design eliminates any

Rules, when a dangerous equipment is in operation, possibility to exceed the allowable charge the
the following requirements must be simultaneously compliance with requirement <<A>> will be sufficient in
met: ) respect of this dissolver.

* Requirement <<A�>. The Kff value of a isolated
unit of equipment must not exceed 095 under the 3. Justification of calculation model and technique
normal operation conditions.

e Reguirement <<B>>. The fissile material charge During calculations the most conservative from the
must not exceed the value of minimum critical mass point of view of criticality safety geometrical model
for this piece of equipment reduced 21 times 2.1 is a was assumed when the dissolver in the form of sphere
fissile material mass margin). was surrounded with a full water reflector (with the

* Requirement <<C>>. The Kff value of this piece of thickness of 25 cm), and plutonium metal to be
equipment must not exceed 098 at any single failure dissolved (in the form of an ingot) was located in its
of the equipment or any single human error center. The Pu mass remained constant in the
(emergency conditions). dissolver during the whole process of dissolution up to
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the complete plutonium metal conversion into the benchmark spherical critical assemblies with
solution. This approach corresponds to the assumed plutonium metal and plutonium nitric solution.41 The
conservative concept because in the real dissolution main parameters of these assemblies and calculation
process the Pu concentration in the solution is limited results are given in Table 1. The results obtained show
by the process requirements of the next reprocessing that the complex') overestimates the Kff values
stage and part of the solution can be removed during calculating the assemblies with plutonium metal and.
the dissolution process and a fresh nitric acid solution plutonium nitric solution. So it can be used for
can be added to the dissolver. justification of criticality safety systems which

A two - zone model of dissolution has been simulate plutonium metal dissolution.
considered, when plutonium metal in the form of
sphere (part of the charged metal that hadn't been 4.Calculation results.
dissolved) was surrounded by plutonium solution with
Pu concentration homogeneous in the entire solution For the calculation of nuclear concentrations in
volume. Strictly speaking, this model does not plutonium nitric solution the dependence of solution

Table 1. Principal pa meters of benchmark assemblies and calculation results.
Assembly type Pu-MET-FAST-01 I Pu-SOL-THERM-001-

Pu concentration, g/cm' 19.74 0.096
Radius of its a ve part, cm 4.1217 14.5377

238pu - 1.4571 I "
Nuclear 2.39PU 4.6982* 10,2 2.2977* 10-4

concentration 240PU 2 85 2*-l 0 - 1 1242* 1 0--
of PU sotopics,
l/barn*cm Pu I 9 5 10 4 7.3148* 1 O'

--- =P-u 9:�4�32* 1 0-� 2.1495* 1 0"
Steel wall thickness, cm - 0.1245

Water reflector thickness, cm 25.4 30.0
Kff ± cy 1.0146±0.0005-- 1.0073±0.0005

completely agree with the reality because, on the one density, d (g/cm 3), on Pu concentration, CN g1l),
hand, the metal dissolution process can have a given in the JAERI Nuclear Criticality Safety
different rate on its surface, and on the other hand, the Handbook, was used.5) At the solution temperature of
solution concentration close to metal is always 250C and in the absence of free nitric acid this
somewhat higher than in the peripheral part of te dependence has the form of the following equation:
solution. However these effects impact Kff d=0.99708+1.65625*10-'*CPU-3.418*10-'*C' ()
insignificantly due to gas release during the P"
dissolution process and te use of forced solution Theoretical density of plutonium metal was
circulation. These facts result in rather intensive assumed equal to 19.816 g/cm . )
solution stirring (with regard to a duration of The values of maximum mass of plutonium metal
dissolution process). which can be loaded to the dissolver (according to

The applicability of the calculation model chosen requirements <<A>> and <<B>>) were determined in the
for the criticality safety analysis with the dissolver following order:
being loaded with several fragments of plutonium * critical mass MCR was calculated for the sphere of
metal (with the constant total charge mass) will be plutonium metal with a full water reflector;
considered below. e a preliminary value of safe Pu mass was

The complex of MMKFK-2 codes was used for determined M2.1 = MCR 2 ;
calculationS.2) The use of this complex for calculation 0 2, 'Kff was calculated for the sphere of
of plutonium critical assemblies in the solution plutonium metal with the mass of M2.1 and with a
resulted in overestimating &ff up to 1% within full water reflector;
the H/Pu-239 moderation range from 125 to 1000.3) 0 With the value of 2 Kff < 095 the safe Pu mss,

The methodological error of this complex was also Ms, was assumed equal t M2.1.
estimated by the authors when they calculated
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The calculation results of safe plutonium metal mentioned above, the dissolver double charge was
mass are given in Table 2 considered as the emergency situation):

The dependence of dissolver K,,T on Pu * When the charge norms for the dissolver with a
concentration in the solution at various values of dangerous volume are determined based on

Table 2 Calculation results of safe plutonium metal mass

Calculated parameter % 4UPU
0 5 10

MCR, kg 5.038 5.372 5.679
M,, kg 2.399 2.5 58 2.704

2,1 K�ff 0.8063±0.0007 0.8058±0.0008 0.8065±0.0006-
Ms, kg 1 2.40 2.56 2.70

dissolver volume (V) is given in Figure 1, with requirement <<A>> (dissolver Kff does not exceed 095),
dissolution Of 239pU ingot with the mass of 24 kg as an requirements <<B>> and <<C�> are not met.
example. The RMS deviation ) Kff calculations did For example, as graph Kff = 095 in Figure 4
not exceed 0.00 3 thus it is not shown in Figure 1. shows, for the dissolver with the volume of 83 L the

The graphs of K,ff as a function of Pu concentration charge can be determined equal to 12 kg at % 24OPu.
in the solution at other parameters of the dissolver (its But in this case with double charge 2.4 kg) the value
charge and 24OpU content) have a similar shape and of dissolver ff will exceed .0.

240
Pu

1,00 -- ---------- ............. ----------- M =2 4 kg
P. I

A -1111- V = L
0,96 - .6 V=4L-----

A V=5L
-v- 6L

0,92 - ------- -- ---------

0 ,8 8 - ------------ ------------- --------------- ---------- ........

0 ,84 ........ ------------- -------------- ---------------- --------------- ------- ------

0,80
0 100 200 300 400 500

Pu concentration in the solution, g/L
Fig. 1. K,,, of the dissolver as a function of Pu concentration

in the solution and dissolver volume at 0% 241pU.

differ in the Pu concentration value at which the * When the charge norms of the dissolver with a
maximum Kff is achieved, and in the value of Kff. dangerous volume are deten-nined based on

requirement ((B�> (the charge is 21 times lower than
5. Analysis of calculation results the minimum critical charge), requirements ((A>> and

((C�> are not met.
The results of calculations made can be presented For example, as graph Kff = 1,0 in Figure shows,

in the form of graphs of maximum Kff values as a for the dissolver with the volume of I I L the charge
function of dissolver volume at the given values of its can be determined equal to 11 kg at 10% 4Pu 1.1
charge (MN) and 24OpU content. Figure 2 shows these kg--2.31 kg 21). But in this case with the normal
graphs for the case of 239Pu dissolution (0%I40pU). charge (I. I kg) the value of dissolver Kff will exceed

Based on these graphs we can get the dependence 0.95, and with the double charge 2.2 kg) the value of
of dissolver charge on its volume at the constant Kff its Keff will exceed 098. * When the charge norms for
values of the dissolver. the dissolver with a dangerous volume is detennined

These functions are presented in figures 3 4 for based on requirement <<C>> (the charge is twice as low
Kff = 1.0 098 and 095. as the charge at which Kff =0.98), requirements <<A>)

The following conclusions can be made as a result and <<B>> are met.
of the analysis of figures 3 4 and (as it was
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1,04 -

1,02 - ----------- --- ;Izi --------------------
r----------

1,00 --------- T--------- --------

0,98 - ----------

240

0,96 - 0% PU
-S- M PU =2Ag

0,94 - - 0 M = 2,Okg

--------- PU
1 g

PU

M
0,92 -- --------- ------ ---- -- ------- PU= 1,4kg

10 PU= IOkg

0,90 4
3 4 7 8 9 10

Dissolver volume, L
Fig.2. The maximum K.ffvalue as a function of dissolver volume

and its charge at % 140pU.

0% 240pu

2,4- ------------ ------------- - - K -1 0 ------
eff

K ff=01982 ,2 - ------------- .... . ......... ... ... ...... - --- ------- ----- --- ---------- --------- e......

A K =0,95
eff

2 ,0 - ----- ------ -------- ------ ...... -------

------------- ................... ----------------- \ ------------ ---------------- -----------1, -

1,6 - --- --- --- ----- -------- .......................

1,4 - -------------I------------- & -I --------------- \04 ----- --------------
0
W

1,2 ------------- --------------------------------- ------------------ ........... ------

1'0 - ------------------------ ----------------------------- ----- -------

4 5 6 7 8

Dissolver volume, L

Fig.3. Dissolver charge as a fiction of its volume at 0% 24OpU.
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5% 21pU

K =1 
eff

2,4 - ------ ------------------- K =0,98eff
A K =0 95eff

2 ,0 - ------------------------- ------- .. ............ ----------
>1
(D

--------------------------------------------------- -------------1,6 -

CA 1,2 - .............. ------------------------------- ---------- ----- ..... .-

0,8
5 l'O I I

Dissolver volume, L

Fig.4. Dissolver charge as a fandoin. of its volume at % 140pU.

2402,8 I % Flu
A,'

K =1,0
Zff-------- ------- ------- -0 982,4- �T efT7

AL K 0 95eff

2 , 0 ..... ......... --------- I

1,6 - -- ------ ------- --------- j---------- L -- ---------- -- ----- ----------

0

----------------1,2 ------ ------

0,8
6 7 ;O I'l ;2 ;3 14

Dissolver volume, L

Fig.5. Dissolver charge as a function of its volume at 10% 24OpU.
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For instance, as graph Kw = 098 in Figure 3 Kw calculations for the case of dissolution of
shows, for the dissolver with the volume of 565 L the plutonium metal in the form of one fragment (ingot)
charge can be determined equal to 1.0 kg at 0% 240 Pu can be used as preliminary results for the analysis of
(so that in case of the double charge equal to 20 kg dissolution of several Pu fragments with the same total
Kw would not exceed 098). In this case, with the mass. In this case the main condition consists in
normal charge (1.0 kg) K does not exceed 095 (thus limiting the volume in which plutonium metal
being in compliance with requirement ((A))), and with fragments are located in the course of dissolution. In
the charge of 21 kg 2.1 kg-- 1.0 kg 2 K will not practice this condition can be met by means of the use
exceed 1.0 us being in compliance with of a charging basket of the adequate design.
requirement ((B))).

The conclusion that if requirement is met, 6. Conclusion
requirements ((A>> and <(B>> will be met
simultaneously, is true only for the parameters of the Based on the calculation results and the analysis of
dissiolver and metal under dissolution which have Kw as a function of charge and volume of the
been considered in the given study. dissolver during dissolution of plutonium metal with

For example, as graph Kw =0,98 in Figure 4 shows, the mass content of 240pu from 0% to IO%, the
for the dissolver with te volume of 90 L the charge following recommendations can be made:
norm is determined equal to 0.8 kg at 5% 241pU (in 1. Requirement <<C>> is the most conservative from the
case of the double charge the value of dissolver K point of view of criticality safety when the dissolver
will be equal to 098), the maximum calculated value charge is determined.
of Kw of this dissolver will be equal to 0951 with the 2-Based on requirement <(A> a safe charge can be only
charge of 0.8 kg (i.e. requirement ((A>> is not met). determined with the special dissolver design which

The applicability of the obtained results for the rules out the possibility to exceed the charge indicated
criticality safety analysis of the dissolver into which for this dissolver.
several fragments of plutonium metal are charged, was 3. The final decision about the safe charge size for the
studied with dissolution of 24 kg Of pU in the dissolver must be made in view of the analysis of the
dissolver with the volume of 6 L as an example. consequences of all possible emergency conditions,
Consideration was given to the dependence of based on the condition of K < 098.

Table 3.The effect of gaps etwcen plutonium metal fragments Kff
[Interfragment gap, cm I 0 1 0.05 0.247 0.495
1 K�ff± a 1 10072±0.0007 10024±0.0012 0.9974±0.0011 0.9915±0.0011

dissolver Kw on the gap size between plutonium metal
fragments at the Pu concentration in the solution References
which corresponds to the maximum value of Kff at
dissolution of Pu in the form of one fragment (ingot) 1) General Regulations on Nuclear Fuel Production
of the same mass. In accordance with figure I the Facility Safety. NP-016-2000, Moscow 2000).
maximum value of Kff was achieved at Cpu=l 10 g/L 2) V.B. Polevoy and O.B. Tarasova, "Complex of
with the dissolution of 24 kg Of 239pu in the dissolver MMKFK-2 codes to solve the tasks of neutron
with the volume of 6 L. With this Pu concentration in and gamma quantum transfer in reactor physics:
the solution, the mass of metal part which had not state and perspective of development",
been dissolved was equal to 175 kg. The following Proceeding of Institute for Physics and Power
geometrical model was assumed for the calculations: Engineering (IPPE), 1988, Obninsk, IPPE 39

* the volume into which the fragments were (2000).
located did not exceed 12 1.1 cm3- thus corresponding 3) O.B. Tarasova and T. Obara, "Criticality
to the volume of plutonium metal ingot with the mass calculation with various codes and nuclear data
of 24 kg; systems for bare critical assemblies with

* the number of fragments was assumed equal to plutonium solutions ", Algorithms and Codes for
eight, die fragments had the form of cubes of the Neutronic Calculations of Nuclear Reactors,
same size determined by the total fragment mass Transactions, ((Neutronics - 99)), Obninsk, IPPE,
(1.75 kg), which corresponded to the metal part which 114 2000).
had not been dissolved. 4) International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality

The results of K calculation as a function of Safety Benchmark Experiments,
interfragment gap sizes are given in Table 3 NEAINSC/DOC 95)03, September 2002 Edition.

The indicated results show that the increase in the 5) JAERI Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook
distance between plutonium metal fragments does not (English Translation), JAERI-Review 95-013
result in the growth of dissolver K. So the results of (Sept. 1995).
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This paper considers the relation between the neutron multiplication of a system, k-effective,
and critical parameters. It aims to investigate whether k-effective is always the most
appropriate measure of safety.

For simple systems handbook data can be effectively utilized, applying a safety factor to
critical masses. In such situations, the criticality safety margin is readily apparent.
However, more complex systems may use the calculated value of neutron multiplication to
assess the criticality safety of the system under investigation. A problem arises because
there is no exact consistency between k-effective and the physical margin of subcriticality,
in terms of parameters such as mass. In the UK, commonly accepted safety criteria are
applied to limit the k-effective of the system being assessed. These margins of
subcriticality have no definitive justification to support the values chosen and might be
considered rather arbitrary in nature.

This paper aims to answer this question of suitability by investigating the relation between
k-effective and the physical critical parameters for a wide range of systems. It concludes
that the safety criteria currently applied in the UK are valid, but some difference exists
between safety factors applied to the mass of fissile material present and the corresponding
value of k-effective.

KEYWORDS: k-effective, subcrificalparameters, safetyfactors

1. Introduction system under investigation.

The neutron multiplication of a system, A problem arises because there is no exact
k-effective, is commonly used as a measure of consistency between k-effective and the physical
criticality safety in assessments. Given that margin of subcriticality in terms of parameters such
k-effective has clear meaning at the point of as mass. Considering two systems of different
criticality, i.e. k-effective equals unity, it can composition with the same calculated neutron
obviously be a useful measure of subcriticality. multiplication, it is clear that one system may have
However, a per 'tinent question applicable to any a higher fraction of critical mass and can be
system concerns the relation of k-effective to other considered 'less safe' than the other. In other
critical parameters, specifically mass. Is it always words it is evident that different systems exhibit
the case that k-effective is the most appropriate different fraction criticals of the controlling
measure of criticality safety? physical parameters at the same value of k-effective.

This is clearly an important consideration in

For simple systems where handbook data can be relation to practical criticality safety applications,
readily utilized, safety factors are applied to where an understanding of the absolute physical
convenient parameters in order to derive safe margin of subcriticality is essential.
working limits. Typically, a factor of 75% or 80%
might be applied to critical masses and volumes. Generally, criticality safety assessments address
In such situations, the criticality safety margin is the worst conceivable conditions and demonstrate
readily apparent. For example, it is easy to equate an acceptable margin of subcriticality for all normal
the margin of subcriticality in terms of fissile mass and identified contingency conditions. In the UK,
to the process being assessed, such as routine batch the commonly accepted criterion is a margin of 2%
size, in further assessing the contingency conditions. to 5% (neglecting calculational bias), depending on
However, more complex systems are generally the system being assessed, i.e. a limit on k-effective
assessed using Monte Carlo calculations, which of 098 or 095. These margins of subcriticality
inevitably use the calculated value of neutron have no definitive justification to support the values
multiplication to assess the criticality safety of the chosen and might be considered rather arbitrary in

nature.
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Calculational bias was ignored in this study.
This paper aims to answer this question of However, it is noted that for practical application of

suitability by investigating the relationship between the k-effective criterion, allowance must be made
k-effective and the physical critical parameter of for specification and modelling errors, nuclear data
mass for a range of systems. This will question errors and possible reactivity increases due to the
whether or not k-effective is always an appropriate worst configuration not being modelled.
measure of criticality safety.

This problem has previously been identified in a 3. Review of UK Safety Criteria
number of papers, for example in the seminal work
of Clayton'). This paper aims to develop this Where handbook data can be readily utilised,
problem by application to typical systems safety factors are applied to critical parameters in
encountered in the course of criticality safety order to derive safe working limits. Such critical
assessments, and by reviewing the criteria currently parameters may include mass, volume, cylinder
adopted in the UK. diameter and slab thickness. In the UK, a number

of different safety factors are applied.

2. Scope of Study Typically a safety factor of not more than 75%
or 80% of the critical mass or volume is applied.

All systems investigated were modelled as
homogeneous spheres of fissile material, as metal, Similarly, subcritical limits for the neutron
oxide and theoretical metal-water mixes. The multiplication factor, k-effective are applied
effect of neutron leakage on the relationship consistently throughout the UK. The criterion
between k-effective and the critical parameters was adopted is that k-effective must not exceed 095,
investigated by modelling both bare and water except for uranium systems having an enrichment
reflected (30cm) spheres of material. Plutonium of less than 5% 235U where a limit of 0.98 is applied.
as full density metal and as a metal-water mix at It is noted that the subcritical limits apply to the
30g Pu/litre was considered. Uranium systems limiting contingency condition. In practice, for
were modelled over a range of isotopic low enriched systems a value of 095 is often
compositions. Uranium with an erichment of adopted for normal conditions and 098 for
100% 235U was modelled as a ftill density metal contingency conditions. There has been no clear
unit, and as a metal-water mix at 55g U/litre. At justification for this approach.
lower enrichments, uranium metal-water systems
were modelled at or near optimum moderation for The criterion k-effective 095 is widely
30% and 50% "'U. Uranium dioxide in water employed worldwide for accident conditions. The
was modelled at enrichments of 6% 4 and 25% criterion of k-effective 098 used in the UK for
231U. It is recognised that at such enrichments, low enriched uranium systems has also been
heterogeneous systems may give rise to a higher justified for accident conditions in other countries.
reactivity, but homogeneous spheres were modelled
for simplicity to demonstrate trends in k-effective.

4. Results
All calculations were performed using the latest

version of the Monte Carlo code MCNP, Version The results of the calculations performed are
5 2) . Nuclear cross section data was taken from the presented in a summarised form. Tables I and 2
JEF2.2 nuclear data library. S(ap) thermal show the fraction of a critical mass equating to a
neutron cross sections were applied to those k-effective of 095 and 098, and the calculated
systems containing hydrogenous and other k-effective for 75% of the critical mass. Both
moderating materials. fully water reflected and bare systems were

modelled, yielding similar results. The results
Handbook curves were used to find the critical presented here are for spherical models with 30cm

mass for each system studied and hence provide the water reflection. The general trend observed was
starting point for the study. Scoping calculations for bare systems to exhibit a slightly higher value
were then performed to determine how k-effective of 'fraction critical', but this did not hold for all
varies with mass of fissile material. Using these cases, and no definitive conclusions could be
results it was then possible to determine the fraction drawn.
of critical mass corresponding to different values of
k-effective.
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Table I Summary of results of 5. Discussion
calculations to investigate the relation between
k-effective and fractions of critical mass - full The neutron multiplication of a system,
density metal systems and metal-water mixes at k-effective and the physical margin of subcriticality
optimum moderation in terms of parameters such as mass are clearly

related. However, considering two systems of
System Fraction of Calculated different composition with the same calculated

considered critical k-eff for neutron multiplication, it is clear that one system
mass for 75% of may have a higher fraction of critical mass. In

k-eff = 095 critical mass other words it is evident that different systems
Full density 2.39 Pu 94% 0.920 exhibit different fraction criticals of mass at the

metal same value of k-effective. This is clearly an
important consideration in relation to practical

Full density 235U 80% 0.935 criticality safety applications, where an
metal understanding of the absolute physical margin of

subcriticality is essential. This section presents a
239pU metal-water 80% 0.940 discussion of the results of a series of calculations

at 30g Pu/litre performed to investigate this relationship, and
considers the validity of current UK safety criteria.

I 00% enriched 81% 0.926
uranium in H20 To gain a clear understanding of the results it is

at 55g U/litre necessary to consider the safety margin present in
terms of fissile mass for each system under

50% enriched 81% 0.928 investigation. This should then be compared to
uranium in H20 potential contingency conditions for that type of
at 105g /litre material in real situations. Clearly low enriched

material shows a much higher percentage of critical
30% enriched 76% 0.949 mass for the same value of k-effective, but the

uranium in H20 actual mass margin may equate to many tens of
at 170g U/litre kilograms of material. Conversely, for 239pU

metal-water at 30g Pu/litre a neutron multiplication
of 095 equates to only 79% of the critical mass.
However, this margin is a difference in mass of

Table 2 Summary of results of little more than 0g! This is where the criticality
calculations to investigate the relation between safety assessor must assess the practical problem in
k-effective and fractions of critical mass - low hand, and derive an appropriate limit based on such
enriched homogeneous uranium dioxide-water factors as typical batch size, frequency of material
systems. movements and potential contingencies.

System Fraction of k-eff Ideally the margin of subcriticality calculated in
considered critical mass for for the criticality safety assessment should be

k-eff k-eff 75% of proportionate to the risks involved, and each system
0.95 0.98 critical must be judged individually, based on the

mass sensitivity to changes in the critical parameters.
6% enriched 76% 89% 0.944

U02 in H20 at From the results above, it could be argued that
8OOg U/litre for high enriched uranium (greater than 50% 235U)

and plutonium systems at or near optimum

4% enriched 71% 86% 0.962 moderation, the safety factor applied to critical
U02 in H20 at mass does not agree particularly well with the
12OOg /litre k-effective criterion of 095. For all cases studied,

use of the safety factor 75% or 80% of the critical

2.5% enriched 73% 86% 0.965 mass) yields a smaller mass than application of the
U02 in H20 at k-effective=0.95 criterion. In fact for fast systems
18OOg /Iitre (211U or 239pU metal), the reactivity that equates to

75% of the critical mass is between 092 and 093;
i.e. significantly less than the 095 criterion. For
systems where moderator is present, this value is
closer to 095.
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may give only a small margin in terms of a
Although it should be remembered that percentage of the critical mass. However, due to

application of both methods would result in an the nature of the systems involved, this may still
acceptable safety margin, it could be suggested that leave a large margin in the actual mass of material
for such systems, either one of the two criteria required to reach a critical mass. For low enriched
could be changed to improve consistency. Since material that is not optimally moderated or in such
the mass safety factor is more restrictive, this could a reactive geometry, the margin of safety increases
be achieved by an increase in this factor to just over even further. In such cases if the 098 criterion is
80% or by a decrease in the k-effective criterion (to to be used, it is essential that suitable evidence is
say 093). submitted with the criticality safety assessment to

Og 239pU show that k-effective is slowly changing with
A safe mass limit of 45 is commonly increases in mass.

used in the UK as a basis for deriving working
limits for many practical applications such as waste The calculations detailed in this report could be
drums and laboratories. This limit is applied to extended to provide a set of criticality safety factors
single units, under full water reflection. From the that could be utilized for different systems.
earlier discussion, it is of interest to note how this However, due to the vast array of different systems
widely accepted limit compares with the criteria for involved, and the variation in the relationship
k-effective and safe mass. From the calculations between k-effective and the critical parameters, it is
performed, it has been determined that 450g 231pu concluded that this approach would be far too
is equivalent to approximately 88% of a critical complicated for practical applications. Providing
mass, and has a k-effective of between 097 and that the limit does not restrict the criticality safety
0.98. assessor, this simple clear approach currently

adopted is to be preferred.
Use of the 450g limit clearly results in a much

reduced margin of safety compared to the It should of course always be remembered that
application of the 75% safety factor on mass or subcritical limits provide the starting point for a
limit of 095 on k-effective. This may be a factor criticality safety assessment. Due consideration
not always fully appreciated by criticality safety must be made of the contingency conditions, for
assessors. example overbatching, in deriving limits for normal

operations. Indeed it is imperative that the
Analysis of the results for low enriched subcritical limits are applied to the limiting

homogeneous U02-H20 systems, as an optimally contingency condition. In isolation, safe masses
moderated sphere shows similar trends. As the and subcritical limits referred to throughout this
enrichment decreases, any given value of paper do not ensure safety; it is the control systems
k-effective equates to a lower fraction of critical that prevent that value from being exceeded that do.
mass. Referring to the criteria defined earlier, a
value of 098 is often applied to systems with an Analysis of the results would suggest that neither
enrichment of less than 5%. Table 2 clearly the limits on k-effective nor the safe mass criteria
shows that for the theoretical system studied, this need be applied rigidly due to the variation in the
higher value of k-effective corresponds to a much relation between k-effective and critical parameters.
higher fraction of critical mass - more than 80% in It is postulated that higher values of k-effective,
all cases. A cut off can be seen between the such as 098, could safely be used in criticality
results at 4 and 6 enrichment. At 6 safety assessment work where experimental data
enrichment, a k-effective of 095 corresponds to directly applicable to the system being considered
more than 75% of a critical mass. At 4 could be used, or if it has been shown by
enrichment, a k-effective of 095 corresponds to calculation that the reactivity of the system is
less than 75% of a critical mass. It is further noted insensitive to changes in the mass of fissile
that for enrichments at or below 4, applying the material.
75% safety factor on mass will give a resultant
reactivity of between 095 and 098; i.e. the 75%
safety factor will always give a lower mass than 6. Conclusion
application of the k-effective=0.98 criterion. Less
than 86% of a critical mass is required to reduce the It is concluded that for the range of systems
neutron multiplication below 098. Is the criterion studied, the relationship between the neutron
for low enriched systems valid? multiplication factor, k-effective and critical

parameters such as mass is clearly linked. Safety
Based on the results presented in Table 2 it is factors, and limits on k-effective adopted in the UK

clear that applying a limit on k-effective of 098 have been examined and their suitability questioned.
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For high eiched uranium and plutonium systems, represent a sufficiently small fraction of the critical
the safety factor of 75% mass consistently leads to mass.
a larger safety margin that application of the
k-effective < 095 criterion. However, both
methods result in an acceptable safety margin. References

However, care should be taken when applying 1) E. D. Clayton, "Anomalies of Criticality",
the reactivity limit of 098 to low enriched uranium Pacific Northwest Laboratory, Richland,
systems, especially when the material is near Washington, 99325, PNL-SA-4868 Rev.5, June
optimum moderation or in a reactive geometry. In 1979, Section 2.
such situations the system should be carefully 2) MCNP A General Monte Carlo N-Particle
scrutinised to ensure that the subcritical values Transport Code, Version .
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IRSN Projects for Critical Experiments
"Low Moderated MOX Fuel Project" and Others

Wronique ROUYER"', Isabelle DUHAMEL', Gilles POULLOT 2 , Patrick COUSINOU', Francis BARBRy3,
Patrick FOUILLAUD 3 and Emmanuel GIRAULT 3

'Institut de Radioprotection et de Siiretj Nucliaire, BP] 7 92262 Fontenay-aux-Roses, France
2Refiredftom Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfireti NucMaire

3CEA Valduc, Service de Recherche en S4retj Nucliaire, 21120 Is-sur-Tille, France

This document gives an overview of the criticality experimental programs of interest for IRSN'. These
experiments, which could be carried out after June 2004 on the "Apparatus B" CEA 2 facility concern:

- the qualification of the effect of plutonium decrease to americium and validation of the associated
neutronics data,

- the qualification of structural material cross-sections,
- the determination of the temperature effect of diluted plutonium solutions,
- the low moderated MOX fuel qualification.

The major part of the present paper is devoted to the presentation of an IRSN proposal for an international
collaboration on such an experimental program for MOX uel qualification.

2)1. Foreword used for the "HTC" experimental program , carried
out from 1986 to 1991 in VaIduc criticality facility

in order to control the criticality hazard in Apparatus B, are more than 16 years old. The rods are
laboratories, plants or transports where nuclear available to plane the same experiments as the "HTC"
material in sufficient quantities are present, qualified ones, in order to evaluate the effect of radioactive
calculation codes are needed, both for design of these decrease on critical water height. Preliminary
facilities and for safety assessment purpose. Therefore, calculations show that the effect should be not far
reference experiments are required, particularly since from 30/16 on k effective. Half is due to decrease of
the nuclear industry is seeking to improve the 24 'Pu and half to 24 'Am absorption capacity.
economy of these facilities, while reducing the COGEMA is a partner for this program planned in
constraints linked to the criticality hazard. 2004.

In the framework of its mission on the assessment
of the criticality risk, the IRSN conducts studies 2.2 Qualification of structural materials
focused not only on preventing the risk of criticality, cross-sections
but also on assessing the consequences of a criticality Reports presently prepared to demonstrate
accident. A lot of French experimental programs have sub-criticality of nuclear facilities and transport
been conducted in the past in the CEA Criticality packages exhibit a new trend. This trend is to perform
Laboratory at the Nuclear Research Center of calculations on configurations as close as possible to
VaIduc 1) A team of the IRSN "Criticality Studies actual ones with models including the exact materials
Division" is in charge of the definition of the surrounding the fissile medium. This development is
experimental programs to qualify computer part of an optimization process: calculations are
calculation codes. performed on bounded geometric models leading to

less conservatism and taking also into account the

2. Criticality programs planned in the medium surrounding material absorption ability which is far
term from being negligible. This smarter calculation

approach may be a decisive step to demonstrate

Three programs are planned in VaIduc criticality facilities sub-criticality with reasonable margins when
facility Apparatus with various objectives. This studying current assemblies made of more enriched
apparatus is presented in appendix. fissile media and resulting of optimized design.

2.1 Qualification of the decrease from "'Pu to Moreover, the improved criticality calculation tools
241 Am and their associated computer programs are

The period Of 241pU is about 14.4 years and rods facilitating this process. The computer time needed to

Corresponding author, Tel. 33.1.58.35.74.04, Fax: 33.1.46.57.29.98, E-mail: veronique.rouyer�irsn.fr
Institut de Radioprotection et de Sdretd Nucidaire

2Commissariat A PEnergie Atomique
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solve a problem simulated by complex geometry 2.2.3 Nuclear data assessment
models is significantly reduced. The graphic computer Firstly, a preliminary assessment of the available
interfaces evolve to include specific criticality nuclear data has been done based on a review of the
know-how and user needs to solve problems of work performed by OECD to summarize the

3)complex configurations, even with a great number of validation of JEF2.2 data bank
parameters. These new possibilities make easier the Secondly, the cross-sections of various materials as
computing work with a minimum of preparation effort. given by JEF2.2 were compared with the values
Such last generation tools are so user fi7iendly that obtained while using CRISTAL standard route library.
they can be used by a larger panel of engineers beyond This comparison leads to highlight the miclides of
the traditional criticality expert skills. importance for neutron scattering and absorption for

each material (Fe, Mn, Na, Cl) and the energy range
This evolution puts a new emphasis on the of importance for qualification purpose.

qualification process associated with these improved
tools. Previously, the qualification studies were 2.2.4 Feasibility study and selection of critical
mainly oriented towards the understanding of the configurations to be tested in Apparatus 
behavior of fissile materials and other ones considered A feasibility screening study was done in order to
either as major neutrons absorbers or as neutrons select the critical configurations to be tested in
reflectors. Now, the qualification required for Apparatus B. Te proposed configurations for this
improved criticality assessment methodologies, as feasibility study have the following general
previously described, involves characterization of an specifications:
enlarged panel of materials to cover the ones used in - simple design, for installation in the "HTC"
facilities for structural purposes and not for any experimental program tank or equivalent,
secondary criticality benefit. Indeed, such structural - use of rods available in Valduc laboratory (UO2

materials surrounding the fissile medium modify enriched to 478% and/or U02-PU02 with a PU02

interactions between fissile media for a wide range of content of I%,
the neutronic spectruin. - 80 cm of water height target for critical state,

- thickness of the selected structural materials as
2.2.1 Structural materials of interest per criteria specified in above paragraph 22. 1,

A large screening of studies, where structural - development of an intermediate spectrum in the
materials had a significant impact when being tested material (more than 50% of the neutrons
considered to demonstrate facility sub-criticality, leads with energy level greater than I keV).
to select a first list of materials of interest: The result of this screening work led to propose

- Copper > cm) two main configurations families for further testing:
- Aluminum > 0 cm) - structural materials can be spred out in rods
- Steel, Stainless steel, Iron, Cast iron (few mms to lattice arrays when considering low thickness

few cms) arrangements (I cm maximum) in order to test
- Concrete > 20 cm) material absorption ability (stainless steel, PVC),
- PVC < I cm) with better moderation than water - structural materials installed as a screen between
- Fire extinguishing powder with low two half cores when considering high thickness

hydrogenated material content < cm). arrangement (a few cm up to 20 cm) in order to
test material (aluminum, copper, concrete, fire

2.2.2 Summary of benchmarks available in 1CSBEp3 extinguishing powder) interaction ability. An
A survey of experimental data available for the intermediate spectrum in concrete could be

above selected materials, mainly collected by the envisaged if some rods are installed inside the
ICSBEP working group, confirmed that these data do central concrete structural device.
not cover the present needs because:

- available benchmarks concern either specific 2.3 Measurement of the temperature coefficient of
material reflection properties or absorption diluted plutonium solutions
properties but not both. Moreover, in the Calculations made by several countries (US, Japan,
collected data, the effect on the reactivity worth UK, France) have highlighted a possible positive
of considered materials is low; reactivity temperature coefficient in the case of low

- in experiments where the considered structural concentration (<30 g.1-1) plutonium solutions.
materials are installed between fissile media in Considering the importance of this effect, especially in
interaction, their reactivity level is low. case of criticality excursion, IRSN has designed a core

to be installed in the "Apparatus B" to perform,
initially in 1994, sub-critical experiments with Pu
concentrations of about 14 to 20 g.1-1 at various

4
3 temperatures ). This program has been postponed and,

International Criticality Safety Benchmark because of the evolution of the isotopic composition

Experiments Program
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of the plutonium during 11 years, new calculations pitches in order to cover different moderation ratios.
were performed with CRISTAL ). These experiments would be carried out at

At the present day, the calculations demonstrate C.E.A/Valduc in the criticality facility Apparatus 
that: without special difficulties. The preliminary design

- the solutions of plutonium are less reactive and, has been optimized taking into account the feasibility
because of the maximum dimensions of the core of the experiment, the possibility of using the existing
available, only concentrations above 14.4 gX1 equipment, the cost of fabrication of the fuel and the
should be used eventually with a low acidity; representativity of the experiment in terms of neutron

- the temperature effect may be increase with the spectrum.
proportion of 238U in the solution. In order to The fuel rods are composed of MOX pellets
confirm calculations, some measurements of containing about 27.5 (wt) Of P02. This
density for mixed uranium and plutonium plutonium content corresponds to the primary blend
solutions must be done to define a precise mixture in French fabrication process. The MOX fuel
correlation between concentrations, density and pellets are obtained from Reactor-Grade plutonium. In
temperature. order to reduce the number of rods needed and the

Considering these first results, the program is on fabrication cost, "BWR type" diameters currently
standby until additional studies will demonstrate the available could be chosen. Different small pitches
interest of this phenomena with mixed uranium and (square and triangular) can be considered to cover
plutonium solutions for accident consequences. different moderation ratios close to powder or fuel
Therefore, the initial design of the core could be assemblies' ratios.
modified if this program is confirmed.

3.2 Neutronics characteristics
3. Programs to be scheduled and defined - In the ICSBEP characterization, these experiments
Qualification of criticality codes for low moderated could be classified as intermediate spectra systems. In
"MOX" fissile media fact, as can be seen in the following table giving the

results of preliminary calculations, less than 50 of
3.1 The needs the fissions occur in any one of the three energy

The use of MOX fuel in nuclear power plants, to ranges (fast, intermediate and thermal).
convert surplus Reactor-Grade (- 20 % MN) or
Weapons-Grade (- 4 % 240pu) plutonium, has created Table Neutronics characteristics
a need for neutron physics benchmarks that deal with Energy range

MOX fuel configurations. The assessment of the Fast Intermediate Thermal
available results on MOX fuel shows that there is a (>I 00 KeV) (0.625 eV to (<0.625 eV)
lack of experimental results for low moderated MOX 100 keV)
fuel. For example, in MOX fabrication plants, the Fission 35 to 21 About 41 23 to 28
postulated possible contents of hydrogenated materials Neutron flux 64 to 60 35 to 38 0.4 to 16
are limited to a low value, even for the postulated Absorption 21 to 12 About 57 20 to 32
accidental conditions. For these fissile media, the
neutron spectrum varies between the fast and the Thus, these experiments could allow validating
intermediate energy range (10 MeV to I keV). Up t nuclear data libraries and computer codes in the fast
now, very few experiments have been performed in and intermediate energy range.
this energy range. Moreover, the experimental data are
not well known. This lack of qualifying experiments 3.3 Similarity study with MOX powder
for low moderated fissile material has been This similarity study between MOX powders and
emphasized by the expert group on experimental proposed experimental configurations with rods is an
needs of the OECD Working Party on Nuclear important validation step. Like in MOX powders, the
Criticality Safety WPNCS). experimental configurations involve mixed uranium

and plutonium oxide but with a higher density (which
3.2 The proposed experiments conducts to compact configurations).

The most representative experiments corresponding In this way, the neutronics characteristics of the
to the fabrication process would be experiments with proposed experiments were compared with those of
MOX powders with different moisture content. But MOX powders with water content varying from I to
the use of plutonium powder causes three main 5% in weight (see table 2 these experiments cover
difficulties: maintain a definite temperature, guarantee the same energy range, when keeping a similar
a safe containment of the plutonium and assure the H/Pu f-sjje ratio.
accuracy of the moiture content. Besides a large mass
of MOX powder is needed. For this reason, the
proposed experiments involve low water moderated
MOX ftiel rods arrays dealing with various lattices
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Table 2 Neutronics characteristics low-moderated mixed oxide fissile media needs to be
* Slowing down density is the number of neutrons worked out through an international collaboration.

that slow down past 4 eV per fission neutron.
**GMF: Average Group causing Fission in the Appendix - Valduc Criticality facility Apparatus 

Xmas 172-group energy structure; the corresponding
energy given is the midpoint of the energy group. The Apparatus criticality facility is to day the

only European reseach tool available to conduct

Proposed Reactor Weapon representative experiments, from the neutronics point
experiments Grade Grade of view, of the highly varied conditions met during

MOX MOX storage, fabrication, transport or reprocessing of fuel
d wder elements. Implemented in 1963, the Apparatus has

Pow er Po been fully renovated in 1997 after performing more

PU02 content 27.5 12.5 6.3% than I ,000 criticality experiments.
The Apparatus enables experiments to determine

Water content 3 to 10% I to 5% 1 to 5% the criticality conditions of a core consisting of fissile

H/Pu,,,jje 5 to 20 3 to 15.5 5 to 26 materials (solid and/or liquid) mixed or not with

Slowing-down dnsity* structural materials and surrounded or not by a
0.06 to 0.017 to 0.052 to reflector (liquid and/or solid).
0.27 0.183 0.29 It consists on a tank (about 190 cm x 190 cm x

GNff 70 to 94 68 to 86 75 to 100 140 cm) and transfer equipment used to progressively
(corresponding (53.6 to 334 71.8 to 875 (35.5 to 224 introduce water or liquid into the core tank containing

energy) eV) eV) eV) - the fuel. The coupled moderation and neutron
reflection effects thus bring the studied configuration

This qualitative comparison has been quantified close to the critical state, in successive steps. During
using the methodology used by the Oak Ridge the experiments, the criticality is approached up to the
National Laboratory 6 value of I The system reactivity slowly increases,

The study results show: through sequential introduction of small quantities of
- a very high degree of similarity with the liquid moderator into the core (see Fig. 1). The

situations corresponding to Reactor-Grade low sub-critical approach parameter, the liquid level, is
moderated MOX powders, which is confirmed measured with a needle which follow the free upper
by the ORNL 4 Sensitivity/Uncertainty surface-
methodology; Ck = 097 for Reactor-Grade MOX
powder containing 3 H20, References

- a moderately high degree of similarity with the 1) F. Barbry, A. Laviron, P. Fouillaud, P. Cousinou
situations corresponding low moderated and G. Poullot, "Experimental criticality study
Weapons-Grade MOX powders which is programmes and test potential of the IPSN/Valduc
confirmed by the ORNI, S/U methodology; Ck = criticality laboratory" Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear
0.84 for Weapons-Grade MOX powder Criticality Safety, ICNC'99, Versailles, France,
containing 3 H20, Sept. 20-24, 1999 IV, 1502 1999).

where Ck is a correlation coefficient to assess the 2) F. Barbry, P. Fouillaud, A. Laviron, P. Cousinou,
similarity between two configurations. Ck=1 indicates L. Maubert and G. Poullot, "French criticality
systems are identical, Ck=O indicates systems totally experimental programs - Potentiality of the
dissimilar and value between 0.8 and I indicates IPSN/Valduc criticality laboratory," Proc. Int.
similar systems. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'95,

Albuquerque, USA, Sept. 20-24, 1999, I, A-7
4. Conclusion (1995).

3) JEF Report 17, "The JEF-2.2 Nuclear Data Library,
At the beginning of 2005, the criticality facility OCDENEA 2000)

Apparatus of CEA Valduc will be ready to start a 4) F. Barbry, P. Fouillaud, P. Grivot, E. Letang and
new experimental program. IRSN first priority is the L. Matibert, "Experimental determination of the
program "qualification of structural materials temperature effect of dilute plutonium solution"
cross-sections". The program devoted to measurement Proc. Int. Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety,
of the temperature coefficient of diluted plutonium ICNC'95, Albuquerque, USA, Sept. 20-24, 1999, 1,
solutions needs to be confirmed. At last, the proposed 4-22 1995).
experimental program devoted to validate criticality 5) J-M Gomit, P. Cousinou, A. Duprey, C. Diop, J-P.
calculation codes and nuclear data libraries for Grouiller, L. Leyval, H. Toubon and E. Lejeune

"The new CRISTAL criticality package," Proc. nt.
Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'99,

4Oak Ridge National Laboratory Versailles, France, Sept. 20-24, 1999, 1, 308
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(1999). applied to criticality safety validation"
6) B.L. Broadhead, C. M. Hopper, R.L. Childs and NUREG/CR-6655, ORNL/TM-13692 1999).

C. V Parks, "Sensitivity and uncertainty analyses
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Results and Preliminary Analysis of Critical Experiments on Assemblies
with Uranium and MOX Fuel Rod Clusters

Victor S. VNUKOV, Boris G. RYAZANOV, Victor I.SVIRIDOV,
Valery FSHAPSHA, Yury D.MAKARENKOV, Olga V.SICHKARUK

Federal State Unitary Enterprise State Scientific Center of the Russian Federation -
Institutefor Physics and Power Engineering named after A1 Leypunsky,

Bondarenko sq. 1, 249033, Obninsk, Kaluga region, Russia

The paper presents the results of critical experiments on VVER reactor fuel
assemblies with uranium and uranium-plutonium (MOX) fuel. The experiments were
conducted with the aim to determine uncertainties in calculation of Kff values for MOX
fuel storage facilities and containers.

Critical assemblies were in the form of hexagonal lattice with a pitch of 12.7 mm.
Water was used both as moderator and reflector. In the center of the assembly there was
a hexagonal insert with 127 MOX fuel rods. The central insert was symmetrically
surrounded with 6 hexagonal clusters of uranium ftiel rods with various water gaps. The
VVER - 1000 shortened fuel rods with U02 of 44% enrichment were used as uranium
fuel rods. MOX ftiel rods had the same size and were filled with the blend Of P02 and
natural uranium. U235 and pU219 mass fraction was equal to about 44%.

KEYWORDS. MOXfuel, critical experiment, hexagonal cluster, water moderator and
reflector, enrichment 44%

1. Introduction 5 rows of fuel rods. The gaps between clusters were
formed by removing ftiel rod rows from the entire

Location of fuel assemblies (FA) in storage number of ftiel rods located with the pitch of 12.7
facilities and in spent ftiel containers differs mm. In five experiments water solution of boric acid
significantly from that in the reactor core in the fact with the concentration of 206 g/cm 3 was used with
that there are significant gaps between fuel the aim to provide the maximum possible level of
assemblies. Neutrons are delayed not only inside ftiel moderator. In two experiments the usual distilled
assemblies but in the gaps as well. Thermal neutron water was used.
flux density in the gap is significantly higher than
that in fuel assemblies. So critical experiments used 2. Description of Experiments
for reactor core simulation do not make it possible to
justify to full extent the application of calculation The critical assembly is a rigid construction
codes for the systems implemented for fuel assembly designed for the fuel rod lattice to be located in it.
storage and transportation. So critical experiments The critical assembly is fixed in position in the tank
with fuel rod clusters which simulate FAs with gaps with its diameter of 1000 mm and height of 1500
between them are needed to verify computer codes mm. The tank is filled with the moderator and the
for calculation of Kff for spent fuel storage facilities system criticality is achieved by increasing the
and containers. moderator level.

The test facility of Criticality Safety Department, The critical assembly consists of a support plate
SSC RF IPPE, was used to perform critical with the thickness of 40 mm, a plate for ftiel rod end
experiments with U and MOX fuel rod clusters. The sections with the thickness of 20 mm, lower and
central cluster consisted of 127 MOX fuel rods and intermediate grid plates, 10 mm thick, and an upper
was in the form of a regular hexahedron where fuel grid plate with the thickness of 20 mm to provide a
rods were located with a pitch of 12.7 nun. Six regular lattice spacing and reliable fuel rod fixation.
peripheral U clasters were in the form of symmetrical The plates and grids are connected with six poles
hexahedrons with various side lengths in order to and spacing tubes. In the lower, intermediate and
provide symmetrical gaps between clusters. upper grids there are 1519 holes in hexagonal lattice

Seven experiments were carried out. Their with a pitch of 12.7 mm. All the main components
cartograms are presented in the Appendix. Two are made of stainless steel 12XI81-110T, except for
experiments (cartograms KR 17a and 2 23) were the intermediate grid which is made of the AD1
performed without water gap between clusters alloy.
(regular lattices) and five experiments (cartograms Two types of fuel rods are used in the critical
X-_X2 19, 20, 21, 22, 24) were carried out with the assembly: of the VVER type and with MOX fuel.
gaps whose size was equivalent to the distance in I - Both types have the similar design with the same
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overall dimensions and the height of the fuel core. structural components of fuel rods (plugs, springs)
Fuel rod cladding in the form of a thin-wall tube are made of steel 12X 1 8H 1 OT.
with the diameters of 915 x 065 mm and fuel rod
end sections are made of the 1 0 alloy. The inner

Cartogram X217a Cartogram X219

Cartogram 220 Cartogram X221

Fig.1 Cartograrns of experiment

MOX fuel rods; C) U fuel rods;

absorption rods; 0 steel tubes 9xO.3 nun
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Cartograrn X222 Cartograrn 223

X;4

Cartograrn X24

Fig.2 Cartograms of experiment

MOX fuel rods; U fuel rods;
absorption rods; steel tubes 9xO.3 nun
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The VVER fuel rod core consists of sintered U02 4.Calculation Results
pellets with the enrichment of 44%. The inner cavity
of MOX fuel rods is filled with a vibropacked blend of In the course of critical experiment planning and
natural uranium dioxide and P02, with the mass performance the ff values of critical assemblies were
fraction of plutonium nuclides in the mixture of Pu calculated with the MMKFK-2 code') which is based
and U nuclides being about 37 %. The VVER fuel on the Monte - Carlo method with the 26 - group
density is 10.42 g/CM3, that of the MOX fuel is 94 nuclear data system BNAB-78. In the resonance

3g/cm energy region a subgroup approximation was used.
In the mounted critical assembly the fuel rod end Thermalization effects were taken into account in the

sections rest on the support plate. energy region below I ev. Calculations overestimate
The control rod is a thin-wall tube with the the Kff values by - 1,5 %. Currently the adjusting

diameter of 9 x 03 m made of stainless steel and calculations are being carried out in view of
filled with boron carbide. measurement errors and the results will be published

later.
3. Experimental Results

5. Conclusion
The results of critical experiments are given in

table 1. The critical level of the moderator (H,,) given The results of critical experiments conducted at
in table is deten-nined from the fuel core bottom in the RF - GC facility make it possible to verify
the fuel rod. calculation codes for Kff of packed storage facilities

The maximum error in determination of moderator and shipment containers with fuel assemblies of the
critical level is ± I mm. VEER type with uranium and uranium - plutonium

Another source of uncertainties is the spread of fuel fuel.
rod parameters indicated in table 2 in accordance with
the design documentation.

Table 1. Results of critical experiments
Cartogram. K2 Number of fuel rods in the Water gap value, fuel rod Moderator

assembI vieces Boric acid rows critical level,
MOX - fuel U02 concent- Between Between Hcr, MM

fuel ration, g/L MOX and U02 clusters
U02

clusters
17a 127 620 2,06 0 0 1368
19 127 676 2,06 1 3 874
20 127 754 2,06 2 3 835
21 127 706 2,06 2 3 914
22 127 736 2,06 3 1 1204
23 127 458 - O 0 1218
24 127 472 2 5 940

Table 2 Fuel rod parameters
U-235 enrichment, Fuel core

Fuel rod twe % U-235 weight, g Fuel weight, g height, mm
U02 4,34+4,45 21,9�23,4 568�601 1250±5
MOX 0,71 3,29 543,2--.542,7 1250±15

References
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with Neutron Transfer in Reactor Physics by the
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Sub-critical Pulsed Neutron Experiments
with Uranyl Nitrate Solutions in Spherical Geometry

Victor N. Gurin, Boris G. Ryazanov, Victor 1. Sviridov, Vladimir V. Volnistov
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The pulse source method is used to study homogeneous solution assemblies. Three sets
of sub-critical pulse experiments with spherical tanks filled with water solution of uranyl
nitrate 90% enrichment) were carried out at the R-F-GS facility, Obninsk, Russia. Seven
spherical tanks with the volume within the range of 129 L to 19.8 L were used in the
experiments. Three uranium concentrations were studied, i.e. 20.7, 29.6 and 37.5 g/L. The
sub-critical experiments were analyzed with the MCNP 4A code based on the Monte-Carlo
method, and with ENDF/B-V library.

KEYWORDS: sub-critical experiments, pulse source method, logarithmic decrement of
neutron density attenuation, spherical geometry, bare tanks, aqueous solution of uranyl
nitrate, uranium of 90% enrichment, MCNP 4A code.

1. Introduction multiplying assemblies are studied the pulse sources
with the total capacity of 106 _ 109 neutron/s are used

The International Criticality Safety Benchmark with the burst duration A from several up to hundreds
Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) was launched in 1994 microseconds and the frequency R from one tenth up

- to several hundreds of hertz.
with the aim to screen and evaluate a representative Among all the pulse neutron method applications
set of benchmark critical experiments.') Besides
"critical" experiments a rather big number of sub- with the purpose to study multiplying media the
critical" pulse experiments were performed. The measurement of reactivity is of the highest priority.
International Project plan incorporates the activity on The advantages of the pulse method in this respect are,
evaluation of this type of data as well, with first of all, the possibility to measure a rather big sub-
introduction of the results of these evaluated criticality, the absence of any engineering restrictions
experiments into the International Handbook of typical of traditional methods of dropping the rods or
Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments. steady source ejection, no need to have in the system

Pulse neutron sources have been used in nuclear under study any noticeable power level required for
physics studies since 1942. As it is stated, the the statistical methods to be used.
experiments with a pulse source are the most correct By means of the modem codes it is possible to
way of verification of various theoretical and actually completely simulate the conditions of the
calculation models as compared to other critical experiment, which determines a qualitatively new
experiments. 2) Other advantages consist in safety of approach to the problems that arise during the
experiments with a pulse neutron source and the interpretation of pulse experiment results. Practically
possibility to get the information in a broad variety of it is possible to simulate any system, to calculate the
states of studied systems - from the complete lack of detailed neutron spatial distribution depending on
multiplication to delayed criticality. energy and time. One of the goals of this work

consists in calculation modeling of pulse experimentsThe pulse method is based on the possibility to get 3)

in a real limited system the asymptotic neutron spatial with the use of the known code called MCNP 4A.
energy distribution irrespective of pulse source Homogeneous solution assemblies were studied
characteristics. In the traditional pulse experiment the with the use of pulse source method. Three sets of
system under investigation is excited with short sub-critical pulse experiments were conducted with
neutron bursts recurring with a certain frequency R. spherical tanks filled with a water solution of uranyl
The value which is measured is neutron density N(t) nitrate of 90% enrichments. They were performed at
as a ftinction of time. It is registered with a detector the R-GS facility. Seven spherical tanks with the
and a time analyzer, with the measurement lasting till volume from 1.29 L to 19.8 L were used in the
the achievement of the required statistical accuracy. experiments. Three uranium concentrations 20.7,
The frequency R is chosen in such a way that the 29.6 and 37.5 g/L) were studied. Sub-critical
prompt neutron density could have enough time to experiments were analyzed with the MCNP 4A code
damp before the next source burst starts. Detectors and which implements the Monte-Carlo method and the
neutron sources can be both inside and outside the estimated neutron data library, ENDF/B-V.
multiplication system. When thermal neutron
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2. Experimental Facility Each sphere has a "dry pocket" with the inner
diameter of Icrn and wall thickness of 0.05cm for the

The spherical tank vertical section is given in fig. 1. neutron counter and assembly fixing device to be
The experimental system lay-out in the cell is shown placed there. The sphere center is 200 cm away from
in fig.2 (vertical section). the nearest wall. The walls, floor and ceiling are

vi in concrete. The walls and the floor were lined with steel
J_ plates with their thickness of 03 cm up to the height

of 280 cm. The wall thickness is about 100cm, that of
6 the ceiling is about 75 cm.

4 A portable neutron generator served as a pulse
neutron source with the energy of 14 MeV, pulse
duration of Ips and neutron flux of 107 neutrons/s.
The maximum pulse frequency was equal to 40 hertz.
Neutron pulses were injected to a unreflected spherical

3 tank which was filled with a water uranyl nitrate
solution.

The experimental sets differed in uranium
fR+4 I concentration in the solution. All the experiments

could be referred to the benchmark ones.
The solution volume in each sphere was first

measured by water calibration.
The inner sphere radius was determined from the

volume measured with the assumption that the tank
4 shape was absolutely spherical. The sphere sizes are
6 given in Table .

o 1 n able Sphere sizes.
Sphere Inner radius, Wall Volume, L

Fig. I Sphere in section. I - wall; 2 CHM-13 cm Thick-
counter; 3 - "dry pocket"; 4 - lap; - support tube; 6 ness,

flange. Dimensions are given in cm. cm
1 6.77 0.02) 0.2 1.29 ± 0.001
2 7.76 0.02) 0.2 1.95 ± 0002
3 9. 0.2 3.05 ± 0003

�50 4 1 10.64 0.02) 1 0.2 5.03 ± .005
5 13.34 0.02) 0.2 9.92 0.01

5io 6 15.01 0.02) 0.2 14.14 0.01
7 16.79 0.02) 0.2 19.81 0.02

120

3 All the spheres and auxiliary components of citical
2 assemblies used in the experiments were made of

stainless steel. The effective thickness of the spherical
6 wall was determined by weighing the empty sphere

and subtracting the weights of separate components
(dry channel, tube, flanges, etc.) which were
detennined by calculation. The stainless steel density

3 4)is equal to 793 r/cm .
The aqueous solution of uranyl nitrate of high

enrichment was used in the experiments. The uranium
isotopic composition was measured by mass-
spectrometry (table 2.
Table 2 Uranium isot ic comp sition.

Isotope I 234u 232-u Libu 236u

Fig. 2 Sphere in the test cell (vertical section). I - Mass 0.91 ± 89.04 ± 0.22 ± 9.83 ±
sphere; 2 - support; 3 - counter; 4 - neutron concen- 0.06 0.17 0.02 0.17
generator; - platform; 6 - cadmium screen. tration
Dimensions are given in cm.
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Uranium concentration was measured with certified measurement error turned out to be negligibly small as
chemical techniques. Three or four measurements compared to the statistical error.
were performed for each solution. Free nitric acid
concentration in the solution was determined by the Table 4 Logarithmic decrement of attenuation, a±2cr,
chemical method of titration. The measured solution s- .
parameters are given in Table 3 Sphere Concen- Concen- Concen-

tration of tration of tration of
Table 3 Solutio properties. 20.73g/L 29.60g/L 37.50g/L

Solution Solution HNO, 1 14700±290 15900±300 16500±320
2 13000±260 14000±280 15000±300

concentration density concentration 3 11000±220 12000±240 13000±260

(g/L) (g/cM 3) (mole/L) 4 9230±180 9820±200 10630±200
5 6770±120 7040±150 7330±150

20.73±0.10 1.023±0.001 0.053±0.001 6 1 5 70±100 5600± 1 1 0 5280±100
29.6 0 7 4660±90 4280±80 3800±70

0±0.15 1.036±0.001 .062±0.001

37.50±0.20 1.049±0.001 0.100±0.001

4. Principal Equations Used for Interpretation of

Concrete density and its composition were not Pulse Experiments

measured. In order to estimate neutron reflection from In the sub-critical system the dependence of count
the concrete walls and ceiling previously published
concrete composition and density 23 g/cm 3) were rate on time in the semi-logarithmic scale (after the

4) All the experiments were carried out at the background subtraction) has the form of a straight lineused . with a slope (cc) in accordance with the equation:

room temperature (- 20' Q. N = No exp(--at) (1)

3. Experimental Results The neutron flux is a descending exponential time

The procedures of measurement and the following function. As soon as Ot has been estimated, reactivity
determination of logarithmic decrement of neutron p [p�(k,0-1)/kO], related to this value L), can be
density attenuation are rather well developed .5) The found if we know the prompt neutron generation time
neutron pulse source target was located outside the (A) and the effective delayed neutron fraction ,
spherical assembly. The CHM-13 counter to register according to the equation:
thermal neutron density was placed inside the dry p =-a A+ ff (2)

channel (in its center). In order to reduce the Hence the equation which relates K',ff to a
contribution of higher harmonics the neutron counter immediately follows:
was placed at 900 to the direction of source neutron
injection. The additional experimental studies have K',ff =(I+ cc A - (3)

shown that starting with 300 gs the slope of neutron As a rule, the effective delayed neutron fraction has
density decrease curve in the semi- logarithmic scale only a weak dependence on Kff, which is confirmed
does not depend on the place where the counter s by the calculations. The dependence of A on Kff can
located in the dry channel. The delayed neutron be rather strong and different at various ways of
contribution was distinguished and the corrections for achieving sub-criticality. So it is necessary to calculate
counting losses due to the measuring channel dead the generation time. In this study in order to calculate
time were introduced in the usual way. the generation time the values of effective neutron

Table 4 shows the results of experimental
determination of attenuation decrements for seven multiplication factor K mcnp eff and relevant
spherical assemblies as a function of uranium functionals calculated with the MCNP code were
concentration for the optimum experimental used:
conditions. The error of experimental determination of A = 1` / K "Peff (4)
attenuation decrement cc was equal to 12% and was
due to the statistical error of processing the linear part where 1mc"P is the time interval between fission acts.
of the curve nN(t) according to the least square In the MCNP code this is the average time required
method. This error was achieved by the information for the newly generated neutron to initiate the next
acquisition during (6- 1 0). 1 03 switchings on of the fission.')
neutron pulse generator. The assembly neutron
shielding made it possible to minimize the effect of
scattered neutrons on the measurement error of a. The
contribution of instrumentation error into the
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and experiments (Tables 5 6 and 7 The
5. Comparison of Calculation and Experimental corresponding discrepancy between calculated and

Results experimental values of K'effis equal to 17%.
A satisfactory agreement of calculated values of

The comparison of calculated and experimental Kae
values of logarithmic attenuation decrement shows a ff and K -cnp eff indicates the correctness and self-
certain tendency towards an increase in the consistency of the accepted procedure of a and Kff
discrepancy between a values when the sphere volume results processing with the MCNP code for
decreases. The maximum disagreement is equal to unreflected assemblies.
27% and significantly exceeds the errors of calculation

Table Comparison of calculated and experimental Kff and a. Uranium concentration is 20.73 g/L.
P,,=0.00744.

Sphere a, s- K�ff A, s
number Experiment MCNP (C-E)/E, Kff, T,- a K Generation

calculation % expermien calculation time
1 14700±290 17405±67 +18 0.1416 0.1223 0.1180±0.0003 4.128810-4
2 13000±260 14906±20 +11 0.1954 0.1748 0.1706±0.0004 3. F71407
3 1 11000±220 12700±76 +15 0.2710 0.2435 0.2422±0.0004 2.451710-4
4 9230±180 10037±11 +8.7 0.3621 0.3429 0.3377±0.0005 1.917010-4-
5 6770±120 7422±42 +9.6 0.5039 0.4808 0.4812±0.0006 1.465010-4
6 5670±100 6109±86 +7.7 0.5772 0.5587 0.5596±0.0006 1.305010-4
7 4660±90 4853±18 +4.1 0.6468 0.6374 0.6312±0.0007 1.187710-4

Table 6 Comparison of calculated and experimental Kff and a. Uranium concentration is 29.60 g/L.
Pff=0.00744.

Sphere CL, s- Kff A, s

number Experiment MCNP (C-E)/E, Kaeff, Kff, K mc?7P eff Generation
calculation % experimen calculation time

1 15900±300 19230±36 +21 0.1792 0.1529 0.1464±0.0004 2.884510-4
14000±280 16493±29 +18 0.2443 0.2153 0.2093±0.0 2.2 43 I 0

3 12000±240 14027±23 +17 0.3277 0.2942 0.2934±0.0006 1.715810-4
4 9820±200 10983+8 +12 0.4329 0.4054 0.4022±0.0006 1.341210-4
5 7040±150 7530±93 +7 0.5829 0.5663 0.5659±0.0007 1.026910-4
6 5600±110 5721±31 +2.1 0.6648 0.6599 0.6530±0.0008 9.138010-
7 4280±80 4298±21 +0.4 0.7418 0.7410 0.7344±0.0007 8.3058 10-5

Table 7 Comparison of calculated and experimental Kff and a. Uranium concentration is 37.50 g/L.
Off=0.00744.

Sphere a, s- K�ff A, s
number Experiment MCNP (C-E)/E, Kaff, T/a ffi K mcnP eff Generation

calculation % experiment calculation time
1 16500±320 21035±68 +27 0.2113 0.1736 0.1666±0.0004 2.267110-4
2 15000±300 17950±117 +20 0.2769 0.2423 0.2346±0.0005 1.745910-4
3 13000±260 15373±27 +18 0.3632 0.3252 0.3259±0.0006 1.3543 104

4 10630±200 11742±8 +10 0.4714 0.4465 0.4431±0.0007 1.061910-4
5 7330±150 7887±40 +7.6 0.6307 0.6132 0.6196±0.0008 8. 0 TO 9- 0T
6 5280±100 5568±28 +5.5 0.7274 0.7165 0.7110±0.0008 7.239510-5
7 3800±70 3876±30 +2.0 0.8052 0.8020 0.7975±0.0007 6. 5 T
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6. Conclusion

The analysis of 21 pulse experiments conducted for
solution systems in the ideal spherical geometry
allows the following conclusions to be made:

1. The considered experiments are characterized as
profoundly sub-critical (Kff values cover the range of
0 12 - 0.80), so they are referred to a scantily explored
area of multiplying systems.

2. The results of practically accurate modeling of
pulse experiments with the MCNP code show that
there are significant and yet inexplicable discrepancies
in the attenuation decrement in the field of small
volumes of spherical assemblies Kff <0.4).

3. Calculation of attenuation decrement and &ff
with the MCNP code is self - consistent because a
satisfactory agreement of calculated K',ff and

K mcnpff values is observed.
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This paper provides the results of criticality analysis of highly enriched uranium fueled,
polyethylene-moderated/reflected thermal spectrum cores prformed at the solid moderated cores of Kyoto
University Critical Assembly. Results of citical experiments with wide variety of neutron spectra as well as
different effective uranium enrichment have been used in the analysis. Criticality analyses have been
performed by MVP code using libraries based on JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3. The C/E values for criticality
(k-effective) have been significantly improved by use of JENDL-3.3. It was observed that the C/E values based
on JENDL-3.3 still show some notable trends such as the C/E values for highly enriched systems are larger than
those for systems with lower effective enrichment, and the C/E values tend to increase with W31U ratio.

KEYWORDS.Kyoto University Critical Assembly, critical experiment, integral
experiment, MVP, ENDL-3.3, CIE

1. Introduction 2. Experimental

Taking into account the recent developments in The Kyoto University Critical Assembly KUCA)
computational methods for criticality predictions, is a multi-core type, thermal spectrum critical
represented by the development of efficient Monte assembly dedicated for the fundamental research and
Carlo codes, it could be stated that the importance of education on reactor physics. KUCA consists of one
the overall perfonriance of the nuclear data is now light-water moderated core and two solid-moderated
essential in reducing the design uncertainties of cores, both loaded with highly enriched uranium fuels;
nuclear facilities. a pulsed neutron generator is also attached and could

The overall performance of the nuclear data be used in combination with a solid-moderated core.
libraries could be best evaluated through analysis f Thanks to the significant flexibility of the cores,
integral experiments. For this purpose, the authors reactor physics experiments on numerous critical and
have utilized the various critical experiments sub-critical configurations have been hitherto
performed at the solid-moderated cores of Kyoto successfully conducted at the KUCA. Especially
University Critical Assembly (KUCA)' 2) for the using the solid-moderated cores, a wide variety of
verification of nuclear data libraries. systematic critical experiments on polyethylene-

This paper describes the results of criticality moderated reflected thermal systems have been
(k-effective) analysis of a series of experiments on performed, so that the series of the experimental
polyethylene-moderated/retlected cores with results could be utilized as a suitable data for the
systematically varied H/U-235 ratio and effective integral evaluation of nuclear data libraries.
enrichment, with special emphasis on the comparison Schematic figure of KUCA solid moderated core is
between C/E results obtained by JENDL-3.3 3) and shown in Fig.l. The main fuel material is
JENDL-3.2. The study is aimed at the verification of 1/16"-thick highly-enriched uranium fuel (U-Al alloy,
nuclear data relevant to criticality predictions of U-235 enriched to 93%; hereafter called as EU plates).
thermal reactor systems based on uranium fuel; Imm-thick natural uranium metal plates (hereafter
especially, the impact of the significant reevaluation of called as NU plates) were also use in combination
U-235 cross sections in JENDL-3.3 on criticality with EU plates to change the effective (or average)
prediction accuracy is the major issue to be evaluated enrichment of the fuel. The EU and NU plates are
in this study. The experimental configurations are combined with polyethylene moderator plates to form
described in Chapter 2 Results and discussions are the unit fuel cell. The total thickness of the
summarized in Chapter 3 Finally, the conclusions polyethylene plates have been varied to change the
drawn from this work are summarized in Chapter 4 H/U-235 ratio and consequently the neutron spectrum

of the core.

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-724-52-2361, Fax. 81-724-51-2603, E-mail: unesaki�kuca.rri.kyoto-u.acjp
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Fig.1 Schematic View of KUCA Solid-Moderated Core

The experimental cores analyzed in this study are JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 was performed based on
categorized into three groups, corresponding to the infinite cell calculations using the PIJ routine of
effective enrichment determined from combination of SRAC code systern,l).
EU and NU material plates included in the unit cell; Criticality of the cores has been analyzed by
4) Effective enrichment = 93% (EU only), (5 eigenvalue calculations using the continuous energy

cores,) Monte Carlo code MVP5) ver.2 beta 616) with 3
4D Effective enrichment--9.6% (one NU plate per million active particles (10000 particlesx3OO batches).

two EU plates), (4 cores), and Nuclear cross section libraries based on JENDL-3.3
0 Effective enrichments (one N plate per and JENDL-3.2 has been used in the calculations.

EU plate), 4 cores). The k-effective differences of the cores obtained by
The average enrichment, core identification name using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 have been also

and HfU-235 values of the cores are listed in Table 1. analyzed using the first-order perturbation option of
CITATION module in SRAC code system.

Table I Average Enrichment, Core ID and H/U-235
of the Critica Configurat ons 3.2 Infinite Cell Calculation Results

Average Core ID H/U-235 Figure 2 shows the difference between k-infinity
Enrichment obtained using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 for the

B l/8"P48EU-EU-EU(3) 34 infinite cells of five cores with 93% enrichment shown
Bl/8"P60EU-EU 3) 52 in Table 1. The use of JENDL-3.3 results to a

93 % B 1/8"P80EU 2) 103 decrease of k-infinity of approximately -0. to
B2/8"P48EU 2) 207 -0.6%Ak/kk', where its magnitude increases with
A3/8"P36EU 3) 316 decreasing HU-235 ratio and consequently with the
I32/8"P36EU-NLJ-EU(5) 97 hardening of the neutron spectrum of the cell.
A2/8"P36EU-NU-EU(3) 97 Complementary cell calculations using U-235 data

9.6% I33/8"P28EU-NLJ-EU(5) 145 from JENDL-3.3 and the other data from JENDL-3.2
133/8"P38EU-NU-EU(5) 148 have been also performed, and it has been confirmed
J33/8"P33EU-NU-NU-EU(5) 138 that this k-infinity decrease is mostly caused by the
B3/8"P33EU-NlJ-EU-N`U(5) 138 change of U-235 cross section in JENDL-3.3.

5.4% I33/8"P33NU-EU-EU-NU(5) 138 Figure 3 shows the difference between cell
l33/8"P33EU-NLJ 3) 277 averaged spectrum of EEEI cell (H/U-235=34; the

unit cell for I3I/8"P48EU-EU-EU(3) core) obtained
using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2.

3. Results and Discussions The cell averaged spectrum is shifted towards
higher energy when JENDL-3.3 is used, which is

3.1 Codes and Cross Section Libraries mainly due to the hardening of U-235 fission spectrum
Comparison of cell parameters obtained by using employed in JENDL-3.3. This difference of cell
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averaged neutron spectrum, together with the U-235 I.OE-01

cross section difference between JENDL-3.3 and .I -j 5.OE-02

JENDL-3.2 as shown in Fig.4, results to difference in .8
cell-averaged U-235 reaction rate as shown in Fig. 5. ; .. O.OE-00

Capture rate increases significantly in the resonance
., q 9 -5.OE-02

range and around .leV, whereas it decreases in the 'P 7 �5
&ilower energy range of thermal range. Fission rate -I.OE-01

exhibits a large decrease at thermal energy range and -1,5E-0

resonance energy range. These changes of the �'.E-03 11-02 I.E-01 1-00 IE-01 LE-02 LE-03 LE-04 IE-05 LE-06 Z-O

reaction rate acts to reduce the reactivity as was Energy W)

shown in Fig.2. Fig.5 U-235 Reaction rate difference of EEEI cell
obtained by using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2

0
-0.1 ----------------------------- 3.3 GE Values of k-effective
-0.2 - - - - - - Figure 6 shows the CIE values of k-effective
-0.3

4'� -0.4 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - obtained by using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 for the
- ------------------- 13 cores listed in Table .
0.5

-0.6 ------------------ It has been well known that the use of JENDL-3.2
-0.7 erestimated k-effective values for uranium-

0 so iOO 150 200 250 300 350 gives ov
WLI-235 fueled thermal systems, mainly due to the U-235

evaluation employed in JENDL-3.2. The results for
Fig.2 Difference between k-infinity of cells with 93% KUCA cores Aso exhibited significant overestimation
enrichment obtained by using JENDL-3.3 and of 0.5 to 14% when JENDL-3.2 was used. This
JENDL-3.2 overestimation has been significantly reduced by the

W4 use of JENDL-3.3, so that the C/E values now lie in
:'003 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the range from 0.998 to 1006. Similar to the infinite
O.OD2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --- - - - cell calculations, complementary NWP calculations
0.001 -------------------------- using U-235 data from JENDL-3.3 and the other data

from JENDL-3.2 have been also performed, and it has0.000 ---
-0.001 ---------------------- been confirmed that these k-effective changes are

-0-002 mostly caused by the change of U-235 evaluation in
I.E�M I.E.02 I.E.01 I.E.00 I E-01 I.E-W I.E-W iE-N I E� I.E� I.E.07 JENDL-3.3.

E-,gy(.V)

Fig.3 Difference of cell averaged neutron spectrum of
EEEI cell (H/U-235=34) obtained usir�g JENDL-3.3 1.028 0E�kL-931/, JENDL,3.2

0 Ek 9.6-/% JENDE,3.2

and JENDL-3.2 A E=IL-5.4% JEND1,3.2
16 E..'kL-93% JENDL,33

- - - - - - - - - - 0 E-kh.-9.6% JENDL,33 - - - - -
1.015 aE-kL-5.4% JENDL,3.3

10.0

8.0 f"ion 1.010 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6.0

2.0 I005 - - - - - - - -

0.0 'AcnC474 ,'VI 4_4 f
-2.0 1.000

---------------
-4.0

4.0 0.995

11-03 I E-02 I.E-M I E-CO 12�1 I.E� I.E-(M I.E�M I.E-M 11-06 I.E-07

E-W (.V) 0 so 100 150 20 250 300 350

WU-235

Fig.4 U-235 Cross Section Difference between
JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 Fig.6 C/E of k-effective obtained by using JENDL-3.3

and JENDL-3.2

From the C/E results of the KUCA cores, it could
be concluded that the use of JENDL-3.3 may serve to
significantly improve the prediction accuracy of
criticality in uranium fueled thermal systems.

However, the C/E values obtained by using
JENDL-3.3, shown in Fig.6, still show some notable
trends as listed below.
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components are relatively very small compared to
• The C/E values for highly enriched systems are fission rate, so that the total reactivity change is

larger than those for systems with lower effective essentially due only to fission component. The
enrichment. This C/E dependency to fuel fission component increases its magnitude with
enrichment was also observed when JENDL-3.2 decreasing H/U-235 ratio. The absorption
was used; the use of JENDL-3.3 slightly reduced component also becomes significant for core with
the C/E dependency to fuel enrichment but is still small HU-235 value.
considered to be significant.

• The C/E values tend to increase with HJ-235

ratio. For example, the C/E difference between 4.OE-03 4

A3/8"P36EU(3) core (H/LJ-235=316) and [3A3JrP36EU(3) (WU=316)
2.OE-03 - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Bl/8"P48EU-EU-EU(3) core (H/U-235=34) is O.OE+00

approximately 06%. Such C/E dependency to 2.OE-03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

H/U-235 ratio (i.e. neutron spectrum) was not S 4.OF-03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

significant for JENDL-3.2. -6.OE.03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.OE-03 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The difference between CE values obtained by C4 -LOE-02 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 is shown in Fig. 7 The -1.2E-02 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

reduction of C/E value is especially significant for -1.4E-02

highly enriched cores containing EU plates only, and
the reduction of C/E values increases with decreasing Components

HIU-235 ratio. Note that this trend is similar to that Fig.8 Breakdown of reactivity difference between
observed in Fig. 2 JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 into contributing

components: Comparison between breakdown results
of I3l/8"P48EU-EU-EU(3) (H/IJ-235=34) and

0.000 A3/8"P36EU(3) (H/TJ-235=316) cores
L,3.3j-[JEND1-3.2j

[JENDL,3.21

-0.005 -- - - - - - - - - - - 4 Conclusion

Criticality analysis of highly enriched uranium
-0.010 fueled, polyethylene-moderated reflected therinal

systems of KUCA have been perforined using the
continuous energy Monte Carlo code MVP and data

-0.015 libraries based on JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 It
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 has been shown that JENDL-3.3 gives smaller

JT-u--23'--------- k-effective compared to JENDL-3.2, and the C/E
Fig.7 Difference between C/E of k-effective values of k-effective are significantly improved by the

obtained by using JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 use of JENDL-3.3. This change in k-effective is

shown to be caused mainly by the change in fission
rate. It could be concluded that the use of

The k-effective differences obtained by using JENDL-3.3 may serve to significantly improve the
JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 have been further prediction accuracy of criticality in uranium fueled
analyzed using the first-order perturbation option of therinal systems.
SRAC-CITATION. In the calculations, cross section However, the C/E values obtained by using
changes due to use of JENDL-3.2 and JENDL-3.3 JENDL-3.3 still show some notable trends as listed in
were treated as perturbation. Two dimensional (R-Z the following;
geometry) diffusion first-order perturbation 0 the C/E values for highly enriched systems are
calculation in 107 energy groups have been performed larger than those for systems with lower effective
to decompose the reactivity difference into enrichment,
contributing components. 4) the C/E values tend to increase with HJ-235

Figure shows the results of prturbation ratio.
calculation for the two cores with enrichment of 93%;
Bl/8"P48EU-EU-EU(3) core having the smallest Acknowledgenients
H/U-235 value of 34 and A3/8"P36EU(3) core having
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Critical Experiments on STACY Homogeneous Core
Containing10% Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solution

Yoshinori MIYOSHI, Toshihiro YAMAMOTO, KotaroTONOIKE, Yuichi YAMANE, Shouichi WATANABE
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki, 319-1195, Japan

In order to investigate criticality properties of low enriched uranyl nitrate solution treated
in the reprocessing facility for WR fuel cycle, systematic and high precision critical
experiments have been performed at the Static Experiment Critical Facility, STACY since
1995. Criticality benchmark data on 10% enriched uranyl nitrate solution for single core
and multiple core systems have been accumulated using cylindrical and slab type core tanks.
This paper overviews mains data and related criticality calculation results using standard
criticality safety calculation code system.

KEYWORDS. STACY, benchmark experiments, low enriched uranyl nitrate solution
single core, interaction core, kinetic parameter, temperature coefficient, reflector effect

are evaluated by solution level method. These data
1. Introduction are used for evaluating the calculation bias of the

neutron multiplication factor. The data can be used
From the view point of promoting the criticality for testing the source convergence problem in the

safety technology, criticality safety data of both Mont Carlo calculations for a weak interaction
single core system and multiple core system configuration.
containing w/o enriched uranyl nitrate solution
have been performed since the first criticality 2. Criticality Benchmarks
achievement of Static Experiment Critical Facility,
STACY in 1995, for validating the Japanese standard The STACY is a solution-type critical facility
code system JACS, which are recommended in the which consists of a core tank containing fuel solution,
Japanese Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook'). a solution transfer system, a fuel storage system, a

For single core system, two cylindrical tanks of fuel treatment system, and a water reflector system.
of 60 cm and 80 cm in diameter, and a slab tank of The ftiel solution is fed from the storage tank to the
28cm in thickness were used. Comparing 'the core tank and its reactivity is controlled with the
calculated effective neutron multiplication factor with solution height without control rods making a simple
the reference multiplication factor evaluated by geometry. The core tank is paced in a water reflector
determining the experimental uncertainty, the pool and basic benchmark cores are constructed with
availability of the criticality safety limit for simple water reflector or without reflector.
form system was verified. The core tank is basically In order to validate the criticality calculation
reflected with light water of sufficient thickness. code system, a basic single system composed of one
The sensitivity analyses of the critical condition on core tank with well known circumstance condition is
the fuel composition wid geometry showed that the constructed at the STACY.
total uncertainty taking account of the accuracy of the Figure I shows a 28 cm thick. slab tank as an
measurement is about 0 I % A k. example of single core system. Data on critical

The characteristics of temperature coefficients solution heights were accumulated with three core
of reactivity and kinetic parameters were also studied tanks changing the uranium concentration of uranyl
in order to establish the calculation methods. nitrate solution from 464 U/L to 187 gU/L. The
Reflector effects of structural material such as 9
concrete, polyethylene and borate concrete, which are acid molarity of fel solution is almost fixed for each
encountered in the reprocessing plant were also core. Critical solution height was measured by
investigated to improve the calculation model in the observing the constant reactor power with

criticality safety design. compensated ionization chambers of operation

For multiple core system composed of two slab channels.
tanks were constructed, and benchmark critical data Figure 2 shows the variations of the critical
were obtained. The fundamental experimental solution height for three core tanks. The accuracy in
parameter is the distance between the two slab tanks measured critical height using a contact type height
of 35 cm in thickness. Uranium concentration was gauge is ± 02 mm.
fixed about 290 gU/L. In order to evaluate the effects of uncertainties

The reactivity effect from one core to another in measured data on neutron multiplication factor kff,
sensitivity analyses were performed with a

Corresponding author, Tel.+81-29-282-6671, Fax. 81-29-282-6798, E-mail:miyoshi�melody.tokaijaeri.gojp
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two-dimensional neutron transport code TWOTRAN dimension and temperature on kff for water reflected
and a 16-group cross section set collapsed from the core. Total uncertainty of neutron multiplication
107-group SRAC public library based on JENDL-3.2. factor due to the experiment uncertainties are
Main parameters are U-235 enrichment, uranium evaluated to be less than 0. 15% A k 2,11).

concentration and acid molarity.
Table I Effects on kff of uncertainties pertaining to
fuel

Parameter Uncertainty A kff (pcm)
800 h 1600 I 280T 600 � _.L80T

Enrichment (wt/) ±0.013 51 -58 46 -55 38 47
Concentration (gUIL) EO.5 1 ±05 1 11.0 65 -96 29 79 31 89
Acid Molarity (mot/L) _+0.02 29 30 25 40 29 32
Density (mg/cm) -iO.04 1.+O.O 51±0.05 1-6 1 9 7 20
Critical Height mtn) ±0.2 2 9 1 9 1 10
Temperature C) ±03 5-7 8 -10 7 - 12
Solution Diameter (mm) 0.3 ± 1.0 - 37 38 -
Solution Thickness (mm) - - +0.5 1 - 46-48
Solution Width nun) - �LO.5 - -11
Side-Wall Thickne s (nun) A. 1 ±0.2 :L 25 -27 -4
Lower-Plate Thickness (mm) _LO 1 _±0.4 I - I

Total 0-111 9117

Figure 3 shows the calculated results of neutron
multiplication factor for three core tanks, when the
experiment value is normalized to the unity. From
this figures, it can be seen that criticality calculation
using MCNP-413 and JENDL-3.2 has a tendency to
overestimate experimental value of neutron
multiplication factor from 04% to 1.1% A k In
addition, as there is a slight tendency that the bias of
the calculation by this system icreases with uranium
concentration in fuel solution, it is necessary to
consider the reason in detail from the experiment and
analysis aspects.

Fig.1 STACY slab tank

1.025 P4B(JENDL3.2)

160 ------- . ............. 1.020 N(ZMCNP413(ENDF/B-VI)
Water reflected M(3)MCNP4B(ENDF/B-V)

0 Unreflected 1.015 MAXENO(ENDF/B-V)
140 R6APOLLO 2-MORETIMEA93)

1.010 ------- ----

120
W 1.005Slab(280T) X

100 1.000

.2 Ave,�g.- 0.995 C) 1.0097:LO.001 2 (Z 1.0007 0 00 2
80 03 1 0060zl, 0 0021 (2f 10063 0,0026

O 0 990 50 .0075 � 0.00 5

60 0.985

464 430 3?2 351 329 311 300
U colic. (gU/L)

40 Cylinder 8
Cylinder 600 )

20 Fig.3 Calculated results of STACY benchmark
100 200 300 400 500 model (water reflected slab core)

LJranium concentration (g/L)

Fig.2 Variation of critical solution heights of single 3. Kinetic parameters

core system Very few measurements of kinetic parameters

The amount of the impurities in fuel solution such as effective delayed neutron fraction ff, and
such as Fe, prompt neutron life time of low-enriched uraniumCr and Ni are so small that their reactivity solutions have been reported in the world. These
effects are negligible. Main parameters of geometry parameters are important for evaluating the transient
are size of te core tank, thickness f side and bottom behavior of a criticality accident. At the STACY, the
plates, and measured critical height. Tables I shows dependence of � ff/1 on the uranium concentration
the effects of uncertainties of fuel condition,
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was measured mainly using a pulsed neutron method first-order temperature coefficients measured at
12). 60-cm and 80-cm dia. core tanks were 3.0 cent C

The measured values of 3 ff/1 for three core and 41 cent / 'C, respectively. The calculated
tanks of 60 cm-dia. cylinder, 80 cm-dia. cylinder coefficients agreed with measurements within 3.
and 28 cm-thick. slab tank are shown in Figure 4.

180

170 600� 280T Slab Core
Cylindrical

160 Core

150

140

130

120 Water Reflected

110 Bare

100

90 T17% 8000 Cylindrical Core (Bare)

80 L-
150 200 250 300 350 400 4 

U Concentration (gU/lit.)

Fig.4 Experimental results of Pft/1 vs.with

changing uranium concentration in the fuel Fig.5 Cylindrical tank of 60cm in diameter for
solution

measuring temperature effect of solution

Using the perturbation calculation capability of
SRAC code system, ff and were calculated by 0
SRAC-CITATION code and JENDL-3.2"). It was 80-cm-dia.
confirmed that calculation system could reproduce -10

the basic tendency of the ratio of �ff I and the -3.0 t /C15 -20
value is slightly depend on the energy structure of U
multi-group neutron cross section in lower energy -30 60- m-dia.
region. '?"

-40 -
-4. 1 /C

4. Temperature Coefficient -50

The temperature coefficient is one of the most -60 e Measurement
0 Calculation

important parameters that affect the transient -70

behavior in a criticality accident. At the STACY,

reactivity effects due to the change in fuel 25 30 35 40

temperature were measured with two cylindrical Temperature C)

cores of 60 cm and 80 cm in diameter containing

10% enriched uranyl nitrate solution. Uranium Fig.6 Calculated and measured reactivity due to

concentrations in these experiments were about 254 temperature change

gU/L and 201 gU/L, respectively. From the change Materia,16)

of the critical solution height with fuel temperature 5. Effect of Structural

up to 40 C, the reactivity effect of temperature was

measured by integrating the differential worth of the Reflector effects of structural materials in a

solution height. Figure shows the cylindrical tank nuclear fuel facility affect the criticality. To enhance

of 60 cm in diameter with insulator. Differential the reliability of criticality analysis method including

reactivity of solution height was measured with a the reflecting materials, the reflector effects of

digital reactivity meter near the critical height. polyethylene and concrete were measured at STACY.

The density change due to the tern erature rise The 60-cm-diameter core tank was surrounded byp 17-11)
was evaluated by a density formula developed by annular geometry reflectors The

Sakurai 14) . The temperature coefficients were 28-cm-thickness slab core tank was sandwiched on

calculated by a discrete ordinates transport code the both sides by slab geometry reflectors 19-20). The

TWODANT and 24-group macroscopic cross critical solution fuel heights were measured with and

sections 15). Figure 6 shows measured and calculated without the reflectors. The reactivity effects of the

reactivity effects due to temperature change. The reflectors were measured by the difference of the
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critical solution heights. The distributions of the
neutron flux and the neutron spectrum index were
measured for the validations of the analysis methods
as well. The measurement results for the
28-cm-thickness slab core tank are shown in Figure
7.

5

4 ................ .................. ........... ............ ..... .. ........ ..-
..-CO-Ticrete

3 ............. . ... ............ .................................... .................

4 PolypthyleneF

... .. ......... /................. ......... ...-2
Fig.8 Multiple unit core composed of two slab

tanks
....... .......... ........... -

ee Measureme
Figure 9 shows the calculated keff for

.................. interaction core without and with structural such as
........ ....... ......... ......... .................

concrete and polyethylene. The isolation effects of
the reactivity contribution from one core to another

r was measured to demonstrate the isolation thickness
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 5 in which the neutron interaction can be considered

Reflector thickness (cm) negligible in array configuration.

Fig.7 Comparison of reactivity effect between 1.050 -
ordinary concrete and polyethylene reflectors for Bare (No Shield) Polyethylene Concrete
slab tank Max L = 145 cm Mu T=60 cm Max T = 60 cm

1.030 ---------------------- ---------
It was found that the reactivity effects saturate
beyond the thicknesses of cm polyethylene and 20 MCNP4C & JEND 32

- Average 1.0047 (1,000,000 history)
cm concrete. The saturated reactivity effect of the L(10 -------- ---------
concrete is 1.8 times as large as that of the
polyethylene. The reactivity effects were calculated Average =0.9825
by SRAC-TWOTRAN and JENDL-3.2. The 0.990
calculation underestimates the saturated reactivity of

the concrete by 02% A k/k and, on the contrary,
overestimates the polyethylene slightly. Relatively 0.970 ---------------------- I ---------
good agreements between the measurements and JACS KENO-1V & ENDF -B/IV)

(30,000 history)
calculations, however, might be observed.
Critical configurations of the 60-cm-thickness 0.950
cylindrical tank and the 28-cm-thickness slab tank 7�["_' r- No Io "'Ot `0- 1000 �co`cr w7) 000, <8 '" 'I `4 'D 0'=>

with the reflectors (polyethylene, concrete, brated Run No.
concrete) were evaluated as the criticality benchmark.
These evaluations are published in the handbook of
the ICSBEP. Fig. 9 Summary of calculated neutron

multiplication factor for critical configuration

6. Interaction Core System of two-slab core in different isolation material

A series of critical experiments on neutron 7. Summary
interaction system composed of 35-cm-thictcness slab

core tanks have been performed since 1999 in order There were few criticality data for the low
to confirm the criticality safety design method for enriched uranyl nitrate solution before STACY
multiple unit system. Figure 8 shows the became in operation with a single core tank. By
experimental core. The neutron interaction effect obtaining the systematic criticality data with well
between two tanks through various isolation materials -known experimental error for a wide range of fuel
such as polyethylene and concrete were also concentration, it became possible to evaluate the bias
accumulated of calculated neutron multiplication factors,
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It should be noted that the observed tendency of 28-cm-thickness slab core," J.Nuci.Sci.Technol.,
overestimate the neutron multiplication factor for low 39[7], 789 2002).
enriched uranyl nitrate solution system using
JENDL-3.2 was resolved by using JENDL 33. 6) S.Watanabe, T.Kikuchi, Y.Miyoshi et al.,
Temperature coefficient in relation to reactivity feed "STACY.28cm-Thick-Slabs of 10% Enriched
back and kinetic parameter used in transient analyses Uranyl Nitrate Solutions, Water- reflected,"
such as effective delayed neutron fraction and prompt International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
neutron life time have been also measured for single Safety Benchmark Experiments

core by changing uranium concentration and reflector LEU-SOL-THERM-0 16 2000)
material. These data will be useful to validate the 7) S.Watanabe, T.Kikuchi, Y.Mlyoshi et al.,
reliability of temperature dependent nuclear data file "STACY-.28-cm-Thick Slabs of 10% Enriched
and the calculation method. Uranyl Nitrate Solutions, Unreflected,"

As for single core of STACY, a systematic International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
Safety Benchmark Experiments

benchmark experiments for heterogeneous core LEU-SOL-THERM-017 2000)
composed of VrR ftiel rod and 6 enriched uranyl 8) Y.Yamane Y.Miyoshi, S.Watanabe et al., "Critical
nitrate solution is under going. The reactivity effect Experiments on 10% Enriched Uranyl Nitrate
of gadolinium as a soluble poison will be testified, Solution using 80-cm Diameter Cylindrical
and the reactivity effect of fission products will be Core," Nucl. Technol., Vol. 141, 221 2003).
measured in order to accumulate the fundamental 9) S.Watanabe, Y.Yarnane, Y.Miyoshi et al.,
data relating the burnup credit introduction. "STACY 80-cm-Diameter Cylindrical Tank of

In addition to the uranium experiments of 10%-Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solutions, water
STACY, it should be remarked that benchmark reflected," International Handbook of Evaluated
experiments with high precision on plutonium nitrate Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments,
solution with high Pu-240 content and mixture of LEU-SOL-THERM 020 2001)
uranium and plutonium nitrate solution with low 10) S.Watanabe, Y.Yamane, Y.Miyoshi et al.,
plutonium enrichment are important for improving "STACY 80-cm-Diameter Cylindrical Tank of
the criticality safety analysis code. In order to 10%-Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solutions,
update the nuclear data file and establish the standard Unreflected," International Handbook of
calculation system of Japan, it will be necessary to Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark
make wide benchmark analyses using the evaluated Experiments, LEU-SOL-THERM 021 200 )
criticality data of STACY 24,25) II) J.B.Briggs, VF.Dean and L.Scott, "Status of the

International Criticality Safety Benchmark
Evaluation Project," Proc. 6th Int. Conf. Nucl.
Criticality Safety, Versailles, France, Sept.
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Examination of the W SiO2, Al and Fe Experiments Mixed with Highly Enriched Uranium on the
Thermal Energy Region

David Loaiza and Rene Sanchez
P.O. Box 1663, MS J562

Los Alamos National Laboratory
Los Alamos, NM 87545

The basic characteristics ofwaste materials such as silicon dioxide, aluminum and ironfueled with highly
enriched uranium and moderated and reflected by polyethylene were investigated The primary intention of
these experiments is to provide supplementary data that can be used to validate and improve criticality
data. The secondary intention of the W experiments is to reduce the HIU ratio and increase the waste
materially ratioftom previously published experiments. These experiments were designed to supply data
for interlaced waste materiallFuellModerator systems on the thermal region. The experiments contained
silicon dioxide (Y02), aluminum (Al) and iron (e) mixed with 93.23% enriched uranium and moderated
and reflected by polyethylene. This analysis systematically examines uncertainties associated with the
critical experiments as they affect the calculated multiplicationjactor. The SiO2-HEU experiment had a
measured kff of 0. 993, the Al-HEU experiment had a measured kff of 0. 990, and the Fe-HEU had a
measured kff of 1. 000. The calculated kff values tend to agree well with the experimental values. The
sensitivity analysis of these critical experiments yielded a total combined uncertainty on the measured keff
of ± 0. 0044for SiO2, of ± 0. 0048for Al and of ± 0. 0046for Fe.

1. INTRODUCTION The experiments performed at LACEF
approximates the aforementioned worst-case

Many theoretical studies have been perforrned to criticality scenario for a long-term geologic
study whether fissile uranium from spent fuel or repository involving high-level waste, primarily
from low-level waste facilities can be spent nuclear fuel. The first series of experiments
concentrated through hydrochemical processes to performed included some of the waste materials
permit nuclear criticality. Long after closure of (SiO2, Al, MgO and Fe). I
geological repositories for fissile material, Uranium (HEU) foils were used to
geological processes may change disposal experimentally approximate the uniformly
geometries and spacing, and water may enter the distributed fissile material and to simulate a
repository. Preliminary study' suggested that homogenous solution system. A hydrogenous
concentrations of special nuclear material in moderating material in the form of polyethylene
geometries that constitute nuclear criticality slabs experimentally approximated the effect of
safety concerns are plausible. Therefore, it was flooding. These experiments were performed to
determined that further analysis was needed to provide validation data which could be of
deten-nine the geological process that might lead interest to those investigating criticality
to potential nuclear criticality. Neutron scenarios for geologic repositories or criticality
moderation and reflection by water was assumed scenarios such as the waste storage tanks in
in the analysis, since water exclusion could not Hanford!
be guaranteed for millions of years. For this to
occur water would be required to enter the The first series of experiments known as xI
repository, gain access to the fissile material, and waste matrix had the following ratios: the first
then dissolve, transport and selectively deposit I XI SiO2 experiment had a HVU ratio of 156 and
the fissile material in a location of significant a Si/U ratio of 2 . The I x I aluminum

2quantity and concentration. Consequently, if by experiment had a H/U ratio of 159 and an AIAJ
some chance this were to occur, criticality could ratio of 60. The I x I iron experiment had a H/U
potentially result. Other variables that were part ratio of 295 and Fe/U ratio of 4.5. One of the
of the analysis included composition of soil concerns from these initial experiments was that
(SiO2), aluminum canisters and iron scraps. the experiments contained high quantities of

polyethylene and not enough waste materials In
response to these concerns a second series of
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experiments were designed with the aim of The Planet Critical assembly consists of a
reducing the HIU ratio and increasing the waste movable platform powered by a hydraulic lift
rnaterial/U ratio. These new experiments known and jack screws. To disassemble the
as the 2x2 matrix (four plates of material to a configuration, the movable platform is dropped
unit) were performed and are described here. to its initial position. There are no control or
Figure I shows a picture of the moderating plates safety rods inside the assembly.
in te IxI experiment and the newly designed
2x2 experiment. These new experiments had the The experiments consisted of placing HEU foils
following ratios: the 2x2 SiO2 experiment had a interspersed with the waste materials (SiO2
H/U ratio of 105 and a Si/U ratio of 42. The 2x2 plates, Al plates or Fe plates) in a short and fat
Al experiment had a IVU ratio of I 10 and an column stack. The uranium foils were moderated
Al/U ratio of 120. The 2x2 iron experiment had a and reflected by polyethylene square plates. A
H/U ratio of 202 and Fe/U ratio of 9.4. Thus the unit consisted of one polyethylene plate with a
H/U ratio was reduced by about 13 and the recess in its top side that contained the four
waste-materiaVU ratio was doubled in these waste material plates being examined and four
experiments compared to the lxI experiments. HEU foils on top of the waste material plates.
Consequently, this paper establishes the quality
of the measurements in the 2x2 experiments by The approach to critical for this type of
analyzing the sensitivity of kff to the reported configuration was in some cases non-
experimental uncertainties. conservative. Thus, special care was taken

during the approach to critical, since the
reactivity worth of each unit was greater than the
previous one. The approach to critical was
performed by, first, hand stacking the units
following the half-way rule and the 4 rules. The
34 critical mass rule states that hand stacking of
multiplying systems shall never exceed 34 of the
extrapolated (or predicted) critical mass. While
the half-way rule states that the size of each step

Figure 1. Moderating Plates for the New shall not exceed one-half the increment to
Experiment (2x2) and Initial Experiment (I x 1). predicted delayed critical. In all the experiments,

the more conservative rule was taken when

The purpose of deriving computer models for a ing an a itiona unit. Once t e and-
these systems is to allow calculations of critical stacking limit was reached, typically 814 units,
parameters to be used as a basis for assessing the operators split the stack. The bottom part of
safety and for setting operating limits. Criticality the stack, which contained approximately half of

the critical mass, was placed on the movable
analysts use neutronic codes such as MCNP, platform of the Planet Critical assembly. The top
KENO and DANTSYS to get information about part of the stack was placed on the top platforrn
whether a given waste mixture in a given shape and typically contained 2 or 3 units. The lower
is subcritical. If it is shown that the material portion of the stack, which contained a Pu-Be
mixture is sufficiently subcritical, then the ratio source, was then raised remotely.
or composition of the materials of interest can be

employed to set operational limits. Therefore, to 111. DESCRIPTION OF MATERIAL AND
demonstrate the safety of waste streams DATA
containing large quantities of waste materials,

experimental results must be compared with The three experiments were fueled with highly
results predicted by the neutronic codes and enriched uranium foils. The nominal dimension
cross section libraries. of the bare HEU foils were 22.86 by 22.86 cm

11. DESCRIPTION OF TBE EXPERIMENT square and 0.00762-cm-thick. These foils were
laminated with plastic to minimize the amount of

The three experiments were performed using the oxidation and airborne contamination. The
Planet Critical assembly at the Los Alamos average mass and density and their standard
Critical Experiments Facility (LACEF). The uncertainties for HEU foils were 68.74 ± 203
Planet Critical assembly is a vertical lift machine. grams and 17.26 ± .51 g/CM3 respectively. The

glass plates used in the SiO2 experiments were
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22.86 by 22.86-cm in width and length wit a The bottom moderating plates that compose the
tolerance of ± 0.0127-cm. The thickness of the bottom stack rest on the movable platforrn of the
glass plates was 0635 ± 0.0245-cm. The Planet Critical assembly. The second set of
average mass and density of these plates were moderating plates that constitute the upper part
736.59 ± 562 grams and 223 ± 002 rn'.The of the stack rest on the on the top platforra of the
total O2 mass in the experiment was 64,979.84 assembly. These plates are larger than the bottom
grams which yielded a Si/TJ ratio of 42. ones, because they hold the entire weight of the

top stack. The dimensions of the top moderating

The aluminum plates had nominal dimensions of plates were 75.184 by 75.184 cm in length and
22.86 by 22.86-cm in width and length with a width with a tolerance of ± 0254 cm. The
tolerance of ± 0.0127-cm. The thickness of the thickness of the second set of moderating plates
Al plates was 0635 ± 0.0245-cm. The average was also 10541 ± 00127 cm.
mass and density of the aluminum plates were
921.34 ± 258 grams and 275 ± .01 g/CM3. The IV METHOD OF ANALYSIS
total amount of Al used in the experiment was
95 680.23 grams which yielded an AVU ratio of The three experiments being described studied
12�. were reported with enough detailed to pen-nit the

development of a very comprehensive model.

The low carbon-steel plates were 45.72 by 45.72- The calculations analyzed in this study were
cm in width and length with a tolerance of ± performed using te MCNP code. MCNP can
0.254-cm. The thickness of these plates was calculate several critical parameters such as the
0.0381 ± 0.00254-cm. The average mass and effective neutron multiplication factor, neutron
density of the Fe plates were 617.16 ± 469 lifetime and generation time, and energy-
grams and 774 ± 006 g/cm 3. The total amount dependent fluxes for complex geometries and
of Fe used in the experiment was 55554.4 grams, material compositions. Of these parameters, kff
which yielded an Fe/U ratio of 9.38. Figure 2 is the most important parameter for assessing
shows a picture of the three materials used for criticality safety. Therefore, the reactivity effect

of the uncertainties can be quantified using an
MCNP model. The goal in the development of
the benchmark model is to simplify the input
deck as much as possible without changing
significantly the calculated kff.

The MCNP analysis was performed by
employing a detailed three-dimensional model
with continuous-energy cross sections from
ENDF/B-VI neutron data. The MCNP
calculations had 6000,000 active histories. A
total of 5,000 histories per generation was used
and 1250 generations of neutrons. The first 0

the waste materials experiments. generations were skipped to obtain a well-
distributed neutron source.

Figure 2 Waste Materials Embedded in the The individual effect of the parameter being
Polyethylene Plates. analyzed on the kff of the system was done by

varying one parameter at a time. First a reference
The moderator and reflector for this experiment k was obtained, kff(r), using the reference values
were constructed from high-density polyethylene. of the experiment. Then a parameter, ri is
The average density of these plates was 0961 perturbed while all other parameters are kept at
g/cm'. Two different sizes of moderating plates their reference value, and a new k is calculated
were used in this experiment. The dimensions for based on the perturbation. The change in k
the bottom moderating and reflector plates were (Akff) is then calculated for ± the standard
66.04 by 66.04 cm in length and width with a uncertainty (S.U.). Thus the change in kff is
tolerance of ± 0254 cm. The thickness of the defined as:
moderating plates was 10541± 00127 cm, and
the thickness of the reflector plate was 254 cm.
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=lkff(r)-kff(r+S.U.)I+lk,,(r-S.U.)-kff(r)lj
Ak-ff k�ff = [Mu y

2 MCV

Where kff(r) is the reference case, kff (r + S.U.) where M,, is the amount of uranium mass in the
is the perturbed case in the positive direction of experiment, K. is the extrapolated critical mass
the standard uncertainty, and kff (r - S.U.) is the from the I/M curve. This relationship is
perturbed case in the negative direction. particularly accurate for systems that have a

multiplication higher than -1 00.'0 The

The combined standard uncertainty, akff, is multiplication for the Silica experiment was 142
defined as the square root of the quadratic sum of and for the Aluminum was 105. Table also
the effects of the individual standard presents worth calculations for the waste
uncertainties on the experimental parameters. As materials. The waste materials were replaced by
stated above each individual change in kff is the void in the calculations to show the importance
effect from the variation of a parameter (i.e., of these materials in the experiment.

mass of fuel, geometric effect or impurity) that is The SiO2, Al and Fe experiments were carefully
equal to the standard uncertainty of that performed and measurements of all significant
parameter. All these individual changes were parameters were recorded. Thus, the uncertainty
taken into account when calculating the total or analyses can be performed on all the components
combined standard uncertainty. Thus, the of the experiment. Te uncertainties affecting
combined standard uncertainty is defined as:9 the experiment have been divided into three

N S.U.2 broad categories. They are: 1) mass measurement,
2 = pi r 0r2 2) fabrication, and 3 material composition. Each[(k' k Mc

eff effy 2 category is considered in turn and then the
Pi combined experimental uncertainty is presented.

Each uncertainty estimate is one standard
Where (k',ff - kff) represents a change in kff deviation.
induced by change in 5pi on parameter pi, S.U.i is
the standard uncertainty of the parameter pi and Table II. Material Data for the Waste Matrix
N is the number of parameters being included on Materials.
the analyses. The parameter aimc is the statistical Material Experimental Calculated Worth
uncertainty on the kff calculated by the Monte k�ff kff Calculations
Carlo code. If this value is sufficiently small, ±0.00034 for Material
then the effect of the amc will be negligible. in $r

SiO2 0.9931 1.00128 -$17
V ANALYSES AND RESULTS Al -0.9904 0.99838 -$10

The above delayed critical state or subcritical 1.0001 0.99903 $4
state of the assembly for the experimental aterial replaced by void in calculation.

configurations were attained by closing the gap V.1 ANALYSIS OF MASS NCERTAINTIES
between upper and lower stack. The SiO2 and Al

experiments were slightly subcritical while the 'Me reactivity effect in the HEU mass was
Fe experiment was supercritical (excess studied by varying the density of the BEU foils.
reactivity of 13 cents). To determine the keff in This variation in the mass was manifested in the
the Fe experiment, several reactor periods were MCNP input file through a change in the atom
measured and converted into reactivity through density of the ftiel while keeping the dimensions
the nhour equation. This reactivity, in turn, was constant. Te uncertainty in the fuel comes from
converted to keff and is presented in Table 11. weighing the fuel. To characterize this
For the SiO2 and Al experiments, the uncertainty, the standard uncertainty of the
experimental multiplication factors are reported average density was varied to represent the mass
as less than 1. The kff in this systems was uncertainty. The effects of uncertainty in the
estimated by the following formula: mass of the waste materials (SiO2, Al and Fe)

were analyzed by varying the density of the
material by la.
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Table 11. Summary of Total Uncertainties.

V.11 ANALYSIS OF FABRICATION
UNCERTAINTY Total Total Total

SiO2 Al Fe
This uncertainty includes tolerances in the Total 0.0044 0.0048 ± 00046
engineering drawings and their effect on the as- Uncertain
built component. The material dimensions were
obtained from the original engineering drawings, VII CONCLUSION
from conversations with the experimenters, and

from bounding assumptions in cases where no The three experiments described were a
data existed. The computations for uncertainty continuation or an extension of previously
in the dimensions were applied by adjusting the published experiments. The goals of these three
material density while keeping the material mass experiments were to increase the waste material
constant. In addition, only one dimension (i.e., x- to uranium ratio and simultaneously decrease the
direction) was varied at a time, and then the hydrogen to uranium ratio. In all cases, the waste
results were combined quadratically (i.e.
4(X2+y2+z2)). material to uranium ratio was doubled. The

hydrogen to uranium ratio was reduced by
decreasing the thickness of the hydrogenous

V.111 ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITION moderating plates. All these experiments were
ANALYSIS performed at the Los Alamos Critical

The uncertain reactivity due to impurities of the Experiments Facility to understand the
materials, the reactivity uncertainty on the room characteristics of materials most likely to be
returns neutrons and the reactivity uncertainty on found during the disposal of spent fuel and low
the structural support material were analyzed level waste materials as well as in the Hanford
under this category. Calculations were also Waste Storage Tanks. These waste materials
performed to evaluate the effect of the impurities could either be present in the repository (SiO2),

or be introduced as part of a high level waste
in the polyethylene plates and laminations, and stream (Al or Fe). The HEU foils experimentally
more importantly, to evaluate the importance of approximate the uniformly distributed fissile
the impurities or alloying elements on the waste material, and the polyethylene plates
materials. experimentally approximate the effect of

VI TOTAL COMBINED UNCERTAINTY interstitial water or flooding. The waste materials
are examined separately in three different

The total or combined experimental uncertainty experimental configurations. The materials
for each of the three experiments is presented in analyzed were SiO2, Al and Fe. Detailed models
Table 11. The total experimental uncertainties were prepared for these experiments in order to
were derived from the individual effects and assess the effect of the known uncertainties in
statistically combining the independent the kff of the system.

uncertainties. Of the uncertainties due to These critical experiments provide data to those
variations in mass in the three experiments, the investigating criticality scenarios for geological
HEU and waste material mass uncertainty are repositories, and they are considered to be
important. In addition, the uncertainty of the acceptable as criticality benchmark experiments.
polyethylene lamination has about the same
magnitude as the uncertainty in the polyethylene IX REFERENCE
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Results and Preliminary Analysis
of Critical Experiments with Interacting Slab Solution Tanks

Victor N. Gurin, Boris G. Ryazanov, Victor 1. Sviridov
Federal State Unitary Enterprise State Scientific Center of the Russian Federation -

Institutefor Physics and Power Engineering named after A.]. Leypunsky,
Bondarenko, sq. 1, 249033, Obninsk, Kaluga region, Russia

The paper presents the main results of several sets of critical experiments with two
interacting similar slab tanks filled with aqueous solution of uranyl nitrate with uranium of
90% enrichment. These experiments were carried out at the RF-GS facility, Obninsk,
Russia. Tanks with the thickness of 15cm, width of 100cm and height of 120cm were used
in these experiments. The experiments were conducted with partitions made of concrete,
brick, polyethylene, cadmium, borated polyethylene. Consideration was given to the
dependence of critical volume in each tank on the distance between the tanks and on the
partition thickness. The tanks were filled with solutions of highly enriched uranium with its
concentrations of 75g/L and 250 g/L. Critical experiments were analysed with the MCNP
4A code based on the Monte-Carlo method and with the ENDF/B-V library.

KEYWORDS. critical erperiments, interacting slab tanks, aqueous solution of ranyl
nitrate, uranium of 90% enrichment, partitions, concrete, brick, polyethylene, cadmium,
boratedpolyethylene, MCNP 4A code

1. Introduction tanks filled with uranyl nitrate with uranium of 93. 1 %
enrichment. The effect of various absorbing and

4)When considering the nuclear criticality safety of reflecting plates was investigated.
systems containing fissile materials, the interaction of In the present work consideration is given to
the elements of which the given system is composed several sets of critical experiments with two
must be taken into account. The problem of interacting in the air similar slab tanks filled with
interaction between elements is encountered very aqueous solution of uranyl nitrate, with uranium of
frequently in the production, storage and 90 eichment. The experiments were conducted in
transportation of fissile materials. It is impossible to 1991-1992 at the R-GS facility in Obninsk, Russia.
find the optimum solution of the problem of The tanks with their thickness of 15cm, width of
economically feasible and safe location of equipment 100cm and height of 120cm were used. Concrete,
and fissile materials at the enterprises of external fuel brick, polyethylene, cadmium, borated polyethylene
cycle without experimental and calculation studies in were used as materials for partitions. The dependence
this field. of the critical volume in each tank on the distance

As far as the authors know, the first critical between the tanks was observed. The solutions with
experiments with interacting slab solution tanks were concentrations of 75 g/L and 250 g/L were used in
carried out in Oak Ridge (USA) in 1957. The slab the experiments. The experiments with partitions
tanks with the uranyl fluoride solution with uranium made of concrete and brick are of a specific interest
of 93,2 enrichment were used in the experiments. since they were evidently conducted for the first time.
The tank bottoms were in the same plane and the The critical experiments were analyzed with the
surfaces of the biggest area were either parallel or MCNP 4A code based on the Monte-Carlo method,
perpendicular to each other. This configuration and the ENDF/B-V library.
allowed the effect of neutron exchange between big
surfaces of tanks with fissile materials on the system 2. Description of the Experiments with Two Slab
criticality to be studied.') In the following Tanks
experiments the effect of hydrogen-containing
material (a layer of Plexiglas) which separated the 2.1 The Assembly of Two Interacting Tanks
tanks with fissile material interacting in the air was The critical assembly was in the form of "a
explored. 2) The experimental results can be also found movable table" for mounting the assembly

3)in work. In the Los Alamos National Laboratory components and control of mechanisms for drawing
(USA) thirty critical experiments were performed with two slab tanks together. The experimental system
the aim to study interaction of two co-axial cylindrical incorporated both immobile and mobile platforms on
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which two solution tanks made of stainless steel were concrete floor being equal to 58 cm. The floor was
mounted parallel to each other. Each tank had the lined with the plates of borated polyethylene with the
shape of a rectangular parallelepiped with the width of thickness of 8cm with the aim to reduce its effect. The
100cm and the height of 120cm. The average distance between the tanks and the partition thickness
thickness of each tank was determined by means of a were controlled in several points. The partition width
preliminary tank calibration along its height by and height was no less than the width and height of
flooding certain water portions of the known volume. the tanks, i.e. direct neutron streaming was ruled out.
Tank 21 on the left (immobile) platform had its All the partitions had the shape of rectangular
thickness of 14.78±0.14 cm, tank 22 on the right parallelepiped.
(mobile) platform had its thickness of 15.40±0.15 cm.
The side wall thickness of the tanks was equal to 03 2.2 Critical System Parameters
cm, the bottom thickness was 06 cm. The tanks were The system went critical as a result of step-by-step
fixed to the platforms in order to avoid their filling the tanks with portions of aqueous solution of
movement and to ensure their strictly vertical position. uranyl nitrate using graduated cylinder. The solution

The system for studying interaction allowed the level was measured with two contact level meters in
distance between the tanks to be changed within the each tank. The error of experimental solution level
range of O�200 cm. The horizontal movement of the determination was equal to ±0.15 cm. The distance
right tank was achieved with a stepwise controlled between the tanks varied from to 90 cm. The
helical motor drive. The platform was moved remotely maximum uncertainly in the distance between two
from the control panel. The tanks were mounted in tanks was 0 I cm. In Table I there are the
such a way that their bottoms were at the same level, measurement results of critical system parameters and
with the distance between the tank bottom and calculated Keff values.

Table C tical pararnete of the system which consists of i eracting slab tanks.

Case Uranium Critical Partition material Critical level of Critical level Kff ± cy,
concentration, distance (thickness, cm) solution in of solution in MCNP

g/L between the tank K2 1 cm tank M22 cm (ENDF/B -V)
tanks,

cm

1 78.7 0 - 20.9 21.1 1.004 ± 0.001

2 78.7 2.5 - 23.8 23.7 1.006 ± 0.001

3 78.7 5.0 - 26.3 26.3 1.003 ± 0.001

4 78.7 7.5 - 28.5 28.5 1.005 ± 0.001

5 78.7 10.0 - 30.5 30.5 1.003 ± 0.001

6 78.7 12.5 - 32.2 32.4 1.002 ± 0.001

7 78.7 17.5 - 35.7 35.8 1.000 0.001

8 78.7 20.0 - 37.3 37.5 1.000 0.001

9 78.7 25.0 - 40.2 40.4 0.998 ± 0.001

10 78.7 30.0 - 43.4 43.4 1.000 0.001

I 78.7 35.0 - 46.2 46.4 0.998 0001

12 78.7 40.0 - 49.2 49.3 0.999 0.001

3 78.7 50.0 - 54.5 54.7 0.998 ± 0.001

14 78.7 75.0 - 67.1 67.3 0.999 0.001

15 80.0 90.0 - 73.6 73.7 1.001 0.001

16 248.1 - - 16.1 16.35 1.00 ± 0.001

17 248.1 2.5 - 17.9 18.1 0.998 ± 0.001

1 8 248.1 7.5 - 20.8 21.0 1.000 0.001

19 248.1 12.5 22.8 22.9 0.996 ± 0.001
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20 248.1 17.5 - 24.5 24.6 1.000 0.001

21 248.1 25.0 - 26.4 26.5 0.996 ± 0.001

22 248.1 35.0 - 28.5 28.7 0.998 0.001

23 248.1 50.0 - 30.4 30.6 0.997 ± 0.001

24 248.1 75.0 - 32.3 32.5 0.997 0.001

25 80.0 8.0 Polyethylene 29.0 29.1

. (8.0)

26 248.1 8.0 Polyethylene 20.2 20.3 0.987 ± 0.001

(8.0)

27 80.0 8.0 Borated 43.6 43.7

Polyethylene

(8.0)

28 248.1 8.0 Borated 26.0 26.1 0.998 0.001

Polyethylene

(8.0)

29 80.0 8.1 Polyethylene lined 44.1 44.3
with cadmium

(8.0+2*0.05)

30 248.1 8.1 Polyethylene lined 26.5 26.7 0.999 0.001
with cadmium

(8.0+2*0.05)

3 74.1 7.0 Brick 7.0) 26.3 26.5

32 74.1 12.5 Brick (I 2.5) 28.7 28.9

33 74.1 18.0 Brick ( 18.0) 30.8 31.1

34 74.1 25.0 Brick 25.0) 32.0 32.2

35 80.0 50.0 Brick (50.0) 33.6 34.2

36 248.1 7.0 Brick 7.0) 18.7 19.0 0.996 ± 0.001

37 248.1 12.5 Brick 12.5) 19.0 20.0 0.991 0.001

38 248.1 18.0 Brick (I 8.0) 20.9 21.1 0.995 ± 0.001

39 248.1 25.0 Bric ( 25.0) 21.6 21.7 0.993 ± 0.001

40 248.1 50.0 Brick (50.0) 22.9 23.1 1.004 ± 0.001

41 74.1 10.0 Concrete (I 0.0) 25.7 25.8

42 80.0 10.0 Concrete 10.0) 25.6 25.7

43 74.1 20.0 Concrete 20.0) 29.3 29.45

44 80.0 20.0 Concrete 20.0) 28.9 29.1

45 74.1 30.0 Concrete 30.0) 32.5 32.7

46 74.1 40.0 39.4 39.6

47 74.1 50.0*) Concrete 30.0) 46.0 46.2

48 74.1 40.0 Concrete 40.0) 33.4 33.7

49 74.1 50.0 Concrete (50.0) 33.4 33.6
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50 248.1 10.0 Concrete 10.0) 18.9 19.0 0.999 0.001

�1 248.1 20.0 Concrete 20.0) 20.5 20.7

52 248.1 20.0 Concrete 20.0) 20.7 20.8 0.999 ± 0.001

53 248.1 30.0 Concrete 30.0) 21.7 21.9 1.007 ± 0.001

54 248.1 40.0 25.0 25.1

55 248.1 40.0*) Concrete 30.92_ 26.8 27.0

the partition is located in the center

2.3 Solution, Tank and Partition Parameters All of the MCNP calculations used the continuous-
The experiments were carried out with the solution energy ENDF/B-V cross sections, employing 1060

of uranyl nitrate.') Uranium, nitric acid concentration, generations of neutrons with 1,000 histories per
solution density and uranium isotopic composition generation. The first 60 generations were excluded
were determined by the solution sampling and its from the statistics for each case, producing 1,000,000
analysis. Solution compositions are shown in Table 2 active histories in each calculation. The MCNP runs
The same table gives the calculated values of H/U are based on 20T. The results of calculations (Kff
moderation parameter (hydrogen-to-uranium nuclear Ia) are summariscd in Table .
concentration ratio).

3.2 Reduction to "Pure" Geometry.
Table 2 Solution characteristics. In order to estimate the effect of various

Uranium Solution HN03 components of the system (concrete walls, structural. . .. . ...... ......... ..... ........................ .... ..
Concentration density Concentration H/U elements, steel platforms and three-layered bottom

... ... ....... ..... ..... ... ... .... ..... .... .... .. 3) ......... .... .... .1 .... ..... ... ...... ........ ... reflector) on the critical level of the solution the
(g /) (g/cm (moles L) appropriate calculation for experiment K2 20 (Table )

78.7±0.40 1.105±0.001 0.05±0.001 323.8 was made. For this experiment, not counting all
I I structural elements of the system, it is necessary to

80.0±0.40 1.106±0.001 0.05±0 '001 L3�185 increase the solution height up to 26.57cm (8 % to

248.1±1.2 1.340±0.001 0.21±0.002: keep the critical condition of the system. The
corresponding reactivity change is equal to 288 %.

Slab tanks were fabricated of steel whose
composition and density are given elsewhere. 5) 4. Conclusion

Measurements were made of partition material The analysis of critical experiments with two
density; that of polyethylene: - 0923 ± .001 g/cm', interacting in the air similar slab tanks filled with
borated polyethylene 3% of boron) - 0936 ± 0.01 aqueous solution of uranyl nitrate with uranium of
g/cm3, cadmium metal - 864 0.11 g/CM3 , building 90% enrichment allows the following conclusions to
red brick - 15± 0.05 g/CM3.6) Concrete blocks were be made:

made of cement, sand, crushed stone and water in I.The experimental results give comparative
proportions typical of construction practice. Water information about interaction through the air and
content in concrete did not exceed 100 L in a cubic various partitions. This information can be directly
meter. Concrete density was 21 ± 0.05 g/CM3 . The used for practical application in those cases when in
element content of materials was not analyzed. practice there is a situation close to the experimental

3. Preliminary Calculation Results conditions;
2.The preliminary analysis of experiments with the

3.1 Modeling. MCNP code was based on actually 100% modeling of
The code MCNP4A with continuous-energy cross geometrical and material conditions of the experiment.

sections was used to model experiment geometry in The discrepancies between calculations and
three dimensions. The experimental assembly was a experiments in Kff are within 0.5%, with several

substantial distance away from the concrete walls of exceptions.
the room. The closest wall to slab-tank is 200 cm 3.It is reasonable to reduce the experimental results
away. The effects of the concrete walls, the assembly to "pure" geometry for them to be further used for the
construction elements, steel platforms, and complex purposes of criticality safety.
bottom reflector (borated polyethylene, stainless steel 4.It is necessary to determine the experiment
list, and concrete floor) were taken into account by technological error.

direct calculations Kff with MCNP for each case.
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Critical Experiments of Basic Heterogeneous Core Composed of LWR Fuel Rod Array
and Low Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solution

S.WATANABE*, T.YAMAMOTO, T.NAKAMURA, H.HIROSE, K.IZAWA, Y.MIYOSHI

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

A series of critical experiments in STACY was performed for the purpose of obtaining the
benchmark data which are concerned to the dissolver of the reprocessing facility for WR spent
fuel.

A basic heterogeneous core was constituted in a cylindrical core tank, by arranging an assem-
bly of wt% enriched U02 fuel rods in the 6 wt% enriched uranyl-nitrate-solution. The fuel rod
had basically the same dimension as that of PWR. The volume ratio of the solution to the pellet in
the unit cell was 70 and the lattice pitch was 21 cm. The uranium concentrations of the
uranyl-nitrate solution was adjusted to 363-51g/L, and the critical solution heights of 41-66cm
were measured for both the unreflected and the water-reflected conditions.

Sensitivity analysis of effective-neutron-multiplication-factors (kff's) for the uncertainty of ex-
periment conditions was performed using SRAC and two-dimensional transport calculation code
T'WODANT. The effect of the measurement erors on kff was evaluated to be about 0.1 %Akff.
The benchmark calculations of kff's were also carried out using Monte Carlo code MCNP4B with
nuclear data library, JENDL-3.2. The eleven critical configurations are judged to be acceptable as
the benchmark data.

KEYWORDS: STACY, Critical Experiment, Heterogeneous Core, Low Enriched, Dissolver,
Uranyl-Nitrate, Unreflected, Water-reflected, MCKP4B, JENDL3.2

1. Introduction ences the safety margin for determining the limiting
value of kff. The uncertainties of the measured values

The critical experiments of basic heterogeneous such as dimensions, compositions etc. were evaluated
STACY core started in 2002 for the purpose of ob- in detail, and the effects of the measurement errors on
taining the benchmark data concerning the dissolver keff were evaluated using SRAC2) and two dimen-
of the reprocessing facility for WR spent fuel.') sional transport calculation code TWODANT.
The core composed of WR-type fuel rod aay and Benchmark calculations of kff's for both detailed-
low-enriched uranyl-nitrate-solution. and benchmark-model were also carried out using

Before the STACY experiments, very few kinds of Monte Carlo code MCNP4B 3) with JENDL-3.2.
critical experiments had been reported for the het-
erogeneous cores in which fuel rod array and fuel 2. Description of Experinwntal Confturation
solution were intermixed simulating the dissolver of
reprocessing facility. One was for the uranium fuel 2.1 Criticality Facility
configuration, and the other was for the FBR fuel. The STACY facility consisted of the core tank
However, it was found that a mismatching of data containing fuel solution or fuel rod array filled by
existed in the former, and the latter was far different fuel solution, a solution transfer system, a fuel treat-
from the reprocessing conditions of the WR spent ment system, and a fuel storage system. The reactiv-
fuel due to the high enrichment of plutonium in the ity was controlled by adjusting the fuel solution level
MOX fuel. So, it was regarded that they were not in the core tank. Initially, a fast-feed pump was used
sufficient for the benchmark data, and it was a subject to feed the fuel solution to just below half of the pre-
to acquire new benchmark experiments. dicted critical height. After that, a slow feed pump

Based on the above background, the heterogene- was used to feed te fuel solution to the near critical
ous STACY core was constituted for the purpose of state. The maximum excess reactivity and the maxi-
clarifying the limiting value of the kff used for the mum reactivity addition rate were adjusted by limit-
criticality safety control of the dissolver. A series of ing the position of the contact-type level gauge and
critical experiments was performed, by changing the feed speed of the slow-feed pump. The level
uranium concentrations parametrically for both unre- gauge consisted of a needle to detect the surface of
flected and water-reflected conditions. solution, an electric motor for changing the vertical

The measurement eor is a factor which influ-

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6742, Fax. 81-29-282-6798, E-mail: watanabe�melody.tokaijaeri.gojp
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Guide Tb of
Ne.to. Source Table I Dimensions of the STACY core (unit: mni)

Base plate Item Value
I 000 Inner diameter 590.1t0.1

(Tank) Inner height 1522.5±0.5
Thickness of side wall 3.2±0.1
Thickness of lower plate 20.1±0.1
Thickness of upper platc 105.1±0.1
Outer diameter 581.0

(Grid plate) Thickness 6.0±0.1
Hole diameter 9.91±0.01

Gas outlet Lattice pitch 21.00±0.01
Reamer - Outer diameter 9.49±0.005

Total length 1495.23±0.1
Stack length 1420.67±0.1

Coretank (UO2 rod Clad thickness 0.57±0.00
Grid plate Length of upper end 14.72to.01

Length oflower end plu 14.75±0.01
Fuel rod

�Piuh 21 mm) Pellet diameter 8.2OtO.OO5

Tie od regions as follows: the assembly of the 221 U02 fuel
rods with square lattice filled by the uranyl-nitrate

[.D. 590 3 solution was arranged in the center of the core tank,
and the uranyl-nitrate-solution region surrounded the

Lower plate assembly. The fuel rod had the same dimension as

ftank that of PWR as shown in Fig. 1. The outer diameter
of the clad made of zircaloy-4 and the diameter of the

Ba uranium dioxide pellet were 095 cm and 082 cm,
Wi respectively. The volume ratio of the solution to the

.2: pellet in the unit cell was7.0 and the lattice pitch was
2.1 cm. The effective diameter of the fuel assembly

Bottom of eflector pool

was 35 cm.

Unit: mm The core tank was supported by four stainless steel
feet, which were fixed on the base plate. Each sup-

1495.23 port was 14 cm-high, and the base plate was 3
1420.67 14.72 cm-thick. The base plate was supported by 16

- cm-high stainless steel beams, which were fixed on

9.49 the bottom of the water-reflector pool tank. The base
plate was a square stainless steel with 100 cm length
at each side. The neutron source guide tube was set

Zi-loy-4 d plug 0.57:1:0.001 /Zilcaby-4 Cladding Spring Zical 4 end plug so that the center was 10 cm below the top surface of
U02 pellet the bottom plate of the tank. The dimensions of the

Fig.1 Shematic of the STACY core tank and fuel rod core tank, grid plate and the fuel rod are summarized
in Table 1. The uncertainties include measurement

position of the needle, and an encoder indicating the error and accuracy of measurement.
vertical position. The accuracy of the level gauge was As is shown in Fig.2, the core tank was set in the
0.2 mm. water-reflector pool tank, which was 202 cm wide,

402 cm long, and 240 cm high. The side walls and
2.2 Core Configuration the bottom plate of the reflector tank was 33 cm

The schematic of the STACY core tank and fuel above the bottom of the reflector tank. The shortest
rod are shown in Fig.l. The core tank was made of distance between the side wall of the core tank and
stainless steel, S.S.304. The basic heterogeneous core the inner surface of the pool tank was 70 cm. The
was constituted in the core tank with 59 cm inner tank was filled with water up to 15 cm above the top
diameter and 0.3 cm tank thickness, by arranging the of the core tank for the water-reflected condition.
assembly of 5 wt% enriched U02 fuel rods in the 6 The arrangement of the neutron detectors is shown
wt% enriched uranyl-nitrate-solution. The assembly in Fig. 2. The positions of the neutron detectors were
was supported with three grid plates held to the variable depending on the experimental requirements.
grid-plate housing, and the housing was fixed to the The figure shows the arrangement for Run No.176 as
inner-side-wall of the core tank. The grid plate was an example. Two 1013-lined proportional counters
made of zircaloy-4. The core consisted of two radial
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Fig.2 Horizontal view of a core tank and detectors in water-reflector pool tank

(ST-A and B) and four gamma-ray compensated 75

ionization chambers (LIN-A, B, LOG-A and B) were 70 ..................... .................... ..............
located around the core tank to measure the neutron -0- Unreflected
flux level for the start-up power range and the opera- E Water reflected ......

tional power range, respectively. Maximum power
.ho 60 ..... .................... .............was limited to 200W. Nine additional xperimental a

neutron detectors were also located around the core C0 55 .... ----- ............. .............tw 3tank: He proportional counters (Ch-1 and 3,
one gamma-ray compensated ionization chamber 50 ............. ..... .........

�Ch-6) used as input to a digital reactivity meter, one .2
.......... ..........He proportional counter (Cb-2), one gamma-ray 45 ...

compensated ionization chamber (Ch-5), one 'He 4 0 ............. I.............. ............. ..............
proportional counter (Ch-7) and one 1013-lined pro-

tw 3portional counter (Ch-4), He proportional 35

counters (Ch-8 and Cb-9). For improving te neutron 0 100 200 300 400

efficiency, the detectors were covered with polyeth- Uranium concentration (g/L)

ylene. Fig.3 Variation of critical solu tion height

Table 2 Critical condition of STACY tion, which consisted of uranyl nitrate O2(NO)31,

free nitric acid (HN03), and water (H20)- Chemical
Run Reflector Condition of fuel solu on at 25 C Solution Critical analyses were carried out about once a week during

Uranium Acid Solution temp. height the series of experiments, and by the interpolation of
No condition Concentration molarity Density (,c) (cm) these analysis data, the uranium concentration, the

(WL) (N) (g/cm3)
368 362.6 0.7 2.49 t.04 1.5605 ±0.0004 24.7 42.55 ee nitric acid concentration, and the solution density
376 284.5 ±0.7 2.52 ±0.02 1.4591 ±0.0007 24.5 44.35 at the time of each experiment were evaluated. The
379 214.2 ±0.6 2.54 ±0.02 1.3678 ±0.0006 24.8 47.43 results of the analysis are shown in Table 2 The tern-

Un-
reflected _154,5t0A 2.61 0.03 1.2901 ±0.0005 24. 1 52.07 perature of the sample was kept at 25 T during the

101.8 0.6 2.54 ±0.03 1.2174 ±0.0007 24.7 57.78 analysis. The uranium concentrations of the
400 51.2 ±0.5 12.53 ±0.03 1.1495 ±0.00071 24.7 66.39 uranyl-nitrate-solution were parametrically adjusted
375 284.3 t.7 2.51 ±0.02 1.4588 ±0.0007 24.5 41.38 to 363-5 lg/L by successive steps. The free nitric acid
380 214.4 0.6 2.54 0.02 13681 ±0.0006 24.6 44.90
- Water- was kept at about 25 mol/L. The solution density
386 154.7 0.4 2.61 0.02 1.2903 0.0005 _24.4 49.84 -1.1495 g/CM3.- reflected was in the range of 15605
398 102,0 ±0.6 2.54 .03 1.2177 ±0.0007 23.6 55.73

401 51.7 ±0.5 2.54 ±0.03 1.1505 0 2.4 Critical Conditions

The eleven critical conditions for both the unre-

2.3 Fuel Material Description flected and the water-reflected conditions are sum-
The enrichments of the fuel pellet and fuel solu- marized in Table 2 The critical solution heights of

tion was were 498-0.01 and 6.02.tO.01 wt%, re- 41-66cm were measured for the uranium concentra-
spectively. tions of 363-51g/L. The variation of critical solu-

Uranyl-nitrate-solution was used as te fuel solu- tion heights with the uranium concentration is shown
in Fig. 3.
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6 60
Run No. 376
U conc. 284.5 W U E 55 .6 ...... ........ .................. ...........

4 Acidity 252 (mol/L)'
5 0 ......... .................. ...... ...........

Temp. 24.5 C
a Unreflected
o Water-reflected2 . ................................. ..... 4 5 .......

C
QL

4 0 ................... ......... --- ----
O ----------------- .....................

> 3 5 ...... ..... .......... ............................

Ix -2 ................. 30 ........ ....... .. ........ ...................ical height:
44.34-4--0.02 cm ...................2 5 ....... ......... .........Diff. Reactivity:-4 .......
47.6-1-0.1 cent/cm .........'o 20 .................. L .... .....

-6 15 ............... ...

".20 44.25 44.30 44.35 44.40 44.45 44.50 40 45 50 55 60 65 70

Solution height (cm) Critical solution height (cm)

Fig.4 Determinations of critical height and Fig.5 Differential reactivity worth vs.
differential reactivity worth (Run376) critical solution height

respectively. And these for the water-reflected condi-
To obtain the critical height, first a critical solution tion were estimated to be 760 cent-cm 2and 11.2 cm,

height was confirmed by observing the steady-state respectively.
neutron flux level. Then the final critical height was
determined by a series of reactivity measurements for 3. Evaluation of Experimental Data
which the fuel solution was repeatedly drained and
fed near the critical state. In the measurements, The effects on kff of uncertainties in measured
subcritical and supercritical conditions were repeated, data were estimated by sensitivity studies. The sen-
not only subcritical conditions. The reactivities were sitivity studies were performed with a
measured, employing a digital reactivity meter. A two-dimensional transport code, TWODANT, and a
digital reactivity meter calculates reactivities by 16-energy-group cross section set collapsed from the
solving the reactor kinetics equation in real time, us- 107-energy-group SRAC public library based on the
ing an analog signal from a neutron detector. Near the evaluated nuclear data library, JENDL-3.2. For the
critical state, reactivity p is linear with solution sensitivity studies, a density formula for
height H, and p is expressed by uranyl-nitrate-solution developed at JAERI was used.

This formula gives the density of
p = dp / A) XH -Hj (1) uranyl-nitrate-solution as a function of uranium con-

centration, free nitric acid concentration, and solution
where, H, is a critical solution height (cm), and temperature. 4) Table 3 summarizes the effects on
dp/dh is a differential reactivity at critical height kfr for typical parameters. Ile sub-total value is
(cent/cm). Figure.4 shows the result for Run No.176 given as the square root of the sum of individual ef-
as an example, and dp/dh and Hc were estimated to fects' squares. The sub-total includes those for other
be 47.6 cent/cm and 44.34 cm, respectively. parameters which are not shown in the table. The

The differential reactivity worth with respect to the sum-total was obtained by the square root of the sum
solution height was estimated from the measurement. of individual sub-totals'squares.
The differential reactivity dp/dh based on the one
group theory is expressed by 3.1 Uncertainties for each item

dpldh = CI(H+A)' (2) As to the fuel solution, the uncertainties of ufa-
2), nium enrichment, uranium concentration, free nitric

where C is a conversion factor (cent-cm X is an acid concentration, and solution density were deter-
extrapolation length (cm) along the vertical direction, mined to be 0.0 M% 0.7 g/L, 004 moVL, and
and H is a solution height (cm). The obtained differ- 30.0007 g/cm , respectively. The effects on kff of un
ential reactivity worth for unreflected and wa- certainties pertaining to the fuel solution were calcu-
tef-reflected conditions are shown in Fig. 5. The lated using these uncertainties as variations, and the
function 2) was fitted to the measured values with results are given in Table 3 The values ae shown at
two parameters, C and X, and their best estimation the minimum and the maximum uranium concentra-
values were obtained. The values for the wa- tions. The main factors to the total uncertainty of kff
ter-reflected core are larger than those of the unre- are found to be the free-nitric acid concentration, the
flected condition. C and for the unfeflected condi- solution density and the uranium enrichment in order,
tion were estimated to be 662 cent-cm 2 and 76 cm,
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Table 3 Summary of effects on k. for materials and geometrical uncertainties (%Akff)

U concentration

Item Parameter Uncertainty Unreflccted Water-reflected

51.2(g/L - 362.6(g/L) 51.7(g/L) - 284.3(g/L)

U-235 enrichment wt%) 0.01 0.006 - - 0.02 -2 - 0.007 - 0.022
U concenration (g/L 0.7 0.020 - 0.005 0.022 - 0.013

Fuel I Acidity (mol/L) 0.04 -0.050 - -0.061- ----,0.050 - -0.056
solution FSolution d s 3 0.0007 0.017 - 0.027 0.016 - 0.022...................... ........... .......................... ................................................ ................................................

Sub total 0.057 0.070 0.057 - 0.065J
U-235 enrichment wt%) 0.01 O.-O-43 0.023 0.043 - 0.025
Pellet diameter (cm) 0.0005 0.049 0.023 0.049 - 0.027

Fuel Clad thickness (cm) 0.001 , ---0.010 -0.016 -0.009 - -0.014
rod Clad outer diameter (cm) 0.0005 -0.006 -0.010 -0.006 - -0.009

Pitch of fuel rod 0.01 -0.018 0.014 -0.015 - 0.016................................... (i�T) ................ .......................... .......................................... ..... .... 6 7 ........... ......................
Sub total 0.068 - 0.041 - 0.043

Tank inner diamc 0.11 0.004 - 0.029 0.002 - 0.015_�
Core Thickness of side 0.03 0.003 - 0.018 -0.003 - -0.020................................... .................. ................................................ ...............................................
tank ub total 0.005 - 0.034 0.003 - 0.025

Fuel tem arature VC ) 1 0.3 -0.002 - -0.008 -0.002 - -0.007
Core Critical oluti n hej,&��JSM) 0.02 0.003 - 0.009 0.003 - 0.009.................. ......... 9........ ................. ............................................... ......... .....................................

Sub total 0.004 - 0.012 0.004 - 0.011
Sum total 0.089 - 0.089 0.089 - 0.083

and their magnitudes increase with the uranium con- ble 3 as sub-totals with respect to the fuel solution,
centration. the fuel rod, the core tank and the core. These effects

As to the fuel rod, uncertainties of uranium en- for unreflected condition are shown in Fig. 6 as an
richment, fuel pellet diameter, outer diameter and 0.100
thickness of the cladding, and lattice pitch of the unit
cell were determined to be 0.01 wt.%, 0.0005 cm,
0.0005 cm, 0.001 cm and 0.01 cm, respectively. The
effects on kff of uncertainties pertaining to the fuel iF
rod are given in Table 3 The main factors to the total
uncertainty of kff were found to be the pellet diame-
ter and the uranium enrichment in order, and their 0.010
magnitudes decrease with the uranium concentration. 0

As to the core tank, te uncertainties of the inner
diameter and side-wall thickness were 0.11 cm and t�
0.03 cm, respectively. The effects on kff of uncertain- -0-Total
ties pertaining to the core tank are given in Table 3 -b- Fuel solution

-C-- Fuel rod
The main factors to the total uncertainty of kff were Core tank
found to be the tank inner diameter and the thickness 0.001 Corp(Critical height, temperature)
of side wall in order, and their magnitudes increase 0 100 200 300 400
with the uranium concentration. Uranium concentration (g/L)

The effects on kff's of uncertainties pertaining to Fig.6 Effects on kff vs. uranium concentration
the fuel temperature and the solution height were for unreflected condition
evaluated as the "core uncertainties". The solution
height was measured with a contact-type level gauge, example. As to the fuel solution, the effect in-
of which the accuracy was 02 mm. The solution creased with the uranium concentration while it de-
temperature was measured with a thermocouple as creased in case of the fuel rod. This tendency can be
core temperature. The temperature change during the related to that the contribution of the fuel rods to
operation was estimated to be within 03 T, includ- neutron multiplication (i.e. fission fraction de-
ing accuracy of the device. The effects on k of un- creased with the uranium concentration, which might
certainties pertaining to the core are given in Tabl 3 resulted in the reduction of the effect on kff .
Both the temperature effect and the solution height As to the core tank with the uranium concentration.
effect increase with uranium concentration. which acts as neutron reflector for unreflected condi-

tion and absorber for water-reflected condition, the

3.2 Total Uncertainties effect increased with the uranium concentration. As
The calculated total effects on kff's of material to the core, the effect also increased with the uranium

and geometrical uncertainties are summarized in Ta- concentration.
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The total effect on kff's shown as the sum-total 1.015
changed up to 0089 %Akff with te uranium con- Standard deviation( u=0.0002

centration for both the unreflected and the wa- -*--Unreflected, Detailed model
-&-Unreflected, Benchmark model

ter-reflected condition. As result, it can be concluded -e-Water-reflected, Detailed model0
that te total effect on kff due to all te experimental -o-Water-reflected, Benchmark model

1.010errors was evaluated to be about 0.1 %Akff.
P

4. Benchmark Calculation 13-P
E
C -

4.1 Benchmark Model 0
1.005

The benchmark model is shown in Fig. 7 The
model consists of the fuel solution, the fuel rods, the
grid plates, the core tank, and the water or air around
the core tank. The structures, the devices around the
core tank own in Figs and 2 and the concrete wall 1.000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
of the room are not included in the benchmark model 0 100 200 300 400

for simplification, while they are considered in the Uranium concentration (g/L)

detailed model. The dimensions of the benchmark Fig.8 Calculated kff's vs. uranium concentra-
model are given in Fig. 7 The critical solution tion

heights for each case are given in Table 3 The model simplification effects are included as

biases in the benchmark model kff's. The kff's for te
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - detailed model, and the benchmark model with wa-

59.65 ter-reflected condition were shown to be in the range

6.971 0f 1004 to 1007. The over-predicted kff values with
48. 0 JENDL-3.2 are mainly attributed to the fission cross

(A i O 0.92 0. 55 235
0,6 77 2. 0 section of U wich is larger than tat of other li-

4. 235
(Ai braries, and the fission spectrum of U which is

39.8 42 07
Grid plate(Zry,t) more softened tan that of other libraries.

As to the benchmark model for unreflected con-
1 0.6 dition, the model simplification effects are within(A i r) Clad out.dia. 152.25 1

0.949 1 0.3 %Akff.
Pellet di..

32t 0 2 Because the chemical analysis of the fuel solution
Clad thickness was carried out at a room temperature 25 'C, it is

0. 057
99.4 necessary to account for the temperature difference

between calculations and experiments. The fuel tem-T peratures and te effects on kff of uncertainties per-
Sol. height taining to the fuel temperature are shown in Tables 2

0.6
.0 and 3 respectively. Based on these results, the tem-

perature effects for each case were estimated by using
0 4 2.01 the temperature difference between the experimental-

Air or Water thickness:
UPP �, at; 15cm, 0thers; 30cm and the adopted-temperature, and the sensitivities for

Unit cm
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - kff by the temperature change. As the result, it was

Fig.7 Benchmarkmodel(elevationview) found that the temperature difference affects kff by
only within 0.03 %Akff.

4.2 Results of Calculation
The effects of model simplifications on kff's were 5. Summary

estimated, since a lot of structures in or around the
core tank were omitted in the benchmark model. The The critical experiments of basic heterogeneous
model simplification effect is defined as the differ- STACY core were carried out for the purpose of ob-
ence of kff's between the benchmark model and te taining the benchmark data concerning the dissolver
detailed model. To estimate the model simplification of the reprocessing facility for WR spent fuel. Te
effect for each core configuration, a detailed model criticality benchmark data with high accuracy were
which includes the structures in or around the core obtained in te cylindrical fuel rods array with
tank were constructed. The calculations of kff's were 2.1-cm square-lattice-pitch core configurations
carried out by MCNP4B with JENDL-3.2 (10 7neu- The sensitivity analysis of kff for the uncertainty
tron histories). The calculated kff's for both the of experiment conditions showed the following re-
benchmark model and the detailed model are shown sults:
in Fig. (1) The sensitivity to kff for ach experiment con-

dition depends on uranium concentration.
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(2) The main factors to the total uncertainty of kff Acknowledgernents
are found to be the free nitric acid concentration,
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Measurement of Subcriticality
by Higher Mode Source Multiplication Method

Tsuyoshi MISAWA" and Hironobu UNESAK11
'Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute, Kumatori-cho, Sennan-gun, Osaka 590-0494, Japan

Neutron source multiplication method (NSMM) is one of the well-known methods for
subcriticality measurement, and the advantage of this method is the simplicity of
measurement using an external neutron source and neutron detectors, moreover, the data
processing is also very easy. To take into account of spatial dependence of neutron flux
distribution in subcritical state, new NSMM with considering higher mode fluxes for
subcriticality measurement is developed, where the neutron flux distribution in subcritical
state is expanded in a series of higher mode fluxes of critical state. To confirm the
applicability of this method, subcriticality measurement experiments were carried out at
Kyoto University Critical Assembly (KUCA). For comparison, subcriticality was also
measured by other methods; the original NSMM and Feymnan-cc method that is one of
neutron noise analysis. From these results, it was found that the results of the present
method including higher mode fluxes showed that the discrepancy between different
detectors became much smaller even in large subcritical state compared with other
experimental methods.

KEYWORDS. Subcriticality Measurement, Source Multiplication Method, Higher Mode
Flux, Space Dependency, Feynman a Method, KUCA

1. Introduction account the spatial dependence of neutron flux
distribution in large subcritical state is to consider

It is one of main issues in nuclear criticality safety higher mode components of neutron flux excited by an
study to measure subcriticality accurately at nuclear external neutron source. Recently, new reactor
fuel facility containing fissile materials. For this analysis code') was developed for calculation of
purpose, many methods have been proposed and higher mode flux accurately in multi-group and higher
studied so far; for example, neutron source mode analysis method was successfully applied to
multiplication method (NSMM)'), pulse neutron estimate the change of flux and reactivity caused by
method with use of an external neutron pulse arbitrary perturbation 4).

generator, neutron noise analysis method such as In the present study, the new NSI�M with
Feymnan a method (variance to mean ratio method)2) considering higher mode flux is presented. It is also
and so on. Among these methods, NSMM is a applied to the subcriticality measurement and the
well-known experimental method in which an external results were compared with other experimental
neutron source and neutron detectors are used. It is methods.
very simple experimental technique and has been
often used in basic reactor experiments. Usually, its 2. Neutron Source Multiplication Method (NSMM)
formulation of data analysis is based on the one point
reactor theory with assumption of a bare In the onimary NSMK it ts assumed did neutron count by
homogeneous core, therefore, for accurate a detector (C), is poportional to external source intensity (S)
subcriticality measurement by this method, it is and efficieric of netsron detector including ction cross

necessary to locate the neutron detectors carefully to section W, which written as follows:

eliminate the effect of higher mode components = ES
excited by an external neutron source, for example, I - kff
the center of core is usually the most appropriate where 
position for this measurement to obtain subcriticality f is multiplication &tor If neutron count Co ismeasured to
accurately. However, when a detector is located at at aready known subcrificality, ao, it is poss le
an arbitrary position of the core, such as in reflector detern-tine unknown value -S through Eq. (1� then other
region, the accuracy of measured result is assured only unknown subcriticality, p, can be obtained using ount C by
in a small subcritical state, approximately less than the detector as follows:

several dollars. One of the techniques to take into

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-724-51-2376, Fax. 81-724-51-2603, E-mail: mL&Okuca.ni.kyoto-u.acjp
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P= 1 (2) co < p,'(-,5 + 5M)O'> = SV,'(x,,) (9)
C

Es reactor Using Eq. 9 and the perturbation theory without any
derivation of above equation Ls based on one-pomt assurription, reactivity 4p that is subenticality can be sictly

theory with taking into account neither neutron detector nor obtained as follows:
neutron source positior4 therefore, it can be applied only to < '(-L3 + 8M)O'>

measurement in small suberitical state where subcritical flux Ap < IPO'MO > (10)
distribution is approximated by flux in critical state. I I

To vercome this difficulty cased by one pnt actor -- (00 (XO) CO
theory, new NSMM with considering higher mode flux was CO (4 ) I
developed. in this new theory, neutron flux dstribution in From the above equation,,.-Ap s related to both source intensity
subcntical state with an external eutron source is expanded and adjoint flux of source position and inversely proportional
by higher mode fluxes to take into account spatial effect to the expansion coefficient of ftindamental mode.
which is briefly explained bellow. Same as the ftindarnental mode, in order to derive

Neutron balance equation of fundamental mode in static coefficients of higher order terrri,, multiplying higher mode
state can be written as the following eigenvalue equation: adjoint flux in both sides of Eq. 7), the following equation can

1 be obtained:
LO= MO,

-011 Ai I C - < (-.5L + iM)O > = Sop,'(x,)
where L is a destruction opeator including absorption and
leakage terins, M is a production operator including fission Here, assuming that changes of both M and L operators are
tenn, is neutron flux, and � Ls eigenvalue of fiindamental uniform in the systern, second term of left hand side of above
mode. When the system becomes submtical bause of equation can be approximated as follows:

change of destruction and Mdtiction operatm in Eq. 3 < ip,'(-i5L + 45M)O > = 5M -5L < opi'Mo > (12)
neutron balance equation wit a adernal neutron source in M
subaitical sate can be written as follows: = AP < vi'mo > = AP C, -

From these results of Eqs. (10) and 12), neutron flux of Eq.
(L+,5LW -(M+SW =Sg(q)), (4) (6) in suberitical state can be written as follows:

where and 45M are change of L and M operators,
respectively, ' is ew neutron flux in subcritical ste, is 5,=iCivi= (p,(Xo S. (13)

0 - VI
source intensity, xO s source posidor4 and x) is the Dirac's -1-Ap
delta finiction.

I-th order of higher ode flux p is defined in the same Therefore, neutron count C at position ofx where a neutron
maimer as Eq. 3) by nutron balance eigenvalue equation for detector with detection efficiency ofe is located can be written
higher mode as follows: as follows:

L�oj M(P. (5) N

.P,(x (14)C=60'= CS.
where A is i-th higher mode eigrnvalue. hen, ' in Eq. 4) I I-Ap

is expanded in a series of higher nxxle fluxes of Eq. (5) as AiVA= the neutron count is easured at an already-known

follows: N subcntical state, and higher mode flux and higher eigenvalues
O = Eci(PI (6) are obtained beforehand through calculations, then ES can be

i=0 determinedbytheaboveEq.(14). Andwhenneutroncount
where N Ls maximum number of expansion modes and c, Ls an Ls masured at otha unknown subcntical state, subcriticality
expansion coefficient Multiplying adjoint flux of 4p is obtained by solving this equation numerically.
fluxbmental mode qj� in both sides of Eq. 4 ad
integrating over whole space and energy, the following 3 Experimental
equation can be obtained.

To confirm the validity of the present new NSMK
< op�'LYC'V > < .5LO > (7) suberiticality experiments were carried out at the A-core of

i=O IV Kyoto University Critical Assembl� KUCA) at Kyoto
'MYC,( "WO > = ip�'(X")

(P" P > <.PO University Research Reactor histituO . The hmmtal core

i=0 configuration in these experiments is shown in Fig. 1, which isUsing the following orthogonality relationship for the higher polyethylene modwW thermal reactor called
mode flux, A3/8'T36EU(3) core with relatively soft neutron spectrum.

'Mr (8)
(p, pj >=,6, j Fuel element is composed of an auminum sheath with highly

Eq. 7) is modified. as follows: enriched wanium-aluminuni aoy plates as fuel and
Polyethylene plates as moderator or reflector Polyethylene
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reflectors are surround the core region and control ods (fiom in 2-energy groups. Note dig 2-energy-group constants of
C1 to S6 rods in Fig. 1) are located adjacent the core. An KUCA-core used in NEUMAC-3 were calculated by
external neutron source in the reflector region is an 252Cf and SRAC95 code system. 3)

four BF3 or 3He neutron dtectors id are denoted as #I to 4 Figure 2 shows calculated eigenvalues of each higher
are set at the reflector region to measure neutron counts in mode of the present core. It is found dig higher mode
suberitical state. Suberiticality of the core was adjusted by eigenvalues decreases with an increase of mode number. For
control rod operation or putting several Li pates, which acted determining -S in Eq. 14), the same procedure as the ordinary
as neutron absorber, inside a fuel elements at tile center of te NSMM was adopw&
core.

Control ds T T T T....... ......

I \F I �F7-

W
T T T T

7� 76W iT iT i T T T7

S5 0.5 ... ....
03

W . . .

2-1 J

2 6 VT1,_ T T -.77.1711
...........

7

0lReflector -#4 50 100 150

Mode Number

Fig 2 Eigenvalues of each higher mode of the present core
Ne ron ource Fuel Elements calculated by NEUMAC-3 code

Fig. Horizontal core configuration of KUCA-core used in
the psent experiments. A square with F denotes a fuel
element and a square without notation indicates a polyethylene 4.3 Feymm-a method
reflector element Feynman-a method that is called ffic variance to mean

ratio method" is one of neutron noise analysis methods to

measure reactor kinetic parameters. Measuring neutron
4 Method of Suberiticality Measurement count rate i a certain time interval t, and calculating the

following Y(O values as a function of t, Y(t) can be witten
In the present experiments in KUCA, subentica* based on one point rek tor theory considering delayed

measurements were carried out by three different experimental neutrons as follows: -at

methods. Y(t = Variance(t) _ 1-y_ I l-e + C1,

4.1 Odinmy NSMM Mean(t) at
One is the well-known oinary NSMM i Ls based where a is a prompt neutron decay constant and C are

one-point reactor theory as Eq. 2 To analysis by this co" values, respectively. The last term of Eq. (I 5), Q is

method, since c in Eq. 2 should be deternrined. beforehand corresponding to the effect of delayed neutrons in first order
through measurement of known suberitical state, results of approximation, a is usu,* written as,

measurement in the smallest subcritical state approximately Aff - P (16)

-0.50/oAk/k) which was attained by insertion of calibrated A
control rods was used for this purpose where Bf is effective delayed neutron fiaction and A Is

neutron generation time. hi subcriticality measurement by

42 Present NSMM with considering higher modes this method, 6f and A should be calculated beforehand.
ThenewNSMMisbasedonEq.(14). Beforeanalysis, Measuring YN values in Eq. (15) as a fnction of t and fitting

higher mode aculations, were carried out to obtain higher the results to Eq. (15), then a is obtained, which is
mode fluxes and eigenvalues of this core. For this purpose, converted to reactivity of the core through Eq. 16).
NEUMAC-3 (Neutron Modal Analysis Code)') was adoptecL In the experiments, whole time series of neutron
NEUMAC-3 code is based on two or three dimensional detection data for each detector and for each
diffision theory in multi energy groups, and has an ability to subcritical state were stored in the data acquisition
calculate higher mode flux and its eigenvalue by the deflation system developed for neutron noise analySiS.7) In the
method ith power iteration or the double R method to present analysis, 6,f and A were calculated for each core
solve operator matrix of diffusion equation directly. by the three dimensional diffusion code installed in SRAC95

In the pesent study, higher mode fluxes and eigenvalues code system.
up to 150-th order were solved in 2diniensional x-y geometry
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5. Results of experiments However, after obtaining higher mode data to the
concerning system, such as a fuel storage tank or an

In the present experiments, different subcritical accelerator driven subcritical reactor, whose
states were adopted whose subcriticality was subcriticality should be monitored, the present NSMM
approximately -0.5 - -8%Ak/k, and each state was can be easily applied to even in different subcritical

identified by Case ID to 4 Results of Case were state.

used for determination of e S values in NSMM as
mentioned in Section 42 and 4.3.

Figure 3 shows the results of obtained subcriticality in Table Results of experiments by ordinary NSMM

Case 4 (the largest subcritical state) by the psent NSMM (%Ak1k)
using etector #1 and 2 when the number of higher order Case ID #1 #2 #3 #4 Average
expansion modes in Eq. 14), N, is changed. It is found that 1 -3.46 -3.55 -3.29 -3.08 -3.35 ±0.18
the obtained subcriticality converges to a certain value with an 2 -4.64 -4.69 -4.18 -3.88 -4.50±0.23
increase of the number of expansion modes. Tis tendency 3 -6.32 -6.27 -5.38 -4.82 -5.70±0.63
of convergence is different for #1 and #2 that are located in 4 -9.01 -8.75 -7.03 -6.11 -7.73 ± 1.20
dillerent positions, however, it is concluded that expansion up
to 150 modes is enough for the present analysis of the new

NSMU Table 2 Results of experiments by the present

NSMM in consideration of higher modes (%Ak/k)
-6 Case ID #1 #2 #3 #4 Average

1 T 1 -3.06 -3.27 -3.49 -3.56 -3.35 ±0.20

..... .... 2 -3.93 -4.20 -4.51 -4.69 -4.33±0.34

3 -5.07 -5.41 -5.93 -6.13 -5.64±0.42
T T, -------7 -1 -1 4 -6.66 -7.14 -7.95 -8.34 -7.52±0.66

-7
r --- ---------------

Table 3 Results of experiments by the Feynman-a4
method (01AkA)

Case ID #1 #2 #3 #4 Ave.
1 -1.76 -1.36 -1.62 -3.74 -2.12±0.95

2 -2.14 -2.77 -2.77±0.32

0 50 100 150 3 -2.71 -5.09 -7.36 -5.05 ± 1.90
Mode Number 4 -5.83 * -5.33 -5.58±0.25

FI& 3 Subcriticality obtained by the present NSMM through unable to fit to the theoretical equation
changing the nurnbff of expansion modes using #1 and #2
neutron detectors (Case ID-4)

Table 3 shows the results of subcriticality
measurement by the Feynnian-amethod. Some of the

The results of experiments are shown in Table results could not be fitted to the theoretical fonnula Eq. (15).
for te ordinary NSMM and Table 2 for the present It is considered that since the intensity of present 212Cf was
NSMM, where the average values and standard small and neutron count rate was low, for example about 100
deviations of 4 detectors are also listed. It is found cps for #4 detector in Case 4, the amount of acquired time
that the average values for each case by two different series data from these detectors was not enough for the present
NSMMs seem to be similar because the subcriticalitY noise analysis. The obtained data is slightly apart from the
in the present experiments was relatively small. results by NSNM which is also related to the insufficient
However, comparing the deviations in the results from amount of acquired data mentioned above.
different detectors, the result by the new NSMM From these results, it is found that subcriticality
shows smaller values especially in larger subcritical measurement by the neutron noise analysis required
states as Case 3 and 4 which means the position fairly large amount of time series data because it
dependency in the results of subcriticality should be detected correlated neutrons caused by the
measurement was much improved by the present fission chain reactions, therefore, it is difficult to
NSMM when subcriticality became large. measure subcriticality when neutron detection

One of the defects in the present NSMM is that efficiency and neutron count rate is small especially in
higher mode calculation should be carried out large subcritical state where amount of correlated
beforehand and it takes much time. In the present neutrons become much smaller. On the other hand,
higher mode calculation up to 150 modes took about since NSMM is to measure neutron flux or neutron
several hours by the latest personal computer. reaction rate including all correlated and uncorrelated
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Source-Driven Noise Analysis Measurements with Neptunium Metal
Reflected by High Enriched Uranium

Timothy E. Valentine* and John K. Mattingly
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 3 783 1, USA

Suberitical noise analysis measurements have been performed with neptunium (23 7NP)

sphere reflected by highly enriched uranium. These measurements were performed at the
Los Alamos Critical Experiment Facility in December 2002 to provide an estimate of the
subcriticality of 237 Np reflected by various amounts of high-enriched uranium. This paper
provides a description of the measurements and presents some preliminary results of the
analysis of the measurements. The measured and calculated spectral ratios differ by 15%
whereas the "interpreted" and calculated ff values differ by approximately 1%.

KEYWORDS. Neptunium, highly enriched uranium, sulocritical noise measurements

1. Introduction 25.4 cm long. The polyethylene detector moderator
blocks were supported on a 1.59-cm thick, 12.7 cm

Subcritical source-driven noise analysis wide, and 15.24-cm long aluminum plate. A 252Cf

measurements') have been performed with a 217 Np source ionization chamber was placed on the radial
sphere reflected with high-enriched uranium to surface of the Np-HEU spherical as shown in Figure .
provide benchmark data for nuclear criticality safety The source ionization chamber was placed at the
applications at the Los Alamos Critical Experiments center of the sphere. The source kept in contact with
Facility in December 2002. The data from these the sphere for all measurements.
measurements can be used to determine the suberitical
neutron multiplication factor for each configuration.
This paper provides a description of the measurements,
a discussion of the results of the measurements, and a
description of the analysis of the measurements.

2. Description and Results of the Measurements

2.1 Description of the Measurements
The 8.30-cm OD, 237Np sphere had a mass 609

kg and was encased in tungsten 0.259 cm thick) and
nickel 0381 cm thick) casings. The 23INP sphere
(98.8 Wt% 27NP) was reflected by high-enriched

uranium (HEU). The HEU consisted of hemispherical
shells of varying thickness. Measurements were

performed with 29.3, 34.3, and 39.8 kg of HEU Fig. The 237Np sphere reflected by HEU.
reflector, respectively, by varying the number of shells

that surround the 237 Np sphere. The Np-HEU spherical An effort was made to center the Np-HEU
assembly was supported on an aluminum stand as spherical assembly between the two detector
shown in Figure 1. moderators. However, the sphere was not exactly

The Np-HEU spherical assembly was placed centered for each measurement because the inner
between two detector arrays that 3were 180' apart. The surface of the aluminum stand did not make contact
detector arrays consisted of two He neutron detectors with the outer surface of the Np-HEU spherical
(4 atmosphere pressure) inside a high density assembly.
polyethylene moderator. The detectors had a 254 cm
OD and a 12.7 cm active length with a shell 2.2 Results of the Measurements
comprised of stainless steel. The detectors were A certain ratio of frequency spectra is commonly
configured such that detectors 2 and 3 were located used to determine the subcritical neutron
opposite detectors 4 and 5. Detectors 3 and 4 were multiplication factor from the measured data. This
located nearer to the 252Cf source. The polyethylene spectral ratio is independent of detection efficiency
moderator was 10.16 cm wide, 12.7 cm thick, and and only depends on the efficiency for detecting the

CorrespondingauthorTel.+1-202-224-7198,Fax.+1-202-228-3398,E-mail:vatentinete�omi.gov
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spontaneous fission in the source ionization chamber. values for detector combinations 2 and 4 and 3 and 
The spectral ratio of interest is defined as should be similar, i.e. R24 and R35 should be similar in

S* (0))SJJ (W) value. As can be seen from the results in Table 
Rjj W) spectral ratio values R24 and R35 are very similar as

SI I 0))Sy (W) expected. The spectral ratio R34 is more affected by
Although the spectral ratio is obtained from the direct neutrons from the 252Cf source than the other

firequency-dependent auto and ross spectra, the speciral atio spectral ratio values whereas the spectral ratio R25 is

is typicaUy constant over te low-fi-equency range. The influenced the least from neutrons directly from the
spectral ratio values are computed from the measured cross 252Cf source.
spectra. The source auto spectrum SI, is simply a measure of
the fission source sength. The detector auto spectra S`2,� S33, 3. Analysis of the Measurements
etc. are a measure of the source-induced and inherent fission
raw of the system and the background rate and are 3.1 Interpretation of the Measurements
proportional to the detector count rate. The source-detector The Monte Carlo code MCNP-DSP') was used to
cross-spectra S12, S3, S14 etc. are a measure of counting events interpret the measurements. The fiequency dependent
in the detectors correlated with fssion events in the source. spectra, the coherence fiInctions, and the spectral ratio are
Consequently, the source-detector cross-spectrum indicates the computed dirvc using MCNP-DSP The Monte Carlo
amount of source-induced fission occurring in the system. The codes are also used to interpret the measurement by
detector cross,-spectra S23, S24, S25, S34, etc. are a measure of the perforating a alculation of the measured quantities and a
events in one detector correlated with events in another separate eigenvalue calculation. For example, a compariso of
detector so their magnitudes indicate the amount of both measured and calculated values of the spectral ratio can be
source-mduced and inherent fission ourring in the system used to obtain the experimental' k,f if the measured ad
anabrzed A detailed description of this spectral ratio calculated values of the spectral atio are in agreement then
can be found in references I and 2 A spectral ratio the bias in the spectral ratio is zro, and the experimenter' 4
can be obtained from each pair of detectors. For these value is equivalent to the calculated value. The bias in the
measurements, six spectral ratio values are obtained. spectral ratio is defined as the difference between measured
Due to the location of the source relative to the and calculated values of the spectral ratio (Rw-Rd where P is
detectors, the spectral ratio values differ from one the measured value ad R, is the calculated value. However, if
detector pair to another. A comparison of the six there is a bias in the calculated spectral ratio, first order
spectral ratio values for each configuration is provided perturbation theory can be used to obtain an expression that
in Table 1. These spectral ratio values are from can be used to determine the experimenter' 4and the bias in
repeated measurements performed for each the kf. Te low-firequency value of the spectral ratio has
configuration. The uncertainty represents the ability to been shown to be linear wh k,1 over a smail range of kf
reconfigure the source and detectors for each values. Given the linear dependence ofthe spectral ratio with a
measurement and is the standard deviation of the small change in kfi the bias in the spectral ratio varies linearly
population of the repeat measurements. as the bias in 4 (k;,,-kd. To determine the `ex� ta!7' 4

value and Its bs, the Monte Carlo models are sghtly
Table Average low-frequency value of the perturbed and new values of the spectral ratio (P.,) and kf (kd

measured spectral ratio values as a function of HEU are obtained. If the linear dependence is valid, then the
reflector mass perturbation calculations can be used to obtain the
HEU R23 R24 R25 Rm Rm R45 "experimental" kf and its bias using the following finear
Mass relationship
(kg) R. -R R -R

0.0705 0.0710 0.0640 0.0821 0.0726 0.0645 , - P C (2)
k. - kc k kcP

39.8 0.0028 0.0028 0.0026 0.0033 0.0029 0.0026 This methodology sply uses a linear interpolation or
0.0963 0.1062 0.0929 0.1202 0.1068 0.0955 extrapolation between the standard and pound values ofthe

spectral ratio and kf to determine the 'experimental' k As
34. 0.0028 0.0036 0.0032 0.0029 previously stated, only small perturbations can be made to

0.1145 0.13% 0.1223 0.1609 0.1395 0.1371
ensure dig the ratio varies linearly with kd, Using this

29.3 0.0033 0.0040 0.0035 0.0047 0.0040 0.0040 relationship, the value of k can be determined along with its
. bias k.-k, Perez et al.4) has derrionstrutmi that the relationship

The spectral ratio values depend linearly on fissile given in Eq 2 is valid using first order perturbations of the
mass. The spectral ratio values for detectors located BOltznlaon transport Operators for kf and the spectral ratio. In
on opposite sides of the Np-HEU spherical assembly this paper, Perez summarizes the elationships derived for f
are less sensitive to the location of the assembly and the spectral ratio in ternis of the transport operator. In this
between the detectors whereas the spectral ratio values regard, it is demonstrated do using first-order pturbation
for detectors that are adjacent would be more sensitive theory id the relationships between the standard alculated
to the location of the assembly. The spectral ratio values of the spectral atio or kf can be related to the perturbed
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values. The results of the erturbation analyses direc yield neutron multiplication factor. The spectral ratio
Eq 2. values obtained by increasing the Np density 2 are

provided in Table 4 The calculated kff value, ,

3.2 Results of MCNP-DSP Calculations for a 2 increase is 088853 ± .00005.
MCNP-DSP calculations were perforined. for all

three experimental configurations using the Table 4 Average low-frequency value of the
ENDF/B-Vl nuclear cross section data. The computed calculated spectral ratio values as a function of HEU
spectral ratio values are provided in Table 2 The reflector mass using ENDF/B-VI cross section data
calculated kff values for each configuration are for a 2% increa e in the Np den iy
provided in Table 3 HEU R23 R,4 � R25 R14 R35 R45

Mass
Table 2 Average low-frequency value of the (kg) (Rd (R.) (R,) (R, (Rd

calculated spectral ratio values as a function of HEU 0.0737 0.0798 0.0717 0.0897 0.0798 0.0741

reflector mass sing ENDF/B-VI cross section data
HEU R23 R24 R25 R34 R35 R45 39.8 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Mass 0.1033 0.1148 0.1007 0.1317 0.1165 0.1045

0.0769 0.0831 0.0737 0.0949 0.0844 0.0771 34.3 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 0 0.0005 0.0003
0.1380 0.1556 0.1350 0.1828 0.1607 0.1386

39.8 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 0.0002 0.0001 0.0000
0.1081 0.1203 0.1044 0.1379 0.1196 0.1055 29.3 0.0003 0.0003 0.0004 0.0005 0.0005 0.0002 j

34.3 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0. 0.0002 0.0002 The "experimental" kff value is determined after
0.1420 0.1610 0.1414 0.1934 0.1646 0.1467 performing all of the previous mentioned

perturbations as the variance weighted kff for each
29.3 0.0003 0.0005 0.0004 0.0003 0.0009 0.0002 perturbation and for the applicable spectral ratio

values (R24, R25, R34, and R35). The variance weighted
Table 3 Calculated kff values as a function of kff values are presented in Table 5. The uncertainty

HEU reflector mass using ENDF/B-VI nuclear cross in kff is the standard deviation of the population of
section data estimates of kff from each perturbation analysis. This

HEU Mass ky uncertainty does not include the uncertainty associated
(kg) with the systematic uncertainties in the composition,
39.8 0.89470±0.00005 densities, and geometry of the Np-HEU assembly.

343 0.85255 ± 0.00005
29.3 0.82062 ± 0.00005 Table "Experimental" kff values as a function

of HEU reflector mass using ENDF/B-VI nuclear

The spectral ratio values for detector pairs located cross section d and all perturbations
on opposite sides of the Np-HEU spherical assembly HEU Mass "Experimental"
are consistent with each other and can be used to (kg) kf
determine the experimental kff value for each HEU 39.8 0.8952±0.0028
reflector mass. The calculated spectral ratio values are 34.3 0.8626±0.0033
approximately 15% higher than the measured spectral 29.3 0.8323 ±0.0032
ratio values for each reflector thickness. The
difference between the measured and calculated The spectral ratio values R23 and R45 are very
spectral ratio values is most likely due to inadequacies sensitive to the orientation of the Np-HEU spherical
in the 237 Np nuclear cross section data. assembly between the two detector arrays. Therefore,

A perturbation analysis was per-formed to these spectral ratio values cannot be used in the
determine the subcritical neutron multiplication factor analysis of the measurements since the exact position
for each configuration. The perturbations included of the Np-HEU spherical assembly between the
increasing and decreasing the 237Np density, detector arrays was not controlled.
increasing and decreasing the HEU density, and
increasing and decreasing both the 237 Np density and 4. Conclusion
the HEU density. These various perturbations were These measurements demonstrate that fairly precise
made to determine the perturbed spectral ratio values, estimates of the subcritical neutron multiplication
Rp, and the perturbed kff values, kp. These factor can be obtained from the source-driven noise
perturbations were then used in the perturbation analysis measurement method using the Monte Carlo
formula to determine the experimental kff value for code MCNP-DSP. These measurements also
the Np-HEU spherical assemblies. demonstrate the high sensitivity of the source-driven

The spectral ratio values R24, R25, R34, and R35 were noise measurements. The calculated spectral ratio
used to determine the "experimental" subcritical values differ from the measurements by approximately
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15%; whereas, the calculated kff values differed fi7om measurements: Steve Clement, Brian Rooney, Bill
the interpreted kff values by only 1%. The results of Johnson, David Loaiza, Bill Meyer, Rene Sanchez,
the measurements also indicate that the nuclear data and Chuck Goulding.
for Np may be uncertain. However, a complete
analysis of the sensitivity of the analysis to the Np References
nuclear data has not been performed. Furthermore, 1) V K- Pard ad J. T Mihalczo, "Reactivity from Power
the measured configurations contain large quantities Spectral Density Measurements with Cafifbmiurn-252,"
of highly enriched uranium that make it difficult to NucZ Sci Eg. 56,213 1975).
ascertain the overall sensitivity of the measurements 2) T. E. Valentine, Review ofSource-Driven
to the Np nuclear data. The results of these Subcritical Noise Analysis Measurements,
preliminary measurements are encouraging and ORNL/TM-288/1999, Oak Ridge National
suggest that additional measurements should be Laboratory, November 1999.
performed with less highly enriched uranium to learn 3) T. E. Valentine, MCNP-DSP Users Manual,"
more about the sensitivity of the analysis of the ORNUIM-13334,OakRidgeNat.LabJanuary 1997.
measurements to the Np nuclear data. 4) R. B. P=4 T. E. Valentine, J. T. Mihalczo, and J. K

MattftWjy"Detem� ofthe Multiplication Factor and
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Exponential Experiments on PWR Spent Fuel Assemblies

Heesung Shin, Seung-Gy Ro, Gil-Soo Kim, Yong-Hwa Hwang, Ho-Dong Kim

Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, PO. Box 105, Yusong, Daejon, 305-600, Korea

An Exponential experiment system which is composed of a neutron detector, a signal

analysis system and a neutron source, Cf-252 has been installed in order to experimentally

determine the neutron effective multiplication factor for PWR spent fuel assembly. The axial

background neutron flux is measured as a preliminary performance test. From the results,

the spacer grid position is determined to be consistent with the design specifications within a

2.3 relative error. The induced fission neutron for four of the assemblies is also measured

by scanning the neutron source, Cf-252 or the neutron detector. The exponential decay

constants have been evaluated by the application of Poisson regression to the net induced

fission neutron counts. It was revealed that the average exponential decay constants for the

C 1 5, J 14, G23 and J44 assemblies were determined to be 0 130 0127, 0125 and 0 12 ,

respectively

KEYWORDS: Exponential Experiment, PWR spent fuel, Neutron source, Neutron

detector, Background neutron flux, Neutron count, Exponential decay constant, Neutron

multiplicationfactor

1. Introduction Research Institute(KAERI). The aim is to validate

criticality calculation code and fally contribute to

It was reported that the reactivity related to the the implementation of the burnup credit. In this paper,

neutron effective multiplication factor is proportional the axial background neutron distribution in the C15,

to the exponential decay constant of the axial neutron J 14 and J44 assemblies are measured and the

flux of a fuel assembly, which is expressed by determination of the exponential decay constants for

1-1/kff=Ky2 where K is a reactivity-buckling the C15, J14, G23 and J44 assemblies are determined

conversion factor which can be determined by a on the basis of the net fission neutron measurement.

diffusion code or a criticality experiment"-4'. The The system components and preliminary

experimentally measured keff was reported to be performance test are explained in Section 2 and the

consistent with the calculated kff using the Monte axial background neutron flux measurement is shown

Carlo method5) by 3 %3). Section 3 The fission neutron measurements and

For the determination of the neutron exponential decay constant determinations are

multiplication factor for the PWR spent ftiel loaded in described in Section 4.

the pool, a exponential experiment system has been

installed in the Post Irradiation Examination 2. Exponential experiment system setup and

Facility(PIEF) pool at Korea Atomic Energy performance test6)
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electrics.

The exponential experiment system consists of A response test of the exponential experiment

Cf-252 neutron source, a neutron detector of the system to the Cf-252, 4x 107 n/s has been carried out.

fission chamber type, electronic equipment and a PC Several peaks appeared in the lower channel from 20

including a spectrum analysis program as shown in to 30. The peeks seem to result from the gamma-ray,

Fig. I'). The neutron detector is extremely small, 6.3 which is similar to the fact reported in a previous

x 25.4 mm and the fission chamber type in which 93 result4). The gamma-ray effects should be removed by

wt% U-235 is coated to the inside of the chamber. setting the cutoff channel in order to correctly count

The detector is inserted in 9.5 stainless steel tube the neutron,

which can be loaded into the control rod guide tube Although the cutoff channel has been setup based

of the PWR spent fuel assembly. The neutron source on the response to a neutron from Cf-252, the test for

is contained in the stainless steel cylinder of 6.8 x the spent fuel assembly shows that there are a lot of

10 mm in size. The activity and intensity are about 10 noises which seem to be gamma-rays emitted from

mCi and 4 x 107 n/s, respectively. The neutron source the spent fuel. The noise appears near channel 130

is inserted in a 9.2 x. 50 nun capsule and welded. when the neutron counts at 63 cm from the bottom

The capsule is connected to a 6 x 10 m stainless end of the fuel for the J14 assembly are measured. In

steel bar which can be loaded into the control rod the case of the C15 assembly the noise appears near

guide tube of the spent fuel assembly located in the the channel 190. For discrimination of all the noises

PIEF storage pool ten meters deep. occurring, the minimum cutoff channel of the MCA

has been chosen as 200.

The stability of the measurement system has been

PreAMP examined. When the neutron counts measured for the

C15 assembly at different dates are compared with

each other, the measured data has been confirmed to
Assembly
Container be within a 2y uncertainty except for the bottom and

top area of the assembly. Actually the axial neutron
Detector Hmdl

distribution measurement with Cf-252 neutron source
Cf-252 iend

is performed in the center area of the assembly.
PC (GENIE2000)

PWR Spent
Fuel As

3. Measurement of axial background neutron flux

L distribution

Fig. I Exponential experiment system.

The background neutron flux in the axial

The neutron detecting signal transmits to the direction was measured for 3 minutes and at - 0

MCA via a pre-amplifier and a main-amplifier and cm intervals. Design specifications and burnup

the neutron counts are analyzed in the PC with a histories of the C15, J14 and G23 assemblies of Kori

counting analysis software. Although the MCA Unit I and the J44 assembly of Kori Unit 2 which

cannot measure the neutron spectrum, it is useful to were used in this measurement are listed in Table .

discriminate the noises due to the gamma-ray or The plateau neutron counts per 3 minutes for the
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C15, J14 and J44 assemblies appear to be about 1900, to be consistent with the design specifications with a

3800 and 3200, respectively as shown in Fig. 2 The maximum 23 relative eror.

counts seem to be dependent on the burnup and

cooling time. The counts decrease when the neutron 4. Measurement of exponential decay constant

detector get closer to the point of the spacer grid

because the neutron is shielded by the spacer grid. 4.1. Net fission neutron measurement

The neutron count at the point of spacer grid appears When the neutron source was loaded to a control

to be much less than the count of the fuel center area rod guide tube of the C15, J14 and J44 assemblies.

by about 30 the axial neutron distributions were measured. The

detector was scanned in the axial direction from the
Table I Specifications and declared burnup for the

PWR spent ftiel assemblies position of the neutron source by 3 or cm intervals

ssernbi where the neutron source was located at 180 cm from
C15 J14 G23 J44 the bottom end of the assemblies. Alternatively the

Item
Fuel type ]4x]4 14x]4 14x]4 16x16 detector was fixed at 180 cm from the bottom end of

Initial Enrich- 3.199 3.197 3.103 3.486 the assemblies and the neutron source was scanned in
inenq

DischargeDate]982.4.1�1989.1.201986.10.24 1992.5.29
Active fuel - the axial direction from the detector location by the
length(nun) 3658 3658 3658 3658 same intervals.

Control rod
guide tube 12.8/13.7 12.8/13.7 12.8/13.7 105/11.96 The fission neutron counts were measured for

(ID/01))(nun)
Bumup 31.87 37.00 35.50 34.90 four measured positions in the C15, J14, G23 and J44

Wd/tU) assemblies. As part of them, the J14 and J44 results

60 00 have been presented in Fig. 3 and 4 respectively. The
C15 assembly

5500 
-.- JI4 assembly slopes of the axial neutron flux appear not to be
-.- Cs-137 in CIS asstmbly(relative counts)
--v--Cs-137 in J14 assembly relative ounts)

45 0 -
E exactly linear at the semi-log paper, which seems to

4 0

3500 - be due to the short measuring time partly.
30 00 

25 00 

20 00 
100

1 5 0 -

z 10po 

500 or S.urc

0 No. 4 0. 5 N
r-4

-5 0 0 50 1 Go I 200 250 300 350 400

D ista n ce fro rn the B otto rn E n d of A Ss m b ly [ c m

0

D1.14bull.. by h r. utro

Fig. 2 Comparison of axial background neutron flux --a-- Dslactor sea. .11,
0 - DS BG
z S.ur.. erm .th fod D.t.d., (SS)in C15 and J14 with Cs-137 gamma scanning SS-BG

result.

-10 6 I'D A io 40 50

Distance from the Peak PoInt cm

The neutron counts for the C15 and J14

assemblies from Kori Unit I are compared with the Fig. 3 Measurement of net neutron counts for J14

Cs-137 gamma scanning results in Fig. 2 Several assembly

dips in the neutron flux distributions in Fig.2 indicate

the space grip positions. On the basis of this The net neutrons resulted from the external

measurement, the spacer grid position is determined neutron source, which are used for the determination
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of the exponential decay constants, are obtained by solutions satisfying the two equations below:

the subtraction of the background neutron counts, aInL- - E �i - ,6. "O'." = (3)

from the measured neutron counts. The exponential 101flo i�l

decay constants at the measured points have been aln L n
- E(Y, -e,6 +6LX, 0 (4)

evaluated by the application of the Poisson regression a)61 i=1

to te net neutron count. When the iteratively re-weighted least squared

method is applied to eq(3) and 4 bo and bi
100 MLE of 18, and 8, respectively can be found.

J -ii-ID.1-to,
The Wald's approximated 1000 Ct)70

V
10

confidence interval for coefficient is

U
Dithb.ft. by h.-t ... t.. 8G)
D.00-- MU, ft..d S.- (DS) b -Z se(bj 8 b + Z, /2 se(bj) (5)

/2
z --V-- S�-.-O.Ithft�d DW.W(SS)

A� where se(bj) is j-th diagonal element of
130 140 1 0 160 170 180 190 200 210

Distance from the Bottorn oAssembly cm I '41 ... I and
FVI; X

xi ... X�

Fig. 4 Measurement of net neutron counts for J44 diag� bo+4x, in above equation.
assembly.

4.2. Poisson regression method 4.3. Determination of exponential decay constant

The exponential decay constants have been
Net neutron count y detected at an arbitrary

distance from the bottom of the assembly is known to determined on the basis of the Poisson regression

follow the Poisson probability density function, using the Statistical Analysis System (SAS).
72Through , test which is one of the fitting

f(yjYe_'1Aj"�1yj! with the expectation value., diagnosis in the Poisson regression, it was

E(Yd -Ai and the variance, Var(Yd ,. The regression confirmed that the fitting results were good for

model inflecting the relation between the response most of the cases. That is, the values of X2 appear

variable y and independent variable xi is a to be lower than the criteria of X'.

follows: The exponential decay constants for four

E(y,)= A, = efl.+Ax, measured positions in the C15, J14, G23 and J44

From the independence assumption, the log assemblies, respectively are determined and

likelihood of Y1 I Y21 ... I Y, is presented with 95 confidence limits determined by

using eq. 5) in Table 2.
Aiyi

InL In e As shown in Table 2 for most of the cases, the

Yi! (2) measured exponential decay constants for each

n assembly are relatively consistent with each other
E I- e &+Ax, + Yj 68 + A xi) -In yj
H But the confidence interval wch ranges from a

The LE(maximum likelihood estimator) values of lower iit to an upper limit are unexpectedly much

regression coefficients 6,, and 61 are the large unexpectedly. Considering the confidence limit
depends on the random error and measuring time, if
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the detection time is increased in future experiments, were determined using the confirmed exponential

the confidence interval will be much decreased. On experiment system. But it's necessary for further

the basis of the data presented in Table 2 the average studies to improve the measuring method in order to

exponential decay constants for the C15, J14, G23 decrease the 95 confidence interval and determine

and J44 assemblies were determined to be 0 130, the buckling-reactivity conversion factor for PWR

0.127, 0125 and 0121, respectively. The neutron spent fuel assemblies.

effective multiplication factor can be determined by

the substitution of those values to y of the equation of Acknowledgement

I-Ikff=Ky2 when K the buckling reactivity

conversion factor is given. This study has been performed under the Nuclear

R&D Program by Ministry of Science and

Table 2 Exponential decay constant and its 95 Technology(MOST).
confidence limit for four assemblies

Assembly Detector Exponential 95 Confidence
ID position decay limit References

constant (y) Lower Upper 1) T. Suzaki, Y. Komuro, H. Tsuruta, and 
E05 0.1350 0,1100 0.1620

EIO 0.1350 0,1110 0.1620 Kobayashi, "Application of exponential
C15 -

0.1200 0.0960 0.1480 experiment to high subcriticality determination,"

0.1310 0.1080 0.1560 Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc. 35 280-281(1980).

E05 0.1320 0,1110 0.1540 2) T. Suzaki, "Subcriticality determination of

J14 - EIO 0.1190 0.0990 0.1400 1 low-enriched U02 lattices in water by exponential

J05 0.1230 0.1030 0.1440 experiment," J. Nucl. Sci. Technol. 82),

J10 0.1250 0.1050 0.1470 1067-1077(1991).

- 12 0.1250 0.1080 0.1430 3) K. Sakurai, T. Arakawa, T. Suzaki, and Y. Naito,

G23 E05 0.1250 0.1070 0.1450 "Examination of applicability of exponential
J10 0.1280 0.1060 0.1520

L03 0.1290 0.1090 0.1510 experiment method to complex array cores,"

F06 0.1190 0.1010 0.1380 Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute Rept.

FlI 0.1200 0.1010 0.1400 JAERI-Research 95-082(1995).

J44 K06 0.1220 0.1040 0.1410 4) T. Suzaki et al., "Exponential experiments of

KII 0.1230 0.1060 0.1400 PAIR spent fuel assemblies for acquiring

subcriticality benchmarks usable in burnup credit

5. Conclusions evaluations," 5th Int. Conf on Nuclear Criticality

Safety, Vol. , pp. I B. I I - I B. 8, 17-21 Sept. 1995,

An exponential experiment system setup and Albuquerque, New Mexico. U.S.A.

performance test has been carried out for several 5) Briesmeister, J. F.,MCNP-4B Monte Carlo

P)WR spent fuel assemblies. Through the background N-Particle Transport Code System, CCC-200

neutron flux measurements of C15, J 14 and J44, the (1993).

exponential experiment system was confirmed to be 6) H. Shin et al., "Analysis of Nuclear Parameters of

successfully setup. And the exponential decay PWR Spent Fuel for Exponential Experiment,"

constants for the C15, J14, G23 and J44 assemblies Proc. of KNS Spring Meeting, Jeju, Korea
(2001).
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Subuiticafity Memurements in PWR Spent Fuel Pit

FUTAMATA 4 y.TSUZUKI 1, yyT.NATSUME'*, T.IDA', H.D01', H.OKAMOTO', H 'AT,0 6 andAA0'
'MiMkishiHeavyInduytries, LYD., Wadasaki-cho 1-1-1, Hwgo-ki4 Hwgo-ken, 652-8585, Japan

2 NUClear DeVelopment CorponVWM 622_12, FUnaISh&awIa' TokaMW Iban* 319-1111, Japan
3The Japan Atomic Power Company Kanda-Mitoshir-o-cho 1-1, Chiyoda-kK Tokyo-to, 101-0053, Japan

yhe Hokkaido EjWric power (�70.' Inc., hdori-Higashi Income, Chuo-ku SWoro-shi Hokkai-do, 060-8677 Japan
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'Viikoku Electric Power Co., Inc. 25, Mwunouchi, Takamam 76M573, Japan

7 K)WhU Ejectjc Power C'O., Inc., 1_82,2_Chonw, Waiana�ri, Chuo-Au Fukwka, 810-8720, Japan

This paper describes subcriticality measurements carried out in an actua PWR Spent Fuel Pit (SFP).
The purposes of measurements are to confirm the applicability of exponential method in an actual SFP
with highly sub-critical conditions, and to compare the alculated results with the measurement values in
such deep subcritical condition.

AU the measurements for three types of geometry have been successfiilly done and we conclude that
exponential method could be applied for deep subcritical measurement in an actual SFP with boron
containe sainless steal (B-SUS) racks ad highly concentrated soluble boron conditions.

Also, the measured geometries have been aalyzed using the Mitsubishi cote design code
PHOENIX-PMDRA, ad confirmed the calculated sulicriticality was i a good agreernent with the
meastuement. However, we need fird sdies for how to umt the higher harmonic mode in order to
predict deep subcriticality more accurately.

KEYWORDS SU&70W/ny measurernen4 eWonmad vpmmen4 PHOENLIC-PMORA, PW%

*MtftdPft

1. Introduction in Fig.4 have been prepared. These were located far fiom other
Typical Spent Fuel Pit (SFP) in PWR consist ofmore than spent fuel assemblies in order to solate the gamma and

several hundred fuel assembly storage racks made by stainless neutron effect from oer fuel assemblies. The fbel assemblies
steel or by boron containe sainless steel, winch is fled with used for the arrangements are 17xl7 Mr firsh Rel with
highly oncentra!W borated water. Due to the large eutrori Uwt%ennched.UO�.
absorption, the mberiticality in SFP is very deep, and it is well The sUbcriticality of these configurations is about 06 as
known that subonticality measurement in such a condition is eigenvalue.
very ifficult. Moreover, the space where a detector can be
installed is restricted within mnow limits in SFP and there is 2.2 Measurement method
few experience of suberiticality measurements under these We applied exponential method) for the measurements by
circumstances. the following reason;

This paper describes subcriticality measurements carried (1) The exponential method was most promising, sulting
out in an actual SFP. Details of the measurements as well as from past comparison among exponential method, pulsed
the rults are presented. Also measured geometries ave source rnuffK4 noise nxdW and neutron uiltiplication
been analyzed using the Mtsubishi core design code method').

PHOENDC-p4MRA') and the conqmmn between the (2) Noise rnethod was dfficult to apply for a very deep
calculation and measurements are shown in the later section. subcriticality condition because expecW count rates

2. Description of the suberificality measurements were too small. Also, nutron ultiplication mhods
2.1 Oudine of the measurements receded a critical point as refermor.

The nm%==ts were aed out in the SFp at (1) A pulse neutron source was difficult to bng into plants

TSURUGA unit 2 from March 28 to Apri 2 2001. The by the reason of licensing procedure.
SFP consists of more thari 15 hundreds storage racks made of

B-SUS (.0w/6) and srrounded boric water (over 2500ppm). concept of exponential meffiod. is shown in fig. 
For the measurements, three configuration patterns shown

Tel. 81-78-672-2599, Fax. 81-78-672-3479, E-mail: toshihiro,_natsume�n".co-jp
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Measured count rates were fitted by the formula We adopted n-Littra jght Tnsirrission ype W ation

C(Z = Co exP(-7 Z) and the exponential spatial decay Monitor for neuron) mainly and we used '13 lined
proportional counter for backup.

constant was determined.

The spatial decay constant has the relation 2.3.1 n-Littra detector
p = -K(12 + B '2) with reaCfiVty p. So, we could Littra is a Light Tmnsmission Type Radiation Monitor and

there are two types, one for gamma detection and the other is
convert to the eective neutron multiplication factor Keff for neutron detection. Measurement principle using fight

or p as the measured subcriticality. Keff search by the transmission is shown in Fig.2. Neutrons are detected by the

eigenvalue aation and 7 search alculation could reaction 6i(n, a) arid scintillation reaction between alpha my

provide the buckling coefficient of reactivity K andZnS(Ag). Generated450nmhghtisconvertedto520nm
fight by fluorescent photo fiber. The fight signal is transmitted
to poolside by transmission fiber and then converted to electric

Decrease slowly as keff is getting signalArith photomultiplier.
close to 1.0 A feature of n-Littra is small and light weigh� and easy

manufacturing of the shape of detection part. High voltage is
not needed in water because of absence ofpreamphfier.

DecreEtse rapidly as subcnticahty Neutron-induced pulses can be separated from gamma-
becomes deeper induced pulses by the deference of mm tme of pulses shown

in Fig.3.

Scitillater Fluoresomt photo
fiber

output
520hrm

4 M
Fl

Core
Clad

Neutron source position neutron

mg.1 'Me concept of exponential method Fig.2 Measurementprincipleofn-Littra

(1) measure counts during moving detector in
axial direction

(2) fit them to te form: C(z)=Co EXP(-y z)
(3) convert from r to the reactivity by the

equation:p=-K -?+B4
(4) buckling coefficient K is derived from

separate calculation. And Biis geometry
buckling

23 Detector for suberiticality measurement
Two types of detector, ii-Littre and 1013 lined proportional Raise time(ch)

counter were used for the neutron measurement The n-Littra
detector used here is about l5cm long, Two types of t lined Fig.3 Separablility of neutron-induced pulses and gamma-
proportional counter, long (about 30cm) and short (about 5cm) induced pulses ncase of n-Littra
were adopted to check position sensitivity and separability of

neutron-induced pulses and gamma-induced puses. 2.3.2 10131inedproportionalcoutiter
Fission chamber sem to be suitable for the neutron '013 lined proportional counter has rlatively good ati-

measurement under the high gamma ray background. gamma pefformance and has better neutron sensitivity thm
However, we did not adopt fission chamber because it had n-Littra. However, since the effective part of this counter is
high concentration uranium and the licensing procedure for very long for high sensitivity, we also used a short length
fission chamber was of very complexity. counter in order to confirm the validity of axial neutron flux
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distribution measurement body were measured by the detectors sanning in the axial
direction. The measurement procedure is shown in the Fig.5.

2.4 Neutron source If we wanted to measure acurate subcrificality a dtector
PWR secondary source (SS) S-Be for reactor sortup was should be placed far enough from neutron source. However, in

used as a neutron source. The features of SS were as follows; this measurement, long dstance between nutron source and
(1) SS had about 2 ?in axial length and had an axial neutron detector made the measuremerit very difficulL Accordingly,

source dstribution. Calculation result of axia nutron we chose the geometry A and as the ease that the detecW
source distribution is shown in Table 1. was next to the neutron source, and we chose the geometry C

(2) Sb-Be is a high energy gamma (1.69MeV) source. as the case that it was silar to the geometry but the
(3) Generated neutron energy is low (about 26keV), so the detector was second rack from the neutron source.

neutrori detection efficiency is low.
(4) SS is riot a point source. However, we confirmed that 2.6 Prerikion

the availability of SS as the neutrori source of exponential Before the measurcmen� we performed prediction
experiment. calculation in order to confirm the measurement possibility.

Assuming the detector scaniiing in the rack next t the neutron
so= or the secon rck from neutron source, we calculated
an axial neutron flux distribution in the rack

The detector winch as the lowest neutron sensitivity Ls

n-Littra whose sensitivity is 0.5(cps/hv) Auming iat we

Table Calculation sult ofneutron source srength of SS get 1000counts corresponding to 3 as statistical en-or) for
the longest measurement 1000sec, we confirmed from the

(Coolin z = is 30 days) prediction calculation that we can keep 20cm fitting -area under
AxialpositionofSS' Neutron source strength the condition ofminimurn flux 2(nv) to keep count rate cps).

(crn) perunitvolume
(n/�/sec)

214-224 7.09E+6 3. Measurement result
202-214 7.03E+6 The measured results of neutron count rate are shown in

190-202 6.97E+6 Fig.6 7 and 8. -y values derived from Fig.6 to Fig.8 are

178-190 6.92E+6 shown in Table 2.
166-178 6.88E+6 We can see that we had measurt)d good data for all case

geometry A, and C. We kept the enough fitting range n
154-166 6.84E+6 order to determine value. The deference was man between
142-154 6.80E+6 deferent detector types, so we confinned the applicability of
130-142 6.77E+6 n-Littra to the atual plant circumstances.
118-130 6.75E+6 Nevertheless, in geometry C, the measured line was curved
104-118 6.73E+6 and the value depended upon he fitting raw. The reason
92-104 6.72E+6 seemed that the case of geometry C is affected by the spatial
80-92 6.72E+6 higher harmonic mode because the dstanc btween dtector

arid the neutron source is large conTared to geometry A and
68-80 6.70E+6 B.5)

56-68 6.66E+6

44-56 6.54E+6

32-44 628E+6

20-32 5.76E+6

8-20 4.74E+6

0-8 3.35E+6 12.0
CL

10.0 bng B10
SS lengdi=224cm

8.0

0 6.0
2.5 Geometry , 4.0

Three types of geometry with ftiel assembly aangement E

which had one, eight and nine feed fel assemblies Is 2.0

luvresentatively W been measured wh the exponential " 0 0

method. Te whole gometry of the measurement is shown 0 20 40 60 80 100

in the Fig.4. These three types of arrangement were located axial position(cm)
Ear from other sent fijel in rder to isolate the gamma and
neutro eect. The neutron source was inserted i a fuel Fig.6 measureffientresultforgeometryA
assembly ad the neutron unts in the open rack next to the
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some mm can be seen in geometry C relative to the
geometry A and B. This is because Spatial higher harmonic
mode appeared in gmetry C de to its longer distar=
between neutim source and detecto h the oer

12.0
CL bm BlOd� geomehies.

10.0

8.0

1.0
0 6.0

0 lo
0 0.9
E 4.0 sh
.r 2.0 A n-
M 0.8
M I Cd-2 0.0 >

0 20 40 60 80 100 0.7

axitial position(cm) 0.6 - 9

Fig.7 measurement result for geometry B 0.5 - z

0.4 z

12.0 0.3
CL0 03 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
)6 10.0

C313 Q Calculated keff value (PHOENDC-P/HIDRA)
8.0

0 Fig.9 Corriparison ofm=rW keff and calculated keff6.0

E 4.0
M

2.0

0 0.0
5. Conchision.

0 20 40 60 80 100 We conclude dw the exponential method can be applied
axitial position(cm) for deep subcnticahty measurement i a actual SFP,

Fig.8 measurement result for geometry C inclining the condition Such as the existence of B-SUS racks
and bighly CM=trated sohible boron. The prWicted
subcriticality of the Mitsubishi core design code PHOENIX-P
4MRA is in good agreement with the surement
subcriticality. And we have confirmed that SFP` is =ugh

Table 2 Measured values of subcritical. However, we need finther study how to trea the
highm mode in order to evaluate large subenticahty much

GcometryA Geometry B Geometry C mm accurately.

Short B IO dtector 0.1210±0.0002 0.1143i-0.0001 0.0962±0.0003

RefeMlIces
Long B IO detector 0.1204±0.0002 0.1141±0.0002 0.0951±0.0006 1 ) R. J. J. Stamm!ler and M. J. Abbate� 'Methods Of StWAJY-

N-Littra 0.12120.0029 0.1144±0.0004 0.0930±0.0006 State Reactor Physics in Nuclear Desigif', Academic

Average 0.1209±0.0010 0.1143±0.0002 0.0948±0.0003 Press (I 983)
2) T. Suzald, Sdicriticality Determination of Low-Enrichecl

U02 Lattice in Wata by Exponential Experimene',
J. Nucl. Sci. Technol., 28,12 1991)

4. Comparison of mmmment and cakulatkm 3) 1 Ida et al., AESJ spring proceedings 11 5 2002)
The measured suberiticality is shown in Fig.9 corriparing to 4) Y.SAlT0 et al., EA Symposium on International

the calculated results by the Mitsubishi core design code Safeguards, Vienna, Austria 13-17 OcL 1997
PHOENIX-PM RA. From this figure, we can see that "Development of a Sirriplified Ntron Detector using
Keff values for the geometry A through C have been obtairied. Wavelength Shiffing and a Light Transmission Technique"
successfully in spite of their deep subcriticality, because a 5) T. Yamamoto et al., "Effect of Higha-Harmonic; Flux in
types ofthe detectors give sid results. Exponential Experiment for Sdicriticalipy

In Fig.9, we can also see in good agreement between J. Nucl. Sci. Technol., 40,2 2003)
calculated rults and measured results for all geometry. Bit
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source fuel detector Rack made of % B-SUS detector

L�j r--q 117777711

LjLJ
Geometr A Geometry Geometry C

Fig.4 loading pattern for subcrifical measurements

tool

detector

r' 'F�:

fuel

(I)Insettion of SS into the measurement for
fuel by BP handling tool

2 the axial position
77777777 1 1

Fig.5 The easurement procedure
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Criticality Safety Using Monte-Carlo and Nodal Methodes for a Small
Beryllium Reflected Core

P.F.A. de LEEGE", J. VALK02 and F. REITSMA'
'Delft University of Technology, Interfaculty Reactor Institute, Mekelweg 15, 2629 B Delft, The Netherlands

21kesol Consulting, Rooseveltlaan 6 2625 GN Delft, The Netherlands
3NECSA, PO Box 582, Pretoria, 0001, South Aftica

The HOR (Hoger Oderwijs Reactor) at the Delft University of Technology is a
pool-type research reactor using MTR fuel assemblies. After the conversion from High
Enriched Uranium (HEU, 93%) to Low Enriched Uranium (LEU, 20%), the present core
has 20 fuel assemblies and a thermal power level of 2 MW. The newly proposed layout is
an ultra-compact core with a x3 ftiel assembly arrangement and beryllium reflected at all
sides. The core is composed of five standard and four control ftiel assemblies (LEU) using
hafnium as control rods. The thermal power level will be 3 MW. Results of criticality
studies for upgrading are presented using a very detailed (including beam tubes) geometry
using the Monte-Carlo code MCNP4C-2 A comparison is made using a 3-D nodal code
OSCAR-3. The use of nodal diffusion theory for such a small core layout could present
some difficulties, but reasonable results have been demonstrated and this code can be used
for fast core reload and fuel management studies. The calculations demonstrated an
adequate safety margin to exist for shutting down the core at any state during the operation
cycle for different fuel loadings per assembly. The calculations suggested that such an
ultra-compact core with high fel loadings is possible.

KEYWORDS. Monte-Carlo, Nodal, MTR-typefuel, research reactor

1. Introduction integrated approach and are pertaining to the core tselfand the
beam port facilities, mcluding a cold neutron source, neutron

The HOR is a pool-type research reactor at the Interfaculty guides and coupling of core and facilities Frther saidies; are
Reactor nstitute (MO of the Delft University of Technology ongoing tDirq"ve the relatively short operation cycle and the
using MTR-ype fuel assemblies. It has been in opmtion relatively low burn-up figures, which are disadvantageous
since 1963, maintaining good performance by upgrading economically. Thus, preffininary results on improvement of
iristruments and beam tribe facilities as well as keeping good the operation cycle and ftiel management when using higher
maintenance records over the years for the reactor equipment fuel loadings am reported as well.
and acillary facilities. The reactor core set-up itself has been Figure I gives a general view of the proposed core and
modified several tmes, the latest major change being the core beam arrangement showing the core only partially loaded with
conversion form HEU to LEU fiel with core compaction fuel and reflector assemblies. The assumed HOR core Ls a
from 32 to 20 fuel assemblies. At the mment, the HOR is 30-arrangement, using LEU sicide ftiel at the highest

3operated on a regular basis at a themial power level of 2 MW, licensed and industrially available U-density of4.8 g/an. The
attaining a modest thermal flux ofabout 2xI0" ii/cm�/s. core is composed of five standard ftiel assemblies with an

The pimary utilisation of the HOR nowadays fmises on initial "U-loading of 410 g or 546 g each and four control
neutron-bearn experiments plus position beam research. fuel assemblies with an initia]23�U-loading of 3 10 g or 413 g
However, an analysis ofthe performance of operating research each.Tbe core is beryllium reflected at a sides, exceptat top
reactors and their utilisation for neutron eam research clearly and bottom Moreover, at one core side the beam ports,
shows that to be scientifically competitive in iat research area, including a cold neutron source facility, are ebedded in a
such facilities should at least exceed an unperturbed thenirial beryllium reflector block
neutron flux evel of IXI014 IVCM21S at the therma fux peak.

The maximum flux should occur at the psition of the beam 2. MCNI") calculations
port etrance coupled with a cold neutron source. Feasibility
studies have been performed for modifying and upgrading the 2.1 The MCNP model of the HOR
HOR with the aim to improve the utilisation perfmnance in A MCNP model was established to calculate present HOR
such a way dig the above mentioned goal can be mached, configurations and to study the upgrading altematives. The
without exceeding the maximum (for the time being) licensed model describes the fuel assemblies by individual fuel pates
thermal power level of 3 MW. These studies follow an and uses 15 axial regions along the height of the fuel. Each

Corresponding author, Tel. 31-15-2786618, Fax. 31-15-2786422, E-mail: Ieege�iri.tudeIfLnI
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B-.� wh� R2

Flig I General view with partially loaded core Fig. 2 Layout of 9-element core

movable beryllium reflector element is modelled sepmtely. fully withdrawn position while the other two are ftilly inserted,
For the upgrading studies an optional berylliurn block reflector was also detennined. The shutdown conditions have been met
of7Ox3O I 00 cm is also included. AU the existing beam tubes for in all configurations.
are represented in the model. The most important beam tube A set of calculations was perfonned with uniform bum-up,
R2 is modelled including the concept cold neutron source: an i.e. where a fuel assemblies in the core have the same

ellipsoidal region of hydrogen in aluminium cladding. In x-y-z Tablel Chwactaisticdataoftwopotentialfuelscompared
direefionstheovemII3-Dmodelextendstol8Oxl55xl8Ocm to the present HOR ftiel
The insertion of the control absorbers can be changed HOR HOR-1 HOR-2
individually.

The material composition of the fuel is given per fuel Fuel meat matarial U3Si2-Al USi2-Al USi2-A1
assembly and per axial region. The burn-up dependent fuel Uranium density [Wcrri�j 4.3 4.8 4.8

composition is determined separtely A modified SCALE2) rV-I-,.&g per standard 300 410 546
sequence called SAS63) is used to generate on cell level fuel assembly [g]

detailed nuclicle densities for different bum-up levels. In this Enrichment P/o] 19.75 19.75 19.75

case, the excess reactivity xenon-firee, cold condition) for Meat thickness [mm] 0.5 0.51 0.76

fiesh f4el and at different stages of average burn-up muform Cladding thickness [mm] 0.35 0.39 0.38
for a assemblies) has been determined. However, an axial
bum-up shape is used for each asembly, validated for the Fuel plate thickness [mm] 120 129 1.52

HOR configuration and determined from nodal 3-D Moderator channel tickness 3.0 223 2.46
calculations. Ihe depletion ofberyllium and the photo neutron [mm]

production in beryllium have been eglected. For the Hf absorber blade thickness n.a. 3.1 3.1
calculations the ENDF/B-VI data library was used as [mm]
distributed with the MCNp4C_2 package. The model has been Nurnber of plates in standarc

validated on a recent HOR configuration by comparing fuel assembly 19 23 20

reactivity and the msured axial distribution of 59CO Number of plates in contro 10 17 15
activation reaction rates. The average value of the 9Co fuel assemby

activation measurement was used for power nomidization,
the ratio of the total power to fission power is assumed to be bum-up. 'Me dependence of kff on uform bum-up for the
the same at a systems. A horizontal cross section of the two types of fuel is shown in Figure 3 For purposes of
9-element core as plotted by MCNP is shown in Figure 2 comparison begin of cycle (BOC) and end of cycle (EOC)

excess reactivity values were defined. Calculations with a

2.2 Calculations with MCNP realistic burn-up distribution and with all control rods ffilly
Calculations have been performed with two types of withdrawn, gave kff (BOC = 1068 and kff (EOC = 1043

(conceptual) fel: HOR-1 and HOR-2. The relevant data for cold, clean core conditions. The same values were also
chwwterizing these fuels are given in Table 1. Just for achieved by applying uniforin (average) bum-up levels. For
reference, the fuel characteristics of the present HOR HOR-I the average bum-up at BOC was 13AI/o, the EOC
configuration are also listed in Table 1. value was 19.8%. For HOR-2 17.0% at BOC and 22.8 at

For each configuration the critical rod position, the EOC are the corresponding figures. Mese values, together
shutdown reactivity and the excess reactivity were calculated. with the resulting cycle data are displayed in Table 2 It can be
In addition, the reactivity when any two control rods are in the seen that although the difference in burn-up at BOC and EOC
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assembly in the radia dection and four cm meshes axially

1.16 - HOR-1 within the aive core height was used. The adial odal mesh
1.12 b,- sizes representing the R2-beam tube and associated structures

HOR-2
1.0 - were careffilly chosen so that the beryllium block and beam
1.04 - could be represented as closely as possible within the
1.00 constraints ofthe nodal representation.
0.96 Six-group assembly homogenissed cross sections, as a

0 1 0 20 30 ftinction of exposure and core conditions, were ppared for

burn-up [%] each element ad reflector region with the HEADE
two-dimensional transport code making use of a

Fig. 3 kff as fimction ofuniform bum-up 172 fine-group neutron cross-section library based on
JEF-2.27). The HEADE code frm part of the OSCAR-3

is less for HOR-2 than for HOR-1, sta due to the much code sysurn.
higher 115Lj loading of the HOR-2 uel, the achievable cycle is
substantially longer Due to the simplification with uiform 3.2 Calculations with OSCAR-3

bum-up, in practice the achievable operation cycle wl be A selection of the calculations performed by MCNP was
somewhat shorter han the figures displayed in Table 2 For also performed by OSCAR-3 bit only for the HOR-2 fuel
actual bum-up dributions the figures are estimated to be option. In as far as possible the same or at least a smilar

lower by about 15 % approach as been followed. For example, in the set of
calculations where a ftiel assemblies in the core have the

Thble2 CyclelengthcalcukifimresubsforHOR-land same bum-up, the same axial burnup shapes were eployed.
HOR-2 fuel options However, in contrast to the MCNP procedure where the SAS6

B 1001 procedure Ls used to obtain nuchde densities, the bumup or
kff HOR-1 HOR-2 exposure shape is introduced ectly into the OSCAR-3

BOC 1.068 13.4 17.0 sysvm Nuchde densities ad few-group, microscopic cross
EOC 1.043 19.8 22.8 sections for his exposure are then reconstructed from the

115U assemb�y calculation.consurried 10 Cycle (MWdj
HOR-I HOR-2 HOR-I HOR-2 The dependence of kff on the uiform burn-up of the

assemblies is shown in Figure 4 with the MCNP results
208 254 166 203 mckided for comparison. The fiesh core restilts 01/6 burnup)

compare very favourably to within 250 pm. At hgher burnup

3. OSCAR-3 4) CHICUlationS a noticeable difference (more han 1300 pm) can be observed
that indicates a different behaviour of the kff as a fnction of

3.1 The OSCAR-3 model ofthe HOR bumup.
The poposed new cmpact reactor layout for the HOR 2

fuel option was also analysed using a 3-D nodal code system 1.16

called OSCAR-3 developed at NECSA in South Affica. I11%_� MCNP1.12 OSGAR-3
Recent development work on the code stem was focussed
on including features and tools to support the alculation of 1.08
plate te research reactors. The code is used in the dly 1,0400
support of the SAFARI I reactor) and vaNdation of the code
for the crrent HOR reactor layou hs reached an avanced 1 0
stage . 0.96

The use of nodal diffUsion theory for the pposed 0 5 1 0 1 5 20 25 30

ultra-compact core could be over optimistic bt if rasonable bunup r/ol

results can be demonstrated, the code could be used for kq

core design and ffiel management bumup) dig cannot be Fig. 4 kjr as a ftinction of uniform burnup for HOR-2
done with MCNP. In order to demonstrate this a first model of

the compact core was developed making use of the same As a sult OSCAR-3 predicts the average bum-up of

approach employed for the HOR reactor calculations. If this 19.0% at BOC and 25.4% at EOC for the given HOR-2 BOC
effort proves fiuAK model enhancements can be made to and EOC tget kff sets should be compared to the MCNP
accommodate specific needs of the compact layout. The values of 17.00% at BOC and 22.80/6 at EOC. he two dMrait
availability of the detailed MCNP cote model with reference burnup mhods used in the two approaches (SAS6 for

results is essential to support this process. MCNP ad HEADE for OSCAR-3) are the most probable
A detaUed 3-D core model was defined in the MGRAC source of these differences and were not ftirther investigated It

multi-group nodal diffusion code. A single node per fuel does however fall within the work scope of the on-going
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OSCAR-3 validation for the current HOR reactor fuel 3 MW research rm= This is pwbally due to the loading
management calculations. scheme, which is etirely dected to enhance the flux in front

MCNP was used to confirm dig the shutdown conditions ofthe eam tubes ad at the cold neutron source position
am met in a configurtions. For the HOR-2 BOC 17% hi a separate study the merits of a diffffent fuel design
average bumup) the excess reactivity or case with all rods ot with higher fuel loading of 546 g 231J per fuel assembly
(ARO) &A the shutdown reactivity, or case with a rods in (density 48 gU/cm) for increasing the operation cycle length
(ARI) are now compared to OSCAR 3 These results are and dscharge burn ups were investigated. It seems feasibly to
shown in Figure 5. In addition, the reactivity for any two increase the cycle length by about 20 % in comparison to the
control rods ftilly withdrawn, while the other two are fully fuel design adopted earlier resulting in substantwIly higher
inserted, is also compared. The different combinations of the discharge bum-up figures. Further optimisation and sakty
control rod positions within the core (i.e. 13 17 etc) are used margins for higher loadings have not yet been considered by

to identify these cases. now.
Very pmising results were oained with OSCAR 3

1.10 ------- -- ._T--o-MCNP even though it is such a compact core layout. The code system
1.05 -OSCAR-3 could IV 1.,Sj2d to investigate cycle lengths ad to compare

1.00 different reload patterns. Thew sdies wl benefit from an

I 0.95 - irriproved. control rod representation in the assembly
0.90 __ calculation with more accurate homogemsed cross sections
0.85 \Y/ and control rod worths.

0.80 V From the results mentioned above, it can be concluded that
ARO ARI 13 1,7 1,9 3.7 3,9 7,9 a full upgrade of the HOR is feasible. It can be considered to

case be a viable option to icrease the perfmnance to the desired

level.

Fig HOR-2 BOC k-eff for Wererit control rod References

configura6ons 1) J. F. Briesmeister et al., MCNP - A General

it is irrimediately apparent that large difference can be Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code, Version
expected in the reactivity worth when different pairs of control 4C", Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los

rods are withdrawn. Te reactivity varies between 34% and Alamos, USA 2000).
55% of the ttal worth ARI). This behaviour is also seen in 2) "SCALE 42, Modular Code System for
the OSCAR-3 results where the same relative diffffences are Performing Standardized Computer Analyses for
fbirrid. This behaviour is due to the non-syminetry introduced Licensing Evaluation", ORNL, Oak Ridge, USA

by the close proximity of the cold neutron source to only one (1993).
core boundary. 3 ) P. F. A. de. Leege, "SAS6 a Two-Dimensional

The ttal control rod worth (ARI) predicted by OSCAR-3 Depletion and Criticality Analysis Code Package
is, however, much smaller than the MCNP eference results. Based on the SCALE System", Proc. International
This tndency was also experienced before as part ofthe HOR Conference on Mathematics and Computations,
validation and is most probably due to approximations in the Reactor Physics, and Environmental Analysis,

low-order interface current method eployed in HEADE Portland, Oregon, USA, 304-1995 1995).
asserribly calculations. 4) "OSCAR-3, Overall System for the Calculation of

Reactors", Version: 1.05, NECSA, Pretoria, South

4. Conclusion Affica 2003).
5) G. Ball, "Efficient use of neutrons at SAFARI I",

The feasibility of upgrading the HOR to a scientifically Proc. International Conference Research Reactor

competitive level of performance has been investipW at Fuel Management (RRFM'99), Bruges, Belgium,
I 999 (I 999).large. The work scope included a sreening study, considering

the nuclear aspects of a super compact core design of a 3x3 6) P. F. A. de. Leege, H. P. M. Gibcus, and F.
fuel assembly aangement Independent of the screening Reitsma, "Reactivity Effects of a Research
study a MCNP model was set up for sudying the upgrading Reactor (HOR) During the Transition of a HEU
alternatives The sudies included fuel cycle issues. to LEU Core", Proc. PHYSOR 2002, Seoul,

The screening swdy indicated an adequate sa&ty margin South Korea, 710-2002 2002).
to exist for shutting down the core at any state during the 7) "The JEF-2.2 Nuclear Data Library", JEFF
operation cycle under the assumption of two o of four shut Report 17, NEA, Paris, France, 2000)
down rods stuck as worst case. Te operating cycle was
investigated on the basis of the exchange of either one fuel
assembly per cycle or two assemblies per cycle. The resulting
cycle length for both options turned out to be rther short for a
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Criticality of a 2"Np Sphere

Rene G. Sanchez,* David J. Loaiza, Robert H. Kimpland, David K. ayes, Charlene C. Cappiello,
William L. Myers, Peter J. Jaegers, Steven D. Clement, and Kenneth B. Butterfield

Los Alamos National Laboratory, MSJ562, P. 0. Box 1663, Los Alamos, NM87545, USA
21'Np sphere has been performed. The purpos

critical mass experiment using a 6-kg e of
of 23the experiment is to get a better estimate of the critical mass . 'Np. To attain criticality,

the 23'Np sphere was surrounded with 93 Wt % 231ij shells. A I/M as a function of uranium
mass was performed. An MCNP neutron transport code was used to model the experiment.
The MCNP code yielded a kff of 099089 ± 00003 compared with a kff 10026 for the
experiment. Based on these results, it is estimated dig the critical mass of2l'Np ranges fi7om kilogram
weights in the high fifties to low sixties.

KEYWO"S.- neptunium, critical mass, fast spectrum, bare, metal, sphere, highly
enriched uranium

1. Introduction 2. Description of the Experiment

For the past five years, scientists at Los Alamos 2.1 Materials
National Laboratory have mounted an unprecedented The experiment was performed on the Planet
effort to get a better estimate of te critical mass of vertical assembly machine at Los Alamos National
237 Np. To accomplish this task, a 6-k g 237 Np sphere Laboratory. The critical mass experiment consisted of
was recently cast and used in this experiment. surrounding the 6-k g 237Np sphere with highly

It is well known that 237Np is primarily produced by enriched uranium (HEU) nesting shells until criticality
successive neutron capture events in 235U or through was achieved. The neptunium sphere was 829 cm in

238U. These nuclear reactions diameter and its calculated density was 0the (, 2n) reaction in .29 g/cm 
(see Eq. 1) lead to the production of 237U, which which is very close to its theoretical density of 20.45
decays by beta emission into 237Np. g/CM3 . The neptunium sphere weighed 6070.4 g and

the chemical analysis of the sprue extension (see Fig.
235u(ny) 236u 1) showed that the sphere was 98.8 wt % neptunium,

0.035 wt % uranium, and 00355 wt % plutonium.
236U (1-47) 237U 237 Np (1) There were also traces of americium found in the

neptimium sphere. Table I shows the elements found
231U (n, 2n) 31U __> __> 237 Np in the chemical analysis of the sprue.

It is estimated that a typical 1000 MW (e) reactor produces
2on the order of 13 kg of neptunium in a year. Some of the

neptunium in inudiated fuel elements from production reactors
has been separated and is presently stored in containers in a
liquid form' This form or method of storage is adequate fi-om
the point of view of citicality safi* because the fission cross
section for 237 Np at thermal energies is quite low and
any moderation of the neutron population would
increase the critical mass of237 Np to infinity. However,
for long-term storage, the neptimium liquid solutions
must be converted to oxide and metal because these
forms are less movable and less likely to leak out of INNIONEMOM
containers. At the present, there is some uncertainty Fig. I Bare neptunium sphere with the sprue.
about the critical mass of 237 Np in its oxide and metal
forms, as seen in ANSI/ANS-8.15 1981), "Nuclear
Criticality Control of Special Actinicle Elements." 3 To reduce the radiation exposure to the

Knowing the precise critical mass of this element experimenters, the neptunium sphere was clad with a
not only will help to validate storage limits or 0.261-cm thick layer of tungsten, and two 0.191-cm
optimize storage configurations for safe disposition of thick layers of nickel. The gamma radiation exposure
these materials, but will also save thousands of dollars at contact was 300 mR/h. The total weight of the
in transportation and disposition costs. sphere, including the clad materials, was 8026.9 g.
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Table 1. Chemical an sis of neptunium sphere
Element wt %

237NP 98.8

Uranium 0.035
233u 9.92
234

U 1.61
235u 79.2
236u 0.44

238U 8.74
Plutonium 0.0355

231PU 4.45
239pU 88.18

241PU 6.32
241PU 0.17 Fig. 3 Hand-stacking operation ofthe 27Np sphere and HEU
242PU 0.89 shells.

Element ppm
Americium

24 'Am 6.0
243 Am 1823.0

2.2 Experiment
The starting configuration consisted of the

neptunium sphere and one or two HEU shells
surrounding the neptunium sphere (see Fig. 2.

117Fig.4Finalconfigurationofthe Np/HEUexperiment

3. Results

A I/M was plotted based upon the normalized
counting rates as a function of uranium mass (see Fig.
5) and as a function of separation distance. A
0.32-cm-thick, I O-cm in diameter aluminum spacer

Fig. 2 Neptunium sphere srrounded with HEU shells. I/M vs L)ranium Mass (Remote

Approach)
An aluminum spacer was used to peifmtly accommodate the
neptunium sphere in the fast set of HEU sells. The HEU I m

shells vary in accumulative weight from 1-66 kg. Four BF3 0.8 
detectors were used to monitor the neutron population from 0.6 - Him
the assembly A I/M approach to critical was performed 0.4
following the guidelines of existing operating procedures for 0.2 -

the hand-stacking and remote operations. Once the 0-
hand-stacking limit was reached, the core shown in Fig. 3 was 30000 40000 50000 60000 70000

reconfigured so dig approxiinately 33 105.1 g of HEU Mass g)
hemishells and the neptunium sphere were placed on the

movable platen of the Planet vertical assembly machine. HEU Fig. /M as a function of uranium mass.
hernishells were added to the top of the platform (see Fig. 4)

and the Planet assembly was operated remotely. was used between the top and bottom part of the core
Experimenters continued adding hemishells of HEU to the top to limit the excess reactivity of the system. The total
until criticality was achieved on September 24,2002. uranium mass was 62 555 g. When the two halves

were fully closed with the aluminum spacer between
them, a reactor period of 5729 s was observed. This is
equivalent to a kff of 10026, assuming a calculated
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Off of 0.0054. An MCNP calculation of the same
experiment yielded a kff of 0.99089 ± 00003. It is
believed that the discrepancy between the experiment
and computer code could be explained by the
inaccurate models of the inelastic scattering cross
section of 23'Np found in ENDF/B-Vl. It was also noted by
the Nuclear Physics goup, T-I 6, at Los Alamos National

Laboratory dig the fission cross section, and v (the average
number of neutrons per fission) for ""Np need some
improvement in the existing models.

4. Conclusion

Based on these preliminary results, it is
estimated that the critical mass of 23Np for a bare
system ranges from kilogram weights in the high
fifties to low sixties. Finally, future experiments
with various reflectors will tend to narrow a little
bit more the uncertainty on the critical mass.
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ABSTRACT 2 Description of the Experi-

In order to contribute to the validation of nu- ments
clear data used in critical mass computation,
reactivity perturbation experiments using 237 Np 2.1 General
samples have been performed at CEA-Valduc
using the fast pulsed reactor CALIBAN operated The experiments took place in the CEA Valduc
in continuous mode. In this paper we report these center facility during the year 1993. They are close
experiments together with the numerical calcula- to the experiments described in the interesting pa�
tions. per of Ren6 Sanchez from LANL ). Small gram
The calculations were carried out using PANDA, a sized samples of 23'Np have been placed in the
SN code developed at CEA-Bruy6res-le-Chitel for center of the cavity of a fast pulsed reactor ope-
classic criticality and stochastic neutronics appli_ rated in continuous mode. The characteristics of
cations and with MCNP4C which is a commonly the CALIBAN reactor are close of those of SPRII
used Monte Carlo code. (Sandia Pulsed Reactor 11).
A good agreement was found between experimen-
tal and deterministic results.

2.2 CALIBAN fast reactor

Key Words: fast pulsed reactor, perturbation, reac- CALIBAN 4) is an unreflected fast HEU core
tivity, neptunium, neutron transport codes reactor with a central cavity used for sample ir-

radiation, it may be seen as a cylindrical reactor.
1 Introduction It diverged for the first time in the beginning of

the seventies and when used without reflector, its
Limited experimental data concerning the 237 Np critical Uranium charge is close to one hundred ki-

critical ass can be found ). There are no direct lograms.
evaluation using near-critical assembly. Neverthe- The core of the reactor consists of circular discs
less, reactivity perturbations measured in replace- and four rods. It is made of a 90 Uranium (with
ment experiments are sensitive to the sample nu- an enrichment of 93.5 %) and 10 % Molybdenum
clear data 1) ,I 3 These experiments can contri- alloy. These values are given in weight.
bute to validate nuclear data used in critical mass One of the rods serves for the rapid injection
computation. of the reactivity and initiation of the pulse, this

In this paper we present such an experiment using rod is not used for the experiments described in
CEA-Valduc CALIBAN ) fast reactor operated in this paper. The three other rods are disposed in
continuous mode. cylindrical vertical channels parallel with the axis

In a first part we present the CALIBAN criti- of the reactor.
cal assembly and the measurement technique used CALIBAN reactor can be operated in continuous
to determine the excess of reactivity due to the mode at delayed critical with a long asymptotic
2"Np samples and we report the experimental re- period, and so the measurement of the reactivity
sults. The following sections are concerned by the perturbations can be accurately measured and may
numerical simulations of the experiments. be used as benchmarks.
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2.3 Measurement technique 3 Computer Model

The reactivity worth of the samples has been ln order to perform calculations using numeri-
measured in the following way: cal codes, 2D computer models of ALIBAN criti-

The reactor is operated above delayed critical cal assembly with and Whout 23'Np sample and

by inserting two of the three control rods to their coating were designed. These models are axisym-

full-in position. The third one is used to measure metric with respect to Z axis an present a re e-

the reactivity worth of the sample. The measured tive symmetry at =O. Dimensions and material

asymptotic period is higher than thirty thousands data concerning CALIBAN are given in table 3.

seconds for each experiment, so the inhour equa- An image of the different components of the assem-

tion for a HEU reactor gives a kff lower than bly considered by the computer model is presented

1.000003 but supercritical. in figure 1. hree coated samples were measured.
These samples and the corresponding empty coa-

- Step 1 : Before easuring the reactivity worth tings models characteristics are given in table 2.

of any sample, the third control rod is posi-

tioned to obtain an asymptotic period higher

than thirty thousands seconds with no sample

in the cavity.

- Step 2 The iron can is then put in the cavity

and the third control rod is positioned to have

an asymptotic period higher than thirty thou-

sands seconds. This step gives the reactivity

worth of the iron can.

Step 3 The final step is done with the com-

plete sample, that is gram-sized ... Np 16.32

91 32.66 g, 48.98 g) surrounded by the iron

can. The reactivity worth is obtained with the

help of the third control rod position corres-

ponding with a long asymptotic period (higher

than thirty thousands seconds).

2.4 Experimental results

The experimental results are given in table 

The experimental uncertainties (Temperature, time

period, are taken into account. The specific

worth is given in 10-'/gram by:

Psampl - Poating
WeXP M( 237Np)

kff - FiG I CALIBAN with sample computer

P - � � model: 2D-axisymetric and =O reflective
ke.jf boundary condition. HEU Core, Iron, Nep-

tunium, void

TAB. I - Neptunium-237 samples experimen-

tal specific worth.

Sample Mass Fg)__Ap_(lO- W (10-51g)

16.32 25.93 ± 0.1 1.589 0006

32-66 53.30 ± 0.1 1,632 0003

48.98 80.77 ± 0.1 1.649 ± 0002
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TAB. 2 - Samples and coatings models characteristics.

Uncoated coatings

Isotopes 2"NP (100%) "Fe (100%)

(at%)

Density 20.45 7.90

(g/�rO)

R, H (cm) R = 048 Thickness = 0.08

H = .10

2.20 330

mass (g) 16.28 3.52

32-56 5.79

48-85 8.06

TAB. 3 - CALIBAN model dimensions and material properties.

Core Core internal Sample holder Sample holder

cover guide

Isotopes (t%) 235U (73.46%) 5'Fe 100%) 5'Fe 100%) 56Fe (100%)

138U (5.13%)

Mo 21.41%)

Density (glcm') 17.04 7.90 7.90 7.90

Internal 1.50 1.30 1.20 0.60

Radius (cm)

External 8.75 1.50 1.25 0.65

Radius (cm) i I I I
Height cm) 25.066 1 25-066 25-066 �.066

TAB. 4 - 16-Groups Energy Structure.

Group Lower Energy Upper Energy Group Lower Energy Upper Energy

number (MeV) (MeV) number (Mev) (MeV)

I 0.001 0.010 9 3.000 5.000

2 0.010 0.030 10 5.000 6.000

3 0.030 0.100 11 6.000 8.000

4 0.100 0.200 12 8.000 10.000

5 0.200 0.500 13 10-000 11.000

6 0.500 1.000 14 11.000 12.000

7 1.000 2.000 15 12.000 13.000

8 2.000 3.000 16 13-000 15.000
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4 Numerical Simulations 4.1.2 First order perturbation method

We have used ENDF BVI, JEF2 and JEF3 cross Using the first order perturbation theory the reac-
sections. We will show results with ENDF BVI tivity perturbation is given by 5) 

data, and we give some words about the use of the (�ol, [JF - MJ�o)
other cross sections in the conclusion of this paper. 6 = (�o+, Fp)

4.1 PANDA code where �o and �p+ are the direct and adjoint un-
perturbed flux, M and F are the transport and

Deterministic simulation was performed using the fission operators and M and JF are the perturba-
PANDA ) code. This code was developed at CEA- tion operators.
Bruy6res-le-Chitel for criticality and stochastic neu-
tronics applications. It is based on the classic SN 4.1.3 Angular and spatial discretization
method. The transport equation is discretized using
a finite volume method and a centered diamond Two sets of angular and spatial discretization
scheme is used for angular and spatial variables. were designed. A fine one for the direct method
The input geometries can be described in one di- and a coarser one for the perturbation method.
mensional (plane, spherical and cylindrical) or two First method: Difference of two kff calcula-
dimensional (plane and cylindrical) coordinates. The tions:
angular discretization uses SN quadrature. The ani- To reach a specific worth convergence preci-
sotropic scattering is handled by Legendre expan- sion of 0.01 10-'Ig the following numerical
sion for neutron flux and cross sections. The eergy conditions were chosen. Typically, CALIBAN
variable is discretized using the multigroup me- mesh size was 7200 cells without sample and
thod. Fixed point iterative methods are used for 8216 cells with coated sample I (the little one).
flux and eigenvalue computations. Considering the angular discretization a S2o

Regarding numerical calculation of the reactivity order was used. The angular scattering used a
perturbation using deterministic code two methods P4 spherical harmonics decomposition.
have been considered. The first one uses the dif- Second method: First order perturbation:
ference of two very precise kf f calculations. The The discretization conditions are less constrai-
second method uses first order perturbation. This ning with this method. The reactor mesh size
method assumes a linear behavior of the reactivity was 525 cells without sample and 700 cells
excess with sample mass. with coated sample 1 A S16 order angular

discretization was used. The scattering kernel

4.1.1 Convergence parameter was treated using a P4 spherical harmonics de-
composition.

The kff calculation is performed using an o-

timized eigenvalue search algorithm. This iterative 4.1.4 Multigroup discretization
algorithm proceeds by eigenvalue extrapolation in
an automatically adjusted interval. This method is A 48 energy group neutron cross-section file was
more efficient with PANDA than the classic "po- produced using cross section processing system de-
wer iteration" method. The algorithm is converged veloped at CEA-Bruy�res-le-Chitel using original
for a given value of the parameter when both ENDF/B-VI continuous energy library. The 48-group
following unequalities using neutron flux norm for energy structure is obtained by even subdivision
iteration number n and n - I are verified. of a 16-group discretization. The 16-group energy

structure is given in table 4 The spectral weighting
function is a 235U fission Watt spectrum.

< < 

The flux norm is given by: 4.1.5 Computation time optimization

Computation was accelerated using initial conver-

d3r dE �D(F, E) gence on a coarse spatial mesh. A speed-up factor
I Jo 00 of about two was obtained by this way. Considering

parallelization with energy group decomposition a
The convergence parameter was set to = -' speed-up factor greater than 10 was obtained with
for the difference method and to = ' for the 24 processors when applied to the difference me-
perturbation method. thod which uses finest discretization.
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4.2 Monte Carlo Calculations Using and so we have made the assumption that such
MCNP4C reactions were "fictitious".

We have used MCNP4 7 code because it is Perturbation calculations using first and second or-
a versatile and powerful tool concerning neutron der terms give very close results with the approach
transport. For each configuration, ENDF BVI conti- given above.
nuous energy cross sections were used (.60c). The
criticality calculations and track length estimates 4.3 Results
of the reaction rates used 5000 active generations
(kcode and ft-frn4 options) with 5000 source par- We give in the table the reactivity worths with
ticles per generation. We have skipped 50 genera- ENDF BVI cross sections using MCNP4C and PANDA
tions for each calculation in order to have an ac- codes.
curate convergence of the fission source. Such crn- The masses correspond to the computer model, we
putations were performed on the TERA machine recall in the table the experimental results, the
(CEA-DAM Ile de France Simulation Project) wich worths are given in 10-' per gram units. The rela-
is the most powerful computer i Europe. tive uncertainties with MCNP4C and PANDA (di-

rect method) are lower than 
The "track length estimation method" as explai-
ned in the MCNP4C manual may be extended in There is a very good agreement between PANDA
the following way to calculate the reactivity worth ENDF/13-VI calculations and experimental results.
AP as defined in section 24 It can also be noticed that the specific worth in-

creases with the sample mass because of a slight
Ks ample is the Kef f of the "reactor Np sample" non-linearity of the perturbation.

Kcoating is the Kell of the CALIBAN reactor with There are discrepancies between MCNP4C and ex-
the coating. perimental results, that is close to 10 (relative

discrepancy). We may think that the approaches
P is a point in the phase space. we have used ("Reaction rates" and Perturbation)

were perhaps not designed for such configurations
In the following relations, the K,1f are obtained that is rigourous stepwise localised variations in
after normalization with the source- material composition.

We can see that the overestimation decreases with
the increasing of the sample mass.

Ksample leactor vEf tdP

TAB. - Neptunium-237 samples experimen-
+ ('El - Ea)-tdP tal and calculated specific worth.

Sample

Mass (g) exp WPANDA WMCNP4C

�HP 16.28 1.59 1.58 1.77
Kcoating vEf HP Ea 32.56 1.63 1.61 1.79

reactor foating
48.85 1.65 1.63 1.80

K_pl.- _ K ... t1.z-1
AP = K.-pi. K... tl.g

MNp

We have verified that the discrepancy between
the "classical" estimation of Kf f and the estima-
tion given above is within the Monte carlo uncer-
tainties, that is 0.00010 (relative uncertainty).

The scattering inside the iron coating or the sample
is not taken into account because the outgoing energy
of the neutrons is weakly modified (heavy media)
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5 Conclusion querque, NM, September 17-21 1995, pp.
182-189 (1995).

Numerical simulations of CALIBAN reactivity [2] J. Anno G Sert, "French Participation at
perturbation experiments using Np-237 samples were ANS/ANSI 8/15 Working Group Updating
performed. A very good agreement was found bet- Criticality Data on "'Np Criticality and
ween PANDA SN code using ENDF/B-VI multi- Transportation Proposals.", ICNC99, Ver-
group nuclear data and experimental results. The sailles, France, September 20-24 pp. 447-455
best agreement was found with the direct eigen- (1999).
value difference method which requires a very fine [3] R. G. Sanchez, "Neptunium-237 and
angular and spatial meshing together with a very Highly Enriched Uranium Replacement
restrictive convergence parameter. The first order Measurements Performed Using Flattop",
perturbation method gives satisfactory results for NEA/NSC/DOC(95)03/VII Volume V11
small samples with coarser meshing conditions. Hi- SPEC-MET-FAST-003.
gher order perturbation should be used to acount [4] G. Assaillit, P. Zyromski, "Fast Burst Reac-
for the non-linearity of the reactivity with sample tor CALIBAN", Conference RADECS 99
mass. (Radiation Effects on Components and Sys-

The Monte Carlo approach seems to be irrelevant tems), Fontevraud, France, September 1-27

because of the features of the problem. (1999).
[5] J. J. Duderstadt, W. R. Martin, rans-

We have also verified that the flux spectra were the port Theory, Wiley-Interscience Publication

same in the reactor and in the sample so the reac- (1979).
tor imposes its spectrum to the Neptunium little [6] Ph. Humbert Stochastic Neutronics with
sample. So we think that the experiments conduc- PANDA Deterministic Code, M & C Meeting
ted by R Sanchez with a higher Neptunium mass - Gatlinburg - April 2003.
are very interesting. [7] J. F. Briesmeister MCNP4C Reference Ma-

nual, LANL - CCC-700, April 2000.

Calculations using JEF2 data have given results
far from the experiment with every code. Those
using JEF3 cross sections gave results close to re-
sults obtained with ENDF BVI data.

Since the experimental and PANDA (with
ENDF BVI data) results were in very good
agreement, we have used PANDA code to
estimate the critical mass of 21'Np: 63.5 kg
(ENDF BVI multigroup data used for the si-
millation of the experiment, density = 20.45
g/CM3).
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Experiments on Spherical Critical Assemblies Possessing a Large Central Cavity in the Core
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There are presented the results of benchmark experiments on spherical critical assemblies
where the core of metal 21U (90%) and 231U (36%) has a large (up to -250mm) central air cavity.
In the majority of experiments this cavity is filled with spherical inserts: of fluoride mixtures
[(NaF + ZrF4 +235U) and (Na + ZrF4A vanadium and nickel.

There are measured critical parameters, energy spectra of neutrons in the center of assemblies,
reactivity disturbance by inserts, constants of prompt neutrons density fall.

1. Introduction bottom and top ones (see fig.la). The bottom
The results of benchmark experiments in studying (removed vertically) block lies on a special support.

interaction of neutrons with materials used in nuclear The top block (removed horizontally) lies on a thin
and thermonuclear reactors are of importance for the circular diaphragm of steel. To form critical
reliability increase of calculations at solving the tasks configuration the specified blocks are brought together.
of nuclear criticality safety. First, the upper block is pulled over the bottom one.

The present technical paper gives the description Then, the bottom block (remotely as well) is turned up
of complex benchmark experiments on spherical (see fig. lb).
critical assemblies where the core of metal 235U 90%)
and 211U (36%) has a large (up to -250mm) central air
cavity. In the majority of cases the specified cavity is 3
filled with inserts of material whose characteristics are
studied. 4

2
The following test characteristics of critical

assemblies are measured:
- multiplication factor, Kff,
- neutron spectrum in the center of filled hollow,

N(E);
- reactivity worth of material in the hollow, Ap; Fig.1 Diagrammatic representation of FKBN-2M
- Rossi-cc. electromechanical bench:

The advantages of such assemblies are as follows: I - bottom block of MS; 2 - support removed
- possibility of studying the process of neutrons vertically; 3 - top block of MS; 4 - support removed

transfer in the investigated material for the horizontally; - mechanism aimed at detector loading
distances exceeding the length of their free path at
relatively small mass of material; The procedure of critical experiments on FKBN-

- lack of background at the neutron spectrum 2M is described in detail in paper.') To increase
change in the assembly center. validity.of the obtained results we used two methods
The critical ex eriments were performed on to measure reactivity (p):

FKBN-2M facility.E There were measured the - a method based on the reverse solution of kinetics
characteristics of five multiplying assemblies (MA). equations (RSKE);
Four assemblies contained spherical inserts of fluoride - a method of back multiplication (I/Q).
mixtures [NaF + ZrF4 +235 U) and (NaF + ZrFA, In each sub-critical experience the obtained values
vanadium and nickel in the core center. For of p and I/Q were compared to each other. In the
comparison there was as well investigated the investigated range of MS reactivity values the
assembly in whose center an air cavity was available. correlation between them was constant within the

The technical paper presents in brief the technique limits of measurement error. For this reason and
of the experiments and measurement results. taking as well into account that in the supercritical

range of MS reactivity values there could be used only
2. Technique of Experiments RSKE method, all of the result of reactivity

The FKBN-2M bench is sketched on fig. 1. At the measurements are given in the report in ff units. The
multiplying assembly arrangement on the bench it is absolute value of Pff for the MS under study was
separated to two knowingly sub-critical blocks: detennined through the comparison of experimental
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results and rated values of small reactivity constant of prompt neutrons density fall (x) in the
disturbances. critical condition of MA in terms of delayed neutrons.

In the presented experiments characterized by It was reduced to the graphic construction of cc f(p)
multiple MS partitions the error in final reactivity dependence and its linear extrapolation to the point
values is explained by non-repeatability of its corresponding to the critical state of the assembly with
geometry. We evaluated it through the following no regard for delayed neutrons, p=+1.
value: Basing on the measured values of fission and

(6p 0.02 ff). activation integrals there were regenerated the energy
To determine kinetic characteristics of spectra of neutrons in the center of the critical

multiplying assemblies there were investigated density assembly. A system of integral equations of the
falls of prompt neutrons in time after the pulse of following type is the base for the spectrum
external source neutrons. A small ionization chamber regeneration:
of -10' fissions per second with a layer of 112Cf was 18M98

used as a pulse neutron source. The chamber was Ai a, E) f (E)dE, i= 1, 2 ... i
located in the axial channel of the multiplying f
assembly, while the layer of 22Cf occurred in its E 0
center. The neutron detector (scintillator OxOnim, where i - serial number of reactions;

PEM-30) in a lead shell (to suppress y-radiation) was Ai - fission or activation integral;
placed at a -20cm distance from the MS surface. To E - energy of neutrons;
separate by hardware the pulses conditioned by cyi(E - neutron cross-section of reactions;
neutrons there was applied a method of n-y separation f(E - differential spectrum of neutrons.
of pulses basing on their shape. The energy threshold This system of equations can have many solutions.

The specific solution was selected with the aid of
of neutrons registration constituted -1.2MeV what 3)
practically ensured coincidence of neutron detection KASKAD program.

moment and the moment of its birth in MS. 3.1 Assemblies Containing Salt Blanket Models in the
For the purpose of finding energy spectrum in the Core Center and Hollow Assembly

center of each critical assembly under study there
were measured fission integrals of 235U, 231U
237 '239pU, 24OpU Fig.2 presents schematic sectional drawing of the

Np nuclides and activation integrals of
197 Au(n, y198AU, 63 Cu(n, y)64Cu, 1151n(nn')' 15m In, assembly located on FKBN_2M bench.

58 Ni(n P)58CO, 27 Al(n, (X)24 Na, 12 S(n P)32 P reactions.

Fission integrals were measured with the aid of
small ionization fission chambers (IFQ with 2
metrologically tested layers of fissile nuclide. The
measurements of activation integrals were performed
basing on radioactivity of the products of the reaction
on reference radiometric installations KRONA-II-3
and OSU-11-10 included to the VNITEF metrological ............
base of neutron measurements.

Fission and activation detectors were located in
the axial channel] of the critical assembly in such a
way that their sensitive layers were in the geometric
center of the assembly. The axial channels of MA
were closed with plugs whose material and thickness
coincided with the corresponding data for the Fig.2. Schematic sectional drawing of the assembly
spherical layers of the assembly. located on FKBN-2M bench: iUM 2

1 - three hemispheres of metal uran "U(36%) 2
3. Measurement Results and Their Processing - three hemispheres of metal uranium 25U(90%) 3 -

Below are presented the characteristics of salt blanket model; 4 - steel diaphragm 2mm thick; 
spherical critical assemblies (in terms of delayed - air gap; 6 - neutron source
neutrons, Kff�l) obtained through the processing of
primary results of measuring reactivity and its Each sphere included to MS as a component had a
disturbances, fission and activation integrals, cylindrical hole -22mm in diameter positioned on its
constants of prompt neutrons density fall. pole. These holes could be closed with plugs made of

The techniques of defining critical parameters and the material of the corresponding hemisphere. All of
evaluating the error of finding K�l are given in the uranium components were covered with anti-

2) corrosion cop -nickel layer -50micron thick. Each
paper. per

The purpose of processing the results of neutron salt blanket component was assembled in the form of
time measurements was to get the value of the a ball of two hemispheres and plugs. The vessels
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(hemispheres and cylinders) of zirconium with I-mm The characteristics of spherical critical models for
wall thickness were filled fluoride powders. The molar the considered assemblies are included to table 1. For
composition of the fluoride powders is as follows: these assemblies Kff = 1±0.002 at the temperature of

0.517NaF + 0.483ZrF4 - for the first model of the 20-C.
salt blanket MSB-1); The results of measuring the constant of prompt

0.505 + 0.467ZrF4 + 0028 ... U(90%) F - for the neutrons density fall are presented on fig.3.
second model of the salt blanket MSB-2). Of fig.3 it was found that the value of the constant

The hollow MA differed from the one presented of prompt neutrons density fall in the critical state in
on fig.2 in the lack of salt blanket model in its center terms of delayed neutrons ao) are as follows:
and availability of additional hemisphere of 235 U ao = 039 ± 002 (Igs - for MA containing
(36%) with 15.0 and 15.3-cm radii included to the top MSB-1

block. ao = 045 ± 002 (I gs - for MA containing
For each assembly there were measured reactivity MSB-2

and its disturbances, activation and fission integrals, ao = 073 ± 003 (I gs - for MA with an air
constants of prompt neutrons density fall. It should be cavity in the center.
mentioned that the reactivity disturbance of MA at
MSB-1 and MSB-2 removal from it constituted -
2.49pff and -3.320,ff, correspondingly.

Table Composition [1024 at/crn'] of layers in rated spherical models critical in terms of delayed neutrons

MSB-I Assembly

K2 Basic Layer
material boundaries, m Concentration, 1024at/CMI

I MSB-l 0 9.15 F Na Z
3.747'10- 7.965 I .954 .10-

-71�U(qo%) 9.15 238u
12.25 U C Ni

4.075-10-1 4.598- 1 0-' 0.991-10-1 1.191-10-1
3 ... U(36%) 13.25 15.00 1.686. I o-2 2.879- 1 0-' 1.048- 10-3 0.9

MSB-2 Assembly

X2 Basic Layer
layer material boundaries, Concentration, 1024 at/cM3

cm
I MSB-2 0 9.15 F Na Zr 23-IU

3.661 10-7 .002 10-3 8.512 10-3 3.661 10-4 3.592 10-'
2 (90%) 9.15 12.25 U 235U C Ni

4.061 .10-2 4.562. 10-3 0.990 I 0-1 1.188-10-'

3 13'U(36%) 13.25 15.00 1.675. 1 0-' 2.861. 10-2 1.038-10-1 0.949. 1 0-'

Assembly with a Cavity, R9.15cm

K2 Basic Layer
layer material boundariescm Concentration, 1024 at/cM3
1 -711'u900/F 9.15 12.25 235u 238u C Ni

4.079-10-2 4.599.10-' 0.992-10-3 1. 193. 1 0-'
10-2 10-2 10-32 (360/6) 13.25 15.00 1 1.679- 2.884. 1.050-10-1 0.960.
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2 3.2 Assembly Containing a Sphere of Vanadium in the
iA Core Center
1.6

2

1.4 For the assembly containing a sphere of vanadium
1.2

there were determined reactivity disturbance by the
sphere of vanadium, critical parameters, energy

3 spectrum of neutrons in the assembly center. The

spherical critical model of this assembly is
schematized on fig.5.

-1.5 .1 -0.5 0 Q5 1 1,5 2 2.5
6

Fig.3. Dependence of the constant of prompt neutrons
density fall on reactivity: I - hollow MA; 2 - MA 5

containing MSB-2 3 - MA containing MSB I

The regenerated with the aid of KASKAD 4

technique neutron spectra in the center of critical j
assemblies are presented on fig.4.

............................. .. .. ... .... ....................... ........................................

Fig.5. Spherical critical model of the bench assembly:
I - layer of depleted uranium; 2 - layer of
polyethylene; 3 - layer of 23'U(36%) 4 - layer of

35 U(90%); 5 - screen of duralumin 6 - sphere of
vanadium.

Fig.4. Differential spectrum of neutrons in the center The characteristics of the model are presented in
of the assembly containing MSB-I, MSB-2 and in the table 2.
center of hollow assembly: I - MCB-1 2 - MSB-2 3
- hollow assembly.
Table 2 Dimensions and composition [1024 at/cm 3 ] of layers in the spherical critical model with vanadium

N2 Basic Layer
layer material boundaries, cm Concentration, 1024 at/CM3

I V 0 12.00 V Al Fe Si
7.070 5.250 2.780 2.590
1 0-2 10-4 1 O-I 1 0-4

2 Al 12.00 12.25 Al mg Si Mn Fe

4.880 .650 2.040 1.820 1.030
02 03 10-4 04 04

3 235u 12.25 13.25 215KU Ni

(90%) 4.086 4.737 1.815 4.777
10-2 10-3 lo-, 10-4

4 z35 U 13.25 15.30 1.683 2.881 1.392 1.005
(36%) 10-2 10-2 lo-, 10-3

5 CH2 15.30 18.00 C H Fe Al
3.690.10-2 7.380'10-2- 8,000 10-6 5.700 . i o-6

6 U depT- 18.00 25.00 238u C

10-4 1 -4 -4
2.030 4.420 10- 1 3.610 - 10 2.740 0
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For this assembly Kff = 1±0.0025 at the
temperature of 20'C. The reactivity disturbance of
the assembly at the vanadium sphere removal from
it constitutes -(0.80+0.04)Peff- .......... - -----

The regenerated spectrum of neutrons in the .....

center of vanadium sphere included to MA is
presented on fig.6.

3.3 Assembly Containing a Sphere of Nickel in the
Core Center

The assembly containing a sphere of nickel in E, �R

the center is close by configuration to the assembly

presented on fig.2. Fig.6. Differential spectrum of neutrons (AFi/AEi)
For this assembly there were measured critical

2) The measurement results are in 176-group format for the center of vanadiumparameters only. sphere located in the center of critical assembly.
given in table 3 The error of determining Kff=1
constitutes 8Kff <+0.002.

Table 3 Dimensions and composition [1024 at/cm 3 of layers in the spherical critical model with nickel

K2 Basic Layer
lay material boundariescm Concentration, 1024 at/cM3
er
1 Ni 1.4 9.15 Ni 0 Fe C

7.669- 10-2 2.550.10-' 8.630-10-' 3.780-10--'

2 231U(90%) 9.15 12.25 235u 23HU C Ni

I 1 4.1 10.10-2 4.640 1 0-' 1.00 I _ 10-3 1.203. 10-3

3 233U(36%) 113.25 15.327 1.688.10-' 2.887. 10-2 1.049-10-1 0.959- 10-3
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Absolute Measurement of the Subcriticality
Based on the Third Order Neutron Correlation

in Consideration of the Finite Nature of Neutron Counts Data

Tomohiro ENDO*, Yasunori KITAMURA, Yoshihiro YAMANE
Department ofNuclear Engineering, Graduate School ofEngineering, Nagoya University,

Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, Aichi-ken, 464-8603, Japan

We have studied a measurement of subcriticality by using the neutron correlation method. Furuhashi
proposed an absolute measurement of subcriticality by using the third order neutron correlation factor X in
addition to the second order neutron correlation factor Y. In actual experiments, the number of neutron counts
data is not infinity so that we take the effect of the finite nature of the neutron counts data into account. We
derived new formulas in consideration of the number of data and verified them.

KEYWORDS. absolute measurement, subcriticality, neutron correlation method, third order moment,
finite nature of neutron counts data, Monte Carlo simulation

1. Introduction investigation performed by the Monte Carlo
simulations will be reported.

From the viewpoint of the criticality safety,
measurement of the subcriticality is one of the most 2. Theory
important subjects in reactor physics. Among various
techniques developed so far, we have paid attention 2.1 Principle of subcriticality determination
to the Furuhashi's technique') that can evaluate the In the V-to-M technique, the mean m(7) and the
absolute value of subcriticality, because it does not variance v(.T) are defined as,
require any special experimental equipments, such as m(T) (C(T)) , (1)
the pulsed neutron source 2,3) or the 252Cf installed
ionization chamber), except for a stationary v(T) ((C(T) - m(T)y), (2)
extraneous neutron source and an ordinary neutron
detector.

The Furuhasbi's technique was developed on the where C(7) is the neutron counts with respect to a
basis of the variance-to-mean (V-to-M) technique'). counting gate width T and x) means the expected
In the Furuhashi's technique, in addition to the value of x. By using m(T) and v7), the Y value,

which means a neutron correlation factor of second
conventional V-to-M ratio Y, the third order neutron order, is defined as follows 5)

correlation factor X as a function of the counting gate
width is also evaluated by measuring the neutron Y(T) =_ vT - . (3)
counts repeatedly. By using the simple theoretical m(T)
formulas derived by Funihashi and Izumi, one can Assuming the one energy group of neutrons and
obtain the absolute value of subcriticality from the the one-point reactor approximation without delayed
saturation values of Y and X. neutrons, the theoretical expression of Y for a

However, the Y value measured in an actual subcritical system with an extraneous stationary
experimental condition is biased because of the fite neutron source can be derived as follows:
nature of neutron counts data, so that simple -aT ).

conventional theoretical formula is not appropriate yq) Y I I-e (4)
for analyzing the Y value measured in an actual aT
experiments). Furthermore, it was demonstrated by By fitting Eq. 4) to measured Y), one can evaluate
the authors that the X value was also biased due to
the finite nature of data 7). Therefore, we devised new the two kinds of the parameters, i.e. the saturation
definitions for Y and X to eliminate the effect of the value Y. and the prompt neutron decay constant a.
finite nature of data as much as possible. Theoretical expressions of Y. and a can be derived

In the present paper, the advantages of the newly as,
defined Y and X will be illustrated and then the Y. Ad Af ((V - 1)) I P (5)

a 2 (q)(+ -

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-52-789-3775, Fax. a = VA (- P), (6)
+81-52-789-3608, E-mail: endo�fermi.nucl.nagoya-u.acJp
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where Ad is the probability that one neutron is X3 = v)(v(v - 1)(v - 2))(-jo)
detected per unit time, /if the probability that one
neutron causes the fission reaction per unit time, v Y.2 (V(V _ 1)2

the number of neutrons emitted by one fission event, (v�(q(q - 1)(q - 2)

q the number of neutrons generated by one + (q)(v(v - 1)(v - 2� (- P (13)
extraneous source event and (-p) the subcriticality. X
One can find from Eqs. (5) and 6) that the absolute (v)(q(q - )) 2

value of subcriticality cannot be determined directly I (q)(v(v - )) (- P
from measured Y. and a even if all the factorial
moments of v and q, i.e. (v), q), (+ - 1)) and one can obtain the absolute value of subcriticality by
(q(q-1)), are available, because d remains to be fitting Eqs. 4) and 9) to measured ) and X(T) if
unknown. statistics of q and v are known.

To overcome this problem, Furuhashi and Izumi It is possible to take the spatial effect into account.
introduced the X value, which means a third order Considering the only the spatial fundamental mode,
neutron correlation factor'). The X value is defined as we can obtain the following relationships
follows: corresponding to Eqs. 12) and 13) in a bare

X(T) s(T) v(T) homogeneous subcritical systems).
-- 3 2
m(T) m(T) (7) (v)(q(q - 1)) S,

X- I + _ P
s(T) 1) 3 vT - ) 3Y. 2 (q)(v(v - ])� S, f (y,, (r) dr

m(T)

where s(T) is the third order moment of neutron (14)

counts with respect to T, X3. (v)(v(v - 1)(v - 2))(- p)

s(T) =- ((C(T - m(T)y (8) Y. 2 (V(V _ 2

Introducing the same assumptions for the Y value, I f (y,( (r))4 dr +(v)(q(q - 1)(q - 2) S3 P

Furuhashi and Izumi derived the theoretical X (q)(v(v - 1)(v - 2) S,

expression for expected value of X as follows: If §v. r)) d + (v)(q(q - 1)) S (- P 2

X(T = X2. (I 2 e-aT (q)(Y(v - 1)) S,

aT ) (15)

X3.(I 3 - 4e -aT + e-2 (9)

2aT

S, S(r) V/0 (r))k dr (16)

3 1,2,�I(V(V _ ))' (v)(q(q I

X.. + P) where Sr) is a spatial distribution of extraneousa 4
neutron source and y/o(r) is the spatial fundamental

mode.
(10)

Ad 2� V(V - lXv - 2 2.2 Estimate of Y and X values by sample variance

XI. 3 and third order moment
a (I 1) In the previous section, we stated that the absolute

(v)(q(q - lXq - 2) value of subcriticality can be obtained by fitting Eqs.

X �1+ lXv - 2) (4) and 9) to measured ) and X7). However, it
was pointed out that the Y and X values were biased

where X2. and X3. are the saturation values of X. in an actual experimental condition because the mean
m(7), the variance vT) and the third order moment

Therefore, from the following relationships, s(l) were usually calculated as the sample mean
U(T), the sample variance vs(T) and the sample third

X2- + (v)(q(q - P order moment ss(T),

3Y. 2 (q)(v(v - (12) - I N
C (T) - I C, (T) , (17)

N
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A XI A
V,(T)= Z(C,(T)-E(T)y, (18)

N 3 - 4e-x + e-x
2x

Ss (T) N (C (T - Z�(T) I (19) I 1-e-x (I-ell-e-' I+e--'y-- E - 33- - 1+
N =1 y X XY 2( + ex

where QT) is the i-th neutron counts (i = 1 2 2 3 - 4e-"l + e-2xy
with respect to the counting gate width T and N the + -
number of neutron counts data. Thus, the Y and X y2 2Xy

values are obtained as the Ys and Xs values that are (26)

defined by using the sample variance vs(7) and the One can see that the theoretical expressions of Ys and
sample third order moment ss(7) as, Xs values, namely Eqs. 22) and 24), include the

Ys (T) a v-s (T - (20) additional terms which originate from the number of
C (T) neutron counts data N. If N goes to infinity, Eqs. 22)

and 24) become identical to conventional expression

Xs(T) = ss(T) - 3 vs(T 2 (21) Eqs. 4) and 9).
C (T) C (T)

When only T goes to infinity in Eqs. 22) and 24),

Recently Wallerbos and Hoogenboom derived the 1ini(Ys(T))=Y. I-- -- (27)1 T-�. N N'
theoretical expression for te expected value of Ys as
folloWS6) :

lim (Xs (T))= X, + X, I
(Vs (T) I N N

(s(T (C=-(T)) - (28)

(22) 6Y I--
I N N

Yf. (aT, N) - -
N From Eqs. 27) and 28), one can see that if N is not

I-e-' I I-e-'y enough large, this effect is not negligible. Therefore,
A (XY) 1 (23) under such condition, the saturation values of Y and

X XY X are underestimated compared to the expected

values by the conventional theoretical expressions,

On the other hand, the theoretical expression for the Eqs. 4) and 9).

expected value of Xs was derived as folloWS7): 2.3 Unbiased estimate of Y and X values by

(vs(T)) unbiased variance and third order moment
(Xs T)) 3 2 In the present study, we devised new definitions for

(Z�(T)) Y and X to eliminate the effect of the finite nature of

X 2-A(aTN) + X3J(aTN), (24) neutron counts data as much as possible. For this

6 Yf, (aT, N) + 2 reason, we introduced the unbiased variance vu(7)
N N 2 and unbiased third order moment su(7) instead of

vs(T) and ss(T) as,

V.(T) a (C, (T - U(T)y , (29)
A (XI A

1 + e-' - 2 e-' N

X Su (T) N - (C, (T - U(T)y . (30)

3 ex - 4 I-e- - 2 - exy xe-x t - (N - IXN 2 l=�

y X XY I - e-' The Yu and Xu value are defined by using unbiased

2 - e'y values vu(T) and su(7) as,

+ 7( 1 + e-1 - 2 XY Y,(T) = Vu(T) - 1, (31)

(25) (T)

Xu (T = SUM -3 vu(T) 2. (32)
U(T) C(T)
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and the expected values of Yu and Xu were derived In Table 1, v is the neutron velocity, the
as follows: macroscopic scattering cross section, Ef the

macroscopic fission cross section, E, the macroscopic(vu(T))(Yu (T) = (C- - I the macroscopic(T)) (33) capture cross section and Ed
detection cross section. It should be noted that all of

Yfl(aT, N) the neutron capture were regarded as the neutron
detection. The notations of Af and Ad are defined as

(Xu (T) (Su(T)) 3(Vu(T))+2 follows:

= T(-T)) - 7T)-) (34) A = Ef , (40)

Xj,(aT, N) + Xj,(aT, N) Ad = Ed' (41)

- Y
fi(x' Y) Y-I f X, Y) (35) We assumed that the fissile material consisted of

2 only 235U . Then, the probability of emission of v

AI(X, Y) Y A X, Y) (36) neutrons by one fission event, Pf (v) , could be
(y - Xy - 2 approximated by te binomial distributions) I

Y 2 A P (V = - V! (2.474 1 - 2.474 )'-'. (42)
A (X, Y) (y 1)(y 2) (X, Y) (37) �!(5-v)!� 5 )V( 5

One can find that Eqs. 33) and 34) are smpler than Furthermore, the probability of emission of q
Eqs. 22) and 24). neutrons by one source event of 252Cf neutron source,

P,(q) , was also approximated by the binomial

If T goes to infinity, Yu and Xu approach to their distributions),

saturation values that do not include N, P� (q = - q! (3.876 )q(l _ 3876 )7-q. (43)

lim(Yu(T) = Y., (38) 7T!7 7,1. 7 7
T-+w We assumed that a Multi Channel Scaler (MCS)

was used for accumulating of successive neutron

lim(Xu(T))= X, + X, . (39) counts data. Its fundamental gate width and number
of count gates with respect to To are also assumed to
be To and No, as shown by Fig. 1. In order to avoid

These results are obtained since the unbiased values repeating calculation with different gate widths, we
vu(7) and su(7) are used for definition of Y and X. used bunching techniques). This technique requires

3. Monte Carlo Simulation the addition of successive i count-gates to obtain the
time series data corresponding to a longer gate width

To investigate the behavior of Ys, Xs, Yu and Xu T = iTo (i = 23,4 ... ). Therefore the nmber of gates
values due to the finite nature of neutron counts data, with respect to T, namely N, is in inverse proportion

we carried out Monte Carlo simulations on a neutron to i as follows:
correlation experiment that used a 52Cf spontaneous N N, (44)
neutron source in an infinite homogeneous system i Ihmn .

without delayed neutrons. The one-group constants To get the high precision values of Ys, Xs, Yu and
for four subcritical states (k = 099 095 090, 0.80) Xu, the simulations of MCS measurements are
used in the simulations are listed in Table 1. repeated M times. Table 2 shows No, To and M used

Table I One-group constants for Monte Carlo in the simulations.

simulation
neutron

V (cm/s) 1, (1/cm) Er (1/cm) E, (1/cm) detection I I -------------

1-395 x lo' 9.3 94 X t 0-' 1.530 X 0-' 0 1 1 --------------------

I:d 0/CM) TO Al, counting gates

k = 099 k = 095 k = 090 k = .80 Fig. I Measurement of neutron counts by multi

2.293 X I -' 2.454 x IO 2.676 x 10-2 3.202 x I _' channel scaler MCS)
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Table 2 No, To and Mused in the simulations Figures 4 and show the results of those for Yu

No To (s) M and Xu. From Figs. 4 and 5, it is found that both

k = 099 250 4000 present and conventional theoretical curves agree

k = 095 50 20000 well with the results of Monte Carlo simulations.
k = 090 4000 25 40000 Therefore, it seems that we can almost eliminate the

effect of the number of data and conventional
= .80 1 10 100000 formulas are available for fitting analysis.

Above discussions hold true for the results of Ys,
4. Results and discussions Xs, Yu and Xu simulated at other subcritical states.

4.1 The effect of finite nature of neutron counts 6DO . Monte Carlo
data --- corventional theoreticalpr sent theoretical cur
Figures 2 and 3 show the results of Monte Carlo 500

simulation and theoretical curves for Ys and Xs when 4W
k = 095. From Figs. 2 and 3 it is found that the
present theoretical curves, agree well with the results
of Monte Carlo simulations, but the conventional .? 3W
ones differ from the results of Monte Carlo 200
simulations as the gate width increases, i.e. N
decreases. Therefore conventional formulas of Y and 100
X are not applicable to fitting analysis, and the effect
of the finite nature of data must be taken into 0 -J10-2 lo-, lo, lo,

account. T Ns]

Fig. 4 Example results of Yu (k = 095)

- Mont Carlo 8000001W ----- conventional theoretical curve . Monte Carlo
present theoretical curve ----- conventional theoretical curveSoo ------ 700000 present theoretical curve

60000D400
500000

300
,,P 40DOOO

200 300000

200000100
100000

0
lo-, la-, 1� � 101 lo, 0

lo-, lo-, 10, lo,

T Ns)
Fig. 2 Example results of Ys (k 0.95) Fig. Example results of Xu (k = 095)

NDnt:,Garlo
7000DO --.-- conv tional theoretical curve

present theoretical curv 4.2 Estimate of subcriticality by using Yu and Xu

6000DO In the case of Ys and Xs, the present theoretical

50WW formulas must be used for fitting analysis, and
conventional ones are not available. On the other

4WM hand, in the case of Yu and Xu, it seems that both

30M formulas are available for fitting analysis. In this
section, we discuss the results of subcriticality

20M
estimated by using Yu and Xu. Table 3 shows the

lo= results of subcriticality, which were estimated by

0 fitting the conventional formulas or present ones to
lo-, lo-, lo, lo, lo, Yu and Xu simulated at each subcritical state. From

T Ns] Table 3 we can see that the results of subcriticality

Fig. 3 Example results of Xs (k = 095) obtained by both formulas are nearly equal to
theoretical value.
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Figure 6 shows the ratios of present theoretical References
curve to conventional one when k = 095. From Fig. 6,
we can see that the present theoretical curves are not I A. Furuhashi and A. Izumi, "Third moment of
much deference than conventional ones. These results the number of neutrons detected in short time
hold true for other critical states. Therefore, we can intervals," J. Nucl. Sci. Technol., 5, 48-59
use conventional formulas are available for fitting (1968).
analysis, if Yu and Xu are measured. 2) N. G. j6strand, "Measurements on a subcritical

reactor using a pulsed neutron source," Arkiv f6r
Fysik, 11, 233-246 1956).

Table 3 Estimate of subcriticality for Yu and Xu 3) B. E. Simmons and J. S. King, "A pulsed neutron
(a): By fitting the conventional fortnulas. technique for reactivity determination," Nucl. Sci.
(b): By fitting the present fortnulas. Eng. 3 595-608 1958).

(-p) (01.AkA) 4) J. T. Mihalczo, V. K. Pard, G. L. Ragan, M. V.

theoretical value (a) (b) Mathis and G. C. Tillett, "Determination of
k 099 1.010 1.517 1.435 reactivity from power spectral density

measurement with califomium-252," Nucl. Sci.
k = 095 5.263 5.151 5.081 Eng., 66, 29-59 1978).

k = 090 11.11 11.20 11.12 5) R. P. Feynman, F. de Hoffinann and R. Serber,
k = .80 25.00 25.26 25.14 "Dispersion of the neutron emission in U-235

fission," J. Nucl. Energy, 3 64-69 1956).
6) E. J. M. Wallerbos and J. E. Hoogenboom, The

1. ON) forgotten effect of the finite measurement time
on various noise analysis techniques," Ann. Nucl.

0 98 Energy, 25, 733-746 1998).
7) Y. Kitainura, T. Endo, Y. Yamane, T. Misawa

.41

0 0.996- and H. Unesaki, "Absolute measurement of the
G)> subcriticality by using te tird order moment ofY

41 :3 0. 994 the number of neutrons detected," PHYSOR
C -
10 2002, Seoul, Korea, October 710 2002).
2!.O 0.992
CL+- 8) S. Ukai, S. Takeda. and S. Yamada "AC

4- 'D generalized analysis of Rossi-a experiment," J.0 C 0.9900
41- 0 Nucl. Sci. Technol. 2 355-362 1965).

0

41 0. 988 9) B.C. Diven, H.C. Martin and J. Terrerll,
lo-, 10-1 lo, to, "Multiplicities of fission neutrons," Physical

T Ns] Review, 101, 1012-1015 1956).

Fig. 6 The ratios of present theoretical curve to 10) T. Misawa, S. Shiroya and K. Kanda,
conventional one for Yu and Xu (k = 095) "Measurement of prompt neutron decay constant

and large subcriticality by the Feymnan-a
method," Nucl. Sci. Eng., 104,53-65 1990).

5. Conclusion

We derived new formulas for the neutron
correlation factor Y and X in consideration of the
finite nature of neutron counts data. By using the
Monte Carlo simulations, we verified the finite nature
of data for Y and X. If Y and X are estimated by
using the sample variance and the sample third order
moment, the effect of the number of data is not
negligible, so that conventional formulas are not
appropriate and present ones must be used for fitting
analysis. On the other hand, if Y and X are estimated
by using the unbiased variance and the unbiased third
order moment, we can eliminate the effect of the
number of data as much as possible, so both
conventional and present fonnulas are available for
fitting analysis.
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Experiments for Substantiation of RBMK Fast-scram System
Based on Gaseous Absorber

Vladimir KACHANOV', Evgeni BURLAKOV, Alexandr KUZMIN, Valeri Jitarev
Russian Research Center efKurchatov Institute)), Kurchatov Square 1, Moscow 23182, Russia

This paper presents experiments performed in the RBMK critical facility for a
Substantiation of a RBMK fast-acting scram system based on the gaseous absorber -
helium-3. The assignment of this system to shut-down a reactor only at accident conditions,
when the standard shut-down systems do not functionate properly. Experiments were
performed with a mock-up of this system in a critical configuration - the fragment of a
initial reactor loading at room temperature. In first series efficiencies of helium-3 inside a
superintending device or a receiving device for a range of pressure from 01 to 16 MPa
were investigated. Then in transient experiments a sutdown time of 0. 50.20 second was
obtained.

A comprehensive certification of core components and analyses of uncertainties were
made. Experimental data can be used for neutron-code validation.

KEYWORDS. critical configuration, efficiency, experiment, fast-acting scram system,
graphite, helium, measurement of reactivity, RBMK criticalfacility, transient

1. Introduction A comprehensive certification of core components
and analysis of experimental accuracy were made. The

The RBMK reactor is a uranium-graphite reactor experimental data can be used for neutron-code
of one million kilowatts electric capacity. Now validation.
RBMK nuclear power plants produce more than 50%
of the nuclear electricity production in Russia. 2. Critical Facility and Measurement Equipment

A large complex of neutron experiments was
performed at the Russian Research Center "Kurchatov The RBMK critical facility was constructed at the
Institute" during the period of the RBMK design Russian Research Center "Kurchatov Institute". It is
development and improvement. Different critical the physical mock-up of a RBMK power reactor. 2)

masses were investigated in the RBMK critical Experiments are performed at room temperature. The
facility. Such experiments permitted to obtain maximum power of the RBMK critical facility is 25
comprehensive data for neutron-code validation. watts.

The RBMK reactor was became the object of The graphite stack is close to a cube in shape. The
intense safety studies since the Chernobyl accident. size of the whole stack is 4.5x4.5 in in the base
Different experiments for substantiation of RBMK dimension and 41 in high. The stack consists of 324
control rods modernization were performed!) An (18xl8) vertical graphite columns. The columns are
additional diverse shut-down system based on liquid assembled with rectangular graphite blocks having
poison injection was considered too.-) Our paper vertical cylindrical openings through the center.
presents experiments for substantiation of a RBMK Aluminum channels are placed in all central openings
fast-acting scram system based on gaseous absorber - of graphite columns. The channel lattice pitch is
helium-3. The assignment of this fast-acting scram 0.25 in.
system to shut-down a reactor only at accident Fuel assemblies, additional absorbers, control rods
conditions, when the standard shut-down systems do and control rod imitators are loaded inside the
not ftirictionate properly. channels. All elements of the core are identica to

Experiments with a mock-up of the fast-action similar elements of the RBMK reactor. But the height
scram system were performed in the RBMK critical of the core is half that of the reactor. The fuel
facility at room temperature. Efficiencies of helum-3 assembly consists of 18 fuel pins (uranium dioxide of
inside a superintending device and a receiving device 2% enrichment) located on two coaxial circles
were investigated at different pressure. The transient surrounding a central supporting tube. The height of
experiment with injection of helium-3 was made too. the core is 346 in. Top and bottom reflectors are
In this experiment the efficiency of gaseous absorber 0.32 in thick.
and time for filling both devices were measured.

Corresponding author, Fax. 007) 095-196-96-68, E-mail:vmkachanov�rambler.ru
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The additional absorber is constructed from an measured reactivity can have a component of
internal steel tube with boron steel absorbing sleeves. uncertainty because of the so-called kinetic space
These absorbers are used for compensation of a effect". For a small number of chambers and large
reactivity margin of a initial reactor loading. The reactivity, the point-kinetics approximation is not
control rod consists of three standard cylindrical correct because the sum of the signals of the
sections. Each section includes two concentric reactimeter chambers is not proportional to the
aluminum tubes with boron carbide sleeves. The neutron power of whole core before and after
control rod imitator is similar to the control rod. perturbation. The KENTAVR system permits to

The experiments were performed in a critical determine the reactivity practically without the
configuration with 256 channels (Figure 1). It is the "kinetics space effect" component of uncertainty.
fragment of a initial reactor loading. The periphery The measurements of reactivity using a standard
graphite columns are the radial reflector. The core of reactimeter with four chambers in side reflector
this configuration consisted of 191 fuel assemblies, 32 located are employed too. The values of reactivity
additional absorbers, 4 or 6 control rod iitators and recorded by the reactimeter and the KENTAVR
22 control rods. These 22 control rods included 7 system for a range from -0.3 Peff to O.3 coincide
emergency protection rods, compensatory control usually.
rods and 7 manual control rods. The fuel and
additional absorber channels were both filled with 3. Fast-acting Scram System
water. All other channels were without water usually.

Row The experiments in the critical facility were
18A A performed with a mock-up of the fast-acting scram
17 0 0 Nff�,o oo CR. 0 0 0 ..0 o..- ICRI 0 system consisting of a superintending device, a
16 0 0 0 o o AA o o AA o o receiving device, a pressufizing tank with helium-3
15 CR o olo ER. o o MR. o.. o ER.. oI and a fast-acting installation for injection of gaseous.

I I I I 'kA o o
14 o AA o AA o o AA o o o The superintending device consisted of 14 zirconium
13 o o ER o 0 0 ECI 0 o RI oo 00 W W E N i pipes (outer and inner diameters were 12.6 mm and IO
12oo o AA o o AA 0 0 a AA 0o o'XA

mm) placed on circle 64 mm diameter) around11 MR o o RI o o ER. 0 o Nff� o 0 0 
I 0 0 0 0 o 0 AA 0 0 0 kA 0 0 aluminum displacer. Helium-3 was supplied in 12

MR1 0 1 0 o 1CR 0 0 0 RI 00 MR ther two pipes were used for disposal of
8 oTo o TAA1 0 0 o 0 0 0 kA 0 0 0 AA neutron detectors. A membrane of the fast-acting
7 1 o I I RI i0 000 RI 0-0 ER-0 0 0 o installation was shot by a scram signal of these
6 o TAA o T I o' o ol o .'o o TAA1 o
5 0 1 0 ERI 0 1 0 0 CR 0 0 1 0 ER I CR 0 detectors and helium-3 was injected inside

4 o � E Zk _kA -T- superintending and receiving devices. The receiving
CR CR device consisted of 12 zirconium pipes (the same

2 0 N0 _01 0 diameters) placed on circle 62.4 mm diameter)
IA 0 A around aluminum displacer too. Gaseous was supplied

1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 It 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 in all 12 pipes. The height of pipes was equal to 36 m.
Channel The volume of the whole gaseous circuit of the

superintending device or the receiving device was
0fuel assembly chamber of reactimeter nearly 4 liters. The initial pressure of helium-3 in the

AA additional absorber experimental channel tank was nearly MPa.
Rl control rod imitator chamber of KENTAVR system For a reactor the fast-acting scram system will be
ER emergency protection rod chamber of control and protection constructed using a few superintending and receiving
MR manual control rod system

ICRI compensatory control rod F� empty channel devices.

Fig.1 Loading diagram of configuration in the RBM1K 4. Results of Experiments
critical facility.

4.1 First Series of Experiments
The RBMK facility is equipped with an automatic In first series of experiments efficiencies helium-3

metering KENTAVR system to measure steady-state inside the superintending device or the receiving
and transient neutron fields.6) This system consists of device for a range of pressure from 0.1 MPa to
68 linear measuring channels with small-size fission 1.6 MPa were measured by the KENTAVR system.
chambers. The chambers are placed in special Measurements were performed in the experimental
channels of the stack at comers of graphite blocks. channel (R13-8, Figure 1). The inner diameter of this
During each measurement it is possible to record channel was 82 mm for the superintending device, but
signals of all chambers via 032 second for hundred - 80 mm for the receiving device. This channel with a
states. A reactivity is determined by solving the device was without or with water. Results of
inverse point-kinetics equation by a computer using experiments are given in Table I (Figure 2 and Table
signals of these chambers too. It is known that a
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2 (Figure 3 The uncertainty of pressure equals water the efficiency is equal to 70 80% of the
2 - 3. efficiency of the standard control rod.

One can see that for both devices the efficiency of 0.6

helium-3 is increased at a increase of pressure. For the
case with water in channel the efficiency of helium-3
is decreased. The ratio of helium efficiency obtained

0A

Tablel Efficiency of helium-3 inside superintending 1=
PH2device without AosD or with water (A SD in

channel.
of3 HO 0,2Pressure He ApsD AP SD

(MPa) (Peff) Aff)

0.1 0.275 ±0.010 0.210 ±0.011

0.3 0.453 ±0.010 0.342 ±0.011 0 0.5 1 1.5

0.5 0.526 ±0.011 0.403 ±0.012 Pressure, MPa

0.8 0.580 ±0.010 0.436 ±0.011 Fig.3 Efficiency of helium-3 inside receiving device
1.1 0.605 ±0.012 0.445 ±0.014 without (A) or with water (m) in channel

0.8 Table 3 Comparison helium efficiency with efficiency

of standard control rod A 20
CR

Pressureof'He ApH201APH20 H20 H'0
SD CR AP RD lAp CR

0,6 A (MPa) (%) (%)
t:0 0.1 36.8 +2. 1 31.9 +2.4

0.3 60.0 +2.3 52.3 +2.6

0,4 0.5 70.7 +2.7 59.6 ±2.7
0.8 76.5 +2.6 66.7 +2.9
1.1 78.1 +2.7 70.0 9.8
1.6 - 74.0 ±3.0

0.2

4.2 Transient Experiments

The goal of transient experiments was to measure
I a shut-down time and reactivity inserted for the mock-
0 0,3 0.6 0,9 1,2 up of the fast-acting scram system consisting of both

Pressure, MPa devices. The superintending device was emplaced in

Fig.2 Efficiency of helium-3 inside superintending the 82-mm-diameter channel RI3-12), the receiving
device without (A) or with water (m) in channel device - in the 80-mm-diameter channel R3-8).

These channels were filled with water. Helium-3 was
Table 2 Efficiency of helium-3 inside receiving inside the pressurizing tank at pressure of 44 MPa

device without ApRD or with water AP 'IO in and filled with pipes of devices after blast of a
RD membrane. A special code of the KENTAVR system

channel. f3 gave a signal for blast of the membrane. This signal
H20Pressure He APR, AP RD was synchronized with record of signals of

(MPa) (Peff) A,� KENTAVR chambers.

0.1 0.219 ±0.013 0.182 ±0.014 A helium pressure during time was fixed by bifilar
0.3 0.372 ±0.013 0.298 ±0.014 oscillograph. This bifilar oscillograph was used for
0.5 0.434 ±0.013 0.340 ±0.014 measurement of pressures inside the pressurizing tank,
0.8 0.482 ±0.013 0.380 ±0.014 at an entry of both devices and at end of one pipe of
1.1 0.502 ±0.013 0.399 ±0.014 the superintending device simultaneity. The reactivity
1.6 0.532 ±0.013 0.422 ± 0.015 during time was measured by the KENTAVR system

and the reactimeter. The response time of the

for both devices to the efficiency of the standard reactimeter was equal to 004 second, but the response
control rod located in the same channel with water are time of the KENTAVR system was 03 second. Two
given in Table 3 At pressure of helium-3 nearly 1.0 experiments were performed. Neutron fields at just
MPa to 16 MPa for both devices in channel with critical condition and via 064 second after blast of

membrane at subcritical condition are shown in Figure
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4 and Figure accordingly. One can see a fast 5. Conclusion
decrease of neutron flux with more alteration of
neutron field around devices. The pressure of helium, The results obtained are experimental
the shut-down time and reactivity inserted were substantiation for design of the fast-acting scram
practically the same in both experiments. The helium system based on gaseous absorber.
pressure of 104 ±0.02 MPa was fixed in circuit of the This system containing a few devices and
fast-acting scram system after finish of process. The employing helium-3 can have sufficient efficiency for
reactivity inserted at 15 second after beginning of shutting the RBMK reactor down during time less I

helium injection was equal to 104±0.04 Peff by the second.
reactimeter and 103±0.01 Pff by the KENTAVR The experimental data can be the ground for
system. The detention of reactivity by the KENTAVR neutron-code validation.
system because of more value of response time during
first second was observed. References
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Critical Experiments Recent and Future International Programmes in VENUS

Benoit LANCE", Daniel MARLOYE', dr6mie MOERENHOUT', Paul VAN DEN HENDE1, Jacques
BASSELIER', Peter BAETEN 2, Kaas Van der MEER 2and Pierre D'HONDT 2

'Beigonucleaire 4 Av. Ariane, B-1200 Bruxelles, Belgium
2SCKsCEN, Boeretang 200, B-2400 Mol, Belgium

This paper outlines the outstanding measurement capabilities of the VENUS critical facility, by
giving examples of validation calculations against the two experimental databases VIPEX and
VIPO. Then, the two fture programmes, called REBUS-BWR and VIPOX, are investigated by
calculation. The paper ends by prospecting other possible projects with VENUS.

KEYWORDS: VENUS, MOX, validation, criticality experiment

1 Introduction This paper presents calculation against measurement
comparisons, on the basis of an experimental database

VENUS is a well-known zero-power critical facility coming from two International Programmes VIPEX
located at the SCK*CEN (Mol, Belgium). The facility and VPO.
has been widely used in the fi7ame of the Belgian
MOX programme and the R&D International 2 Calculation tools
Programmes (see Table 1).

Belgonucleaire computer tools and calculation
Table Summary of the various projects n with the schemes were described in detail in a previous paper').
VENUS criti al facility since 1967 Let us just recall that WIMS8a multipurpose neutronic

Year Project item code is the main tool that can be used << stand alone >>,
1967-1978 Pu recycling 27 critical cores with or coupled to S transport THREEDANT or Monte

Pu Carlo KENO-Va codes. WIMS contains a powerful
1982-1988 VENUS 12-3 Neutron and gamma 2D transport characteristics code that allows an

for vessel shielding heterogeneous representation of fissile systems.
1990-1992 VIP PWR and BWR FA WIMS8a can be fed by two kinds of multigroup

simulation libraries, both based upon JEF2.2 data: the first one
1993-1995 VIPO Void reactivity effect made of 69 energy groups and the second with 172

in MOX groups.
1996-1998 VIPEX. Extension of VIP for VIPEX configurations were simulated using only

PV*rR and BWR WIMS8a 2D transport calculations with an axial
1999-2000 IMP Critical cores with buckling on account of the axial leakage.

WG-MOX rods For VIPO, as a void box introduced a strong axial
2002-2004 REBUS-PWR Burnup credit for heterogeneity, 3D calculations were needed. These

PWR U02 and MOX were achieved by WIMS 3D diffusion (SNAP) and
> 2004 REBUS-BWR Burnup credit for WIMS - THREEDANT (DANTSYS package) Si

BV#R MOX transport schemes.

Indeed, VENUS accomodates various measurement 3 Analysis of recent MOX experiments

devices and an interesting amount Of U02, RG-MOX 3.1 Experimental database
and WG-MOX fuel rods, that can be loaded vertically VIPEX was dedicated to the neutronic behaviour of
through the vessel grids. The parameters that can be a MOX assembly loaded with neighbouring U02
measured are the critical water height, reactivity assemblies. The mock-up was a cross-like
variation with water level, reactivity effects from one configuration (Figure 1) in which the MOX 17 x 17
critical configuration to another, pinwise fission rate bundle was surrounded by four U02 17 x 17 bundles,
distribution, spectrum index, etc. VENUS offers also simulating the alternate loading pattern in the NPP.
two specific features (i) the authorization to load a Besides the critical water level, several reactivity
high quantity (50 Kg) of plutonium inside the vessel effects were measured, that will be described hereafter.
and (ii) the possibility of critical measurements
including irradiated fuel rods.

Corresponding author, Tel. 32-2-774-06-26, Fax. 32-2-774-06-10, E-mail: b.lance�belgonucleaire.be
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accuracy, whereas SNAP is characterized by a
+H+ -H+4H4+ conservative bias of about - 550 pcm, quite typical for

such a small core (PO/PI effect). More surprizing is
the large overestimation observed for the water level
reactivity variation.

........... - .T;
. .... . ....

...... . ...

Table 2.a Critical water level and water level
react vity variation - C-E)/E values in pcm and %

A f Ap
Configuration SNAP DANT N

.... .... . . .. ....... (pcin) (Pcm )
MOX moderated - 515 + 21 74

MOX void 10 x 10 - 613 - 54 + 18
MOX void 14 x 14 552 + 46 36

mom m Knowing the experimental reactivity differences
between the reference configuration and the voided

Fig. I VIPEX core layout: one central MOX configurations, the calculated values can be deduced
assembly surrounded by 4 U02 assemblies from the reported deviation on the absolute critical

water height. We observe in Table 2.b that the
VIPO addressed the void reactivity coefficient of antireactivity effect induced by the void is strongly

MOX fuel, up to 14 w% Pu content. A dedicated void overestimated from the reference to the IOxIO
box (H = 5 cm) was introduced in the central MOX configuration whereas the result is better for te
bundle (Figure 2, in order to remove locally the water comparison between the reference and te I4xI4
moderator. The core layout was a central 14x 14 MOX configurations. Trends to overestimate the reactivity
region surrounded by a U02 driver zone. Reactivity effect induced by the moderator voiding was already
effects are deduced from the difference between the observed in MISTRAL3 analysis, although void was
critical water levels of both configurations with and simulated by the use of aluminium. overcladding and
without void box. block).

Table 2.15 Reactivity effect of the MOX moderator
........ voidage - C-E)/E values in % for SNAP and DANT

......... Step Ak�ff SNAP DANT...... .....
...... ............. ...... (Pcm) (%) N...... ............ ......
...... ...... Ref --> void I Ox I 400 22 17

Ref -> void 14 x 14 1000 4 3

4q.
...... 3.3 Fission rate distribution in voided MOX

The radial fission rate distribution along the two--- -------------- ------
------ main axes X and XY, simulated by the 3D schemes

WIMS-SNAP and WIMS-THREEDANT, is shown in
...... Figure 3 The pin power distribution is normalized to

I for the two axes. One sees that the introduction of

Fig. 2 VIPO core layout central 14 x 14 MOX region the void box creates a strong power depression, just on
(light and dark grey) surrounded by a U02 driver zone the side of the U02 driver zone. The (C-E)/E values
(white and dotted cells). Two void box dimensions demonstrate that the voidage strengthens the
investigated (IO x IO and 14 x 14). calculation measurement discrepancies in the U02

region located against the MOX and near the reflector.

3.2 Void reactivity effect in MOX Moreover the pin power in voided MOX is
The values reported here are limited to the case of underestimated, in the same way as for APOLL02

14 w% Pu content MOX, analysed with the 69 g analysis of MISTRAL3 experiments').

library. The geometric model is made of 58 x 58 x 87 Table 3 Radial fission rate distribution along axes X
X-Y-Z meshes and 64 sets of cross sections data, and XY - C-E)/E values in %

accounting of the strong spectral variations in the core Configuration SNAP DANT
due to interfaces between U02 and MOX as well as
interfaces between moderated and voided regions. MOX moderated 2.24 4.17

Table 2.a shows that the WIMS - THREEDANT MOX void 10 x 10 3.66 7.45
scheme reproduces the critical water height with great MOX void 14 x 14 3.74 5.73
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Numerical results are summarized in Table 3 by 2 when using the 69 g library, whereas the bias
through the use of standard deviations cy,,y of the (C- becomes about 7 for the 172 g library. The better
E)/E values. WIMS-THREEDANT provides larger results provided by the 69 g library is a quite
deviations than WIMS - SNAP scheme. surprising observation, since the 172 groups structure

is a priori recommended for MOX fuel.
2.0

3.5 Moderator density reactivity effect
1.8 Aluminium microrods were loaded at the lattice

comers of the VIPEX configuration. These aluminium
1.2 microrods aimed at simulating PWR conditions for

which water density is about 07.
0A They were progressively removed in order to

REF EXP simulate hot -* cold moderator transition
-REF SNAP

10.10EXP
0.4 10.10 SNAP step I Al removal inside the MOX assembly,

14.14 EXP step 2 step I removal in a part of U02 FA,
14.i4SW

00 step 3 all Al microrods removed,
15.0 leading to important positive reactivity effects of more

than 2000 pcin.
10.0 The 3 steps were simulated by WIMS 2D transport

characteristics calculation. (C-E)/E values are reported
in Table 5. This time both libraries accurately

F reproduced the reactivity effects, except for the step 3,

. for which we suspect that the great difference of water
.5.0 level reactivity variation Ap/AH affects the

pf
experimental reactivity effect.

REF SNAP
.10.0 SW

14.14 SW
.15.0 i Table Reactivity effect induced by the water density

0 5 10 1 20 25 - (C-E)/E values in %
X pin position Step Description 69 g lib 172 g lib

I Al removal inside - 13 - 02
Fig. 3 Radial fission rate distribution in VIPO cores the MOX
and deviation against calculation. The vertical lines 2 1 removal in a 3.0 1.4
indicate the void box boundary. part of U02 FA

3 all Al microrods 25 21
3.4 Control rod worth in MOX removed

Control rods made of AglnCd material have been
inserted into the water holes of the MOX region Of 3.6 Am241 build-up reactivity effect
VIPEX. The insertion was performed progressively, VIPEX basic configuration is the same than the VIP
loading at each step 4 more AIC rods, up to a total of configuration loaded 6 years before. The first
20. The antireactivity effects induced by the AIC rods, reactivity effect to be measured was thus the
of about - 500 pcm between each couple of poisoning effect of the Am241 build-up in the MOX
configurations, was simulated by WIMS 2D transport rods.
characteristics calculation. This was experimentally evaluated about - 600 pcm

and simulated by WIMS, as reported in Table 6 The
Table 4 AIC control rod worth in MOX - C-EYE 172 g library here gives a better result. Moreover the
values in % Am241 antireactivity effect is underestimated, which

Step 69 g lib 172 g lib could indicate that the thermal capture cross section cc
0 4 AIC rods - 07 1.6 of Am.241 is also underestimated, as already

3)4 8 AIC rods 2.8 11.2 suspected
8 12 AIC rods 3.9 2.2
12 16 AC rods 1.5 7.7 Table 6 Reactivity effect induced Arn.241 build-up -
12 16 AIC rods 4.2 11.1 (C-E)/E values in 
16 20 AIC rods -0.5 7.7 Situation 69 glib I 72 glib

Average bias 1.9 6.9 VIP VIPEX 6 years) - 93 4.1
Standard deviation 2.1

3.7 Flux parameters
Comparisons between the calculation and the 3.7.1 FA Power sharing

measured value ((C-E)/E in %) are reported in Table 4 Fission rate distribution of 1/8th of the MOX and
They show that the control rod worth is overestimated U02 fuel assemblies (FA) has been measured, leading
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to the measurement of the P02/PMOX power saring,
of - 0.93. WIMS calculations underestimate this FA .......... ... ..........

In . I .. .I..:..
sharing by 2 to 4 %, as sown in Table 7 . .........
3.7.2 Detector response

U235 fission chambers were loaded in the central
water hole of the U02 and MOX assemblies. The ratio .....
between the responses of the fission chambers

y 211(D'RuO21Rmox, with R = f is about 25, and is a .....
well-known effect of MOX spectrum hardening.
Comparisons between calculation and measurement .....
are provided in Table 7 and are in complete agreement
with the power sharing C/E : the calculation
underestimation of U02/MOX ratios indicates that ...
thermal flux in MOX is overestimated or/and that ----- ---
thermal flux in U02 is underestimated. Such
observations combined with measurements of
spectrum indexes could help to incriminate cross

sections data of U235 and U238. Fig. 4 VIPOX core layout central H-MOX region
3.7.3 Pinwise power distribution surrounded by M-, LMOX and U02 driver zone.

Finally pinwise power distributions can be compared,

separately for the U02 and for the MOX regions. VIPO and VIPOX are both characterized by a local
Results are expressed through the standard deviation positive reactivity effect in the voided MOX region,
CTY of (C-E)/E values, in Table 7 stays below 2 but the global reactivity effect of the voiding is
in both the MOX and the U02 regions, which is a negative, although to a lesser extent in VIPOX The
good result. The highest discrepancy is observed for spectral ratio 01/02 (cut-off 0625 eV) shows a
the U02 pins located along the MOX strong spectral hardening induced by the void, much

higher than using aluminium blocks, as in Ref4).
Table 7 Flux parameters in VIPEX - C-E)/E in %

Parameter 69 g lib 172 g Jib Table VIPO VIPOX comparison of the main
Detector response 17 _ 2.7 parameters

RU02 Rmox Parameter VIPOX VIPO
U02 MOX - 23 - 37 External lattice 42 x 42 48 x 48

Power sharing B.2 (cm-) I. I X Io-, 3.3 x 10-3

U02 TXy 1.75 1.95 Brad 2 CM-2) 4.3 x 10-3 3.5 x I _'

MOX TY 1.11 1.12 2 ( 2)Btot M 5.4 x 10-3 6.7 x (-3

4 VIPOX proposal Central k.
Moderator 1.172 1.170

VIPO suffered ftom two major weaknesses, which Void 1.364 1.347

were Void reactivity
effect (pem)

- the high axial leakage due to the small active fuel 10 X 10 - 300 - 400

rod length (50 cm), 14 x 14 - 600 1000
- the coincidence of MOX / U02 and void 

moderated interfaces. Central (DIAD2

VIPO could be extended to a VIPOX project, taking Moderator - 80 - 0

advantage of the core active height increase from 50 Void - 22000 9000

cm to I n, recently achieved in VENUS.

The VIPOX configuration would consist of a central This VIPOX proposal would allow the moderator

H-MOX region with a radially progressive decrease of voiding assessment in HMOX in a more accurate way

Pu content, untill reaching the U02 driver zone (see than VIPO.

Figure 4 In this way the void box would be However, when dealing with void effect, one must

introduced in a clean MOX spectrum region, far away distinguish between two scenarios, which are

from the U02 neighbouring and the associated power homogeneous and heterogeneous voidings'), with

perturbation. respect to spatial distribution. The here-above

A numerical comparison of VIPO and VIPOX is proposed VIPOX configuration, focuses on the first

provided in Table for the main parameters. Fuel rod phenomenon, trying to get asymptotic spectral

loading optimisation allows to reduce the axial and conditions in the HMOX central bundle, as obtained

total leakage, as one can observe from the buckling when considering a voided pincell calculation.

values.
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In the eterogeneous voiding, a local moderator of VENUS U02 fuel rods will remain unchanged. In
voiding in a MOX region gives rise to 2 phenomena: this way one takes advantage of the work already
- absolute reactivity change of the voided region, performed in the PWR phase. Comparison of the
- and, change of coupling between the voided and configuration incorporating the irradiated bundle will

the moderated fuel regions. be performed against the REBUS-PWR configuration
In real PWR conditions, the heterogeneous voiding incorporating fresh PWR MOX fuel rods.

can create a positive reactivity effect, which is quite The test bundle is made of 7x7 fuel rods with comer
difficult to reproduce in an experimental facility, due hollowed aluminium tie rods. The rodlets are loaded
to high leakage situation. However, heterogeneous in an overmoderated lattice, one cell over two. The
voiding could be also investigated in VENUS. Indeed,

MMone could imagine measuring several couples of
configurations (void/moderated), made by different Among W

M-Z-_central 1xl0 test bundles. Varying the Pu content of
311the test zone, from high to low Pu content, would

R R

result i a decrease of the void antireactivity effect, M
possibly reaching a positive effect. 3W R,0 R

5 REBUS-BWR project
R - - - -
RPt

5.1 Introduction
S5The International Programme REBU aims at A Pt R - - - - -

IRI I

providing an experimental database for validation of 9 4+ �R IRI
reactor physics codes devoted to burnup credit. The 11A

R R N9
Rprogramme began with the PWR phase that includes 7ff -OR -- - - - - - -

R
the study of critical configurations and PIE. A R

The critical configurations consist of a driver zone 77

surrounding a central test bundle. There are a proposed configuration is shown in Figure .
reference configuration used for computer code
calibration, a couple of fresh/irradiated U02 fuel rods Fig. REBUS BWR MOX bundle made of 16
bundles, and a couple of fresh/irradiated MOX ftiel irradiated BWR fuel rods fresh PWR MOX
rods bundles. The reactivity effect due to the bumup is Fission rate and flux measurements positions are
measured by water level compensation inside the indicated. A and R stand for the axial and radial
reactor vessel. The analysis of the critical fission rates. The black dots indicate the axial flux
configurations is completed y fission rate and flux measurement positions.
measurements (radial and axial directions).

As an extension to this PAR phase, REBUS-B)WR 5.4 Orientation calculations
will provide antireactivity effect induced by the 5.4.1 Pcell calculations
bumup of BWR H-MOX fael rods. Depletion calculations of the B%`R MOX rods have

been performed, taking into account a target bumup of
5.2 Irradiated fuel rods 60 GWd/tm a cooling time of 2 years and various

The commercial spent fuel rods will come from the moderator void fractions (0, 40 and 70 vol %) as
Gundremingen NPP. They were irradiated inside 9 x 9 shown in Figure 6 The loa ing of these irradiated fue
BIVR assemblies for 4 and 6 cycles. The highest Pu rods inside the REBUS bundle, characterized by a

content MOX fuel rods were selected (Puf,, 552 w%). pitch 126 x -F2 1782 cm and a water density of ,
A refabrication of these commercial spent fuel rods, leads to an increase of reactivity, compared with the k-

from - 4 meter rods into I meter rodlets (- 2 test infinity obtained in the BWR hot state condition.
rodlets per commercial rod), is needed before loading Table 9 gives a comparison of pincell k-infinity for
inside the VENUS vessel. This work will be executed the various MOX fuel rods inside the VENUS pitch.
in the SCKsCEN hot cell laboratory, cutting the rods Akinf is calculated against the fresh PWR MOX rod.
between the 100 and 300 cm axial levels. This will One observes that:
lead to a total of 16 rodlets, whose bumups are -the k-infinity of the irradiated PWR MOX rod is
comprised between 50 and 70 GWd/tm. approximately the same as the one of the BWR

The fuel rods will be analysed exactly in the same MOX rod irradiated up to 60 GWd/tm with a 40 
way as in the REBUS-PWR phase both destructive void fraction. This implies tat the reactivity effect
and non-destructive measurements will be performed. induced by the bumup, assessed in VENUS, should

5.3 Critical configurations be comparable for both the irradiated PVVR MOX
REBUS-BWR experiment will use the same core and the iradiated BWR MOX configurations

layout as for REBUS-PWR, i.e., the driver zone made
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-the k-infinity of irradiated 13WR MOX rods is Comparing the values reported here above and in
obviously dependent of the void fraction in the Table 9 one observes that the reactivity difference in
moderator (in the commercial plant), but the VENUS is approximately a factor 10 less than in the
resulting reactivity effect in the VENUS pitch is pincell model, due to the presence of the finite core
much less important than the reactivity effect dimensions and the driver zone.
induced by the bumup.

6 Conclusions
1.2

In.W.

VENUS
1.15 pith VENUS is a powerful experimental facility for the

1.1 R&D studies in criticality and reactor physics fields,

1.05 allowing the validation of neutronics computer codes.
The paper presents examples of validation studies

I against databases called VIPO and VIPEX
The same codes are then used to prospect future

0.95 programmes, as REBUS-BWR and VIPOX

0.9 - Other interesting projects could be envisaged. For
instance, the presence of the commercial U02

2 Y- -

70% irradiated fuel rods at the SCK*CEN site and the

ability of VENUS to be loaded with such an irradiated0 20 40 60

BU (GWd" fuel, could be exploited further:
- extension of REBUS-PWR programme to axial

Fig 6 Pincell k-infinity obtained through the depletion end effects, using the rod top and bottom
calculation of a BWR MOX fuel rod, for 3 void remnants;
fractions Effects induced by the cooling time and the - extension of REBUS-PY*TR programme to different
VENUS overmoderated pitch are also indicated. bundles, varying either the number of fuel rods or

the pitch 

Table 9 Pincell k. comparison in the VE S pitch - neutron and gamma flux investigation at the
Situation kw Akinf reactor vessel, using irradiated fuel.

(Pcm) Another area of R&D could be the use of WG-MOX,

Fresh PWR MOX 1.338 0 as in IMP programme (Table 1). One could imagine a
Irradiated PWR MOX 1.181 -12480 programme built in the same way as VIPEX, loading a

(20 GWd/t + 15 y) central WG-MOX assembly surrounded by U02 fuel,
Fresh BV*rR MOX 1.381 3160 in a whole hexagonal VVER-like pitch.

As one can see, the flexibility of VENUS allows us
Irradiated BWR MOX 1.122 -17606 to make interesting proposals to meet R&D needs.

(60 GWd/t + 2y - V 0 %
Irradiated BWR MOX 1.170 -13417 References
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Critical Experiment Program of Heterogeneous Core Composed of

LVVIR Fuel Rods and Low Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solution

Yoshinori MIYOSHI'*, Toshihiro YAMAMOTO, Shouichi WATANABE, Takemi NAKAMURA
'Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

In order to simulate the criticality characteristics of a dissolver in a reprocessing plant, a critical
experiment program of heterogeneous cores is under going at a Static Critical Experimental Facil-
ity, STACY in Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, JAERI. The experimental system is com-
posed of 5w/o enriched PW`R-type fuel rod array immersed in 6w/o enriched uranyl nitrate solu-
tion. First series of experiments are basic benchmark experiments on fundamental critical data in
order to validate criticality calculation codes for "general-fonn system" classified in the Japanese
Criticality Safety Handbook, JCSHB. Second series of experinients are concerning the neutron
absorber effects of fission products related to the bum-up credit Level-2. For demonstrating the
reactivity effects of fission products, reactivity effects of natural elements such as Sm, Nd, Eu and
"'Rh, "'Cs solved in the nitrate solution are to be measured. The objective of third series of ex-
periments is to validate the effect of gadolinium as a soluble neutron poison. Properties of tem-
perature coefficients and kinetic parameters are also studied, since these parameters are important
to evaluate the transient behavior of the criticality accident.

KEYWORDS. STACY, Low enriched uranyl nitrate solution, benchmark experiment, dis-
solver, heterogeneous system, gadolinium

1. Introduction adopt the bum-up credit Level-2, it is essential to
In dissolvers of a reprocessing plant, chopped fuel demonstrate the reactivity effects of main fission

rod pieces are immersed in nitrate solution. Criticality products that have large absorption effect, and to
parameters such as volume ratio of solid fuel to solu- validate the effects of calculation codes.
tion, and fissile concentration in solution change with
dissolving process. Therefore, criticality property is 2. Experiment Program
more complicated than that of fuel assemblies in In order to simulate the criticality characteristics of
which the fuel rod arrays are moderated with water. the d issolvers in a reprocessing plant, a critical
For these heterogeneous systems of the dissolver, an experiment program of a heterogeneous core is under
optimum moderation condition for regular lattice array going at STACY in Japan Atomic Energy Research
is needed to confirm the safety margin for evaluating Institute, JAERI. The experimental core is composed
neutron multiplication factor. of 5w/o enriched PWR-type fuel rod array immersed

Since the nitrate solution as moderator dissolver in- in 6w/o enriched uranyl nitrate solution in a
cludes resonance nuclides, it is difficult to adopt the 60cm-diameter cylindrical tank (Fig. ).
Dancoff correction. Therefore it is important to inves-
tigate the criticality calculation method for improve Fuel lattice
the criticality safety design.

With the recent development of continuous energy
Monte Carlo codes such as MCNP and MVP, it has
become possible to treat these complicated heteroge-
neous systems exactly. However, only few benchmark
experiments are reported for above mixing system
composed of solid fuel and fuel solution relating to the
dissolvers for LWR spent fuels.') Therefore, Fuel solution
high-accuracy and systematic criticality benchmark
data will be helpful to validate the calculation methods Fig. Core tank (left) and fael rod arrangement inside
and to establish te criticality safety limits for these the tank (right)
heterogeneous systems.

From the viewpoint of the improving the criticality First series of experiments are basic benchmark
safety management, introducing the bum-up credit experiments for obtaining fundamental critical data in
method Level-2 and taking account of the absorber order to validate the computational codes for
effects of fission products are important. In order to

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-667 1, Fax. 81-29-282-6798, Email: miyosbi�me1odytokaijaeri.goJp
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general-form system" classified in the Japanese products can be utilized as neutron absorber, which
Criticality Safety Handbook, JCSHB. Main can be accounted for decreasing the reactivity in the
parameters are the uranium concentration in the uranyl dissolver for LWR spent fuels. Main FPs are Sm-147,
nitrate solution and the lattice pitch of the fuel rod -149, 150, 7152, Rh-103, Tc-99, Mo-95, Nd-143,
array. aice pitches of square arrays of the fuel -145, Cs-133, Gd-155 and Eu-153. For demonstrating
rods are fixed at 1. 5 cm and 2 cm, which corresponds the reactivity effects of FPs, the reactivity of natural
to over moderation and near optimum moderation, elements such as Sin, Nd, Eu, and 'O'Rh, "'Cs solved
respectively. in the nitrate solution are to be measured from the

Criticality in a dissolver system is relatively change of critical solution heights. Figure 2 shows
complicated since it is affected by the fuel rod preparative calculation results of the third series of
separation, fuel concentration in solution and so forth. experiments concerning the effect of gadoliniurn as
In STACY, criticality experiments are being soluble neutron poison in the dissolver. Since
performed in 2002 and 2003 using the core heterogeneous cores with gadoliniurn are predicted to
configuration composed of 5w/o enriched PVvR-type have a tendency to make the temperature coefficient
fuel rod array immersed in 6w/o enriched uranyl of reactivity positive, basic properties of the
nitrate solution in a 60cm-diameter cylindrical tank, temperature coefficients and other kinetic parameters
thereby providing benchmark data for dissolver such as Pedf will be studied to improve the accuracy
systems and knowledge on criticality of dissolvers. of the safety evaluation of the criticality accident.
With these experimental results, validations of
criticality safety analysis method for dissolvers and Table I Experimental conditions of heterogeneous
demonstrations of the safety margin in the criticality core
safety design of the dissolver in Rokkasho Lattice pitch 1.5 cm 2.1 cm 2.5 cm
reprocessing plant will be performed. In the V�,N, 2.9 7.0 10.5
reprocessing process in Japan, reduction of the present No.of fuel rods 333 221 277
excess safety margin involved in the criticality safety Enrichment of 5.0 wt%fuel rod
design of the dissolver and adoption of a resonable Enrichment 6.0 wt%
design are under consideration. Especially, replacnient fuel solution

uranium con- 0-500 gle
of the assumption of the optimum moderation (VINf centration
-4) with a realistice moderation (V./Vf-2) is now Critical solu- 40-140 cm
being planned for the criticality safety design, and the tion height
criticality benchmarkd data from STACY are expected 35
to be useful for the replacement. MC N P�!

30 F
The heterogenesou system of STACY can array up 40OVII I I-To-e II I I I

21 ----to 400 fuel rods in the 60cm-diameter cylindrical tank. 1.5 c.! II �1! L:2_EACJ II
The allowable uranium concentration ranges from 20 ----

0
g/� to 500 gle. Three square lattice pitches, 1.5 cm 15 - - - -

(V Nf = 29), 21 cm (Vm/Vf = 70) and 2.5 cm
Z 10 ---- I- TI_ -r717 7 ri-(V.Nf= 10.5) are available for the criticality Qexperiments. The experimental conditions in the three Go 5 ---- I ri -1 95--F I-atlattice pitches are presented in Table . .
I 0 ...

�D

110 1 10 100
Neutron energy (eV)

100 Fig.3 Effective capture cross section of 231U in pelletLattice pitch 1. cm
90 4OOgU/L, 2mol/L ---- (1.5 cm lattice pitch, 4OgU/e)
80 333 fuel rods

160
I TII

-------------- I

40 ��Alws
----------60 1202

1 1.5cmlit: 50 ------- ------------ 100 ---- I IT''
Q)

40 2 80 - - - -

0 0.05 0.1 0.15 60 ------
Gd concentration (g/1)

40 - - - -- -I- T�l .1

Fig.2 Critical solution height vs. Gd concentration 00
"" 20 ----C�
�DSecond series of experiments are planned for 0

measuring the neutron absorber effects of fission I 10 100
products for taking account of fission products in the Neutron energy (eV)
criticality safety design of the dissolver. Second Fig.4 Effective capture cross section of 238U in solu-

version of the JCSHB indicates that several fission tion (1.5 cm lattice pitch, 4OgU/e)
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3. Criticality property the uranium within the fuel lattice behaves absorber
rather than fuel. Figure 6 shows the reaction rates of

3.1 Calculation Method uranium in unit cell of 1.5 cm lattice pitch calculated
Continuous energy Monte Carlo codes such as by MCNP. In this lattice pitch, most fission neutrons

MCNp2) and MVp3) can make exact treatment for this are captured in the resonance energy range before be-
system where a solid fuel is immersed in a uel solu- ing moderated into the thermal energy range. On the
tion. PEACO a collision probability method with ul- other hand, the uranium acts as fuel in a looser lattice
tra-firie energy groups implemented in SRAC code pitch such as 25 cm, and the reactivity increases with
SyStem,4) is one of detenninistic methods that can treat the uranium concentration.
the heterogeneous system properly. Effective capture As shown in Fig.], the ftiel rods are arrayed cylin-
cross sections of "8U were calculated by MCNP, drically, and the heterogeneous lattice region is sur-
PEACO, and Tone's method 5) for an infinite array of rounded by the homogeneous ftiel solution region. The
the fuel rods immersed in a 4OgU/R solution. Results reactivity of the homogeneous region increases as the
in the fuel pellet and in the fuel solution are shown in uranium concentration increases. Hence, in the lattices
Figs. 3 and 4 respectively. While Tone's method does of 21 cm pitch and 25 cm pitch, the kff's of the
not produce appropriate effective cross sections, critical assembly increases with the uranium concen-
PEACO can accurately reproduce the results of the tration. However, in the lattice of 1.5 cm pitch, the
continuous energy Monte Carlo method. Therefore, reactivity change with the uranium concentration de-
SRAC code system with PEACO invoked can be used Pends on the reactivity effects of both regions. Esti-
for deterministic analyses of the heterogeneous system mated critical solution heights as a function of ura-
besides MCNP and MVP. nium concentration is shown in Fig.7 for the three

lattice pitches. Under the condition of 333 fuel rods in
1.55 1.5 cm lattice pitch, the surrounding homogeneous

fuel solution region is more dominant than the het-
1.50 ----

erogeneous region, and the critical solution height
1.45 2. 5 C'm --- decreases with the uranium concentration.

1.40 65

1.35
2.1 c� 60 --- 1.5cm

- --- 2.1cm1.30 -5
B 55 -

2.5cm
1.25 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

0 2 4 6 8 1 0 2

V�,Nf 45 - - - - - - - - - -

Fig.5 k_ vs. VnNf in unit cell 40 -------- ---

35

0.7 0 100 200 300 400

Uranium conc. (g/L)
0.6 Fi ellet

Fig.7 Critical solution heights without reflector

d) 0.5

---------- I ---------- IL ---- 3.3 Reactivity Effect ofFission Products0.40
Ca The criticality safety design of the dissolver in the

_pture in pellet ------ 1�
0.3 reprocessing plant of Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd. now

r- 0.2 ----------- Capture-in-solution - introduces the concept of burnup credit, which con-
0
15 0.1 - Fission in spLution siders the variation of uranium and plutonium with the
Cd burnup of spent fuels. This bumup credit does not0

0 consider fission products included in the spent fuels,

0 200 400 and the absorption effect of the fission products is

Uranium conc. (g/L) now a safety margin in the criticality safety designs.

Fig.6 Reaction rate in unit cell of 1.5 cm lattice pitch Therefore, taking into consideration the effects of FPs

in the criticality safety designs of the dissolver could

3.2 Basic Characteristics lead to the reduction of the use of gadolinium in the

Infinitive multiplication factors were calculated dissolver. Gadoliniurn fed to the dissolver cannot be

using SRAC code system with varying VnNf for sev- re-used, and the reduction of the use of gadolinium

eral uranium concentrations as shown in Fig.5. The would bring about an economic gain. 6)

optimum moderation is around VNf=3, ie., 1.5 cm Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook Version 2

lattice pitch regardless of the uranium concentration. selected Sm-147, 149, 150, 152, Rh-103, Tc-99,

The reactivity decreases with the uranium concentra- Mo-95, Nd 143, 145, Cs- 33, Gd- 1 55, Eu- 1 53 as FP

tion in the lattice pitch of 1.5 cm, which means that nuclides that are allowed to be included in criticality
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safety calculations. To demonstrate the reactivity ef-
fects of these FP nuclides in the dissolution process,
criticality experiments will be performed in the het- 1.040
erogeneous core of STACY with the optimum mod- MCNP ENDF/13-V
eration lattice pitch of 1.5 cm with natural elements 1.030 ---------- ------

(Sm, Nd and Eu) including these FP nuclides, and 1.020 ------ --- ----
10'Rh, "'Cs dissolved in the fuel solution. Figure 
shows cumulative reactivity effects and critical solu- 1.010
tion heights obtained by preparative calculations for 3OgU/L

2OgU/L
the criticality experiments including FP nuclides. The 1.000 A, l5OgU/L
composition of the elements is detennined according
to the FP composition in LWR spent fuel of 30 GWd/t. 0.990 ---------- I OgU/L

In this experiment, the negative reactivity of approxi- 0.980 7gU/L

mately 009 AU will be added to the heterogeneous 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
system. Gd concentration (g/L)

0.10 100 Fig.9 Dependence of kff calculated with MCNP and
...... ENDF/B-V on gadolinium concentration (the results

0.08 90 are taken from the ICSBEP Handbook
Q HEU-SOL-THERM-0 14, 015, 016, 017, 018, 019)

80
'5: 0.06 4. Conclusions

70

4) 0.04 ater-reflected The experiment program of the heterogeneous core
> Cdlattice pitch: 1.5cm 60 C� composed of LWR fitiel rods and low enriched uranyl

3OOgU/L, 2.ON
0.02 333 fuel rods 50 nitrate solution are summarized. Criticality data will

3OGWd/t be measured with the fuel lattice pitch and uranium

o.oo L 40 concentration being parameters. The benchmark
evaluations of these data will be made, and the evalu-

None Sm Nd Rh Cs Eu ated benchmark data will be available for validating
Added Fl? element criticality safety design methods of dissolvers. Kinetic

Fig. Preparative calcultion for experiment program
for derneonstrating the FP absorption effects (FP is parameters such as temperature coefficient of reactiv-
added sequentially from left to right) ity and NA which are important for criticality acci-

dent analyses of dissolvers, will be measured.

3.4 Reactivity of Soluble Poison To demonstrate the reactivity effect of FP nuclides
Gadolinum is to be added to the dissolver in the in dissolvers, natural element of Sm, Nd, Eu and 103Rh,

reprocessing plant of Japan Nuclear Fuel Ltd., 133CS will be dissolved in the fuel solution and the
depending on the initial uranium enricfunent and criticality solution heights will be measured. These
burup of spent fuels. Because of the large cross data will be expected to contribute to introducing fis-
section of gadolinium, the uncertainty of the cross sion product credit to reduce the excess safety margin
section largely would affect a criticality safety or use of gadolinium in the dissolver.
analysis of the dissolver. Gadolinium will be solved in the heterogeneous

Criticality experimentS7) with gadoliniurn dis- core up to - 02 g/f, and the criticality solution
solved in high-enriched uranium solutions, which heights will be measured as a function of the
were performed in the Institute Physics and Power gadolinium concentration. These data will contribute
Engineering in Russia, raise questions about reliability to demonstrate or modify the cross sections of
of the cross sections of gadolinium or experiments as gadolinium, and will contribute to the reliability of
shown in Fig. 9 criticality safety analyses of fuel solutions containing

To enhance reliability of criticality safety analyses gadolinium.
for fuel solutions including soluble gadolinium, accu-
rate criticality data are needed. In STACY, criticality References
experiments will be performed in the heterogeneous 1) R.C.Uoyd et aL, "Criticality of 4.3wtO/o ura-
system (1.5 cm lattice pitch and 4OgU/L) including nium-235 enriched U02 rods in uranyl nitrate so-
gadolinium. The data obtained in the experiments lution containing gadolinium," NucLSci.Eng., 78,
are expected to contribute to evaluations and modifi- 121 1981).
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tion systems containing gadolinium, which will results N-Particle transport code version 4C,"
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reprocessing plants. Alamos National Laboratory 2000).
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Measurement of Neutron Flux Distribution of STACY Heterogeneous Core by

Position Sensitive Proportional Counter

Minoru MURAZAKI% Yuichi UNO and Yoshinori MIYOSHI

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, lbaraki 319-1195, Japan

Measurement of neutron flux distribution of the Static Critical Experiment Facility (STACY)
heterogeneous core in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Research Facility (NUCEF) in Japan Atomic
Energy Research Institute (JAERI) by a position sensitive proportional counter (PSPQ was
performed. As a result of measurement, the neutron flux distribution data with good statistical
precision in critical and subcritical state of the STACY was obtained by the PSPC. The position
precision of the PSPC is found to be less than ±1.3cm from the results of position calibration
measurement. And the neutron flux distribution at the location of PSPC was calculated by using
the continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP. The difference between calculation result and
measurement result was within 11% in the range from half height of critical solution level to
height of critical solution level. The calculation result was in good agreement with the
measurement result with respect to the shape of neutron flux distribution.

KEYWORDS: position sensitive proportional counter, neutron flux distribution, STACY, MCNP

1. Introduction 0 QA

QA + QB

In general, measurement of neutron flux

distribution is performed by using scan method that a We have measured neutron flux distribution of the
counter is moved many points and measured at each
point, or activation method. These methods have a Static Experiment Criticality Facility (STACY)

disadvantage that measurement of neutron flux heterogeneous core in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety

distribution takes a lot of time (e.g., about one hour Research Facility (NUCEF) in Japan Atomic Energy

for scan method, or about five hours for activation Research Institute (JAERI) by the PSPC. Also, we

method). In contrast, use of a position sensitive calculated the neutron flux distribution at the location

proportional counter (PSPQ makes it possible to of the PSPC by using the continuous energy Monte
shorten measurement time for neutron flux
distribution considerably than that of these Carlo code MCNP') with ENDL-3.2 library3) and the

conventional methods. Moreover, while devices and result of calculation was compared with the
manipulations to move a counter are required in the measurement results.
scan method, these are not required in measurement
by a PSPC. Thus, measurement of neutron flux

distribution can be performed easily by using a PSPC 2. Experiment
rather than by using the conventional methods.

The counting gas of the PSPC that we used is He-3. 2.1 The PSPC and its measurement system

The PSPC basically has the similar structure of an The PSPC's outer diameter, length and nominal

ordinary He-3 proportional counter. Unlike ordinary active length are 2.54cm, 155.9cm and 142.2cm,

He-3 proportional counters, however, output signals respectively. The PSPC was made by Reuter-Stokes

of the PSPC can be read from both ends of the anode Incorporated. The PSPC's filling gas and filling

wire of the counter. The relative detection position (X) pressure are He-3 and 02 atm, respectively. An

can be obtained by using the charge from one end of applied voltage was set to 1000V. The block diagram

anode wire (QA) and the charge from the other end of the PSPC is shown in Figure 1. The system showed

(QB) as follows'). in Figure I is a product of Laboratory Equipment

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-5697, FAX 81-29-282-6798, E-mail:murazaki�melody.tokaijaeri.gojp
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Corporation. In Figure 1, List ADPs input output 150

signal of ADC, and send EVENT signal and the

output signal of ADC to the List Control. The List

Control checks EVENT signals from the List ADPs.

When EVENT signals from List ADI's are coincident
100 ...... . .. .

within specified coincident time, the List Control

sends output of ADCs to the List Memory. The List

Control's coincidence time was set to 5psec. Data 41
Z

stored in the List Memory are transferred to PC via

Ethernet. By this measurement system, signals are 50 . .... .... ... ......... .. ...... ... .

recorded only when they are detected coincidently

from both ends of the anode wire of the PSPC.

PSPC
01 ....
200 250 300 350 400 450

re re mp. Chamel

a n mp. a n Fig.2 Relationship between cannel and position of
the PSPC from measurement of calibration. Dashed
lines are confidence interval of the fitted line

St enriched LWR type fuel rod array immersed in 6to/o
enriched uranyl nitrate solution in a cylindrical tank.

St ont The cylindrical core tank is made of stainless steel,
and the inner diameter is 59.Ocm and the outer

St M M diameter is 59.6cm. Diameter of each fuel pin is

0.95cm. Number of the fuel pin was 221, and the
square pitch was 2.1cm. Uranium concentration of

Fig. I Block diagram of the PSPC measurement uranyl nitrate solution was ranged from about 50g/L
system to 210g/L when measurements by the PSPC were

carried out. On the bottom, side and top, there was a
thick water reflector in reflector pool when water

2.2 Position calibration measurement of the PSPC reflected experiment was performed.
A position calibration measurement of the PSPC

was carried out by a method using a Cf-252 source 2.4 Measurement condition
and a cadmium collimator with a slit of lcm width The PSPC was set vertically at near the STACY
that covered the PSPC, and moving them every 5cm core tank. Figure 3 shows relationship between
or 10cm along the PSPC and measuring each position. location of the PSPC and the STACY core tank. As
A measurement data is divided into counts per shown in Figure 3 the distance between the core tank
specified resolution (channel) by using data surface and the center of the PSPC was 9cm. The data
processing programs. Figure 2 shows the measured by the PSPC was divided into 250 channels
measurement results of the relationship between by using the data processing programs.
channel and position when resolution is 250 channels. Table I shows the uranyl nitrate solution
In Figure 2 the relationship between the channel x characteristics at the measurement of the PSPC that
and the position y(cm) is calculated as presented in this paper. This experiment was

= 9.469e - 6x + 9.473e - 3x' - 3.602x 570 le 2 performed with water reflected. Table 2 shows
by using the least square method for fitting a cubic measurement conditions of the PSPC.
equation. The dashed lines of Figure 2 indicate

confidence interval of the fitted line. The position Table I Uranyl nitrate solution characteristics

precision of each channel was calculated as less than Uranium concentration (g/L) 51.7
4-1.3cm from fitting result of Figure 2.

Acidity (mol/L) 2.54

2.3 STACY heterogeneous core Density g/CM3) 1.151

STACY heterogeneous core composed of 5wt%
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Table 2 Measurement conditions of the PSPC
As shown in Figure 4 a tally used was F4 tally

Step Solution Reactivity Counting time (track length) that was set on cells that has the same

height (cm) (S) (sec) location and volume as the PSPC.

3 60.09 -0.99 600

4 62.50 -0.50 600

5 63.54 -0.29 1800

6 64.70 0.0 600
0

Plan View Tally region

PSPC

STACY C- .k PI- V�-,

I.D. 5 -0-
PSPC

........ .....

....... ........ STACY core

tank

L.. ...

El .. I.. Vi.. Base plate

Fig. 3 Location of the STACY core tank and the PSPC

Elevation View

Fig.4 Calculation model of the STACY core tank and
3. Calculation the PSPC for MCNP.

To compare with the measurement results of the
PSPC a calculation of neutron flux distribution at the
location of the PSPC was carried out by using the
continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP 4C with 4. Results
JENDL-3.2 library.

Table 3 shows calculation condition of MCNR Figure shows neutron flux distributions of the
Figure 4 shows calculation model of MCNR STACY heterogeneous core measured by the PSPC.

Note that the measurement result in step is reduced

Table 3 MCNP calculation condition to counts per 600 seconds. As shown in Figure 
neutron flux distributions of the STACY were

Number of history per cycle 10000 obtained when the STACY was in both critical and

Number of skip cycle 50 subcritical state. As seen in Figure 5, more than 10000

Number of total cycle 5050 counts were obtained by 600 seconds' measurement in
the almost active region of the PSPC.
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Figure 6 shows comparison between measurement PSPC of lower sensitivity for measurement in high
result of the PSPC and calculation result of MCNP in neutron flux region. By this PSPC, measurement of
critical state. Statistical errors of each tallies of MCNP neutron flux distribution can be performed at closer
calculation result are less than 56%. position of core tank or in higher power operation.

The difference between calculation result and
measurement result was within I 1% in the range from
half height of critical solution level to height of Acknowledgements
critical solution level. However, the maximum
difference was 59% at the other range. Authors would like to thank Dr. Yuichi Yamane and

Mr. Kotaro Tonoike of JAERI for their useful advice.
This work was carried out by JAERI under

5. Discussion entrustment by the Ministry of Education, Culture,
Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) of Japan.

As seen in Figure 5, it is found that a neutron flux
distribution with good statistical precision can be
obtained by measurement of 600 seconds using the References
PSPC at the STACY. I G. F. Knoll, "Radiation Detection and

In Figure 5, when reactivity was more than -0.5$, it Measurement Second Edition", New York, John
is found that neutron flux distributions were similar to Wiley & Sons, Inc., 190 1989)
the distribution in critical state. On the other hand, 2) J. F. Briesmeister, ed., "MCNP - A General
when reactivity was about 1.0$, the distribution was Monte Carlo N-Particle Transport Code Version
different from the distribution in critical state since 4C" LAI 3079-M(2000)
influence of the start up neutron source was large. 3) K. Kosako, F. Maekawa, Y. Oyama, Y. UNO and

The neutron flux distribution that was calculated by H. Maekawa, "FSXLIB-J3R2 A Continuous
MCNP differed from the measurement result about Energy Cross Section Library for MCNP Based
59% at maximum. However, as shown in Figure 6 the on JENDL-3.2", JAERI-Data/Code 94-020(1994)
calculation result was in good agreement with the
measurement result with respect to their shapes of
neutron flux distribution.

6. Conclusion

We have measured neutron flux distribution of the

STACY heterogeneous core by the PSPC. As a result
of measurement, the neutron flux distribution data in
critical and subcritical state of the STACY
heterogeneous core were obtained by the PSPC.
Because counts at almost active region of the PSPC
were more than 10000 with measurement in 600
seconds, the measured neutron flux distributions have
good statistical precision.

The position precision of the PSPC is found to be
less than ±.3cm from the results of position
calibration.

The calculated neutron flux distribution by MCNP
at the location of the PSPC was in agreement with
measurement data within H% in the range from half
height of critical solution level to height of critical
solution level, although the maximum difference was
59% at the other range. The calculated distribution
data was in good agreement with the measurement
one with respect to their shapes of neutron flux
distribution.

As a future work, we are planning to prepare a
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Fig. 4 Results of the measurement of neutron flux distribution by the PSPC
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Fig. 5 Comparison between MCNP calculation result and the PSPC measurement result
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The International Science and Technology Center (ISTC)
and

ISTC Projects Related to Nuclear Safety'
(Information Review)

Lev V.TOCHENY*,
ISTC - International Science and Technology Center, Luganskaya ul. 9 PBox 25, 115516, Moscow, Russia

The ISTC is an intergovernmental organization created ten years ago by Russia, USA,
EU and Japan in Moscow. The Center supports numerous science and technology projects in
different areas, from biotechnologies and environmental problems to all aspects of nuclear studies,
including those focused on the development of effective innovative concepts and technologies in
the nuclear field, in general, and for improvement of nuclear safety, in particular.

The presentation addresses some technical results of the ISTC projects as well as
methods and approaches employed by the ISTC to foster close international collaboration and
manage projects towards fruitful results.

KEYWORDS. Nuclear safety, project, international collaboration, criticality, experiment, data,
benchmark

1. Introduction: ISTC - History, State-of-Art, ISTC Agreement have been joined by Norway and
Potential and Perspectives the Republic of Korea, as well as by Armenia,

Belarus, Georgia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz Republic,
1,2The basic idea behind establishing the ISTC was and Tajikistan

to support non-proliferation of the ass destruction
weapons technologies by re-directing former Soviet 2. Principles of ISTC Operations
weapons scientists to peaceful research thus
preventing the drain of dangerous knowledge and In its operations, the ISTC works along the
expertise from Russia and other CIS countries. following principles set forth by its Governing

Board:
The Agreement on the ISTC creation as an

intergovernmental organization was signed in 0 The ISTC solicits, approves, finances, and
November 1992 on behalf of the European Union, monitors peaceful science and technology
Japan, Russia, and the United States of America. research conducted by Russian and CIS

weapons scientists
It was declared that the ISTC would pursue the 0 Projects are carried out at research institutes and

following objectives: facilities located in Russia and other CIS
countries

• Give weapons experts in the CIS the 0 In the process of project implementation,
opportunity to redirect their talents to peaceful collaboration with Western scientists and
activities science organizations is highly encouraged

• Contribute to the solution of national and
international science and technology problems 2.1. ISTC Science Project Program

• Reinforce the transition to market economies The Science Project Program is the most
• Support basic and applied research comprehensive non-proliferation activity conducted
• Promote integration of CIS scientists into global by the ISTC. Through this program, the ISTC solicits

scientific community scientific project proposals from institutes
throughout the CIS and provides funding and logistic

Thus, the ISTC motto is "Nonproliferation support to project teams. Project teams receive
through Science Cooperation". written concurrence from the host country on whose

territory their research will be conducted, and then

Registered with the Russian Ministry of Foreign develop and execute their project with foreign
Affairs, the ISTC began its operations in Moscow in collaborating organizations. Foreign collaborators
March 1994. Since then, the initial parties to the ensure that the project goals contribute to the

Tel: 7-095) 797 60 28, Fax: 7095) 797 60 14, E-mail: tochenAistc.ru
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international state-of-the-art, and results will find 0 As of August 2003, above 1820 projects have
applications to real problems in the fundamental and been approved for funding
applied research. 0 Total funding of the ISTC projects exceeds US

$537 million with over US 140 million
At present, the ISTC is seeking to introduce a provided by the ISTC Partners

more programmatic approach towards meeting its 0 Present Partner contribution to the annual ISTC
goals and, continuing to support individual projects, project funding approaches 50 percent
plans to launch large scale international programs. 0 More than 600 institutions and 52,000
An example of such a program is the establishment specialists have received grants through the
of the International Science Laboratory - a ISTC.
long-term cooperative science facility that would
enjoy both the expertise of the hosting science staff 2.4. Other ISTC Programs
and the experience of visiting collaborators. In order to support its principal activities, the

ISTC maintains quite a few supplementary
2.2. The ISTC Partner Program programs:

Since 1997 the I STC has been pursuing its Partner

program that is aimed at contributing to the solution Seminar Programs: the ISTC organizes and
of national and international science and technology conducts seminars toward heightening the
problems through matching Russian and CIS awareness of CIS scientific potential,
scientific potential and expertise to the needs of the maintaining strong international scientific
world science, industries and businesses for mutually cooperation between foreign and CIS scientists,
beneficial cooperation. linking scientific potential with technology
The Partner Program provides opportunities for markets, and establishing cooperation with
private industry, scientific institutions, and other other international organizations and programs.
governmental or nongovernmental organizations to Seminar topics are of broad technical and global
access the CIS institutions and their scientific and interest and support the objectives of the Center
technological potential. Partners benefit from the and of other international nonproliferation
ISTC infrastructure and status which permit initiatives.

consistent project management, tax-free direct The Business Management TrainingProgram
payments to CIS project teams and duty-free import is conducted to assist ISTC project managers in
of project equipment. CIS institutes and project developing their general business knowledge,
teams benefit from their close cooperation with presentation skills, and understanding of
foreign Partners and the application of their intellectual property rights. The training
technical skills to important scientific and industrial complements the technical aspects of the ISTC
problems. project, toward helping the project manager in

Advantages available to ISTC Partners include: future commercialization of the project results
and in securing funding from sources beyond
the ISTC.

• Established ISTC project management Technologies Database Program: through its
infrastructure contacts with hundreds of research institutes

• Exemption from all taxes and customs duties on and centers throughout the CIS, the ISTC has
payments and imports uncovered many innovative technical projects

• Direct payments in US$ to project scientists either planned or now underway which conform
• Financial control and regular audits, in to the nonproliferation objectives of the ISTC.

compliance with GAAP The ISTC established the Technologies
• Project agreements stipulating rights and Database Program to establish and expand

privileges of the Partner and the Institute, information exchange infrastructure concerning
including intellectual property rights research activities, toward promoting the

• Host government support and pre-approval for expertise of CIS research institutes and
projects cooperation between CIS and foreign technical

• Strict protection of confidential information experts.
0 The Travel Support program fosters

Presently, the ISTC Partner list includes over 180 collaboration by reimbursing travel and related
organizations and leading industrial companies from expenses for CIS scientists who wish to begin or
all ISTC parties. continue technical consultations on the

proposals they submit to the ISTC.
2.3. ISTC Activities to Date 0 Communication Support, Patenting Support,
• Over 3900 project proposals registered and other supporting Programs.
• About 30 new proposals received each month
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3. ISTC Projects on Nuclear Reactor Physics, HTGR - Development of New High Temperature
Reactor Technology and Nuclear Fuel Gas-Cooled Reactor and Related Technology
Cycle, and Related Activity

There is activity mainly in favor to development of
3.1. Areas of Interest Conceptual Design of Modular Helium Reactor with

Among almost four thousand projects submitted Gas Turbine (GT-MHR) and Plutonium as a Fuel. The
to ISTC, there are above one fifth of funded and as of projects relate to development of fuel elements
yet non-funded projects related to different aspects (Micro-spheres with Plutonium and multi-layer coating),
of nuclear reactor physics, nuclear and radiation experimental physics study with the critical stand
safety, reactor and Nuclear Fuel Cycle (NFQ ASTRA (with heated fuel), design and tests of
engineering, including technologies for recuperator, magnetic gears, turbo-compressor and
Radio-Active Wastes (RAW) management, other high-temperature components, including helium
transmutation and burial. seal systems, etc.

Such issues as development of new fission, fusion
and accelerator-based reactor concepts, novel fuel 13 projects are funded 4 recipient institutes, 3 foreign
and structure materials are of special interest. collaborators, and partner are involved in.

These aspects are the following: Total budget is near $33M.
• Nuclear and reactor data measurement and

evaluation. Development and Use of MOX Fuel - Physics and
• Critical experiments. Technology
• Plutonium disposition, technical and

economical analysis of MOX and other NFC This group includes many projects related to different
options for plutonium disposition. aspects of MOX fabrication and implementation:

• New and advanced nuclear ftiels and fuel neutronics analysis, bench-marking and verification
elements. through the set of critical experiments (stands in PPE,

• Heavy metal coolant technology. VNIITF, etc.), development and update of computer
• High-temperature helium cooled reactor. codes and data, advance of ftiel production technology,
• Floating nuclear power systems. development of new Pu storage and transportation casks,

• Reprocessing of irradiated fuel. etc.
• Partitioning and transmutation of minor Series of modeling experiments with three fuel

actinides and fission products. assemblies with MOX fuel installed into the BFS core
• Fuel transport and storage. were carried out with goals to study reactivity effects.

Special attention is paid to system analysis of
• RAW management and burial. uncertainties of nuclear safety characteristics for VVER
• Computer and experimental modelling and reactors with various fraction of MOX ftiel in the core #

benchmarking. 0 16, # 1 836, 2560). About one hundred benchmarks
• Simulator and training centers. have been evaluated with different codes and libraries.
• Severe accident analysis and corium About 30 projects are funded, over 40 recipient

management. institutes and 74 foreign collaborators, and partner are
• Monitoring and rehabilitation of irradiated involved in. Total budget is near $93M.

territories after nuclear tests, accidents and
regular activity. Heavy Metal Cooled Reactor and Technology

• Fusion reactor designing and construction.
• Accelerator-driven nuclear systems. Principal features of using of lead or lead-bismuth as
• Radio-isotopes production for medicine and reactor coolant (neutronic, chemical, thermal, heat/mass

industries. transfer processes and hydrodynamic characteristics)
• Application of nuclear reactor for radiation are studied and reviewed through the set of related

treatment. prej ects.
• Reactor pressure vessel assessment. Monograph "Natural Safety Fast Neutron Lead Cooled
• Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) decommissioning. Reactor for Large Scale Nuclear Power" with
• Non-proliferation issues. description of the BREST project basis is prepared for
• Nuclear power in space, etc. publishing. Ctical experiments with nitride ftiel are

planned on the BFS critical stand in IPPE, Obninsk.

3.2. Some Examples of ISTC Activity in Favour of Molten Fuel Reactor Concepts

Development of New Nuclear Technologies Chemical and thermal behaviors of molten salts are

studied with the special loop, constructed in VNIITF.
Experimental program agreed with the MOST program
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of EU and is underway under close collaboration with Neutron "Burst" and Severe Nuclear Accident
EU institutions. Analysis

Unique concepts of reactor with melt uranium fuel
with extreme heat and neutronic characteristics are There are projects and proposals related to computer
demonstrated with detailed engineering, experimental and experimental analysis of different stages of severe
and calculation analysis. accidents, following by changes of phase-state of

reactor core components (melting, boiling, mixing, etc.),
Accelerator Driven Systems including initial stages, such as neutron "burst",

"Quench"-stage, etc. (# 1648, 0860, etc.).
A lot of efforts ware aimed on development of

principal components of ADS (target, blanket, Pornographies on Unique Reactors
accelerator). Basis for this study has been constructed in A set of pornographies are prepared for
frames of the 0017 project "Feasibility study of publishing (in-English) in the frames of the ISTC
technologies for accelerator based conversion of projects with detailed description of reactor concepts,
military plutonium and long-lived radioactive waste". related scientific and experimental programs,

The unique in the World pilot installation problems and experience.
"Spallation Target System TC-I" has been 0 "Pulsed Reactors in RFNC-ITP. History,
developed, designed, fabricated and tested. Unit Working, Exploration, Investigation" - VNIIEF,
includes the proton beam target (I MWt power), Sarov.
lead-bismuth circuit with pumps and heat-exchanger. 0 "Aperiodic Pulse Reactors" - VNIIEF, Sarov.
The unique Russian experience of use of 0 "Natural Safety Fast Neutron Lead Cooled
lead-bismuth eutectic as coolant in nuclear Reactor for Large Scale Nuclear Power" -
submarines was implemented at this project. The NIKIET, Moscow.
TC-1 System was shipped to USA, for its further 0 "Hydrodynamics and Heat/Mass Transfer
testing and study. Processes in Liquid Metal Cooled Reactors" -

Set of integral experiments are supported by ISTC IPPE, Obninsk.

with development and construction of large dimension 0 "Coupled Pulsed Reactor Systems" IPPE,
models of sub-critical blanket with neutron source, such Obninsk.

as YALINA program (Minsk-Sosny, project #B-070), 0 "Boron in Nuclear Engineering" IPPE,
SAD program (JINR, Dubna, project 2267). New Obninsk.

systems for sub-criticality control (0.95- 098) were 0 "Mathematical Modeling of Radiation Effects
suggested and tested. on Mammals" - NIT (Pulse Techniques),

Nuclear Fuel Cycle with Transmutation of RA W Moscow.
0 "The Use of Ferroelectrics"- VNIIEF, Sarov.

Enormous scope of work has been done for 0 "Numerical Simulation of Pipeline Systems for
measurement, study and modeling of principal nuclear Enhancing Their Safety and Efficiency" -

processes leading to transmutation of RAW (about 20 VNIIEF, Sarov.
projects). This program includes measurements of 0 "Acoustic Emission Sensors for the Systems of
results of cascade-type spoliation reaction initiated by Nondestructive Control and Diagnostics of
high-energy protons or other charged particles, Extended and Large-Scale Industrial Objects" -

cross-section and product yield after fission and other VNIIEF, Sarov.
reactions initiated by neutrons in the energy range up to 0 "Solar Energy Conversion Thermal and
30 MeV. Nuclear data for large number of actinide Photovoltaic Systems Design" - Transistor Plus
isotopes have been measured, evaluated and processed Ltd., Yerevan, Armenia.
into files. Special attention has been paid to delay
neutrons data for minor actinides, important for control 4. Forms of ISTC activity
systems.

In accordance with global trends the ISTC projects The ISTC favours; the co-ordination of the project
develop transmutation technology both for critical flow through participation at joint project workshops,
reactor environment and for sub-critical blankets seminars, topical committees, etc.

(accelerator and plasma driven). Results of long-term
irradiation of samples with MA- minor actinides - in fast ThelSTCSACSeminars
reactors and critical stands - will be presented. The Seminar program of the ISTC Scientific

Different fiiel materials, including molten salt and Advisory Committee (SAC) used to invite presentations
molten uranium, are studied to be aimed on of leaders of related Russian and international programs
transmutation efficiency. and the ISTC project managers.

The SAC Seminar "New Approaches to Nuclear Fuel
Cycle" took place in VNIIEF, Sarov (Arzamas-16) in
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June 1998, within this Seminar Program. joint research in the frame of the ISTC
Agreement, in particular through the ISTC

CEG - Contact Experts Groups partnering scheme. In this context, an exchange
Several informal topical Contact Expert Groups (CEGs) of information on programs and projects carried
have been established by ISTC, the ISTC Parties and out by the CEG members will be sought.
foreign collaborator institutions, which co-ordinate
group of projects related to definite problems, e.g., Steering Committees
"MOX and utilisation of Plutonium as reactor fuel", Within some projects the coordination ftinctions are
"HTGR-M project", "Transmutation Technologies", fulfilled by the Steering Committee, established by
"Severe Nuclear Accidents and Coriurn Management". Recipient institute, ISTC and foreign collaborators.

Regular meetings, workshops and active information
Objectives of the CEGs are in compliance with exchange help to effective project fulfilment.

the ISTC objectives, namely: SCs have been organised for the projects on
• To evaluate and prioritize project proposals, "Economical analysis of plutonium ftiel cycle in
• To monitor on-going projects, and Russia", "HTGR project concept", and so on.

• To review and assess final reports checking
specific project objectives. Relations with International Organization

The ISTC maintains close contact with international
Regular technical CEG meetings get together and national nuclear organisations, such as IAEA,

two-three dozens of representatives of the ISTC OECD/ NEA, International Nuclear Safety Center
Parties, leading Western institutes, and ISTC (Moscow), nternational Radiation Safety Center
Secretariat. As a rule the ISTC project managers and (Moscow), and so on. The goal of this activity is use of
experts are invited for presentations and discussions. available inforination, concentrated in these institutions,
• The CEG meeting objectives are: for effective realisation of the projects and for
• To make further recommendations to the incorporation of its personnel, installations and results

Parties; into international programs.
• To foster exchange of information between

ISTC projects and other related projects in the 4. Conclusion
same field, e.g. Euratom Framework The goals of this presentation are to introduce the
Programmes, in order to facilitate cross ISTC programmes to international nuclear
fertilization among them, to support community, and to establish partnership between
international co-operation and dissemination, project recipients, foreign organizations and the
and to get mutual benefit from experience of ISTC, in order to define areas and forms of possible
projects implementation as well; collaboration in future.

• To check real progress avoiding duplication,
identif�dng potential gaps or new projects and References Information
promoting proposals that would contribute to 1) The ISTC Annual Reports - ISTC, Moscow 1996 -
improve the topical knowledge and its 2003).
applicability; and 2) Web-side: <stcinfb(ZNstc.r >

• To promote possibilities of joint industrial
applications of R&D results, as well as of future
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Real Time Alpha Value Measurement with Feynman-a method
Utilizing Time Series Data Acquisition on Low Enriched Uranium System

Kotaro TN01KE', Toshihiro, YAMAMOTO, Shoichi WATANABE and Yoshinori MIYOSHI
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 39-1195, Japan

As a part of the development of a subcriticality monitoring system, a system which has a
time series data acquisition function of detector signals and a real time evaluation ftinction
of alpha value with the Feynman-alpha method was established, with which the kinetic pa-
rameter (alpha value) was measured at the STACY heterogeneous core. The Hashimoto's
difference filter was implemented in the system, which enables the measurement at a critical
condition. The measurement result of the new system agreed with the pulsed neutron
method.

KEYWORDS. STACY, heterogeneous core, kinetic parameter, real time measurement,
Feynman-alpha method, time series data

1. Introduction the monitoring system was built in a personal com-
puter and its function was tested in the Static Experi-

As a lesson from the JCO criticality accident 1), the ment Critical Facility (STACY) in the Nuclear Fuel
importance of a continuous monitoring technique of Cycle Safety Engineering Research Facility N-UCEF),
subcriticality has been recognized again. Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute.

Monitoring of the kinetic parameter alpha, which is In this report, the concept of the monitoring system
a decay time constant of the prompt neutron, does not is proposed and the results of the function test are pre-
provide information of subcriticality directly unless sented.
the alpha of a critical condition is known. The alpha,
however, could be an alternative index of subcritical- 2. Outline of the Monitoring System
ity if neutronic characteristics of the target system of
monitoring vary in a limited range, e.g. within the 2.1 Monitoring of Alpha Value
range of a thermal uranium system, and if a maximum Counting signals of neutrons or gamma-rays from a
alpha value at a critical condition of the target system detector located around the system containing fissile
is known, materials are analyzed by a computer with a reactor

The larger computation capacity which has been noise theory and an aloha value of the system is peri-
realized recently on a small size personal computer odically evaluated in real time. In addition to the
also gives a practical application of reactor noise theo- monitoring, the system should be simulated consider-
ries to the subcriticality monitoring. A prototype of ing the process operating conditions or fissile material

Real Time Process of Noise

01

Fissile
Material

n"yDetector

oc Value Threshold
Study of
Process ALERT!

& Condition
Variation et Value of Critical Condition

Process Simulation

Fig.1 Concept of the Monitoring System

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6742, Fax. 129-282-6798, E-mail: tonoike�nuceftokai'.j'aeri.gojp
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data is interpreted into a series of count rate data N of- I L a time gate width r (s). The original method evalu-
Timing Signal ates the ratio V of a variance of Ni to a mean of Nj

from Detector which is a function of r. The function is expressed
as

Var(N-) I - earClock V(r) _� "=1+1� I-
Ali (

Count up 4w -LFIJ 1 where cc is the decay time constant of the prompt neu-

Register Base Signal tron and Y is the saturation value for a larger gate

(32 bit) (80 MHz) width This evaluation fits to the measurement
where a mean of Ni is constant over a time duration.

Read out from Register On the contrary, it is not available for the measure-
ment of a very shallow subcritical condition or a criti-

on Each Signal Input cal condition when a mean of N varies over time,

00000000110101 where the ratio V diverges.
00000001010010 A difference filter is effective to suppress the diver-
00000001100101 gence. Modification of the Fyninan-alpha method

with the filter') enables the measurement of an alpha

Record on Hard Disk value of the system where a neutron flux varies over
time. If the I" order difference filter is applied, the

Read out for modified method evaluates the ratio of a variance of
(N - Nj_ 1) to a mean of Ni which is also a function of 

Noise Analysis expressed as

Feynman-(x, etc Var(N, -A�._,)
V(r = -

Ni

Fig.2 Time Series Data Acquisition =2+2)r I- 1.5 - 2e-' + 0. 5e-'-

conditions to estimate an alpha value in a critical con- The 2 nd order filter can be also utilized by evaluating
dition and to establish a threshold to detect the anom- the ratio of a variance of (N - 112Ni- - 112Nil) to a
aly when the system is still subcritical. The alpha mean of N which is written as follows, which sup-
value generally becomes smaller if the system ap- presses slow change of neutron flux more than the I"
proaches a critical condition. The threshold must be order filter,
a larger value than in the critical condition and an alert
to shutdown the operation should be announced when Var(N, - 112Ni-, - 112Nj,)
the monitored alpha value becomes smaller than the V(T = -
threshold. Figure I summarizes the concept. Ni .(3)

=1.5+1m5l� I- 513-512e-'+e-"-116e-'aT

2.2 Time Series Data Acquisition
A time series data acquisition, whose input is tim-

ing signals coming from a detector, looks up an inter- 3. Experimental
nal clock driven by a base signal of 80 MHz and re-

cords a time on each signal input. The bit-length of 3.1 Measurement System
the clock is 32 bit and its roll over time is 53.7 sec. The data acquisition and the analysis system has
Recorded time series data could be provided univer- been built on an AT compatible personal computer.
sally for various reactor noise analysis methods such The detector signals are fed into the timing /0 card of
as the Feynrnan-alpha method, the Rossi-alpha National Instruments set on the PCI bus and time se-
method and so on, which are the time domain noise ries data was transferred and recorded on the hard disk,
analyses. The frequency domain analysis is also continuously. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the
available utilizing the time series data since the data measurement system. The data acquisition is con-
can be easily converted with the Fourier transforma- TM
tion. Figure 2 shows a block diagram of the data trolled by a software coded on the LabView . In
acquisition. puts of 2 channels are acceptable and could be re-

corded separately but based on the same clock. The

2.3 Feynman-Alpha Method with data on the hard disk was read simultaneously by the
the Difference Filter analysis software, where the Feynman-alpha method

-alpha 2) was implemented on Visual BasiO' NET. Calcula-
For the Feynman method , the time series tion of the ratio V of variance/mean as a function of a
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Windows PC
Connector --------------------------------

Box Feynman-a Analysis Software a
Reactor Room (Visual Basic.NET) RI')

------- ------------------
I AMP A

-------------- %M------ - HardTime Series Data
DiskAcquisition Software

(Lab VIEW) Time Sen .es

Data
ard by NI

Core I Roo
Tank

A

Farge He-3 Detector
I inch x 50 inch
Gas Pressure: IO atm

Solution Sensitivity: 221 cps/nv
Fuel

U For Low Enriched U System,
No uter Neutron Source Required

U

Fig.3 Measurement System

time gate width r, and evaluation of alpha value by a Table Core Configuration
least-square fitting are conducted in real time. The Core Tank (Stainless Steel)
I't order and the 2 nd order difference filters are imple- Diameter - 60 cm
mented in the analysis system. Height - 15 cm

Fuel Pins (Uranium Dioxide)
Uncertainty reduction of the alpha value evaluation 21'U Enrichment 5%

or reduction of measurement time is attained by high Outer Diameter of Pellet 8.2 mm
sensitivity of a detector. For the measurement sys- Outer Diameter of Zircaloy-4 Seath 9.5 mm
tem, a large size He-3 detector, wose size is inch Number of Pins 221
diameter and 50 inch length, has been employed. Its Array Pitch 2.1 cm
sensitivity is 221 cps/nv, with which a spontaneous

of 238U Solution Fuel (Uranyl Nitrate Solution)
fission in a low enriched uranium can be 215 U Enrichment 6%
treated as an outer neutron source of enough strength. Uranium Concentration - 150 gU/L
Electronics instrinnentation for the detector consists of
very conventional modules such as a pre-amplifier, an Critical Solution Level - 52 cm
amplifier, a single channel analyzer and so on.

4. Result
3.2 Core Configuration

The measurement with the new system was con- 4.1 Subcritical Measurement
ducted for the heterogeneous core of STACy 45) A series of measurements with the new system
which consisted of fuel pins of uranium dioxide and were conducted for several subcritical solution levels.
uranyl nitrate solution which are indicated in Ta- The reactivity effect of solution level change had been
ble 1 6 Each fuel pin contains uranium dioxide pel- calibrated 6) and subcriticalities for the solution levels
lets whose 235 U enrichment is 5%. The outer diame- were known as 021S 052S, 1.07S, and 205S. Fig-
ters of a pellet and a Zircaloy-4 sheath are 82 nun and ure 5. shows the easurement results of vari-
9.5 mm, respectively. In the core tank of about ance/mean ratios with the I" order filter and alpha
60 cm diameter and 150 cm height, 221 fuel pins were value evaluations by a least square fitting. For a
arrayed in a square lattice of a 21 cm pitch as shown shallower subcriticality, a larger variance/mean ratio
in Figure 4 A uranyl nitrate solution whose 235 U was observed which indicates a higher correlation of
enrichment and uranium concentration are 6 and neutron detections due to a neutron multiplication in
150 gU/L was fed into the core tank and became criti- the system. It also leads to a smaller alpha value.
cal at a solution level of 52 cm with no reflector. Evaluated alpha values are 213±1 s�', 238±1 s-',

322±1 s-1 and 463±3 s-', respectively. The relation
between subcriticalities and measured alpha values is
extrapolated to the critical condition and a 81A value
was estimated as 166.5±2.0 s-' as shown in Figure 6.
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4.2 Critical Measurement Fig.6 Evaluation of 6 1A Value based on
At te critical condition, a measurement was also Subcritical Measurement

conducted and time series data was recorded. The
Feynman-alpha analysis was performed utilizing the
same time series data with and without the difference
filter. Figure 7 shows the result of analysis with no 5
filter, where the variance/mean ratio diverged for the with No Filter

larger gate width and an alpha value cannot be evalu- (ctcartnot be estimated)

ated. The figure also clearly shows the effect of dif- 1p 4
ference filter suppressing the divergence which en-
ables an alpha value evaluation. The measurement r.
with the I" order filter gave 164+1 s-1 as an alpha in am 3 a= 164 ± I s-1)
the critical condition.

with Difference Filter of I st Order
M 2

4.3 Pulsed Neutron Source Method >
The alpha value measurement by the pulse neutron

source (PNS) method was conducted for several I.. . . . . . . . - - 3

known subcritical conditions. The relations between 0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05
subcriticalities and alpha values measured by both Gate Width (s)
methods agree well to each other. The 81A value at
the critical condition derived from the PNS method Fig.7 Result of Critical Measurement
is 164.2+0.6 s-'.
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4.4 Comparison This paper is a part of the result of research activity
Comparison of 81A values between performed under the contract with the Ministry of
- the derivation from subcritical alpha values Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology

measured by the new system: 166.5±2.0 s-', ofJapan.
- the direct measurement in a critical condition by

the new system: 164±1 s- 1 and References
- the derivation from subcritical alpha values by 1) NSC Investigation Committee, The report of the

the PNS method: 164.2±0.6 s-' uranium processing plant criticality accident,
shows good agreement within uncertainties of meas- Nuclear Safety Commission, STA, Japan, 1999),
urements. [in Japanese].

2) R. P. Feynman, F. DE Hoffmann and R. Serber,
S. Conclusion "Dispersion of the Neutron Emission in U-235 Fis-

sion," J Nucl. Energy, 3 64 1956).
Functions of a time series data acquisition and a re- 3) K. Hashimoto, H. Ohsaki, T. Horiguchi, et aL,

actor noise analysis are integrated on a personal com- "Variance-to-Mean Method Generalized by Linear
puter and the measurement system which is able to Difference Filter Technique," Ann. Nucl. Energy,
measure the alpha value in real time has been estab- 25, 639 1998).
lished. The difference filter is implemented in the 4) K. Tonoike, N. Izawa, S. Okazaki, et al., "New
system, with which the alpha value measurement of a critical facilities toward their first criticality,
critical condition can be performed. By employing a STACY and TRACY in NUCEF", Proc. 5th Int.
large size He-3 counter, an outer neutron source is not Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety (1CNQ, Albu-
necessary at the measurement for a subcritical system querque, USA, Sept. 17-21, 1995, Vol. 2 p. 10-25
of low enriched uranium. The results of measure- (1995).
ment with the new system for the STACY heterogene- 5) Y. Miyoshi, "Experimental Program of STACY for
ous core were compared with the results of the PNS Criticality Safety Research on Low Enriched
method and the new system has been validated. Uranyl and Plutonium Nitrate Solution," Proc. 6h

The applicability of the new system should be Int. Conf on Nuclear Criticality Safety (CNQ,
tested for a deeper subcritical condition. The time Versailles, France, Sept. 20-24, 1999, Vol. 2,
response of the new system when a reactivity changes p. 512 1999).
over time should be also studied. 6) S. Watanabe, T. Yamamoto, T. Nakamura, et al.,

"Criticality Experiments of Basic Heterogeneous
Acknowledgements Core Composed of LWR Fuel Rod Array and Low

The authors wish to thank the STACY operators for Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solution," Proc. 7th Int.
their effort and cooperation to perform the measure- Conf on Nuclear Criticality Safety (1CNQ, Tokai,
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Reactivity Effects of Neutron Isolator in Two-Slab Tank Array
Containing Low Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solution

Kotaro TONOIKE', Kiyoshi OKUBO, Kazubiko IZAWA, Seij i ONODERA and Yoshi nori MIYOSHI
Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 319-1195, Japan

With a neutron interactive core configuration of two core tanks, reactivity characteristics
was evaluated by measuring the critical solution levels for the polyethylene and the concrete
isolators installed between the tanks. Methodology to evaluate an enough thickness of
those materials, with which each tank is isolated from the viewpoint of eutron interaction,
was studied utilizing the experimentally evaluated reactivity characteristics.

KEYWORDS. STACY, neutron interaction, muldple-unit, isolator, polyethylene, concrete,
reflectorfactor

1. Introduction neglected was studied.
In this report, the evaluation method of an enough

A series of experiments with neutron interactive thickness of neutron isolator is briefly reviewed and
cores which consisted of two slab tanks was con- the experimental data is presented. Then the deriva-
ducted at the Static Experiment Critical Facility tion of neutronic parameters such as the reactivity
(STACY) in the Nuclear Fuel Cycle Safety Engineer- decay constant ic, or the neutron migration length M,
ing Research Facility (NUCEF) "'), Japan Atomic for the polyethylene or the concrete was discussed
Energy Research Institute (JAERI) to measure the comparing experimental and computational data.
neutronic characteristics of the multiple-unit system
which is categorized as the general-form in the criti- 2. Isolation of Multiple Units

3,I)cality safety handbook of Japan . Critical volume
change of low enriched uranyl nitrate solution was For the criticality safety design of a multiple-unit
measured under various geometrical conditions such system, a neutron isolator is employed to simplify the
as distances between the two core tanks, materials design model as shown in Figure 1. Although units
(polyethylene and concrete) and their thicknesses of fissile material exist at both side of an neutron iso-
placed between those tanks. The measured criticality lator, the model can be simplified if the isolator is so
data was interpreted into the reactivity characteristics thick that the neutron interaction between the units can
as functions of a neutron isolator thickness and the be neglected, where each unit can be treated as a sin-
evaluation method to determine the enough thickness gle unit with a reflector. The question is how thick
of isolator with which the neutron interaction can be the isolator should be.

Multiple Units of Single Unit of
Fissile Material k(R) Fissile Material k

Reflector

Neutron Isolator of Enough Thickness

Isolator R ere Neutron Interaction is Neglected

Fig.1 Model Simplification by an Isolator of Enough Thickness

Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6742, Fax. 81-29-282-6798, E-mail: tonoike�nuceftokaijaeri.gojp
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3 4)In the handbook ,to discuss this issue quantita produced one. First, it should be studied that the
tively, the Reflector Factor (RF) is defined as follows inclination of the figure agrees between experimental

data and computational data. Then, it should be as-
RF=JJk(R)-kJ1kJ sessed that the RF of 3x 03 Ak/k could be evaluated

property experimentally or computationally.

where k, is the effective neutron multiplication factor 3. Experimental 57)

of a unit of fissile material located at one side of very
thick neutron isolator, i.e. the unit is isolated from the 3.1 Geometry
viewpoint of neutron interaction, kR) is the neutron The experiment was conducted with the core con-
multiplication factor of two identical units located at figuration of arrayed two identical core tanks as
both side of an isolator having a finite thickness R. shown in Figure 3 Each core tank was made of SUS
In other words, RF is te reactivity difference between 304 stainless steel and has a inner cavity of 350 mm
the condition where two units are fully isolated by a thickness, 690 mm width and 1500 mm height sur-
very thick isolator and the condition where they are rounded by walls of 20 mm thickness. The distance
isolated by an isolator of a finite thickness. This is of two core tanks could be varied from mm to
an index indicating bow much reactivity is introduced 1450 nun. First, nine core distances were configured
when the isolation becomes weaker than the fully iso- as listed in Table I without neutron isolators and a
lated condition. critical solution level was measured for each distance.

Then, as shown in Tables 2 and 3 the polyethylene
and the concrete isolators were installed between the
core tanks, whose thicknesses are up to 300 mm and

10-0 600 mm, respectively. Figure 4 is a picture taken
from the upper ide which indicates concrete isolator
units composing a 600 mm thickness at Run 324 in
Table 4 The uranyl nitrate solution was fed into the

2x1 both tanks simultaneously and the solution levels were

10-1 Amy kept the same for both tank.

0

3 X31 0-2
V5

ArT y Core Distance22cm.
10-3 -------------3x

18c
7i

10-3 1
Seat Nmles of Safety Rods,

0 20 Themocouple, Solution evel Meter

Water Isolator Thickness (cm)

Fig.2 Detennination of Enough Thickness
of Isolator

Figure 2 which is also quoted from the handbook,
20

shows the relation of the isolation material thickness C ty
core Wi, th Tank

and the R for the cases of BV�R fuel assemblies ar- T (Mobile)

rayed in the water. If a reactivity larger than (Fixed)

3x IO-' Ak/k is introduced comparing to the fully iso- Uranyl
Solutionrated condition, it is judged that the system is not iso-

lated. In other words, the tickness of isolation ma-
laterial wich introduces a reactivity less than

033x Ak/k is judged as an enough thickness. For
example, the thicknesses larger than 18 cm and 22 cm Base
are enough for the 3 3 and the 2 x 1 arrays. Plate

To validate this concept, a series of experiments
was conducted at STACY. It aimed to evaluate ap-
propriateness of the threshold of 3x 03 Ak/k reactiv- unit Solution face of

Feed Dain Wa tIrrReflector Pool
ity by producing this figure with experimental data Line

and by comparing the figure with the computationally Fig.3 STACY 350T Slab Core Tanks
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Core Tanks Table.1 Core Configurations without Isolators

235 U Enrichment: 997%

Sol. fuel condition at 25 C
Run L * H * Hcc

(mm) U conc.* Acidity* Density (m-)
(gU/L) (N) (g/cin')

261 0 290.3 0.83 1.4160 494.9 494.9
274 25 296,0 0.85 1.4234 498.8 510.5
273 50 295.9 0.85 1.4232 519.7 532.4
262 75 290.5 0.83 1.4163 554.2 554.9
263 150 290.8 0.83 1.4166 600.3 602.0
264 300 291.0 0.83 1.4169 659.9 663.1
267 500 291.6 0.84 1.4177 709.8 716.3
268 1000 291.9 0.84 1.4181 763.2 773.4
269 1450 295.0 0.85 1.4221 762.5 791.6

Fig.4 Installation of Isolator Units L : Core distance

U conc.: Uranium concentration

3.2 Solution Fuel Condition Acidity Free nitric acidity
The uranyl nitrate solution which was used in the Temp. Temperatur of the solutoin in core tanks

experiment had the 235 U enrichment of 10%, the ura- H : Measured critical solution level
nium concentration of about 290 gU/L and the acidity Hcc : Corrected critical solution level
of about 0.8 N. The basic principle of experiment is
that the solution fuel condition was not changed inten- Table.2 Core Configurations
tionally, critical solution levels were measured for with Polyethylene Isolators
each core configuration and the reactivity effect was 235 U Enrichment: 997%
evaluated from the difference of critical solution lev- Sol. fuel condition at 25 C
els. The fuel solution condition, however, naturally Run T * He Hcc
changed over time during the experiment period with (MM) U conc. Acidity Density (MM) (MM)
the uranium concentration, the acidity and the solution (gU/L) (N) (g/c-1)
density raising, which was caused by te water 292 1 00 (Ai,) 293.8 0.83 1.4199 561.5 561.6
evaporation. The fuel solution condition at each ex- 294 10 294.9 0.84 1.4216 536.0 540.3
periment has been evaluated as shown in Tables 1 2 295 25 295.3 0.84 1.4222 585.8 592.9
and 3 by interpolations of the results of repeated solu- 298 50 295.8 0.84 1.4230 636.9 649.2
tion sample taking and analysis during the experiment 300 100 296.3 0.84 1.4239 678.4 697.8
period. 302 150 296.9 0.84 1.4247 689.4 712.8

3.3 Critical Solution Level 304 200 297.2 0.85 1.4251 691.3 716.8
Tables 1 2 and 3 also indicate measured critical 306 300 297.7 0.85 1.4259 689.6 719.6

solution levels in the columns He" for various core T Polyethylene thickness
distances or isolator thicknesses of the polyethylene or
the concrete. Generally, higher critical solution lev- Table.3 Core Configurations
els are observed for larger core distances or thick- with Concrete Isolators
nesses of isolators. The exceptions can be seen by 235 U Enrichment: 997%
comparison between Runs 268 and 269 in Table ,
Runs 304 and 306 in Table 2 and Runs 322 and 324 in Sol. fuel condition at 25 CRun T * -c Hcc
Table 3 where lower critical solution levels are ob- (mm) U conc. Acidity Density
served for the larger core distance or thicker isolators. (gU/L) (N) (g/c-1)

The exceptions are caused by the natural change Of 311 1 00 (Air) 290.0 0.84 1.4154 576.0 576.0
solution fuel condition mentioned above. The reac- 312 25 290.5 0.84 1.4161 531.1 532.5
tivity effect related to the solution ftiel condition 314 50 291.0 0.84 1.4169 553.8 557.8
should be compensated for the reactivity effect 316 100 291.5 0.84 1.4176 594.5 601.5
evaluation of neutron interaction. In Table 1, values
in the column "Hcc" indicate the corrected critical 318 200 292.0 0.84 1.4184 642.2 653.7
solution levels on the assumption that each experiment 320 300 292.6 0.84 1.4193 662.5 679.3
was conducted with the same solution fuel condition 322 400 293.2 0.84 1.4201 664.8 685.3

7 )as Run 261 . In Tables 2 and 3 the columns "Hcc" 324 600 294.2 0.84 1.4217 660.4 690.9
indicate the corrected critical solution levels for the T Concrete thickness
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solution ftiel conditions of Runs 292 and 31 1, respec- 800 .................
tively.

Runs 292 and 311 are configurations of a 100 mm 7; 750 Polyethylene
core distance without isolators, which are the refer- >
ences for both series of experiments with the polyeth- 700
ylene and the concrete isolators to evaluate the critical
solution levels of the zero thickness isolator. The 15 650 Concrete0
reason why the 100 mm core distance was chosen Cn

600instead of 0 mm is because of a poor reproducibility of
a mm core distance due to mechanical tolerance. 550
The derivation of critical solution level for the zero U
thickness isolator from the results of Runs 292 and 500

3 1 1 utilizing the reactivity effect estimation based on
0

the "Hcc" in Table I gives 490.5 mm and 500.8 mm U450 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
for the polyethylene and the concrete, respectively.

Figure shows the critical solution level change Isolator Thickness (mm)
depending on the thickness of isolators based on the Fig.5 Dependence of Critical Solution
columns "Hcc" in Tables 1 2 and 3 The plot of Level on Isolator Thickness
"Air" shows the results of experiment without isola-
tors. The critical solution level change is saturated
around a 30 cm thickness for the polyethylene isolator 4.0 --------
and approaches to 719 mm. For the concrete isolator, 0 Measured data
it saturated around a 60 cm thickness and approaches `-,Fitted curve
to 696 m. For the case of air, the critical solution < 3.0
level changes even at the 1450 mm core distance and CD
the extrapolation of the curve indicates that critical ZZ11
solution level would be 831 mm for the very large it,
core distance. -.1 2.0

For the experimental evaluation of , reactivity Cd

differences was evaluated between the saturated criti- 2
cal solution levels for the very large thickness of iso- -Id 1.0

lator and the critical solution levels for the thinner
isolators.

O.O.
3.4 Differential Reactivity 450 500 550 600 650 700 750 800

Mong with the critical solution level measurement, Solution level (mm)
the reactor period measurement or the reactivity
measurement with a reactivity meter were conducted Fig.6 Variation of Differential Reactivity
by changing the solution level around the critical solu- over Solution Level
tion level to estimate a differential reactivity worth.
Dependency of the reactivity worth on solution level 10- I . . . . . . . .
is illustrated in Figure 6 The measurement data in
the figure is fitted to the function

dp (A / k
3 (2) I '

dH (Ak / k (H(-) + Amm))

where C is the conversion factor, A is the extrapolation
length, p is the reactivity (Ak/k) and H is the solution 10-
level (m), and the values 6.08x 104 Ak/k-MM2 and
108 mm are gained for C and A respectively. Poly- A

A reactivity difference between two solution levels ethyl Concrete
is calculated by integrating the differential reactivity 10-4 . . . . . . . . . . .

worth curve expressed as Eq.(2) or drawn in Figure 6 0 200 400 600 800 1000 1200
To evaluate , the integration Isolator Thickness (mm)

Fig.7 Variation of Reflector Factor (RF)
over Isolator Thickness
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Table.4 Relation between R Decay Constant and Neutron Migration Length

Polyethylene Concrete

RF Decay Neutron RF Decay Neutron
Evaluation Method Constant Migration Constant Migration

A" (cm-,) Length )rr (cm'l Length
M, (cm) M, (cmL

Experimental 0.305 3.33 0.098 12.09

Transport Calculation (THREEDANT) 0.341 --> 2.97 0.119 9.41

Monte-Carlo Method (MCNP) 0.298 3.41 0.112 10.10

SRAC-ANISN 0.212 4.87 0.089 14.01

Criticality Safety Handbook 0.106 <-- 10.92

-H 608xl W (AkIk.1) JENDL 32 '). The computed factor should be unity
R = "' , dH (3) since each experimental configuration is a critical

(H(-) + 0. 8 (_))3 system. Actually, the computed factor, however, has

a discrepancy from unity. Each measured critical
should be performed from the critical solution level H solution level was corrected by compensating the dis-
measured at an isolator condition of some thickness to crepancy and the computational critical solution level
the critical solution level H, at a completely isolated was evaluated.
condition mentioned above. The computational critical solution level was proc-

essed in the same manner as the experimental data and
3.5 Reactivity Characteristics of Isolation the decay constant and the neutron migration length

Figure 7 shows the result of the R evaluation for M, were evaluated, which are indicated in the 2 d and
the polyethylene and the concrete isolators which are P rows of Table 4 By THREEDANT, the neutron
on linear lines in a logarithmic scale, while the "Air" migration length M, was evaluated as 297 cm for the
data without isolators are on a curve. The decay polyethylene and 941 cm for the concrete. By
constants of RF for the polyethylene and the con- MCNP, it was estimated as 341 cm and 10.10 cm,
crete are 0305 cf 1 and 0098 c-', respectively- respectively
For the perpendicular direction to the direction where The cross section set for THREEDANT was calcu-
core tanks and isolators were arrayed, neutron leak- lated with SRAC-ANISN "). The SRAC-ANISN
ages are expressed as the bucklings of 000278 crif' produced also one-group constants such as a diffusion
and 000286 cirf 2 for the polyethylene and the con- coefficient and an absorption cross section, from
crete cases respectively. whose ratio the neutron migration length M, and, then,

The measured decay constant r, and the buckling the decay constant are derived as shown in the 4th
of perpendicular direction B 2 to which neutron leaks row of Table 4 In this case, the neutron migration
are related by the modified one-group diffusion ap- area was estimated as 487 cm for the polyethylene
proximation as and 14.01 cm for the concrete.

In the handbook, the neutron migration length of
K� 2= IIM, + B,' (4) concrete is given as 10.92 cm.

The neutron migration length derived from the dif-

where M, is the neutron migration length in an isolator. fusion coefficient and the absorption cross section of
The decay constant ic, and the neutron migration the one-group constants produced by SRAC-ANISN is
length M, can be derived from each other. From the significantly larger than the experimentally evaluated

measured ir, the neutron migration length M, is value.
evaluated as 333 cm and 12.09 cm for the polyethyl- The calculation by SRAC-ANISN was originally
ene and the concrete, respectively, which is indicated designated to produce the cross section sets for
in the I" row of Table 4 THREEDANT and the analysis of the experimental

configurations by THREEDANT generally agreed

4. Analysis and Discussion with the experimental results. This implies that the
cross section sets fed to THREEDANT do not contain

The experimental configurations were analyzed a big error. The diffusion coefficient produced by
with the three-dimensional transport code THREE- SRAGANISN, however, was not used by THREE-

DANT 8) and the continuous energy Monte-Carlo code DANT.
MCNP 9 and the effective neutron multiplication fac- For the reason why the neutron migration length
tors were computed with the nuclear data library estimated by SRAGANISN shows a larger value, the
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diffusion coefficient by SRAC-ANISN is quite suspi- 3) Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook of Japan,
cious. JAERI 1340, 1999), (in Japanese].

4) Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook of Japan,
5. Conclusion JAERI-Review 95-013, 1995), [English Transl.].

5) S. Onodera, H. Sono, H. Hirose, et al.,
The measurement of reactivity change was con- Annual Report ofSTA CY Operation in FY 1999

ducted for various thicknesses of the polyethylene and - Experiments on Two Unit Neutron-interacting
the concrete isolators and for various core distances System with Slab-shaped Core Tanks and IO%
without an isolator. Based on the measurement of Enriched Uranyl Nitrate Solutions () -,
reactivity, the neutron migration areas of the polyeth- JAERI-Tech 2000-059, 2000), [in Japanese].
ylene and the concrete were evaluated. The experi- 6) S. Onodera, H. Hirose, K. Izawa, et al.,
mentally evaluated values of the neutron migration Annual Report of STACY Operation in FY 2000
area show disagreements with computationally evalu- - xperiments on Neutron-interacting System with
ated values, �vhich indicates necessity of the study of Two Slab-shaped Core Tanks and 10% Enriched
computational method to evaluate the neutron migra- Uranyl Nitrate Solutions 2) -,
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Interpretation of Suberitical Measurements with Polyethylene Reflected
Plutonium Sphere

Timothy E. Valentine*
Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, TN 3 783 1, USA

Subcritical noise analysis measurements have been performed with an alpha phase
plutonium sphere reflected by polyethlyene. These measurements were performed at the
Los Alamos Critical Experiment Facility in 2002 to provide an estimate of the subcriticality
of the plutonium sphere reflected by polyethylene of varying thickness. This paper provides
a description of the measurements and presents the analysis of the measurements. The
measured and calculated spectral ratios differ are in good agreement with the ENDF/B-VI
nuclear data sets and the "interpreted" and calculated kff are in good agreement..

KEYWORDS. plutonium, polyethylene reflector, suberitical noise measurements

1. Introduction cm and an 87516 cm OD. The plutonium sphere rested
upon an aluminum 6061 stand as shown in Figure .

Subcritical source-driven noise analysis The polyethylene reflector thickness was varied from z=
measurements') were performed with a polyethylene to 762 cm while. The polyethylene reflector consisted of
reflected sphere of apha phase plutonium using te shells that could be placed around te sphere and te
252 Cf-source-driven noise analysis method.These experiments aluminum stand pon wch the plutonium sphere rested
were performed at the Los Alamos Ctical Experinients 'Tbe polyethylene reflectors had an average density of 0.9581
FacUity (LACEF) as a collaborative effort between Oak Ridge ± 00066 g/cm�. Photographs of the bare sphere and of the
National Laboratory (ORNL) and Los Alamos National 7.62-cm-thick polyethylene-reflected sphere are provided in
Laboratory (LANL). The measurements were performed with Figure .
a sainless steel encased plutonium sphere centered between a
pair of poyethylene moderated 'He detector banks. he
polyethylene reflector thickness was varied from zero to 762
cm while maintaining the same detector placement. The 252Cf

source, contained in a hemispherical onmation chamber, was
located at the top pole of the sphere. The 31le detector
moderators were positioned 180' part and located 12.70 cm
from the center of the sphere. The data from these
measurements can be used to deten-nine the suberitical

neutron multiplication factor for each configuration. (a) Bare alpha phase plutonium
This paper provides adescription of the measurements,
a discussion of the results of the measurements, and a
description of the analysis of the measurements.

2. Description and Results of the Measurements

2.1 Description of the Measurements
The measurements were performed with a stainless steel

encased, alpha phase, plutonium sphere 4.484 kg) centered
between a pair of polyethylene moderated 'He detector banks.

plutonium sphere had an outer diameter of 78576 cm.
and was encased in stainless steel 304 shell did had an outer
diameter of 7714 cm. The computed density of the alpha
phase plutonium sphere is 19.604 g/CM3. The plutonium (b) 7.62-cm-thick polyethylene reflected plutonium
composition is 93.73 YV/ 39Pu, 5954 &/. 240M 0.268 wN. sphere
'4'Pu, 0028 wt% 242Pu, and 0020 wt% 23Pu. No impurity
data are aailable for the plutonium metal. Fig.1 Photographs of (a) bare and (b) 7.62-cm-thick

A stainless steel 304 flange was located on the equatorial polyethylene reflected plutonium sphere.
center of the sphere. The flange had a thickness of 00914

CorrespondingauthorTel. 1-202-224-7198, Fax. 1-202-228-3398, E-mail: valentinete�oml.gov
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The 252Cf source hmispherical ionization chamber was S,
". (0))Si ())

located at the top pole of the sphere. The 3He detector R () = , (1)
moderators were positioned 180' apart and located 12.70 c SI I W)SY (0))
fi-om the center of the sphere. The 3He neutron detectors were Although the spectral ratio is obtained from the
mad of stainless steel 304 and had an active length of 12.7 cm fialtiency4leperident auto and ross spectra, the spectral ratio
with an outer diameter of 2.54 cm. The gas pressure for the is typically constant over the low-fivquency range. The
3He is 4 atmospheres. Te 'He neutron detectors were spectral ratio values are computed from the measured cross
contained i a polyethylene moderator with a density of specW& The source uto spednim Si, Ls simply a measure of
0.9577 g/crn. The detector moderator block was 12.70-an the fission source strength. The detector auto spectra S27, S33,

wide, 10. 16-cm thick, and 25.4-cm tall. Each moderator block etc. am a measure of the source-induced and iherent fission
contained twoHe detectors dig were cntered in the block. rate of the system and the background rate and are

The assembly rested upon a 6061 alurriinum table. Te proportional to the detector court rate. The source-detector
aluniinum stand on which the sphere was paced was located cross-spectra S12, S3, S14 etc. am a measure of coutiting events
in the center of the table. For monitoring the startup and the in the detectors correlated with fission events in the source.
multiplication in the subaitical assembly a pair of 'He Cbrisequeritly, the source-detector cross-spectrim indicates the
detectors i a polyethylene moderator of the reflected amount of source-induced fission occurring in the system. The
phitonium assembly was located 80 cm from the center of the detector cross-q� S23, S24, S2� S a in o
sphere to the center of the polyethylene moderator and parallel events in one detector correlated with events hi "dim
to me of the 31-le deetector arrays used ii the experiment Te detecto, so their magnitudes indicate the amount of bh
aluminum table was located in the center of the experimental source-induced and inhavit fssion urring in the systern
facility and the bottom of the table was 803275 cm from the analyzed A detailed description of this spectral ratio
thin 0.06-in-thick snless steel floor The assembly was can be found in references I and 2.
located mote than 6 n fioni the nearest wall No large objects A large number of measurements were perforated using
that would have affected the reactivity of the system were near the subcritical ose analysis method. Several repeated
the assenibly A sketch of the assembly for the bare plutonium measurements were pmfonned for each configuration to
sphere measurement is provided in Figure 2 provide an estimate of the uncertainty in puforrriing the

mesurements. The measurements were puftmed over
25.40W cm several weeks; hence, the away estimate from the repeat

measurements iricludes repositionitig the source, detectors,
S polyethylene reflectors, and the olyethylene moderatm for

the detectors. The measurements were performed using a 52Cf

source ionL-Aon clianiber and fi)ur separate neutron detectors.
Therefore, six spectra rio vab= were oained for each

measurerrient ad can be used to determine k& for each

12.70W cm configurahori. Te six ectral ratio vahies provide for
redundancy in case of &ilure of any one of de detectors.

25.4000 Furthermore, the six values of the spectra rio may not
necessarily be the same because two of the spectral ratio
values are for 4acent detoctors while the oers am for
detectors located ass fiDrn each other During the
measurements the source sphere and detectm were
repositioned and reconfigured for each measurenient.
Therefore, the repeatability of the measurements iricludes the
ability to reconfigure the stem and would account for any

E uncertainty in the source and detector locations.
The uncertainty for ech individiial measurement is smply

the statistical uncertairty from the corrected spectral ratio

55.800O.. 1 values. Te uncertainty of the aveage Ls based on the standard
deviation of the population of the measurements. The

FIg.2 Sketch of the measurement configuration. uncertainty of the average also mchKles an additional

uncertainty of 21/1o in the spectral ratio due to the in
2.2 Results of the Measurements counting al of the spontaneous fssions of �e S��

A certain ratio of frequency spectra is commonly ionization chamber. The uncertainty in counting a of the
used to determine the subcritical neutron spontaneous fission events of the source was added
multiplication factor from the measured data. This
spectral ratio is independent of detection efficiency quadrtically to the uncertainty associated with the dstribution
and only depends on the efficiency for detecting the of the spectral ratio values. The results of the
spontaneous fission in the source ionization chamber. measurements are summarized in Table 1. As can be
The spectral ratio of interest is defined as seen in Table 1, the spectral ratio values R24, R25, R34,

and R35 are consistent with each other as expected.
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previously stated, ony small perturbations can be made to
Table I Average low-frequency value of the ensure that the ao varies linexly with kf Using this

measured spectral ratio values as a ftinction of relationship the value of k can be determined along with its
polyethylene reflector thickness bias k.-k, Perez et. a.4) has demonstrated that the relationship
Reflector R,, R24) � R25 R31 � R5 R45 given in Eq 2 is valid using first order perturbations of te
Ibckness (10 ow (IW) (IW) (100) (W) Boltzmann wmsport operators for 4and the spectral atio.

(CM) .- hi the paper, Perez summarized the relationships for kf and
215.8 229.5 230.5 230.6 230.3 214.9 the spectral ratio in terms of a Greens function of the tansport

0 equation. By performing prturbations of the Greens functions
9.7 10.3 10.4 10.4 10.4 9.7 relationships between the standard calculated values of the

125.7 132.9 132.7 131.7 132.7 128.8 spectral ratio or k,, could be related to the perturbed values.
177 Perturbing the Greens function yields the following

5.0 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.3 5.2 relationship between the sndard and pturbed sectral ratio
64.00 66.34 65.48 65.68 65.97 64.19

2.54 values
2.98 3.09 3.05 3.05 3.07 2.99 RP RC = A (aP (3)

30.83 31.03 31.47 31.30 31.33 30.59 In this expression A, contains the dependency on the
3.81

1.23 124 126 125 1.25 1.22 Greens function and ap is the ratio of the perturbed
5.046 5.158 5.133 5218 5.236 5.144 parameter to the unperturbed parameter A similar

7.62 relationship is obtained for the perturbed and standard
072 1 0279 1 0277 1 0.282 1 0.283 1 0.278 1 kff values

kP kc Z s (a P (4)
3. Analysis of the Measurements In this expression Z contains the dependency on the Greens

3.1 Interpretation of the Measurements function Note did the terms A, and Z, are diffarrit bit both
The Monte Carlo code MCNP-DSp3) was used to depend on the Greens function of the transport equation The

interpret the measurements. The firequency dependent bias in the spectral ratio calculation was defined as R,-R, and

spectra, the coherence fimctions, and the spectial ratio are can be equated to the uricertainty of the Greens function
computed dectly using MCNP-DSP. he Monte Carlo parameters
codes axe also used to interpret the easurement by Rm - RC = As (cm - ). (5)

perforating a calculation of the measured quantities and a This essentially implies did the calculated spectral ratio differs
separate eigenvaltie calculation For example, a comparison of from the measured spectral ratio because the nuclear data and
measured and calculated values of the speaml ratio can be the Monte Carlo model do not sufficiently represent the
used to obtain the experimerital" kf If the measured and measurement conditions. Likewise, the difference between the
calculated vues of the spectral ratio are in agreement, then measured k and the calculated k, could be equated to the
the bias in the spectral ratio is zero, and the experimental" kf same uncertainty ofthe Greens reaction prameters
value is equivalent to the calculated alue. The bias in the km - kc = Zs(am - . (6)

spectral ratio is defined as the diffaence between measured The ratio of Eq. to Eq. 3 and. the ratio of Eq. 6 to Eq. 7 am
and calculated values of the spectral atio (R. Rd where R. is equal

the measured value and P, is the alculated value. However, if R -RC (am - ) km -kc
there is a bias in the calculated specti-al ratio, first order m (7)
perturbation decay can be used to obtam an epression that RP R C (Ct P 1) kP kC

can be used to determine the experimental"4and the bias in The results ofthe perturbation analyses directly yielded Eq 2.
the k, Te low-firequency vakie of the spectral ratio has

been shown to be linear with kf over a small range of 4 -DSP Calculations
values. Given the linear dependence ofthe spectral ratio with a 3 .2 Results of MCNP
small change in 4 the bias in the spectral ratio varies linearly MCNP-DSP calculations were performed for each
as the bias in k-kd. To determine the experimentar' ky experimental configuration using the ENDF/B-VI,
value and its bias, the Monte Carlo models am slightly ENDF/B-V, and JENDL-3.2 nuclear cross section data.
perturbed and new values of the spectral ratio (Rd and 4 (A� The computed spectral ratio values obtained using the
are obtained. If the linear dependence is valid, then the ENDF/B-VI nuclear data sets are provided in Tables 2,
perturbation calculations can be used to obtain the 3 4 5, and 6 and the corresponding calculated kff
"experimental" kf and its bias using the following linear values for each configuration are provided in Table 7.
relationship The measured spectral ratio values and the calculated

R. -R, RP -R, spectral ratio values are in good agreement. The
(2) majority of the calculated spectral ratio values differ

k,, - k, kP kc from the measured values by less than 5%.

This methodology simply uses a near irtterpolation or
extrapolation between the standard and perturbed values of the
spectral atio and 4 to detennine the "experimental" As
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Table 2 Average low-frequency value of the plutonium sphere radius was decreased while also decreasing
calculated spectral ratio values using ENDF/B-VI and increasing the plutonium density. Each of these
cross section data for the b plutonium sphere perturbations was used to obtain an estimate of the

Detector Pair Spectral Ratio (R,) "experimenter' f value. An estimate of the "experimenter'
(I 0-1) kf value is obtained for a six spectral ratio values for a given

23 219.50±0.50 measurement
24 23328 ± 035
25 233.82±0.31 Table 6 Average low-frequency value of the
34 235.40±0.51 calculated spectral ratio values using ENDF/B-VI
35 23521 037 cross section data for the plutonium sphere with
45 218Y 0.34 7.62-cm-thick polyethylene reflector

Detector Pair Spectral Ratio (R,)

Table 3 Average low-frequency value of the (10-3)

calculated spectral ratio values using ENDF/B-VI 23 29.31 L 0.05
cross section data for the plutonium sphere with 24 30.03 ±0.05
1.27-cm-thick polyethylene reflector 2 29.95 ±0.05

Detector Pair Spectral Ratio (R,) 34 30.19 + 0.05
(10-3) 3 5 1 30.19±0.04

23 125.4± 02 45 29.57± 04

24 130.7± 0.1
25 131.5 ± 02 Table 7 Calculated kff values as a function of
34 129.8±02 polyethylene reflector thickness using ENDF/B-VI
3 5 131.0±02 nuclear cross section data
45 125.1± 0.1 ReflectorThickness kf

(cm) W
Table 4 Average low-frequency value of the 0 0.77788±0.00004

calculated spectral ratio values using ENDF/B-VI 127 0.82404±0.00005
cross section data for the plutonium sphere with 2.54 0.86692±0.00005
2.54-cm-thick polyethylene reflector 3.81 0.89964 ± 000006

Detector Pair Spectral Ratio (R,) 7.62 0.93615 ± 000006
(I 0-1)

23 62.08±0.07 The results of the perturbation analysis for a %
24 63.60±0.08 increase in the plutonium density are presented in
25 63.52±0.06 Tables through 12. These tables include the spectral
34 63.54-4- 007 ratio for the perturbation model, Rp, the perturbed kff
35 63.02±0.08 value, k., and the interpreted kff value from the
45 61.01 ±0.10 perturbation formula (Eq. 2. As can be seen from the

results presented in Tables through 12 the
Table Average low-frequency value of the interpreted kff values are very similar. These results

calculated spectral ratio values using ENDF/B-VI are indicative of the distribution of kff values obtained
cross section data for the plutonium sphere with from each spectral ratio value. The uncertainty in
3.8 -cm-thick polyethylene reflector each individual estimate of kff includes the

Detector Pair Spectral Ratio (R,) propagation of the uncertainty in the measured and
(I 1) calculated quantities.

23 29.31 ±0.05
24 30.03 0.05 Table Average low-frequency value of the
25 29.95 ±0.05 calculated spectral ratio using ENDF/B-VI data for the
34 30.19± 0.05 bare plutonium sphere with plutonium density
35 30.19± 004 increased by I% (k,=0.78485±0.00 04)
45 29.57± 004 Detector Spectral Ratio (Rp) Experimental

Pair (10-3) k,,ff

The perturbation analysis must be performed to 23 210.32±021 0.7807 ± 00074
determine the "experimental" kff value and to 24 223.96±0.32 0.7807±0.0077
propagate the uncertainty in the spectral ratio to an 25 221.34±0.31 0.7797±0.0058
uncertainty in kff. Five separate pertuibations. were made of 34 224.0.4±0.25 0.7808 ± 00064
the detailed Monte Carlo model to determine A4, The 35 225.89±0.21 0.7816±0.0078
plutonium density was increased and decreased by ±10/o,, the 45 211.95 ± 034 0.7819± 00097
plutonium sphere radius was decreased by 0 I an, and the
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Table 9 Average low-frequency value of the The "experimental" ff value is determined after
calculated spectral ratio using ENDF/B-VI data for the performing all of the previous mentioned
plutonium sphere with 1.27-cm-thick polyethylene perturbations as the variance weighted kff for each
reflector and the plutonium density increased 1% perturbation. The variance weighted kff values are
(k,=0.83118±0.00005) presented in Table 13. The uncertainty in ff is the
Detector Spectral Ratio (Rp) Experimental standard deviation of the population of estimates of kff

Pair (10-3) kff from each perturbation analysis. This uncertainty does

23 116.3 ± 02 0.8238±0.0040 not include the uncertainty associated with the
24 122.5 02 0.8222±0.0046 systematic uncertainties in the composition, densities,
25 122.6±0.1 0.8230± 000-42 and geometry of the bare and reflected plutonium

34 122.6±0.1 0.8221 ± 00052 sphere assembly.

35 122.0±0.1 0.8227±0.0042
45 1172±02 0.8209±0.0046 Table 13 "Experimental" kff values as a function

of polyethylene reflector thickness using ENDF/B-VI

Table 10 Average low-frequency value of the ata and all perturbations
calculated spectral ratio using ENDF/B-Vl data for the Reflector "Experimental"
plutonium sphere with 2.54-cm-thick polyethylene Thickness 4
reflector and the plutonium density increased 1% (cm)
(k,=0.87386±0.00005) 0 0.7802±0.0057
Detector Spectral Ratio (Rp) Experimental 127 0.8227±0.0038

Pair (I 0-1) k�ff 2.54 0.8643 ±0.0031
23 55.76 ± 0.05 0.8648±0.0033 3.81 0.8976 ± 0.0022
24 57.86±0.09 0.8636± 00037 7.62 0.9349 ± 0.0018
25 58.01±0.08 0.8644 i: 0.0038
34 57.81±0.07 0.8643 ± 0.0037 A similar perturbation analysis was performed
3 5 5721±0.07 0.8634±0.0037 using both the ENDFIBN and JENDL-3.2 nuclear
45 55.89±0.09 0.8626 ± 0.0040 cross section data. The interpreted kff values from

these experiments are presented in Table 14. The

Table I I Average low-frequency value of the interpreted ff values are statistically the same given
calculated spectral ratio using ENDF/B-Vl data for the the uncertainties in the estimates of kff.
plutonium sphere with 3.81-cm-thick polyethylene
reflector and the plutonium density increased 1% Table 14 "Experimental" kff values as a function
(k,=0.90634±0.00005) of polyethylene reflector thickness using ENDF/B-V
Detector Spectral Ratio (Rp) Experimental and JENDL-3.2 data and all pe ations

Pair (10-1) k,,ff Reflector JENDL-32 ENDF/BV
23 25.78±0.05 0.8968±0.0023 Thickness "Fxperimentar' "Experimentarl

24 2635±0.05 0.8978± 00023 (cm) 4 kf
25 2636 ± 0.07 0.8968±0.0023 0 0.7826±0.0059 0.7809±0.0062
34 26.38±0.04 0.8977 ± 00022 127 0.8237±0.0038 0.8223 ±0.0039
3 5 26.47±0.05 0.8976 ± 0.0023 2.54 0.8662±0.0033 0.8644±0.0036
45 25.71±0.05 0.8979±0.0021 3.81 0.8982 ± 0.0020 0.8976 ± 0.0023

1 7.62 0.9355 ± 0.0017 0.9357 ± 0.0022
Table 12 Average low-frequency value of the

calculated spectral ratio using ENDF/B-Vl data for the 4. Conclusion
plutonium sphere with 7.62-cm-thick polyethylene These measurements demonstrate that highly
reflector and the plutonium density increased 1% precise estimates of the subcritical neutron
(k,=0.94270±0.00005) multiplication factor can be obtained from the
Detector Spectral Ratio (Rp) Experimental source-driven noise analysis measurement method

Pair (10-1) k�fT using the Monte Carlo code MCNP-DSP. The
23 3.98±0.03 0.9353 ± 0.0019 interpreted ff values are not highly dependent on the
24 3.96±0.03 0.9349± 0.0018 perturbation or on the nuclear data set used in the
25 3.98±0.04 0.9350± 0.0019 analyses. The uncertainties in the estimates of kff are
34 4.01 ±0.03 0.9344 ± 0.0019 also very similar for each nuclear data set. These
35 4.02±0.04 0.9343 ± 0.0020 measurements also demonstrate the high sensitivity of
45 3.98±0.04 0.9342 ± 0.0020 the source-driven noise measurements as

demonstrated by the large changes in the spectral ratio
values as the reflector thickness is increased. The
largest difference among the interpreted kff values is
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Study on Variance-to-Mean Method as Subcriticality Monitor for
Accelerator Driven System Operated with Pulse-Mode

Hideto Yamauchil*, Yasunori Kitamural, Yoshihiro Yamane', Tsuyoshi Misawa2 and Hironobu Unesaki2
'Department offuclear Engineering, Graduate School ofEngineering, Nagoya University,

Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya, 464-8603, Japan
2Research Reactor Institute, Kyoto University, Noda IO] 0, Kumalori-cho, Sennan-gun,

Osaka, 590-0494, Japan

Two types of the variance-to-mean methods for the subcritical system that was driven by
the periodic and pulsed neutron source were developed and their experimental examination
was perforined with the Kyoto University Critical Assembly and a pulsed neutron generator.
As a result, it was demonstrated that the prompt neutron decay constant could be measured
by these methods. From this fact, it was concluded that the present variance-to-mean
methods had potential for being used in the subcriticality monitor for the ftiture accelerator
driven system operated with the pulse-mode.

KEYWORDS. variance-to-mean method, subcriticality monitoring, periodic and pulsed
neutron source, accelerator driven system

1. Introduction
2. Theoretical

It is expected that subcriticality monitoring will be
needed for the ftiture accelerator-driven system (ADS) 2.1 Variance-to-mean method
from the viewpoint of the nuclear criticality safety. To In the V-to-M method, the a-value can be evaluated
develop the subcriticality monitor for the ADS, we from the Y-value defined as the variance to mean ratio
have paid attention to the neutron correlation methods of neutron counts minus unity with respect to the
that can evaluate the subcriticality through various counting gate widths:
measurement of the prompt neutron decay constant a N N 2

without preventing a normal operation of the E Z (T� -_EZk(T
subcritical system (Williams, 1974). Among them, the Y(T) = N k �Nk=l

variance-to-mean V-to-M) method is considered to be N-1 Zk (T)
the most convenient, since this method can perform N k=1
almost real-time monitoring of a by means of the

multi-channel scaler (MCS) (de Hoffmann, 1949; where N is the number of neutron counting gates,
Feynman et al., 1956; Misawa et al., 1990). However, Z V) the neutron counts of the k-th counting gate with
the conventional V-to-M method could not be applied respect to the gate width T.
to the ADS operated with the pulse-mode, so that we In the stationary subcritical system with the
developed a novel V-to-M method for measuring a of stationary neutron source, one can start neutron
the subcritical system driven by the periodic and counting for calculating the Y-value at anytime. On
pulsed neutron source (Kitamura et al., 2003). the other hand, when a periodic and pulsed neutron
Through preliminary experimental investigations for source is used with the subcritical system, since the
this V-to-M method (it is referred to as the type-1, neutron density or flux periodically varies even when
hereafter) by using the MCS, however, it was the system is in a stationary state, one have to take this
confirmed that it took a long time for measuring a periodicity into account for starting neutron counting.
with good accuracy (Kitamura et al., [in press]; In the type-1 procedure (Kitamura et al., 2003),
Yamane et al., 2002). Therefore, we further developed each neutron counting is started so as to synchronize
another type of the V-to-M method for the subcritical with the emission from the pulsed neutron source as
system that was driven by the periodic and pulsed illustrated in Fig. 1. On the other hand, in the type-2
neutron source (hereafter, referred to as the type-2). procedure, only the first counting is simultaneously

In this paper, an overview of the both V-to-M started with an emission from pulsed neutron source,
methods and their experimental examination, which while the followings are consecutively executed.
was performed with the Kyoto University Critical Comparing the both procedures, one can easily
Assembly (KUCA) and a pulsed neutron generator understand that the type-1 inevitably involves a time
(PNG) attached, will be reported.

Corresponding author, Tel. 052-789-3775, Fax. 052-789-3608, E-mail: hi-yama�fertni.nucl.nagoya-u.acjp
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interval between adjacent counting gates as a waiting time, d the probability that one neutron is detected
time that does not exist in the type-2. Therefore, it can per unit time by a neutron detector placed inside the
be expected that the type-2 has the advantage against reactor system, v the number of neutrons emitted
the type-1, because all neutron detection events that per one fission reaction, Q the number of neutrons
arise during the waiting time are available for emitted per one source event and [xlc ..... maximum
measuring a. Here, the authors would like to note that integer that does not exceed x. The function
Pizsit and Ceder proposed another type of the VtO-M YTyp�-1,,,ififfT) is a component that depends on both 
method in which each neutron counting was started at and T, and if N is sufficiently large, it goes to zero,
random (Pizsit and Ceder, 2002). lim YT,.-,,..,,i (N, T = (8)

IV �.
2.3 Y-value formulas Therefore, if under such condition, Eq. 3 can be

We derived the Y-value formulas for respective written as follows:
types of counting procedures on the basis of the YType- (T = TypL-Isingle (T) . (9)
backward master equation. The Y-value formulas were Furthermore, when ar is much saller than unity and
derived as, T is equal to ir (i = 1 2 ...) or much larger than r, Eq.

IV 2 'v (9) can be re-written as follows:Z, (T)J'Zk (T) -E -al
Y(T) k=1 IV N =1 YTY,, (T = Y, (5 +I )(I e (10)

E Zk(T) a T
N k=1

(2) The Y-value formula for the type-2 procedure
where < x > is the ensemble mean with respect to x. within the one-point reactor approximation neglecting

Assuming a zero-power subcritical reactor system, the delayed neutron was also derived on the basis of
the Y-value formula for the type I procedure within the backward master equation. Although the exact
the one-point reactor approximation neglecting the expression of this formula is too complicated to be

used as a fitting function, the following simplifieddelayed neutron is derived as follows (Kitarnura et al.,
2003; Wallerbos and Hoogenboom, 1998): expression will be useffil. When aT is much smaller

YTYP,I(T = YTYp,-I,,ingIJT) + YTYP u (N, T) than unity and T is equal to ir (i = 1 2 ...) or much
IM larger than r, the simplified Y-value formula for the

(3) type-2 can be written as follows:
YYWI,3ingle(T) �(l I - e-al

a T
YO M(T) Y,,2 (T = Y (,5 + 1)

-al -ar + Z ( I _ -a (T-m r) I ,_I e-Nar N

I-e MA N NaT

1) (I - e-aT) 2 1-2a r
I-e

-al -,T) 3. Experimental
+2 O - e -aTe -ar

I-e To examine the present methods, we performedX
+ e-'(T-.,) 2 V-to-M experiments with the polyethylene-moderated

MA enriched-uranium core of the KUCA and the PNG
M(T) -a(T-r) (T-r) (Kobayashi et al., 1979; C. Ichihara et al., 1983). The

+2E (I e -a(T-r)e horizontal cross section of the core system is
illustrated in Fig. 2 The core consisted of 22 fuel

(4) elements, 3 control and 3 safety rods, a polyethylene
y (V V 1)) '� Ad element including a BF3 neutron detector of 12.7 mm
0 2 (5) effective diameter x 145 mm effective height a

a couple of polyethylene ones with cylindrical voids of
'5 (Q(Q-1)) a (6) 12.7 mm diameters and a sufficient number of

M ordinary polyethylene ones.TV �(V_ 0� -Ar The fuel element was assembled by inserting 36

M(X) (7) unit cells between a lower (50.8 mm x 50.8 mm x
IXIG..' 508.0 mm) and an upper polyethylene blocks (50.8

where, is the repetition period of the emission mm x 50.8 nun x 562.0 mm). 'Me unit cell of the
from the pulsed neutron source, f the probability present fuel element consisted of a plate type 93 
that one neutron induces the fission reaction per unit enriched-uranium aluminum alloy fuel (50.8 mm x
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50.8 m x 159 mm) and two kinds of polyethylene measured by the type I procedure and one for I ms
plates (50.8 mm x 50.8 mm x 318 mm and 50.8 mm was measured by the type-2. The pulse duration of D+
x 50.8 mm x 635 mm). beam was fixed to be gs, while the current and the

The polyethylene element that included the BF3 acceleration voltage were determined so that the
detector consisted of a lower polyethylene block (50.8 counting rate of the neutron detector immediately after
mm x 50.8 mm x 641.4 mm) and an upper one (50.8 every emission of pulsed neutrons might not exceed I
mm x 50.8 mm x 812.8 mm) with a cylindrical void kcps to avoid the count loss effect due to the dead
of 25.4 mm diameter. The BF3 neutron detector was time of the detector. Other experimental parameters
vertically inserted into the cylindrical void of the are listed in Table 1. The total measurement time in
upper polyethylene block. this table was calculated as the product of the dwell

In the KUCA, there is the PNG that consists of a time and the number of MCS channels per one sweep
Cockcroft-Walton type accelerator and a gas-in-metal multiplied by the total number of MCS sweeps.
type T target. The pulsed neutrons are generated We have to note here that, throughout the
through the D-T reaction by the pulsed and experiments, all the control and the safety rods were
accelerated D' beam and T in the target metal. The ftilly withdrawn. However, in the Case4 a couple of
duration and the repetition period of D beam pulse polyethylene elements with cylindrical voids of 12.7
can be controlled by the output signal from an mm diameters, that were place at 1-13" and "4�46"
arc-pulser installed in the control room of the KUCA. in Fig. 2 were replaced to ordinary polyethylene ones.

The BF3 neutron detector was connected to As a reference, the pulsed neutron experiment by
conventional instrumentation circuits, i-e- a using the same core systems were performed prior to
pre-amplifier, a main amplifier and a timing single the V-to-M experiments. When the pulse repetition
channel analyzer (TSCA). The output pulses from the period was 50 rns, the a-value for the Cases I to 3 was
TSCA were fed into a commercially available MCS. measured to be 357.8 09 s-1. On the other hand, in
In the present V-to-M methods, neutron counting had the Case4 core, the a-value was 363.2 ± 09 s-1.
to be started so as to synchronize with the emission
from the pulsed neutron source, so that every MCS 4. Results and Discussions
sweep was started with the output signal from the
arc-pulser that was used as the trigger signal for the Figures to 7 show the Y-curves measured by using
PNG. the type I procedure for the Cases I to 3 respectively.

To calculate the Y-value, the bunching technique One can see good agreement between the measured
was adopted (Misawa et al., 1990). In the bunching and the fitted Y-curves. Figure shows the Y-curve
technique, the time-series data of neutron counts with measured by using the type-2 procedure for the Case-4.
respect to a fundamental gate width To, that is usually One can also find good agreement between the
referred to as the dwell time, are acquired by using the Measured and the fitted Y-curves.
MCS. The neutron counts with respect to longer gate In Table 2 the actual measurement time, the fitting
widths 2TO, 3TO, and so on are not acquired directly functions employed, the measured and the reference
but synthesized by bunching time-series data acquired a-values are tabulated. The a-values measured by the
with respect to To. V-to-M methods were obtained by fitting respective

Figure 3 shows the bunching technique for the formulas to the measured Y-curves ranging below 004
type-1 procedure where the MCS sweep is started s s. Therefore, in the Cases I to 3 the MCS data of only
as to synchronize with the emission from the pulsed first 114, 160 and 160 channels with respect to every
neutron source. In this figure, are the neutron sweep are actually used to calculate the Y-curves,
counts accumulated in the j-th channel of the MCS. respectively. In the type-I procedure, hence, the actual
One can find from this figure that only one neutron measurement time that is the product of the dwell time
counts data can be synthesized from one MCS sweep and the total number of MCS channels actually used
since only the first counting channel is truly becomes considerably smaller than the total
synchronized with the emission from the pulsed measurement time.
neutron source. Hence, a plenty number of MCS In the type-] procedure, it can be seen from Table 2
sweeps are needed to calculate the Y-curve in the that the differences between the measured and the
type-I procedures. On the other hand, in the type-2 reference a-values are less than 4 although the pulse
procedure, as illustrated in Fig. 4 plural numbers of repetition period was varied from I to 20 ins. On the
neutron counts data are synthesized from one MCS other hand, the difference in the type-2 procedure is
sweep. Therefore, it is possible to calculate the found to be less than 1% although the total
Y-curve from one MCS sweep, although the number measurement time for the Case-4 is shorter than those
of gates synthesized from one MCS sweep depends on for the Cases I to 3 as shown in Table 1. Considering
the gate width Wallerbos and Hoogenboom, 1998), as the actual measurement time for the Case-4, one can
shown in Fig.4. see that the type-2 procedure efficiently utilizes the

In the present experiments, Y-curves for 3 different MCS data. This is considered to be a main reason of
pulse repetition periods of 20, 10 and I rns were very good agreement between the measured and the
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reference a -values in the Case-4. "Measurement of prompt decay constant and
subcriticality by Feynman-a method", NucL Sci.

5. Conclusion Eng., 104, 53-65 1990).
Two types of the V-to-M methods for the 5) Y Kitamura, H. Yamauchi and Y Yamane,

subcritical system that was driven by the periodic and "Derivation of variance-to-mean formula for
pulsed neutron source were developed and examined periodic and pulsed neutron source", Ann. NucL
experimentally. From the experimental result, it was Energy 30, 897-909 2003).
demonstrated that the type-1 procedure of the present 6) Y. Kitamura, H. Yamauchi, Y. Yamane T.
methods could be used for measuring the a-value Misawa, C. lchihara and H. Nakamura,
without restrictions on the pulse repetition period. On "Experimental investigation of variance-to-mean
the other hand, it was also found that the a-value with formula for periodic and pulsed neutron source",
better accuracy could be measured with the type-2 Ann. NucL Energy [in press].
although it had an experimental estriction that the 7) Y. Yamane, Y. Kitamura, H. Kataoka and K.
pulse repetition period was sufficiently shorter than Ishitani "Application of variance-to-mean method
the counting gate width. From these facts, we to accelerator-driven subcritical system",
concluded that the present V-to-M methods had PHYSOR 2002, Seoul, Korea, October 710
potentiality for being used in the subcriticality monitor (2002).
for the ADS operated with the pulse-mode. 8) E.J.M. Wallerbos and J.E. Hoogenboom, The

forgotten effect of the finite measurement time on
Acknowledgernents various oise analysis techniques", Ann. NucL

This work has been performed in part under the Energy 25, 733-746 1998).
Visiting Researcher's Program at Research Reactor 9) L Pfizsit and M. Ceder, Theory and analysis of the
Institute of Kyoto University. Feynman-alpha method for deterministically and

randomly pulsed neutron sources", PHYSOR 2002,
References Seoul, Korea, October 710 2002).
1) M.M.R. Williams, Random Processes in Nuclear 10) K. Kobayashi, J. Horie, K. Kanda and T. Shibata,

Reactors, Pergamon Press, Oxford 1974). "Reactivity measurements in a thorium critical
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Table I Experimental parameters of present V-to-M experiments

Accelerator MCS

Repetiton Dwell Channels Total

Period [ms] Time [ms] per Sweep Total Sweeps Measurement
Time [min]

Case-1 20 0.35 1024 5000 29.9

Case-2 10 0.25 1024 4500 19.2

Case-3 1 0.25 1024 6000 25.6

Case-4 1 0.20 8192 500 13.7
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Table 2 Measured a-values by present V-to-M methods and pulsed neutron method

V-to-M methods Pulsed Neutron
Method

Actual Measurement Time
Counting Channels Total Fitting Measured Measured
procedure per I Sweep [min] Function a Values [s' a Values [s-']

Case I Type- 1 114 3.3 Eq. 9 359 ± 16

Case-2 Type- 1 160 3.0 Eq. 9 369 ± 13 357.8 ± 09

Case-3 Type-] 160 4.0 Eq. 10 ) 349 ± 9

Case-4 Type-2 8192 13.7 Eq. 11 ) 366.7 4 17 363.2 ± 09

>Time

----------- 7 ------------- Gate O pen
Type-1

procedure counting counung_�-------------- Gate Close

Gate Open
Type-2 Ist 2nd 3rd

counting counting counting
procedure - ------------------ ------------------------------------ ------------- Gate Close

Fig.1, Illustration of the neutron counting procedures proposed in this paper
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cQ Polyethylene Ref.

Polyethylene ReE with
12.7 mm cylindrical void

Cl-C3: Control Rod

S4 -S6: Safety Rod

D : B3 detector

T-Target

t D-Beam

Fig.2 Horizontal cross section of the core system
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Gate Number I C I I C I C4 C I C6 C7 C8 C9 CIO
width of Gate

TO I F-C7
2 T, 1

3 To I CI+C2+C3]

4 T, I F �cl+ C2�+ C3 + C4

5 To I C1+C2+

Fig.3 Illustration of data processing by bunching technique for the type I procedure

Gate Number
width of Gate

T, 10 C I C2 C I C4 C I C6 C I C I C9 I CIO

T, 5 C1 + C2 C3 + C4 C5 + C6 C7 + C8 + CIO

3 T, 3 CI+C2+C I C+C5+C6 C7+C8+C9]

4 To 2 CI+C2+C3+C4 I C+:C:6�C7+C�8

T, 2 C] + C2 + C3 + C4 -+C5 + C7+ C8 + C9 + CIO

Fig.4 Illustration of data processing by bunching technique for the type-2 procedure
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Fig.6 Measured and fitted Y-curves for the Case-2 Fig.8 Measured and fitted Y-curves for the Case-4
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Status of the International Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP)

J. Blair BRIGGS", Ali NOUR12 , and Lori SCOTT 3
Idaho National Engineering & Environmental Laboratory, Idaho Falls, ID 83415-3860 ' U.S.A.

2Organisationfor Economic Cooperation and Development Nuclear Energy Agency, Paris, France
3Under Subcontract to the Idaho National Engineering & Environmental Laboratory, Pittsburgh, PA, U.S.A.

Since ICNC'99, four new editions of the Iternational Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
Safety Benchmark Experiments have been published. The number of benchmark
specifications in the Handbook has grown from 2157 in 1999 to 3073 in 2003, an increase of
nearly 1000 specifications. These benchmarks are used to validate neutronics codes and
nuclear cross-section data. Twenty evaluations representing 192 benchmark specifications
were added to the Handbook in 2003. The status of the International Criticality Safety
Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) is provided in this paper along with a summary of
the newly added benchmark specifications that appear in the 2003 Edition of the Handbook.

KEYWORDS: criticality safety data, experimental data, ICSBEP, integral
benchmark data, international project, NEA, nuclear data, OECD, OECD NEA project
suberitical measurements

1.0 Introduction - Change Since CNC'99 includes a search capability that allows the user to find
all occurrences of groups of words. The advanced

The International Criticality Safety Benchmark search capabilities of the database enable users to
Evaluation Project (ICSBEP) was initiated in 1992 by more precisely define the experiments of interest. he
the United States Department of Energy. he ICSBEP user is able to search, for example, for all experiments
became an official activity of the Organisation for for which a desired minimum percentage of the
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) - fissions occur in the intermediate energy range or all
Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) in 1995. he purpose experiments for which the fraction of capture in 238 U
of the ICSBEP is to identify, evaluate, verify, and exceeds a user-specified percentage. Plotting
formally document a comprehensive and capabilities have been implemented into DICE that
internationally peer-reviewed set of criticality safety allow users to view graphical representations of
benchmark data that may be used to validate neutron flux and certain reaction rates [fission, capture,
neutronics codes and nuclear cross-section data. (n,2n), and neutron production] in an ABBN 299-

Energy-Group structure. Sensitivity coefficients for
The work of the CSBEP is documented in the major nuclides and nuclear processes in a 30-Energy-

"International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Group structure can also be viewed graphically. DICE
Safety Benchmark Experiments" (Ref. 1). Since also allows users to download data into a delimited
ICNC'99, four new editions of the Handbook have file structure that enables users to generate separate
been published. The number of benchmark plots of calculated kff values versus various other
specifications in the Handbook has grown from 2157 parameters in the database. The database is also
in 1999 to 3073 in 2003, an increase of nearly 1000 programmed to produce a concise, two-page summary
specifications (Ref. 2. of each configuration.

In addition to new benchmark specifications, a The status of the ICSBEP is summarized and a
searchable database that enables users to more preview of the 2003 Edition of the Handbook is given
effectively identify the experiments that are needed for in this paper.
their specific application was added to the Handbook
in 2001 along with a Java-based user interface. The 2.0 International Participation
database has been expanded and the capabilities of the
user interface improved with each publication since There were 9 countries participating on the ICSBEP
2001. in 1999 (United States, United Kingdom, France,

Japan, Russian Federation, Hungary, Republic of
The database designated DICE, also makes it easier Korea, Slovenia, and Yugoslavia). That number

to characterize the information generated by the increased to 12 shortly thereafter (Kazakhstan, Spain,
ICSBEP and identify gaps and inconsistencies in the and Israel).
data. While the CD-ROM version of the Handbook

Corresponding author, Tel. 1208-526-7628, Fax. 1-208-526-2930, E-mail: bbb�inel.gov
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Recently, Brazil, South Africa, and China have VI "I 4��11111�1'___ 1-111111-1- &ml�1,111-11R,�N 0,
agreed to participate, bringing the total number of
participating countries to 15. Representatives from
the Instituto de Pesquisas Energdticas e Nucleares
(IPEN) in Brazil will begin their efforts by
contributing data from the IPEN/MB-O I low enriched
light water moderated Research Reactor.
Representatives from the Pebble Bed Modular Reactor
(PBMR) Ltd Company in South Africa have begun
their participation through a collaborative effort with
scientists from the Russian Research Center
"Kurchatov Institute" to contribute data from the
graphite moderated pebble bed research reactor,
ASTRA. Finally, representatives from the Institute of
Nuclear Energy Technology at Tsinghua University in
China have agree to begin their participation by
contributing data from their helium-cooled, graphite-
moderated pebble bed reactor, HTR- IO.

Fig. 2 September 2003 Edition
The distribution, in terms of number of benchmark

specifications contributed by country to the 2003 There are currently benchmark specifications for:
Edition of the Handbook is given in Figure .

e 5 1 0 plutonium experiments of which 94 are Metal
(87 Fast, 4 Intermediate 2 Thermal, Mixed), 381

United Kngdorn 77) Solution (Thermal), and 35 Compound 6 Fast, I
Re oblic of Korea ( 2)

France 29 H.ngay 234) Intermediate, 21 Thermal, 7 Mixed);
Yugos)avia 22)

S[oeni. 2)
Rt,sstan F�der.tion Spain (35)

(399) France�Unnled States 0 932 uranium experiments of which 320 are Metal
102)

RussialUnited States (197 Fast, 13 Intermediate, 85 Thermal, 25 Mixed),
(37)

France/United Kngd.m 433 Solution 3 Intermediate, 430 Thermal), 172
(27)

R�ssia/Katzakhslart 6) Compound 24 Intermediate, 131 Thermal, 17
Mixed), mixed Metal Solution Thermal) and 2

United States 1634) Compound Solution (Thermal);

Fig. Contribution of Benchmark Specifications a 61 intermediate and mixed enrichment uranium

experiments of which 16 are Metal (Fast), 4

3.0 The 2003 Edition of the Handbook Solution Thermal), and 41 Compound (I Fast, 2
Intermediate, 38 Thermal),

The work of the ICSBEP is published as an OECD e 1029 low enriched uranium experiments of which
handbook entitled "International Handbook of 13 are Metal (Thermal), 90 Solution Thermal),
Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments" and 926 Compound (Thermal);
(Ref. 1). The 2003 Edition of the Handbook spans

over 28,000 pages and contains benchmark . 192 233U experiments of which 10 are Metal (Fast),
specifications for 3073 critical, near critical, or 177 Solution 140 Thermal, 29 Intermediate, and 
subcritical configurations from 350 experimental Mixed) and Compound (Thermal);
series. These benchmark specifications are intended

for use in validation efforts and for basic nuclear data a 331 mixed plutonium - uranium experiments of
evaluations. which 45 are Metal 42 Fast, 2 Intermediate, I

The 2003 Edition of the Handbook was published in Mixed), 48 Solution (Thermal), and 185
September of 2003 (See Fig. 2 The handbook is Compound 184 Thermal, I Fast), and 53 mixed
available on CD-ROM or on the Internet. Both the Compound Solution systems (Thermal); and

CD-ROM version of the Handbook or a password to
access the Handbook on the Internet can be requested a 18 special isotope experiments, all of which are
from the ICSBEP Internet Site at: Metal (Fast) [244CM, 238pU, 21'Np, and 242pU].

http:Hicsbcp.ine1.gov/icsbep
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4.0 Newly Contributed Benchmarks -- Skewer

Twenty evaluations representing 192 new benchmark
specifications were added to the Handbook in 2003.
A typical sketch and a short summary (included in the

figure title) of the benchmarks from each evaluation -- Skewer (steel or aluminum)

are given in Figures 3 through 20. The number of
cases, the author(s), and the affiliated laboratory or tim�� Be blocks

institute is also included the figuretitles.

Detector

-uranium disks-

... ... . .... .. ....... ...
.... .. ... ... .... ......

....... ... � _'Loraiion of interface
P I h I yeneg.;..Z.;.... . ... .. between fuel elements....... .. . ..: ;::;Hrdfl in experiments

.... .... .. .... ..... ....... ...... .. ...... . .. ...... .. .. ... .... ..... .. ... ........ ....... .. ... .... ..
........ ...... ..

.... ..........

h n. . .... ....... ..... ....... ow.ks
E i to

and disk.
illustrate stacking
sequence)

.......... ......
...........

23 Be blocks 24 Be blocks
22 uranium disks 6 Uranium disks

Fig. 3 Volume 1: SUB-PU-MET-FAST-001, CA-1 CA-18

Polyethylene-Reflected Plutonium Metal Sphere Fig. Volume 11: HEU-MET-INTER-015, Beryllium
Subcritical Noise Measurements, (5 Cases), Timothy E. Moderated Critical Assemblies (ORNL CA I and CA-
Valentine (Oak Ridge National Laboratory - USA). 18), 2 Cases), Herbert C. Benhard, (Westinghouse

Safety Management Solutions - USA).

z

(Vacuum B. C.)

Axkd Reflector AR3

Aluminum Axial Reflector
AR2

Aluminum Axial Reflector
ARI

Aluminum Radial Reflector E
RR2

R
Aluminum Rial Reflector

a) RI

Drawing not to scale

Fig. 4 Volume 11: HEU-MET-FAST-058, Highly (Reflective B. C.) -o R
Enriched Uranium Metal Spheres with Berylium

Reflectors ' (5 Cases), Dave Heinrichs (Lawrence Fig. 6 Volume II: HEU-MET-FAST-067, ZPR-9

Livermore National Laboratory - USA). Assemblies and 6:14EU 93 % 25U) Cylindrical

Cores with Tungsten, Graphite, and Aluminum

Diluents with a Dense Aluminum Reflector, 2 Cases),

Karl N. Grimm, Richard M Lell, Micheal A. Smith,

and Richard D. McKnight (Argonne National

Laboratory - USA).
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*77-

Fuel assembly 20% with water
IM Poly insert B Type 2 thorium additional absorber Empty hannel
El Gd alloy

0 Void Fig. 9 Volume IV: LEU-COMP-THERM-060,
M Laminated RBMK Graphite Reactor - Uniforin Configurations of

HEU foils
set of four U(1.8 20, or 24)02 Fuel Assemblies, and

El Polyethylene Configurations of U(2-0)02 Assemblies with Empty
Channels, Water Columns, and Boron or Thoriurn

Fig. 7 Volume II: HEU-MET-THERM-0 16, Absorbers, with and without Water in Channels, 28
2 X 2 Array Experiment of Highly Enriched Uranium Cases), V. M Kachanov, A. N. Kuzmin, V. E. Jitarev
Foils Mixed with Ni-Cr-Mo-Gd Alloy and Moderated (RRC "Kurchatov Institute "- Russian Federation) and
- Reflected by Polyethylene, (I Case), (Two very V. E Dean (under subcontract to the Idaho National
similar evaluations, HEU-MET-THERM-013 with Engineering and Environmental Laboratory - USA).
iron plates 2 Cases), and HEU-MET-THERM-014
with silicon dioxide plates (1 Case), are also included
in the 2003 publication), David Loaiza (Los Alamos
National Laboratory - USA).

'O Core Core y

crw el Baffle X
Cal Stainless Stei

table
separation Thickness: 267

Positiom 22.6812,-42.6924

Fig. 10 Volume IV: LEU-COMP-THERM-063,
Light Water Moderated and Reflected Low Enriched

North Table South Table Uranium 3 Wt.% 235 U) Dioxide Rod Lattices with
Discrete Poison Rod Arrays, 12 Cases), David

Fig. Volume IV: LEU-COMP-THERM-045, Hanlon (Serco Assurance - United Kingdom).
Plexiglas and Concrete-Reflected U(4.46)308With

H/U=0.77 and Interstitial Moderation, 21 Cases),
Karla R. Elam (Oak Ridge National Laboratory -
USA).
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Fig. 1 1 Volume IV: LEU-COMP-THERM-065, Core tank Core tank
Critical Configurations of 2.6% Enriched U02 Rod
Arrays in Light Water Moderator with Borated
Stainless Steel Plate: Coupled Array, (20 Cases), Fig. 13 Volume IV: LEU-SOL-THERM-023,
Toshihiro Yamamoto and Yoshinori Miyoshi (Japan STACY: Two Interacting Slab Cores of 10%-Enriched
Atomic Energy Research Institute - Japan). Uranyl Nitrate Solution without Neutron Isolator, 9

Cases), Kotaro Tonoike (Japan Atomic Energy
Research Institute - Japan).
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Fig. 12 Volume IV: LEU-COMP-THERM-070, 00000000000000000000000000000000
00000000000000000000000000000000

VVER Physics Experiments: Regular Hexagonal 00000000000000000000000000000000
(I. IO cm pitch) Lattices of Low-Enriched U(6.5 wt.%

235U)02 Fuel Rods in Light Water at Different Core Fig. 14 Volume V: U233-COMP-THERM-001,
Critical Dimensions, 12 Cases), NicholaiAlexeyev, LWBR SB Core Experiments, (5 Cases ith 233 U 3
Yuri Krainov, Yuri Kravchenko, and Victor Tvetkov Cases with 235U), Valerie L. Putman, (Idaho National
(RRC "Kurchatov Institute - Russian Federation). Engineering and Environmental Laboratory - USA).
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Heresite coating SSTI.
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NW

Fig. 15 Volume V: U233-SOL-THERM-013,
Spherical Vessels Partially Filled or Filled With
21'UO2(NO3)2 Solution, 21 Cases), Paul J. Foster Fig. 17 Volume VI: MIX-SOL-THERM-006,
(Brigham Young University - USA) and J. Blair Mixed Uranium 70%) Plutonium 30%) Nitrate
Briggs (Idaho National Engineering and Solution Poisoned with Gadolinium, 6 Cases), Gilles
Environmental Laboratory - USA). Poullot [Institut de Radioprotection et de Sfiretd

Nucljaire (IRSN - France].

z
(Vacuum B. C.)

1--Top annularMAT plateAir
IR2 OR2 RR2

-Innertank
Inner Axial Oulef Axkd
Reffector Reflector Fuel
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'Fie rod -Top grid

Empty
matrix . . ........

Rocual MAT E
Reflector

RRI Bottom grid(upper side)

R
(Reflecttva B. C.) Pu:�s W on .... ........

Fig. 16 Volume VI: MIX-COMP-FAST-001,
ZPR-6/7 Benchmark Assembly - A Cylindrical
Assembly with Mixed (PuU - Oxide Fuel and
Sodium with a Thick Depleted-Uranium Reflector, (I
Case), Micheal A. Smith and Richard M Lell Fig. 18 Volume VI: MIX-MISC-THERM-003,
(Argonne National Laboratory - USA) and Pedro Mixed Oxide Rapsodie Fuel Pin Arrays Moderated by
Moneo and Paul A. Van den Hende (Institut National Concentrated Plutonium Nitrate Solution 19.7 to 194
des Sciences et Techniques Nuclgaire, CEA Saclay). G Pu/L) and Water Reflected, 24 Cases with mixed

Pu /U rods in solution, with Pu solution only), Jean-
Marc Bordy [Institut de Radipprotection et de Sftretj
Nucljaire (IRSN - France]
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The ICSBEP continues to provide high quality
criticality safety related benchmark data from around
the world. The project continues to grow. Twelve
countries have contributed in the past or are currently

- - - - - - contributing to the project and 3 additional counties
are making plans to contribute. The ICSBEP

301 FFTF pins,
Handbook is currently being used in 56 different
countries

U+Pu and,
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6.0 Future Work

There are four general types of experimental

measurements that have relevance to criticality safety:

(1) measurement of critical assemblies,

(2) measurement of subcritical assemblies,

(3) criticality alann and shielding measurements, and

(4) fndamental physics measurements such as

integral measurements of neutron leakage, scattering,

and absorption (e.g., NIST iron and water sphere or

LLNL pulsed sphere measurements). The ICSBEP

has focused primarily on critical assemblies of fissile

material; however, some effort has been devoted to

subcritical measurements. The future focus of the

ICSBEP includes the evaluation of all four types of

experiments.

7.0 Conciusions
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This paper describes the work of the OECD Nuclear Energy Agency Expert Group on
Source Convergence in Criticality Safety Analysis. A set of test problems is presented,
some computational results are given, and the effects of source convergence difficulties are
described.

KEYWORDS: Fission source convergence, Monte Carlo

1. Introduction Party on Nuclear Cticality Safety established an Expert
Group on Source Convergence in Criticality Safety Analysis n

Slow source convergence has long been a challenge in the the fall Of 1999 O Of the group's objectives is to improve
analysis of some loosely coupled neutrorucs problems, ranging criticality safi* walyses with respect to source cnvergence
from the Whitesides critiWity of the workf " problem by comparing source convergence methods and tests, and by
identified in 1971 to some very rcent burnap credit publishing and sharing irtfbirmatim on source convergence
benchmark calculation comparisons nder the auspices of the problems relating to nticahty safety analysis- Te Eert
OECDNuclearEnergyAgency NEA).2 A i the CM Of Group is cmprised of about en participating Loratories in
Monte Carlo calculations, slow convergence and sistical six countries, meeting annually o review progress and pan
fluctuations can combine to produce unreliable source further work. The technical work is ftinded through
distributions and fission rates and underestirriate boih kff and programs at the participating institutions.

its uncertainty. Moreover, dime calculations ae characterized
by a sls ependence of the results on the mitial source 2. Source Convergence Test Problems
d5tribution, an indication did source convergence is not
achieved. Ts problem Ls especially imlxxtant when no A set of four idealized test problems that represent
symptoms of non-convergence are apparent to the analyst cases previously encountered in real criticality safety
References 3 4 and describe some of the work on Monte analyses has been developed. Their specifications have
Carlo source convergence methods. been modified to simplify input preparation and to reduce

Obviously, the ftindarnental parameter of interest in computation times, while retaining the source convergence
criticality sakty analysis Ls the systern eigenvalue. It will be properties ofthe original system. These axe mom test problems
seen that the effect on kff of incomplete convergence and oher than benchmark poblems in that they are used as a basis for
related computational difficulties Ls frequently small, but our cmWwn of source convergence performance, rather than
premise is dim an eigenvalue poduced using an unconverged comparison ofphysics results.
source is not eliably estimated and should not be used in a Although all of these problem can be deemed to
safLty analysis. Consequently in this work, both eigenvalues experience slow convergence, the dependence of the
and fssion distributions are examined to assess the state of eigenvalue on the degree of source convergence is highly
convergence. Although results reported here were from variable. Each exhibits slow convergence undersarnpling
Monte Carlo calculations, additional work has been effects, source-related statistical anomalies, or some
done using deterministic methods. combination of these effects. The effects of differences in

To explore these problems for the benefit of the nuclear data, ftwWort equation approximations, ad reference
international criticality sa* commuruty, the NEA Working solutions have not been thoroughly examined bcause they am

Corresponding athor, Tel. 630) 252-M23, Fax. 630) 2524500, E-mail: RNBlomquistganl.gov
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outside of the sope of the program. Instead, die focus has Figure 2 shows the influence of Monte Carlo
been ori convergenc ad satistical behavior. computational Me&v on estimated fission disinbutions when

a shraightforward generafion-by-generatim power iteration is
2.1 Checkerboard Fuel Storage Array used Since the status of the fission source onverge= Ls

Test problem 1, submitted by N. mith (Answers Software), manifested mainly along the x-axis, we show only the fission
is a W storage facility surrounded by concrete on throe sides fractions for row 3 Which includes the location with the most
and water on the fourth in which 36 klentical fresh fuel reactive cell The most cnservative strategy of the specified
assemblies with about 5 weigh prcent enriched U02 and Zr cases (case 27 uform initial souiv,, 5000 histories per
clad arc stored in an alternating checkaboard) pattern with generation, slap 100 before tallying) does ientify the most
empty location% in a suare grid composed of 0.5cm steel reactive anay elenica bid badly underestimates its fission rate
plateL The fueled locations consist of a square pin lattice, and unless more than 500 generations am skiipped As commonly
all locations are flooded with water Figure I shows a plan happens for very slowly converging problems, the
view. uncertainties are aso underestimated inside' g the number of

histories pr genetation to 250M subs(antiallyj bothIF111mves)n rte and its un, estimat Skjppingthe cel (Q) fissi( certainiv C;
500 generations instead of 100, arm] toying over I(M
enciations brin ' the fissiondistribution dlosk'to

5P5EPT3rJ 9 gs �' , convergence
Table I shows the rnge of eigenvalues aong die cases for
each code Wiich can be viewed as a man of die
Uncertainty due to the choice of Monte'CM0 ornpu04al

(23-)
patametem The table also shows the differences be the
largest eigerivalue aW case 27. Which aong Ithe DVV�Ified

2.5anwAlapp the 1 to A reterence. The last digiit(s) of the
Cle� the

54- bike(m Am pftdij W

uncertainties, so these cases am deemed to suffer from

insufficient source convergence and/or inaccutate satistical
Fir, Checkerboard siJent fuel layout, treatment. Statistical tests we unable to detect the

eigenvalue drift ypically 0002) uring source iterations At
Adjacent fuel elements a almost oonTletcly decoupled. least 700 slap gerierations are equired to cnverge the source

so deterministic and Monte Carlo calculations sufter from using conventional power iterations
ex

.M eadow converge=. A simplified calculation using
VW established do the probability tat a nutron bom. in one 00 H/G. Skip 100, Score 500
subassembly one colunui will cause a fission a particular 95obO H/G, Skip 1 00, Score, 00

neigiftring column is about .006 The converged fission mie 25000 H/G, Skip 500, Score 1000
peaks in the upper left comer location 1,3) due to the superior
reflecting poperties of concn%; so a uniform guess, Ls quite

1 0.45
unrealisti ahough such a guess is suggested by the problem 1 0.40 -

layout. For the fission sites in 23,3) to collect in unit 1,3),
many generations will be required. Monte Carlo calculations 1 0.35

may aso show the eects of undersampling if hisufficient 1 .0 0.30
U

numbers of histories per generation are used T 0.25
U.

A set of 36 cases was defined across which several Monte r- 0.20

Cado parameters were varied 'Me utriba of nutrons Per 0.15

generation IN% set at IOW, 2000, or M . The number of LL
0.10

gauations skipped was 20, 40, or I 0. The starting source 0.05

distributions wre other uniform a in location (1,I) a in
location 12,2), or a in location 23,3). Some participants 0.00
performed additional calculati skippiti niany more 0 5 10 15 20

ons g 25

generations a uing many more neutron pr genenition, or CeIlGolumn4

simplifying ft geometry further to study the convergence
behavior or to quantify he ffects of the asymmetric reflection
in the x-y plane on the converged fsion source and Fig, 2 Checkerboard row 3 fission friction profiles
eigenvalue.

Results were submitted by nine participants fix)m four 2.2 Depleted Fuel Pin Array
countries. The codes used were KENO, MCNP 4B and 4C, Test problem 2 subinittod. by Y Naito (NAIS), is a flooded
VUVL MOREP, and MONK8A- Bemuse the source infinite lattice of depleted WR pins Sx cases are considered
converges ery slowly, its drift is not ovious from the dft in which describe various symmetric and non-symmetric axial
the eigenvalue during the course of the calculation. composition profiles due ither to axial enrichment Vading or
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Table 4ff ranges (and uncertainties) over a caseN and A 25.7 cm length of high-burnup, low-multiplication fuel
difference between la st eigenvalue and case 27. in the enter decouples ie two ractive ends. Because there

Participant/Code tT)- are only two reactive regions, urdersampling is not
Min(kty) Case 27 krr experien cod at either end. Nevertheless, a Monte Carlo

ANL/VlMa 0.0040 16) 0.0010 16) calculation with a tractable number of histories will be
JAERI/MCNP4B2 0.0050 9) 0.0025 9) eqectively unable to generate fissions in the high-burnup
JNC/KENO-Va" 0.0063 (18) 0.0011 14) section. Neutron tiansport between the ends will therefore
KFKI/1\4CNP4Ca 0.0038 14) 0.0010 9) not speed the redistribution of fission sites to he firridamental

LANL/MCNP4C" 0.0053 12) 0.0023 6) Mode-
ORNUKENO-Va' 0.0043 (10) 0.0000 (lo)- Eight participants frorn five cuntries submitted results,

using MORET4. MCNP 4B and 4C, KENO, and VIM.Answers/MONK8A" 0.0047 12) 0.0017 (8)
a Figur 4 shows the slow eolution of the fission sourceEMS/KENO-Va, 0.0065 (18) 0.0025 14)
a distribution in case 23, the most nearly syrnmetric of theIRSN/MORET4 0.0050 12) 0.0029 9)

IRSN/MORET4" 0.0077 14) 0.0045 9) asymmetric pent fuel cases. The axial composition ky is
shown below the pot. For the cases with a larger asymmetry,

IRSN/MORET40 0.0407 9) 0.0395 7)
a ion, b source convergence is significaridy faster, although still
Cconventional power iteral . superhistory method, somewhat slow� The axially symmetric cases appeared to
stratified sampling produce non-symmetric fission dstributions bt ere in fact

to an idealized burnup profile. This is a simplified version of exhibiting underestimates of fission rate uncertainties. The,
nearly symnietric cases require about 600 generations for

the NEA Bumup Cdit (Phase HI-A) Benchmark Problem-. source convergence, and the eigenvalue dft during
Figure 3 shows the axial layout of the pin ell. 'he lattice Ptch convergence is about 0.005.
is 133 m, the fuel radius is 0412 cm and the cladding radius
isO.475cm. hfuelpimend,�Nithal.75cin-longendplug., COE-02

there am 30 cm ater rflectors beyond both nds of the
pins. 3.5E-02 cycle 100 77-

3.OE-02 cycle 300
land Aug (1.75cm)

2.5E-027 Or
.win 21) 2.OE-02

2 I 5E-02
-So i i 24)

I.OE-02

3
5.OE-03

4 O.OE+00
0 50 100 1 50 200 250 300 350 400

Ax,.I dstance (c m)
Burnup MK---

2(k-i j i 44 ) GVID/MTU ME ME WE tUk MM MM MM ME

Fig, 4 Tpical source evolution in the depleted pin ell
J'Ud egh)IIS problem case 23.

2.3 Loosely Uranyl Nitrate Slabs
Problem 3 Figure 5). submitted by T Yamamoto (JAERI)-

2W,7an (55) 6 describes two slabs of uranyl ninte sohition decoupled by an
intervening modeming slab of water similar to the problem
described in reference 4 The solution contains W) gU/ a 0

7 wt.'Yo enrichment and 1.0 ioIA nitric acid The twelve cases
21k-m consist of varying the left solution slab tickness to 12, 15, 18.

and 20 m, and the moderating slab to IO- 20, and 30 cni. Tis
problem was used to test a fission matrix method wich acts

9
- as a restoring force to unduly fluctuating fission

distributions.
One computational difficully discovered is that die

homogenized ompositions exacerbate the ill effects of using
collisions to generate fission sites, a common Mte Carlo

Fig. 3 Depleted pin ell. (bumups in MWD/M`M). ot to tocMque. When combined Niifli the system's sow
scale convergence. ie result is a serious underestimate in reaction

rate variances. Tis was most cleativ evident in ie moderate1v
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decoupled symmetric case 20-30-20) shown in Figure 6,
when the fission fraction ratios reached 40.

0 a CD (D 0

WCU11111 ow�lnlhzdc II, Vulum

mikle miable 20cni 0 e 0 a

Reflmlivc 0 0 0 0 0

Fig. 5 Uranyl nitrate slabs Fig. 7 5x5 I array of spheres (not to scale)

I W The center sphere is much larger than the other 24 so
VIM(colWon) source sites will accurnulate in it while the source is
VIKANNIAILNI) I converging. Unlike the checkerboard test problem
MCNI, where a nearly one-dimensional array of cells acts to

W inhibit convergence, each sphere is directly coupled to
two to four others in its row and column, and to
roughly half of the spheres. The specified initial
source contains only 125 neutrons per generation with
a single neutron at the center of each sphere and IO 1
concentrated at the center of the lower left comer
sphere.

I Figure shows the evolution of a few fission
fractions from a set of 10 statistically independent

0 M 2W 300 4W 5W 000 replica calculations. The randomness introduced by
GeTy-umm undersampling is dramatic, and is easily reduced by

increasing the number of histories per generation. It is
Fig. 6 Fission source ratio for three source treatmen

clear that this problem does not Sffer from slow

Selecting fission sites on absorption produced a dramatic convergence per se; once the central sphere contains a
reduction in the fission distribution variation during the few fission sites, its fission fraction rapidly
calculation. Even when 2000 histories per generation are approaches convergence. In fact, this problem
sampled, undersampling is possible, especially in the most converges easily when a uniform initial source is used.

decoupled of the symmetric systems. Increasing the
generation size to 20,000 substantially reduced the fluctuations
by reducing statistical variations. o.8

Seven pticipants in four countries submitted results using LL

VIM, KENO-Va, MORET4 (both conventional power .2 0.6
iterations and superhistory powering), and MCNP413 and 4C. .4U�
Due to relatively good coupling between the end slabs, the LI, 0.4
cases with the I cm water slab did not suffer from large
fluctuations in fission distribution. When the water slab cn 0.2
thickness was 30 cm, however, large fluctuations esulted, with

Afission fi-action ratios approaching 10. In the most asymmetric r- 0
cases, even with a 30 cm water slab, the source requi only 0 0 50 100 150 200

about 20 generations to converge. The eigenvalue drift Batch (5 Gene rations/Batch)
during convergence is about 0.01.

Fig. 8 5x5x I an-ay source evolution in the central sphere
2.4 5x5x5 Array of Metal Spheres

Problem 4 (Figure 7), submitted by 0. Jacquet (IRSN), is a Monte Carlo results were submitted by each
reduced-scale (5x5x 1) version 12 of the Whitesides problem, an participant for 100 statistically independent replica
an-ay of metal spheres in vacuum. The initial source is chosen calculations. This allowed estimation of the
to be far fiom the converged source distribution, possibly probability that the source fails to converge. In 100
resulting in a badly underestimated k&. replicas, between 100 and 900 skip generations were
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required to converge the fission source. The Am Nud. AaW, Vol 113, No. 2 pp. 63-83 1986).
eigenvalue drift during convergence is 006. The 4) T YAMAMOTO, TNAKAMURA, and Y MIYOSK
MORET4 results sere generated using three different "Fission 5ource Convergence ofMonte Carlo Criticality
methods, i.e., stratified sampling, superhistory Calculations in Wakly Coupled Fissile Arrays;V ofNucl
powering, and conventional power iterations. The two Sd aid Tech., Vol. 37, No. 1, pp. 41-45, January, 2000.
enhanced methods produce superior performance. A. MOHANIED and E. GELBARD,"Stratified

Source-Sampling Techniques for Monte Carlo Eigenvalue
4. Conclusion Analysis;'Proc lit Conf On Pkoics qfNucle4r Science

The test problem comparison program of the expert and Tedpwlo�y, Hauppage� MY, Oc 58,1998.
group has stimulated a useful set of investigations into 6) "I"he OECD/NEA Expert Group on Source Convergence
the algorithm currently used to propagate neutron in Criticality-Safety Analys&I web site at
sources in Monte Carlo calculations. It is common bWVAywwmmjjnLsj� cony ec&�hidex
knowledge that understanding the underlying physics html.
of criticality problems is necessary to ensure 7) "SCALE: A Modular Code System for Performing
satisfactory source convergence in criticality Standardized ComputerAnalyses for Licensing
calculations These test problems demonstrate that Evaluation," NUREGICR-0200, Rev. 6
reliance on statistical tests applied to eigenvalue (ORNLNUREG/CSD-24tqVbls. IL ad III
estimates cannot be relied upon to detect inadequate (December, 1999).
source convergence. Furthermore, statistical tests 8) J. E Briesmeister, Ed.,'%4CNP -A General Monte Carlo
commonly applied to detect non-convergence are N-ParticleTransportCodeVersion413:' LA-12625
being evaluated, and new ones are being proposed and (1997).
tested. 9) R. N. Blomqui% 'MM Continuous Energy Monte Carlo

Transport Code," Proc lit Conf On Ma&maucs,
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Estimation of Accuracy of Criticality Prediction of Highly Enriched
Uranium Homogeneous Systems on the Basis of Analysis of Data from

ICSBEP Handhook

T. vanova*, G. Manturov. M. Nikolaev, K. Raskach. E. Rozhikhin, An. Tsiboulia
Institute of Physics and Power Engineering, Bondarenko sq. 1, Obninsk. 249033, Russia

The results of estimation of criticality prediction uncertainty for systems ith highly
enriched uranium using data from the International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality
Safety Benchmark Experiments" (ICSBEP Handbook) are presented in the paper". It is
shown that the uncertainty is practically not depended of the neutron data covariance matrix
used as input. Fundamental importance of the critical benchmark-experiments in the
estimation of the criticality, prediction uncertainty, is demonstrated herein.

KEYWORDS: criticalitv prediction, highly enriched uranium sstem, uncertaini�v, neutron cross-section,
covariance matrix, cross-section adjustment, critical experiments

1. Introduction coefficients of kff value to the cross-section data for
the configuration under study:

The national standards for nuclear criticality safety ak k
regulating operations with fissionable material outside H� If / I (2)
reactors are dfferent in different countries. However. 150r� /Cr.

many of them are based on the experts' conclusions of it is easy to obtain required uncertainty of kff value:
the uncertainties of mtiplication factor predictions.
In spite of that the experts' opinion is based on the
large volume of the experimental data. subjective &-,ff Y� H. .5c. ga -H,, (3)
nature of experts' conclusions leads to some doubt in
the reliability of the adopted standards. Therefore.
more rigorous scientific justification of uncertainties Unfortunately. there is no sfficienfly justified and
of criticality prediction seems to be quite urgent. It universally recognized the estimate of the neutron data
should be noted that the methodological component of uncertainty wile the estimates available. as it will be
kff calculation uncertainty has been made quite shown below, give considerable spread in the results.
insignificant by now. Improvement of nuclear The other possibility is in the use of results of
technologies and creful control of nuclear materials rather representative set of macro-data. These are
reduces the technological component of calculation results of evaluated critical experiments. namely-
uncertainty. Te component of uncertainty of multiplication factor values k,,i measured in i-th
computed result due to cross-section uncertainty experiment, their uncertainties &-,j and correlation
becomes more important. coefficients p, between bk,i and &, . Algorithm of

There are various ways to estimate this component adjustment (based. for instance. on maximal
of uncertainty. The first one is the calculation of likelihood method) is the most reliable way of
criticality prediction uncertainties using the mcro- estimation of criticality prediction uncertainty using
data covariance matrices. The covariance matrices of both icro- and macro-data.
group-averaged cross-sections can be calculated using As a result of adjustment of the micro-data on the
NJOY code2' from the files of the neutron data basis of study of deviations between the calculation
uncertainties, such as ENDF/B-V or JENDL-3.2: and experimental values of the mtiplication factors

W= 111f,' 1 = 197. for representative set of macro-expenments., biases of
the inicro-dala (cross sections. nu-bar. etc.) can be

where and 66r,, are the uncertainties in the estimated. Adjustment algorithm makes it possible
cross-sections (by isotope. reaction and energy) cr, also to calculate both uncertainties 6a. of adjusted
and er, respectively, , is the correlation coefficient cross-sections and related correlation coefficients p',
between the uncertainties. Knowing sensitivity which can be used for estimation of the uncertaint in

the computational bias of kff value.
Reliability of criticality. prediction depends on the

Corresponding author, Tel. 7-08439-95154. Fax. +7-095- reliability, of the input data used in adjustment
230-23-26, E-mail: abbnrd)ippe.obmnsk.ru procedure. namely: covariance matrix of neutron
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cross-sections (Eq. 1), covariance matrix of quadratic form 4 divided the number of the
uncertainties of experimental kff values for the set of experiments I can be considered as a criterion X

the macro-experiments U=
II( 7., 11 = II&-,., P,.j X2=sm6/i= Ak' (U + HWH' )-1 Ak /. (7)

vector Ak which consists of the elements with the

values Ak = k,.i - ki k,, . Sj, can be obtained by substitution of the solution
(5) to equation 4 It is assumed that covariance

The objective of this study is to use results of matrices U and W have been estimated correctly, i.e.
critical experiments with highly enriched uraniurn for
demonstration of insignificant dependence of matrix U reflects real uncertainties of benchmark kff
uncertainties of criticality prediction from the cross- values, while corrections to the cross-sections P are
section covariance matrix W used in the adjustment. consistent with their estimated uncertainties W.

This result is important since covariances matrices
from various evaluations arc quite different. It is clear 3. Application area

that, under these conditions, rliability of the Curve showing critical mass of homogeneous
uncertainty of criticality prediction depends from sphere of enriched uranium and ater in the infinite
completeness and adequacy of information on the water reflector as a function of uranium content
sources of experimental uncertainties presented in the ranging from 13gU/L to -18kgU/Lis considered as an
covariance matrix U, and consistency of the set of the application area 6 '. There are L points uniformly
macro-experiments used in the adjustment. Approach
to die formation of the matrix U is described in the distributed oer the curve. D is atrix of sensitivity
other paperS3-1,. while this paper is devoted to results coefficients L x AT dimensions) of calculated kff values
of correction made using this matrix. in these points to the nuclear data. en covariance

matrix of uncertainties of these calculated values
obtained using input nuclear data is as follows:

2. Method V,=DWD' (8)

Methodology of the estimation of the Use of corrected set of cross-sections a. ould
computational bias and uncertainty based on the cross- lead to the bias in the initial k alues. Adjusted
section adjustment using a representative set of multiplication factors kj form the following vector:
macro-experiments. in particular. presented in the
paper5'. Here given is only the brief description of this k'=k-DP. (9)
methodology. The task is to find such vector P of

Uncertainties covariance matrix of the corrected
correction to the micro-data used in calculation. with values kff'is as follows:
which the following quadratic form becomes
minimum: V=DW'D' (10)

S = PW ̀ P + ( Ak - HP) U Ak - HP) 4) Equation 10) was obtained in the assumption that
difference between 2 value in 7) and its expected

Here U is smmetrical uncertainty covariance value I is statistically unimportant (it lies within one
matrix of rank 1, where I is number of the selected standard deviation).
critical experiments: H is the rectangular matrix (of
IxAT size) of sensitivity coefficients of calculated k,.

4. Set of the benchmark-experiments
value to Al cross-sections used for the analysis.

Solution of the set of equations 4) is as follows: The set of benchmark-expcriments and technique

I of creation of covariance matrix of their uncertainties
P = (W-' H'U H H U_ Ak. (5) were described arlier in the paper-Sll�. Selection was

made out of HEU-SOL and HEU-MET ty
Matrix: . pes ofexperiments described in te ICSBEP Handbook".

W'=(W-' H'U-'H)-' (6) Total number of xperiments chosen for analysis is
62. Comparison of the computed uncertainties of the

is covariance matrix of adjusted cross-sections or'.. initial and adjusted kff values is shown in Fig. 1. It can
Minimum value of the quadratic form 4 is a be seen that the chosen set of benchmark-experiments

random value. If the nurnber of experiments I is is representative enough for te application area under

sufficiently large. then the random value S.,,,l is study.
distributed normally with average deviation I and

standard deviation -,/211 . inimum value of he 5. Nuclear data sets

Statistical analysis was made using results of

Indices "c" and "e" designate calculation and experimental calculated kffvahies. For calculations were used two
multiplication lactor values, respectively. sets of nuclear data: ABBN-93 " librarv and modified
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ABBN-93 library. in wch 235U cross-sections ere a standard, namely 0. 2%1 . Obviously, uncertainty of
replaced with ones adopted in the library ENDF/B-VI thermal neutron scattering cross-section of hydrogen
(Rev.5). Calculations were made using Monte Carlo bounded in the ater molecule would be much higher.
method with a 299-group approximation. The
following cross-section data were involved in the Table 1. Uncertainties of average cross-section data
adjustment procedure: average number of neutrons of 2U and 'H, %
emitted per fission, average energy of fission Tv e of Average Uncertainty covanance matrix. P
neutrons. fission. capture and inelastic scattering data value ABBN-93 ENDF/B-V JENDL-3.2
cross-sections. cross-section and the first angle FISS. SP. 1.37 2.00 0.30
moment of neutron elastic scattering for 2"U. as well a, 35U RI 1.22 1.11 0.56
as total cross sections for 'H and 160. Uncertainties of MAXW. 0.78 0.31 0.10

the cross-section data for ... U and structural materials FISS. SP. 0.51 0.55 0.16

were taken into account as additional sources of 1- 13�U RI 0.42 0.64 0.19

uncertainties of the experimental results. MAXW. 0.40 0.71 0.26

FISS. SP. 9.28 23.03 9.87
231u RI 6.22 6.42 0.97

6. Covariance matrix of cross-sections MAXW. 1.21 0.97 0.21

uncertainties FISS. SP. 0.68 0.64 0.64

The cross-sections adjustment was ade using CY, 1 H RI 0.56 0.74 0.19

three ty atrices of nuclear data. The MAXW. 1.96 0.99 0.10. pes of covariance in

first one. hereafter referred to as ABBN-93, was It follows from the above considerations that te
estimated b the authors using data on the cross-

real uncertainties of computational kft value cannot be
section uncertainties from ABBN-78 library"',
estimate of uncertainties of fission cross-section in the obtained on the basis of only the information on

fast neutron range made by Yu. Gai and S. Badikov. nuclear data uncertainties. because of considerable
Spread of them.

analysis of spread of results of the neutron data

evaluations ade in the recent years and analysis of

the uncertainties of the main experimental data. on 7. Sensitivity coefficients
which cross-section evaluations were based. The

second covariance matrix was derived from files of Sensitivity coefficients tat give te relative

the neutron data uncertainties ENDF/B-V using change in the sstem multiplication factor value as a

NJOY" code. Th trd option was obtained from function of relative canges in te cross-section data

JENDL-3.29' librarN using ERRORJ codelo'. by isotope. reaction and energy were calculated using

Covariance matrices were obtained in 30-group the first order perturbation theory by TWODANT-

approximation adopted in "SPECTRA" section of SYS':' code package and post processing codes

ICSBEP Handbook". The cross-section adjustment noticed in article" for both chosen critical benclunark-

was also performed in 30-group approximation. experiments and systems of application area.

For the purpose of qualitative comparison of the

chosen sets of covariance matrices Table I gives

evaluated on their basis nuclear data uncertainties 8. Discussion on obtained results

averaged over fission neutron spectrum and Maxwell Fig. I shows uncertainties of criticality, prediction

spectrum, as well as uncertainties of resonance as a function of ftiel concentration. Tese uncertainties

integrals. It is interesting. that the difference between have bn calculated for the homogeneous systems

the uncerlainties of the cross-sections adopted in with highly enriched uranium surrounded by a thick
JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-V which is close to ABBN-

93) libraries is extremely high. It should be noted that water reflector (application area) using various

spread of 35U fission cross-section values from covariance matrices of the cross-sections

ABBN-93 (ENDF/B-VI Rev.2 estimate as adopted). uncertainties. Uncertainties obtained using ovariance

ENDF/B-VI (Rev.5), JEF-2.2 and JENDL-3.2 matrices ABBN-93 and ENDF/B-V are practically

libraries in thermal energy range is ±0.21%. Taking equal. The uncertainties obtained using matrix
JENDL-3.2 are much more optimistic.

into account that all these evaluations are based on

almost the same experimental data. one can consider In the coursc of the adjustment corrections P to the

that uncertainties obtained from the spread of cross-sections of ABBN-93 libran, were determined.
235Uevaluations are rather underestimated. Nevertheless. Increase of capture cross-section is most

uncertainties adopted in JENDL-3.2 are even lower. significant of these corrections. The adjustment

Besides. it should be noted that in JENDL-3-2 procedure does not require an), significant changes of

librarv uncertainty of scattering cross-scction of 215U capture cross-section in resonance range (see

hydrogen in thermal energy range as lower tan one Fig.2) ifveclor Ak received using 25U cross-sections

recommended for tis cross-scction when it is used as
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1. - Before the adjustrnent

1.6 -
ENDF/B-V

1.4
JEML,3.21.2 -

1.0 ABBN-93

0. - After the adjustrmnt

0.6 - 1 A 6= WA
LI EMF/B-V Xi2= 1 I I

0.4 -
JFNDL-3.2 Xi2=1.12

0.2 - s .... ..... a..:: ABBN-93 Xi2=1.11
0.0 

10 100 1000 10000 100000

Fuel Concentration, U/1

Fig. 1 Uncertainties of confuted k-cff values of application area before and aer the adjustment
obtained using various cross-section uncertainties covariance matrices.

adopted in ENDF/B-VI (Rcv.5) is used as input.
Biases of other cross-sections also turned out to be 0.6
much lower than their uncertainties. Bim0.4 Unoertainty

a, 0.2
ABBN-93 - ENDF/B-6.5

I 0 .. . .... ... ... ... ... .. ..... .. O

MM -0.22 5 ..... .

-0.40 >
-0.6 -

.... .. ...... ... .................... . ....... .0 10 100 1000 10000 100000

-10 Fuel Corcertration. gU/l

LE-02 LE+00 11+02 11+04 Fig. 3 Bias and uncertainties in the bias of kff value
Energy. eV after the ad ustment (using ABBN-93 covariance[i

-35 matrix) for the application area.
Fig. 2 Bias of U capture cross-section after the

adjustment All this is an argument in favor of that the

uncertainties of criticality prediction estimated using
Influence of the cross-seclion adjustment on the adjustment procedure are quite realistic.

computed kff values. i.e. vector of biases turned out
not to be negligible'as compared to the uncertainty Doubt appears only upon a consideration of the
values. as it is shown in Fig. 3. fuel concentration area -5kgU/1. In this .area.

As a rsult of adjustment, uncertainties of the uncertainties obtained using JENDL-3.2 covariance
computed kff values decrease significantly. and, what matrix, are much lower than ones obtained using more
is most important. the uncertainties are practically conservative the priori matrices ABBN-93 and
independent of a priori covariance matrix W. The cM- ENDF/B-V. Comparison of spectra of the sensitivity
square criterion is almost the same (see Fig. 1) for coefficients for the critical sphere with 5kgU/I
three variants of covariance matrixes W used as input. uranium content and related spectra for the set of the
The value of the X2critcrion before the adjustment is chosen experiments shows that it is just in the area of
equal to 127. Te decreasing of X2value is caused by maximal sensitivity (-1-100 keV) for the mentioned
so small corrections of P value that the first term in critical sphere the sensitivities for the experiments are
the minimum of quadratic form (Eq. 4 is much lower minimal. This is an explanation of why the
than second one even in case of using JENDL-3.2 uncertainties for the application area in the range of
covariance atrix. This is explains why X2 value is not uranium content of about 3-5kgUA see Fig.1) do not
depend of what matrix W is used in the adjustment decrease down to such a low evel as ones in the range
procedure. below IkgU/I or in metallic sstems range. and why
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the dpendence of the input covariance matrix W be added to the set of the critical experiments used in
becomes important. the adjustment.

Figures 46 show the components of the 1.4 -

uncertainties of computed kff value due to cross- 0 U-235 (NF) ViDF/B v

sections before the adjustment. The uncertainties have 1.2 U-235 (NC)

been obtained using the following covariance at 1.0 0-1 6 (NN)H-1 (NC)
matrices: ENDF/B-V, ABBN-93 and JENDL-3.2. H-1 KN)

I 0.8
For the matrices of ENDFABN and ABBN-93,

these components are very similar or even equal in the _ 0.6

whole area of the fuel concentration. As regards D
ii 04JENDL-3.2 niatfix, the components are quite

different. Low values of computed uncertainties 0.2

obtained as a result of adjustment using JENDL-3.2 0.0
matrix are caused by rather low uncertainties of 10 1000 100000
neutron data iitially adopted in this matrix (in Fuel Concetration, gU/1

particular, in the intermediate neutron energy range). Fig. 4 Components of uncertainties of computed kff
It should be noted that the iformation contained values for the application area before the adjustment

in the set of the benchmark-experiments used in the used covariance matrix ENDF/B-V as input.
adjustment procedure made it possible to reduce
uncertainties of the criticality prediction for the
application area in the ranges of fast and relatively 1.4 U-235 (NF) ABBN-93

low energy neutrons. However, the uncertainties in the 1.2 U-235 (NC)

intermediate energy range, which is quite significant U-235 Nu-bar
aR- 1.0 0 -1 6 (NN)

for the systems of several kgU/1, arc the same as ones H-1 (NC)

before the adjustment. The uncertainties, calculated 0.9 U-235 KY)
*+

using ABBN-93 and ENDF/B-V covariance matrices,
2 0.6

are confirmed by the set of the chosen benchmark- M)
experiments. 0.4

0.2

9. Conclusion 0.0
10 1000 100000

The following conclusions can be made on the Fuel Coricetration, gU/1

basis of results of analysis:
o Uncertainties of the computed kff value for the Fig. Components of uncertainties of computed kff

systems with highly enriched uranium in the range of values fr the application area before the adjustment
concentration lower than 1000 gU/1, as well as for the used covariance matrix ABBN-93 as input.
metallic systems with water reflector, are practically
independent of assuniptions; on the structure of the 1.4 U-235 (NF) JENDL-3.2

uncertainties of the input neutron cross-sections. 1.2 U-235 (NC)
U-235 Nu-barThus, the uncertainties for the mentioned 1.0 0- 1 6 (N.N)

)K H-1 (NC)systems have been confirmed by the results of M-1 (NN)

validation upon the large number of critical .9 0.8 U-235 KM)

experiments with highly enriched uranium. a 0.6
DSensitivities of the computed kff values to the r 1�1*
T 0.4neutron cross-sections in the upper range of the

resolved resonance (over 100 eV) and in the range of 2

non-resolved resonance are too low for reliable 0.0 I tit ani 
validation of the uncertainties of neutron cross- 10 1000 100000
sections in this energy range. Therefore, in order to Fuel Concetration, gll

estimate uncertainties of multiplying systems with Fig. 6 Components of uncertainties of computed kff
enriched uranium content of several kgU/I values for the application area before the adjustment
conservative estimates derived from the results of the used covariance matrix JENDL-3.2 as input
adjustment using ABBN-93 and ENDF/B-V matrices
should be made. Among these, there could be, for instance,

& In order to increase reliability of estimate of experiments with solutions poisoned with boron, cross
uncertainties of calculated kff value for the systems sections of which are known rather well.

231Uwith. low H/U ratio, the experiments sensitive to
cross-sections in the intermediate energy range should
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Analysis of the LEU-COMP-THERM-049 MARACAS
Critical Configurations

Using TRIPOLI-4.3 3D Lattices Geometry and JEFF3.0 Library

Yi-Kang LEE'
CEAlSaclay - DENIDM2SISERMAILEPP, 91191 Gif sur Yvette, France

The 3D lattices geometry of TRIPOL14.3 Monte Carlo code was extensively applied to
model the LEU-COMP-THERM-049 MARACAS ctical configurations. With low
enriched uranium (5 %) and low-moderated U02 powder H[U= 20 to 30, number of H
atoms divided by number of U atoms), different types of polyethylene reflected ctical
configurations were considered on MARACAS split-table machine in order to validate
Monte Carlo criticality safety calculations. During this study, 12 single H/U cases H[U=2.0,
2.5 or 30), 5 mixed HJJ cases (H/U=2.0 and 30) and I split-core consisted of aray of
modules, were investigated. Firstly, this paper demonstrates the TRIPOL14.3 geometry
modeling for the complex modules case (each module grouped 2 x 2 x 2 boxes including 6
mixed H/U boxes, I absorber box and I empty box). Secondly, three continuous-energy
cross-section libraries, JEF2.2, JEFF3.0 and ENDF/B-VI.4, were independently used for the
18 benchmark cases in TRIPOLI-4.3 calculations in order to compare with the k results
computed by MCNP413 JENDL3.2 and ENDF/B-V).

KEYWORDS. Monte Carlo, Criticality, TRIPOLI4.3, Lattice Geometty, MARACAS,
Benchmark, LEU-COMP-THERM-049, JEFF3.0, JEF2.2, ENDFIB-VI.4

1. Introduction The second part of this paper investigates the new
released JEFF3.0 data file. Three continuous-energy

The MARACAS critical experimental program was cross-section libraries, JEF2.2, JEFF3.0 and
carried out from 1983 to 1987 by French Institute for ENDF/B-VI.4, were independently used for the 
Protection and Nuclear Safety (IPSN, IRSN today) at benchmark cases in TRIPOLI-4.3 calculations in order
Valduc research center.') With low enriched uranium to compare with the kff results computed by
(5 %) and low-moderated U02 powder H[U=0.0 to MCNP413 (JENDL3.2 and ENDF/B-V).
3.0), these experiments were realized on a split-table
in order to validate Monte Carlo criticality safety 2. MARACAS program
calculations on processing equipments and on storage
arrays in the fuel fabrication plant. 2.1 MARACAS critical experiments

Recently the MARACAS experiments were The MARACAS machine was located in the
formulated into 18 benchmark cases and entitled middle of a large room 8.8 x 12.1 x 10.0 meters. The
LEU-COMP-THERM-049 by International Criticality split-table machine comprised a fixed table and a
Safety Benchmark Experiments (ICSBEP) working movable table, each I meter above the concrete floor.
g1roup.2) In this benchmark document, the Monte Carlo The split-table supported cell crates (square tubes
sample calculation results were from made of aluminum alloy, AG3) in order to receive the
continuous-energy codes MCNP4B, TRIPOLI-4.1 and U02 powder boxes. Polyethylene reflector boxes were
MONK8A, and multi-group codes MORET4 and also used to reduce the U02 mass and to avoid
KENO-V. However only the input listings from perturbation from outer reflections. They were
MCNP4B, MONK8A, MORET4 and KENO-V were installed on each table on external faces of
reported and the most complex modules case was parallelepiped core assembly.
neglected in TRIPOLI-4.1 results. 1 2 5.5 metric tons of dry U02 powder were available.

The purpose of this paper is firstly to present the They were apportioned into AG3 core boxes each
TRIPOLT-4.3 geometry modeling for the most containing 24 kg. The powder was moistened and the
complex MARACAS modules configuration (case 18). HIU ratios between 0.0 and 30 were investigated. Due
This study uses the 3D single lattice, mixed lattice and to the mass limit, ctical separation distance between
double-loop-lattice of the TRIPOLI-4.3 geometry the external faces of the fixed table and the movable
package so it will be helpful for TRIPOLI-4.3 users by table could not be determined for HU ratios lower
saving their modeling-verification time. than 20. Finally 18 benchmark configurations, with

three HX ratios 2.0 25 and 30), were established,

Corresponding author, Tel. 33-1-69-08-84-79, Fax. 33-1-69-08-45-72, E-mail: yklee�cea.fr
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and the biggest core comprised 216 core boxes with number of core boxes in each layer (see Fig. I and 2)
HfU = 20 and 296 reflector boxes, the smallest one are denoted as:
comprised 48 core boxes with H/U=3.0. With
different number of core boxes and reflector boxes (Rm - nR) (x, y)
piled on the split-table, three types of critical
configurations were assembled (see Fig. I to 3 where:

single HU configurations (case I to 12) R = one vertical layer of Reflector
comprised core boxes with H[U ratio of 2.0 25 (on the movable table and on the fixed table)
or 30. rn = number of vertical core layers on the movable
mixed HIU configurations (case 13 to 17) table
comprised core boxes with HU ratio of 2.0 and n = number of vertical core layers on the fixed table
3.0, arranged in concentric layers or as a x, y = number of core boxes in a layer, x being the
checkerboard. horizontal direction and y the vertical one.
modules configuration (case 18) comprised The Y axis was the movable table motion direction.
boxes with HU ratios of 20 and 30 empty and Surrounding each (x, y) layer, there were reflector
absorber boxes. blocks.

Sub-critical approaches, using different separation The 18 benchmark cases with different measured
distances between the two tables, were extrapolated to critical distances between the movable table and the
critical situations with kff being very close to 1. These fixed table are given in Table 1. For case 18, module
experiments were performed at room temperature. assemblies were aanged on the split-table. A module

assembly was a core array of modules (see Fig. 3 A
2.2 ICSBEP benchmark speciflcations module was a group of 2 x 2 x 2 boxes, and it

The external structures of the two half cores comprised: 3 boxes with HIU=3.0 3 boxes with
installed on split-table are omitted. Each configuration H/U=2.0 I empty box and I absorber box. The
consists of two parallelepiped assemblies (half cores), module configuration on the fixed table was formed
separated by the measured critical distance, located at from two layers of 3 x 3 modules (i.e., 6 layers,
the same level. Each assembly is divided into cells vertically and horizontally, of core boxes) and, on the
20.52 x 20.52 x 20.0 cm. movable table, one layer of 3 x 3 modules.

There are four kinds of cells: reflector box cell
containing polyethylene block, core box cell Table 1. MARACAS experimental configurations and
containing U02 powder (see Fig. 4, absorber box cell measured critical distances
and empty box cell. Each cell has a square AG3 tube
with outer dimensions 20.5 x 20.5 x 20.0 cm, 0 I cm Case Configuration IVU Critical
thick. Number distance (cm)

Dimensions of polyethylene block are 20.1 x 20.1 x I R - R 6 6 2.0 2.60
20.0 cm. Core box comprises the AG3 lid 19.9 x 19.9 2 RI - R 6 6 2.0 3.30
x 03 cm, the rubber seal between the box and the lid 3 R - 3R 6 6 2.0 9.83
19.9 x 19.9 cm external, 17.54 x 17.54 cm internal, 4 R - R 6 6 2.0 16.27
0.1 cm thick. The AG3 core box has outside
dimensions 19.9 x 19.9 x 19.16 cm with a wall 0. 15 5 R - 2R 4, 5) 2.5 4.23
cm thick and a bottom 0.25 cm thick. As the 6 RI - R 4, 5) 2.5 5.80

7 RI - 2R (5, 5) 2.5 1.33
simplified core box model was taken in this study the 8 R - R (5, 5) 2.5 8.92
valve of the core box and the glue between two
contiguous AG3 tubes were omitted. 9 R - R 4 3 3.0 3.23

The absorber box has outside dimensions 19.9 x I 0 RI - R 4 3 3.0 4.47
19.9 x 19.9 cm, with an AG3 wall 03 cm thick. 11 RI - R 4 4 3.0 3.52
Bottom support plate is 02 cm tick. Inside the 12 R - 11 4 4 3.0 10.21

absorber box, the crossing blade is formed from 13 R - R 4,4) CC* 2.0/3.0 0.73
borated stainless steel cross-shaped plates, 19.2 cm 14 R - R 4,4) CC* 2.0/3.0 4.33
high, 19.3 cm wide and 0. 1 5 cm thick. The cross blade 1 5 R - R 4,4) CC* 2.0/3.0 5.43
is sandwiched between polyethylene plates 20 cm
thick. The empty box cell includes a core box without 16 RI - R (5, 5) CH* 2.0/3.0 1.35
U02. 7 R - R (5, 5) CH* 2.0/3.0 8.90

18 RI - R 3 3 M** 2.0/3.0 5.63
2.3 Configuration symbols R - R 6 6)

According to the benchmark specification, the
symbols used to describe different types of * CC: Concentric layers, CH: Checkerboard,
configurations are explained below. 1 2 Along the axis ** M: Module = 2 x 2 x 2 boxes.
of the split-table, the number of vertical layers and the
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3. TRIPOL14.3 Monte Carlo calculations (replace), 'GARDE' (keep), 'RESE' (lattice no.),
'MAILLE' (cell no.) and 'V_ORI' (volume-origin

3.1 Background no.) were established within TRIPOLI-4.2. These
TRIPOLI-4 Monte Carlo transport code has been operators simplify the modeling and the verification of

developed at CEA/Saclay since 1994. 3) It has been mixed lattices geometry. With mixture of fiiel lattice
extensively applied in criticality safety, reactor and guide tube lattice for a PWR assembly, the mixed
physics, radiation shielding and nuclear lattices geometry with uniform axial composition were
instrumentation calculations. demonstrated and validated with CRISTO-II storage

7)The important features of TRIPOLI4.3 code on arrays benchmark .
criticality safety calculations include: combined
analytical and combinatorial geometry, 3D lattices 3.3 MARACAS modules configuration modeling
geometry, optionally mixed continuous-energy and To simplify the modeling of the three types of
multi-group libraries, probability tables for unresolved MARACAS critical configurations, different kinds of
resonance range, perturbations calculations on 3D lattice of TRIPOLI4.3 code are necessary. For
material density and cross-section, and cases I to 12, two single lattices were applied on
multi-processors parallel calculations. reflector boxes and core boxes (H/TJ = 20 25 or 30)

In this study the continuous-energy cross-section for each side of split-table. For cases 13 to 17, two
libraries were prepared by NJOY processing system single lattices and two mixed lattices were applied on
using RECONR and BROADR modules with 0 I% as reflector boxes and on core boxes in order to deal with
convergence criteria. As the experiments were the concentric layers and the checkerboard
performed at room temperature, the standard 300K arrangement (H[U = 20 and 30). For case 18, the D
cross-section data were used. U02 powder and mixed lattices were applied on a single module
structure material atomic densities were taken from configuration and the double-loop-lattices were used
ICSBEP Handbook.2) Because these benchmarks were to model the array of modules.
classified into the thermal neutron spectrum category, The TRIPOLI-4.3 geometry modeling of case 1 is
the probability table option was not important. With demonstrated in Table 2 According to the benchmark
12 CPUs of 8OOMHz, each case took about one hour specification (Sec. 23 and Fig. 3 z' axis was the
running time to obtain the result with K-track movable table motion direction, and 'y' axis the
estimator (a standard deviation (;) lower than vertical direction but in this geometry modeling, z'
0.0005). axis was taken as the vertical direction and the 'y' axis

The following sections mostly describe the the inverse of the movable table motion direction in
geometric modeling development and its lattice option order to conform the usual definition.
applications. For the external part of the two half cores, a big

empty box of 500 x 500 x 500 cm was set. Part I of
3.2 Early geometry package Table 2 shows the boxes piled on fixed table. A single

The geometry of TRIPOLI-4 is designed to cover lattice (volume IO) of x 5 x reflector cells was first
functionalities of the geometry packages of both defined to receive the core modules array. Then the
TRIPOLI-3 and MORET criticality code so that first-order 2 x 2 x 2 mixed lattices (volumes 30, 20 41
volumes can be defined with pre-defined shapes and 51) were defined to describe a single module. In

3,4)and/or with equations of surfaces delimiting them. the 2 x 2 x 2 boxes configuration, 3 H/U=3.0 boxes
A single lattice operator 'RESC' was first were first defined based on volume I then 3

introduced in TRIMARAN-2 criticality code (then H/U=2.0 boxes took 3 other cells, 2 1, 1) 2 1 2)
named as TRIPOLI-4 multi-group mode) to deal with and (1 2 1), and empty box and absorber box took the
the repetition of a cubic or parallelepiped cell.3, ') remaining (1, 1 2 and (1 2 2 cells according to the
Another single lattice operator 'RESH' was also configuration defined in Fig 3 At the end of Part 1 a
developed in order to deal with critical assembly of second-order 3 x 2 x 3 modules assembly was defined
hexagonal cell for high temperature experimental with a reference cell (volume 19) in the reflector
reactor core with multi-group library.5) lattice (volume 10).

In TRIPOLI-4.1, the single double-loop-lattice As the operator 'COPY' (translation) was available
concept was introduced and validated in order to deal only for volume but not for lattice, it must re-define of
with regular storage arrays and fiiel pins. At that time, module and its boxes associated on the movable
water holes and absorbers pins of a PWR fuel table at Part 11 of the Table 2 Since the critical
assembly had to be set one-by-one by repeating usage distance is 563 cm and there are reflector boxes
of operator 'ECRA' (smash) on specific locations of a separation between the reference cell (volume 1 of
fuel pin lattice. 6) the fixed table and the reference cell (volume 3 of

To overcome the frequent usage of 'ECRA' the movable table, the 3 x I x 3 modules aay on the
operator on lattice configurations and to reduce the movable table must be defined with another reference
computer running time for verification in large lattice cell (volume 69).
case, several lattice operators 'EXCEPT', 'REMP'
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Table 2 TRIPOLI-4.3 geometry input demonstration TYPE 55 BOITE 4.15 19.3 19.2 /* C2 sandwich
TYPE 56 BOITE 19.3 4.15 19.2 /* C2 sandwich

HNEAfNSCfDOC(95)03/[VLEU-COMP-THEP-M-049 CaseI8 TYPE 57 BOITE 0.15 19.3 19.2 /* borated steel
MARACAS: RI -2R(3,3)M (module: 2x2x2 boxes) TYPE 58 BOITE 19.3 0.15 19.2 /* borated steel

Polyethylene-reflected low moderated arrays of U(5)02 powder VOLU 51 MAILLE 2 2 RESE 30 REMP I I ECRA 19 FINV
TRIPOLI-4.3 geometry data 20/06/2003 VOLU 52 COMB52 0 0 9.9 V ORI 51 ECRA 1 51 FINV

VOLU 53 COMB 53 0 0 0.1 V_ OR] 51 ECRA 1 51 FINV
MARACAS experimental room VOLU 54 COMB 54 0 0 0 VORI 53 ECRA 53 FINV

TYPE 100 BOITE 500 500 500 /* air VOLU 55 COMB55 0 0 0 V_ ORI 54 ECRA 54 FINV
VOLU 100 COMB 100 0 0 0 FINV VOLU 56 COMB 56 0 0 0 V 5RI 54 ECRA 2 54 55 FINV

H Part I - Fixed table VOLU 57 COMB 57 0 0 0.1 VORI 51 CRA 2 5 56 FINV
H 1. 1 Reflector: single lattice VOLU 58 COMB 58 0 0 0.1 VORI 51 ECRA 2 56 57 FINV

TYPE I BOrFE 20.52 20.52 20. /* air: lattice cell H1.3 3x2x3modulesof2x2x2boxesonfixedtable
TYPE 2 BOITE 20.5 20.5 20. /* AG3 tube VOLU 500 RESC VOLU 19 3 2 3 FfNV
TYPE 3 BOITE 20.3 20.3 20. /* air /

TYPE 4 BOITE 20.1 20.1 20. /* CH2 reflector H Part 1 -Movable table (Critical distance 563 cm)
VOLU I COMB I 0 0 0 ECRA 1100 FINV // IL I Reflector single lattice 108.23 = 563 20.52 x 5
VOLU 2 COMB 2 0 0 0 ECRA II FINV VOLU 31 COMBI 0108.23 OECRAI 100 FINV
VOLU 3 COMB 3 0 0 0 ECRA 12 FINV VOLU 32 COMB 2 108.23 0 ECRA 1 31 FINV
VOLU 4 COMB 4 0 0 0 ECRA 13 FINV VOLU 33 COMB 3 108.23 0 ECRA 1 32 FINV
VOLU IO RESC VOLU 1 8 5 8 FINV VOLU34 COMB 4 108.23 0 ECRA 1 33 FINV

VOLU 60 RESC VOLU 31 3 FINV
H 12 Core module (2x2x2 boxes) mixed lattices

H 3 boxes of U02 HfU=3.0 3 boxes of U02 HU=2.0, H 11.2.1 U02 boxes, HU=3.0 on movable table
H I empty box and I absorber box with crossing-blade H5.63+20.52x4=87.71, 87.71+30.78=118.49

TYPE 14 BOITE 19.9 19.9 19.16 /* AG3 Box VOLU 69 COMB 19 30.78 118.49 30 ECRA 60 FINV
TYPE 15 BOITE 19.6 19.6 18.91 /* HAJ=2 or 3 or air*/ VOLU 61 COMB I 0 87.71 VOR1 I I ECRA 69 FINV
TYPE 16 BOITE 19.9 19.9 0.1 /*seal */ VOLU 62 COMB 2 0 0 0 VORI 61 ECRA 61 FINV
TYPE 17 BOITE 17.54 17.54 0.1 /* air under lid VOLU 63 COMB 3 0 0 0 V ORI 61 ECRA 62 FINV
TYPE 18 BOITE 19.9 19.9 0.3 /* lid */ VOLU 64 COMB 14 0 002 VORI 61 ECRA 63 FINV
TYPE 19 BOITE 41.04 41.04 40 /* core module cell VOLU 65 COMB 15 0 0125 V�ORI 64 ECRA 64 FINV

VOLU 66 COMB 16 0 965 V�ORI 61 ECRA 63 FNV

H 12.1 U02 boxes, HJ=3.0 on fixed table VOLU 67 COMB 17 0 0 0 V-ORI 66 ECRA 66 FINV
VOLU 19 COMB 19 30.78 30.78 30 ECRA I IO FINV VOLU 68 COMB 18 0 985 V-ORJ 61 ECRA 63 FINV
VOLU I COMB 1 20.52 20.52 20 V ORI I ECRA 19 FINV VOLU 70 RESC VOLU 61 2 2 2
VOLU 12 COMB 2 0 0 V ORI II ECRA I II FINV EXCEPT 2 2 2 2 

1 2 2 2 FRW
VOLU 13 COMB 3 0 0 0 V_ORI I IECRA 12 FINV

VOLU 14 COMB 14 0 0.02 V-OR] II ECRA 13 FINV // 11.2.2 U02 boxes, H/U=2.0 on movable table
VOLU 15 COMB 15 0 0.125 -OR] 14 ECRA 14 FINV VOLU 71 MAILLE 2 RESE 70 REMP 61 ECRA 69 FINV
VOLU 16 COMB 16 0 965 OR] 11 ECRA 13 FINV VOLU 72 COMB 2 0 0 0 V ORI 71 ECRA 71 FINV
VOLU 17 COMB 17 0 0 0 V-ORI 16 ECRA 16 FINV VOLU 73 COMB 3 0 0 0 VORI 71 ECRA 72 FINV
VOLU 18 COMB 18 0 0 985 V ORI II ECRA 13 FNV VOLU 74 COMB 14 0 0.02 VORI 71 ECRA 73 FINV
VOLU 30 RESC VOLU 11 2 2 �

EXCEPT 2 2 2 2 VOLU 75 COMB 15 0 0 0 125 V OR] 74 ECRA 74 FINV
2 2 2 FINV VOLU 76 COMB 16 0 965 V�ORI 71 ECRA 73 FINV

VOLU 77 COMB 17 0 0 0 VbRI 76 ECRA 76 FNV

H 12.2 U02 boxes, H/U=2.0 on fixed table VOLU 78 COMB 18 0 985 V ORI 71 ECRA 73 FINV
VOLU 21 MAILLE 2 1 RESE 30 REMP I I ECRA 19 FNV VOLU 80 RESC VOLU 71 2 2 2 BASE 2 1
VOLU22 COMB 2 000 V R121 ECRA 21 FNV GARDE 3 211 2 2 121 FINV

VOLU 23 COMB 3 0 0 0 V ORI 21 ECRA 22 FINV H II. 2.3 Empty box on movable table
VOLU 24 COMB 14 0 0.02 VORI 21 ECRA 23 FINV VOLU 81 MAILLE I 2 RESE 70 REMP 61 ECRA 69 FINV
VOLU 25 COMB 15 0 0.125 VORI 24 ECRA 24 FINV VOLU 82 COMB 2 0 0 0 V ORI 81 ECRA 1 81 FINV
VOLU26 COMB16 0 965 V ORI 21 ECRA 23 FINV VOLU 83 COMB 3 0 0 0 VOR] 81 ECRA 82 FINV
VOLU27 COMB17 0 0 0 V70RI 26 ECRA 26 FNV
VOLU 28 COMB18 0 985 VORI 21 ECRA 23 FINV VOLU84 COMB14 0 0.02 VORI 81 ECRA 83 FNV
VOLU 20 RESC VOLU 21 2 2 T BASE 211 VOLU 85 COMB 15 0 0.125 VORI 84 ECRA 84 FNV

GARDE 3 211 2 2 121 FIW VOLU86 COMB16 0 965 ORI 81 ECRA 83 FINV
VOLU 87 COMB17 0 0 0 ORI 86 ECRA 86 FINV

H I.2.3 Empty box on fixed table VOLU 88 COMB18 0 985 V ORI 81 ECRA 83 FINV

VOLU 41 MAILLE I 2 RESE 30 REMP I I ECRA 19 FINV H 11.2.4 Absorber box with crossing-blade on movable table
VOLU 42 COMB 2 0 0 0 V ORI 41 ECRA 141 FINV VOLU 91 MAILLE 2 2 RESE 70 REMP 61 ECRA 69 FINV
VOLU 43 COMB 3 0 0 V70RI41 ECRA 42 FINV VOLU 92 COMB 52 0 0 9.9 V ORI 91 ECRA 91 FNV
VOLU 44 COMB 14 0 0 0.02 VORI 41 ECRA 43 FINV VOLU 93 COMB 53 0 0 0.1 V-ORI 91 ECRA 91 FINV
VOLU 45 COMB15 0 0 0 125 V-ORI 44 ECRA 44 FINV VOLU 94 COMB54 0 0 0 NFORI 93 ECRA 93 FNV
VOLU46 COMB 16 0 965 VORI 41 ECRA 43 FINV VOLU 95 COMB 55 0 0 0 V_ ORI 94 ECRA 94 FINV
VOLU47 COMB17 0 0 0 V-ORI 46 ECRA 46 FINV VOLU 96 COMB 56 0 0 0 V-ORI 94 ECRA 2 94 95 FINV
VOLU48 COMB18 0 985 VORJ 41 ECRA 43 FINV VOLU 97 COMB 57 0 0 0.1 '�_ ORI 91 ECRA 2 95 96 FNV

VOLU 98 COMB 58 0 0 0.1 VORI 91 ECRA 2 96 97 FINV
H 12.4 Absorber box with crossing-blade on fixed table

TYPE 52 BOITE 16. 16. 0.2 /* bottom support //11.3 3xlx3modulesof2x2x2boxesonmovablctable
TYPE 53 BOITE 19.9 19.9 19.8 /* AG3 Box VOLU 900 RESC VOLU 69 3 3 FINV FING
TYPE 54 BOITE 19.3 19.3 19.2 /* air
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4. Calculation results and discussions

MARACAS Criticality Benchmark
Using 3D lattices geometry, the TRIPOL14.3 LEU-COMP-THERM-049

calculated kff are reported in Table 3 and Fig. 5. Three 1.010 C' B-hl-k - ICSBEP

different data libraries JEF2.2, JEFF3.0 and -E) TRIPOLI-4.3 (JEF2.2)
O - 0 MCW4B (J-.2)

ENDF/B-VI.4 were investigated in TRIPOLI-4.3 &--- 6 TRIPOLI-4 3 JEFF3.0)

calculations in order to compare their results. 1.005 - � TRIPOLI-4.3 (ENDF/8-V1.4)V V MNP4B (ENDF/8-V)

Differences between kff(JEF2.2) and kff (JEFF3.0)
k

and those between kAJEFF3.0) and kfy(ENDF/B
CD 1.000 (5 4

VIA) are also presented in Table 3 "j"

Table 3 TRIPOL14.3 calculation results kff). 0.995

Case Calculated multiplication factor kff * J\
(a) (b) (c) A kff

JEF2.2 JEFF3.0 ENDF/B-VIA 0.9w 0 3 6 9 12 15 is
(a)-(b) (b)-(c) Benchmark case number

1 1.0005 0.9921 0.9923 0.0084 -0.0002 Fig.5 Neutron multiplication factor kff comparison
2 1.0007 0.9935 0.9925 0.0072 0.0010 between different data libraries. 2)

3 1.0000 0.9923 0.9916 0.0077 0.0007
4 1.0015 0.9934 0.9927 0.0081 0.0007

5 0.9997 0.9920 0.9916 0.0077 0.0004 5. Conclusions
6 1.0019 0.9940 0.9937 0.0079 0.0003
7 0.9993 0.9924 0.9915 0.0069 0.0009 In this study the 3D lattice features of TRIPOLI4.3
8 0.9998 0.9930 0.9919 0.0068 0.0011 geometry package were extensively applied on the

MARACAS critical experiments in order to
9 0.9982 0.9924 0.9919 0.0058 0.0005 demonstrate and to validate the single lattice, the

10 1.0011 0.9946 0.9937 0.0065 0.0009 mixed lattice and the double-loop-lattice options. The
I 0.9999 0.9924 0.9918 0.0075 0.0006 improvements of the uranium and aluminum cross
12 0.9997 0.9930 0.9927 0.0067 0.0003 sections in JEFF3.0 library allow to reduce averagely

13 0.9995 0.9913 0.9910 0.0082 0.0003 the reactivity 740 pcm. comparing with JEF2.2 for the
14 1.0003 0.9936 0.9924 0.0067 0.0012 18 MARACAS benchmark cases.
15 1.0016 0.9943 0.9929 0.0073 0.0014 The lattice tally functions are also available now in

16 1.0009 0.9933 0.9924 0.0076 0.0009 TRIPOLI-4.3 code in order to tally massively on any
17 1.0010 0.9930 0.9928 0.0080 0.0002 cell in big lattice, mixed lattice and double-loop-lattice.

The validation of these tally ftinctions is currently

18 1.0030 0.9955 0.9962 0.0075 -0.0007 investigated using pin power distribution results of
PWR critical lattices. 6)

K-track estimator and standard deviation lower than Another solution based on the 3D lattices described
0.0005. in this paper for complex geometry modeling with

TRIPOLI-4.3 is available by using an user friendly
Generally the TRIPOLI-4.3 calculated kff are very interface software. This kind of package is under

near those from the benchmark-model kf = 1.0000 development at CEA/SACLAY in order to simplify
with 3a uncertainties lower than 00042). The new the modeling-verification work for power reactor core
library JEFF3.0 produced lower kff than JEF2.2 and calculations. It was used for the first time on the
their reactivity differences are between 0.0058 and 90OMWe Dampierre power plant to treat citicality
0.0084. kff results from JEFF3.0 and ENDF/B-VI.4 safety study of UOX/MOX fuel reloading. 8)
are almost identical.
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Analysis on the 21'Np Sphere Surrounded b 235U Shells Experiment.

By
David Loaiza and Rene Sanchez

P.O. Box 1663, MS J562
Los Alamos National Laboratory

Los Alamos, NM 87545
dioaiza�lanl.po

The Neptuniurn sphere reflected by highly enriched uranium hemi-shells experiment was
performed using the Planet universal critical assembly at the Los Alamos Critical Experiment
Facility (LACEF) at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The experiment consisted of surrounding a
Np sphere by matching pairs of highly enriched uranium hemisphere shells. This experiment was
performed in an effort to decrease the uncertainty in the critical mass of 237Np for criticality safety
and nonproliferation issues. The initial configuration went critical on September of 2002 The final
experimental configuration consisted of a 607 kg Np sphere and 62.555 kg of HEU separated by a
0.3175-cm aluminum spacer. The critical configuration had an experimental kff of 1003. The
uncertainties affecting the experiment were divided into three categories: mass measurements,
geometry and material composition. The sensitivity analysis on this experiment yielded an
uncertainty in the measured kff of ± 00044.

1. Introduction y) in 235U under thermal neutron flux and by (n,
2n) reactions in 238U under fast neutron flux.

There are many reasons for the interest of Additional ly, 23'Np is formed as the daughter, by
Neptunium-237. Those who evaluate the very alpha decay, of 24'Am.
long term risks associated with the disposal of
radioactive wastes have been very concerned This paper examines at the differences
with 237 Np. This concern is based on: a) its encountered in the calculated kff and the
presence in high-level waste from nuclear fuel experimental kff on the 237 Np/23'U experiment.
cycles, b) its very long life 2.14 06 years), c) It also examines the systematic uncertainty in the
its purported gastrointestinal absorption factor experiment by providing a confidence level
and d) its critical mass. Of these issues, the useful to users working in code qualification.
great uncertainty on the critical mass of237 Np in The uncertainties affecting the experiment have
the oxide and in the metal orm according to the been divided into three broad categories. They
ANSI/ANS-8.15-1981 standard is of most are uncertainties due to: 1) mass measurement,
concern to us. In an effort to decrease the 2) geometry, and 3 impurities. Each category is
uncertainty on the critical mass of 237 Np for considered in turn and then the combined
criticality safety and nuclear nonproliferation experimental uncertainty is presented. Each final
issues, a series of experiments were performed at uncertainty estimate is one standard deviation.
the Los Alamos Critical Experiments Facility.
The first experiment in these series consisted of 2. Description of the Experiment
surrounding a 6.07 kg solid sphere of 237 Np by
Highly Enriched Uranium hemi-shells. The 237NP/2"U experiment was performed using

the Planet universal critical assembly at the Los
Neptunium is formed in considerable quantities Alamos Critical Experiments Facility. The
in nuclear power reactors during the iradiation experiment consisted of surrounding a solid
of nuclear fuel. Of the higher-mass actinides 237Np sphere with 235U hemi-shells driver core.

, 237 237produced, only the alpha particle emitting Np Figure I shows a picture of the Np sphere with
isotope has a long half-life 2.14 xi O6 years). the 235U hemispheres during the approach to
237 Np is formed by nuclear chains initiated by (n, critical.
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3. Results

A detailed analysis using MCNP was perfori-ned
to validate the experimental results. A complete
model of the Np experiment reflected with the
highly enriched uranium was created. The
reactivity effects of many of the uncertainties
discussed below were quantified using the
MCNP model. T he MCNP analysis was
perfon-ned by employing a detailed three-
dimensional model with continuous-energy cross
sections from ENDF/B-VI neutron data. The
MCNP calculations had 6000,000 active
histories. A total of 5,000 histories per
generation were used and 1250 generations of
neutrons. The first 50 generations were skipped
to obtain a well-distributed neutron source.

Figure 1. Np sphere with 235 U hemi-shells. The first category of uncertainties includes the

The Planet ctical vertical lift assembly is material mass uncertainty, calculated by changes
composed of a movable and a stationary platform. in density. The uncertainties examine are the
The approach-to-critical method was used to mass of the Np sphere, tungsten shielding, Ni
determine the critical mass values for this cladding and in the mass of HEU hemisphere

shells. The uncertainty in the chemical
experiment. The bottom hemi-shells and the Np composition of the 217 Np sphere and the
ball were placed on the movable platform of the uncertainty in the 235 U enrichment in the
Planet assembly. The bottom section of this
composite core contained approximately half of hemisphere shells were also investigated under
the critical mass. The top HEU hemi-shells of this category. The second category includes the
the core were placed on the stationary top geometry uncertainties of the different
platform. The lower portion of the assembly, components. The geometry uncertainties
which contained a spontaneous fission Surce examined include the change in volume of the
(240PU), was then raised remotely until it neptunium sphere, the BEU hemisphere shells,
contacted the top portion of the assembly. The the stainless steel membrane and Al spacer. The
neutron leakage from the assembly was third category examined was the uncertainty in
measured with four BF3 detectors to obtain the the material impurity and effect of the

multiplication of the system. The multiplication surroundings.

values are defined as the count rate obtained by Figure 2 shows a front cross sectional view of
the four BF3 detectors in a suberitical step the model. This depiction includes all the
divided by the initial or base count rate. The supporting structure around the HEU hemi-shells
inverse of the multiplication (l/M) is then and Np sphere.
plotted as a function of the herni-shell masses.
The critical mass is found as the extrapolated
value of the last two previous points. 7, M..b,-

The final critical configuration consisted of
33.105 kg of ... U on the bottom of the Np

f235U Af I.P pl�t.sphere and 29.450 kg on the top of the
imm" muz- WomNp sphere. Consequently, the final critical W�M b. Al plt.

configuration consisted of 6.07 kg of 23'Np and
62.555 kg of oralloy with an Aluminum spacer

y wbi.of approximately 035 cm between bottom and
top shells. The fully closed system had a positive '.fi�g PI.I.
reactor period of 5.89 seconds which is about
48.19 cents of excess reactivity. Figure 2 Depiction of the Detailed Model for the

HEU shells and Np Sphere.
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A summary of the uncertainties is collected in Table 1. Summary of Uncertainties for the Np
Table 1. All sensitivity calculations were experiment.
performed using MCNP with ENDF/B-VI Of
the uncertainties due to variations in mass, the Source of Uncertainty Paramete Calculat Standard
HEU and Np mass uncertainty are important. r ton ed Uncertaint
Two of the uncertainties in the geometry Varis Effect y

in (Akff) of in'&kff
category are important: uncertainties in the Cale lati Variatio
neptunium radius and in the SS membrane. As o: n
expected the effect of the structural support Matetial Mass
around the Np/U assembly is important. Of the "'Np Mass 0.2 g ±0.0011 ± 0.0011
composition uncertainties, only the composition Tungsten Shield Mass 0.2 g ± 0.0008 ± 0.0008
uncertainty of stainless steel membrane Ni Inner Cladding Mass 0.2 ± 00009 ± 00009
impurities is significant. Mass uncertainties Ni Outer Cladding Mass 0.2 g ± 0.0008 ± 0.0008

HEU Hemisphere Mass 0.478% ± 00004 ± 00004
dominate the overall experimental uncertainty in Enrichment in ... U Shell 0.02 el ± 0.0010 ± 0.0010
this benchmark. The total experimental "'Np Content 0.5% ± 00013 ± 00013
uncertainty was derived from the effects given Uranium Content wt%) 0.0011 ± 0.0011 ± 0.0005
and combined using the sum of the squares. The Pu Content wtl/o) 0.001 ± 00006 ± 00003
calculated kff for this experiment is 098714 ± !2e� Dimensions
0.0003 using a MCNP model with continuous- "'Np sphere 0.00696 ± 0.0011 ± 00007
energy cross sections from ENDF/B-VI neutron Tungsten Shield 0.002 in ± 00007 ± 00004
data. Nickel Inner Cladding 0.002 in ± 0.0005 ± 00003

Nickel Outer Cladding 0.002 in ± 00006 ± 00004
HEU Hemisphere 0.002 in ± 0.0008 ± 0.0005

The experimental k.ff is 1003. This experimental SS Membrane 0.001 in ± 00012 ± 00007ke ± 0.0005
,ff was obtained from a measured period of 564 Aluminum Spacer 0.002 in. ± 00009
0.01 seconds, which corresponds to an excess Materfid ConWosi&n

reactivity of approximately 48.19 cents. The ff Impurity in Al Support Included 0.0006 ± 00004
Impurity in SS Included 0.0009 ± 0.0005

used to convert between excess reactivity and ff membrane
was 000540. Impurity in Tungsten Included 0.0007 ± 00004

shield
4. Conclusion Addidonal Calculadons

Support Structure Included - 00092 ± 00092
As it was shown in the previous section, a Room Return Included <0.001 0.001
considerable difference exists between the Reactivity Measurement <0.0001 0.0001

Total Uncertainty Quadratically Combined Total:
calculated and the experimental kff. This 0.0044
discrepancy is attributed to the 237 Np inelastic
scattering cross section. A high inelastic
scattering cross section on the fast region will
decrease criticality, since more neutrons will
scatter below the fission threshold cross section
of 23'Np where they will be unable to cause
fissions. Further work is underway to identify
possible weakness in the cross sections of 237 Np.
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HERBE - Coupled Falst4hermal Core as Possible CrificaW Benchmart

Milan P. Pegid*

The VINOA Institute ofNuclear Sciences, P. 0. Box 522, 1 1 001 Belgrade, Serbia and Montenegro

Studies in fast neutron fields in the Vin�a Institute of Nuclear Sciences in 1990-ies resulted
in design of the "HERBE System" a coupled fast-tben-nal core at RB citical assembly. One of
basic purposes of the HERBE System was application in validations of computer codes for
calculation of reactor ells with large heterogeneous regions filled with air and high-absorption
material. Calculations of criticality and neutron spatial and energy distribution of the HERBE
System were carried out again recently, by using the MCNP code. A three-dimensional (313)
geometry model of the RB reactor with the HERBE System, based on 3D geometry models of
fiiel lements, was developer Validation of the MCNP code against experimental criticality
data for the HERBE System is shown in this paper. Experimental data are obtained for regular
HERBE core and for the cases of flooded zone of the neutron converter by heavy water. The
flooding cticality experiments were carried out at the ERBE core labelled RB#77/1990.
Satisfactory agreements of the HERBE cticality calculation results,,Aith experimental data, in
spite complex heterogeneous composition of the HERBE core, were obtained and confirmed
that the HERBE System could be used as a criticality benchmark for a coupled fast-then-nal
core.

KEYWORDS benchnwrkcnztcahYyeqx7mwn&,RBcoupkdcorejloo&ng"ciden4HERBE

1. Introduction satisfactory with experimental results without some
adjustments related to proper treatment of void (air)

During extensive studies carried out in fast neutron and neutron high absorbing zones (cadmium layer) in
fields'), a conceptual and engineering designs of a the core. So, in aim to improve models and
small low power research fast reactor, LASTA 2� , was calculations methods applied, new computer codes
conceptually designed in the VIN�A Institute of were developed4) or existing codes were modified to
Nuclear Sciences, Belgrade, Yugoslavia (now Serbia include these large heterogeneous effects in the
and Montenegro) in period 1979-1988. This reactor HERBE System.

was supposed to have the same introductory role in HEU Fuel Elements Heavy Water

research of physics of fast reactors at the RB critical in'Mennal Core Moderator and
3 MI ctorassembly) had in late fifties in study of thermal

reactors in the country. Construction of the LASTA
fast reactor was never started due to lack of the money

�gand changes in the country policy in nuclear energy MEM
after Chernobyl accident. Simultaneously to design !R- "'M R

TO
studies, experimental research in fast neutron fields *14
was carried out at the RB critical assembly and
resulted in design and construction of a complex,

4)
OFcoupled fast-thermal core called "HERBE System" I g �

One of the basic purposes of the HERBE System
was its application in experimental validations of

BE Fast
computer codes for calculation of complex lattice cells 0
in especially designed experiments in this coupled

fast-therinal core. The horizontal cross-sections of the Fig. Horizontal cross-section of the RB critical assembly
RB critical assembly and the fast zone (FZ) of the

HERBE System are shown in Figs. I and 2 Calculated') nuclear parameters of the HERBE
respectively. System are presented in Table 1. Some of these

Initial rSUItS4) of the calculations of the HERBE parameters are verified in experiments. The coupled
System criticality, carried out by standard reactor parameters show that the fast core is strongly coupled to
diffusion and transport codes were not agreed

CorrespondingauthorJel. 381-11-45.47.96, Fax.+381-11444.74.57, E-mail:mpesic�vin.bg.ae.yu
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the thermal one. The last calculations of criticality and spatial and
energy neutron distribution side te HERBE System

El were carried out recently6) by using the MCNP (version
4132) computer code7). Detailed three-dimensional D)

Neulnu C-crici; model of the RB critical assembly with the coupled
HEU File! a A fast-thermal core HERBE, based on 3D geometry

models of the natural uraniurn, low-enriched (LEU) and
Wk Cd + naml-M U high-enriched uranium (HEU) fuel elements') is

Vuelal.Alr developed for the MCNP code. Neutron cross-section

Fm C T o continuous energy library VMCSS9), developed in the
Vin�a Institute, and TMCCS ibrary for neutron

VC11=Veficul scattering at thermal energies at hydrogen and

C11=1101 Ss all, deuterium atoms connected in molecules of light and
an heavy water, respectively, were used with the MCNP
Altonks,��- code. Satisfactory agreement for fast neutron sectrum

Al cladflingt in the centre of the fast core, compared to the measured
Q(J) one by using SSB sandwich detector filled b 3 He, was

Fig. 2 Horizontal cross-section of HERBE fast zone obtained) and shown here in Fig. 4.

Table 1. Nuclear characteristics of HERBE System lo'

4 lo' . .........Parameter Value (calculated )/measured')) ..........

........... .......... . .....

k ii 0 .4 15 3 ........................ ..... ----------
k12 0.1921
k2l 0.5651 lo,
k 22 0 .8 16 8 Z lo' ...... .... ... ........... .... . .... .. .........
El, (Ms) 0.207

........... ........... ........... ............ ........... .......... ...........

C12 (MS) 0.555
C21 (MS) 0.576

IE-7 I E-6 1 E-5 16-4 1 li,3 0.61 O'l 1 20

t22 (Ms) 0.728 Neutron neW [MeV]

tealc (MS) 0.622 Fig. 4 Neutron spectrum in centre of HERBE System
tmeas (Ms) 0.624 0.028 1(7)

Pdelayed 6.857 0
Pphoto 1.008 10-3 During preliminary safety analysis of the HERBE

Pmeasured (7.91 ± 0.28)- 10-3 pa) System, it was accepted that there is a finite

probability that the external aluminium tank 4 mm

thick) of the HERBE fast zone can be suddenly

Spatial four-group neutron flux distribution in broken at welding position (at I mm width crack)

radial direction of the HERBE System is calculated . along the whole tank circumference, at height of I in,

Calculated two-group neutron flux radial distribution or at the bottom of the fast zone tank. That situation

is verified by measurement using gold foils at height enables penetration of heavy water moderator from

of 61 cm, and shown here in Fig. 3. the thermal core into the HERBE fast zone and results

in high and fast increase of reactivity of the entire

coupled fast-thermal system. For that reason, the
NC

lo' maximum of the safety design philosophy was applied

in construction of the HERBE System:
FC

VEC 0 Three separate aluminiurn tanks for the fast zone,

TC DIO each closed at the bottom side were designed and

checked for welding quality and water leakage;

High-enriched fuel elements in neutron converter

zone (NC) were placed in sealed aluminium felrast, calculation
lo' Thermal, calculation c anne s tubes), so that moderator could not

C.] Fast, measurement enter in tubes;
Oj 0- Thct�rnal, measurementlo' 0 Four fuel elements in each fuel channel in the

t-- -T- : __ I . I

O 10 20 30 40 5'0 �O ' 70 ` 90 100 neutron converter zone were replaced by

Radius (cm) aluminium tube supporters (each 43 cm long)

Fig. 3 Spatial two-group neutron flux distribution closed in such a way that the heavy water could
not penetrate inside the supporters;
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• Two separate moderator-leakage detectors
(DCM) were placed into neutron converter zone
and connected at different points in the RB
reactor safety system;

• Low reactivity control rod, designed from
stainless steel, was replaced by new designed
high reactivity safety rod designed from
cadmium.

Vertical cross-section of the HERBE System at the
RB critical assembly, with heavy water flooded the
neutron converter (NC) in the fast zone (FZ), up to
height of 60 cm, is given in Fig. .

"OT

Fig.6.Trans ro eavywater mt eT tot eN

77 2. Benchmark criticality casesInd ian Christie!

Two basic HERBE System fast cores experimental

water at some level inside the neutron converter
zone of the fast zone.

The fi rst case is a regular HERBE core in the RB
critical assembly with fast zone without moderator.
The second case is a simulation of the worst case of

Fig. 5. Heavy water at 60 cm height in the NC zone the designed accidents in the coupled fast-therinal

HERBE core. It is flooding of the neutron converter
Breaking more that one aluminiurn tank (of three zone of the fast core in the case of a sudden wall

existing) of the fast zone at the same time has not high rapture of the external aluminium. tank. Initially
probability. Determinations of reactivity - time calculated flooding reactivity in the last case is
dependence during flooding process of te NC zone experimentally verified by controlled flooding of the
and timely action of the HERBE safety system in the external aluminium tank of the HERBE fast core, i.e.,
accidental analyses were of the main importance. So, neutron converter zone (NC). Consequently, the
specific designed experiments were carried out at the critical levels of the heavy water in thermal core of the
RB critical assembly with the HERBE core in aim to HERBE System were measured and compared to the
determine reactivity of the reactor safety rods and previously calculated ones.
their drop-in position-time functions ("motion laws"). These, initial, calculations were carried out by
Experiments with controlled flooding of the neutron using special combination of transport and diffusion
converter zone, by moderator from thermal core, were codes for cell and global reactor calculations'). Very
done. Controlled transfer of a limited amount of the good agreement was obtained that allowed
heavy water from the TC to the NC zone was carried determining the total external reactivity of the HERBE
out successively at deep sub-critical levels, using System during the assumed flooding accident.
semi-automatic decanting device mounted at the top Experimental data were obtained and recorded for
cover of the reactor core (Fig. 6. the regular HERBE core and for all cases of simulated

After desired amount of heavy water (about L) flooding accident of the neutron converter zone of the
was transferred to the NC, new critical level of the fast zone by heavy water. These fast zone flooding
flooded HERBE NC zone was measured using experiments were carried out, after the special
approach to criticality method by extrapolation of permission issued by the Vin6a Institute's Nuclear
inverse neutron count rate versus heavy water level in Safety Committee, in November 1990, at the HERBE
the thermal core. All data relevant to the criticality core labelled RB#77/1990.
experiment were carefully recorded and there is no Temperature of heavy water (with contents of 165
missing of significant data for these experiments molar percent of light water) was measured, using a
carried out at the HERBE cores of the RB critical RTD thermometer of the RB critical assembly, and
assembly. was reported as (I 64 ± 02) 'C. The "flooding level"

of heavy water in the NC zone was measured
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manually with uncertainty of ± I cm, by using a as the benchmark experiments for criticality safety.
calibrated rod probe. The critical level of heavy water Calculation of the criticality of the HERBE System
(HJ in the thermal core (TC) was measured with are carried out using developed 3D benchmark model
uncertainty of ± 002 cm, using standard automatic and MCNP code with neutron continuous energy
water level probe of the RB critical assembly. All data library. Obtained calculation results provide
for modelling of benchmark model for the coupled satisfactory overlapping, considering the total
fast-thermal core were available. estimated error of the experiments and the

uncertainties in the models introduced in the
3. Calculation results calculations and data evaluations. In spite of the

complex heterogeneous composition of the RB critical
Calculation of the criticality of the HERBE System assembly with the HERBE cores, results obtained in

were carried out by using the benchmark model of the calculations confirm that HERBE System could be
RB ctical assembly based on detailed 3D geometry used as a criticality benchmark experiment for a
and material model of the RB critical assembly and coupled fast-thermal core.
natural uranium, low enriched and high enriched
uranium fuel elements, already developed and Acknowledgements
accepted for the International Criticality Safety
Benchmark Experiments Project'). Calculations were This research study was supported partially by
carried out by the MCNP code, version 4132. Neutron Ministry of Sciences, Technologies and Development
cross-section continuous energy library VMCSS of the Republic Serbia through the Project no.
and the TMCCS library for neutron scattering at dicrinal 1958/2002 entitled "Transport processes of particles in
energies are used. fission and fusion systems."

Values of the effective eutron multiplication flictor
(keff), together with uncertainty equal to statistical error References
of Ir probability equal to 067), for each criticality case
are obtained by run of the MCNP code for I 00 cycles I M.P. Pegid, "Design and experiments for studies
(after 50 initial ones), each with 1000 neutron histories. of fast neutron fields at the RB reactor," Journal
These results, compared to measured values, are given of Neutron Research, 3 153 1996)
in Table 2 2) M. Milogevid, M. Pe§id, D. Nikolid, "Conceptual

design of control and safety systems of the fast
Table 2 Validation of MCNP at HERBE coupled reactor'LASTA'," ANS 1994 Topical Meeting on

fast-thennal benchmark experiments 'Advances in Reactor Physics: 'Reactor Physics
Faces the 21st Century,' 11, 429, Knoxville,

D20 level V(D20) H� kff ± I Tennessee USA (April I I - 5, 1994)
in NC inNC experiment MCNP 3) D. Popovid, "The bare critical assembly of
(cm) (L) (cm) calculation natural uranium and heavy water," The 2nd

United Nations International Conference on
'Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy', 12, 392,

0.0 0.1 0 138.86 1.00591 Geneva, Switzerland 1958)
± 0.02 ± 000076 4) M. Pegid, et aL, "A study on criticality of coupled

20.0 ± 0.1 4.73 137.64 1.00475 fast-thermal core HERBE at RB reactor," Ann. of
± 0.02 ± 000056 Nucl. EneW, 18 7), 413 1991)

40.0 ± 0.1 9.19 136.44 1.00405 5) M. Milogevid, M. Pegid, S. Avdid and D. Nikolid,
0.02 ± 0.00081 "A comparative study of effective delayed

neutron fraction", Ann. of Nucl. Ener 22(6).
60.0 ± 0.1 13.53 135.11 1.00520 389 1995)

± 0.02 ± 000076 6) M. Pe§id, V. jubenov, "Validation of the MCNP
80. ± .1 17.89 133.50 1.00200 code in fast neutron spectrum in the coupled fast

± 0.02 + 0.00080 thermal system 'HERBE'," The 3rd Yugoslav
100. ± 0.1 22.14 131.88 1.00173 Nuclear Society International Conference -

± 0.02 ± 000079 YUNSC 2000, Belgrade, (October 25, 2000),
120.0 ± 0.1 26.54 137.64 1.00475 CD ROM, 317, Belgrade, FRY 2000)

0.02 ± 000056 7) J. F. Briesmeister, "MCNPTm - A general Monte
Carlo N-particle transport code, version 4B,"
LA-12625-M Report, Los Alamos National

4. Conclusion Laboratory, Los Alamos, USA (March 1997)
8) M. Pegid, contributions LEU-MET-THERM-001,

Coupled fast-thermal cores of the HERBE System rev. , LEU-MET-THERM-002 and HEU-
at the RB critical assembly are selected and proposed COMP-THERM-17, in International Handbook
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Experiments, NEA/NSC/DOC(95)03/11, 2000 MCNPrm," Vinda Institute of Nuclear Sciences
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Comparisons of the MCNP Criticality Benchmark Suite
with ENDF/B-VI.8, JENDL-3.3, and JEFF-3.0

Do Heon KIM*, Choong-Sup GIL, Jung-Do KIM and Jonghwa CHANG
Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute, P. O.Box 105, Yuseong, Daejeon 305-600, Korea

A comparative study has been performed with the latest evaluated nuclear data libraries
ENDF/B-VI.8, ENDL-3.3, and JEFF-3.0. The study has been conducted through the
benchmark calculations for 91 criticality problems with the libraries processed for
MCNP4C. The calculation results have been compared with those of the ENDF60 library.
The self-shielding effects of the unresolved-resonance (UR) probability tables have also
been estimated for each library. The X� differences between the MCNP results and
experimental data were calculated for the libraries.

KEYWORDS: MCNP4C, ENDFIX VI. 8, JENDL-3.3, JEFF-3.0, ENDF60, sey'-shielding,
unresolved-resonance probability table, Z' difference

1. Introduction JENDL-3.3, and 72 for EFF-3.0. Out of these, the UR
probability tables are included 16 nuclides for

Evaluated neutron reaction data libraries have been ENDF/B-VI.8, 30 for ENDL-3.3, and 27 for
separately released from several countries. JEFF-3.0. The data for some natural elements not in
ENDF/B-VI from the Brookhaven National JENDL-3.3 and JEFF-3.0 are substituted with the
Laboratory, ENDL from the Japan Atomic Energy isotopic data by allowing for the abundances of
Research Institute, and JEFF from OECD/NEA have naturally occurring isotopes. The Be-9 data of the
been extensively utilized in the nuclear society ENDF60 library was employed because the data
because these libraries include comprehensive and generated in this work could not be successfidly run
reliable evaluated data for all the neutron reactions in with MCNP4C.
the energy range from to 20 MeV. Since the last
release of the data libraries, many researchers have Evaluated
been investigating how the existing calculation results Data
in given systems are influenced by the recent
evaluations. I

This work was intended to generate continuous- RECONR
energy neutron data libraries for the MCNP4C code')
based on the latest evaluated nuclear data and to
validate the libraries through some criticality
benchmark calculations. The source evaluated nuclear
data files employed are ENDF/B-VI.8 2) released in BROADR ACER

October 2001, JENDL-3.3 3) released in May 2002,
and JEFF-3 .04) released in April 2002.

2. Library Generation HEATR PEND

The NJOY99.81 code5) has been used to process I

the source evaluated nuclear data files into libraries PURR GASPR
suitable for use with MCNP4C. Figure I shows the
procedures used to generate the ibrary through NJOY

processing. The probability tables for considering the Fig.1 Flow diagram of NJOY99.81 processing for
self-shielding effects in the UR energy range can be
used in the MCNP4C .6) These tables were generated MCNP4C library

using the PURR module of NJOY and introduced into 3. Benchmark Calculation
the MCNP libraries. All the cross sections in the

libraries have been processed at 293.6K. 3.1 Criticality Benchmark Suite
For our benchmark calculation, it is required to

process 53 nuclides for ENDF/B-VI.8, 84 for

Corresponding author, Tel. 8242-868-865 1, Fax 8242-868-2636, E-mail: kimdh�)=rLrekr
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The benchmark calculations for the MCNP4C the influences on the criticality calculations from the
libraries based on ENDF/B-VI.8, ENDL-3.3, and use of different releases in the same ENDF/B-VI are
JEFF-3.0 have been conducted for a suite of criticality insignificant.
benchmarks7) established for validating the MCNP
library by the Los Alamos National Laboratory
(LANL). The benchmark suite contains 91 criticality 15 Be..hmark Categ.ri..:

problems taken from the International Criticality 10 9 ill 11 12 13

Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project ICSBEP)') and
the Cross Section Evaluation Working Group 0

(CSEWG)9) specifications. The benchmark problems V, 
were chosen for testing a wide range of energy regions

C

and a variety of important reflector materials, although 0
the benchmark suite could not cover all isotopes and
energy regions of interest. Table I shows a brief
description of 13 categories for the criticality Fig.2 Comparisons of calculated kff values based on
benchmark site. ENDF/B-VI.8 with those by ENDF60

Table I Brief description of categorized criticality Is Bn.hm.,kUtgones:

benchmark suite 2 !3
!4i 6 !6 17 18 9 Ad 11 !12" 13

Cat. Description
E II 1 X !

I Bare metal assemblies (10) fit..... .......... .............. ... .. __ ............... .. ... .... ... ........................................ ........... ............ ...... ..
2 Solution assemblies (I 7 1111011111 J 611-11.11 �.h........ ...... .. ....... 4 i l ot
3 ter-reflected metal assemblies 3) _1 I NJ _111111 "'I

.......... _-1 .... ........ ....................... . ....... . ..... ................. . ..... .......... ..... . ....... .............................. ... .........

Polvethvlenc-reflected assemblies 3) C............ ........ ............. ..... ................ o
Beryllium- and beryllium oxide-reflected

5
assemblies (8)......................... ................................ .....-..................................... . ... ..... ....... .... .................................................. ....... ..

6 Graphite-reflected assemblies 3) ........................... . Fig.3 Comparisons of calculated kff values based on
7 -)J�' n-um--reflected ass (4) JENDL-3.3 with those by ENDF60...... ... ................................ ... ....... .....
8 Steel- and ickel-refl cted assemblies 6)....... ............. ............... ..... ........ . .. ............................ ...... ..
9 T gsten-reflected assemblies )............ ....... .. .......... ........ .... ....I- ------------ ---- --. ... .. ........ ........................ ......... ....................... .........
IO Thorium-reflected assemblies 2) is BenchmarkCategories:

.. . ... .. . .............................................. . ....... ............... 213 14 1 5iG789Ili 11

I I Normal uranium�reflected assemblies (I 9 10
12 Highly enriched uranium-reflected assemblies 4) 5.... .. . .. .......... ...... .. ....... . ...... . ..... .... ............................. .

13 Other assemblies (5) 0
number of problems in each benchmark category

3.2 Results T
This work focuses only on kff calculations. The Fig.4 Comparisons of calculated koff values based on

calculations were carried out with the MCNP4C2 on a JEFF-3.0 with those by ENDF60
Hewlett-Packard C-3600 workstation.

3.2.1 Comparisons with ENDF60 As shown in Figures 3 and 4 however, the results
The benchmark calculation results for three calculated with JENDL-3.3 and JEFF-3.0 show

MCNP4C libraries based on ENDF/B-VI.8, relatively large ifferences from ENDF60. JENDL-3.3
JENDL-3.3, and JEFF-3.0 have been compared with has a tendency to underestimate keff fr fast neutron
those by the ENDF60 library"" based on assemblies containing relatively large amounts of a
ENDF/B-VI.2. Because the ENDF60 library did not normal uraniurn reflector such as IEUMT2, BIGTEN I,
contain the probability tables in the UR energy range, BIGTEN2, etc. The underestimation of kff is caused
the probability tables of the MCNP4C libraries were by the decrease in U-238 fission rates contained in the
not taken into consideration for a consistent ftiel and reflector regions. Similarly, the
comparison. These calculations have been performed underestimation of kff is common to JEFF-3.0.
to estimate the influences of different source evaluated One of the major problems of the JENDL-3.2 data

was the overestimation of criticality values for fast
nuclear data on the kff results. Figures 2 to 4 show the 3 ) As shown in Figure 3,
differences of the calculated kff values based on assemblies that contain U-233 .
ENDF60 from those based on ENDF/B-VI.81 this fact has been improved through the reevaluation
JENDL-3.3, and JEFF-3.0 respectively. of the fission cross sections of U-233 in the energy

As shown in Figure 2 the ENDF/B-VI.8 yields range above several hundred keV. On the other hand,
similar results compared with ENDF60. It implies that Figure 4 shows that the overestimation of kff came
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back for U-233 fast cores because JEFF-3.0 took the assembly with the thickest reflector MET3K)
U-233 coss sections from JENDL-3.2. showed the largest self-shielding effects of 26.1 mk.

Such excessive increases in kOff are caused by the very
3.2.2 Comparisons of the Self-Shielding Effect small capture cross sections of W-isotopes represented

Figures to 7 show the self-shielding effects by as the probability tables in the UR energy range.
UR probability tables estimated for MCNP4C libraries For JENDL-3.3, fast assemblies including large
based on ENDF/B-VI.8, JENDL-3.3, and JEFF-3.0, amounts of U-238 such as BIGTENI, BIGTEN2,
respectively. The effects are defined as the k,ff MM ET8, etc. have a tendency to excessively
differences between using and not using the UR increase the self-shielding effects. The probability
probability tables. tables result in a large decrease of U-238 capture rates

in the fuel and reflector regions. Also, the increase of
neutron fluxes in the UR energy range in the core

'5 Benchmark Ctagades:
i 2 13 4 I i brings about the increase of U-235 fission rates.

6 1 0 11 !12; 13
10 Therefore, the probability tables within U-238 of

JENDL-3.3 causes a large increase of kff.
As shown in Figure 7 the self-shielding effects for0 af,

,9 iOl �O 1 180 JEFF-3.0 are insignificant compared with others.

3.2.3 Comparisons with Benchmark Experiments
The chi-squared difference between the MCNP and

the experimental results was calculated for each
Fig.5 Comparisons of self-shielding effects by UR library. The X� difference can be defined as:""
probability tables based on ENDF/B-VI.8

15 Bench cotegarla . .. I . X 2 [MCNP(i) - Exp(i)f
is,78 9 11 17. MCNP(i) + Exp(i)

2 3 14 5 12 13
10

where Exp(i) is the experimental for a benchmark

__ 80 �41 problem i and MCNP(i) is the MCNP4C-calculated
io N 70 0 kff for a benchmark problem i.

The values of X� for ENDF60, ENDF/B-VI.8,i-4 JENDL-3.3, and JEFF-3.0 are lsted in Table 2 Ts
table shows the X2 differences for benchmark
problems in each category and for all the benchmark

Fig.6 Comparisons of self-shielding effects by UR problems.
probability tables based on JENDL-3.3

Table 2 X2 difference between MCNP4C and

16 BenchnnorkCategodes: experimental kff
3I4 iI I MM ENDF/B-VL8 JENDL-3.3 JEFF-3.0a 6!7 a 9 14 11 11121 13 cat

lo withPIT w/oPT withPT w/oPT withPT wlWiT
I 1.07E-4 1. 10E-4 1.24E-4 4. 10E-5 3.50E-5 1.80E-4 1.96E-4
2 2.01E-4 1.65E-4 1.74E-4 2.35E4 2.48E-4 1.73E-4 1.86E4

0 iL I I I .. ... "- 3 8.21E-6 1.96E-5 1.54E-5 1.38E-5 1.26E-5 1.35E-5 1.95E-5io P P 3P II A V ISO _70 so go
4 7.52E-6 L36E-5 1.22E-5 7.14E-6 4.67E-6 1.28E-5 1.78E-5
5 8.85E-5 9.84E-5 9.91E-5 6.35E-5 4.92E-5 1.40E-4 1.48E-4
6 1.75E-5 1.55E-5 1.78E-5 5.23E-5 5.44E-5 2.14E-5 8.70E-6
7 8.74E-5 6.67E-5 9.50E-5 1.18E-5 LOGE-5 8.20E-5 6.71E-5
8 4.14E-5 5.38E-5 5.61E-5 5.34E-5 4.60E-5 7.54E-5 9.73E-5
9 1.68E-4 1.26E-3 1.63E-4 3.15E-4 2.91E-4 3.16E-4 3.17E-4

Fig.7 Comparisons of self-shielding effects by UR 10 3.53E-5 3.81E-5 3.48E-5 6.62E-5 4.68E-5 1.03E-4 9.09E-5
probability tables based on JEFF-3.0 11 1.98E-4 1.53E-4 1.65E-4 2.12E-4 4.89E-4 6.33E-4 6.13E-4

12 1.34E-5 1.46E-5 2.05E-5 2.06E-5 2.02E-5 1 16E-4 8.99E-5
ENDF/B-VI.8 shows no significant changes in 13 7.78E-6 3.95E-6 7.36E-6 1.27E-3 6. 1 IE-5 1.03E-4 %52E-5

Tot. 9.81E-4 2.02E-3 9.83E-4 2.36E-3 1.37E-3 1.83E-3 1.79E-3
self-shielding effects except a fw problems in Adj. 7.61E-4 7.86E-4 8.19E-4 7.60E-4 7.67E-4 1.47E-3 1.46E-3

category 9 For tungsten-carbide (WC)-reflected

assemblies of category 9 UMET3H - UMET3K), As shown in Table 2 most of the calculation results
however, the self-shielding effects tend to excessively except for ENDF/B-V'1.8 not using the probability
increase. These have spherical cores loaded with
highly enriched uranium surrounded by the WC table show large total-i differences compared with

" differencesreflector with a varying thickness from 1.9" to 65". ENDF60. Tis illustrates that the totalT
The assembly with the tinnest reflector (UNMT3H) includes the results for some of the questionable
showed rlatively small self-shielding effects, and the problems discussed before: WC-reflected assemblies

using probability tables in ENDF/B-VI.8, normal
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uraniurn- reflected assemblies using probability tables N-Particle Transport Code, Version 4C,"
in JENDL-3.3, the underestimation of kff due to LA 13 709-M, Los Alamos National Laboratory
U-238 for JENDL-3.3 and JEFF-3.0. (2000).

Considering the adjusted-X� difference which is 2) H.D. Lemmel, P.K. McLaughlin, and V.G.
obtained by eliminating X2,s of the doubtful problems Pronyaev, "ENDF/B-VI Release (Last Release of
from the total-X2 difference, ENDF/B-VI.8 and ENDF/B-VI)," IAEA-NDS I 00, Rev. II,
JENDL-3.3 give better agreements with the International Atomic Energy Agency 200 1).
experiments compared with JEFF-3.0. The library 3) K. Shibata, et al., "Japanese Evaluated Nuclear
based on JEFF-3.0 makes the keff results worse due to Data Library Version 3 Revision-3: JENDL-3.3, J.
the use of U-233 data originated from JENDL-3.2, etc. Nucl. Sci. Technol., 39, 1125 2002).
Especially, the probability tables for ENDF/B-VI.8 4) R. Jacqrnin, M. Kellett, and A. Nouri, "The
and JENDL-3.3 could slightly improve the MCNP JEFF-3.0 Nuclear Data Library," PHYSOR 2002,
results. Seoul, Korea 2002).

5) R.E. MacFarlane and D.W. Muir, "The NJOY
4. Summary Nuclear Data Processing System, Version 9 I,"

LA-12740-M, Los Alamos National Laboratory
A comparative study has been performed with the (1994).

latest ENDF/B-VI.8, JENDL-3.3, and JEFF-3.0. The 6) R.C. Little and R.E. MacFarlane, "ENDF/B-VI
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Analyses of Criticality and Reactivity for TRACY Experiments
Based on JENDL-3.3 Data Library

Hiroki SONO*, Hiroshi YANAGISAWA% Ken NAKAJIMA' and Yoshinori MIYOSHI
Japan Atomic Ener�y Research nstitute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 39-1195, Japan

The parameters on criticality and reactivity employed for computational simulations of
the TRACY supercritical experiments were analyzed using a recently revised nuclear data
library, JENDL-3.3. The parameters based on the JENDL-3.3 library were compared to
those based on two former-used libraries, JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-VI. In the analyses
computational codes, MVP, MCNP version 4C and TWOTRAN, were used. The following
conclusions were obtained from the analyses: (1) The computational biases of the effective
neutron multiplication factor attributable to the nuclear data libraries and to the computa-
tional codes depend not on the TRACY experimental conditions such as fuel conditions. 2)
The fractional discrepancies in the kinetic parameter and coefficients of reactivity are
within -5 between the three libraries. By comparison between calculations and meas-
urements of the parameters, the JENDL-3.3 library is expected to give closer values to the
measurements than the JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-VI libraries. 3) While the reactivity worth
of transient rods expressed in the unit shows -5 discrepancy between the three libraries
according to their respective Pff values, there is little discrepancy in that expressed in the
AU unit.

KEYWORDS. criticality,reactivitysupercriticalexperimentTRACYJENDL-3.3,
JENDL-3.2, ENDFIB- VI, MVP, MCNP4C, TWOTRAN

1. Introduction parameters on the TRACY experimental conditions
and on nuclear data.

In order to contribute to the safety assessment of In the present work, the above-mentioned parame-
nuclear fuel reprocessing plants, the studies on criti- ters; have been analyzed and re-evaluated using a re-
cality accident phenomena of fissile solution have cently revised nuclear data library, JENDL-3.3 . The
been conducted using the Transient Experiment Criti- comparisons of the parameters between the
cal Facility') (TRACY) in the Japan Atomic Energy JENDL-3.3 library and two former-used libraries,
Research Institute. In the studies te accurate predic- JENDL-3.2') and ENDF/B_VI,6) are also discussed.
tion of neutronic characteristics during power bursts is
required because these characteristics control all tran- 2. Experiments
sient behaviors during criticality accidents such as
precipitous risings of radiation, temperature and pres- TRACY is a pulsed reactor using 10-wt%-enriched
sure. uranyl nitrate solution as fuel. The core tank of

The following parameters are necessary to predict TRACY is annular shape and its dimensions are about
the neutronic characteristics of supercritical experi- 7.6-cm-inner-diameter (I.D.), 50-cm-outer-diameter
ments of TRACY: criticality, excess reactivity, solu- (O.D.) and 2-m-height, respectively. TRACY has two
tion level coefficient of reactivity, temperature coeffi- exchangeable transient rods, 1.8-$- and 3-$-worth,
cient of reactivity, void coefficient of reactivity and which can insert the excess reactivity up to 3 $. The
kinetic parameter. These parameters depend not only TRACY supercritical experiment is initiated by the
on fuel conditions but also on nuclear data used in withdrawal of one of the transient rods from the
computational simulations. Such parameters were pre- TRACY core or by continuous feed of the ftiel solu-
viously evaluated and employed for computational tion beyond a critical solution level.
simulations of the TRACY experiments, 2,3) however, The experimental conditions and results7-10) se-
they were obtained under only a few cases of fuel lected for the present analyses are listed in Table .
conditions, and all the obtained parameters have not The fuel conditions in this table cover those in almost
been in comparison among nuclear data libraries. It is all the former TRACY experiments.
thus encouraged to evaluate the dependencies of the

*Corresponding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6188, Fax. 81-29-282-5937, E-mail: sono�nucef tokaijaeri.gojp
+Presently at Secretariat offuclear Safety Commission ofJapan, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo, 100-8970, Japan

Presently at Kyoto University Research Reactor Institute, Kumatori-cho, sennan-gun, Osaka 590-0494, Japan
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Table I Experimental conditions and results.

Fuel conditions Results
Uranium Free nitric Sol to� Solution Critical solution level (cm) Transient

Run b) ty b) u rod worth
concentration acid molari density;) temperature c) Transient rod Transient rod

(9UM (mou� (9/cm 3 (OC) withdrawn inserted M

ROIO 433.4 0.85 1.60300 23.9 45.188 49.722 1.82
R025 426.1 0.85 1.59393 25.5 45.990 50.819 1.85
R035 405.5 0.78 1.56633 25.1 48.361 54.063 1.90
R036 406.9 0.77 1.56885 25.7 48.206 53.863 1.90
R062 421.9 0.77 1.58946 25.7 46.073 54.063 2.82
R064 a) 430.0 0.76 1.59746 25.5 45.306 52.847 2.80
R066 a) 404.7 0.75 1.56493 25.6 48.491 57.963 2.88
R068 394.2 0.77 1.55118 25.8 50.120 60.725 2.92
R076 a) 396.2 0.74 1.55305 25.3 49.626 59.897 2.91
R090 a) 390.3 0.71 1.54512 25.7 50.553 61.521 2.93
R105 a) 399.0 0.71 1.55570 25.2 49.084 59.035 2.91
R107 388.8 0.70 1.54249 25.6 50.887 62.220 2.96
RI 16 392.9 0.70 1.54782 25.8 49.987 60.560 2.93
RI 19 373.7 0.66 1.52183 26.2 53.777 67.419 3.00
R1302) 372.7 0.66 1.52075 26.1 53.813 67.460 3.00
R143 375.9 0.64 1.52371 24.7 52.760 65.504 2.98

a) The cases selected for the calculations of the kinetic parameter and coefficients of reactivity.
b) Measured at 25 'C.
c) Mean temperature measured at the criticality states with a transient rod withdrawn and inserted.

3. Calculations 4. Results and Discussions

The computational analyses were performed using 4.1 Criticality
a continuous energy Monte Carlo code, MVP,11) and The effective neutron multiplication factor kff)
a two-dimensional SN transport code, TWOTRAN, in was calculated using the MVP code and then the
the SRAC system. 12) The former code was used for computational bias of kff attributable to the nuclear
the evaluation of criticality and reactivity worth of data libraries was evaluated. The keff bias also attrib-
transient rods. The latter was used to obtain coeffi- utable to computational codes was compared among
cients of reactivity and kinetic parameter, which were the MVP, MCNP4C and TWOTRAN codes. The
evaluated from very small difference of kfjs and a comparison of the ky bias among the JENDL-3.3,
set of forward and adjoint fluxes, respectively. In ad- JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-VI libraries is shown in Fig.
dition to the codes, a worldwide used continuous en- 2 and the comparison among the three codes is shown
ergy Monte Carlo code, MCNP version 4C (MCNP in Fig. 3.
4C), 13) was also used for the comparison of criticality The evaluated kff bias attributable to the three li-
to the MVP code. braries supported the analytical results of the TRACY

A calculation model of TRACY is illustrated in experiment reported in the original paper regarding
Fig. 1. For the Monte Carlo calculations all compo- release of the JENDL-3.3 library.') The overestima-
nents inside the TRACY tank were modeled by the tion of kff found in the JENDL-3.2 library was re-
combination geometry as precisely as possible, while duced by the modification of the neutron absorption
a simplified model (R-Z geometry) was adopted for cross section of 4 N, the fission spectrum and thermal
the SN transport calculations: all the inside compo- fission cross section of 235U in the JENDL-3.3 fi-
nents and the parts beyond the solution level were left brary. 4)

out of consideration. Each Monte Carlo calculation In regard to the kff bias attributable to the compu-
employed 300 generations of 50,000 neutrons, and tational codes, there was no difference in its results
the first 100 generations were excluded from the sta- between the MVP and MCNP4C codes. Relatively
tistical process of tallies. For the SN transport calcula- large differences in the results between the TWO-
tions, macroscopic cross section data were collapsed TRAN code and the two Monte Carlo codes were due
into a 17-group energy structure under the scattering to the difference in calculation methods rather than in
conditions PI and S8 by using a one-dimensional SN geometry models.
transport code, ANISN,") in the SRAC system. The An additional fact was obtained that the kff bias
atomic number densities of fuel solution were ob- depended neither on the transient rod position nor on
tained through a density equation. 14) the fuel conditions in the TRACY experiments, as

seen in Figs. 2 and 3.
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Guide tube oftransient rod A Y
I.D. 6 904
O.D 7618 ...... Guide tube of axial in-core thermometer

................... center position
Side wall ... .......... (x, y) (+ 19.5, 7.85)

I.D . 50.04 .............. .........::: � XO .D . 52.146 ... ................................................ ..
. .. .........

aide tube of micro-wave level meter
center position
(x, y = 40, -0. 1)

Fuel feed/drain line Outer claddingrhermometer
center position center position I.D. 5514 [5 .
(x, y = -7.5, 13.05) (xy) = (13.0, 7.5) O.D 6192 [6 192]

Transient rod (See illustration (c).) Inner cladding
z J.D. 3.2 [L

aide tube ofmicro-wave level meter O.D 36 2.674]

uide tube of axial in-core thermometer diam.3.0

8.75 �5 [1.8871

45Fully -F[I-501
withdrawn --------------------------------------------

Side wall position 0.6 Guide tube
138.86 Ring support

2.5 End cap

0.6

202.53 2.5
247.56

........ ..... ................. . .. .... ...... [247.56]........... .............
............. ............. ..

E . ...........
305 ......... .... ............. ... ............. ....... .... .... ...... ..... .. ..................

. .. ... .......... . ..... . ......
............ 120.51.. .:: I D ;: :5 0 .....vs, V, . ...... .Thermometer: ',kill [121.10]........ ... .. . .............A:

diam. 1.5
5� ........ .. . ..... , l q......... . British,& I ss m:............ ME

8.37 0.99

Fully inserted position 10.7 B4C; 11.01]
10.87 Fuel feed/drun line

diam 28 (b) Micro-wave level meter and (c) 3-S-worth transient rod
(a) Core tank axial in-core thermometer 1.84-worth rod

Fig. Calculation model of TRACY.

1.010 1.01
v,

1.010
1.0 0 5 ........... .... ... .. ........

1.0 0 .. . ............ .... ..... ...... ........... ..... ......
Ah M AR A AD- I -----

1.0 0 0 .... ...... ....... ...... ... ...... ...... 0 0 ... ....... ..... ...... ... ......... ...... ...... ....... ...

Transient rod Transient rod
Withdrawn Inserted Mean 0.995 Withdrawn Inserted Mean

0.995 ...... ...... ...... ........ ...... ...... ... .... ...... ...... JEN D L-3.3 0 O M
4, JENDL-3.2 0.990 MCNP4C

A A ENDF/B-VI A TWOTRAN

0.990 0.985
370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440

Uranium concentration (gU/1) Uranium concentration (gU/1)

Fig. 2 Comparison of the computational bias of kff Fig. 3 Comparison of the computational bias of keff
among nuclear data libraries. The lcj�s were cal- among computational codes. The kefis were based
culated using the MVP code. The fractional stan- on the JENDL-3.3 library. The fractional standard
dard deviation (Icr) of each calculation was deviation (Icr) of each Monte Carlo calculation
-0.02 %. The kff biases attributable to the was 0.02 %. The kff biases attributable to the
JENDL-3.3, JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-Vl libraries MVP, MCNP4C and TWOTRAN codes were
were evaluated to be 1.0018±0.0005, evaluated to be 1.0018±0.0005, 10020±0.0005
1.0081±0.0004 and 10007±0.0004, respectively. and 10099±0.0004, respectively.
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4.2 Kinetic Parameter
The effective delayed neutron fraction Pff), the 220

prompt neutron generation time (A) and the kinetic Transient rod
Withdrawn Inserted

parameter Pff/A) were calculated using the TWO- 200 0 0 JENDL-3.3

TRAN code. Figures 4 and 6 show the comparison 0 * JENDL-3.2
A A ENDF/B-VI

of these three parameters, respectively, between the 180 Measurement

JENDL-3.3 library and the two former-used libraries. &A

Systematic discrepancy in Peff between the three 160

libraries was observed in Fig. 4 The Peff based on the
JENDL-3.3 library was -1 and -5 below that 140

based on the JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-VI libraries, 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440

respectively. This discrepancy was attributed to the Uranium concentration gU/1)
difference in the macroscopic neutron production Fig. 6 Kinetic parameter, the ratio of effective de-
cross section multiplied by ff in the thermal neutron layed neutron fraction to prompt neutron genera-
range between the libraries rather than delayed neu- tion time. The measurements were obtained by the
tron constants and fission spectra which also depend pulsed neutron method. 0)
on the nuclear data libraries.

In Fig. 5, little discrepancy in A was seen between
the three libraries. This agreement resulted from the 4.3 Coefflcients of Reactivity
fact that there were negligibly small differences in All the following coefficients of reactivity were
the macroscopic neutron production cross section, the calculated using the TWOTRAN code. The solution
forward and adjoint fluxes calculated using the three level coefficient of reactivity (dp/dH) was calculated
libraries. with the level difference of I cm beyond each critical

The 0,&(A showed systematic discrepancy in its solution level. The temperature coefficient of reactiv-
results between the three libraries according to their itY (o,T) was calculated by uniformly varying the so-

respective values. The ENDL-3.3 library was lution temperature from 25 to 40 'C. The void coeffi-

found to give the PWA values closer to the meas- cient of reactivity (ccv) was also calculated by uni-

urement than the JENDL-3.2 and ENDF/B-VI fi- formly vying the void fraction from to vol%.

braries, as seen in Fig. 6 Figure 7 shows the solution level coefficient of reac-

tivity expressed as a function of the critical solution

8.0 ... level. The comparison of temperature and void coef-

ficients of reactivity are also shown in Figs. and 9,

respectively.

,4- 7.5 It was found from Figs. 7 and 9 that there were
'O systematic discrepancies in all the coefficients be-

2 tween the three libraries. These discrepancies are

% summarized in Table 2 By comparison between the
cm 7.0 Transient rd

Withdrawn Inserted JENDL-3.3 and JENDL-3.2 libraries, the fractional
0 JENDL-3.3
0 * JENDL-3.2 discrepancy in the temperature coefficient was 2 

A A ENDF/i3-vi above that ofthe solution level and void coefficients
6.5

370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 which had no connection with temperature variation.

Uranium concentration (gU/1) This difference was attributable to the modification
Fig. 4 Effective delayed neutron fraction. of the resonance 4 parameters of 235U in the

JENDL-3.3 library. ) By comparison between the

JENDL-3.3 and ENDF/B-VI libraries, while there
5.0 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Transient rod were -5 discrepancies in the three coefficients ex-

Withdrawn / nserted pressed in the unit according to the Pff values, no
4.8 0 0 ENDL-3.3

0 * ENDL-3.2 discrepancies in those expressed in the A" unit

4.6 A ENDF/B-VI were observed. By comparison to the measurements

shown in Fig. 7 the solution level coefficient of re-

4.4 activity based on the JENDL-3.3 library was found to

be in more satisfactory agreement with the measure-

4.2 ments than those based on the JENDL-3.2 and

ENDF/B-VI libraries.

4.0
370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440

Uranium concentration (gU/1)

Fig. 5 Prompt neutron generation time.
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6 4.4 Reactivity Worth of Transient Rod
Transient rod The reactivity worth of each transient rod was cal-
Withdrawn Inserted

5 0 0 JENDL-3.3 culated using the VP code. Figure 10 shows the
JENDL-3.2 full-worth of the rod obtained as the excess reactivity

A A ENDF/B-vi by the full-stroke withdrawal of the rod. Figure 14 Measurement with

to 99.7 % confidence limit shows an S-shaped curve of rod worth obtained as the
3 subcriticality by the partial rod insertion.

While the reactivity worth expressed in the unit
2 V* showed -5 discrepancy at maximum between theIF three libraries according to their respective ff values,
40 45 50 55 60 65 70 there was little discrepancy in that expressed in the

Critical solution level (cm) Ak/k unit. It was found from Figs. 10 and 11 that

Fig. 7 Solution level coefficient of reactivity. The every calculation based on the three libraries re-
measurement indicates the curve fitted to the produced the measurements of the full-worth and the
dp/dH's measured in the cases shown in Table 1. S-shape curve of rod worth within 99.7 confidence

limits.

-3.0
Transient rod 4
Withdrawn nserted

-3.5 0 * JENDL-3.3

0 * JENDL-3.2 3-S-w)rth rod
� 3

A A ENDF/B-VII ------
-4.0 X

t

-4.5 A oil A 2

0 0 4 A 0 JENDL-3.3 1.8-S-w)rth rod
0 ENDL-3.2

-5.0 0 A ENDF/B-VI

Measurement with
-5.5' - 99.7% confidence limit

370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 0 . . I - - - - i

Uranium concentration gU/1) 370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440

Fig. Temperature coefficient of reactivity. This Uranium concentration gU/1)
coefficient was evaluated assuming uniform varia- Fig. 10 Full-worth of 1.8-$- and 3-$-worth transient
tion of solution temperature. rods. The fractional standard deviation (la) of

each calculation was 4- -2

-35
Transient rod 0.5
Withdrawn Inserted

0 0 JENDL-3.3 0.0 - 0 i&L-3.3
-40 JENDL-3.2 0 ENDL,3.2

-0.5 - A ENDF/B-VI
A ENDF/B-vi Measurement with

t -1-0 99.7 % confidence limit91 45
40V 0
> 0 0 0

-2.0
ts -50 A Z -2.5

4 -3.0
-551 -

370 380 390 400 410 420 430 440 -3.5'

Uranium concentration (gU/1) -10 0 10 20 30 40

Fig. 9 Void coefficient ofreactivity. This coefficient Distance between rod bottom and fuel bottom (cm)

was evaluated assuming uniform variation of void Fig. 1 1 S-shaped curve of reactivity worth of
fraction. 3-$-worth transient rod. he fractional standard

deviation (Icy) of each calculation was ± 2 .
The measurements were obtained by the neutron

Table 2 Summary of comparison of coefficients of source multiplication method and the pulsed neu-
reactivity between nuclear data libraries. tron method. 0)

Library JENDL-3.2 ENDF/B-VI
I JENDL-3.3 JENDL-3.3

dp/dH 0.97 098 )a) 0.95 1.00 )

CILT 0.95 096 0.95 1.00 )

OLV 0.97 098 0.95 1.00 )

a) Comparison in the unit, comparison in the Ak/k

unit.
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5. Conclusions search Institute ( 1 999).
3) K. Nakajima, T. Yamamoto and Y. Miyoshi,

The parameters on criticality and reactivity em- "Modified Quasi-Steady-State Method to Evalu-
ployed for computational simulations of the TRACY ate the Mean Power Profiles of Nuclear Excur-
supercritical experiments were analyzed using a re- sions in Fissile Solution," J Nucl. Sci. Technol.,
cently revised nuclear data library, JENDL-3.3. The 39[11], 1162 2002).
parameters based on the JENDL-3.3 library were 4) K. Shibata, T. Kawano, T. Nakagawa, el al., "Ja-
compared to those based on two former-used libraries, panese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library Version
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The Benchmark Results between MCNP and MONK Criticality Codes for a Full Scale
Model of a Sub-Critical Graphite Assembly

L. C-A. Bourval% P. Cowan 2, S. Croft', M. FerriS3
'Canberra Industries, 800 Research Park-way, Meriden, CT 06450, USA

'Serco Assurance, Thomson House, Risley, Warrington, Cheshire, WA 3 6A T United Kingdom
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A complex 3-D geometrical model of a sub-critical graphite moderated Pile containing a
distribution of fuel cartridges, isotope cartridges and penetrations rods has been modeled using the
independent codes MONK 8B and MCNP_ 4b. Both codes were used to derive a keff value. The
models were set up and run by independent modelers according to a common description. In the
case of the MONK 8B JEF 22 nuclear data sets were used while in the case of MCNP 4b
ENDF1B-Vl.2 forined the principle source of data.
In addition to the base model simulation, calculations for a number of variations involving changes
to the ftiel concentration, number of isotope cartridges and graphite specification were also
performed. It was found that the values calculated using MONK 8B were systematically higher
than those generated using MCNP 4b by about I %. This study is valuable because it demonstrates
for a complex geometry the level of agreement that can be expected in the calculation of kff using
independent state of the art codes and data sets.

KEYWORDS: Criticality, MCNP, MONK, Graphite Assembly, kff.

1. Introduction isotope channel loading patterns. Fuel rods and
isotope cartridges were modeled in detail, based on

The two Windscale Piles I and 2 BPPI and previously assembled information. The model
BPP2) operated from 1950 and 1951 respectively to presented in this work therefore does not represent an
produce military grade plutonium and other isotopes. attempt to represent the actual state of the Pile or to
The two reactors had their own biological shielding, derive best estimate of the criticality parameter based
but shared a common fuel handling facility and on UKAEA knowledge of the current Pile I core
storage pond between the two piles. Both reactors configuration. It allowed however a series of
were shut down permanently following a core fire in criticality benchmark calculations to be performed in a
Pile I in 1957 1. Following post accident stabilization somewhat realistic environment with a complex model
and clean-up, Pile I was placed under a monitoring that could be faithfully captures in the two codes.

and surveillance regime, and more recently work has The Pile was modeled as an assembly made of 66
been carried out by the United Kingdom Atomic blocks in Length (L) by 66 blocks in Height (H) by 36
Energy Authority in preparation for decommissioning blocks in Depth (D). Each block was taken as a
the core. The present work represents an effort to 209.55-mm 825 inches) cube made of graphite. In
compare the results of numerical codes applied to reality, the edges of the cubes have been shaved to
determine the criticality parameter, keff, from a create Wigner gaps that allow for radiation induced
material specification for large graphite moderated dimensional changes. In our model the 209.55-mm
sub-critical assembly. dimension is representative of the overall dimension

2. Geometrical Model of the blocks and gaps between blocks (i.e. a
continuous lattice). An additional three blocks of

2.1. Geometry Modeling Scheme graphite and one void have been added to the
A geometrically complete model of the Pile I core "cylindrical" surface in the model to represent the

was created. This approach avoids the need to make graphite-reflecting blanket. The overall size of the pile
approximations to represent the full core structure. model is therefore L = 15506.7-mm 74 x 209.55 by
The graphite core was modeled using a square lattice H = 15506.7-mm 74 x 209.55) by D = 7543.8-mm
of elements, each lattice element containing channels (36 x 209.55). The geometrical model uses a lattice
for four fuel rods and a central isotope cartridge. The description to represent this structure. Instead of using
dimensions of this lattice element were chosen to a fuel channel by ftiel channel pattern, the present
match of the physical dimensions of integer numbers model is using a 37 by 37 charge pan lattice with a
of the basic graphite block in Pile 1. Various lattice base pattern representing a group of four fuel channels
element types were defined with different fuel and and one absorber channel. This approach mimics the

description of the Pile as seen from the loading face.

Corresponding Author, Tel. + 1 203) 639 2384, Fax. + 1 (203) 235 1347, E-mail: lbourva�canberra.com
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The charge pan location on the front face of the Pile is 2.3. Core Modelisation

referenced using the following system of co-ordinates, 2.3. 1. MCNP� Lattice Element
The origin of the co-ordinates is located in the top left The basic graphite lattice element was defined as a
comer of the charge pan. The vertical axis is square lattice (y and z-axes used to represent the width
numbered from "01" up to 33". The horizontal axis is and height respectively) with side 419.1-mm and
numbered from 41" to 73". This allows for no length 7543.8-mm (x-axis) The element length of
confusion between horizontal and vertical co-ordinates.
The four ftiel channels are referenced as Top Left JL), 7543.8-mm is equal to the ftill core graphite depth 36
Top Right (TR), Bottom Right (BR) or Bottom Left blocks of 825 inches), while the 419.1-mm square
(BL). Each charge pan also allows access to one represents the actual size of a Pile I fuel charge pan 2
absorber hole where different types of isotope stringer blocks). There is a central cylindrical hole with a
were inserted at the time of the accident. Fig. I shows 44.46-mm diameter for an isotope cartridge and four
a vertical cross-section through the Pile as modeled. cylindrical fuel channel holes of diameter 100-mm,

located at the centers of the four quarters of the square
41 Structure ofthe Pil element. These holes extend the ftill depth of the
4 channel.
H-H -1-ITA4mA477F6�CJ -

04 ch-1
A"

R K-4,91-

I RUM" I
010C-6

PERM

Fig. 2 Description of the base element used in the MCNP-
Fig. I Cross-section through the Pile I model showing the lattice to describe the fuel assembly of the Windscale Pile 1.
37 by 37 lattice based on a 4-fuel channel pattern. The (01-
33) and 41-73) indicates the vertical and horizontal co- A single graphite density and composition was
ordinate of the corresponding charge pans of the loading assumed for the whole core model for the purpose of
face. The grayed lattice elements represent the graphite the present comparison. This is considered reasonable
blocks of the reflecting blanket. for the current study even though Pile I is known to

2.2. Core Geometry Model Simplification contain graphite of several different grades
The biolo ical shield, which is situated outside the (corresponding to different impurity levels), in view of

9 the fact that:
graphite core, has been omitted from this model.
However, this is not considered to be important owing i) The graphite blocks in the vicinity of the FAZ
to the extent of the graphite surrounding the Fire are predominantly of a single grade.

Affected Zone (FAZ); there is a minimum of 200 cm ii) The impurity levels are sufficiently low that the
of graphite surrounding the FAZ in all directions. variability of the exact elemental composition is not

The steel framework, which holds the graphite considered to have a significant effect on the count
blocks in place, has also been omitted from the model, rate or kff results.

due to lack of reliable information on the geometry of A graphite density of 16 g.ml" was adopted for
this structure. However this is not expected to affect modelling purpose.
the results significantly, provided that the main
neutron absorbers are included (isotope cartridges). 2.3.2. MONK Modelling

Any small gaps between blocks are not included. The Pile geometry was represented in MONK by
In addition, the small channel at the bottom of each using the available Fractal Geometry and Hole
fuel channel, which accommodates the fuel cartridge Geometry options. The dimension and material
"trolley" has not been modeled. Neither of these specification used matched the description of the
model simplifications is considered important for the lattice element used in the MCNP_ model.
present purposes of inter-comparison.

2.4. Control and Shutdown Rods
Fig. 3 shows a 3-D diagram of the shutdown and

control rods positioned inside the Pile as modelled in
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the MCNP_ input file. The 12 control rods penetrating channel" configuration assumes that the Top Left (TL)
the Pile from the left side are not explicitly and the Top Right (TR) channels are blocked. The `3-
represented in this diagram. These rods are located in blocked channel" configuration assumes that the Top
the aligm-nent with the 12 control rods shown Left JL), Top Right (TR) hole and Bottom Right
penetrating the Pile from the right side. (BR) channels are blocked. The "4-blocked channel"

configuration assumes that all four channels are
blocked.

Further detailed modelling would allow for the impact
(Rip, 5w) of this simplification to be quantified. However, since

the FAZ includes a large number of blocked charge
pans it is not expected to have a significant impact on
the overall kff value. Furthermore it does not distract
from our present limited aim of comparing the two
calculations] tools.

2.6. Reacting Core and Foil Holes
Eighteen of the 19 foil holes were modelled. These

holes have been modelled as empty and extending
Fig. 3 A 3-D view of the model representation showing the from top to the bottom of the Pile. Nine holes with a
position of the control and shutdown rods. 50.8-mm (2-inch) diameter are located in the mid-

There are 16 shutdown rods made of borated plane of the core.
stainless steel of density 787 g.ml-1 with 2-wt of
natural Boron 20% 1013 and 80% 1113). They are
organised in two rows of eight rods penetrating the
Pile from the top. The front row is located 1257.3 mm
in front of the pile mid-point while the back row is
symmetrically placed 1257.3 mm behind the mid-
point (see Fig. 3 The rods have been modeled as
cylinders about 6108.85 mm long and with a diameter
equal to about 59.792-mm 2354 inches). The
shutdown rod holes have a diameter of 99.822-mm
(3.93 inches) and extend all the way through the core. Fig. 4 The relative positioning of the reacting core and foil

holes as modelled in the codes input

2.5. Fuel Element Geometry The other 9 holes are 125.73 cm in front of the mid-
The blocked fuel channels have been modelled plane toward the charge face of the Pile. 4 of these

assuming that the full ftiel stringer is left in the holes are 99822 cm 3.93 inches) in diameter while
channel. That is, a full stringer made of 21 fuel the other five only have a diameter of 5.08 cm. See
cartridges. It has been assumed that fuel stringers are Fig. 4.
made of a combination of type X fuel cartridges and
Type VI fuel cartridges. The Type X are 0.9 I Wt% 235U 2.7. Isotope Cartridges
enriched uranium cartridges while the type IV are
0.71 1 Wt 2U natural uranium cartridges. The fuel Isotope cartridges were inserted into the isotope
stringers have been modelled as centered along the channels primarily for radioisotope source production
fuel channel with 2 Type VI followed by 17 Type X during the operation of the reactor. These were
and 2 Type VI. modeled as stipulated in confidential documentation.

2.5.1. Blocked Channel Fuel Geometry 3. MCNP Calculations
The distribution of blocked fuel channels has been
modelled with a combination of four configurations. 3.1. KCODE Calculations
Each lattice element (fuel channels accessible by the The MCNP_ KCODE2 uses a number of inactive
same charge pan) with some blocked fuel channel is cycles to establish the chain reaction in the simulated
represented in the model either as a "type" 1 2 3 or 4 assembly. It then monitors the neutron population
blocked fuel channel lattice element without progress for a specified number of active cycles. In
accounting for the true distribution of blocked our MCNP' 4b calculations, we used 10 inactive
channe Is between TL, TR, BR and BL holes. The "I - cycles and 50 active cycles to derive the overall kff
blocked channel" configuration assumes that the Top value for the core of the Pile.
Left (TL) channel is blocked. The "2-blocked
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In order to initiate the neutron multiplication from one provided that the initial source guess is not
generation of fission events to the next, the KCODE unreasonable; that is provided it allows neutron tracks
uses a seed neutron definition specifying the location to reach all parts of the system during settling. It is
of the source neutron of the first cycle (within the normally adequate to have starting source neutrons in
fissile material). For a system close to criticality, the all regions of fissile material and this can be achieved
absolute position of the initial source neutrons does by selecting a source by material and/or volume. For
not play an important role on the final results. This is the current set of calculations the starting source has
because the source positions from one cycle to the been defined within the fissile material of all fuel
next are used to generate the next generation of source elements.

neutrons, thus rapidly covering the overall position of The default starting energy distribution is that the
the fissile material in the system. As the initial kff neutrons have an energy sampled from a 235U fission
value returned by the KCODE showed the modeled spectrum; the default angular distribution is that the
assembly was far from criticality (kff < 095) we neutrons are sampled isotropically (equally in all
investigated the potential influence of various source directions). Both of these defaults are adequate for
neutron seeds on the kff results. The initial reference most calculations and have been used in the current set
source positions were taken at the center of all of the of calculations.
fuel stringers at the mid-point along the stringers as
well as at ± 1257.3-nim from the stringers mid-point. Having selected the source distribution some
Variations with source positions centered only on the initial tracking stages are performed by MONK, the
stringers mid-point and at the mid-point +/- 3000-mm results of which are not included in the scoring
were used to access the sensitivity of the results. statistics. This preliminary process is called settling
These calculations showed that the kff for the two and it allows time for the neutron distribution to move
alternative source neutron seeds differ from the initial from the guessed distribution and approach the true
case by only 006 and 023 respectively. These neutron distribution. For the current set of calculations,
variations are consistent with the observed statistical 5 settling stages were simulated.

uncertainty of 013 associated with these results. The computed standard error arising from the
These results give us confidence in the validity of the Monte Carlo calculation (a) is usually employed to
neutron source seed used in this work. provide an upper confidence limit on the calculated

4. MONK Calculations value of kff. Considerable mathematical analysis has
been performed analysing the mean and variance

The full scale MONK (version 8B) model has been computed by MONK, and this work led directly to the
developed at Serco Assurance. The base model was encoding of the super-history powering algorithm
taken from the MCW geometrical model. The employed by the code. Superhistory powering
geometry specifications of each model (overall size, provides accurate values of kff and its standard error
fuel and isotope cartridge distributions) are the same. in all practical circumstances provided that the
Once the model set up the calculations were carried following conditions are met:

out using the latest version of MONK, version 8 3 * The size of the neutron population per stage is
with JEF 22 nuclear data. The code and data are sufficiently large. It is recommended that at least
maintained to a level of quality assurance consistent I 00 super-histories per stage be employed.
with the standards of the ANSWERS Software Service a The calculation runs sufficient samples to provide
of Serco Assurance. This ensures that reference a non-nal distribution for the calculated value of k-
version of the code, data libraries and test data are effective, otherwise three standard errors cannot
held, and that updating and archiving of the code and be claimed to represent a 99.7% confidence limit.
data are strictly controlled. It is recommended that a target standard error of

no greater than 0003 be aimed for in all
4.1. Starting Source and Control Parameters calculations.

MONK contains a wide range of source options, The initial source distribution is not ureasonable.

which are used as the first guess of the neutron In the current set of calculations 2500 super-
distribution. The code then performs a staged histories, with 10 neutron generations per super-
calculation with the source for the next stage being history, were simulated per stage. Calculations were
derived from the collisions that occurred during the
current stage. Hence the starting source is only used to run until a standard error (cr) of 0.0010 in kff was
get the calculation off to a reasonable start. achieved, typically after approximately 20 scoring

stages (or 50,000 super-histories).
Super-history powering enables MONK to

concentrate on the most reactive parts of a system
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4.2. Validation The list of modifications to the base model is given
The MONK validation database comprises data below in Table I

from a wide range of experimental systems from a Table I List of variation made to the Pile I base model to
number of international laboratories. Substantial use is erform the codes criticality calculation benchmark.
made. of the output from the International Criticality Model Model Modifications
Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP). The #1 kff calculation for the core with the
validation database covers many of the materials and graphite density increased from 160 to
geometries that are encountered in the nuclear industry, 1.63 g.ml-1
particularly in the areas of reprocessing, transportation
and storage, and is subject to on-going review and #2 k,,ff calculation for the core with the 2"U
enhancement. weight fraction in the fuel increased

globally by +10% (i.e. 071 I wt% regions
A categorization facility is included in MONK to become 078 wtl/o and 09 wt% regions

assist the criticality analyst in locating relevant become 1.001wtO/o)
supporting validation calculations. The MONK #3 kff calculation for the core with the 7-rU
categorization facility provides an objective view of weight fraction in the fuel decreased
the system as seen by the neutrons. The aim of the globally by -10% (i.e. 0.711wt% regions
categorization process is to select properties, which become 0.639wt% and 09 wt% regions
can be used to adequately cover the key neutronic become 0.8]9wt%)

behaviour variations between systems. The scheme #4 kff calculation for the core with the 90
adopted for MONK comprises the following six cm gap in the control rods in-filled with
properties: principal fissile nuclide, non-fuel boron steel

absorption, leakage, resonance absorption, fast fission #5 k,,ff calculation for the core with three
and hydrogen moderation ratio. isotope channels 2256, 2456, 2656)

Each categorization property is scored during a specified as empty
MONK calculation. If a validation case has the same #6 kff calculation for the core with six
category as a system being studied it may be used as isotope channels (previous three and
supporting evidence for the accuracy of the MONK 2452, 2252, 2359) specified as empty

calculation as it displays comparable neutronic Table 2 Results of the kff calculations performed with the
behaviour.

MCNP 4b and MONK 8B codes.
For the current set of calculations, validation cases Variation MCNP_ 4b MONK8B

exist for uranium compound systems that have the Results Results
same category as determined by the MONK Base Model 0.9217 ± 00013 0.9335 ± .0010
categorization facility. For these Uranium compound #1 0.9257 ± 00013 0.9339 ± .0010
systems taken together there is a systematic under- #2 0.9614 ± 00013 0.9697 ± .0010
prediction in kff of 0002 with JEF 22 nuclear data.
There is one validation case in the database for a low #3 0.8840 ± 00013 0.8918 ± .0010
enriched uranium metal graphite moderated system #4 0.9144 ± 00013 0.9248 ± 0.0010
(BICEP), which shows good agreement overall #5 0.9378 ± 00013 0.9475 ± .0010
between MONK with JEF2.2 nuclear data and #6 0.9448 ± 00013 0.9527 ± .0010
experiment.

5. Code Benchmark For each one of the seven MONK kff calculations an
equivalent calculation using MCNP� was performed.

A series of criticality calculations have been A small number of runs performed on model
performed with both codes in order to benchmark the variations of interest about the base model have been
kff values obtained by the KCODE engine of MCNP_ used to demonstrate that the two codes can be used to
(version 4b) and the MONK 8B code. A series of 6 generate keff values of similar quality.

variations in the pile description was used to provide These results show that the MCNP_ 4b model is
an estimate of the sensitivity of the kff parameter to consistent with MONK 8B model. Uncertainties stated
these variations. Although some of the chosen model in Table 2 are quoted at the I -a level. The kff values
variations correspond to some possible changes to the shown in Table 2 do not represent a best estimate of
physical and geometrical characteristics of the Pile the criticality parameter for the Windscale Pile but are
they do not represent our best aempt to derive just a set of results allowing a comparison between
bounding values for the Pile kff. Their primary role two different calculation tools to be made. The kff
was to provide a range of kff calculations for which values returned by the MCNP_ code seem
the MCNP" and MONK results can be compared.
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nevertheless to show a 0.993 ± 0167) % relative bias 6. Conclusion
with the values calculated by the MONK code. This is
shown graphically in Fig. 5, where the relative A complex 3-D model of a sub-critical graphite
difference between codes is plotted for each of the reactor with poisons has been used independently to
seven benchmark models. perforrn kff evaluations using the MCNP- 4b and

MONK 8B codes with data sets based on ENDF/B-VI
110M M C.148 K, R.,-

and JEF 22 respectively. The kff values were in the
range 092-0.96 for all variation studied.

We fd that in this complex material and
geometry case, the two codes return keff values that
agree to within less than I %. The MONK values are
systematically higher. Te MONK estimates therefore
have been shown to be consistent with a safety minded
approach of criticality evaluation. The level of
agreement is satisfying and broadly in line with

1.
expectation based on other published MCNP and
MONK benchmark of well defined and carefully

Fig. Relative difference between MCNP and MONK kff conducted experiments.
results. In performing this comparison, we have been able

MONK 8B systematically returns higher kff values, so to better assess the magnitude of systematic bias to be
these results are consistent with safety. MONK 8B is expected in such calculations and also checked the
also approved for use by the United Kingdom modelling input data decks.

regulators. 7. Acknowledgements
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In addition to their statistical precision the
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uncertainties. An indicative uncertainty budget is
given in Table 3 which is expected to be broadly
similar for both codes. This put a perspective on the
I relative discrepancy observed between to the
codes results.
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This paper presents an extended validation of TRIPOLI-4.3 covering all the metallic fissile media configurations
present in the CEA facilities. More than 300 ICSBEP benchmarks have been calculated with TRIPOL14.3 and
compared to the experimental results. These benchmarks include high-enriched uranium fissile media and plutonium
fissile media with a low content of plutonium 240. The configurations are calculated with continuous-energy cross-
section libraries EF2.2 and ENDF/B-VI.4 and compared to MCNP or SCALE results presented in the ICSBEP reports.

KEYWORD: Criticality, Monte Carlo transport, multiplication factor, TRIPOLI-4, validation, metallic media

I Introduction unresolved resonance range, the perturbation calculations

The continuous-energy TRIPOLI41) Monte Carlo code and the multi-processors parallel computation.

has been included in te French <( CRISTAL >>2) TRIPOLI4.3 code allows two ways for geometric
criticality safety package to compute the reference kff for description: combinatorial geometry and surfacic
the routine usage of the CRISTAL package by nuclear geometry. For complex geometries, combinatorial
industry. geometry can simplify the description but increases

This paper presents the results obtained from an extended computer time.

validation of TRIPOL14.3 covering all the metallic To support the validation of CRISTAL package for
fissile media configurations present in the CEA facilities. which the EF2.2 evaluation has been selected as the
More than 300 ICSBEP benchmarks have been official data library, the continuous-energy EF2.2 cross
calculated with TRIPOL14.3 and compared to the sections library has been completed and applied in
experimental results. These benchmarks include high- TRIPOL14 code for this investigation. As some data in
enriched uranium fissile media and plutonium fissile the EF2.2 library are found doubtfid in this study, the
media with a low content of plutonium 240. continuous-energy cross sections from ENDF/B-VI

These experiments allow to validate calculations (Release 4 evaluation replace the JEF2.2 problematic

performed for criticality-safety studies with metallic ones.

media including various forms such as: To prepare the continuous-energy library, three modules
- massive items, of NJOY cross sections processing system are used.
- fragments, RECONR and BROADR4) modules are applied to obtain
- chips, ... the cross sections data for K and 300 K. The anisotropy

in normal or accidental situations. data are processed by TRIPOL14 code to obtain a best

For criticality analysis needs, the criticality specialist fit of Legendre representation. The numerical
often considers in his calculations a dilution of the convergence criteria 0.5% are set in NJOY modules
metallic media in water. The purpose of the validation calculations.

presented in this paper is also to cover these situations by For the Monte Carlo calculations, a minimum of 500
the way of solution media experiments. generations of 1000 neutrons are performed. The

2 Calculation Methods standard deviations are less than 0.001, and some
calculations have been performed until a standard

The TRIPOLI Monte Carlo code has been developed at deviation of 0.0003 to identify the "libraries effects".
CEA/Saclay since 1970. It was extensively used in
criticality safety, reactor physics and radiation shielding. 3 Validation process

The last version TRIPOLI-4 includes not only the Validation is the process used to compare calculation
original functionalities from TRIPOLM, 2 and 3 but results to experimental results, analyze the deviation
also new features such as the combined surfacic and origins and transpose it to real configurations studies.
combinatorial geometry, the probability tables for The experimental representation should be as close as
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possible of the real situation and sufficiently large to be All the benchmarks studied are presented in tables I and 2
independent of one experimental series. in appendix.

Code and libraries comparisons allow to check that the 5 Validation results analysis

"Calcul-experiments" discrepancies do not come from We presents the results of the different benchmarks
physic models approximations. Then, in some cases are defined in the previous paragraph.
presented 
- TRIPOLI-4.3 results with JEF2.2 and ENDF/B-VI.4 5.1 Uranium media

libraries,
- Comparisons with MCNP results (ENDF/B-V library) 5.1.1 High enriched uranium media - single unit - fast

issued from ICSBEP report3) and APOLLO-2 + spectrum

MORET-4 results. For the 24 experiments studied (I I benchmarks), a

Specific problem for the metallic media validation slightly under-estimation of the experimental results is
observed for most cases 16/24). Excepted the cases with

Metallic media are not moderated and then present a fast natural uranium or beryllium reflector, the discrepancies
neutron spectrum. Nevertheless, for criticality studies, are not over 900 pcm and the experimental and
unrealistic accidental situations can be considered which calculated uncertainties overlapped each other.

lead to study moderated metallic media. These situations For the two bare configurations (HMF-00 I et HMF-0 1 5),
are often the most pessimistic and those which determine "calculated-experiments" discrepancies of 600 pcm and
the design of facilities. -900 pcm are observed. To understand these differences,
Very few experiments with moderated metallic media are we changed the cross sections library and made
available (PU-MET-THERM-003). Some experiments calculations with ENDF/B-VI.4 library. As the 1rf is
present a moderation by water or CH2 (PU-MET-FAST- nearer to the experiment and close to the MCNP reSUItS3)

016 et 037, HEU-MET-FAST-023, 033, 034 et 036) but the differences are probably due to the uranium nuclear
are considered as fast spectrum in ICSBEP document. data from JEF2.2 library. However, calculations with

To solve this difficulty, TRIPOLI-4.3 was validated on ENDF/B-V1.4 library under-estimate the experimental
solution media experiments with a thermal spectrum, results.
uranium 235 enrichment and isotopic plutonium
characteristics close to the metallic media.

It seems to be the best way to validate the nuclear data HNff-001 None 0.9940 0.9974
and in particular cross-sections for a thermal spectrum. HMT- 1 5 None 0.9906 0.9929

This is possible because TRIPOLI-4 is a punctual energy Concerning configurations reflected by hydrogenous
code and then presents no physical approximation for the materials as water or CH2 a slightly underestimation is
data treatment (ex self-shielding). observed with discrepancies of 359 pm et 250 pcm

4 Selected benchmarks for respectively water and CH2. Discrepancies are small
and close to the statistic uncertainties.

The selected benchmarks are included in the HEU-MET-
FAST, PU-MET-FAST, HEU-SOL-THERM and PU- ARIP01" �JRIIP
SOL-THERM ICSBEP classes. These classes include
single unit (sphere or cylinder isolated) and interacted _f5TF_-004w__ water 0.9984 1.0001
units (array of cylinders). For the analyze, U or Pu fissile HNff-020 CH, 0.9975 0.9986
media, isolated unit or interacted units and the kind of experimental uncertainties unknown
spectrum (fast� epithermal or thermal) are defined.
Benchmarks are classified as follows: Calculations results of configurations reflected by natural

uranium under-estimate the experimental results down to
• high enriched uranium media - single unit - fast -1000 pcm. As for bare configurations, it is probably due

spectrum to the uranium nuclear data from JEF2.2 library.
• high enriched uranium media - interacting units - fast Calculations using ENDF/B-VI.4 library show results in

and intermediate spectrum agreement with experimental results.

• high enriched uranium media - single unit - thermal
spectrum Experiments Reflector TROOLI-4 TRIPOL14

• high enriched uranium media - interacting units JEF2.2 ENDFB/VI
thermal spectrum HNff-032 - casc I Unat 0.9933 1.0023

• plutonium media - single unit - fast spectrum HMF-032 - case 2 Unat 0.9952 1.0023
HMF-032 - case 3 Unat 0.9909 0.9978

• plutonium media - interacting units - fast and HNff 032 - case 4 Unat , 0.9932 0.9978
intermediate spectrum

• plutonium media - single unit - thermal spectrum The calculation results of configurations reflected by
• plutonium media - interacting units - thermal steel, graphite, tungsten or nickel, are in good agreement

spectrum with experimental results : 290 pcm < discrepancies C-E
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< 280 cm. No influence of material reflector or use of ENDF/B-VI.4 library leads to kff value close to
thickness reflector is noticed. other code results.

Concerning the configurations reflected by beryllium Mean kff TRIPOLI4.3 JEF2.2 = 1.0 143
(HMF-009 et HMF-041), discrepancies C-E can Mean kff TRIPOL14.3 ENDF/B-VIA = 10076

31reach 2200 cm. It seems that nuclear data of beryllium Mean kff MCNP ENDF/B-V = 10095
issued of JEF2.2 library are not good. Calculations using
beryllium nuclear data from d'ENDF/B-VIA library Calculations show an overestimation of JEF2.2 about
show results in good agreement with the experimental 500 - 600 pcm compared to ENDFBNI.
results.

Moreover, cross-section of linked hydrogen from CH is

Experiments Reflector TRWOLI4 TRIPOL14 used as cross-section for the hydrogen from wood or
JEF'2.2 ENDFBNI Plexiglas. This approach is the best representation for the

HMF-009 - case I Beryllium 0.9887 0.9960 thermalisation due to hydrogen. However, it could be one
HMF-009 - case 2 BeO 0.9884 0.9946 of the causes of the observed discrepancies.
HMF-041 - case I Beryllium 0.9921 1.0063
HMF-041 - case 2 , Beryllium 0.9805 1.0071 Concerning the benchmark HEU-MET-THERM-003,

calculation results underestimate the reactivity. It is
5.1.2 High enriched uranium media - interacting noticed that all codes leads to similar results (KENO,

units - fast and intermediate spectrum MCNP - ENDFBN).

For the 74 experiments studied 6 benchmarks), no
significant trend is observed. Discrepancies C-E are r'" . TRIP0144
included between - 860 pcm and 1290 pcm. 1NDFWV1

BMIE-003 case I water 0.9975 0.9985

5.1.3 High enriched uranium media - single unit HAIM-003 case 2 water 0.9774 0.9786

thermal spectrum 5.2 Plutonium media

For the 20 experiments (5 benchmarks) studied, no 5.2.1 Plutonium media - single unit - fast spectrum
significant trend is observed. Discrepancies C-E are
included between 790 pcm and 760 pcm. For the 18 experiments studied (18 benchmarks), no

significant trend is noticed. Discrepancies not exceed
Concerning the experiments of the benchmark 1000 pcm except for the two experiments reflected by
HSTH-013, no significant bias is observed versus the natural uranium or thorium..
natural bore concentration (variation between g/I and
0,230 g/1). Discrepancies between 700 pm and -320 pm are

noticed for the 4 bare configurations (I'MF-001, PMF-
Discrepancies are important (overestimation from 1000 002, PMF-022 et PMF-029). This slightly
to 2000 pcm) for experiments with gadolinium. poisoned underestimation is general to all codes.
solutions. These discrepancies are coherent with MCNP
and APOLLO-2 + MORET-0 results (see table below). TRIPOL14
Experimental uncertainties on the gadoliniurn
concentration are high. Then, the experiment evaluation PMF-001 None 0.9968 0.9970
is suspected to be the origin of the discrepancies. PW-002 None 0.9964 0.9972

PNff-022 None 0.9953 0.9959
Exiiiiiments HSTH-014-case2 HSTH-O 4 - case 3 PMF-029 None 0.9930 0.9934

Water Water
'TRIPOL14' Concemuig configurations reflected by water, steel,

1.0131 1.0192JE graphite, CH2, tungsten or aluminium, calculations
VRIPOL14 results are in good agreement with

1.0101 1.0202ENDFB/V1 experiments: 560 pcin < discrepancies C-E < 680 pm.

MCNP' 1.0134 1.0210
ENIDFWO - Concerning configurations reflected by natural uranium

AIPOLLO-2 + 1.0156 1.0255 or thorium, discrepancies can reach 1990 pcm probably
MOREiO due to nuclear data from EF2.2 (thoriurn or uranium).

Use of ENDF/B-VIA library leads to reduce
5.1.4 High enriched uranium media - interacting units discrepancies (up to 700 pcm).

- thermal spectrum

Concerning the 17 experiments studied 2 benchmarks), Experiments Reflector TRIPOLI-4 TRMOLI4
calculations results show a strong overestimation for JEF2.2 ENDFBNI
experiments with uranyle nitrate (1130 pcin < PMF-008 Thoriurn 0.9801 1.0073
discrepancies C-E < 2090 pcm). These discrepancies are PMF-0 I Unat 0.9889 0.9985

probably due to EF2.2 library for 400 to 500 pcm. The
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5.2.2Plutonium media - interacting units - fast and We can conclude in the following way:
intermediate spectrum

For the 31 experiments studied 4 benchmarks), no - for a single unit with a fast neutron spectrum, JEF2.2
significant trend is noticed. Discrepancies C-E are calculations underestimate a little the experimental
included between - 9 0 pcm and 360 pcm. results (down to 900 pcm) excepted for thorium,

beryllium or natural uranium as reflector. For them,

Discrepancies C-E of the experiment PMF-016, case I is these stronger discrepancies (down to 2000 pcm)
higher than the others of the same benchmark. Similar can be corrected by using ENDF/B-VIA library.
results with MCNP') and APOLLO-2 + MORET4') - for interacting units with a fast or intermediate
show that this discrepancy is probably due to a bad neutron spectrum, calculated kff are in good
evaluation of the experiment. agreement with experimental kff.

- for a single unit with a thermal neutron spectrum,

TWPOP-4 TRIPOL14 uranium configurations are in good agreement with
Experiments Reflector JEF2.2 ENDFBNI experiments, calculated Kff for plutonium

PMF-0 6 case I water air 1.0133 1.0190 experiments presents a systematic overestimation of
the experimental kff (up to 1000 pcin).

5.2.3 Plutonium media - single units - thermal - for interacting units with a thermal neutron spectrum,
spectrum calculations overestimate systematically the

experimental results (up to 1000 pcm).
For the 36 experiments studied 7 benchmarks), an
overestimation is noticed 31/36). Among them, 33 Tables 3 and 4 in appendix present a synthesis of the
experiments leads to a discrepancy under 800 pcm. results for the various configurations studied.

As to the three remaining experiments (PSTH-009 case 3 7 References
case 3A, and PSTH-01 I-case 16-1), higher discrepancies
are observed 1670pcm, 1960 pcm and 980 pcm). 1) J.P. Both, H. Derriennic, B. Morillon, J.C. Nimal, ((A
Same results with MCNP') show that these discrepancies Survey of TRIPOLI-4 >), Proceedings of the 8'h

are probably due to the experiment evaluation. International Conference on Radiation Shielding,
Arlington, Texas, USA, 24-28 avril 1994, pp. 373-
380.�TRIPOLI*

VOODOO q 2) Gomit JM., Cousinou P., Duprey A., Diop C.,jr, E fsffl��
PSTH-009 - case 3 water 1.0167 1.0183 Grouiller JP., Leyval L., Toubon H., and Lejeune E.,

PSTH-009 - case 3A water 1.0196 1.0187 'The New Cristal Criticality Safety Package',
PSTH-01 I - case 16-1 None 1.0098 1.0106 ICNC'99.

3) 'International Handbook of Evaluated Safety
5.2.4 Plutonium media - interacting units - thermal Benchmark Experiments', NEA/NSC/DOC(95)03,

spectrum volumes I to VII, NEA Nuclear Science committee.

For the 59 experiment studied (5 benchmarks), we 4) Y.K. Lee, Zheng SH., Both JP. Pdndliau Y. and Diop
noticed a systematic overestimation of the experiment C., 'CRISTAL: Criticality Safety Package
results. However, discrepancies C-E are less than Validation: TRIPOLI4 Monte Carlo Code, JEF2.2
980 pcm. This overestimation is less than the one Library and ICSBEP experiments')), ICNC'99.
observed for MCNP results. 5) 1. Duhamel, E. Letang, G. Poullot, A. Cossenet,
Mean kff TRIPOL14.3 JEF2.2 = 10037, 'Validation of the APOLL02-MORET4 Standard

3) Route of the French CRISTAL VI Package',
Mean kff MCNP ENDF/B-V = 10087 ICNC'2003

6 Conclusions

This article presents the validation of the Monte-Carlo
code TRIPOLI-4.3 for high-enriched uranium fissile
media and plutonium fissile media with a low content of
plutonium 240.
More than 300 critical experiments have been studied for
single or interacting units for a large range of neutron
spectra.
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APPENDIX

Table 1: Uranium media experiments Table 2 Plutonium media experiments

Bench. Exp. Fissile Geometric Moderator/ Bench Exp. Fissile Geometric Moderator/
Ref, I Or I media form Reflector' ReE I Or I media form Reflector'

High enriched media - single unit - fast Reflector plutonium media - single unit - fast spectrum Reflector
spectrum

HMF-001 I U metal Sphere None PMF-00 I I Pu metal Sphere NoneI None PMF -002
HMF-O 1 5 Cylinder Sphere None
HMF-004 I Sphere Water PMF -022 1 Sphere None
HNW-013 I Sphere Steel -7w--o29 I Sphere None
HW-021 I Sphere Steel PMF-01 I I Sphere Water
HMF-020 I Sphere Polyethylene PMF-025 I Sphere Steel
HNE-003 I Sphere Nickel PMF-032 I Sphere Steel

4 Tungsten PW-026 I Sphere Steel
Beryllium (Be) PMF-028 I Sphere Steel

HMF-009 2 Sphere BcO PMF-024 I Sphere Polyethylene
HMF-041 2 Sphere Beryllium PMF-031 I Sphere Polyethylene

4 Graphite PMF-027 I Sphere Polyethylene
HMF-019 I Sphere Graphite PW-005 I Sphere Tungsten
HMF-032 4 Sphere Natural Uranium. PNT-008 I Sphere Thoriurn

high enriched uranium media interacting Moderator/ PMF-009 I Sphere Aluminum
units-fastandinter ediatespectrum Reflector PMF-010 I Sphere Natural Uranium

Uranium
26 metal slabs CH2 / None PW-023 Sphere Graphite
5 PMF-030

HMF-007 U mew interleaved Plexiglas / None I Sphere Graphite
(HMI-007) 3 with Teflon None plutonium media - interacting units - fast and Moderator/

9 moderator CH2 CH2 intermediate spectrum Reflector
slabs 1 3 Array of None None

HMF-023 2 Array of None None PW-003 2 Pu metal cylinders None CH2 (one
8 None /Paraffm made of Pu face)
5 Array of Non / None PMF-0 6 6 Water Water

HNE-026 9 None Paraffin can Mock explosive T
Cylinder Polyethylen + PMF-0 7 5 moderated or None

HMF-033 2 divided into Stcel/None PMF-037 1 16 not Water Water
two parts. Polyethylen + plutonium media single unit - thermal Reflector

HNE-034 3 Each part is (Steel or Ti or spectrum
(HMI-002) made of Al) None PSTH-001 6 Pu nitrate Sphere Water

alternating PSTH-002 7 Sphere Water
disk of U, PSTH-003 8 Sphere Water
CH2 and Polyethylen + PSTH-004 6 Sphere Water

HMF-036 2 steel, Ti, Al Unat / None PSTH-006 3 Sphere Water
or Unat PSTH-009 2 Sphere None
disks PSTH-0 I I 1 4 Sphere None

high enriched uranium media single unit Reflector plutonium media - interacting units - thermal Moderator/
thermal spectrum spectrum Reflector

HSTH-00 I I 0 U Nib-ate linder None PSTH-013 2 Pu nitrate None None
HSTH-01 2 U02F2 Water PSTH-0 14 1 1 Interactions None None
HSTH-012 I U02172 Sphere I Water PSTH-0 I I Non / None

Nitrate PSTH-0 6 7 of cylinders Non / None
HSTH-013 4 d'U Sphere None PSTH-017 I R one / None

HSTH-014 3 U Nitrate Sphere Water -- --FFor classes with single unit only the reflector
I I +Gd material is mentioned.

high enriched uranium media interacting Moderator/
units - thermal Spec m Reflector
HMTH-003 2 U metal Cubes Water
HSTH-021 1 5 U Nitrate Array of None parafrin

cylinders Plexiglas
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Table 3 TRIPOL14.3 validation with JEF2.2 library for uranium media

C- Discrepancies variation
Fissile media Interactions Spectrum Reflector Exp. Mean Min Max Comments

Nb (pcm) (pcm) (pcm)

Uranium metal Single unit Fast None 2 -750 -900 -600 Overlap of statistical and
experimental uncertainties

Steel, CH2, GE discrepancies include in
Uranium metal Single unit Fast Water 14 0 -290 +280 statistical uncertainties

graphite

-685 -910 -480 Discrepancies probably due to
Uranium metal Single unit Fast Natural U 4 +5' -220' +230' JEF2.2 uranium nuclear data.

Corrected with ENDF/B-VIA

-1300 -2170 -920 Discrepancies due to JEF2.2
Uranium metal Single unit Fast Beryllium 4 +100' -540 . +710, beryllium nuclear data. Corrected

I I with ENDF/B-VIA library.

Uranium metal Interacting Fast and None, CH2 74 +110 -960 +1290 No significant trend
units epithermal

Uranyle Nitrate Single unit Thermal None 14 +180 -790 +760 No significant trend
Uranyle Nitrate Single unit Thermal Water 4 +200 -370 +680 No significant trend

Similar results with JEF2.2 and
Uranyle Nitrate Single unit Thermal Water 2 +1620 +1310 +1920 ENDF/B-VI.4

+ Gd Strong experimental uncertainties

Uranyle Nitrate Intera.sting Thermal Water 2 -800 -1360 -250 Similar results for all the codes
units (MCNP, KENO)

Interacting Paraffin, Similar results for all the codes.
Uranyle Nitrate units Thermal Plexiglas 15 +1680 +1090 +2120 Problem with hydrogen

thermalisation treatment
Results with ENDF/B-VIA library

Table 4 TRIPOL14.3 validation with JEF2.2 library for lutonium media

GE iscrepancies variation
Fissile media Interactions Spectrum Reflector Exp. Mean. Min. Max. Comments

Nb. (pcm) (pcm) (pcm)

Plutonium Single unit Fast None 4 -460 -700 -320 Similar results for all the codes
metal

Water, Steel,

Plutonium Single unit Fast Tungsten, 2 -130 -670 +720 No significant trend
metal Aluminium,

hiteCH2

Plutonium -1110 -1110 -1110 Discrepancies probably due to
metal Single unit Fast Natural U 1 -150' -150' -150 JEF2'2 uranium nuclear data.

Corrected with ENDF/B-VL4

Plutonium -1990 -1990 -1990 Discrepancies due to JEF2.2
metal Single unit Fast Thorium 1 +730' +730' +730' thorium nuclear data. Corrected

I I I with ENDF/B-VI.4 library
Plutonium Interacting Fast and None, Water

metal units epithermal CH, 32 -265 -910 +360 No significant trend

Plutonium Single unit Thermal None, Water 36 310 -360 +980 Systematic overestimation
Nitrate

Plutonium Interacting Systematic overestimation.
Nitrate units Thermal None 59 +650 +50 +980 GE discrepancies are less than

these obtained with MCNP
Results with ENDF/B-VI.4 library

Exp. Nb. Number of experiments studied in this class
Mean. Mean of the discrepancies for the experiments of the class
Min. and Max. are defined as: Min. < C-E < Max.
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Sub-critical Measurement Simulation: Comparisons between

MCNP-DSP and PANDA Codes

Ph. Humbert', B. Mdchitoua 1
commissaria a rEnergie Atornique

Bnry&res-le-Chdtel, France
(philippe-phumbert�ceaft, boukhmes.mechitoua�cea.fr)

The aim of this paper is to show comparisons between two approaches of zero-noise problems

as Rossi-a or Feymnan methods.')

MCNP-DSP code uses a Monte-Carlo approach.2) This code calculates the transition probabili-

ties and therefore uses an analog method to simulate the behavior of individual fission chains.

The first two moments U, C' of the counting rate are based upon the knowledge of the transi-

tion probabilities.

The PANDA code3) is very different; it is a deterministic 2D S, code and it has been adapted to

solve time dependent adjoint multigroup equations and to take into account a neutron source.

So it can solve stochastic neutronics problems in the following way: The generating function

methodology is used to derive the first two moments of the transition probabilities which are a
4)solution of the backward system of Kolmogorov equations.

The first moment equation (solution: is the classical linear adjoint equation, the second

moment equation (solution ' ) presents an additional term. These two equations are solved

in the PANDA code.

The numerical comparison is very simple: A fissile material with an internal fission source is

surrounded by a purely absorbing material. The two codes are used to estimate the first two

moments in function of time of the captures in the external absorbing material. This case can

be seen as a perfect capture detector in a Feynman Variance-to-mean ratio experiment.

The results of the comparisons will be given in the final paper.

We think that such calculations may contribute to improve numerical simulation of

sub-critical measurements and benchmarking.
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Attempt of the Joint Analysis of the Entire Set of the HEU-SOL Type
Experiments from the "International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality

Safety Benchmark Experiments"

Tatiana IVANOVA', Mark NIKOLAEV', Kirill RASKACH', Yevgeniy ROZHIKHIN" and
Anatoli TSIBOULIA1

Institute ofPhysics and Power Engineering, Obninsk Kaluga Region, Russian Federation

This paper provides a description of work on the joint analysis of the entire set of the
experiments with the solutions of highly enriched uranium in light water from the
"International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments". The
purpose of work was to analyze the experiments for interconsistency, discover and evaluate
possible correlations between them, discover and eliminate systematic errors and
disagreements, and get a consistent set of evaluated experiments for future use in validation
of calculations of critical mass of solutions of highly enriched uranium of different
concentrations in light water and evaluation of uncertainty of these calculations. The
paper describes in details how the correlations between the experimental uncertainties were
determined as well as how systematic errors were discovered.

KEYWORDS. interconsistency, analysis, critical experiments, solutions, uranium, highly
enriched, light water, correlation

1. Introduction All the series of experiments with solutions of
highly enriched uranium (experiments of the

The objective of the work is to consider and HEU-SOL type) currently included in the Handbook')
analyze for interconsistency the entire set of were considered. Almost all configurations were
experiments with solutions of highly enriched uranium calculated using the 299-group ABBN-93 3) cross
included in the International Handbook of Evaluated sections. A consolidated parameterization table was
Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments"), discover compiled based on the results of this consideration and
and evaluate possible correlations between the using different characteristics of the experiments
experiments, and select a subset of noncontradictory collected in the Database for the International
experiments for use in validation of calculations of Criticall Safety Benchmark Evaluation Project
critical mass of solutions of highly enriched uranium (DICE). 4
of different concentrations in light water and The table contains many characteristics of the
evaluation of uncertainty of these calculations. experiments but the most important of them which

were used then for selection of the most informative
2. Analysis of Experiments experiments and evaluation of correlations between

the experiments are listed below:
2.1 Initial Consideration I Uranium concentration and properties of the

"International Handbook of Evaluated Criticality solution used.
Safety Benchmark Experiments"') is the result of 2) Experimental facility and experimental
activity of the International Criticality Safety equipment used for the experiment set-up.
Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP)2) . The 3) Purpose of experiment.
2002 Edition of the andbook') contains 435 critical 4) Varying parameters across configurations in
experiments with solutions of highly enriched uranium one series.
distributed over 42 series (evaluations). Each 5) Constituents of uncertainty of kff caused by the
evaluation contains a complete specification of the uncertainties in the experimental data.
geometry dimensions and material compositions along
with the known sources of uncertainty in the measured 2.2 Selection of the Most Informative Experiments
values. During the evaluation process, missing data 2.2.1 Common Notes
or weaknesses and inconsistencies in the data are often Using the consolidated parameterization table a set
encountered and uncertainties are associated with all of experiments, which seem to be the most
measurements. An attempt is made to evaluate and informative to the critical mass of highly enriched
quantify the effects of these uncertainties on the kff uranium in light water, was selected. Only simple
values of the evaluated experiments. spherical or cylindrical unreflected or water-reflected

Corresponding author, Tel. 7 08439 9 51 54, Fax. 7 08439 9 45 29, E-mail: rev�jppe.obninsk_ru
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configurations were included in this set. Other There are three kinds of uranium concentration in
experiments where have been used (I)complex these experiments: "low" (-60 gt), "medium"
geometry or interacting units, 2) different soluble or (-145 gt), and "high" (- 350g/t). The selected
solid absorbers, (3)other moderators such as heavy experiments were performed at the 1970s. There are
water, (4)non-water reflectors, were excluded from two evaluations closely concerned with
the further consideration. It was supposed that an HEU-SOL-THERM-001: HEU-SOL-THERM-002
original purpose of such experiments was studying of and 003. In these experiments the same tanks with
the mentioned above characteristics rather than direct similar solutions were placed inside a concrete or
providing of a basic criticality parameters like a Plexiglas reflector. The data given in
critical volume at an appropriate concentration. HEU-SOL-THERM-002 and -003 helped to
However the series of such experiments sometimes reevaluate some constituents of the kff uncertainty in
contain a "clean" reference experiments. These HEU-SOL-THERM-001.
reference experiments were selected also. In the other evaluated experiments, which were

At this stage the number of the experiments for the performed at Rocky Flats, interacting systems,
further consideration and analysis of correlations was complex geometry, different reflector and absorber
reduced up to 77 configurations from 24 evaluations. materials were studied.
Uranium concentration in these experiments is varied
between 14 and 700 grams per liter. Thirty-four 2.3 Review and Revision of Constituents of k,.ff
experiments chosen from 13 series were performed at Uncertainty
the Institute of Physics and Power Engineering 2.3.1 Common Notes
(IPPE); 29 configurations from 9 series were Independent review of the constituents of the
performed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory experimental uncertainty which are given in the
(ORNL); 10 experiments from one evaluation were evaluations was performed for the selected
performed at the Rocky Flats Critical Mass experiments and the values were reevaluated if
Laboratory; and 4 experiments from one evaluation necessary. If important components of the
were performed at Los Alamos National Laboratory uncertainty were found missing they were evaluated
(LANL). and added to the total uncertainty.

The results of two large experimental programs 2.3.2 ORNL Experiments
with solutions of uranyl nitrate [UO2(NO3)21 In the HEU-SOL-THERM-009, -010, -011 series
performed at IPPE in 1961 - 1963 and in 1987 were the evaluation of the constituents of uncertainty was
analyzed previously5) and the description of the perfon-ned only for the first experiment of the series
correlations adopted for the IPPE experiments was and the resulting uncertainty was adopted for all the
already done. The LANL experiments were later experiments in the series.
found to be contradicted with other experiments and For the HEU-SOL-THERM-009 series in which the
excluded from the consideration. In this paper we uranium concentration varies in the range from 200 to
will consider only the experiments performed at 700 g/t, we made a correction of the constituents of
ORNL and Rocky Flats. uncertainty caused by solution properties to
2.2.2 ORNL Experiments correspond to the uranium concentration in each

The experiments were performed at ORNL in the individual experiment.
1950 - 60s. In the HEU-SOL-THERM-009, 012, -043

In the experimental series described in evaluations the value of the uncertainty of uranium
HEU-SOL-THERM-005, solutions of uranyl nitrate concentration in solution is ± .0%, whereas for the
[UO2(NO3)21 poisoned with borated glass pipes were other evaluations of the experiments performed at
investigated. There are "clean criticals" without ORNL (where a description of a very similar
absorber rods in this series that were selected for the experiments performed in approximately the same
analysis. time is given) this uncertainty is accepted as ±0.5%.

In HEU-SOL-THERM-009, -010, -011, 012, 013, It is possible to conclude from the evaluations, that
-032, 043, and 042 the measurement of critical such inconsistency is probably associated with the
masses of aqueous solutions of uranium fluoride different confidence band (Icr or 2G) used. To
[UO2F2] and uranyl nitrate O2(NO3)2] are evaluated. perform further analysis, we reconsidered the value of

The uranium concentration in the Oak Ridge the uncertainty in the uranium concentration in the
experiments is varied in a range from - 4 to 700 g/f. HEU-SOL-THERM-009, 012, 043 evaluations and
2.2.3 Rocky Flats Experiments accepted it equal to ±0.5%.

A large number of critical experiments presented in It was decided to correct the constituent of
the Handbook') were performed at the Rocky Flats uncertainty associated with the impurities. In the
Plant. Ten critical experiments from the HEU-SOL-THERM-009 evaluation the content of
HEU-SOL-THERM-001 evaluation, each involving impurities is given for Case 3 (uranium concentration
an unreflected cylindrical tank filled with aqueous in solution is 349 gC) and for Case 4 213 gf) and is
solutions of uranyl nitrate O2(NO3)21, were selected. equal to -1000 ppm. It is assumed in the evaluation
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that the impurities were parts per million of metal per bold.
gram of solution. The evaluation of influence of the The following designations are accepted in this and
uncertainty in the impurity content was performed for the following table for the constituents of the total
the experiment in which the uranium concentration uncertainty caused by the uncertainties in the
was 696 g/e (Case 1) using the content of impurities following parameters:
corresponding to the solution with uranium Ak� - uranium isotopic composition;
concentration of 349 g/E (Case 3. The content of Aku - uranium concentration;
impurities in the subsequent evaluations Ak,,, - solution density;
(HEU-SOL-THERM-010, -011, 012) was not Ak,,,id - free nitric acid concentration;
reported and the content of impurities from Aki p - impurity concentration;
HEU-SOL-THERM-009 was used with Akl - solution height;
renormalization to the uranium concentration in the Ak, - tank radius;

solution rather than to the solution density for the Akg - surrounding, geometry, and other parameters.
corresponding experiment. This approach 2.3.3 Rocky Flats Experiments
contradicts to the above assumption that the content of In HEU-SOL-THERM-001 the evaluation of the
impurities was per gram of solution. In the other constituents of the uncertainty was done for some
evaluations in the Handbook') the content of "typical" values and the obtained results were applied
impurities is usually reported in terms of parts of to all the experiments in the series. Thus, for
impurity per million parts ofmetal uranium by weight. instance, evaluation of the influence of the uncertainty
With regard to all mentioned above it was decided to in uranium concentration in solution on kff value was
correct the constituent of the kff uncertainty due to performed for Case 8, in which the uranium
impurities in the evaluations of the Oak Ridge concentration is 145.68 g/C ("medium" concentration)
experiments by applying the value calculated in with uncertainty of ±1.04 g/t, or 071%. Such value
HEU-SOL-THERM-009 to the solution with uranium of the relative uncertainty is maximal for the set of
concentration of 349 g/C and its renormalization to the experiments in HEU-SOL-THERM-001; therefore it
uranium concentration for other solutions. was taken as a "typical" one for evaluation of

In HEU-SOL-THERM-009, -010, 013 no analysis influence of uncertainty in uranium concentration.
of the uncertainty in the uranium isotopic composition Corresponding to this value is uncertainty in kff equal
was done or very small values of this uncertainty were to ±0.05%, which was accepted for all the experiments
used. It was decided to add or correct the presented in HEU-SOL-THERM-001. To demonstrate
corresponding values. the dependence of the uncertainty in kff from the

In HEU-SOL-THERM-009, -010, -011, 012, 043 concentration of uranium, let us consider the
no evaluation was performed of the uncertainty experiments described in HEU-SOL-THERM-002.
associated with the solution density. Relevant HEU-SOL-THERM-002 studied the experiments with
uncertainties were added by us based on the similar the same solutions and the same cylindrical tanks, but
uncertainties given in other evaluations. located inside a concrete chamber. In

In HEU-SOL-THERM-043 the uncertainty HEU-SOL-THERM-002 the evaluation of influence
associated with geometry and surrounding of the of the uncertainty in the uranium concentration in
experiment is 0.00-0.01% and seems to be solution on the kff value was performed for the
underestimated. In these experiments the same solution with uranium concentration of 59.65±0.42 g/t
spherical tanks were used as in the experiments ("low" solution concentration). The value of relative
evaluated in HEU-SOL-THERM-0 II, -0 1 2, 013, in uncertainty in this case is 070%, and is maximal for
which the uncertainty associated with geometry of the HEU-SOL-THERM-002. Therefore it was taken as a
experiment was accepted as 0.0 - .08%. Therefore ,typical" value. Corresponding uncertainty in kff is
we increased this uncertainty. ±0 13%. The same solution with concentration of

In the HEU-SOL-THERM-042 evaluation the 59.65±0.42 g/e was also used in Case 6 of
majority of uncertainty components were evaluated HEU-SOL-THERM-001, but the uncertainty in kf in
for Cases 1, 5, 8 and accepted for similar experiments that evaluation was accepted as ±0.05%. Thus, the
in the series. The evaluation of the uncertainty uncertainty was underestimated by a factor of more
constituent associated with the uranium isotopic than 25. This example shows that evaluation of only
composition Q was corrected by us because the "typical" values may cause significant differences.
value of this uncertainty accepted as ±0.01 Wt.% 2U, The evaluation does not describe the methods of
seems to be underestimated. determining solution properties and their uncertainties.

The original and the reevaluated values of the Values of uncertainties vary in a wide range. The
constituents of the uncertainty along with some uncertainty of uranium concentration in solution
physical and geometrical characteristics of the ranges from 03% to 07%, and, for instance, in
experiments performed at ORNL required for creation HEU-SOL-THERM-003 evaluation it reaches 23%.
of correlation matrix of uncertainties are given in The uncertainty in the solution density varies from
Table 1. The reevaluated uncertainties are given in 0.0001 to 00024 g/CM3.
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Table I Constituents of the total uncertainty of kff for the ORNL experiments

Case Concentution, Fuel Tank Reflec- Ak Aku Ak" Ak..d Akv Akh Ak, Ak. Ak
gu/t tor

1 05-11 33120 U02(NO3� Cyl-I Water 0.03 0.62 021 0.03 0.35 0.30 021 0.10 0.83
2 05-12 33120 UOAN03� Cyl-I - 0.03 0.62 021 0.03 0.35 0.30 021 0.10 0.84
3 05-14 197.08 U02(NO3)2 Cyl-I Water 0.03 0.15 021 0.03 0.35 0.30 021 0.10 0.58
4 05-15 197.08 U02(NO3� Cyl-I - 0.03 0.15 021 0.03 0.35 0.30 021 0.10 0.59
5 05-17 104.07 U02(NO3� Cyl-I - 0.03 0.15 021 0.03 0.35 0.30 021 0.10 0.57
6 09-01 696.42 U02F2 Sph-I Water 0.03 0.25 0.05 n/a 0.26 n/a 0.12 0.14 0.41

0.01 0.50 - 0.17 0.56

7 09-02 543.05 U02F2 Sph-I Water 0.03 0.19 0.05 n/a 0.23 Wa 0.12 0.14 0.36
0.01 0.50 - 0.17 0.56

8 09-03 348.84 U02F2 Sph-I Water 0.03 0.11 0.05 n/a 0.17 ri/a 0.12 0.14 0.28
0.01 0.50 - 0.56

9 09-04 213.19 U02F2 Sph-I.a Water 0.03 0.06 0.05 n/a 0.12 n/a 0.12 0.14 0.24
0.01 0.50 - 0.17 0.56

10 10-01 102.06 U02F2 Sph-H Water 0.03 0.04 0.05 n/a 0.06 n/a 0.12 0.08 0.17
- - 0.01 0.15

11 10-02 103.80 U02172 Sph-H Water 0.03 0.04 0.05 n/a 0.06 ri/a 0.12 0.08 0.17
- - 0.01 0.15

12 10-03 109.42 UO�172 Sph-H Water 0.03 0.04 0.05 n/a 0.06 ri/a 0.12 0.08 0.17
- - 0.01 0.15

13 10-04 111.52 U02172 Sph-H Water 0.03 0.04 0.05 rL/a 0.06 n/a 0.12 0.08 0.17
- - 0.01 0.15

14 11-01 53.02 U02172 Sph-M Water 0.03 0.11 0.05 n/a 0.03 n/a 0.11 0.08 0.19
- 0.01 0.18

15 11-02 52.11 U02F2 Sph-Ul Water 0.03 0.11 0.05 n/a 0.03 n/a 0.11 0.08 0.19
- 0.01 0.18

16 12-01 22.00 U02172 Sph-IV Water 0.03 0.20 0.05 n/a 0.01 n/a 0.06 0.05 0.22
0.57 - 0.58

17 13-01 20.12 U02(NO3� Sph-V - 0.03 024 0.04 0.00 0.01 n/a 0.06 0.08 0.26

18 32-01 15.14 U02(NO3� Sph-VI - 0.05 0.24 0.07 0.00 0.01 -n,/a 0.04 0.01 026
0.02

19 43-01 134AI U02172 Sph-111 - 0.05 0.01 0.05 n/a 0.07 ri/a 0.15 0.08 0.20
0.02 - 0.01 0.01 0.16

20 43-02 25.13 U02172 Sph4V - 003 0.20 0.05 ri/a 0.02 n/a 0.08 0.08 0.24
0.40 - 0.01 0.00 OA]

21 43-03 19.99 U02F2 Sph-V - 0.03 0.22 0.05 n/a 0.01 n/a 0.06 0.08 0.25
0.44 - 0.00 0.00 0.44

22 42-01 17.31 UOAN03� Cyl-H - 0.03 023 0.13 0.00 0.00 028 0.02 0.07 039
0.00 -

23 42-02 17.02 U02(NQ� Cyl-H - 0.03 023 0.13 0.00 0.00 023 0.02 0.07 036
0.00 -

24 42-03 1527 UOANQ� Cyl-H - 0.03 0.23 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.07 028
0.00 -

25 42-04 14.60 U02(NOA CYI-H - 0.03 0.25 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.01 0.07 0.34
0.00 -

26 42-05 14.06 U02(NO3� Cyl-11 - 0.03 0.25 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.07 0.34
0.00 -

27 42-06 14.30 U02(NO3� Cyl-111 - 0.03 025 023 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.08 0.04 0.38
0.00 -

28 42-07 13.96 U02(NO3� Cyl-fH - 0.03 025 023 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.08 0.04 0.36
0.00 -

29 42-08 13.61 U02(NO3� CyI-UI - 0.03 025 023 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.08 0.04 0.35
0.00 -
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Table 2 Constituents of the total uncertainty of kff for the Rocky Flats experiments

Case Concentr&on, Solu- Tank AV, Aku Aka Akw Ak., A4 Ak, Akg Ak
gum tion

I 01-01 145.68 M3 I 0.10 0.08 0.16 0.06 0.13 0.20 0.10 0.15 0.37
0.05 - - - - 0.25

2 01-02 346.73 HI I 0.10 0.30 0.20 0.06 0.26 020 0.10 0.15 0.54
0.05 - - - - 025

3 01-03 142.92 M2 11 0.10 0.08 0.16 0.06 0.08 020 0.10 0.15 0.35
0.05 - - - - 025

4 01-04 357.71 H2 n on 6.36 5io 5.56 a27 020 on 05 5.54
0.05 - - - - 025

5 01-05 54.89 LI III 0.10 0.18 0.10 0.06 0.03 020 0.10 0.15 0.36
0.05 - - - - 025

6 01-06 59.65 L2 HI 0.10 0.18 0.10 0.06 0.03 020 0.10 0.15 0.36
0 13* - - - - 025

7 01-07 137.40 I HI 0.10 0.08 0.16 0.06 O.V 0.20 0.10 0.15 0.35
0.05 - - - - 0.25

8 01-08 145.68 M3 HI 0.10 0.08 0.16 0.06 0.13 0.20 0.10 0.15 0.37
0.05 - - - - 0.25

9 01-09 357.71 H2 HI 0.10 0.30 0.20 0.06 0.27 020 0.10 0.15 0.54
0.05 - - - - 025

1 0 01-10 63.95 L3 IV 0.10 0.18 0.10 0.06 0.09 020 0.10 0.15 0.37
0.05 - - - - 025

The evaluation does not contain evaluation of the effect of neglecting the solution in the tank filling
constituents of the kff uncertainty associated with the system are estimated in the evaluation. Combination
uncertainties in solution density, concentration of free of these effects makes up ±0. 15% in the value of kff.
nitric acid, and concentrations of impurities. This value was adopted as a component of the kff

The evaluation analyzes the influence of uncertainty associated with the uncertainty in
surroundings however these effects are included surroundings.
neither in the benchmark-model value of kff, nor in its Table 2 shows the values of the original and the
uncertainty. The effect of neglecting the influence of reevaluated uncertainties for the Rocky Flats
impurities in the solution is also analyzed, but also is experiments. The reevaluated uncertainties are given
not taken into account in the both values. in bold. The values of the "typical" uncertainties are

Taking into account all the above mentioned, the given in italics.
decision was made to adopt new values of some
constituents of the uncertainty and to add new ones. 3. Development of Matrix of Correlations

The reevaluated value of the relative uncertainty in
the uranium concentration in solution is adopted as 3.1 Common Notes
±1%. The reevaluated value of uncertainty in the First of all it was assumed that there are no
solution density is adopted as i-0.002 g/cm 3. The correlations between the uncertainties of experiments
reevaluated value of the relative uncertainty in the performed at different sites. Then a matrix of
concentration of free nitric acid is adopted as 2%. correlations between experimental uncertainties was

Constituent of the kff uncertainty associated with developed for the experiments within each series.
the uncertainty in the impurity concentration is All series performed at one site were considered
adopted as equal to sum of components associated together and if a correlation between constituents of
with absorption in impurities and with displacement of uncertainty of experiments from different series was
water. Evaluation of these components ±0.07% and found then it was also taken into account.
±0.20% in the value of kff, respectively) for the
solution with concentration of 357.71 g/C (Case 4 is 3.2 Assumptions Used for Evaluation of
perfortned at the evaluation. The values of Correlations between Experiments
uncertainty for the rest of experiments in this series 3.2.1 ORNL Experiments
were reevaluated in assumption that the uncertainty is We accepted that the correlations between the
directly proportional to the uranium concentration in constituents of the total uncertainty Ak associated with
the solution and to concentration of impurities in the the uncertainties in uranium concentration in solution
uranium. (Aku), solution density (Ak,,j), nitric acid

Effect of neutron reflection from the walls and concentration (Ak,,,jd), impurity concentration (Aki,,p)
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are equal to 1.0 for the same solutions, and are equal 4. Elimination of Contradictions in Initial
to 06 for different solutions. There is no correlation Covariance Matrix of Constituents of Uncertainties
(0.0) between the solutions Of U02(NO3)2 and U02F2- of Experiments
Correlation associated with the uncertainty in uranium
isotopic composition is neglected because the Constituents of the total uncertainty of the
contribution of this component to the total uncertainty experiments and correlations between them together
is very small. are forming a covariance matrix of uncertainties for

Seven spherical and three cylindrical tanks were the entire set of the selected experiments. As was
utilized in the ORNL experiments (See Table 4. All mentioned before this matrix consists of four
spherical tanks used were completely filled with non-correlated parts corresponding to the experiments
solution. Obviously we accepted that the correlation performed at different sites. The adjustment
in the constituents of the total uncertainty Ak caused procedure 6) allows one to check the experiments for
by the uncertainty of tank radius (Ak,) and geometry interconsistency. The X�_criterion for the biased
(Akg) are equal to 1.0 between the cases where the values of the differences between calculation and
same spherical tank was used. In the case of experiment could be used for this purpoSe.6)
cylindrical tanks we accepted that (1) correlation in Difference of the value of X2 from its mean equal to
the constituent caused by the uncertainty of solution unity by more than two standard deviations means that
height (Akh) is equal to 0.5 between all the there are some contradictions in the set of considered
experiments in single evaluation, 2) correlation in the experiments, their uncertainties and correlations
constituent caused by the uncertainty of tank radius between them.
(Ak,) is equal to 09 if the same tank is used, In Table 3 the values acquired for the initial set
(3) correlation in the constituent caused by the of 77 experiments without correlations (A), with
geometry of experiment (Akg) is equal to 1.0 if the correlations (B), and for a set of experiments with
same tank is used. We accepted that there is no correlations where some experiments were excluded
correlation (0.0) in the constituents of uncertainty k, from consideration (C) are given. As one can see
Aki,, and Akg between the experiments utilized from Table 3 the value of acquired without
different spherical or cylindrical tanks. correlations between the experiments (A) could be
3.2.2 Rocky Flats Experiments considered as improper only for the set of experiment

The following assumptions were made by us about performed at IPPE. However taking into account the
the correlations in the constituents of the total correlations (B) allows one to say about presence of
uncertainty Ak for the evaluation of correlation matrix contradictions in other sets of experiments also.
of the experiments perfonned at Rocky Flats: During a detailed analysis of the difference between
(1) correlation in the constituent caused by the calculational and experimental values of kff it was

discovered that the experiments from the
uncertainty in uranium isotopic composition (Ak. s HEU-SOL-THERM-0 14 through - 8, 03 7, 005, and
equal to 1.0, 2) correlation in the constituent caused -006 evaluations are not interconsistent and contradict

7)by the uncertainty of uranium concentration (Aku) is to the most of the other experimental data. It was
equal to 1.0 for the same solutions, equal to 0.8 for the necessary to introduce a large additional noncorrelated
solutions of the same range of concentrations ("low", component of uncertainty to make these experiments
,'medium" or "high"), and equal to 06 for the consistent with others. This introducing significantly
solutions of different concentration ranges, decreases the value of them. This was the reason for
(3) correlations in the constituent caused by the excluding these experiments from the set for
uncertainty of solution density (Ak,,,,) is equal to 1.0 validation of calculations of critical mass of solutions
for the same solutions, and 06 for the different ones, of highly enriched uranium of different concentrations
(4) correlation in the constituent caused by the in light water. Also, the additional noncorrelated
uncertainty of nitric acid concentration (Akid) is component was added to the total uncertainty of the
equal to 1.0 for all experiments, (5) correlation in the experiments performed at Oak Ridge and Rocky Flats
constituent caused by the uncertainty of impurity and so the total uncertainty was increased.
concentration (Aki p) is equal to 1.0 for the same Introducing of the additional noncorrelated component
solutions, and 0.6 for the different ones, to the uncertainty of the mentioned experiments (0 I%
(6) correlation in the constituent caused by the for the ORNL experiments and 02% for the Rocky
uncertainty of height (Akh) is accepted as 0.5 for all Flats ones) was required for elimination of
experiments, 7) correlation in the constituent caused contradictions between the evaluated uncertainties of
by the uncertainty of tank radius (Ak,) is equal to 09 the experiments (taking into account the correlations
for the same tanks and 0.0 for the different ones, between the experiments) and the observed spread of
(8)correlation in the constituent caused by the calculation-to-experiment differences (See Figure 1).
uncertainty in experiment geometry (Akg) is equal to The value of XI acquired for the described set is given
1.0 for all experiments. in Table 3 as (C).
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Table 3 XI values acquired for the experiments by this set is from 14 to 700 g/C. The value of �
performed at different sites acquired for this set is 1 19 ± 019.

IPPE ORNL Rocky Flats
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The contribution deals with numerical solution to the problem of criticality for neutron transport equation
using the source iteration method. Especially question of convergence of iterations is examined. It is inferred
that a slow convergence can be expected if optical thickness of the space region considered is large. For such a
case it is next shown that the results may strongly be affected by the fact that individual iterations are not
computed with sufficient accuracy and consequently that the choice of initial source distribution need not
influence quality of final result substantially. These findings are illustrated by several results of computations
with Monte Carlo code MCNP. Finally another problems are pointed out, which concern application of
computing codes based on source iteration method, to criticality analysis.

1. Introduction a -6 1 1 -microscopic differential fission cross-section;

Problem of criticality for neutron transport equation V i the number of neutrons created by fission;

is formulated as follows: Find a nonnegative element a microscopic total cross-section;
y belonging to a linear normed space X of complex T ... temperature.
functions, and a positive constant such that equation

Ly =Sy + 1/?, F9 (1) Mostly problem (1) can be rewritten into the form

is satisfied. The constant has the meaning of XT= B (2)

multiplication coefficient k,,r and L, S and F denote where =_ (I - L` S )-' L` F I being the unit
the linear operators, which are defined on X, operator).

(Ly) (x, E, co) (oVy +

2. Iterative Process
N (x) cri(E, (i), T(x)) p(x, E, i),

.0 Solving problem 2) in condition that 11 y
(Sy) (x, E, co) N (x) f dE' f do'

(11 is the norm defined in X it is used to

ajli'-�E, W-+ o, T(x)) y(x, E', o'), proceed according to the following iterative scheme:
-0

(Fy)(xE,(o) N (x) Xi E) f dE' f dco' - Choose an arbitrary element frX, f 0,
0 ri

Vi (E')ar,(E'-),Eco'-*wT(x))(p(xE',w')- f

Here the following notation is used: - Set
x, E, (j) ... co-ordinates of location, energy and

neutron velocity direction, respectively; 9 0) f �'(O = I (3a)
Q ... surface of the unit sphere;
Nj ... the number of nuclei of material i per - Next, recurrently define

unit volume;
n ... the number of different nuclei;
a ... microscopic differential scattering cross- T (n) =B To- 1) B p(.-,)

section; X(n) BT(n.1) (3b)
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Usually it can be shown 'I that it holds (p - exp(-1 x I L). (8)

Bnf=(prn(B)(Wf)+B,'f, n=1,2,... (4)
Here L is a root to equation

where r(B) is the spectral radius of operator B while

X=r(B), �p is the solution to problem 2), 11 11 l' I= L(Z,-Z� )/2 [(Zt L1)/( E, L-1)] (9)

y the solution of the problem that is adjoint to 2), while E, and T, denote total and absorption
(y,(p) =1 while �Tj) means the value of linear macroscopic cross-section, respectively ). From
functional y at f and B, is a linear operator spectral equation 9) it follows
radius r(B,) of which fulfils inequality

i-(B, < r(B). (5) L--� I /E, as .,/E, - I and L o as E,/Yt -+ 0.

Using relations 3) and 4) we get 2. Let the space region D where problem (1 is
defined be a sphere of finite radius r >> L that is filled

(Wn (B," f) / r"(B)] up by homogeneous medium of constant material
density with an isotropic point source g of neutrons.

(Wf) + B'n f r'(B) (6a) The source is placed at origin of coordinates and there
is only vacuum outside D. In this case the solution p
to equation 7) behaves according to law (8) whenever

?1,) (p r(B) yf) + B, f r > I x1 > /E,. Clearly L is fmite if absorption of the

(p rn-'(B) (f) + B `1 n=1,2,.... (6b) medium is sufficiently strong, r/L is the large number
and at least r/L iterations are necessary to obtain
reasonable results in process 3).
As for a general case of problem (1), on the basis of

3. The Problem of Convergence results to special cases I and 2 we infer:

If optical thickness of the space region D is large
Iterations p, and X,) converge with n due to then, except the casef = (p, a slow convergence of

inequality (5). Especially, process 3) can be expected.

(P(.,) - ( 1 c r(B,) 1(kVf) r"(B)) and Frequently, solution to the problem 7) can be
expressed as sum of (inner) iterations,

k,,,, /k -11 c r-'(B,) /((yf) r'-'(B))
.0

where c is a finite constant. Hence: T(n) I (V S) i V g (10)

The speed of convergence in iterative process 3) is i=O

governed by dominant ratio rB d1r(B) of operator B Infinite sum 0) is used to replace byfinite one and
and b v initial source distribution f that is expressed by
number thus ((n) and n) are determined with certain error

(bias). Then relations 6) lose their validity and

Examine behaviour of individual iterations. Each of consequently final result

ftmctions(p(,,),n=1,2,... inprocess(3)satisfiesnon-

homogeneous transport equation ( = M (P(n), X= liM X(n)
n-+w n-+w

Ly(, = Sp(.) + g, (7) is biased too.

g = F(p,,,-,) B (p(�_ 1) 1 -
Other difficulties appear in numerical treating of

1. Consider infinite homogeneous medium of constant scheme 3). Due to numerical approximation, the
material density with an isotropic point source g of values of dominant ratio of operator and of product
neutrons, which is placed at origin of coordinates. (yf) will differ from their correct ones and thus the
Look for a solution p to Eq. 7) in condition that speed of convergence will differ too.

Apply for example finite difference method to the

(p xE,(o) --> 0 if I x I -+oo - solution of problem 7). In this case, function g is
represented by a vector (denote N the number of its

In one - speed approximation this solution behaves components) and operators L and by some matrices.
so that it falls with I x I in case I x I > VE, according Obviously for given N, the larger is optical thickness

to law
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of the space region the smaller is accuracy of this initial generations omitted and j is the result ofj-th
representation. We infer: generation. Each of quantities q(m) has the forin

Numerical teating of iterative scheme 3) leads to
bias that strongly depends on optical thickness of the M
space egion. %(m = - 2: �'

M k=1

4. Numerical Examples where 4j(k) k=1,2,...,m are mutually independent and
identically distributed random variables that simulate

In what follows we analyse the problem of j-th iteration in the process 3).
convergence of process 3) by means of several The problem was computed for ten variants:

computations concerning special task C134.7 of
benchmark CB4 ": Find solution of problem (1) in 1) In 30 - sector of the cask symmetry, starting
case of cask of fuel assemblies VVER-440. The cask source positions are defined (by ksrc card).
consists of 84 assemblies, which are arranged into an Especially all particles of the first generation
arinUlar form (see Fig. ). Each of the assemblies is start from the only point in cell No. I (bottom of
enriched by 44% with isotope U235 . The fuel is burnt the fuel column). 505 generations are employed
up to 40 MWd / kg and cooled after discharge for each with 10000 particles. Initial five
years. The height of ftiel column in any ftiel rod is 244 generations are omitted.
cm and it is equidistantly divided into 10 parts by 2) The same case but with 5000 particles per one
planes S, S,,..., S, which are perpendicular to the generation.
rod axis (Fig. 2. The bum up is assumed to be axially 3) Variant 1) but the source particles start from the
dependent in the sense that the material composition only point in cell No. IO (top of the fuel
corresponding to different parts are different (in column).
general) while no dependence on axial coordinate is 4) The same case but with 5000 particles per one

considered for material composition inside each of the generation.
parts. We are looking for quantities kff and Tj, 5) Variant 1) but 105 initial generations are
j= 1 2-., 10, omitted.

6) Like 3 but 105 initial generations are omitted.
7) Like 1) but 1005 generations are employed.

1PJ I V f dx Ni (x) Initial 500 generations are omitted.
8) The same case but the source particles start from

the only point in cell No. IO.

dE' f dw'a (E') �p(xE',W), 9) Variant 1) but there are ten starting source
f positions, one per each of the cells.

I 10) Like 9 but 1005 generations are employed.

Y Tj=I Initial 500 generations are omitted.
j=1

Results to variants I - 4 (see Tables I and 2 show

where V, denotes (from down up) the space part of the that change of the number of particles per one
whole cask which lies between the planes Sj and S,, generation from 5000 to 10000 leads to minor
(Vj is the volume of V, ), j=l,2,..j6. Clearly the changes in multiplication coefficient value but it
cask represents a body that is optically thick. strongly affects quantities Tj Eg. in case that starting

The computations were performed with MCNP4a particles are placed in the cell No. the change of k,
code by analog Monte Carlo method using nuclear is at most 0.05% while the change of quantity T, is at
data from ENDPB-VI data library in continuous least 25%. The last value seems to be in contradiction
representation. In the code the solution to problem 2) with the fact that T, has been computed with standard
is sought by method of successive generations (using deviation equal to 00104 (table 2 the case of 10000

Monte Carlo method each of iterations 3) is particles per generation).
computed by means of corresponding generation of Let us look for reasons of this discrepancy.
particles A quantity q is estimated by the value According to relations 6) the exact value of quantity

q computed by Monte Carlo method is given by
relation

Q, (n, i, m) /(n - i) qj(m)
q q(.)

n-�w

where integer n is the number of generations, m the
number of particles in each of them, the number of
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where %, means exact value of n-th iteration of (3). But as concerns correctness of these values
quantity q in iteration process 3), Reasons I and 2 must be taken into account.

Influence of the number i of generations oitted

q(, I im q. (m). can be estimated from results for variants - IO. It
M-+.0 appears that if 505 generations are employed each

with 10000 particles, and if initial 105 generations are
Reason 1. In the computations numbers m and n omitted then difference in k,ff is small while difference
remain finite and hence each of iterations 3) is biased in quantities T remains great as long as initial source
i-e- q,,,,:#q,(m)while,bycentrallimittheorem') particles start either from cell either No. I or No. IO:

q(n) - q. (m - c M-1/2 (I [k�f I - lc�ff IO lc�ff IO ;t - 0. 3 

where C is a constant. Clearly, relations 4) and 6) [T 1 - T, 1 T, 1 516% ,
loss their validity if ni is finite.

[Til - T,10 T,10 366.7%,
Reason 2 MCNP code is based on assumption that

all random variables �j(k) , k = /, Z.- m: j = /, Z.- n are [kF3 I - T310]/T310 191%,
identically distributed and mutually independent so

that central limit theorem may be applied according to [T41 - T410 ]/ T41 - 68.8% (see Table 3.
which,

i, M) C M-112 -1/2 These differences have mostly decreased when 1005
q - Q(n, (n-i) (12) generations were employed and 500 of them oitted

(Table 4 But still
But this assumption is wrong and hence guess ( 2 is
biased in general since central limit theorem cannot be [k.ff I - keff ' kff 1 0 16 %
applied. As the estimation 12) is biased it does not
say anything about the relation of value Q(n, i, rn) to [T - T, 1 T, 1 I I %.
the exact one q.

Notice that these differences exceed substantially the
Now, taking into account Reason I try to assess the errors of computation. The results likely testify to both

bias corresponding to the result of an iteration in the great influence of initial source distribution and small
process 3). Obviously it is determined by accuracy of influence of the number of initial generation omitted
computation per one generation. As quantity T, is i.e. to small speed of convergence of the process 3).
determined with standard error 00104, it follows that But by Reasons I and 2 the values obtained need not
C z: 23.3 in relation 12). So according to (I 1) correspond to the correct ones.
standard error of result of one generation is 23.3% It In variants 9 and 10 initial source distribution was
is the guess of the bias and it is seen to be in a good chosen to be uniform with height and the aim was to
agreement with difference 25% mentioned above. affect the influence of both the number of generations

The fact that T3 has been computed with standard employed and the source distribution choice. Table 
deviation equal to 00104 is consequence of formula shows that the change of the number of generations
(12). But by Reason 2 this formula is incorrect since from 505 to 1005 affect negligibly the value of k,,,
it is based on wrong assumption. Hence values of but it manifests itself strongly in quantity T( the
quantity T3 and of its standard deviation obtained by change of multiplication coefficient is at most 0.08 %
MCNP computation need not correspond to correct whereas the change of quantity T, is at least 407%
ones. Next by comparison with results of variants 7 and it

Tables I and 2 next show that position of starting appears that the value of k., from variant 10 lies
particles strongly affects the results. If 10000 particles between numbers kff I a k. IO while quantity T is
per one generation is used then smaller in 17 % and in % than T,' and T,

respectively. The results show again that the
[k,f - c IO k,,f II -0.9 % convergence of iterative process 3) is very slow.

Again Reasons I and 2 must be considered whenever
[T31 - T310 T310 1053 to assess quality of these results.

(upper indexes I and 10 mean that particles of the first
generation start from the cells No. I and IO, 5. Conclusion
respectively). These differences are much greater then

standard deviations of corresponding results. The From all that was presented here it follows:
results likely testify to slow convergence of process
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- Convergence of iterativeprocess 3) is governed
by dominant ratio rBd1r(B) of operator and by
initial source distributions that is expressed by

number V//). If optical tickness the space
region D is large a slow convergence ofprocess
(3) can be expected.

- Replacement of infinite sum (10) byfinite one

evokes a bias i each of iterations �o(,) and (.)
(n=1,2 .... ). Te bias need ot decrease as n
increases. It influencesfinal esult and we cannot

expect that it will be sbstantially improved by a
suitable choice of initial source distribution f

- Nmerical approximation applied to the
process 3) causes that relations 4) and 6) are
violated and consequently that results obtained
are biased with respect to exact ones

Fig. Cask horizontal section

- If MCNP code is sed to nmerical solution of
the problem, accuracy of computations is
inversely proportional to suare root of the
number ofparticles employedper one generation.
To obtain reasonable results the great mber of AL

generations mst be employed each with the great ASSEMBLY UPPER PART 28.8
number ofparticles. Next it is necessary to omit
hundreds of iitial generations. Fuel Region 10 24.4

These findings could be an obstacle in uncertainty and Fuel Region 9 24.4
sensitivity analysis of the criticality problem solution
in case of large assemblies. Moreover the problem of Fuel Region 24.4
code validation appears: a criticality code which gives

Fuel Region 7 24.4 Freasonable results for fuel assemblies of small

dimensions may fail in the case of large dimensions. Fuel Region 6 24.4 U 320

Fuel Region 24.4 E
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Table I Values of quantities k, and T,,
j=1,2,...,10. Starting particles are

distributed in cell No. 1. Table 3 Values of quantities kff and T,
j=1,2,...,10. 105 generations omitted.

10000 part./gen. 5000 part./gen.
Particles start in cell Particles start

keff St. dev. k�f, t. dev. No. in cell No. 0

1%]
0.8437 0.08 0.8431 0.09 keff St. dev. k,, St. dev.

Cell Tj St. dev. Tj St. dev. 1%] 1%] I
No. 1%] 1%] 0.8496 0.05 0.8507 0.04

1 0.0567 0.28 0.0590 0.38 Cell Tj St. dev. Y� St. dev.

2 0.0580 0.26 0.0606 0.36 No. 1%] 1%]
3 0.0404 0.30 0.0424 0.42 1 0.0084 0.81 0.0014 2.04

4 0.0301 0.35 0.0329 0.48 2 0.0105 0.68 0.0023 1.48

5 0.0304 0.35 0.0324 0.48 3 0.0111 0.65 0.0038 1.11

6 0.0455 0.29 0.0451 0.41 4 0.0144 0.57 0.0085 0.74

7 0.0855 0.21 0.08321 0.30 5 0.0241 0.44 0.0204 0.48

8 0.1606 0.1 0.1582 0.22 6 0.0476- 0.31 0.0473 0.31

9I 02525 0.12 0.2512 0.17 7 0.0989 0.22 0.1017 0.21

10 02403 0.13 0.2349 0.19 8 0.1911 0.15 0.1988 0.15
9 0.3036 0.12 0.3154 0.12

10 0.2904 0.13 0.3005 0.13

Table 2 Values of quantities k,, and T,
j=1,2,...,10. Starting particles are

distributed in cell No. 10. Table 4 Values of quantities kff and Tj,
j=1,2,...,10.1005 generations (500 omitted).

I 0000 part./gen. 5000 part./gen.
Particles start in cell Particles start

kff St. dev. k�ff St. dev. No. I in cell No. IO

0.8515 0.04 0. 520 0.05 ke fr St. dev. lc�f, St. dev.

Cell Tj St. dev. Tj St. dev. 1%] 1%]
0.8522 0.03 0.8509 0.03

No. 1%] N

1 0.0012 1.96 0.0012 2.76 Cell Tj St. dev. Tj St. dev.

2 0.0020 1.39 0.0024 1.84 No. 1%] N

3 0.0035 1.04 0.0047 1.27 1 0.0018 1.58 0.0016 1.66

4 0.0080 0.68 0.0098 0.88 2 0.0 1.20

5 0.0193 0.44 0.0208 0.60 3 0.0045 0.90 0.0047 0.89

6 0.0453 0.29 0.0455 0.40 4 0.0095 0.62 0.0095 0.63

7 0.0990 0.19 0.0981 0.27 5 0.0207 0.42 0.0212 0 .42

8 0.1973 0.14 0.1966 0.19 6 0.0449 0.29 0.0476 0.28

9 0.3182 0.11 0.3191 0.15 7 0.0976 0.19 0.1020 0.19

10 0.3062 0.12 O.3019 0.16 8 0.1947 0.14 0.1986 0.13

9 0.3173 0.11 0.3161 0.11

I �O 0.3062 0.12 0.2959 0.1,2-1
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Table Values of quantities kff and Tj,
j=1,2,...,l 0. Starting Particles re distributed

uniformly.

505 generations 1005 generations
5 of them omitted) 500 of them

omitted)

keff St. dev. kff St. dev.

1%] I 1%]
0.8504 0.04 0.8510 1 0.03

Cell YJ St. dev. Tj St. dev.

No. 1%] 1%]
1 0.0074 0.77 0.0015 1.70

2 0.0084 0.68 0.0026 1.21

3 0.0087 0.65 0.0046 0.90

4 0.0124 0.55 0.0097 0.62

5 0.0222 0.41 0.0210 0.42

6 0.0460 0.28 0.0461 0.28

7 0.0985 0.19 0.0996 0.19

8 0.1 0.14 0.1971 0.13

9 0.3093 0.11 0.3153 0.11

I 0.2943 0.12 0.3025 0.12
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Comparison of Criticality Benchmark Evaluations for U+Pu system
- JACS Code System and the Other Monte Carlo Codes -

Tomoyuki TAKADA, Hiroshi YOSHIYAMA, Yoshinori M[Y0SFH and Jun-ichi KATAKURA
Japan Atomic EwW Research Iytiftite

Shirakata-Shirane 24 Tokaz murg Naka-gza,4 fbarala ken
319-1195, Jcpan

Criticahty safi* evaluation code system JACS was developed by JAERL Its accuacy evaluation was
performed in 1980's. Although the evaluation of JACS was performed for various critical systems, the
comparisons with continuous energy Monte Carlo code were not performed because such code was not
developed those days. The comparisons are presented in this paper about the heterogeneous and
homogeneous system containing U+Pu nift-ate solutions.

KEYWORDS. criticality safety, heterogeneous, homogeneous, U+Pu nitrate solution,
soluble poison, gadolinium

1. Introduction handle larger quantities with safety and efficiency.
Criticality conditions of heterogeneous systems of

JACS code system was developed by JAERI and U02-PU02 rods in a lattice were studied when the
various benchmark calculations were performed in U+Pu solutions with various amounts of
1980's. In the criticality benchmark calculations, the Gadolinium(Gd) and Gadolinium+Boron(Gd+B) were
under- estimation was found for UPlu nitrate solution added to the system. Criticalities of homogeneous
systems. The reevaluation was performed on systems of the UPu nitrate solution were determined
gadolinium poisoned heterogeneous system by with varying amounts of Gd and Gd+13 added to the
reference 2]. The underestimated cases were doubted solution. In this paper, only the experiments
on the applicability of the JACS system to the UPu, containing Gd poison are treated.
nitrate solution system. Continuous energy Monte
Carlo code that is now considered to be a reference 2.1 Gd poisoned Heterogeneous System
method for criticality calculation was not available at A heterogeneous assembly of FFTF-type fuel rods
the time of the benchmark calculations. Then immersed in UPu nitrate solution containing Gd was
continuous energy Monte Carlo code was used to in a vessel. The vessel was, in tam, contained with a
access the applicability of the JACS code system larger cylindrical vessel providing water reflection.
because it is still in use. In this paper, the reevaluation The vessel wall thickness was 0.079cm. The data on
was performed and the applicability of JACS code this system are shown in Table 1. The physical
system to the UPu system was investigated by dimensions of the ftiel rods are given in Table 2.
comparing with the calculation by continuous energy Figure I shows the schematic view of the system. The
Monte Carlo code. fuel assembly was composed of a lattice of 301 fuel

The comparisons were performed between the rods positioned in a 55.5cm inside diameter stainless
calculations by JACS code system [3](KENO-4 and steel vessel. The lattice used a triangular pitch with
MGCLI37 library) and those by Monte Carlo code center-to-center spacing of 3.048cm. The Pu
MVp[41 (JENDL-3.3 library used). The MGCLI37 concentration was 76.6g-Pu/t. The Gd content was
library has mainly 2 kinds of libraries, one based on varied from essentially to 1.338g-Gd/t. The critical
ENDF/13-4 and the other JENDL-3.2. The platform of height without Gd in the solution was about 19.2cm
JACS is EWS, that of MVP is VPP50OO(Vector and reached to 68.9cm when Gd of 1.338g-Gd/i was
Parallel Processor). The number of histories is three added.
hundreds thousands for JACS and one million for
MVP. 2.2 Gd poisoned Homogeneous System

Figure 2 shows a schematic view of the
2. Description of experiments experimental system used to obtain data on the

criticality of UPu nitrate solution systems containing
The details of the experiment are reported in Gd. The stainless steel cylindrical vessel was 61.03cm

reference [5]. Uranium and Plutonium (U+Pu) nitrate in inside diameter and was reflected with water. The
solution systems containing 30% Pu in the total UPu vessel wall thickness was 0.079cm. The Pu
were used in these experiments to determine the effect concentration was 76 g-Pu/t, constituting about
of neutron poisons. These data are needed in setting of 30% of total UPu. Gd was mixed homogeneously
criticality safety specifications for storage, processing with the UPu nitrate solution. The Gd concentration
and shipping of fissile material where it is desired to
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was varied up to 106 g-Gd/f. The critical height difference in Gd cross section. Comparison of the
without Gd in the solution was about 19.1cm and microscopic total cross section of Gd is shown in
reached to 75.3cm when Gd of 106 g-Gd/f was added. Figure 6 The JACS results using JENDL-3.2 based
The experimental data are summarized in Table 3 library show good agreement with experiment value

of .O.
3. Results of criticality calculations

4. Conclusion
3.1 Calculating geometry model

The geometry of calculation model is the vessel The criticality calculations were performed using
with sidewall and bottom covered with water reflector JACS code system and compared with Monte Carlo
having 15cm thickness. At fst, all vessel wall code MVP on UPu nitrate solution system with
thickness was assumed to be 0.079cm, but recently the soluble poisons and the results were investigated.
vessel thicknesses of top and bottom have been found As the results of the investigation, it is found that
to be 0.635cm and 0.953cm respectively. So using the kff values tend to decrease as critical height
these thicknesses 0.079cm, 0.635cm and 0.953cm) in increases on heterogeneous system. However, this
the calculations the results about homogeneous system trend is mitigated by taking the thickness of the vessel
were compared. In the heterogeneous system, the bottom in to the consideration. The dependability of
vessel bottom thickness of 0.635cm was taken into k,,ff values on critical height is not seen in
consideration. homogeneous system. The applicability to the UPu

system of JACS code system was shown by
3.2 Gd poisoned Heterogeneous System comparing with the calculation by.continuous energy

The calculation results for experimental number Monte Carlo code.
115-122 are shown in Table 4 and Figure 3 In Figure
3, solid lines are the results of 0.079cm stainless steel References
vessel bottom thickness, dashed lines are the results of PI J KATAKURA e. al.,"Benchmark Calculation with the
0.635cm thickness. The influence of the thickness is nuclear Criticality Safety Evaluation Code System JACS11
mitigated in the case of 0.635cm thickness, although JAERI-M 9859 1982) (in Japanese)
the k-effective values tend to decrease, as Gd [2 T TAKADA, Y. MIYOSHI and J. KATAKURA,
concentration increases (i.e., critical height increases). "Reevaluation ofJACS Code System Benchmark
This trend is especially seen in the experiments Analyses ofthe Heterogeneous System" JAERI-Tech
numbered 115 and 116 in which the critical solution 2003-036 2003) (in Japanese)
height is lower. The neutron fluxes in the stainless [3 Y Naito et al. MGCLProcessor A COMPUTER
steel vessel of the experiment number 115 are shown CODE SYSTEM FOR PROCESSING MULTIGROUP
in Figure 4 CONSTANTS L113RARY MGC1," JAERI-M 9396

(1981).
3.3 Gd poisoned Homogeneous System [4] T. Mori� et al,"MVP/GMVP: General Purpose Monte

The calculation results for experimental number Carlo Codes for Neutron and Photon Tansport
127-136 are shown in Table and Figure 5. Calculations based on Continuous Energy and Multigroup

In Figure 5, it is seen that the JACS results are MedWs, JAERI-Data/Code 94-007 1994). (in Japanese).
lower than experimental value of unity, especially for [5] R. C. Lloyd and E. D. Clayton, Summary of Criticality
high Gd concentration (i.e., higher critical solution Data Obtained at Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories
height). On the other hand, the MVP results are a little on Fixed and Soluble Poisons in Pu Nitrate olutions,"
higher than the experimental value of unity. It is BNWLB-482 1976).
considered that these trends are caused by the

TRIANGULAR LTTICE
SPACIND 3.0111 cm

VENT 0.021 cm ELEAUNT . CSM cm

AIR

553 D. 105.7 C. T
0.69 cm %VALL THICKNESS

WAT(IT

301 FITf PI;�

U-N AND 1h
G N IRATE

DUMP VALVE AND IINI-

Fig. I U02-PU02 solids in fissile solution containing gadolinium
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Table I Fuel Pin description Table 2 Criticality ofpins
FUEL PIN DIMENSIONS iml in Gd-poisoned solution

10 00 LENGTH

FUEL COLUMIN - Aft fitzz Exp. Critical Height Gadolinium.
CLADDING 016-SSJ 1150 115114 TL 9D number [CM] 19M
LOWER END CAP - -- M356 ----

UPPER END SPACER - - ADS 0356 115 19205 0.02
UPPER AIR CAP - - LM 116 23.066 0258
LIPPER END CAP - - 150 117 28227 0.515
FUELENRICHMW

3.2 WTS PU 119 45.753 1.040
FUEL PER PIN 120 64.506 1.280
PuGrUINAT102; BIL4 L23 g 0.05 122 68.862 1.338

Lk ILL61 L Co WD

O.. I&492MI7q Chemical mposition sotopic composition of Pu and U
FULL DENSITY of solution in solution wt%)
Tab . Q099k.3
M34 MM THEOMI CAL) 6q.,13 i 1318 Pu 77.63 g1t Plutonium Uranium
ISOTOPIC COMPOSITION OF Pu IN PINS U 180.0 g1t
MPL, 0.0 I AM AT% w 3.4 gf 239 93.846 234 0.006
23'P. BL19* L06 AT% NO� 384 g1t 240 5.715 235 0.665
'"P. ILN 1106 ATS

241pw 1.73 * 1101 TS AM Fe 0.8 g/1 241 0.367 236 0.012
"'P. AN I AM AT% H20 817 gt 242 0.057 238 99.317

Sp. Gr, 1.463 g/dr? 238 0.015

Table 3 G-Poisoned Homogeneous System

Critical PU U Total Gd
Exp- height conc. conc. Acid NCI� conc.

number [an] [g1f] [g/,q molarity [&(fl Sp Gr [g/q
127 19.10 75.6 171.9 327 371A 1.446 0.042
128 21.93 76.3 173.4 3 6 377.0 IA52 0.180
129 24.61 763 174.6 3.42 383.8 1.450 0288
130 29.47 76.6 174.7 3.07 375.8 1.456 0.459
131 33.42 76.6 175.3 3.05 365.2 1.454 0.581
132 37.15 77.0 175.9 3.14 370.8 IA56 0.679
133 43.71 77.1 175.1 3.13 380.7 1.456 0.800
134 53.12 77.3 177.7 324 376A 1.461 0.923
135 62.12 772 1763 327 3813 1.455 1.01
136 75.32 773 176.8 325 383.8 1.462 1.06

Isotopic omposition of Pu
n I and U in solution (wt%)

Plutonium Uranium

238 0.012 238 99.317
239 93.789 236 0.012

SS SOLUTION VESSEL 240 5.766 235 0.665
61cm DIAM.x107cm HEIGHT 241 0.371 234 0.006

TAMPER TANK 242 0.062
U+ Pu 102cm DI AMETER

WATER SOLUTION

DUMP

Fig, 2 Gd-Poisoned Homogeneous System
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Table 4 Comparison of kills in Gd-poisoned heterogeneous system

Critical Gd KENO+ENDF/B-3 JACS MVP+JENDL,-3.3
Exp. height conc. (BNWLB482) (KEN04+MGCLI37)

nwnber [cm] thickness of vessel bottom thickness of vessel bottom
(0.079cin) (0.635cm) (0.079cm) (0.635cm)

115 19205 0.02 1.021 1.0229 1.0140 1.0219 1.0102
116 23.066 0258 1.019 1.0127 1.0075 1.0129 1.0067
117 28227 0.515 1.010 1.0067 1.0007 1.0059 1.0028
119 45.753 1.040 1.004 0.9937 0.9946 0.9973 0.9963
120 64.506 1280 1.000 0.9942 0.9934 0.9965 0.9969
122 68.862 1.338 0.998 0.9900 0.9879 0.9937 0.9933

-0.008(c) -- 0.002 -- 0.002 -- 0.0003 -- 0.0003

Table Comparison of kills in Gd-poisoned homogeneous *Vem

Exp. Critical Gd JACS JACS
KENO+ENDF/B-3 OMKX+MGCL MVP (KEN04+MGCL

number height conc. (BNWL-B-U2) 137[ENDF/B4D +JENDL,33 137 VENDL,32D
[CM] 19A

127 19.10 0.042 1.001 1.0025 1.0062 1.0011
128 21.93 0.180 1.003 0.9977 1.0097 1.0005
129 24.61 0288 1.011 0.9975 1.0059 0.9983
130 29.47 OA59 1.003 0.9957 1.0133 1.0024
131 33.42 0.581 1.002 0.9946 1.0109 1.0009
132 37.15 0.679 0.993 0.9926 1.0070 0.9957
133 43.71 0.800 1.002 0.9902 1.0044 0.9920
134 53.12 0.923 0.997 0.9894 1.0053 0.9939
135 62.12 1.01 0.987 0.9831 1.0027 0.9924
136 75.32 1.06 0.997 0.9918 1.0093 0.9963

-- 0.009(a) -- 0.002 -- 0.0003 -0.002

1.04

KENO+ENDF/B-3(BNWL-B-482)

1.03 M VP+JENDL3.3[bottom:0.079cmj
JACS(KEN04+M GCL 37)[bottom:0.079cm]

1.02 x --- M VP+JENDL3.3[bottom:0.635cmJ
)K. -JACS(KEN04+MGCLI37[bottom:0.635cm])

A 1.01

1.00

0.99 -------

0.98
10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0

Critical eight [cm]
Fig, 3 Gd-poisoned heterogeneous system
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LOE-I

LOE-2

I.OE-3

LOFA

LOE-5 ....... vessel bottom thickness 0.079cm

-Vesselbottomthickness:0.635cm

LOE-6
LOE-4 LE-3 LE-2 LE-1 1.OE+ LE+ LE+2 LE+3 I.OE+4 LE+5 LE+6 LE+7 LE+8

Energy (ev)

Fig, 4 Comparison of vessel flux (Exp. No. 15)

1.04

KENO-ENDF/B3(BNWLB-482)
1.03 - JACS(KEN04+MGCL137[ENDF/B-4l)

MVP+JENDL,3.3
1.02 JACS(KEN04+MGCL[JENDL-3.2l)

1.01

1.00
0.99 ---

0.98
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80

Critical Fleight [cm]

Fig. Gd-poisoned homogeneous UPu sokition system

LOE+06

JACS(MGCLI37(ENDF/B-4])
LOE+05

....... MVP(JENDL3.3)

LOE4,04

LOE+03
tD

LOE+02

LOE+01

LOE+00
I E-4 I E-3 I E-2 IE-I IE+O IE+I IE+2 IE+3 IE+4 IE+5 IE+6 IE+7 IE+8

Energy [e'vj

Fi& 6 Comparison of Gd microscopic total cross section
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Review of Criticality Safety Benchmark Data of Plutonium Solution in ICSBEP
Handbook

Toshihiro YAMAMOTO", Yoshinori MIYOSHV, Kiyoshi OKUB01
'Japan Alomic Energy Research Institute, Tokai-mura, Naka-gun, Ibaraki 39-1195, Japan

The criticality data of plutonium solutions published in the ICSBEP Handbook were re-
viewed. Criticality data for lower plutonium concentration and higher 24OpU content, which
correspond to a reprocessing process condition, are very scarce and hence the criticality
data in this area are desired. While the calculated kff's with ENDF/B-V show the depend-
ence of the plutonium concentration, the dependence has been corrected in JENDL-3.3 be-
cause of energy distribution of the capture cross section Of 239pU . Based on the generalized
perturbation theory, the sensitivity coefficient of keff with respect to fission and capture
cross section in plutonium solutions were obtained. In a plutonium solution with a lower
concentration, cross sections in the thermal energy less than 01 eV have significant effects
on the criticality. On the other hand, the criticality of higher concentration plutonium solu-
tions is mostly dominated by cross sections in the energy range larger than 0 I eV. Regard-
ing the effect of 24OpU on criticality, the capture cross section 24OPu around the resonance
peak around I eV is dominant regardless of the concentration.

KEYWORDS. Plutonium, solution, criticality, benchmark, neutron mulliplicativefactor,
perturbation theory, sensitivity coefficient, ICSBEP

1. Introduction of low-enriched uranium solution system, which were
obtained at the Static Experiment Critical Facility

Plutonium solutions are handled in a variety of op- (STACY).') The validations of JENDL-3.2 and
eration stages in nuclear fuel cycle facilities. The JENDL-3.3 for plutonium solution systems have not
validations of criticality safety analyses for plutonium been carried out sufficiently. This paper presents the
solution system against criticality experiments using benchmark calculation results by MCNP and
plutonium solution are important for criticality safety JENDL-3.3.
design in the facilities. To evaluate the causes of the biases in the calcu-

More than 400 criticality data of plutonium solution lated kff's, obtaining sensitivity coefficients based on
have been evaluated through the activities of the In- the generalized perturbation theory, which correspond
terriational Criticality Safety Benchmark Evaluation to the changes of kff with respect to changes of indi-
Project (ICSBEP) organized under OECD/NEA, and vidual group cross sections, are one of useful means.
these are published in the ICSBEP Handbook.') These The paper applies the generalized perturbation theory
data are well-evaluated and available for validations to the calculation of sensitivity coefficients of keff for
of cross section libraries and calculation codes. Since plutonium solution systems in the ICSBEP Handbook.
plutonium solutions are to be handled mostly in a re-
processing plant of light water reactor fuels in Japan,
the criticality data required for validation of criticality MCNP (ENDF/B-V)[
safety analysis codes have to correspond to conditions
of reprocessing in terms of plutonium concentration, 1.02 I ---------------------
plutonium vector and so on. This paper reviews the
current status of criticality data of plutonium solution ---- -----------
in the ICSBEP Handbook fi7om viewpoint of the re-
quirements of plutonium solution criticality data in
Japan. .00 ----- - ----------

The ICSBEP Handbook includes many sample
calculation results with MCNp2) and ENDF/B-V for .99
the benchmark models of plutonium solution systems. 0 100 200 300 400
In this paper, the properties of biases in the calculated Pu concentration (g/L)
kff results by MCNP and ENDF/B-V are discussed.
The validations of JENDL-3.2 and 3.3 have already Fig.1 Kff calculated by MCNP and ENDF/B-V vs.
been conducted by the authors using benchmark data plutonium concentration

Con-esWnding author, Tel. 81-29-282-6743, Fax 81-29-282-6798, E-mail: yamamoto�melodytokaijaeri.gpjp
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grade plutonium. Plutonium fuel treated in reprocess-
2. Calculation Results for Plutonium Solution ing process come from light water reactors in Japan
Benchmark Models in ICSBEP Handbook and the content Of 1pU is usually higher than 20wt.%.

However, criticality date in which 2411pU content is
2.1 Calculation Results by MCNP and ENDF/B-V higher than 20wt.% is not necessarily sufficient as can

More than 400 criticality data of plutonium solution be seen from Fig.2. Especially, criticality data of plu-
are published in the International Criticality Safety tonium solution with lower plutonium concentration
Benchmark Evaluation Project (ICSBEP). In Section 4 and higher Pu content do not exist in the ICSBEP
of each evaluation reports, the results of the sample Handbook at present. Hence, an extension to the area
calculations for kff's are given. The combination of a of reprocessing plant of light water reactor fuels is
continuous energy Monte Carlo code MCNP and required to apply calculation methods validated
ENDF/B-V library are presented for almost all evalu- against the ICSBEP Handbook to criticality safety
ated reports. Figure shows the calculated kff's by designs. For the purpose of validation for plutonium
MCNP and ENDF/B-V as a function of plutonium solutions handled in reprocessing plants, criticality
concentration. The results in Fig. I include many kinds experiments using lower plutonium concentration
of criticality experiments using plutonium solution in (-20g/�) and higher 210pU content (-25%) are, if any,
terms of plutonium vector, geometry, reflector condi- desired to be evaluated. Otherwise a new criticality
tion and so on. As shown in Fig. , there is an obvious experiments should be performed using a plutonium
correlation between calculated kff's and plutonium solution coff esponding to the conditions of reprocess-
concentration. Keff s are overestimated in lower plu- ing.
tonium concentrations. Therefore, criticality safety Any obvious correlation between calculated kff's
designs with MCNP and ENDF/B-V for dilute pluto- and 24ON content cannot be found because sufficient
nium solutions may involve unnecessary safety mar- criticality data for higher 24OpU content do not exist.
gins. The criticality safety limit values modified by More systematic criticality data may be required to
taking into consideration the overestimations for dilute study the dependence of calculated kff's on the 24OpU

plutonium solutions could lead to a reasonable criti- content.
cality safety design in the plutonium solution handling
processes. On the other hand, kff's may be underesti- 2.2 Validation of JENDL-3.3
mated for high concentration plutonium solutions, The Japanese Evaluated Nuclear Data Library ver-
leading to the reduction of the substantial safety mar- sion 33 was released in 2002. No major modification
gins in the criticality safety designs for higher concen- for plutonium nuclides except for the capture width of
trations plutonium solutions. Needless-to-say, other 24OpU was made from the previous version JENDL-3.2.
factors except plutonium concentration such as Pluto- Regarding plutonium nitrate solution, another modifi-
nium vector, geometry, and absorber may affect the cation in cross sections in JENDL-3.3 is (np) reaction
tendency in Fig. . of 4 N in thermal energy range. For comparison be-

tween ENDF/B-V and JENDL-3.3, the calculated
kff's by MCNP 4C for the benchmark models in the
ICSBEP Handbook are shown in Fig.3.

1.020
100 ------- ENDF/B-V

80, 0 JENDL-3.3

60'

1.010 --- ------- -----------
40" 0 11

-5 0 13 00

20 10 Cl
1.005 -------- 0-------

0 5-20

1.000Pu-240
(wt.%) 0 100 200 300

Pu con U Pu concentration (g/L)
Fig.2 Histogram of number of criticality data in
ICSBEP Handbook Fig.3 MCNP results with ENDF/B-V and JENDL-3.3

as a function of plutonium concentration

Figure 2 shows a frequency distribution of plutonium
solution's criticality data in the ICSBEP Handbook as All benchmark data in Fig.3 are water-reflected
a function of plutonium concentration and 140pu con- spherical geometries, and they were taken from
tent. This figure indicates most criticality data in the PU-SOL-THERM-001, 007, and 021 of the ICSBEP
ICSBEP Handbook were measured using weapon Handbook, which were obtained at the Battele Pacific
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Northwest Laboratories Critical Mass Laboratory. The Eq.(2). The bracket stands for inner product of
content of 20 Pu are 4.6wt.%. While the dependence of energy and space, and F is defmed as
kff's calculated by ENDF/B-V on plutonium concen- (E)
tration is obviously observed, the results by F = I dE, vEf (r, E) . (3)
JENDL-3.3 seem to be relatively flat. JENDL-3.3 4)r
gives lower ff values by approximately 0.5%Ak than The sensitivity coefficients for plutonium solution
ENDFIB-V for lower plutonium concentration. The systems were calculated based on neutron transport
difference between two libraries, however, becomes theory on two-dimensional R-Z geometry. The effec-
smaller as the plutonium concentration becomes tive microscopic cross sections with 107-group energy
higher. Therefore, JENDL-3.3 may give better results structure were prepared using SRAC95 a general
for wide range of plutonium concentration than purpose neutronic code system .5) The cross section
ENDF/B-V. The causes of these properties of used for the calculation of sensitivity coefficients are
JENDL-3.3 are explained below. based on JENDL-3.3, and the thermal cutoff energy

was 1.855 eV (i.e., 62 groups in the fast neutron en-
3. Sensitivity Analyses by Perturbation Theory ergy domain and 45 groups in the thermal neutron

energy domain). Using the 107-group effective mi-
3.1 Sensitivity Coefficients croscopic cross sections and the two-dimensional dis-

To investigate the problems of criticality calcula- crete ordinates transport code TWODANT 6) neutron
tions for plutonium solutions precisely, sensitivity multiplication factor, forward neutron flux, and ad-
coefficients of main plutonium cross sections were joint neutron flux were calculated.
calculated based on the generalized perturbation the- 1.11+00

ory. The results of the sensitivity analyses will reveal
which cross section has s significant effect on kff and 20 1L
will contribute to future evaluation of cross section 300 g/L
libraries. Since plutonium isotopes have large neutron LE-01 - - - - - - - - --- - - L

cross sections as compared with uranium isotopes,
neutron spectrum in a plutonium solution changes
significantly with plutonium concentration. Thus,
neutron energy region affecting kff largely depends on 75 LE-02 - - - - - --- - - - - - L
the plutonium concentration. The effect of plutonium
isotopes on k also depends on the plutonium vector.
The kff of a plutonium fuel with lower burnup was
mainly dominated b Y 239pU. As the burnup increases, LE-03

Of 24OpU 241pti LE-02 I.E-01 LE100 LE�01 LE102 LE103 I FIN I F-05 LE-06 LE-07
the accumulation and makes the effect Neutron Energy (eV)

of these isotopes more significant. Therefore, pluto- Fig.4 Neutron spectra of dilute (20gli) and high con-
nium solution ftiels have many parameters (e.g., plu- centration (300g/t) plutonium solution (239pU:
tonium concentration, plutonium vector) affecting the 240 Pu=95:5)
criticality, which complicates the validation or modi-

fication of plutonium cross sections. If the contribu- Figure 4 shows neutron spectra in plutonium solu-
tion of neutron energy or plutonium isotopes to ff
were known by the calculations of sensitivity coeffi- tion with the concentrations of 20 gli and 300 g/f. The
cients, the causes of the problems in criticality calcu- plutonium vector is 239pU: 24OPu=95:5, and the free
lation of a plutonium solution could be clearly under- nitric acid concentration is 3 mol/t As seen in Fig.4,
stood. The sensitivity coefficient of kir with respect to the neutron spectra are quite different depending on
a microscopic cross section a is given by the plutonium concentration, especially in < I eV.

Figure shows the energy dependence of fission re-

A, action rates in the plutonium solutions with the con-
S ff dc = ke 07 . centration of 20 g/f and 300 g1f. In 20 g/f, approxi-

keff CT ff �O*Fo) mately 98% fission reaction occurs in < I eV. On the

In Eq.(I), the neutron flux is a solution of ei- other hand, in 300 g/f, 75 fission reaction occurs in

genequation B=O, which is written as < I eV. Since I I of total fission reaction occurs
- between 10 eV and 100 eV in 300 g/f, the contribu-

Q V (r, 0, E) + E , (r, EO(r, fl, E) tion of fission cross section Of 239pU in this energy

- fdC2'fdE'O(r, 6', E)E, (r,!C2'-> fl, E-+ E) (2) range is important for higher concentration plutonium

solutions. Figures 6 and 7 show the energy depend-

X(E) - fdl!�JdEo(r, 6', E')vYf (r, E = ence of capture reaction rates of 14 N 29Pu, and 24OpU

4yr keff in the plutonium solutions with the concentration of

The adjoint flux * is a solution ofadjoint equation for 20 g1f and 300 gle, respectively. As seen in Fig.6, the
thermal neutron capture of 4 N due to (n, p) reaction
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has a significant contribution in a dilute plutonium
solution. Therefore, the evaluation of N in the ther- The sensitivity coefficients of kfr with respect to ... PU
mal energy range is important for the criticality safety (nf ) cross section in 20 g/f and 300 g/f is shown in
analyses of a dilute plutonium solution. Fig.8. The sensitivity of dilute solution 20 g1R is

11-01 large below 01 eV. On the other hand, the sensitivity
of high concentration solution 300 g/i) is dominant
around 03 eV and between IO eV and I 0 eV.

LE-02

0.08

2 06gIL]
0.06 ---- 3OOgfL

20
LE-04 Pu-23�(nj)3 0 0:�g] ----

.2 3 0 0.04 - - - - - --- - - -T

>
LE-05

LE-03 LE-02 LE-01 LE+00 LE+01 LE+02 LE+03 0.02 - - -

Neutron Energy (eV)

Fig.5 Energy-group contribution of fission reactions

in dilute 20g/f) and high concentration 300g/t) plu- 0.00
tonium solution 211pU: 24OpU=95:5) I.E-03 LE-02 I.E-01 11+00 LE+01 I.E+02 I.E+03

Neutron Energy (eV)

Fig. 8 Sensitivity coefficient of kff with respect to
219pU (nj) cross section

LE-02

The dependence of kff on plutonium concentration
I.E-03 - - - - - - may be ascribed to the difference in energy distribu-

tion of the sensitivity coefficients as shown in Fig.8.
1.13-04 to 239PU

--- The sensitivity coefficients of kff with respect
(ny) cross section have very similar tendency re-

LE-05 garding the dependence of plutonium concentration.
-14 The sensitivity coefficients of kff with respect to 239pU

U LPu-239 (ny), 24OPu(ny), and 14 N(np) are given in Table .
LE-06 Pu-240

U To discuss the effect of plutonium vectors, the sensi-
tivity coefficients were calculated for a plutonium

LE-07 isotopic composition (238pU: 2.6wtO/, 139pU: 55.4 wt%,
LE-03 LE-02 1.11-01 LE+00 I.E+fl 11+02 IE+03 24OpU Wt%, 241pU: Wt%, 242pU : 5.2wt%) cor-

Neutron Energy (ev) : 24.2 12.6
Fig.6 Energy-group contribution of capture reactions responding to an LWR spent fuel with the burnup of

239PU: 45 GWd/t. The sensitivity coefficient of 14N(np is
in dilute (20gM) plutonium solution due to the reaction in the thermal energy range. As the
24OPu=95:5) plutonium concentration becomes higher and the

I.E-01 thermal neutron forward and adjoint fluxes become
depressed, the contribution of 4 N(np) reaction be-

A comes smaller. In a dilute plutonium solution, the
LE-02 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 14contribution of N(np) reaction is comparable to

241pU(n, Y) reaction. Therefore, the evaluation of
LE-03 - - - 14 N(np) cross section is important especially for a

I LI �__
dilute plutonium solution regardless of the plutonium

LM LE-04 --- vector.

LE-05 Tab] I Sensitivity coefficients of kff
9. 23 24OpU 149Pu(n, (n, N(np)

I.E-06 -ngPu 95wtl/o -2.06-10-1 -2.12 - IO-' -4.33- 10-2
LE-03 LE-02 LE-01 LE+00 LE+01 LE+02 11+03 20 g/f

Neutron Energy (eV) 45GWd/t -1.40- IO-' -8.92- 10-2 -5.17- 10-2

20 g/f
Fig.7 Energy-group contribution of capture reactions ""Pu 95wt% 3.22 - IO-' -6.27- 10-2 -1.07- 10-2

in dilute (300gM) plutonium solution ( 239PU: 300 gle
140pu=95:5) 45GWd/t -2.39x IO- -1.5 1 - 10-' -1.24- 10-2

300 gM
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Figure 9 shows the sensitivity coefficients of kff with smaller than that in the peripheral energy. Thus, the
respect to 24OpU (n, 7) cross section of a plutonium negative reactivity caused by the increase of 240 Pu(n, �)
solution that has an isotopic composition of 45 GWd/t cross section at 1056 eV falls below the positive reac-
spent fuel. tivity in the peripheral energy range, which makes the

use of JENDL-3.3 give higher kff than JENDL-3.2 for
0.000 a higher concentration plutonium solution.

-0.005 - - - - - -

5.E-04 ------------- ------
-0.010 - - - - --- - - - - - - - - 45 GWd/t

Pu-240 (n,
-0.015 -- - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - O.E+00

-0.020 -5.E-04 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

P 5GWd/t 3

-0.025 - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - ----- E-03 ------ ---- -------1

-0.030

LE-03 1. E-02 LE-01 LE+00 I.E+01 LE+02 -2.E-03
LE-03 LE-02 LE-01 1. E+00 LE+01

Neutron Energy (eV) Neutron Energy (eV)
Fig.9 Sensitivity coefficient of kff with respect to
24OpU (n, y) cross section Fig.10 Energy-group contributions to reactivity due

to the capture cross section change from JENDL-3.2

Figure 9 shows the results of the concentration of 20 to JENDL-3.3

g/f and 3Og/f. Regardless of concentrations, the con- As shown in Fig.3, JENDL-3.3 gives smaller kfr's
tribution of the resonance peak at I eV makes up aP_ as compared with ENDF/B-V, which is caused by the
proximately half of the total contribution. In a dilute differences of the fission spectrum and capture cross
solution, the contribution in the thermal energy range sections Of 239pU . The capture cross section Of 239p Of

below I eV becomes larger. On the contrary, the con- JENDL-3.3 is larger than ENDF/B-V in the thermal
tribution in the resolved resonance range becomes energy range and smaller in the resonance energy
larger in a high concentration solution. As the amount range. Thus, for a dilute plutonium solution in which
Of 0pU increase in a plutonium solution, the contribu- the sensitivity coefficient in the thermal energy range
tion at the resonance peak of I eV becomes smaller is dominant, JENDL-3.3 gives smaller kff's than
compared with the surrounding energy of the peak due ENDF/B-V due to the larger capture cross section of
to the strong self-shielding effect. 239pU in the thermal energy range. As the plutonium

concentration becomes higher and the sensitivity coef-
3.2 Validation of JENDL-3.3 ficient in the resonance energy becomes effective, the

The major modifications from JENDL-3.2 toward difference of kff's in two libraries becomes smaller.
JENDL-3.3 associated with plutonium nitrate solu- The properties given in Sec. 22 can be attributed
tions are as follows: mostly to the energy dependence of the differences in

1) 4N(np) cross section was increased in the the capture cross section Of 239pU.

thermal energy.

2) 24OpU(ny) cross section was increased at 4. Conclusion
1.056 eV and was decreased in the vicinity of
the peak. The calculated kff's for plutonium solutions with

For plutonium solutions with the isotopic composition ENDFIB-V apparently show the dependence of the
of 45 GWd/t spent ftiel, the energy-group components plutonium concentration. For reliable and reasonable
of the capture reaction's reactivity, which is caused by criticality safety designs of plutonium solutions, a
changing the cross sections from JENDL-3.2 to criticality calculation system which can be applicable
JENDL-3.3, were obtained by the transport perturba- to wide range of solution conditions should be devel-
tion calculations, and are shown in Fig. 10. The cap- oped. JENDL-3.3, the latest version of JENDL series,
ture reaction's reactivity is negative in the dilute plu- is found to give better tendencies of calculated kff's

tonium solution 20 g/f), which is due to 14N(np) than ENDF/B-V. The dependence of kff's on pluto-
cross section change in the thermal energy and nium concentration is considerably corrected in
240pu(nr) cross section change around I eV. In the JENDL-3.3.

high concentration plutonium solution 300 gM), the The criticality data of plutonium solutions pub-
change of 4 N(np) cross section does not affect the lished in the ICSBEP Handbook were reviewed from
reactivity. As shown in Fig.9, the sensitivity coeffi- viewpoint of relevancy to the reprocessing process of
cient at the peak of the resonance energy 1056 eV is LWR fuels. It was found that there is no criticality
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The Sandwich Method for Determining Source Convergence in Monte Carlo Calculation

Jinan YANG and Yoshitaka NAITO
NAIS Co. Inc.

416 Tokai mura, Naka gun, Ibaraki ken, 319-1112, JAPAN

In slow convergence problems, it is difficult to ascertain whether the source iteration has
converged or not. So far, in Monte Carlo calculations, there is no good way to know how many
skip batches are required to obtain the correct source distribution. In order to solve this problem,
we have proposed a new "sandwich method" for cases of slow source convergence, which was
presented in the ANS winter meeting in 2002. In this report, we proposed a method to determine
the most important region for using sandwich method. Meanwhile, we have applied the
sandwich method to four benchmark problems proposed by the source convergence group of the
OECD/NEA Working Party of Nuclear Criticality Safety.

KEYWORDS. Sandwich method, Monte Carlo calculation, slow source convergence.

1. Introduction generate the most progenies the most important
region. Concentrating the source in this region will

In slow convergence problems, it is difficult to create a higher eigenvalue for the first cycle. To
ascertain whether the source iteration has converged find such an important region, calculations are
or not. Although the source distribution appears to separately performed with a uniform initial source
have essentially reached stability after a number of distribution in each region. The keffs obtained
batches of source iteration, the distribution of fission from one active cycle calculations are compared.
neutrons may still remain quite different from the The region whose source gives the highest estimate
ultimate one. Thus, the neutron keff values found value of keff after one cycle calculation will be the
up to this point need to be further proved. So far, in most important region. If the initial source is
Monte Carlo calculations, there is no good way to assumed to be concentrated only in that region, the
know how many skip batches are required to obtain eigenvalue will have a higher value and will
the correct source distribution. In order to solve this gradually decrease with source iterations toward the
problem, we have proposed a new "sandwich converged keff value.
method" for cases of slow source convergence, which
was presented in the ANS winter meeting in 2002. 3. Benchmark calculations )
The essence of this method is that a fal, converged
eigenvalue keff is approached starting from both To verify the efficiency of the sandwich
higher and lower eigenvalues. In general, a lower method, it has been applied to the following
eigenvalue estimate for the first active cycle can be benchmark problems. keff calculations are performed
obtained by assuming a flat uniform source. With with two types of initial source, a uniform source and
further source iterations, keff will increase gradually an important region source as defined above. keff
for every active cycle. On the other hand, if the values for source iteration cycles will gradually
initial source is assumed to be confined at the most increase for the uniform source and will gradually
important region, then a higher estimate of keff will decrease for the important region source. When the
accrue for the first active cycle, and keff will difference of keff values obtained from the two
decrease gradually for each subsequent cycle. A source conditions becomes less than a chosen
final, converged eigenvalue keff should fall between limiting value, the source iteration is assumed to be
these two trend curves. In this report, we proposed converged. And iterations before that convergence
a method for determining the most important region point are to be skipped. keff calculations will
in source iteration. Meanwhile, we have applied the continue, then, with a merged convergence source
sandwich method to four benchmark problems until the standard deviation becomes sufficiently
proposed by the source convergence group of the small.
OECD/NEA Working Party of Nuclear Criticality
Safety. 3.1 OECD/NEA Source Convergence Benchmark

1: Checkerboard storage of assemblies
2. A method for determining the most The model comprises a notional 240 VrR fuel

important region in source iteration storage rack with duel elements stored in alternate
locations. The fuel elements are -5%

We will call the region where neutrons enriched-by-weight fuel elements located within fully
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water-flooded steel storage racks surrounded by a assemblies. On the other hand, the important region
close-fitting full concrete reflection on three sides, source is sampled uniformly only within ftiel
water on the remaining side and water on the top and assembly in position 1,3). The initial guess for keff
bottom. Thefuelelementsareformedfromal5xl5 is set to 1.0, while number of particles per cycle is set
lattice of Zr-clad U02. The calculation to 20000. The computed keff results obtained from
configurations are shown in Figs. 3 1 I (a-b). 1000 active cycles and skip cycles are shown in

Al I dissensions In cm Fig.3.1.2.
position 12.2) It can be seen that the source convergence is very

728 slow, however, as shown in this figure, we may
. .... . ... ...... . ...... ..... . ... ...... 4o conclude that the final, converged keff lies between

the upper and lower trend curves.81
j 0.89
30

FMI elegant location

position . ) El Concrete position 23.3) O.::: Mlkbml.�
0.982

Voter chanine I water reflector 0.8a

Fig.3. 1 I (a) Horizontal cross section of the problem 0.
o.:7

geometry for benchmark 1. 7: Pr
:'.:72

..... Not. Wl.t�

0 200 400 Soo Soo 1000
Kff WI..

3O

Fig.3.1.2 keff V.S. the keff cycles using sandwich
Ist. r0l.t. method with two initial source distributions for

benchmark .
Fig.3.1.1(b) Vertical cross section of the problem

geometry for benchmark 1. 3.2 OECD/NEA Source Convergence

Benchmark 2 Pincell array with irradiated fuel
In order to obtain the most iportant region for This benchmark problem is a modified version

the problem, criticality calculations have been carried of the OECD/NEA burmip credit criticality
out using'one active plus skip cycles with 100000 benchmark (Phase IIA effect of axial burmip profile)
particles. The initial source is sampled uniformly in which are published in JAERI-Research 96-003
each fuel assembly. he keffs are shown in Table (NEA/NSC/DOQ96)0l). The aim is to study
3.1.1. From Table 31.1, we may conclude that the source convergence problems associated with the
fuel assembly in position 1,3) is the most iportant axial burnup profile (end effect). The calculation
region. configuration is shown in Fig. 32.1. Fuel region

identification of each region for Case2_3 in
Table3.1.1 keffsobtainedfromoneactivecycle Benchmark 2 is given in Table 32. 1.

with 100000 articles.
3 4 1 5 6 V-Water 30-

0.87249 1 10.87252 End p.g 1.75-
0.87294 10.87320 1 0.87320 F..1 r:ggi--1 6-F.. I i -_2 6-

0.86034 1 10.86034 F..] .a i_-3 1 O-

F..1 -Xi--4 20-7 8 9 10 11 120.87252 2520.87252 0.87
2 10.87320 0.87320 0.87320
1 0.86034 1 0.86034 0.86034

1 3 1 4 1 5 1 7 1 8
3 0.87252 0.87252 0.87252 F..1 r-si..-5 265.7-

2 10.87320 0.87320
1 0.86034 1 0.86034 1 0.86034

1 9 20 2 1 2 23 24 F..1 I.ai--6 20-

3 0.87252 1 0.87252 0.87177 F..1 I.,i..-7 10-
2 10.87320 0.87324 0.87194 F..1 5-

F..1 d"ZIN-9 5-F
1 0.86034 1 0.8 034 1 0.86004 p & .76-

W.t., 30-

Next, critical calculations are performed with
two different initial source guesses. The uniform Fig 32.1 vertical cross section of the problem

source is sampled uniformly within all ftiel geometry for benchmark 2.
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now limit the important region source at the most
Tab.3.2.1 Fuel region id ntification for Case 3 reactive region 3 in order to compare the trend of
Region I I 2 � 4 convergence with different important region. The

Fuel-type 'd
_LI3 I G B24G I B30G I 134067� results are shown in Fig.3.2.3.

Region 1 6 7 1 8 1.07

Fuel-type I B40G B30G I 30G 1.06

1.05
The composition of LWR spent fuel consists of

low burnup, more reactive end regions separated by a 1.04
.03

long, less active, high burnup part. Moreover, there 02 ..d mgi

is only a slight difference in composition between the
upper and lower ends for Case 3 In order to 1.01

obtain tile most important region for Case2j, we 0 200 400 Goo 800 1000

have investigated the problem by assuming the K.ff cycles

pincell includes three parts: Upper end region, middle Fig.3.2.2 keff V.S. the keff cycles using sandwich
region and lower end region. Criticality calculations method with two initial source distributions for Case2_3.
were performed with specific initial source sampled
uniformly in each part. The keffs obtained from 1.08
one active plus skip cycles with 100000 particles 1.07

are shown in Table 32.2. From the Table 32.2, we 1.06 \N_
may conclude that the upper end region is the most 1.05

1.04important region.
03

Table 32.2 keffs obtained from one active cycle i. me 3

with I 0000 particles for Case2 3 1.01
keff 0 200 400 Goo 800 1000

Upper end region 1.07294 Koff cycles

Middle region 0.98192
Lower end region 1.06705 Fig.3.2.3 Comparison of keffs versus the keff cycles

using different biasing source for Case2-3.

Moreover, considering the upper end region
includes four burnup regions with different atomic 3.3 OECD/NEA Source Convergence
density, we may further investigate the problem to Benchmark 3 Three thick one-dimensional slabs
obtain the most reactive region among these four This benchmark problem is composed of
burnup regions. Criticality calculations were one-dimensional infinite slab geometry as shown in
performed with specific initial source sampled Fig. 33.1. A slab of water separates two fissile
uniforrnly in each region. The keff results are units. The thickness of unit I is fixed at 20cm.
shown in Table 32.3. In Table 32.3, we now see The thicknesses of unit 2 and water layer for the
that the region 3 is the most reactive region. studied cases are given in Table 33. 1.

Reflective

Table 32.3 keffs obtained from one cycle for the
upper four S.

Keff �Un i lt I thit 2 3
Region 0.91581 �1-1
Region 2 1.07590
Region 3 1.13078
Region 4 1.08257 R lective

-.o--20 c-o--*-variable-o-qvariables�

Critical calculations for Case2 - 3 are performed Fig.3.3.1 Configuration of coupling array.
using the sandwich method with two initial source
distributions. The uniform source is sampled Tab.3.3.1 Thickness of unit 1, unit 2 and water layer

uniformly over the volume of the pin pellet, while the for the studied cases.
important region source is confined uniformly Case Thickness Thickness Water
sampling at the more reactive upper end region. number of Unit I of Unit 2 thickness
The initial guess for keff is set to 1.0, while number 3 2 20cm 18cm 30cm

3 6 20cm 18cm 20cm
of particles per cycle is set to 20000. The computed 3 10 20cm 18cm I Ocm
keff results obtained from 1000 active cycles and 3 14 20cm 18cm 2cm
skip cycles are shown in Fig.3.2.2. Furthermore, we 3 16 20cm 18cm Ocm
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In order to obtain the most important region for Critical calculations for the above cases are
the above cases, we first extend our consideration to performed using the sandwich method with two
the thickness of the water layer. Since the water initial source distributions. The uniform source is
layer is considerable thick for Cases 3 2 36, and sampled uniformly between the unit I and unit 2.
3_10, the configuration can be considered as two The important region source, i.e. biasing source, is
loosely coupled asymmetrical fuel system. restrained uniformly sampling at the unit I for Cases
Therefore, the thicker fissile unit I can be treated as 3-2 3 6, and 3_10, while, the important region
the most important region. On the other hand, since source is confined uniformly sampling at the more

the water layer thickness is only 2cm for Case 3 14 reactive region 4 for Cases 3 I 14 and 3 16. The
and Ocrn for Case 3_16, the configuration can't be initial guess for keff is set to 1.0, while number of
considered as a loosely coupled system. To obtain particles per cycle is set to 20000. he computed
the most important region for cases 3 14 and 3_16, keff results obtained from 1000 active cycles and 
the unit I and 2 is split into regions as shown in the skip cycles are shown in Fig.3.3.3 - Fig.3.3.7.
Fig. 33.2. Criticality calculations were performed For Cases 32, 3_14 and 3_16, comparison of
with specific initial source sampled uniformly in each keffs versus the keff cycles using different biasing
region. The keffs obtained from one active plus source are shown in the following as well.
skip cycles with 100000 particles are shown in Table
3.3.2. From Table 3.32, we may conclude that the 0.93

region 4 is the most important region for both Case
3 14 and Case 3 16. Meanwhile, -the unit I and 2 0.925

can be also split into regions for Cases 3 2 3 6,
iosingand 3 0 to obtain a more noticeable 0.92 somce in

region. Criticality calculations were performed for
0.915

Case 3 6 From Table 33.2, we can see that the
region 3 is the most important region for Case 3 6 0.91

0 200 400 600 800 1000

Koff cycles

Reflective Fig.3.3.3 keff V.S. the keff cycles using sandwich method

with two initial source distributions for Case 3 2.

0.93

V . .. ....

0.925

Reflective source in un

Fig.3.3.2 Calculation configuration for Cases 3 14 3 16. Uniform
0_,

0.91

9'
Table 33.2 keffs obtained from one cycle with 0 200 400 000 800 1000

100000 particles for Cases 3 6 3 14, and 3 16. Koff cycles

Keff Keff Keff Fig.3.3.4(l) keff V.S. the keff cycles using sandwich
Case 36 Case 314 Case 316 method with two initial source distributions for Case 3 6.

Region 0.61012 0.62463 0.62737
0.945

Region 2 0.97777 1.01671 1.02366 0.94 Si sins �6 in wit 
_Unif� 8�.

Region 3 1.05041 1.16588 1.18590 0.935 Bi..ig . i lio 3

Region 4 1. 0.93

0.88889 1.19076 1.23411 0.925

Region 0.86106 1.17857 1.22697 O.:2

0. 5

Region 6 1.00372 1.13601 1.16185
0 200 400 600 Soo 1000

Region 7 0.92045 0.97437 0.98402 Koff cycles

Region 0.57963 0.60078 0.60510 Fig.3.3.4(2) Comparison of keff's versus the keff cycles
using different biasing source for Case 6.
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0.965 1.13

- Biasing source in unit 1.125 - Biasing source in regiorA

0.96 - Uniforyn surce 1.12 - Uniform source
Biasing source in unit I

0.955

1.105
0.95

0.945 1.095

0 200 400 Boo Boo 1000

Koff cycles 0 200 400 600 800 1000
Koff cycles

Fig.3.3.5 keffV.S. the keffcycles using sandwich method Fig.3.3.7(2) Comparisonofkeffsversusthekeffcycles

with two initial source distributions for Case3_1 O. using different biasing source for Case3 16.

3.4 OECD/NEA Source Convergence
1.105 Benchmark 4 Array of interacting spheres

1.1 Biasing sourc i regio 4 In this benchmark a lattice of 5x5xl separatedUniform source H
1.095 highly enriched uranium metal sphere is considered.

1.09 The separating material is air. The center-to-center

t085 distance between spheres is 80cm. The radius of the
central sphere is 10cm while the radius of the other

1.08
sphere is 8.71cm. Figure 34.1 describes the overall

1.075
0 200 400 Soo 800 1000 geometry. The benchmark is an adaptation from

Koff cycles Kadotani et al. (Proc.ICNC91, Oxford, 1991).

Fig.3.3.6(l) keffV.S.thekeffcyclesusingsandwich

method with two initial source distributions for Case3_14. 5 x 5 x I scheres

f"Ifl- - ___* 0 0 "
all)

B.1.105 ..s'.8 amec i regio 4
niform source

1.1 sing soun: i unit 
1.095

1.09

1.085 M out U.
bla.a.1.08 C)

1.075 L i
1.07

0 200 400 600 800 1000
Keff cycles

Fig.3.4.1 Calculation geometry for the benchmark 4.
Fig.3.3.6(2) Comparisonofkeffsversusthekeffcycles

using different biasing source for Case3_14 . Since the overall geometry is symmetric, we

may investigate one-eighth of spheres to obtain the

1.13 most important region. Meanwhile, the central

1.125 sphere is split into two parts: an inner 5cm radius

I.:2 s.ig source in agio 4 sphere and the outer 5cm thick surroundings. The

1.1 source central sphere is in position 3,3). Accordingly, the

1.11 central point of the sphere is named position (3,3,O);

1.105 the inner 5cm radius sphere is named position 3,3 I);

1.1 and the outer 5cm thick surroundings is named

1.095 position 3,3,2).

1.09 Criticality calculations were performed with
0 200 400 600 800 IODO

Keff cycles specific initial source sampled uniformly in each

region. The keffs obtained from one active plus 

Fig.3.3.7(l) keffVS.thekeffcyclesusingsandwich skip cycles with 100000 particles are shown in Table

method with two initial source distributions for Case3_16 . 3.4.1. From Table 34.1, we may conclude that the

position (3,3,I) is the most important region. And
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the central point (3,3,O) is the most important point. using different biasing source for benchmark 4.
Table 34.1 keffs obtained from one active cycle

wit I 00000 particles for benchmark 4 4. Concluding Remarks
keff

-Position (1, 1) 0.90366 We have applied the sandwich method to the
Position 1,2) 0.90759 four OECD/NEA benchmark problems on source
Position 1,3) 0.90754 convergence. The upper iit for keff is obtained
Position 2,2) 0.91252 by assuming initial source to be confined at the most
Position 2,3) 0.91318 important region. The most important region can be
Position 3,3) 1.01032

Position (3,3,O) 1.49746 obtained by comparing the keff results from the I
Position 3,3, 1) 1.40099 cycle calculation. As for the benchmark No. , the
Position 3,3,2) 0.95590 location (I 3 i.e., top left-hand fuel assembly, is the

most important region; for the benchmark No.2, the
Critical calculations for the above cases are region 3 is the most important region; for the

performed using the sandwich method with two benchmark No.3, the region 3 is the most important
initial source distributions. The uniform source is region for Case3 - 6, while, the region 4 is the most
sampled uniformly over all the 25 spheres. The important region for Case3 - 14 and Case3 - 16; for the
important region initial source, i.e. biasing source, is benchmark No.4, the location 3 3 1), i.e., the inner
sampled uniformly in the inner cm radius sphere 5cm radius sphere, is the most important region.
(3,3 I). The initial guess for keff is set to 1.0, while In benchmark No.4, if the biasing source is
number of particles per cycle is set to 20000. The assumed to be confined at the central 10cm radius
computed keff results obtained from 1000 active sphere 33), the keff obtained from the I" cycle
cycles and skip cycles are shown in Fig.3.4.2. shows lower than the converged one. This means that

Finally the important region source is confined the importance of the central sphere is less than the
at the most important point (3,3,O) in order to average importance of the whole system. However,
compare the trend of convergence between the the importance of the central point (3,3,O) and the
important region and the important point. From importance of the central region 33, 1) are higher
Fig.3.4.3, we see that there is no significant than the average one. So, if initial biasing source is
difference between the keff results obtained from the assumed to be confined at such a point or region, a
important region and the important point. Therefore, higher keff can be obtained from the 1" cycle
we may conclude that both the important region and calculation.
the important point would be adequate for the The calculation results obtained from the above
problem when the sandwich method is adopted. benchmark problems show that the "Sandwich

1.16 Method" is an effective means for criticality safety
1.14 evaluation.
1.12

1.1 References
tr 1.08 1) R.N. Bloniquist (ANL), A. Nouri (OECD

1.06 NEA-France), " The OECD/NEA Source
1.04 _ Biasi�j so.1ce at locstio� 3 3 1) Convergence Benchmark Program," TANSAO 87
1.02

I 1-586 2002).

0.98
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Keff cycles

Fig.3.4.2 keff V.S. the keff cycles using sandwich method
with two initial source distributions for benchmark .

1.14

1.12

1.1

1.08

1.00

1.04 C: t the ... t- P-i-tat locatio� 3 3 

1.02 .-(3 3)

0.98

0 200 400 600 800 1000

K.ff ycles

Fig.3.4.3 Comparison of keff's versus the keff cycles
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Calculation of Allowable Fuel Masses for Handling and Post-irradiation

Examinations

Peter GRIMM, Jean-Marie PARATTE' and Jean-Marc HOLLARD
Laboratoryfor Reactor Physics and Systems Behaviour Paul Scherrer Institute, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

I Present address: Route St. Eloi 12, CH 14 70 Estavayer-le-Lac, Switzerland

Minimal critical masses Of U02 and MOX fuel are calculated over the full range of uranium enrichments and
Plutonium contents from less than I% up to I 0%. The calculations are performed using deterministic methods
for optimally water-moderated and fully reflected spherical arrays, searching for the minimum of the critical mass
as a function of moderation ratio and size of the fuel pieces. The critical masses of mixtures of enriched uranium
and plutonium are determined by combining the results obtained for U02 and MOX with natural uranium matrix
material, with explicit calculations for a few cases confirming the validity of the method of combination. The
minimum number of full-length power eactor fuel rods, for which criticality can be achieved, is determined by
searching for the critical diameter of an optimally moderated and reflected cylindrical array. The critical masses
calculated in this work form the basis for the criticality safety limits implemented in the hot cells of the PSI hot
laboratory, applying a safety factor of 0.45 between the critical and the allowable masses.

KEYWORDS: Allowable mass, Minimal critical values, Fuel rods, U02, MOX

1 Introduction Hence, the incentive to take credit for the isotopic dilu-
tion increased.

A variety of operations are performed with fissile 2 Calculations
materials in different chemical and physical forms in 2.1 Models and Assumptions
the hot laboratory of the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI)
in Switzerland. For some operations and in the stor- Minimal critical masses were calculated for ura-
age facility, protection against criticality is maintained nium dioxide WOO and MOX fuel. In every case,
by limitations on the mass of fissile nuclides or by the the fuel was assumed to be optimally moderated by
geometrical design (e.g. diameter of vessels or storage water and surrounded by a thick water reflector. The
channels). For operations such as post-irradiation ex- outer shape of the array was chosen so as to minimise
aminations of nuclear fuel rods, criticality safety limits the leakage. This implies, a) a spherical arrangement
based on the minimal critical masses of the pure fis- for solid oxide fuel in an arbitrary geometrical shape
sile nuclides (in optimally moderated and reflected so- and, b a cylindrical array in the case of full-length rods
lutions) would be unduly conservative and too limiting (with a fixed length exceeding by far the critical diam-
for the practical operations. In these operations, credit eter of the configuration). These configurations repre-
can be taken for the dilution of the fissile material by sent the most reactive conceivable situations and corre-
absorbing nuclides (specially 21U) and for the geom- spond to very conservative assumptions because each
etry in the case of full-length rods (before cutting). can only occur under a combination of highly unlikely

In the past, calculations were performed each time accident conditions. All the calculations were carried
before introducing a batch of rods into the hot cells to out for fresh fuel. All the materials were assumed to be
verify the subcriticality of the new configuration. With at room temperature.
the increase of the number of post-irradiation exam- The allowable masses for the operations in the
inations, this procedure became too time consuming. hot cells were determined by multiplying the critical
A more generic approach to determine the allowable masses from these calculations with a safety factor of
masses was therefore taken. At the same time the focus 0.45, as recommended in the Gen-nan criticality safety
of these activities shifted from fast reactor test fuel with standards') for facilities whose design does not inher-
high fissile contents to conventional VrR fuel rods. ently exclude an eroneous increase of the file] mass.

*Corresponding Author, TO. 41 56 310 20 71, Fax 41 56 310 45 27, E-mail: Peter.Grimm�psi.ch
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2.2 Calculational Methods of Ref. 4. The multiplication factors lc�fr for these ex-
periments, which can also be found in Table 1, are ap-

All the calculations described in this paper were proximately I% high, which agrees with other calcula-
performed using the deterministic codes BOXER and tions using ENDF/B-IV ENDF/B-V and JEF I nuclear
ONEDANT. data 4,5).

BOXER 2) is a LViR fuel assembly code devel- BOXER has been used for many criticality calcula-
oped at PSI which performs cell calculations and tions, both for the PSI nuclear facilities and for Swiss
two-dimensional transport and depletion calculations nuclear power plants and industry, mostly in the con-
in Cartesian geometry. The cross-section library for text of spent fuel storage pools.
BOXER is based mostly on JEF I nuclear data (""'Gd
from JENDL-2, Zircalloy-2 from ENDF/B-4). It con- Table 1: Summary of BOXER/ONEDANT validation
tains microscopic cross sections in 70 groups and point

resonance data in the energy range between 13 and Experiments kfr lo,)
907 eV. The cell calculation in BOXER consists of
a two-region point-wise collision probability calcula- Uniform lattice criticals:
tion for the resonance self-shielding 8000 lethargy
points) and an integral transport calculation in cylin- U02 43 experiments) 1.00206 0.00330
drical geometry for the fine group fluxes 70 groups). MOX 31 experiments) 1.00820 0.01248

Spectra for the collapsing of cross sections of homoge- Pu nitrate solutions:

neous materials such as absorber plates and reflectors PNL7 1.0096
are determined by a one-dimensional transport calcula- PNLI2 1.0120
tion in slab geometry, using a boundary source from a
cell calculated previously. The two-dimensional trans-
port calculations are performed using a transmission

probability integral transport method for hornogenised 3 Minimal Critical Masses Of U02 and
cells which couples adjacent meshes by surface cur-
rents. The angular distribution of these currents is ap- Mox
proximated by a first order spherical harmonics expan-
sion in each quadrant and the space dependence by a 3.1 U02 and MOX with Natural Uranium
linear function. Pi anisotropy of the scattering is taken Minimal critical masses were determined for solid
into account. uranium dioxide over the full range of enrichments up

ONEDANT') is a general purpose SN code for to 100% and for mixed oxide of plutonium in natural
one-dimensional transport calculations in slab, cylin- uranium. The plutonium (total of all isotopes) was con-
drical and spherical geometries developed at Ls servatively replaced by pure 239 Pu. For MOX fuel with
Alamos National Laboratory (LANL). For the stud- depleted uranium as a carrier material the latter is re-
ies described here, ONEDANT was run using broad- placed by natural uranium, i.e., no credit is taken for
group cross sections for homogenised cells prepared by the lower 235U content. No restriction was made on
BOXER. the geometrical shape of the fuel. It is well known that

BOXER has been successfully validated for criti- for low-enriched fuel a heterogeneous arrangement of
cality calculations against a large number of critical ex- the fuel in the moderator is more reactive than a homo-
periments and international benchmark problems, in- geneous mixture. Therefore, the minimal citical mass
cluding configurations representative of storage pools had to be searched for as a function of both the modera-
and transport casks. The mean k.fr and the standard tion ratio and the size of the fuel pieces, and the optimal
deviations for a large number Of U02 and MOX uni- outer shape of the array is spherical.
form lattice critical experiments are shown in Table 1. In the calculations the fuel and the moderator were
The results for the U02 configurations are excellent. homogenised by BOXER cell calculations in cylindri-
The somewhat high average for the MOX experiments cal geometry. The fuel diameter and the moderation
seems to be typical for EF I data, and the rather large ratio were the free parameters for the search for the
spread may be at least partly due to the fact that many minimal critical masses. Implicitly this means that
of the configurations are small. In these configura- the fuel was assumed to be in cylindrical stacks (with-
tions only a small number of rods have an asymptotic out cladding) with a spherical outer shape of the ar-
spectrum (not influenced by the reflector) and there- ray. For each fuel composition (enrichment or Pu con-
fore the measured critical bucklings have a relatively tent) some 30 to 50 cell calculations for a wide range
high uncertainty. The BOXER-ONEDANT calcula- of fuel diameters and moderation ratios were first pr-
tional route used here has also been applied to the cal- formed. In order to limit the number of ONEDANT
culation of two water-reflectcd critical spheres contain- calculations and data transfers, the critical masses were
ing Pu nitrate solutions (experiments PNL7 and PNL 2 first estimated based on the material bucklings obtained
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from these cell calculations assuming a certain value Table 3 Minimal critical masses (kg of total UPu)
of the reflector savings. An estimate for the minimal for water-moderated MOX (211pU in nat. U)
critical mass m and the values of fuel diameter and
moderation ratio, for which this minimum is reached, Pu content Crit. mass
were determined by interpolation. Then, the spheri- (wt-%)
cal configuration for these parameter values was cal-
culated using ONEDANT with cell-averaged macro- 0.2 2010
scopic broad-group cross sections from BOXER. The 0.5 370
radius of the fuet/moderator region was manually ad- 1.0 121
justed to achieve criticality, resulting in a new value 2.0 44.8
mb for the minimal citical mass. When ml and mb 7.0 9.26
did not agree, the reflector savings was corrected and 50 0.992
the procedure restarted with the estimate of the critical 100 0.470
mass for each calculated cell, until the two values ml
and mb converged. In this way it was possible to ob-
tain accurate values for the minimal critical mass with
only a few ONEDANT calculations.

3.2 MOX with Enriched Uranium
Table 2: Minimal critical masses (kg of total U) for

water-moderated U02 In the PSI advanced fuels project, actinide ceram-
ics consisting of plutonium in eriched uranium were

Enrichment Crit. mass Ref I prepared and post-irradiation examinations were per-
(wt-%) formed on rods of such compositions in the hot labora-

tory. Therefore, critical masses for such mixtures had
0.9 10173 also to be determined. The procedure described in the
1.0 3445 3000 previous section could of course also be applied to this
1.2 1125 type of fuel. However, it would be very time consum-
1.5 454 430 ing to perform these calculations for the full range of
2.0 194 190 combinations of enrichment and Pu content.
3.0 78.3 81.5 Therefore, critical masses of mixtures of unirradi-
4.0 46.2 47.0 ated enriched uranium and plutonium were calculated
5.0 32.1 31.2 using the above method only for a few practically im-
7.0 19.5 portant combinations of uranium enrichment and Pu
50 1.708 content. For the general case of such mixtures the criti-
100 0.770 cal masses were determined by combining the results

for U02 and plutonium in natural uranium from the

The minimal critical masses obtained from these previous section: The mixture can be fictitiously di-
calculations are shown in Table 2 for U02 and in Ta- vided into a MOX part consisting of plutonium in natu-
ble 3 for MOX fuel. Formulas were fitted to these val- ral uranium and an enriched uranium part. The critical
ues so as to allow an interpolation for arbitrary fissile mass of the mixture is determined by the equation

contents. For low-enfiched U02 these results can be MU mm
compared with the values from the German criticality - +
safety standards') which are also given in Table 2. It Mu Mm

can be seen that the values agree within a few percent, where mu and mm are the masses of the U02 and
except for the case of 1.0% enrichment, which is not MOX fractions, respectively, and Mu and Mm are
very relevant due to the very high critical mass. For the the minimal critical masses of the two constituents
pure fissile nuclides 235U and 239pU (i.e. 100% enrich- from the previous section (calculated using the inter-
ment or Pu content) the minimal critical masses were polation formulas). From a theoretical point of view,
found for homogeneous mixtures of the oxide with wa- this method can be expected to be conservative, be-
ter. The results for these compositions (the " I 00%" en- cause Mu and Mm are the critical masses of the con-
tries in Tables 2 and 3) are slightly lower than the min- stituents in their respective optimal spectra, but the op-
imal critical masses for these mixtures typically given timal spectrum of the mixture is different from these,
in the literature or criticality safety standards, indicat- so that the reactivity of both parts is lower. The criti-
ing that our results are conservative. For the case of the cal masses from this combination and the values calcu-
PU02/water mixture, this agrees with the overestimate lated explicitly are compared in Table 4. The results of
of kff seen in Table I for the solution critical experi- the two methods agree almost perfectly. This confirms
ments. that the method of combination reproduces the critical
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masses of the mixtures correctly. Figure I shows a con- radial leakage and the limiting quantity is actually the
tour plot of the critical mass for the mixtures as a func- diameter of the array or the number of rods rather than
tion of uranium enrichment and Pu content. A safety the fuel mass. This mass is proportional to the active
factor of 045 is applied between the critical and the length of the rods and the critical mass for typical WR
allowable masses also for this type of fuel. fuel rods (with an active length >3 m) is much larger

than the minimal critical masses for a spherical an-ay

Table 4 Minimal critical masses (kg of total UPu) calculated in the previous sections.
for water-moderated mixtures of enriched The critical number of rods was calculated for the
uranium and plutonium following fixed geometrical and material data of the

rods, which are typical for the fuel in use in the Swiss

Critical mass PWR power plants:

U Enrichment Pu content Explicit Cornbi- Pellet diameter: 913 mm
(wt-%) (wt-%) calc. nation Cladding outer diameter: 10.75 mm

Active length: 3580 mm

1.0 1.0 95.3 96 Fuel density: 10.35 g/cm 3

3.0 0.5 50 49.9 Only the moderation ratio was varied as a free pa-
93 30 0.681 0.679 rameter. The fuel compositions considered originally

were U02 with 5% enrichment and MOX with 5 of
fissile plutonium (modelled as 239PU) in natural ura-
nium. When MOX rods with higher initial Pu contents

o- were to be examined in the hot cells, the calculations

were repeated for 6 and 7 of Pu.
go-

0.5 kg 400

8 - 0.6 kg U02, 5%

C -MOX, 5%

--- MOX 6%
c 70�
Q) MOX 7%
C 350
0
U 60 

50 I kg

300 -
'O co

30-

9 250

20

10-

200

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
U-235 E-ich-e�t (� %)

Fig. 1: Contour plot of the minimal critical mass of a
15 -

mixture of enriched uranium and plutonium 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5

Lattice Pitch [cm]

4 Full-length Rods Fig. 2 Critical masses of full-length PIR fuel rods
in a square array as a function of lattice pitch

Full-length VY'R fuel rods are stored and non-
destructive tests are carried out on them in the hot cells Calculations were performed using BOXER and
prior to cutting for destructive post-irradiation exami- ONEDANT for arrays of these rods, the axial leakage
nations. Fresh WR fuel rods are also handled in ex- being taken into account by a geometrical axial buck-
periments at the PROTEUS critical facility. For these ling. The critical masses for a number of lattice pitches
rods credit can be taken for the geometry. The reac- (or moderation ratios) were determined by interpola-
tivity of an array of long fuel rods is governed by the tion of the k,ff values obtained for different numbers
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of rods. Figure 2 shows the dependence of the critical imal critical masses for solid U02 and MOX fuel het-
masses of rods of different compositions on the lattice erogeneously moderated and reflected by water have
pitch in a square array from the BOXER calculations. been calculated over the full range of uranium enrich-
The minimal critical masses in this geometry were de- ment and Pu content in a natural uranium matrix up
termined from these curves by quadratic interpolation. to 100%. Critical masses for fuel consisting of Pu in
ONEDANT calculations for a circular array were only enriched uranium have been determined by combina-
performed for the optimal pitch found for the square ar- tion of the results for the above two fuel compositions.
ray. The actual minimal critical masses were found by For storage and non-destructive examinations of fll-
manually adjusting the radius of the region containing length LWR fuel rods a simple criterion for the allow-
the fuel rods. able number of rods has been derived by calculating

The following critical fuel (oxide) masses of rods the critical size of an optimally moderated and fully
of the above dimensions (in particular, an active length reflected cylindrical array and dividing the allowable
of 3580 mm) were found: mass found by an upper boundary for the fuel mass

per rod. The criticality safety limits determined in this
290.1 kg for U02 With 5% enrichment work have been implemented in the operational proce-
181.8 kg for MOX with 5% Pufi,, dures of the PSI hot laboratory for a number of years
170.2 kg for MOX with 6 Pufi,,, and have been found to provide adequate flexibility for
157.5 kg for MOX with 7 Puft, the operations carried out.

For the practical implementation in the hot cells
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RFNC-VNIIEF has a unique park of diverse during its operation (except periscopes at some
research nuclear critical facilities (NCF), such as pulse facilities). Therefore, television control (instead of
reactors (PR), critical facilities (CF) and others, direct visual control) over the NCF and the equipment
designed to carry out radiation resistance tests for condition being provided could enhance essentially the
different materials and devices 1,2), and some other activities safety.

investigations, as well. Character and organization of nuclear- and

At present a necessity of nuclear-hazardous radiation-hazardous works imply permanent control
facilities equipping with means of television over the NCF hall and the adjacent rooms. Being a
surveillance and control has become acute due to the powerful source of radioactive emanation, an NCF is
increased safety requirements to the conducted works. dangerous for the people, who through their
Along with this the requirements to television system negligence could happen in the rooms where at that
functionality have grown essentially. These moment the radiation level is haza dous to health.
requirements include technological safety, nuclear Taking into account that the number of personnel
material protection from unauthorized use, and often involved into activities at the facility can reach several
television needs to be involved into the technological dozens, television surveillance over hazardous rooms
process of the works performance. could decrease risk of the NCF personnel exposure to

Peculiar for many nuclear facilities, e.g. pulse radiation and lessen their psychological burden.

reactors, is their ability to produce powerful pulses up The accident at FKBN-2M facility at VNIIEF in
to 10' W and higher with duration not greater than June of the year 1997 3) could have been prevented, if
tens of microseconds. Any error in determining the the system of the facility control and disaster
facility's starting status, or change of this status not protection had included a system of television
taken into account by the personnel within the time automated control to survey over the process of
interval from decision making on the experiment activities at the site, where simultaneous presence of
commencement till the facility bringing into two employees controlling actions of each other must
supercritical state may result in excess energy release be observed. The experience of that accident
in the pulse, the facility destruction and radiation consequences liquidation has shown that a television
accident. surveillance system should be an indispensable

As the reason that may cause such unaccounted element of equipment to produce remote effect on
change of the facility's status the most likely is critical assemblies in cases of emergency when it is
arbitrary movement of the investigated samples or impossible to use regular mechanisms of chain
units of the technological hardware. If this fact is reaction extinguishing. That is why, the discussed now
timely detected, an accident can be prevented. requirement of availability at nuclear-h-aza dous

Each NCF is housed in a special protective facilities of means to affect critical systems from the
building that has many technological rooms with the outside on emergency necessitate that appropriate
equipment vital for the facility's operability providing. television surveillance system should be developed.

Visual control of the equipment during its operation is With the above considerations taken into account it
an important factor to prevent emergencies related to may be concluded that provision of critical facilities
power and water supply disruption, fire or the facility and other NCFs with a television surveillance system
status disturbances through the equipment relocation could contribute greatly to the operation efficiency
near the active zone. But at present, NCF remote increasing, lessening psychological burden on the
control affords no possibilities for personnel to operational personnel, and enhancing safety of the
conduct direct visual control over the equipment facility operation.
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VNIIEF has considerable experience of
development and introduction of Video Control and Let us now address the peculiarities of VCSS
Surveillance Systems (VCSS), operating within the operation at a NCF and those specific requirements to
composition of Fissile Material Protection, Control a VCSS that ensue from these peculiarities.
and Accounting Systems (MPC&A systems) 4,I). This Unlike NIPC&A systems built upon the

experience, in particular, is practically implemented in hierarchical principle, in our case VCSS, as a rule,
the MPC&A systems operating at VNIIEF's sites, in should be localized in the facility room. In other words,
the developed and deployed systems: digital video image transmission outside the facility is not needed.
control system SCS 6 and alarm event video recording But communication with the accounting system to
system DERViS 7 which enables the required number provide exact information of FM list and amounts in
of prehistory frames to be recorded. This experience the NCF rooms and their adequacy to what is needed
could be, undoubtedly, applied to creation of VCSSs for the experiment would be of avail.
for different purposes, in particular, for providing In MPC&A systems the question of servicing
nuclear-critical facilities safe operation. And from the signals from other subsystems, such as access control
technical standpoint these VCSSs could be practically system, alarm signal acquisition system, material
the same, independently of the area of their application. movement control system, by VCSS is well-elaborated.

However there are some specific tasks that should For VCSSs developed to control NCFs the problem of
be solved by VCSSs employed to control NCFs and interaction with signals from systems of control and
other physical facilities, what necessitates thorough protection, different sensors of doors, units, locks state
analysis of peculiarities of their operation. Without needs to be elaborated. Processing of signals essential
such analysis the tasks couldn't be solved effectively. for safety providing will enable a series of automatic

Let us enumerate in brief the objectives and tasks functions to be implemented in VCSS, such as
that could be solved with the use of a VCSS at a NCF automatic video recording and displaying on the
(see. Fig. 1). allocated monitor of those scenes which require the

Visual surveillance and video record of the operator's aention in the specific situation. To
investigated object behavior in process of the illustrate this an exemplary list of standard signals and
experiment. By the way, let us mention, that it is not situations demanding automatic switching, and
only the safety question, but it may be of scientific possible VCSS reactions is presented in Table .

interest, too, as it allows, for example, recording Considerable attention should be paid to the
different glows that could accompany the sample problem of VCSS stable operation under strong pulsed
irradiation; electronic noise typical for many NCFs.

Visual control of the executive mechanisms Essential attention should be also paid to the
condition (position) in the initial state prior to the problem of television control providing in those points,
experiment; where the radiation conditions are such that they

Visual control of the units and mechanisms hasten mortality of video cameras.
condition correspondence to the phase of the Let us discuss in more details the question of
technological cycle of the facility operation; radiation resistance. For the points of observation

Visual and automatic control of the personnel where the camera is to be stationary installed the
absence in the facility room and in other dangerous solution is to select radiation-proof cameras (which are
rooms; usually too expensive) or to take measures to provide

Control of the personnel absence in dangerous Ordinary cameras with reliable radiation protection.
areas outside the facility room - on the roof, in the We deem that the variant of ordinary cameras
street outside the vehicle gates, where provided providing with special protective casings is more
biological protection could be insufficient, etc. promising.

Control is possible of the personnel (the In Fig. 2 a variant of camera's radiation protection
experiment participators) presence in the exact places, is shown consisting in its installing in a niche of the
where they must be present; movable protection plug of the NCF room entrance.

Control and video record of the state of the Fig. 3 illustrates variants of special protective casings
auxiliary equipment, vital for the experiment high- for video cameras to exclude direct effect of
voltage room, water supply and purification system, penetrating radiation, having reflex visual observation
units apt to take fire, etc.) - before, during and tract (like a periscope). There should be also designed
immediately after the experiment; special adapters to connect video cameras with oculars

Video record (with audio channel, if necessary) of of common periscopes available at many NCFs.

the operator's behavior at the NCF control panel in One should be also prepared to cases (e.g. if a
process of the experiment preparation to allow danger of emergency arises and prompt measures are
posterior analysis of his actions adequacy. needed), when a temporary observation channel needs

to be arranged even at the expense of the camera soon
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death. In this case the camera could be brought into coordinates of components location and their
the facility's room through the collimator's tube or on geometrical dimensions remote measuring by the
an elevator from the protected room under the facility. video images would not only provide the essential
Such variants need to be scrutinized from both design widening of control functions in operations of FM
and organizational standpoints. Relevant handling and considerable lessening of the human
considerations, we have today, are illustrated in Fig. 4 factor influence on the operational process, but could
and Fig. 5. Undoubtedly, different variants can be also become an important part of control systems for
combined and could be useful not only in critical, but the technological processes, which involve
in regular situations, as well. Thus, for example, on an geometrical parameters measuring of the objects in the
elevator a camera protected with the mentioned casing rooms, where according to the safety rules personnel
with reflex optical tract could be brought to the presence is inadmissible.
facility's room. Casings could cover the cameras
together with a small-size remote PTZ device and a References
motorized lens. Camera together with the casing could

be mounted on a PTZ device, calculated to carry such 1) Yu.13. Khariton, A.M. Voinov, V.F. Kolesov et
load.

al., "Overview of VNIIEF Pulsed Reactors",
In VNIIEF a project has been developed which Proceedings of the Topical Meeting on Physics,

contains a proposal to use a manipulator equipped Safety, and Applications of Pulse Reactors,
with a spatial orientation video system for FM Washington, D.C., November 13-17, 1994, ANS,
handling (at critical facilities like FKBN-2M, in p.p.22-24.

particular) - Fig. 6 Fig. 7 and Fig. show location of 2) M.I. Kuvshinov, A.M. Voinov, V.Y. Zagrafov -
the manipulator's video system telecameras and their The history of works on nuclear criticality safety in
destination. The manipulator is intended for RFNC-VNIIEF - Proc. of the Fifth Int. Conf on
demonstration of the assembly process of the model to Nuclear Criticality Safety. Albuquerque, New
imitate a multiplicating system. The model is Mexico, USA, Sept. 17-21, 1995. Vol. 1, pp. 12-22.
assembled of inert materials with strict control over
the technological process. 3) <(A Review of Criticality Accidents 2000 Revision.

The project goal is to design the manipulator and Los Alamos, NATIONAL LABORATORY, LA-
to develop architecture of a video system providing 13638, Issued: May 2000>>.
spatial (coordinate) orientation of the component 4) M.A. Voinov, S.V. Sorokin et al. Television
(assembly) with necessary accuracy and control over technologies in safety providing at reactor facilities.
the operational process basing on the video data Report at the Int. Conf. "Prospects of pulsed
processing. reactors use in the XXI century", April 2000,

The video system, making use of high-resolution Sarov
digital video cameras, processes video data (in Fig. 5) V.N. Murin, S.V. Sorokin et al. Experience of
the suggested appearance of this video data is shown) television control and surveillance systems
and connects real coordinates of the moving development and introduction. Report at the 
component (assembly) subjected to the operator's Russian International Conference ((Nuclear
influence with the computer spatial model changing in Material Accounting, Control and Physical
time adequately to the real system change. Relation Protection)), May 22-26, 2000, Obninsk, Russia.

between the component (assembly) real geometry and 6) G.M. Rostovtseva, A.D. Cherevan et al. Safety
the computer model, loaded into the computer's Control System. Report at the 11 Russian
memory beforehand, is implemented. The reference International Conference ((Nuclear Material
computer model presents by itself a system of Accounting, Control and Physical Protectiow),
sequential procedures of the model assembly May 22-26, 2000, Obninsk, Russia

technological process and data on the geometrical 7) A.D. Cherevan et al. System of Alarm Events
parameters of components of which the model is Digital Video Record (DERVIS). Report at the 
constructed. Russian International Conference (<Nuclear

This project serving the purpose of jobs safety Material Accounting, Control and Physical
providing in the same time presents a good example of Protection)>, May 22-26, 2000, Obninsk, Russia
television application to technological operations of
FM handling.

The proposed system with its capabilities of
controlled scene automatic analyzing, determining
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Table 1. ExemplaiylistofstandardsignalsandpossibleVCSSreactions

K2 Signal of the system of NCF control and safety Picture
providing

I Control panel starting General view of the NCF hall (automatically)
and technological rooms by choice

2 Excess of neutron flux or gamma-radiation level in the The facility general view
hall (on the facility switching-on)

3 1 Excess of gamma-radiation level in the room The room general view
4 Fire sensors actuation The room general view
5 Terminal switches actuation on opening the protective View of the room from which personnel enter

door of the facility's hall the reactor hall and general view of the reactor
hall

6 Actuation of terminal switches of the technological The room general view
room

7 Signal for the facility moving View of the path of the facility movement
8 NCF calibration mode View of the facility with the loading table �rTd

investigated samples.

9 NCF operating mode View of the facility with the loading table and
investigated samples

10 Excess of neutron flux or gamma-radiation level in the View of the facility with the loading table and
ha] I (in operation mode) investigated samples

12 The equipment relocation to load samples to be studied View of the equipment being moved

13 The protective equipment relocation from residual View of the protective equipment being moved
radiation

14 1 Alarm signa "Man in the roonf' The room general view
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Fig. 4 - A video camera brought into the reactor hall
through the collimator tube.
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Criticality Safety Philosophy for the Sellafield MOX Plant
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The Sellafield MOX Plant (SMP) has been operational since 200 1, blending plutonium dioxide from THORP
reprocessing operations, with uranium dioxide to produce Mixed Oxide (MOX) fuel elements. In handling the
quantities of fuel associated with a commercial fuel fabrication plant, it is necessary to impose criticality controls.

Plutonium dioxide (PU02), uranium dioxide (UO2) and recycled MOX are mixed together in batches. An
Engineered Protection System (EPS) prevents the production of MOX powder in excess of 20w/o
Pu(fissile)/(Pu+U), achieved through the combination of a 'weight-based' system and a diverse 'neutron
monitoring' radiornetric system. The 'neutron monitoring' component of the EPS determines the fissile
enrichment of the batch of MOX powder, based on pessimistic isotopic requirements of the P02 feedstock
powder. Guaranteeing the maximum MOX enrichment of 20w/o Pu(fissile)/(Pu+U) at an early stage of the fuel
manufacturing process enables the criticality safety assessor to demonstrate that normal operations are
deterministically safe.

This paper describes in detail the EPS at the front end of plant and the engineered and operational protection
in downstream areas. In addition plant operational experience in producing the first fuel assemblies is discussed.

KEYWORDS. Sellafteld MOX Plant, Enrichment Protection System

1. Introduction fed into the Hornogenisation Attritor Mill. The
Homogenisation Attritor Mill is a vessel with sloping

The Sellafield MOX Plant (SMP) has been sides, rotating mixing rods and a charge of metal balls.
operational since 2001, blending plutonium dioxide When milling is complete the powder is gravity fed
(PU02) from THORP reprocessing operations, with to the Hornogenisation Blender. The blender is a
uranium dioxide W02) to produce MOX fuel elements. shallow cylindrical vessel, positioned on its side below
Clearly in handling the quantities of fuel associated the mill which is fed with a quantity of ZnSt before
with a commercial fuel fabrication plant, it is necessary receiving a batch of MOX powder.
to impose criticality controls. This is achieved through MOX powder is then metered from the blender by a
a combination of Engineered Protection Systems vibro-feeder into the Conditioning Mill Feed Hopper
(EPSs) and Operational Protection along with passive and from there to the Conditioning Attritor Mill. The
safety features associated with the design of the plant. Conditioning Attritor Mill is similar in design to the

This paper describes in detail the EPS at the fi7ont Homogenisation Attritor Mill. A pre-determined
end of plant that ensures a maximum enrichment of quantity of Conpor a pore forming agent, is added to
MOX of no greater than 20w/o Pu(fissile)/(Pu+U) and the mill with the batch of hornogenised and blended
the engineered and operational protection in powder. After the milling operation the mill discharges
downstream areas to ensure criticality safety in the its contents into the Spheroidiser, pre-lubricated with
production of fuel pellets, rods and assemblies. ZnSt like the blender. The Spheroidiser is another

end-on cylindrical vessel and feeds the granules it
2. Overview of Process produces to the Press Feed Hopper.

The powder is then pressed into pellets which are
PU02 is mixed with U02/ZnSt and MOX recycle loaded into 'boats' for transfer through a ftimace in

material in pre-determined quantities to achieve the order to be sintered. This sintering process also drives
required MOX product enrichment. Additional Zinc off any intrinsic moderator present in the form of water
Stearate (ZnSt) and Conpor is added at a number of and the fuel additives ZnSt and Conpor. The pellets are
stages of the process for vessel lubrication and control then transferred downstream for incorporation into
of final pellet grain structure and density respectively. rods used for the manufacture of fuel assemblies.

The main stages of powder processing, involving
Milling, Blending and Conditioning is covered in this 2.2 Key Considerations of Criticality Assessment
paper. A brief outline of the process is given below. The main considerations for this assessment may be

surnmarised as:
2.1 Milling, Blending and Conditioning 0 Relatively large throughput of material

The prescribed quantity of feed material is
transferred from the appropriate dispensing station in . Variable Pu240 content
purpose built containers, which are then individually . Presence of lubricant (moderator) material at

*Corresponding author, Tel. +44-19467-79t5O, Fax. 44-19467-79007, E-rnail:jane.a.edge�bnfl.com
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various stages This gate may only be opened when the
• Potential for feed errors Homogenisation Attritor Mill outlet valve has cycled
• Potential for chronic or acute accumulations from closed to open and back to closed, Coupled with

within the plant the controls on the feedstock powders described above,
• Potential for 'out of specification' MOX due to this system ensures a maximum enrichment in terms of

incorrect blending Pu(total)/(Pu+U) of the blended material.
• Interactions (complex geometry) 2.3.3 Moderator Control

Zinc Stearate (ZnSt) is added to the blending process
The main concerns which must be addressed in the to act as a lubricant. This has a significant impact on

assessment are: safe masses, particularly for P02 powders and

• Over-enrichment of plutonium component in the therefore the quantity added must be limited. The ZnSt
MOX is added via operation of a screwfeeder in the blender,

• Over-moderation in powder processing which is designed so that it can only run for a preset
maximum time (limited by a hard-wired timer

In implementing controls on enrichment, which is interlocked to the screwfeeder) per Blender filling and
based on weighing of the depleted uranium and emptying cycle. This maximum operating time was
plutonium powders, confirmed by radiometric-based determined by a metering trial using the particular
measurements (of Pu240 spontaneous neutrons), it is grade of ZnSt used in SMP and hence a requirement to
important that the effect of necessary variations in the only use this grade of ZnSt is designated as an
plutonium isotopic contents (17-30w/o Pu240) are Operating Instruction. This ensures that excess ZnSt
considered. If the Pu240 content is higher than cannot be added to a Blender batch - with the criticality
intended, the neutron measurement will over-predict safety limit being significantly in excess of the normal
the total plutonium content (which might in turn trip process requirement.
the plant). On the other hand, from a criticality safety In considering abnormal conditions in the plant it is
perspective it is a low Pu240 content that represents the necessary to include assessment of the criticality
true hazard. hazard which might result from the hold-up of material

at various stages of the process. Where potential
2.3 Features of Criticality Control System accumulation scenarios are identified as being more

Criticality control is based mainly on limiting the credible due to the nature of the process,
fissile enrichment, this applies to the fissile content of deterministically safe measures are in place e.g.
the P02 feedstock powder and the fissile content of catchpot with safe dimensions to collect spilt pellets.
the MOX, (defined as Pu(fissile)/(Pu+U) in units of Elsewhere, where the risk of chronic or acute
weight percent). Further limits on the mass of accumulations is considered to be lower, requirements
materials and allowable containers are imposed at for routine inspections are defined, with CCTV
various stages of the process, taking into account positioned to aid these inspections if necessary.
density and moderator conditions. Associated with It might, in principle, be possible that accumulations
these limits a number of special features are included in of powder could interfere with the normal ratio fPUO2

the design of the plant; some of these are described and U02 in the blending process, resulting in changes
below. to the fissile content of the product MOX. This
2.3.1 Containers parameter is highly significant for the criticality

Each container type has unique filling head which assessment because at permitted fissile and moderator
,mates' with the dispensing head to prevent dispensing content and at normal powder density the MOX is safe
the wrong material into a container (e.g. P02 Powder in any quantity, subject to the physical constraints of
cannot be dispensed into a U02 container). Each the powder processing vessels. Therefore, in addition
container has uniquely positioned circumferential ribs to the controls described above, ftirther checks of the
on the outside (imagine a physical bar code) which fissile content are made through diverse neutron
match patterns of cut outs in 'gates' in the container monitoring.
transfer system. Therefore each container type can Therefore, the Conditioning Mill Feed Hopper
only be transferred in permitted parts of the transfer (CMFH) is fitted with neutron monitors to allow
system. In combination with the weight of feedstock determination of the enrichment of the product MOX
material dispensed into each container, this system is powder. The neutron monitoring system is calibrated
used to ensure a maximum quantity Of P02 and a assuming a minimum specific neutron emission rate of
minimum quantity Of U02 powders is introduced to the the P02 feedstock and other isotopic requirements,
Homogenisation Attritor Mill. designated as an Operating Rule.
2.3.2 Interlocks Powder can only be dispensed from the CMFH if the

Once feedstock powders have been dispensed into neutron monitoring confirms the MOX enrichment
the Homogenisation Attritor Mill, a interlocked gate does not exceed 20w/o Pu(fissile)/(Pu+U). Therefore,
system operates such that the next batch may only be downstream of the CMFH, the maximum credible
introduced once the milling operation is completed. enrichment is assumed to be 20w/o Pu(fissile)/(Pu+U)
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for assessing all other fault scenarios. Until the powder Mechanisms tripped in a fail safe manner and at no
has successfully satisfied both the weight based and point did a potential for a criticality hazard arise.
neutron monitoring systems it is pessimistically However, effort was required from criticality assessors
assumed to be P1,102. to generate supporting safety case documentation to

recover from these scenarios and allow powder
2.4 Performance of the Enrichment Control System processing to continue.

As explained above, the EPS comprises Criticality safety assessors have also provided
weight-based and radiometric-based components. The extensive support to the plant operators in order to
weight-based measurement is essentially a assess additional operations, not previously considered
measurement of relative amounts Of P02 and U02 in the safety case, primarily to increase plant
feed powder with only one P02 container and a operational effectiveness. An example of such an
minimum of at least two containers Of U02 being operation was pressing off green recycle material
mixed in each batch. arising at the pellet press directly at the end of each

Due to the high reliability and integrity requirement MOX batch, rather than accumulating such material
for the neutron monitoring protection system, it was prior to transferring it downstream and then into a boat
concluded that a variable Pu240 calibration of the for sintering. In this case not only were there
neutron system was not practicable or desirable. Hence operational benefits but the safety margins with respect
the system must be able to give conservative estimates to criticality in the downstream glovebox were
of enrichment without generating spurious trips for increased since this glovebox is now only used to
higher Pu240 material. handle sintered recycle material. Since the safe mass

Prior to commissioning of the plant a detailed study for sintered material is considerably greater than that
of the perfon-nance of the Enrichment Control System for green material at the same MOX enrichment, the
was made for a range of plutonium isotopic permitted inventory of this glovebox has also been
compositions. This covered both allowable and increased accordingly.
,out-of-specification' compositions. This resulted in a
minimum Pu240 content of 17w/o, on which basis it 3. Conclusions
was determined that plutonium recovered from both
Magnox (UK gas cooled reactor) fuel and U02 fuel PU02 U02 and recycled MOX are mixed together in
may be used in SMR the Hornogenisation Attritor Mill to generate a MOX

However, the response of the neutron measurement batch, which is then blended and conditioned as the
system to feedstock P02 material with a u240 batch progresses through subsequent vessels. An
content significantly above 17w/o was analysed. With Engineered Protection System (EPS) comprising a
the neutron monitors calibrated for a worse case 17w/o 'weight-based' system and a diverse 'neutron
Pu240 content, this results in an over-prediction of monitoring' system and associated features included in
plutonium enrichment for typical Pu.240 contents of the design of plant, prevents production of MOX
25w/o. Whilst this would not present a criticality powder in excess of 20w/oPu(fissi1e)/(Pu+U) at the
hazard a 'false alarm' would be generated. Further front end of plant.
checks would then be required to provide clear This fissile enrichment limit in conjunction with
evidence of whether the trip has resulted from a high operational protection against over-moderation and
Pu240 content (which is safe) or from a genuine high accumulation and physical constraints of powder
Pu enrichment (which might not be). In order to processing vessels ensures MOX is safe in any quantity
prevent such 'false alarms' the permitted isotopic throughout plant, downstream of the EPS.
composition of the P02 feedstock material was During early commissioning of plant as operational
restricted and the CMFH neutron monitor calibrated experience was gained criticality safety assessors
accordingly. Currently, this requirement limits the provided extensive support for incremental changes to
PU02 feedstock to material recovered from the the mode of operation of plant to ensure optimum
reprocessing Of U02 fuel in Thorp. efficiency of fel manufacture, without compromising

Experience gained during commissioning and criticality safety.
operation has confirmed that the calibration of the
neutron system is acceptably accurate (based on
comparisons with weight-based measurements) and
conservative for high Pu240 materials, yet without
generating significant numbers of false alarms.

2.5 Operational Experience
During the production of the first MOX batches, a

variety of minor commissioning issues resulted in
various Safety Mechanisms forming the Enrichment
Protection System tripping. In all cases the Safety
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A French Experts Group met upon request by the French Nuclear Safety Authority in
order to determine a set of criteria aimed at justifying or not the implementation of a
criticality accident detection system (Criticality Alarm Accident System) in installations
involving fissile materials.

This document describes the organization of the document prepared from the analyses
of this Group and details the criteria discussed during the session.

KEYWORDS. criticality, accident, detection

1. Introduction 2. Group works

Among the safety cases processed every year by the First of all, the group members considered as
French Nuclear Safety Authority (ASN) a number of essential to better know the problems relating to the
them raises the question of the requirement to install CAAS device. This consisted in defining various
CAAS (Criticality Alarm Accident System) in working objectives.
installations processing fissile materials. To The first issue allowed listing the characteristic
investigate these safety cases, the Nuclear Safety functions of a CAAS. Detecting an accidental
Authority currently applies the Fundamental Safety radiation flow within the detection area, warning all
Rule (RFS No. 1.3.c, October 18, 1984), an ISO operators working in the installation, forwarding the
standard N7753, 1987-08-01, Nuclear energy - accident information to the emergency control center
Perfon-nance and testing requirements for criticality of the installation and site, and to a allback console,
detection and alarm systems), an ANSI standard the possibility to monitor the accident and to store
(ANSI/ANS-8.3-1997, Criticality Accident Alarm information, are the important basic functions of a
System), and statute law. Facing this report, a CAAS. A built-in system offering these
working group called "Criticality Accident - CAAS characteristics is used in all nuclear installations
implementation criteria" met in order to define involving a criticality risk in France. It is known as
criteria that might justify implementing or not such a E.D.A.C. (Ensemble de Ddtection et d'Alarme de
system as a safety requirement. This working group Criticitd) [1]. The choice of this system does not
gathered criticality experts from various correspond to a requirement in France, but is
organizations (nuclear operator, Nuclear Safety justified by its characteristics. It allows detecting any
Authority technical support), but whose participation accidental situation, including outside the area
was independent from any membership. defined by the ISO or ANSI standards, like for

Furthermore, to collect the widest possible panel example, slow kinetic power excursions [2].
of opinions within the French community, the Furthermore, it uses detectors being sensitive to
working group members were permanently neutron and gamma radiation emitted during a
concerned with ensuring the widest distribution criticality accident. In fact, the development of this
possible of the contents of the discussions they system is based on the results of criticality accident
attended, and considering remarks made by other study experimental programs conducted on CRAC
persons. and SILENE facilities in the VaIduc criticality

laboratory since 1967.

Corresponding author, Tel. 33-1-69-08-28-30, Fax. 33-1-69-08-79-13, E-mail: ludovic.reverdy�cea.fr
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The second working issue aimed at preparing a Most of the analyses conducted during the fourth
summary of the various calculation methods used by part allowed identifying situations for which the
the entities represented in the working group for presence of a CAAS is not justified, considering that
implementing detection sensors. This compilation reaching the criticality is nearly impossible, either
more specially allows highlighting the lack of the installation specific features, or the type of
standard recommending the accurate definition of consequences of a potential accident. Therefore, the
areas within the installation in case of criticality working group proposed a list of postulates and
accident (evacuation zone). The description of the criteria that allows not installing CAAS in
various calculation methods also highlighted the installations when the installations meet specific
requirement for unifortnizing the dosimetric conditions.
quantities when dealing with detection, alarm and A postulate is defined as a set of installation-
area-definition issues. specific conditions, process implemented, and fissile

The third working issue aimed at listing material involved, required and sufficient to make
arrangements and requirements to be incorporated the CAAS absence acceptable.
when studying the hypothesis of a criticality accident A criterion is defined as a set of conditions
and feasibility of implementing a CAAS in an specific to the operation of a installation, required for
installation. These requirements depend on the avoiding CAAS installation, based on the safety-
various steps of the process, namely: criticality study conducted for the installation.

• when conducting a criticality accident study
(definition of an assumed scenario, The list of postulates discussed within the working
criticality calculations resulting from the group is summarized below:
scenario, physics calculations of the Any installation implementing, through a
accident, calculation of potentially dry process, fissile material in metal, solid
associated radiological consequences, study and dry form, for which it is admitted that a
of the provisions required to shutdown the possible criticality accident would result in
criticality accident, etc.), a unique critical deviation, does not require

• when implementing the arrangements installing a CAAS. However, the accident
associated to the CAAS implementation, if detection function should be ensured.
needed (calculations of doses and detector A criticality unit for which the prevention of
implementation in premises in order to the criticality hazard is based on the
demonstrate that detection criteria are met): geometry control mode only, based on

• definition and marking-out, in the optimum moderation and reflection
installation, of the evacuation route hypotheses and for the reference fissile
and assembly area, medium most constraining in the

• installation of neutron and y installation, does not require a CAAS
dosimeters along the evacuation coverage. This postulate only applies to
route, units for which a human intervention,

• definition of the implantation in during normal operation, cannot result in
the installation and in the whole modification to the geometrical
evacuation zone, of audio and configuration.
possibly light alarms to provide Any storage of transport packages,
staff warning, compliant with their approval certificate,

• installation of a fallback console does not require monitoring by a CAAS.
outside the evacuation zone, A installation does not require CAAS

• conduct of regular tests with coverage if it houses less than the critical
sources, safety drills including minimum mass, at any time.
staff evacuation, Any installation housing more than the

• training of qualified personnel for critical minimum mass but whose any part
using the CAAS and information (building or cell) houses less than the
delivered by the fallback console, maximum allowable mass considering a

• writing accurate instructions for the double loading, does not require installing a
emergency control center and staff, CAAS.
etc.),

when operating the CAAS during The list of criteria discussed within the working
emergency planning situations (preparation group is summarized below:
of intervention and emergency management A criticality unit for which the prevention of
procedures, application of provisions to the criticality hazard is based on the
shutdown the neutron reaction - neutron geometry control mode only, based on
poisons, emergency brief sheets - etc.). optimum moderation and reflection
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hypothesis and for the reference fissile incident situations), does not require
medium most constraining in the process installing a CAAS.
unit, does not require a CAAS coverage. Any installation whose process involves

• Any storage of fissile material whose uranium with enrichment less than 66% (in
demonstration is based on an infinite array weight) in 211U, uranium with a moderation
of units arranged on one or more levels at the most equal to the maximum humidity
whose floor and ceiling are modeled with recovery and for which it is demonstrated
saturating thickness concrete, for optimum that the risk for introducing moderation
moderation and reflection conditions, does (other than maximum humidity recovery) is
not require installing a CAAS. limited and controlled, does not require

• Any installation section defined as a installing a CAAS.
criticality unit does not require CAAS Any installation provided with automatic
coverage if it houses less than the maximum shutdown systems in case of criticality
allowable mass considering a double accident, does not require installing a
loading. detection system for monitoring the

• Any installation implementing fissile progress of an accident.
material for which it is demonstrated that The detection of a cticality accident, if
the radiological consequences of a possible any, may be performed via other measuring
criticality accident remain less than 50 rnSv, systems than CAAS, if the operation of
a limit stated in the current French these systems should normally result in staff
regulation, and the 02 Gy limit stated in the evacuation.
ISO 7753 standard within less than one A criticality unit for which the prevention of
minute at 2 m, does not require installing a the criticality hazard is based on the
CAAS. criticality control mode only through mass

• Any installation whose operating principle limitation, based on optimum moderation
is based on a process fitted with safety and reflection hypothesis, does not require
automatic systems providing a sufficient installing a CAAS.
number of defence lines does not require Meeting the mass criticality should be
installing a CAAS. ensured via a dual independent control, via

• Any installation processing liquid effluents the control of fissile material accumulation
for which the provisions implemented allow in the criticality unit, and via the observance
limiting the accumulation of fissile material of a minimum distance between two
(operating procedures ... and ensuring that neighboring criticality units.
a fissile material mass less than or equal to It should be noted that this cterion
the maximum allowable mass or the safe allows avoiding the installation of a CAAS
mass are met, for the reference fissile in ICPE's (ICPE means Installation Classde
medium considered, does not require Pour I'Environnement installation
installing a CAAS. classified with regard to environmental

• Any installation implementing, fissile protection).
material (U or Pu) in metal form, for which Furthermore, the working group estimated that,
it is demonstrated that a possible cticality for exceptional works, it would be desirable for a
accident would result in a critical deviation mobile CAAS or any other appropriate and reliable
followed with a power level stabilization detection system to be available, thus implying the
(pseudo-level) during a period being long awareness of the difficulty and constraints involved
enough to allow for organized staff when installing such a system.
evacuation, does not require installing a
CAAS. Finally, during the last part and in order to better
However, detection and monitoring system assess the potential impact of these proposals for
should be installed. exemption rules, it is planned to complete the works

with a theoretical study of the application of such
The proposals below were also discussed among rules to the existing French installations, as

the working group members: compared with the current situation.
• Installing a CAAS is not required if at least

4 improbable and independent major 4. Conclusion
anomalies result in an accident.

• Any installation whose process involves As a conclusion, it is important to note that the
uranium with enrichment less than 66% (in work compilation already highlighted the following
weight) in 135U, uranium being strictly non- difficulties:
moderated (no moderation event during the variety of installations makes it difficult
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to establish general exemption rules of
postulate type;

• the requirement to clearly define the area
within which the rule should be applied
(installation, criticality unit, cell, etc.),
considering possible transfers;

• when studying the consequences of a
criticality accident, it is necessary to set up
a criterion consistent with the applicable
radiation protection standards, in particular
when defining the evacuation zones.
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Plutonium Contaminated Material arises as a solid waste at the United Kingdom
Sellafield Site. Its disposal route entails it being packaged into 200 litre mild steel drums
which are currently placed in interim swface stores in large multi-layered arrays. Within
one of the original Sellafield buildings, a large number of such drums accumulated in an
area known as the South Solvent Cells during the late 1960s and early 1970s. They have
remained there largely untouched until retrieval operations commenced in 2002. From the
out-set, significant operational difficulties were encountered which led to a cessation of the
retrieval operations after the processing of only twelve historic drums.

These difficulties had their origins in the requirements of the criticality safety case and
calibration of the plutonium assay instrumentation which supported the retrieval operations.
This paper describes the remedial actions taken to address these difficulties which have
allowed a successful resumption of waste retrieval operations and highlights learning points
which have general applicability to any decommissioning or historic waste retrieval project
that involves the fissile assay of plutonium (and 235U) contaminated plant.

KEYWORDS. PCM, Plutonium, Waste, Assay, JEC 61508, Reftieva4 Safety Case

1. Introduction generated PCM, coupled with an imposed overly
pessimistic calibration of the plutonium assay

The South Solvent Cells retrieval operations entail instrument, resulted in a significant over-estimate of
the removal of each historic Plutonium Contaminated the plutonium content of each package and, hence, the
Material (PCM) waste drum individually into a Waste cumulative plutonium content of the new ums into
Handling Area (WHA) where the contents are which these packages were placed. The magnitude of
removed, assayed for plutonium content and the over-estimate was unexpected and compliance
repackaged into new 200 litre mild steel drums which with dm fissile mass limits severely limited the
are then exported to downstream facilities for interim number of historic packages which could be
storage in modem facilities. As no detailed records of repackaged into each new drum.
the drum contents or origin were available, the re-pack In the sections which follow below the evolution of
was necessary to meet the drurn acceptance criteria for the criticality safety case is described as it is important
the modem interim storage facilities. to set the background context. The key remedial

The decision to cease the retrieval operations after actions taken to address the operational difficulties are
the processing of only twelve historic drums was not then discussed. These were; (i) a re-calibration of the
taken lightly due to the importance of this project to plutonium assay instrument on the basis of a
the overall hazard reduction process which is on-going justifiable bounding, but not worst case, waste matrix
at Sellafield. However, operational experience composition. This work incorporated BNFLs current
showed; (i) processing each historic 200 litre druin approach on the engineering substantiation of
was generating, on average, five new 200 litre drums. programmable electronic safety related systems as
One particular historic drum generated twelve new applied to the plutonium assay of solid waste
drums; (ii) processing each historic 200 litre dum was materials; (ii) the incorporation of recent advances in
taking, on average, five shifts of eight hours nominal the PCM handling criticality safety assessment
duration; (iii) manual splitting of packages to reduce methodology employed at Sellafield'). Finally, the key
their individual plutonium inventory was learning points drawn from the discussion in this
commonplace with many of these packages having paper are summarised.
very high contact dose rates.

Briefly, these difficulties resulted from an initial 2. Criticality Safety Case Evolution
criticality safety case requirement to individually
assay each package retrieved from an historic drum. 2.1 Original Criticality Safety Case
The presence of greater quantities of plutonium in the The oginal criticality safety case covering the
historic waste than is encountered for more recently South Solvent Cells retrieval operations was fully

aContact Details: Tel. 44 (0) 19467 79144, Fax. 44 (0) 19467 79007, E-mail: dak3�bnfl.com
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prepared and endorsed for use in the mid 1990s, single package handling restriction was built into the
however, decommissioning priorities were such that criticality safety case if it could be shown, after a
the project start date was delayed by several years. In period of data gathering and analysis, that there was
the intervening period the safety case methodology good agreement between the plutonium inventories
employed by BNFL developed and improved painted on the external surface of the historic drum
significantly, particularly in the field of engineering and the plutonium inventories obtained by new assay.
substantiation of safety significant plant and
equipment. BNFL criticality safety cases are now 2.2 Pre-Active Commissioning Review
required to define the safety function and required The commencement of retrieval operations in the
integrity/reliability, for example probability of failure South Solvent Cells coincided with the time when
upon demand (pfd), of any plant items and equipment BNFL were still developing their methodology to
which support the criticality safety arguments. meet the above challenges for the engineering
Engineering substantiation is the process by which substantiation of PCM assay instrumentation.
these safety functions and integrity demands are Although an examination of the original criticality
forinally reviewed and confirmed by a competent safety case allowed a safety function and integrity to
engineer against the actual plant items and equipment be defined for the assay instrument, the resultant
installed. engineering substantiation process was still biased

The process of engineering substantiation has been towards always guaranteeing a conservative
a particular challenge for PCM assay instrumentation plutonium assay. Given the uncertainties in the waste
for a number of reasons: matrix form of the items which would be present in

the South 'Solvent Cells historic drums (non had been
0 They generally utilise commercial Personal opened) a calibration was imposed which had the

Computer (PC) based software for which it is consequences detailed in the introduction to this
difficult to justify a low pfd. paper.

a The uncertainties associated with the waste Figure is illustrative of the difficulties that were
matrix and plutonium (and 235 U) form and encountered during the initial retrieval operations. It
disposition can lead to significant conservatism shows a typical item retrieved from an historic drum
in the calibration if it is required to guarantee a comprising some metal wire coiled around a metal
conservative assay result. cable reel. The pessimistic calibration imposed

0 There is significant level of human input into resulted in a measurement of over 8OOg total
the set up and operation of the instruments. plutonium being applied to this single item, a factor of

at least six greater than the current fissile packing
In keeping with the safety case methodology of the limit for new drums. In addition to it being visually

time, the original criticality safety case for the South obvious that the item could not contain such a quantity
Solvent Cells PCM retrievals did not include any of plutonium, Figure also illustrates another
definition of the safety function or integrity important point. Namely that the assumption of the
requirements for the associated plutonium assay highly theoretical conditions of optimum water
instrument, (a neutron coincidence counting device moderation and full water reflection in demonstrating
with High Resolution Gamma Spectrometer for the criticality safety of handling such items is grossly
isotopic analysis). Nor did it examine the criticality pessimistic.
safety margins present in the event of an incorrect
assay. It simply cited the instrumentation as being
important in packing the historic waste into new
drums to a defined plutonium mass limit, thus
implying in the absence of any other analysis that it
was a crucial instrument for criticality safety.

The basic criticality control philosophy for the
operations was driven by the absence of data
regarding the drum contents. It entailed individual
retrieval of historic drums into the WHA with retrieval
of a single package from this drum and complete
disposal (via plutonium assay) into a new 200 litre
drum prior to retrieving the next package.
Arrangements were included for the storage of any
recovered liquor. In deriving the criticality safety
parameters optimum water moderation and full water Fig.1 Typical waste item retrieved from historic
reflection of any plutonium present was assumed, drum
however, significant quantities of plutonium were not
expected to be present. A partial relaxation of the
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3. Remedial Actions waste assay instrumentation, such as that used in the
South Solvent Cells retrievals. To illustrate this using

2)3.1 Plutonium Assay Instrument Re-calibration the Safety Integrity Level categorisation scheme the
In the intervening period between the pre-active South Solvent Cells PCM assay instrument can be

commissioning criticality safety case review and the confidently assigned a category SIL 1 integrity
cessation of retrieval operations in the South Solvent requirement, (equivalent to a pfd range of > 10-2

Cells, BNFL had developed significantly its approach to< IO-'). This is a powerful assertion as it gave
to the engineering substantiation of programmable BNFL Instruments and BNFL Engineering a clear
electronic safety related systems as applied to the steer that the utilisation of commercial PC based
plutonium assay of solid waste materials. software and a high level of human input were no

A multi-discipline team participated in these longer major hurdles in being able to substantiate the
developments with input from; BNFL Instruments use of fissile assay instruments in support of PCM
whose specialists have designed and built the majority handling criticality safety cases. It also allowed a
of PCM assay equipment used at Sellafield; criticality significant shift in the waste matrix assumptions
safety analysts from BNFLs Safety Environmental adopted in the instrument calibrations, as described in
Risk Management team; plant operators who generate the second key principle below:
and handle PCM waste; and BNFL Engineering
whose specialists undertake much of the engineering Calibration lo be based upon a worst case neutron
substantiation processes at Sellafield and act as the interfering matrix of commonly occurring materials.
BNFL design authority. The range of matrix materials present in typical PCM

A much greater understanding was reached of the waste is extremely large. The majority are relatively
requirements of each discipline, for example, the non-neutron interfering such as metals, glass, masonry
criticality safety analysts now have a good or thin sheets of plastic and bottles. Conversely, some
appreciation of the performance limitations and materials which can be encountered and require
calibration assumptions of PCM assay instruments. disposal as PCM waste are highly neutron absorbing
Furthermore, this multi-discipline approach is now such as Jabroc shielding and high density
maintained as part of the engineering substantiation polyethylene blocks.
process for each individual PCM assay instrument. For PCM assay instruments utilising a neutron
The first key principle upon which the current counting technique the choice of calibration matrix
substantiation process is based is as follows: can be extremely important. As already mentioned in

Section 2.2 of this paper, the engineering
A reasonable degree of confidence is required in substantiation process at the time of the South Solvent

the assay results, but not certainty. The assumptions Cells pre-active commissioning criticality safety case
underpinning the fissile mass control limits derived in review was still biased towards always guaranteeing a
BNFL criticality safety cases for PCM handling have conservative plutonium assay. This resulted in a
always been considered to be extremely pessimistic significantly neutron absorbing calibration matrix
given the nature of the waste material. A prime being imposed which was essentially a worst case of
example is the assumption of optimum water all possible matrix materials which were expected to
moderation when, in reality, the fissile material in be present in the historic South Solvent Cells waste.
PCM waste will be largely dry and associated with Where the mass of plutonium associated with the
poorly moderating (even neutron absorbing) materials waste matrix is low (of the order of a few grams) the
such as metals and Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC). choice of such a calibration matrix is unlikely to result

detailed examination and quantification of the in any adverse im act on PCM drum packing
margins to criticality safety present in the existing efficiency, as the overestimate of plutonium inventory,
PCM handling limits was recently undertaken by (for those items with an actual waste matrix which is
BNFL1). This study, performed with the Monte-Carlo less neutron interfering than the calibration matrix),
code MONK, moved away from the highly theoretical will not impact on the fissile material packing limits
1worst case' assumptions underpinning the current for drums which are of the order of several hundred
fissile limits to a more realistic, but still pessimistic grams. However, in the case of the South Solvent
and justifiable representation of PCM waste. This Cells, where the plutonium mass associated with the
approach was shown to result in significant increases waste materials was higher than expected, the adverse
in the mass of fissile material per PCM package or affect on operations was catastrophic.
drum that can be tolerated before a potential criticality Thejustification of a low integrity requirement for
hazard could arise. As a consequence, it became clear solid PCM waste assay instrumentation applies not
that the criticality safety of PCM handling operations only to its hardware/software/human components but
is not particularly sensitive to the associated fissile also to the robustness of the assumptions underpinning
assay results. its calibration. Hence, as part of the re-calibration

This conclusion enabled the justification of only a exercise for the South Solvent Cells PCM assay
relatively low integrity being required for solid PCM instrument, a less neutron interfering calibration
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matrix was adopted which was judged to bound the the handling of PCM waste at Sellafield. With respect
worst case of commonly occurring waste matrix to the South Solvent Cells retrieval operations it was
materials. That is, for a low integrity assay instrument, readily apparent that the risk of criticality from
it is not considered necessary to base the calibration excessive quantities of plutonium in the histo P M
on rarely occurring materials even though their waste being handled was not commensurate with the
neutron absorbing properties may have a severe operational difficulties being encountered. On
impact on the performance of the instrument. balance, the radiological risks associated with

As part of the engineering substantiation process, additional PCM waste handling, waste volume
BNFL Instruments used the Monte-Carlo code MCNP multiplication and additional work time in high
to simulate the measurement performance (detection radiation fields were seen to be significant in
efficiency) of the PCM assay instrument over a range comparison to the risk of criticality. In order to strive
of matrix materials and plutonium dispositions. for all safety risks (radiological, conventional,
Figure 2 illustrates some of the results of this environmental and criticality) being maintained as low
simulation for the South Solvent Cells PCM assay as is reasonably practicable (ALARP) it was deemed
instrument. An efficiency of .0 essentially represents reasonable to explore if a relaxation in the criticality
an empty measurement chamber with the plutonium safety constraints could lead to significant safety
Isource' in the position of least detection efficiency, benefits elsewhere.
(usually associated with the ends of the measurement A multi-disciplined options study was held which
chamber). focussed upon solutions which would increase drum

packing efficiency, reduce operator dose uptake and
increase operational effectiveness and flexibility. Two

1 relatively straightforward modifications to the
0.8 criticality safety case arose from this study and were
0.6 implemented for the re-commencement of waste

retrieval operations in the South Solvent Cells.
0.4

w
0.2

3.2.1 Multiple Package Handling
0 On the basis of the BNFL study of the criticality

safety margins inherently present in solid PCM
waste') it was argued that a single historic PCM waste
drurn retrieved into the "A for processing did not
present a credible risk of criticality. Essentially, it was
argued that the condition (and hence neutron
multiplication) of the plutonium will be far removed

Fig.2 Detection efficiency of the PCM assay from the highly theoretical assumptions of optimal
instrument with various matrix materials water moderation and full water reflection

underpinning the existing criticality safety case for the
Scrap PVC is a very common matrix material in South Solvent Cells retrievals. The actual plutonium

PCM waste as it is utilised widely for containment mass required for criticality was considered to be of
bags, tents and floor/wall coverings. Furthermore, the order of many kilograms, a scenario not judged to
Figure 2 illustrates the fact that for the South Solvent be credible given the nature and origin of the waste
Cells PCM assay instrument, scrap PVC was materials being handled.
essentially shown to be a pessimistic calibration This modification allowed the sorting of waste
matrix for all but some of the more unusual matrices, packages in the WHA and, with the operators being
such as the measurement chamber being filled with able to select different packages for assay rather than
thick Perspex sheets or large rubber blocks. being forced to take the next package from the top of

Hence, a scrap PVC matrix was chosen for the the drum, this significantly improved the rate of
re-calibration of the South Solvent Cells PCM assay retrievals and waste packing efficiency in the new
instniment, it being argued that the occurrence of drums. More importantly, it allowed the assay of
more severe neutron absorbing matrices, co-incident multiple packages, thus reducing the cumulative
with the presence of a significant mass of plutonium, uncertainty in plutonium mass associated with each
was a remote event and in keeping with the low new packed PCM drum. That is, the PCM assay
integrity requirement for solid PCM waste assay instrument is at its most efficient with respect to its
instrumentation. calibration when the measurement chamber is ftill of

waste material. Again, the benefits to drum packing
3.2 Criticality Safety Case Review efficiency and increased efficiency of operations

The MONK study discussed in Section 31 above leading to reduced dose uptake are obvious.
had shown that there are very significant criticality
safety margins in the existing fissile limits applied to
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3.2.2 Recovery of Solid Residues result without significant pessimism and hence
The existing criticality safety case assumed that all plutonium mass over-estimation in most

of the historic waste materials, with the exception of measurements. This will result in operational
any recovered liquor, would be routed through the difficulties if plutonium inventories in the
PCM assay instrument and disposed of as PCM. waste waste being assayed are more than a few
into a new drum. As such, no arrangements were grams. In these instances the plutonium assay
included in the criticality safety case to permit the strategy should consider techniques which
recovery and storage of any solids suspected to be determine the matrix material properties with
residual process materials and, hence, potentially high respect to the assay methodology being
in plutonium inventory. Many of the instances of high employed, for example gamma or neutron
plutonium masses being identified by assay during the based assay. Alternatively, different assay
initial retrieval operations were associated with the instruments set up for different matrix
presence of residual solid material which could easily materials should be considered, for example,
and quickly have been recovered prior to the assay. metals, plastics, masonry.
Examples include surface crusts on the internals of The concept of'overall ALARP'is important in
bottles and redundant plant equipment. decommissioning and waste retrieval safety

Such recovery arrangements are a normal aspect of cases where all safety risks (radiological,
criticality safety cases for the decommissioning of conventional, environmental and criticality)
redundant plutonium (and 235U) contaminated plant. are weighed against each other. Where
However, they were omitted in the case of the original criticality safety margins are large, a relaxation
South Solvent Cells retrievals criticality safety case as of some of the criticality constraints on the
there was an expectation that the quantities of operations may be readily justifiable if this
plutonium encountered in the ostensibly waste would reduce other safety risks.
material would be low. The adoption of the highly theoretical

Hence, the ability to recover and store solid conditions of optimal water moderation and
residues was included in the criticality safety case full water reflection for fissile material are
which entailed the standard arrangements of recovery highly conservative for solid PCM waste
into small volume bottles and storage of the bottles in materials. There is a possibility that such an
a criticality safe spaced array. This modification approach will lead to undue operational
allowed potential process material to be diverted away restrictions arising from the criticality safety
from the PCM assay instrument, for analysis and case where there is little actual risk of
treatment at a later date. This resulted in significant criticality. Furthermore, where fissile assay is
benefits in terms of avoiding the generation of and employed in support of the criticality safety
recovery from high plutonium assay results. Drum case, the traditional optimally water moderated
packing efficiency improved greatly as the masses of and fully water reflected criticality control
plutonium requiring disposal into new PCM drums, limits for cessation of operations in the event
both real plutonium mass and that due to calibration of a high plutonium assay result may not be
uncertainty, reduced correspondingly. appropriate. Criticality safety analysts should

be recognisant of this and their efforts directed
4. Summary of Key Lessons Learned towards reducing undue pessimism where

justifiable.
• It is generally not efficient to prepare a detailed Arrangements for the recovery and storage of

and prescriptive criticality safety case solid residue material should be included in
significantly in advance of the actual decommissioning and waste retrieval criticality
decommissioning operations commencing. safety cases even if no such materials are
Safety case methodology changes, acquisition expected.
of new information/data and/or evolution of
the preferred methods/techniques Of References
decommissioning are likely to occur requiring 1) David Kirkwood and Sam Darby, "New
significant safety case rework. Initial criticality Approach to the Criticality Safety Assessment of
safety case effort should be directed towards PCM at BNFL Sellafield", Trans. Am. Nuct.
identification of the overall criticality safety Soc., 87, 59 2002).
control philosophy and removal of unnecessary 2) IEC 61508-1:1998: Functional Safety of
pessimism in the criticality safety data which Electrical Electronic Programmable Electronic
will underpin the final criticality safety case. Safety Related Systems.

• Where there is great uncertainty in the waste
matrix material, it is not possible to always
guarantee a conservative plutonium assay
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A New Approach to the Criticality Safety Assessment of PCM at BNFL Sellafield

Sam DARBY', Dave KIRKWOOD
BNFL, Rutherford House, Risley, Warrington WA3 6AS UK

Plutonium Contaminated Material (PCM) arises as a solid waste on the Sellafield Site and is packaged into 200
litre drums which are placed into interim surface storage arrays. These wastes may also contain 235U , The
traditional approach to criticality safety has been based on "worst-case" reactivity modelling. This has recently
led to a number of difficulties by implying that the 230 g (pU+235U) drum limit is very important for criticality
safety and the assay instruments used to demonstrate compliance with the limit need a high level of safety
reliability. Also, the reliability and acuracy of the assay results of historical or legacy PCM became an issue.
The new focus on substantiation of safety related equipment in BNFL has highlighted reliability shortfalls for
the assay instruments. To overcome these shortfalls, additional operational practices on the PCM handling
regimes were introduced to give increased confidence in the fissile assay results. These practices significantly
delayed processing PCM waste stocks and resulted in significant additional operator dose uptake. Thus there
were strong reasons to improve the existing approach. This paper describes a new approach to the criticality
modelling of PCM.

KEYWORDS: Plutonium waste, PCM, Criticality
is a low probability of returning an understimate of

1. Introduction fissile mass. The new focus on substantiation of
safety related equipment in BNFL safety cases has

Plutonium Contaminated Material (PCM) highlighted reliability shortfalls being identified for
arises as a solid waste on the Sellafield Site. These the assay instruments when their engineering is
wastes may also contain 235U. Its disposal route compared against the perceived performance
entails it being packaged into 200 litre mild steel demands of the PCM criticality safety assessment. To
drums which are placed in interim surface stores in overcome these shortfalls additional operational
large arrays. Facilities for the compaction and restrictions on the PCM handling regimes have had to
treatment of these drums to generate a wasteform be introduced to give increased confidence in the
suitable for long-tenn deep underground storage are fissile assay results, however, these have significantly
also available at the site. delayed BNFL's efforts to process its PCM waste

stocks into a passive form and have resulted in
The existing BNFL approach to the significant additional operator dose uptake. A strong

criticality safety assessment of PCM drum storage driver was thus presented to review the existing
array is largely "deterministic" in that the derived approach.
23 Og(pU+211U) limit for a drum is based upon 'worst

case' reactivity modelling using the Monte-Carlo Another reason for reviewing PCM
neutronics code MONK8') . The deterministic assessment, has been IEC 615082), the recent
approach does not rely on probabilistic arguments. European standard for safety related electrical and
The deterministic limit is complemented in the electronic systems. The standard covers all aspects of
assessment by qualitative arguments regarding the design, build, testing and commissioning and
actual margins to safety which are judged to be specifies stringent requirements for important safety
present. That is, given the nature of PCM, the actual systems. The standard has been adopted by BNFL
fissile mass which would be required in a drum (or and could be onerous to meet for PCM assay
adjacent drums) before criticality could occur is instruments.
judged to be much greater than the 230g(Pu+ 235u)

limit However, the extent of the safety margin has 2. Aims of the Project
not been estimated in this approach.

The specific aims of the project were to:
Whilst the deretministic approach has been

historically fit-for-purpose and results in a robust 0 Obtain a more realistic description of the
criticality safety assessment, recently it has led to a criticality risk posed by PCM.
number of difficulties. In particular, it suggests that 0 Increase confidence in historical assay results.
the 23 og(pU+21'U) drum limit is very important for * Determine the appropriate reliability for fissile
criticality safety and, hence, the assay instruments monitors to meet the requirements of IEC 61508.
used to demonstrate compliance with the limit are
perceived as requiring a high level of reliability; that

Corresponding author. Email: sam.darbygbnfl.com. Tel: 44 1925 83 3977, Fax: 44 1925 83 3977
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3. The Nature of PCM chlorine. Rubber - a potentially efficient moderator -
is found in glove-port seals, boots, and gloves; these

3.1 Fissile content and density are items which will not readily mix with fissile
PCM is comprised of materials which have materials. The most efficient moderator - olythene -

been used in plutonium plant. A significant is present only in small proportions. Generally, the
proportion of PCM is secondary waste, which has not Polythene will be mixed with other materials; a drum
been in intimate contact with process fissile material. containing a pure olythene matrix is not considered
For social, economic, environmental and security, credible.
measures are taken to minimise the incorporation of
bulk fissile material into the PCM stream. Typically, 3.4 Matrix Mass
the fissile content of PCM drums is measured in 10's The term "matrix" refers to the bulk of the waste. The
of grams, although occassionally drums with mass of matrix per PCM drum gives an indication of
significantly more fissile material arise. how much moderator and absorber may be present.

Although much of the PCM was generated For Pu in olythene or in water, the optimum
many years ago, it is known that similar measures concentration is about 20-30 gPu/litre, equivalent to
were employed to minimise the loss of fissile material approximately 10-15 kg water for every 230 g Pu.
to waste streams. Generally, therefore, the mass of Surveys show that a matrix mass of at least 20 kg is
plutonium associated with typical PCM drums is present per drum, but usually significantly more.
expected to be small and in the form of surface This analysis shows that typical PCM drums are
contamination. Fissile densities are low (typically < generally not optimally moderated and will contain
0.1 g litre") and far lower than in optimised systems significant amounts of absorber.
(typically 10's gPu litre-1).

3.5 PCM Geometry (Shape, Bulk Density and
3.2 Plutonium Isotopics Form)

Reactor produced plutonium contains a Radiographs show that there is significant
mixture of various isotopes - principally "Pu, voidage in PCM drums due to the random size/shape
239Pu239, 24OPu240 , 24 'Pu241 and 242 Pu. Typically, of the waste items. This shows that real wastes are
Pu240 will be present to at least 5w/o and usually at configured completely differently from the way in
about 20 w/o. 24OpU will act as an appreciable neutron which PCM is generally modelled.
absorber (poison) at thermal neutron energies. In this
study it is assumed that all plutonium in the array is 4. Deterministic Safety Assessment
the fissile isotope 239pU.

Conventional assessments of PCM are based
3.3 Matrix Composition a deterministic approach in which all parameters

PCM is comprised of wide range of assume the most reactive value. Thus there would be:
materials and items, depending on the plant of origin. no absorbers, full density materials, optimum
For example, PCM from a decommissioning project moderation, optimum geometry, no Pu240 etc. This
will contain a predominance of pipework, vessel approach compounds approximations and results in a
pieces and glovebox components/panels, all mixed in highly pessimistic model. Table 2 compares typical
with secondary waste such as Windscale suits. PCM values for the important parameters against the values
generated from a plutonium finishing line will used in the deterministic approach which derives 230
typically contain a mix of PVC bagged small plant g pu drum as a fissile limit:
items and equipment, such as discarded empty cans It can be seen that the deterministic
and bottles, tools, spent process filters, gloves (from approach is very pessimistic with respect to all
personnel and gloveboxes), tenting materials and parameters. For this reason, deterministic models
secondary waste. Surveys have shown that the major show very little safety margin for a drum limit of 230
constituents of PCM are: g (Pu+U235). This leads to a number of erroneous

conclusions:
Table 1: PCM constituents 0 there is very little safety margin in the 230 g
Material Average Range w/o fissile drum limit.

w/o 0 Uncertainties in historical assays may be be
PVC eg bagging 59 44 83 important
Rubber eg seals 16 1 - 30 0 that Pu monitor reliability is very important.
Steels eg wire, tools 8- 0 - 12
Cellulose eg swabs 4 1 - 12
Polythene eg tools 4 1 - 12

It can be seen that the major constituent by
far is PVC. Whilst this material moderates neutrons
it is also an efficient absorber due to the presence of
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Table 3 shows the main results of the survey.

Table 2 Deterministic vs typical val s In this Table the increase in fissile mass (Am/m)
refers to the fractional increase above the 230 g

Parameter Model value Typical (Pu+U235) drum limit:
value

Fissile mass -230g log Table 3 Princi al PCM Survey suits

Fissile density 3Q_� e-' < 0 I g litre-' Parameter Change Increasein
fissile mass

Pu240 0% (5-20)% ('&m/m)

Matrix Polythene or PVC, steel, PU240 5% 0.1

water concrete Matrix Water PVC 14
Density 0 I gCM-3_ 1 0.3

Matrix - I g litre- < 0.01 -3
litre -1 gcm

Density Array Infinite 30 0.05

Geometry sphere or slab random Reflection cm concrete
Drum steel 0 - 1.5 mm 0.05

Drum steel None 1.5 mm Homogeneous 4kgPVC 3

Reflection Infinite concrete 30 cm absorber -
concrete Heterogeneous 40kg I

- solid PVC

5. Quantification of the Safety Margins Present in Solid Concrete 40kg - for some
PCM or steel arrangement

S
5.1 Parameter surveys

Clearly, there are a large number of The calculations show that many parameters
pessimisms in the deterministic calculations used to may have only a small effect on the reactivity of a
derive the 23og(pU+23'U) fissile mass limit for a 200 PCM array. However, the results also show that
litre PCM drum. As an example, in these calculations representing the waste matrix as PVC - a major
the fissile material is assumed to be in the forin of constituent of most PCM drums - instead of water
optimally water moderated plutonium metal. In results in an increase by a factor of about fourteen in
reality, the fissile material is largely dry and the mass of fissile material per dum which would be
associated with poorly moderating (even neutron required for potential criticality. Even taking credit
absorbing) materials such as metals and Polyvinyl for the PVC liner present in'modem'PCM rums and
Chloride (PVC). The aim of the initial phase of the the presence of neutron absorbing NON results in a
review was to quantify the effect of these pessimisms significant increase in safety margin.
in order to clearly demonstrate the margins to
criticality safety against the 23og(pU+235U) limit. This However it is not sufficient to build a PCM
was accomplished via a comprehensive set of safety assessment on this information alone since
calculations, using the Monte Carlo neutronics code there may be abnormal or atypical PCM drums with
MONK8, which investigated the effect on 200 litre high fissile contents or a waste matrix with low
PCM drum array reactivity of moving away from the neutron absorbtion. Further studies were undertaken
existing'worst case' modelling assumptions to a more to investigate the effects of abnormal PCM drums and
realistic, but still pessimistic and justifiable these are described in Section 52.
representation of PCM-waste.

The calculation model consisted of a 2-D 5.2 Bulk fissile material
infinite planar array of PCM drums as shown in Further calculations were undertaken using
Figure 1: a 'split array' technique to model an array of 'typical'

PCM drums into which were embedded a number of
Fig PCM drum model extremeor atypical PCM drums.

The atypical drums were modelled as

M containing (i) excessive quantities of fissile material
and (ii) atypical matrices such as polyethylene,
defiiied by low neutron absorption and efficient
moderation.

--- Infinitc in The background drums were modelled as:

0 planar (X&Y) infinite array
0 4 high array

30 cm cotetite + A beds 0 700 g Pu per drum
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• PVC matrix at 04 gCM-3 It is worthy of note that there is very little

• Optimised Pu concentration experimental data available internationally to validate
• Spherical Pu/PVC mixtures centrally placed in the use of MONK for PVC based systems, in which

the drums neutron absorption by chlorine may be significant.
The model is shown in Figure 2 below: This fact was recognised an appropriate code

uncertainty allowance was justified through a
sensitivity analysis combined with cross-section

Figure 2 Split array model uncertainties. However, the reactivity of the limiting

cm concrete case 'split array' calculations was seen to be
overwhelmingly driven by the populations of the

Background atypical PCM drums, none of which included PVC.
array of Hence, the conclusions of these 'split array'

Atypical drum typical calculations were not considered to be undermined by
sub array drums: Og any potential code bias for PVC systems.

Pu239in
5 x 3 75) PVC

or cr-7A
2 x 2 x 2 =8) 6. Application

-��N �U, �a The new PCM array reactivity calculations
demonstrate that there are very significant margins to

Og(pU+235U)criticality safety in the existing 23 drum
Three atypical scenarios were modelled limit and, consequentially, that the criticality safety of

which were considered to bound any credible PCM PCM is not particularly sensitive to the fissile assay
drum of high reactivity from any operation on the results associated with the dums. This conclusion has
Sellafield site: been used to enable a fit-for-purpose substantiation of

the reliability of the assay instrumentation, with the

i. Excessive fissile material: a single can of water- removal of many of the operational restrictions
saturated PU02 within a PCM. previously discussed above. To illustrate this, BNFL

ii. Excessive fissile material: pipework has recently adopted the Safety Reliability Level
contaminated with Pu Nitrate crystals. (SIL) categorisation scheme outlined in IEC 61508 2)

iii. Atypical matrix: a single Pu/polythene sphere for defining the reliability requirements of its PCM
within a drum fissile assay instruments. As such, substantiation of

the instruments engineering is essentially based upon

Table 4 summarises the results of the its SIL category as defined in the PCM handling
calculations: criticality safety assessment. As indicated above,

PCM handling criticality safety assessments based

Table 4 Split results upon the existing 'worst case' reactivity approach
Infinite number 700 g Pu K+3( = 06 imply a required high level of reliability for the assay
of typical drunis - instrument, that is, an reliability of at least category
Pu in PVC. No drum SIL 2 (equivalent to a probability of failure upon
atypical drums demand (pfd) range of > 10,3 to < 12) or even

category SIL 3 (equivalent to a pfd range of > 10-4 to

Atypical drums Kg Pu per Sub array < 10-3 ). The new approach discussed in this paper has
embedded in drum size provided a robust argument that typical PCM fissile
infinite array For K3cy assay instruments have at most a category SIL I

reliability requirement (equivalent to a pfd range of >
=0.95 10-2 to < I -

Fully flooded 10 75 = x 5 x 3

PU02 powder 75 As a consequence, confidence has also been
drums) re-established in the adequacy for criticality safety
Pu Nitrate 10 75 = x 5 x 3 purposes of the assay results associated with many
hexahdrate(75 thousands of historic PCM dnims held in surface
drums) storage at Sellafield.
Pu olythene 2.4 8 = 2 x 2 x 2
s

7. Conclusions

These calculations showed that for credible The study has shown that

accumulations of atypical rums, kilogram quantities The safety margins are considerable for a 230 g
of fissile material per drum would be required for a fissile drum limit and these are not affected by a
potential criticality hazard to arise. credible number of atypical drums containing
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excessive quantities of fissile material, efficient
moderators or a credible number of drums with
an absence of neutron absorbers.

• The safety of drum arrays is not sensitive to the
uncertainties in assay results which could arise
from the characteristics of particular fissile
monitors.

• Uncertainties in historical assay results are not
significant.

• A high assay reliability is not required for a 230
g fissile drum limit.
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This paper gives a short overview on the work which was done recently or is underway
for criticality safety analyses for final disposal of fissile material containing waste and spent
nuclear fuel in Germany. For Plutonium containing low-level waste a modification of
criticality safety limits is proposed, taking into account the fractions of Put-,,, and 240 Pu. For
final disposal of spent nuclear fuel studies on long term sub-criticality are being performed
with the aim of comparing different host rock materials. The paper reports on first results of
generic criticality analyses for a clay formation. The analyses are based on long term
scenarios, which were proposed by experts in geo-chemistry, dealing with long term
problems in disposal research.

KEYWORDS. Final Disposal, Spent Nuclear Fuel, Fissile Material containing Waste,
Criticality Analyses, Germany

1. Introduction determined from criticality analyses'). To be in
compliance with requirements for heat and dose

In Germany the concept of disposal in a deep limitations and to provide flexibility in an early stage
geologic formation is being pursued for all types of of planning, separate limits for each of the fissile
radioactive waste. A repository for low and medium nuclides ... U, 235u, 239Pu and 24ipU were determined.
level waste is planned in the former iron ore mine For mixtures of nuclides a summation formula must
'Konrad' located in the State of Lower Saxony. The be applied. For example for a waste container of 87
licensing procedure is nearly completed. Criticality M3 total volume filled with 200 waste drums the
analyses for the post-closure phase were performed overall mass limits are 220 g for 239Pu and I 10 g for
and reported several years ago'). Some recently 241p 2 The application of these limits to a realistic
performed criticality studies were directed towards Plutonium mixture from fuel manufacture in
modifying the acceptance criteria for Plutonium combination with an additional requirement for
containing low level waste from the former MOX fuel homogenization, which allows at maximum 50 g
fabrication. Some information on the background, respectively 120 of the minimum critical mass of a
applied approach and results are given below. fissile nuclide per 100 I volume, can lead to

For spent nuclear fuel a disposal concept in salt 'over-conservative' restrictions from the viewpoint of
rock has been pursued in Germany since the 1980s. In criticality safety and finally result in an unnecessary
2000 a new site selection process, taking into account increase of waste volume. Therefore it was proposed
the present state of science on geological repository to introduce a modified limit for fissile Plutonium,
research was initiated by the Federal Government. taking into account, that Pu contaminated waste from
Besides salt rock also other geologic formations have first recycled MOX fuel fabrication contains a mixture
to be considered in the analyses for suitability. For this of at least five Pu isotopes and Americium. In the
reason criticality analyses, initially directed to proposed approach on the one hand the content of
disposal of spent fuel in salt rock are actually dealing 24OPu is taken into account, to increase the total mass
with potential aternative host rock materials like clay limit. On the other hand the content of fissile
and granite. The objective of the present studies is to Plutonium (239Pu and 14 pU) is assumed a 239pu To
provide information for the suitability of different compensate this non conservative assumption, credit
geologic formations under the viewpoint of long terrn is taken from the reactivity reduction caused by
sub-criticality. Arn-241, which is the direct decay product Of241pir.

2. Low and Medium Level Waste Disposal 2.2 Criticality Studies for various Pu Compositions
Criticality studies were perfortned to demonstrate,

2.1 Limitation for Plutonium in Waste Containers that for any Pu composition of the nuclides 238PU,

Radioactive waste with negligible heat generation 231pU, 240PU, 241PU, 242 Pu and 24 'Am the proposed
is planned to be disposed in the former iron ore mine reduction to the nuclideS 239 Pu and 240pU would be
'Konrad'. To nsure cticality safety, mass limitations conservative. Numerous criticality calculations were
for fissile nuclides per waste container were done k and critical mass) for various Pir
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compositions. Parameter variations using the ratios of actually envisaged by including the Institut fiir
24)PU/239Pu and 24OPu/Pu,,,, were made. The SCALE nukleare Entsorgung of the Research Center Karlsruhe
system with 44 and 238 group libraries was used'). into the project
Cross-checking of the results was provided by
calculations using the MCNP code 4). To facilitate the 3.2 Disposal Concept and Long Term Scenarios in
approximation, an additional requirement was Clay Formations
introduced concerning 24'Am '). The fraction of Deep geologic formations of clay exist at different
24 'Am in the real Pu mixtures must be at least 50 of regions of Germany. A typical material composition
the 241pU fraction: of a clay formation in Lower Saxony, as used for

C[24'Am > 0.5 . C[24lpU] criticality calculations is given in Table 28). Some

This can easily be met by LWR-Plutonium 30 years characteristics of clay, which are important for
after reprocessing. Under this condition it was shown disposal are the swelling behavior in contact with
by comparison of calculated critical masses for water, the low permeability for water and the low size
(239pu, 240PU,24iPU,241Arn) mixtures with (239pU,240 Pu) of pores (10-7 cm). These properties essentially control
mixtures that the approach is conservative within the the long term scenarios for criticality analyses given
composition range of interest. For long term criticality below.
considerations the shorter decay time of 24OpU in the
(239pU,24OpU) mixtures must be considered. This leads Table 2 Material composition including pore water
to the following proposed new mass limits for of lower cretaceous clay which is typical for deposits
Plutonium containing low-level waste. in northern Germany')

Element Conc. Mol/I Element Conc. MoVI
Table I Proposed mass limits per 10 I waste volume Si 21.845 Na 2.326
for Pu containing LLW, based on a reduced Al 7.156 C 0.301
Pu-vector. Fe 1.510 Cl 1.529

'W 48Pu "u ger 100 1) Ti 0.176 S 0.129
65/35 50.0 Ca 0.518 H 64.707
70/30 50.0 Mg 0.644 0 105.221
75/25 47.5 K 0.813
80/20 42.5
85/15 37.5 Two types of disposal canisters are discussed). The
90/10 32.5 multi-purpose cask POLLUX for transport, storage
95/5 28.5 and disposal is designed to accommodate ftiel rods of

up to IO dismantled PVrR or 30 BWR assemblies. The
POLLUX cask consists of an outer shielding cask
made of cast iron of 27 cm wall thickness and an inner

3. Final Disposal of Spent Nuclear Fuel fuel container made of steel with a wall thickness of

3.1 Present Situation 16 cm with two lids. The outer dimensions are 156 cm
After the investigation of the salt dome of Gorleben diameter and 552 cm length. The total weight

has been suspended for a reexamination phase of up to including fuel is app. 60 Mg. An alternative concept is
10 years, basic safety problems of final disposal are the unshielded fuel rod canister BSK 3 with the
investigated for different types of potential host rock designed capacity of 3 dismantled PWR or 9 BVR
formations independently of specific sites. Long term assemblies ). The BSK 3 is a steel canister with cm
sub-criticality is one of the basic questions. A project wall thickness, 490 cm in length. The outer diameter
commissioned by the Federal Office for Radiation of 43 cm corresponds to the HLW canister of the
Protection (BfS) and funded by the Federal Ministry COGEMA type. The BSK 3 is designed for disposal
BMU is underway for preparing a generic study on in drill holes. For the POLLUX cask the placement
long term criticality safety in different types of host and backfilling in horizontal galleries is planned.
rock. The work ties in with investigations done earlier Taking into account the mentioned properties of a
for final disposal in salt rock 7 As possible geological clay formation, the following scenarios
alternatives clay and granite formations are under were provided for criticality analyses.
consideration. This paper deals with the criticality I During the first 1000 years leakage of containers
study directed to final disposal in a clay formation. caused by corrosion occurs, water/solution
The objective is to evaluate the long term criticality ingresses into the container.
safety with regard to comparing different potential 2- External pressure from the host rock may affect
host rock fon-nations A time period up to I million compaction of canister and fuel.
years is considered for the post-closure phase. The 3. Corrosion of the container proceeds, corrosion
scenarios for criticality calculations are determined products may fill the free space inside the container
considering the international state of geo-chernical (10,000 year and more).
science with regard to final disposal research. This is 4. Proceeding corrosion of the container, degradation
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and leaching of fuel may occur, intermixing of proper arrangement of cuboids.
corrosion products from iron and fuel begins Table 3 gives a comparison of calculated kn-values
(100,000 years and beyond). Due to low from MCNP and SCALE. The results are
permeability and flow rates now long range corresponding well. The low values of ktT can be
transport of dissolved material by water is assumed. explained by the high package density and hence the
Accumulation of material from several canisters is week moderation. The average pitch used in this
not presumed. calculations was 1 I cm.

For the long time period of consideration the complete For further calculations the SCALE system was
corrosion of the cask and dissolution of the fuel is used, due to easier handling and shorter running times
assumed. Concentrations of actinides in a solution compared to MCNP.
depend on chemical conditions e. g. pH index,
availability of complex forming ligands etc.
Accumulation of U/Pu by geo-chernical processes can
not be excluded a priori and has to be evaluated under
reasonable assumptions according to the state of
knowledge. So the following additional scenarios
were proposed
5. Under special geo-chemical conditions it is

conceivable, that precipitation of dissolved fuel as a
pure solid mineral occurs. Due to small exchange
rates this process should take place within the
distribution zone of one corroded cask.

6. Crystalline corrosion products of iron may cause
precipitation of U and Pu (surface precipitation or
redox phenomena) ). The maximum possible
loading of fuel on Fe(OH)3 was estimated to 026
mol/l. Selective precipitation of Pu seems possible

but is not relevant under the hydro-geological Fig. Cross section view of the geometry model of
conditions of clay. the POLLUX cask generated with the MCNP code.

3.3 Performed Calculations and Results The numbers indicate (1) fuel rods in the basket, 2)
3.3.1 Burnup and Decay Data inner fuel container, 3 outer shielding cask with

To provide Input data for criticality analyses burnup polyethylene rods.

and decay calculations were carried out for mean Table 3 Comparison of calculated kff for POLLUX
burnup values of 20, 40, 55 GWd/tHM at initial cask models of MCNP and SCALE; moderation and
enrichment values of 36 and 44 wt%. Corresponding reflection by water was assumed. The standard
data were generated for mixed oxide (MOX) fuel. deviation is a < I of kff ;
With regard to the actual discussion on direct disposal Calculated kff
of surplus Pu from reprocessing, this option was Fuel load Cooling MCNP SCALE SCALE
considered by assuming fresh MOX fuel rods with time 40 4.3) 4.4a+)
5 % Puf,,,. Decay calculations cover a time period up
to 106 U02 36 /o I y 0.5923 0.5950 0.5946

years. The GRS developed code system OREST 20 GWd 100Y 0.5679 0.5715 0.5692
12)

was used . Only actinides, no axial profiles were U02 36% 100y 0.4644 0.4643 0.4628
taken into account for the criticality calculations. 40 GWd I I I I

U0 44% 100y 0.4485 1 0.4503 0.4487
3.3.2 Geometry Model of the POLLUX Cask 55 Wd

The SCALE Syste 3 versions 43 and 4.4a and the "point cross sections, KENO-Va 238 gr. cross sec.
MCNP code 4) version 4C were used for criticality
calculations. A detailed pin by pin geometry model of 3.3.3 Criticality Analyses for Disposal Scenarios
the POLLUX cask was generated with the MCNP 3.3.3.1 Leakage of Container
code (Figure 1). The MCNP results served as As a conservative approach for disposal and due to
reference cases for development of an approximated safety requirements for transport and storage casks
model for the KENO-Va code of SCALE. In this criticality calculations assuming moderation and
model the triangle lattice cell option was applied to reflection by pure water were done at first. According
the fuel pin zone. Representative fuel pin data are to scenario (1) further calculations were perfonned for
0.908 cm pellet diameter, 1075 cm rod diameter. The disposal canisters in different clay formations and
pitch was adjusted to the number of rods per cross assumed flooding by ground water of respective
section area in the container. Diagonal structure compositions. For this calculations the model of the
elements of the inner basket were approximated by undisturbed container was used. Selected results are
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shown in Table 4 The variation of kff between spent U02 fuel of 40 GWd/tHM and 106 years cooling
different clay types and ground water specifications is time was used. The content of ... U was 14 wt%.
rather small ( I %). Larger variations of ktT are For the mineral "Metaschoepit" U03-2H20 the
caused by different fuel compositions. The highest highest kinf was found. For this compound the
values result from un-irradiated MOX disposal rods minimum critical mass is 11.3 Mg for the U
with 5 wt% fissile Pu. composition of spent U02 fuel. This corresponds to
For the BSK 3 canister the kff values are slightly the fuel load of two POLLUX casks.
higher than for the larger POLLUX cask. The reason For assuming the U composition of un-irradiated
is the larger pitch of 1. 1 8 cm for the rod bundle in the disposal rods after 10' years cooling time with an 235U

BSK compared to 1 I in the POLLUX. For assuming fraction of 54 wt% the minimum critical mass was
the same pitch the kff value increases to 0.5 - 065. determined to 230 kg of HM. The critical cylinder
Further compaction of the fuel rods would yield a diameter for assuming a reflector of 100 cm of Fe3O4

decrease of kff (scenario 2 For comparison a kff was calculated to 28.3 cm. This is less than the
calculated for the cask in salt rock environment is diameter of the BSK 3 canister.
added in the table. The lower value compared to clay

3 t 6,I). 1.10-results from the 5CI absorption effec

I 1,05 - .. .... ....... ... ..... ... ..
Table 4 keff for a disposal canister in water and clay, AC
leakage assumed. SCALE 4.4a, KENO-Va 238 gr., 25-1119 1,00- \ - - - -
standard deviation c < 0 I%. (a AlILL
Container Fuel') M od./Refl. k�ff ... .. ..... ....... .......... .....
BSK 3 U02 36% 0.4870 b A

disposal rods 0.90. 20-IM ..... ... ... ...... .........water/water 0.6462

POLLUX U02 36% 0.4756 1 A
OA5 - 12-M .... ....... ..

disposal rods 0.6923 A A
. 36W2

BSK 3 U02 36% 0.4767 -2 0.80

disposal rods ground 0.6553
z

POLLUX U02 36% water/clay 0.4522 0,751
disposal rods 0.6760 0 5 10 is �D 25

U02 36% � n�ne/salt 0.4297 k4oderation Ratio VU gven by Matenal Specification

for U02 40 GWd/tHM burnup, 10' years coolinj Fig. 2 The neutron multi lication factor of infinitep
time, for disposal rods 5 wt% Puf-,s,, no bumup, 10 homogeneous systems of different Uranium minerals

years cooling time. from spent U02 fuel. The ID numbers of the minerals

are given in Table .
3.3.3.2 Corrosion of Container

For time periods beyond 103 years proceeding Table Characteristics of the Uranium minerals

corrosion of the container has to be presumed. The investigated in the context long term criticality

predominant corrosion products are Fe(OH)3 and analyses (see also Fig. 2.

Fe3O4. The conversion of the container material is ID Chem. Density H/U kinf

accompanied by an increase of the specific volume. If Number Formula (g/cm,)

the free space in the container will be filled with 25-1116 -UQ (OM 6.729 2 0.98915

corrosion products, no significant increase of kff will 25-0631 K2Ca(uQ10� 5.6 3 0.97858
occur. If after degradation of the canister walls .9KO

expanding of the fuel rod lattice is presumed, an 37-0084 Mg WOi� (OM 4.945 3.333 1.05563

increase of kff is possible. Preliminary calculations 4 H20
yielded values up to 0.8 for the POLLUX cask, 29-0389 Ca (IJQ� 04 014 5.12 3.667 1.05386

'9 H20
dependent from fuel type and bumup A value of k > 43-0364 UC� 2 HP 4.998 4 1.06990

is possible for disposal rods. 12-0462 K2 W021 S� 4.1 4 0.86265
015 4 H20

3.3.3.3 Degradation and Dissolution of Fuel 41-1433 CaUA-5HO 4.62 5 - 1.05690

Referring to scenario (5), where the formation of a 19-0258 CaM(M� 3.657 6 1.02314

solid U mineral from dissolved fuel material is '3 H20
35-06W LJ (M S104 4.03 9.429 1.03895

proposed, suitable minerals of Uranium were screened .30 HD

systematically. A relevant parameter for criticality is 26-1003 CaUA II H20 4.62 11 1.01399

the ratio of HU, which depends on the content of 20-1092 Na2 Ca U02 C% 2.8 1 2 0.91549

chemically combined water. Figure 2 shows a
graphical representation of calculated k.f. Table 17-0462 U02 Si5 016 3.034 1 8 0.83970

gives some additional data for these minerals. For the .91-120
36-0612 Mg U02 (SO,� 2.478 0.82668

calculation an Uranium composition resulting from 11 p,0
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Further studies were directed to mixtures of fissile on a simplified two nuclide Pu vector were derived.
material, which may be formed in the long term phase For final disposal of spent nuclear fuel studies on
by surface precipitation or redox phenomena (scenario long term sub-criticality are being perfon-ned with the
6). For Fe(OH)3 at theoretical density of 312 g /CM3 aim of comparing different host rock materials.
the maximum loading by U/Pu was evaluated to 0062 Criticality analyses were performed on the base of geo
g/cm 8 11). Figure 3 shows the kinf values of -chemically well-founded assumptions for a generic
homogeneous mixtures of Fe(OH)3 with U/Pu for disposal facility in a clay formation. No worst case
three different compositions. The critical value of kinf scenarios and no 'over-conservative' presumptions
= can be reached only for a selective loading with were met for the citicality calculations, taking into
Plutonium (or highly enriched Uranium). The critical account that the host rock formation of concern would
mass of Pu at the concentration of 0062 g/cm 3 was be selected carefully and the disposal concept would
determined to 12.6 kg of Pu. For this calculation a be adequate. Under this assumptions the occurrence of
composition of Pu after 5-10 4 ears decay time was criticality in the post-closure phase of the repository is
assumed. It consists of 45 % 2Pu and 55 % 242 Pu. highly unlikely for spent LWR ftiel, due to the low
Under the geo-chemical point of view the selective permeability of clay and the low fissile content of
precipitation of Pu is very unlikely, because the spent fuel. Care must be taken on the disposal of
lifetime of fissile Pu is not long enough for this un-irradiated Plutonium. This work is part of a
process. comparative study that will also deal with long term

criticality analyses for crystalline rock formations.
U02(1e5yU+Pu-isotopes)

1,6 E3 M0X(1e5yU+Pu-isotopes) References
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Decommissioning of a MOX Fuel Fabrication Facility:
Criticality Safety Aspects

Gerd KINDLEBEN and Roland BAUMANN'
'Siemens AG, Power Generation, Decommissioning Projects, Hanau, Germany

The MOX fuel fabrication plant of Siemens Power Generation in Hanau is being decom-
missioned. The hold-up of fissile material in equipment and glove boxes was estimated to a
multiple amount of the critical mass of moderated plutonium. However, the exact knowl-
edge about the mass, distribution and hot spots was poor. Therefore, a concept to ensure
criticality safety during the dismantling and waste treatment process was developed. This
concept is based on the requirement, that all safety relevant data are derived from meas-
urement and that uncertainties are well known.

The procedures to determine, to remove and to treat hold-up material, and the measures
to meet fissile material limits within the waste treatment process are described, including
especially developed measuring methods.

The experience shows, that the concept is consistent and that data derived from different
detection and calculation methods agree within defined uncertainties.

I.Introduction dues, a special fabrication campaign with depleted
Uranium was performed using the entire fabrication

In the MOX fuel fabrication plant of Siemens Power line from powder preparation to rod fabrication. By
Generation in Hanau, the fabrication of rods and as- this procedure, an amount of ca. 0.5 kg Plutonium was
semblies has been terminated in 2001. During the fab- removed. The rods fabricated in this campaign were
fication period of approximately 30 years about 9 Mg transferred to reprocessing. Alternatively, one also
of Plutonium have been processed. could end the procedure with sintering ad transfer the

The plant consists of 2 fabrication lines, a Pu-nitrate pellets to waste treatment.
conversion facility, a rod assembling facility, analyti-
cal laboratories, a waste treatment facility and several 2.2 Basic Cleaning of Glove Boxes
storage rooms. The fabrication lines and other facili- The second step was a cleaning of the surfaces in-
ties, except the waste treatment facility, have been side the glove boxes. This was comparable to cleaning
cleared from the fabrication material. Due to the long procedures, which have also been performed periodi-
fabrication period however, the hold-up of fissile ma- cally during the fabrication period, but it was much
terial in equipment and the more than 200 glove boxes more intense. Approximately 1.5 kg Plutonium were
was estimated to a multiple amount of the critical removed by this measure.
mass of moderated plutonium. At the time' when An additional task was changing of glove box win-
about 80% of the equipment and glove boxes are al- dows, especially in the powder fabrication area. Many
ready disassembled, the total amount of treated hold windows had to b rplaced, because normal cleaning
up material is 12.5 kg Plutonium. Until the end of de- was not sufficient to achieve a dose reduction and an
commissioning, this value will increase to approxi- improved visibility, which were required for the
mately 14 kg. Thus, still during the decommissioning dismantling works. 15 windows, a share of 1% of all
procedure, which is going on since the end of 2001, windows, were replaced.
criticality safety is a subject, which has to be consid-
ered carefully. 2.3 Determination of Remaining Hold-up

For planning working sequences, radiation protec-
2. Preparatory Working Operations tion measures and waste management, the remaining

hold-up after these preliminary works had to be de-
2.1 Removal of Fissile Material from Fabrication termined. For this purpose, a special portable measur-

Equipment ing device was developed by BNFL based on the
Due to the experience after the end of a fabrication technical requirements defined by Siemens (Detection

campaign, there remains a certain amount of powder System 1).
in the equipment like mills, hoppers, mixers etc. In This measuring device is based on the measurement
order to remove a significant amount of these resi- of the total neutron yield and of the coincident neu-

Corresponding author, Tel. 49-6181-58-417 1, Fax 49-6181-58-4200, E-Mail: gerd.kindleben�siemens.com
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trons from spontaneous fission of plutonium combined The measuring device consists of single modules
with the determination of the isotopic composition by with 3He-tubes and one Ge-detector. The 'He-tubes
high-resolution gamma spectrometry. The coincident are arranged on several movable frames. These frames
neutrons emitted from isotopes 238PU, 24OPu and 242pU will be arranged, as close as possible, around the item
are measured with 3Be-tubes and transferred into the to be detected. Figure I shows the detection arrange-
240PUEquivalent. Based on the isotopic composition the ment for a glove box in a schematic way and Figure 2
absolute Plutonium content can be determined. shows such an arrangement in reality.

NPVWA�vw!41 N�' �2fm, MAKI'ill" Nl m
dV

UP

Fig.1 Schematic detection arrangement for a glove box (glove box indicated grey)

, hit(" de*ptor
(PaSstva OOutOOO Cointidence W431 tq
ON VW nelutron �counbqq)
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Fig.2 Measurement of hold-up in a glove box
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An extensive calibration of the system has been per- a dose rate measurement and a decision measurement
formed at the manufacturer allowing measurements of (limit met limit exceeded) using a slab neutron detec-
large items, e.g. glove boxes of variable size. Before a tor.
measurement, the operation of the system is validated Thereafter an exact determination of the Plutonium-
through testing of the system with 252Cf-sources of mass is performed by measurement. The same detec-
known source strength. Plutonium sources are avail- tion system as for single organic waste packages is
able for additional quality assurance of results of used. These lots usually meet the mass-limit for waste
measurement according to case-by-case decision. drums, otherwise they are split and measured again.

Particular attention is required, if fluorine-
containing impurities, like teflon for example, are pre- 3.3 Demolition of Equipment and Glove Boxes
sent, which can increase the neutron flux significantly. The remaining contamination after removal of hold-
This effect can result in an overestimation of the up-material is determined either by measurement in
source by more than an order of magnitude. In such a the same way as already described, or by deduction of
case, special evaluation about the specific conditions the removed mass of Plutonium from the initial hold-
is necessary. Basically, all measured values should up measurement.
undergo a plausibility check, which can lead to the Some components, like sintering furnaces and
necessity of a recalibration. presses, are not disassembled, but packed as one or

Under well calibrated conditions, the detection limit two pieces directly into final disposal containers.
is lg Pu and the accuracy of measurement is 30% to The large majority of components and glove boxes
80%. The accuracy depends on geometry, type and are disassembled by cutting, nibbling, sawing into
arrangement of equipment inside the glove box and pieces, which fit into 200 litre waste drums. There-
environmental conditions. , fore, special large glove boxes were installed and

By a special algorithm, the gometry distribution of equipped with tools and auxiliary devices required for
the neutron flux can be analysed. With this analyse this purpose. For very large glove boxes, which do not
hotspots and their location can be identified. A hotspot fit into such disassembling glove boxes, tents were
of lg Pu will be detected. Hotspots of 50g Pu within constructed around them. These tents are connected to
Volumes Of O.JM3 will be separately detected. The the glove box ventilation system and serve as the first
most significant hotspot found by this method con- alpha-barrier during the disassembling works.
sisted of ca. 0.5 kg Plutonium.

4. Waste Treatment and Methods to Meet Fissile
3.Dismantling of Glove Boxes and other First a- Material Limits

Barrier Components
4.1 Raw Waste

3.1 Removal of Hold-up Material
Based on the information of these measurements, 4.1.1 Inorganic Waste

the disassembling sequences for the glove boxes and The inorganic waste consists of the fragmentised
their equipment was planned. First the small compo- components and glove boxes. These are transferred
nents, which could be easily taken apart by loosening into 200 litre waste drums immediately and directly
screws or similar procedures were disassembled. The from the disassembling process. Figure 3 shows such
opening and cleaning of such hidden spaces made a an arrangement.
first step of removal of Plutonium possible.

Remaining hold-up had to be removed step by step
during the demolition of large components and glove
boxes. For this purpose, the knowledge of amounts
and locations of hotspots was a large advantage.

3.2 Treatment of Removed Hold-up Material
The total amount of Plutonium, which will be re-

moved, i.e. which did not remain as contamination in
components and on structures, is estimated to ca. kg
until the end of decommissioning.

The removed Plutonium-containing material also
contains Uranium from MOX-fabrication and various
amounts and types of dirt. It is collected in small cans.
As the exact composition is not known, the gross
weight per can is limited with a proper safety margin,
in order to meet the criticality limit of 230 g Pu for Fig.3 Disassembling glove box with direct transfer of
single lots to be handled in the waste treatment facil- material into waste -drums
ity. Usually already small lots are packed with less
than 50g Plutonium. Tis value is roughly checked by
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These waste drums will be cemented and in the ce- For calibration, sveral standard drums have been
mented state, they form a qualified intermediate waste made, which cover the range of materials and densities
product, which is ready for final conditioning into as well as the possible degrees of filling. For the first
containers. Therefore, the mass limit according to the qualification at the manufacturer neutron sources were
final disposal regulations (see chapter 42), has to be used in these standard drums. In the MOX-facility a
obtained already. This is possible by the knowledge of second qualification using P02-standards was pr-
the amount of remaining contamination. Practically fornied. The detection limit is 75 mg 240 PUEquivalent and
this is not a problem, because most of the glove boxes the statistical uncertainty (2(r) amounts to ± 10% from
contain less of that value in total. In glove boxes using metal as reference material for calibration.
where the value is exceeded, the contamination is dis- During the disassembling procedure the range of
tributed over a large surface and a waste drum can, by Plutonium-content per dram was found between
means of geometry, contain only a small sare of it. nearly zero and 46g Pu. The average value is ap-

During cementation, also organic waste is added to proximately 12g Pu. The total amount of Plutonium,
the drum. Therefore and for the documentation of the which remains as adherent contamination on compo-
intermediate waste product, the knowledge of the ex- nents and structures, is estimated to ca. 7 kg until the
act Plutonium-content is required. A drum detection end of decommissioning. The total number of drums
system has been specially developed for this purpose will be approximately 1600.
(Detection System 2.

The drum detection system is based on the same 4.1.2 Organic Waste
principles as the measuring device for hold-up meas- The organic waste consists mainly of wiping paper,
urement, tat is the measurement of the coincident gloves, foils and used disassembling tents for large
neutrons from spontaneous fission of plutonium com- glove boxes. It is collected in 200 litre waste drums,
bined with the detennination of the isotopic composi- which have a mass limit of 100 g Put-,, during internal
tion by high-resolution gamma spectrometry. The sys- handling This value is not reached by that type of
tem is shown in Figures 4 and 5. waste.

In the waste treatment facility the Plutonium-content
of the single waste packages 10 - 30 litres) is meas-
ured. Using the results waste packages are combined
in drums in that way, that, with respect to the Pluto-
mum-content, one or several drums with organic
waste fit into a cemented, an intermediate waste prod-
uct forming, drum.

The measurement is perfortned. with a detection sys-
tem (neutron yield plus y-spectrometry), which al-
ready had been used for this purpose for more tan IO
years during the fabrication period (Detection System
3). Experience and evaluations from this period prove
a statistical uncertainty (2a) of ± 1 0%.

Fig.4 Scheme of the drum detection system The disassembling procedure however produces
many larger waste packages. Therefore, alternatively
also the dum detection system, as described for inor-
ganic waste, is used to measure the Plutonium-content
of the entire dram. In this case, the statistical uncer-
tainty (2cr) amounts to ± 20% from using PVC as ref-
erence material for calibration.

The Plutonium-content per drum was found to be
very small, only very few grams Pu as maximum.

4.2 Cemented Waste Drums
Drums filled with inorganic waste are connected to

the cementation system. The Organic waste is shred-
dered and homogenously mixed with cement and wa-
ter. This mixture is then poured into the drum. The
small lots of removed hold-up material are added
manually.

With the knowledge of the Plutonium-content of all
waste items, the optimum composition for the ce-
mented dums is evaluated. Optimum means meeting

Fig.5 Picture of the drum detection system the limit per drum, but using this limit to a high extend
in order to minimize the volume for final disposal. As
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the distribution of Plutonium within the drum is not toniurn-distribution in the single drums is modelled.
homogenous, the limit per drum is conservatively set The code virtually moves a 0 I ml cubic volume using
to the value of 120 of the critical mass, as defined for steps of .Im into all 3 dimensions through the entire
the final disposal waste container (see chapter 43). container. These are more than 3000 steps for the

As all uncertainties of the measured single Pluto- small container with IO drums. For each of these steps
nium-contents have statistical, not systematic charac- the mass of Pufi,, in the cubic volume is -calculated by
ter, the uncertainty of the mixture in the cemented mentioning the parts of drums and their inventory,
drum can therefore be calculated using standard statis- which are situated in the cubic volume. In no case, the
tical methods. This uncertainty has typically values of defined limit must be exceeded.
10% to 20%. Of course, calculated value plus uncer-
tainty have to smaller than the limit.

4.3 Final Disposal Waste Containers
Final disposal waste containers are filled either with

large not disassembled components, like sintering fur-
naces in one or two pieces and presses, or with ce-
mented drums. The remaining free volume of the con-
tainer is filled with cement. After half a day, the ce-
ment has dried and the cover is placed on the con-
tainer and fixed. Thereafter the container is ready for
intermediate storage and final disposal.

The Plutonium-content of the components, as well

as the absence of hot spots above tolerable values, is Fig.6 Picture of drums in a final disposal waste con-
known as described on the basis of hold-up measure- tainer
ments.

The Plutonium-content, including the uncertainties, 4.4 Process Scheme of Waste Treatment
of the cemented drums is known as described and A summarized scheme of the waste treatment proc-
thus, the Plutonium-content, including the uncertainty, ess is shown in Figure 7 Indicated are the various raw
of the container can be calculated.. Two types of con- waste items, te intermediate waste items until the fi-
tainers with capacities of 10 and 14 drums are used. nal disposal waste container. For all items the source
Figure 6 shows a container, loaded with 14 drums, be- of fissile material data are given. In case of measure-
fore it is filled with cement. ments, the detection systems described in previous

There exist two limits for a container. The total chapters are given in brackets (Detection System 
mass of Puf,,, is limited depending on the type of con- chapter 23, Detection System 2 chapter 4 1. 1, Detec-
tainer. The maximum possible mass is 330g. The con- tion System 3 chapter 41.2). When several items are
centration is limited for all types of containers to 120 grouped to a new item, the inventory of the new item
of the critical Puf-,,-mass (spherical shape, optimum is calculated from the date of the input items. The un-
moderation, water reflector), at an upper limit of 50g certainty is calculated with standard statistical meth-
Puf,,,, within each cubic volume of 01 M3 . The limit of ods.

1/20 of the critical mass depends on the Pu-vector One can see that all data of input items are derived
with mentioning its change by decay, including long from measurements. Therefore, mentioning the well
periods. For the conditions of Pu-waste from the Sie- defined uncertainties, precise data of the inventory are
mens plant, the values were determined in 5% steps of available for all following items.
the Puf,,,-share in Pu. The values range from 37.5g for The experience shows very good agreement be-
85% to 5O.Og for 70% and less. tween the different detection methods and calculation

This limit for Plutonium-concentration is proofed by methods. The initially measured inventory of an entire
a specially developed code. The geometry of the glove box, and the summarized inventory of the waste
drums and of te container are modelled. From the drums containing the disassembled glove box agree
knowledge of the Plutonium-content of all waste items within the defined uncertainties.
in the drums (inorganic waste, organic waste, small
lots of removed hold-up material) a conservative Plu-
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Fig.7 Summarized scheme of waste treatment process

5.Summary

During all steps of the decommissioning procedure
of the MOX fuel fabrication plant of Siemens Power
Generation in Hanau from termination of fabrication
till waste conditioning in final disposal waste contain-
ers, the fissile material inventories are well known.
Approved and newly developed detection systems as
well as standard calculation methods and newly de-
veloped codes are used for this purpose.

Adequate test- and start up procedures, regular op-
erational tests as well as proper first and regularly re-
peated calibration form the technical quality assurance
program. This is completed by the organisational qual-
ity assurance program, which consists of double
checks, 4 eye-principle, plausibility checks and an ex-
tended documentation system for all steps.

The sum of these measures guarantees the obser-
vance of mass limits and criticality safety even in a
state of a plant, where, in the beginning of the de-
commissioning process, the knowledge about mass
and distribution of fissile material is very poor.
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Particle Packing Considerations for Pebble Bed Fuel Systems

Malcolm ARMISHAW", Nigel SMITH', and Edmund SHUTTLEWORTH'
'Serco Assurance, Winfrith Technology Centre, Dorchester, Dorset, DT2 8DH UK

This paper provides an insight into modelling the heterogeneity in pebble bed fuel
systems and its effect on k-effective.

KEYWORDS: MONK, WIMS, Pebble Bed, PBMR

1. Introduction arrangements for the fuel were used. Initially
calculations made use of an existing model. that

The current development of pebble bed fuel system employed a very simple pebble packing method to
designs poses many challenges in the computational give some indicative values for k-effective. Reference
field. The calculation of k-effective is no exception calculations were then attempted by modelling the
and many existing methods do not readily lend system as accurately as possible using the full
themselves to accurate modelling of the neutronic capabilities of MONK. These two results were
behaviour essential for criticality safety. In particular, sufficiently different that they initiated an
the fuel geometry is unlike that of most existing power investigation into the effect of the packing method
plants and the extent to which the detail of the pebble used on the calculated k-effective.
bed designs can be approximated needs careful
consideration. As part of an on-�oing programme of 3. Modelling the Pebble Bed Geometry
work, the computer codes WIMS and MONK2) have
been applied to pebble bed type systems. This paper For investigating each of the packing methods, use
reports the work performed to date. was made of the MONK 'hole geometry' algorithn?).

This well-established method is very well suited to
2. Background modelling complex geometry that is either impractical

or prohibitively time-consuming to model by more
As part of an international benchmarking conventional solid body algorithms. The production

programme, the WIMS code is being used to model version of MONK has two hole algorithms applicable
the fuel management processes in a multi-pass Pebble to pebble bed systems. A new development version of
Bed Modular Reactor (PBMR). WIMS comprises a the code includes a recently developed third option,
suite of modules that enable it to model a wide range written especially for the PBMR.
of reactor types using 2D and 3D deterministic
methods, and 3D Monte Carlo methods. These
methods can be used in WIMS to model the depletion
in the fuel in the PBMR, and enable a detailed fuel
management strategy to be developed.

To verify a subset of the data produced by WIMS
and with a view towards criticality safety applications,
the Monte Carlo criticality code MONK has been used
to model explicitly the PBMR geometry. MONK is a
well-established criticality tool with a proven track
record of application covering the whole of the
nuclear fuel cycle, and is ideally suited to modelling
geometrically complex systems. The modelling of

multi-pass PBMR fuel also requires the code to Fig. I A T-Hole sowing the spheres cut by the
represent the varying fuel compositions depending on
the burn-up of the pebble. A typical system modelled container.
would comprise nearly 500,000 pebbles (with a
packi Ing fraction of 0.6), with each fuel pebble The first algorithm in MONK, the T-Hole (Figure
containing 15�000 multi-layered cated particles of 1), models the pebbles as a regular array of spheres all
fuel in a carbon matrix. of the same radius, and has many streaming paths due

During the process of benchmarking WIMS, to the regularity of the array. This is not a problem for
several different arrangements for packing many applications such as compacted waste systems

Corresponding author, Tel. 44 1305 203823, Fax 44 1305 202194,
E-mail: malcolm.an-nishaw�sercoassurance.com
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or fuel dissolution but can lead to an under-estimate of A third algorithm, the new PBMR Hole (Figure 3,
k-effective for systems with no interstitial moderator. seeks to pack spheres randomly into a container body.

Four different algorithms are available to provide a
choice of internal packing arrangements and avoid the
streaming paths that limit the application of the other
hole types. In addition, for the PBMR Hole. only,
complete spheres are modelled throughout (i.e. no cut-
back by the container), with the additional option to
place several different sphere types within a series of
radial zones.

EWE
aln, Geller

Aw A�0,g

Fig. 2 A Random hole showing some of the Carbon
spheres cut by the container. Ql"�Recapitalization-, 'Im" �' 'nj

imm"Ps", 1�"NWIR

The second algorithm, the Random Hole (Figure 2, Matrix (C)
avoids much of the regularity of the T-Hole and allows
for a distribution of spherical radii. This hole has
been used successfully for waste systems, fuel
dissolution and low-density moderation effects but
still possesses some streaming paths. In addition, both
the T-Hole and the RANDOM Hole cut any spheres Fig. 4 A fuel grain defined using the PEBBLE
that intersect the containing body (for example, the hole.
cylindrical container of a PBMR core) - this is a clear 15,000 Grai
lack of modelling realism that may be significant in
reactor applications.

10

41:

Fig. 5 A pebble defined using the PEBBLE hole.

To augment the PBMR hole, a further hole
geometry (the PEBBLE hole, Figures 4 and 5) was
developed to model explicitly a pebble and the
-15,000 multi-layered fuel grains found within. This
hole also provides for modelling the graphite
moderator pebbles used within the PBMR.

Unlike many reactor systems where the geometry,
moderator and fuel location are well defined, it is not
possible to identify the location and type of all the
pebbles in a PBMR. However, the new PBMR hole
models those data that are available, such as the
packing fraction and the relative proportion of pebble
types in various radial zones within the core.
Changing a random number seed allows the
arrangement of a particular method to be varied
between runs, and this feature is used during the later
analyses to investigate the effect of random

Fig. 3 PBMR hole packing spheres into a reactor fluctuations of the system geometry.
core.
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4. Calculations

The new PBMR hole in MONK was used to model Band n Layer 10
a cylinder 3.7m in diameter and of infinite height.
Within the cylinder was a mixture of graphite pebbles t
and fuel pebbles, the latter containing the fuel grains. Band n Laver I X

These were assigned to four radial zones to model a Band n-1 Layer IO
typical mixture of pebble types in a Pl3MR. The
interstitial matefial was Helium-4 with traces of Fig. 9 Mode 3 pcking - sphere relocation

Helium-3.
The PBMR hole provides access to four packing

methods that evolved ring the development process,
each aimed at achieving both the selected packing
fraction and the correct quantity of fuel:

• Mode - close packed hexagonal lattice with
tetrahedral groups of four replaced by a single
pebble (Figure 6)

• Mode I - regular packed hexagonal with a
separation chosen to give the required packing 4
fraction (similar to the T-Hole, but models
complete spheres)

• Mode 2 - regular hexagonal, close packed 6

axially, radial separation chosen to achieve Moderator Fuel pebbles (different colours
packing fraction (Figure 7 are for different burn-ups)

• Mode 3 - layers of hexagonal arrays in XY,
successive layers randomly oriented and Fig. IO Mode 3 packing - a VISAGE slice
dropped into spaces in prev ous layers
(considered the best packing method of the Each of the calculations was run five times to check
four, Figures 8 9 and 10) the consistency of the results, with the average of the

five results being used in the final comparison. The
d superhistory tracking method was used (ten

generations per superhistory) to aid rapid source
convergence.

'jX[md, AJ'tt� 5. Results

The results for each of the calculations, run to a
standard deviation of 0.0012, are given in Table 1, and
the corresponding leakage (% of total samples

Fig. 6 Mode packing. tracked) in Table 2.

Table MONK k-effective results for each of the
four modes.

Y LaVer n2 Z Mode 0 1 2 3
Layer n1 Run
Layer n 1 1.0973 1.1119 1.1097 1.1056

X, 2 1.1007 1.1110 1.1119 1.1060
Fig. 7 Mode 2 packing. 3 1.0996 1.1109 1.1115 1.1070

4 1.0946 1 � 1 106 1.1123 1.1074
5 1.0941 1.1102 1.1097 1.1041

Mean 1.0973 1.1109 1.1110 1.1060

Y Layer2 Stdv 0.0026 0.0006 0.0011 0.0012

Layer I

X
Fig. 8 Mode 3 packing - overview
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Table 2 MONK leakage for each of the four modes. appropriate collisions in the helium or near the edge of
Mode 0 1 2 3 a pebble is small.
Run A further hypothesis is that the more regular an

1 26.77 25.78 25.83 26.10 arrangement, the more likely any sample is to interact
2 26.50 25.69 25.73 26.04 with pebbles along its path before it can leak from the
3 26.52 25.74 25.72 26.03 system. We can see some evidence of this by
4 26.80 25.76 25.73 26.04 comparing modes and 1. Mode I is similar to the T-
5 26.95 25.86 25.88 26.19 Hole where the arrangement of pebbles displays great

Mean 26.71 25.77 25.78 26.08 regularity in all three dimensions and as a
Stdv 0.17 0.06 0.06 0.06 consequence has many streaming paths. Mode is

like mode 1, but has randomly selected tetrahedral
The standard deviations (Stdv) given in Tables I groups of four pebbles replaced by a single centrally

and 2 are derived using the k-effective and leakage placed pebble. This replacement pebble now lies at
from each set of five runs. A comparison of the the point where many streaming paths meet, and its
standard deviation derived from this small sample role could be considered as a blockage to many of the
with the corresponding MONK values shows streaming paths. Looking at the results, the lowest
consistent behaviour with the possible exception of leakage is seen with mode 1, and the highest with
mode 0. mode 0, possibly suggesting that the new pebble

Inspection of the MONK output files shows a injects samples down the all streaming paths rather
consistent number of pebbles used in each calculation, than blocks them. In mode I there were no pebbles
and no warning messages associated the sampling of placed which could send a particle directly down a
the system. The sampling guidance from each case, streaming path, in mode such pebbles exist. With
and the broadly consistent k-effective values for each this in mind and looking at modes 2 and 3 mode 2 has
mode in Table I suggest that the calculations many streaming paths, but few pebbles in streaming
converged successfully, and continued to maintain the paths; mode 3 is irregular, with few streaming paths
appropriate source distribution. and few rows of pebbles. The hypothesis would

We can account for all the material in the problem suggest that mode 2 has a low leakage and high k-
and, by using other utilities supplied with MONK, effective, while mode 3 is the opposite - this is
demonstrate for all the cases both that the correct exactly what is observed.
packing fraction has been achieved and that the Although this cannot be viewed as definitive proof
correct distribution of pebbles in each zone has been of a particular hypothesis, it does give an indication of
modelled. the subtle effects that come into play when modelling

such complex systems.

6. Investigation
7. Conclusion

The MONK calculations show a variation in k-
effective with packing method of about seven standard The results obtained using the new pebble bed
deviations between the extremes, well outside the modelling capability in MONK have provided some
normally accepted limits of two or even three standard evidence that the way spheres are packed can affect
deviations. This disparity is intriguing given that the final value of k-effective. This suggests that when
these models do not make use of the approximations modelling such systems the modeller needs to
typical in modelling these systems, such as smearing represent sensibly the arrangement of the spheres, not
materials or cutting pebbles. The variation in leakage simply achieve the coffect packing fraction. It is
is consistent with the changes seen in k-effective and probable that this same effect occurs in other systems
perhaps its behaviour gives some indication of the where many spheres, or particles, are being modelled.
effect the various packing arrangements are having. However, the magnitude of the effect is likely to be

One obvious difference between each arrangement system dependent: at least a function of both the
is in the number of streaming paths. The T-Hole packing fraction and the materials used. Further
method (mode 1) is known to have many streaming studies would be needed to identify under what
paths, while mode 3 is expected to have the least. The conditions the effect becomes significant for a variety
presence of streaming paths has effects on several of packing methods and packing fractions.
processes such as leakage and self-shielding. An early The paper has also demonstrated the new
hypothesis was that these streaming paths enabled sophisticated modelling options available in MONK
samples to migrate further within the system, but one for pebble bed systems, and the subtle effects they can
consequence of this would be increased leakage highlight. It is considered that these methods, as well
whereas the opposite is seen. There was also the as having direct applications value, will also be very
problem of how a sample would enter a streaming useful for benchmarking simpler deterministic
path and travel along it when there are no pebbles methods.
placed to inject such samples: the likelihood of Further investigation is now in progress with a
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view to finalising this development so that it will form Proceedings of New Frontiers of Nuclear
part of the next major release of MONK. Technology, PHYSOR 2002, Seoul, Korea, Oct. 7-

10 2002).
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FRAMATOME-ANP France Criticality Calculation Route
- Qualification and Safety Margin Determination

M. Doucet Frwnafonw-ANP Fuel Technolo& Service
michel. doucel�framatome-anp. com

N. Comte Framatome-ANP Fuel Technology Service
M. Landrieu Fratnalome-ANP Fuel Technology Service

S. Zheng Framalome-ANP Fuel Technology Service

Abstract

Since 1996 FRAMATOME-ANP Fuel Technology Service supports and performs, with
the help of the plant safety manager, the criticality safety analysis for its fuel manufacturing
plants. These plants cover low enriched U02 fuel <5.0% 235U) U metal fuel alloys
(<93.5% 231 U) and MOX ftiel. Moreover the new regulations in force for fuel shipping cask
intend to revisit the safety files with calculation codes and methodology agreed by foreign
safety authorities. The old IPSN/CEA code chain package, based on APOLLOI-MORET3,
was currently used by FRAMATOME-ANP France for the analysis. But recent
experimental comparisons indicated insufficiencies of the package for low and/or
intermediate moderated media. That's why efforts have been made by CEA and IRSN to
improve both codes physics and energy discrimination of cross section data. This new
calculation scheme, called CRISTAL, is based on the APOLL02 sophisticated spectral
code and on the MORET4 31) Monte Carlo code. Basic microscopic cross section data are
based on JEF2.2 data with a 172 energy group structure. Exhaustive theoretical
qualification against a wide range of experiments was performed showing improvements
over the entire neutron spectrum. Nevertheless some fuel products such as metallic uranium
alloys and low moderated systems have still a poor experimental qualification database.
FRAMATOME-ANP performs its own qualification and demonstration for Safety
Authofities or these products. So special attention was given to find a reference calculation
tool. MCNP4 with continuous energy and pointwise cross sections was chosen to be the
best for that purpose. This worldwide used code assures that all physical phenomena related
to fissile media and energy spectra will be accounted for. On the other hand Safety
Authorities emphasize their requirements for more justified safety margins for nuclear
installations. Therefore, industries have to justify their safety files with margins combining
a wide variety of uncertainties including benchmark results and derived bias, accuracy of
the tools for a given fissile media ...

This paper deals with the experience feedback of FRAMATOME-ANP France to
incorporate Safety Authorities requirements in a rigorous and well documented criticality
safety files. Safety margins are derived from several cross-checks calculations against
benchmarks and/or reference calculations.

KEYWORDS. Criticality Codes, Qualification, Safety Margins

1. Introduction have been included in the computational codes leading
to the Cristal code package described in [1]. This

Since the early seventies France has developed criticality code chain is qualified against an exhaustive
intensively its nuclear industry. Beside of the nuclear experimental database including 500 benchmarks
power plants (NPP) fuel abrication plants were used covering the overall fuel cycle life. Nevertheless there
to feed an average of 45 reactors/year. Combined with is a lack of qualification for some fissile materials we
the abroad fuel business of FRAMATOME-ANP have to account for, i.e. uranium metal alloys or low
France, safety-criticality is a big concern in every moderated U02 powder. For these cases uncertainties
workshop of those plants. That's why CEA and IPSN are to be applied to the computed results; they are
have been working since that time to build up deter-mined by using a reference code MCNP 2.
computational tools and associated methodologies to Finally by combining the Cristal and MCNP4 results
handle the safety features of those installations. Years the global safety margin is determined and an upper
going on improvements either concerning the code bounding limit for Keff is given in the concerned
physical formalism and/or basic cross sections data safety files.
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build" geometry has to be checked online to verify
2. Brief description of the code packages that safety files present sensitivity cases bounding the

actual configurations.
2.1 The CRISTAL chain

Cristal replaces the former Apoflol-Moret3 codes. Te 4.2 The idustrial approach
main improvements are listed hereafter and concern the Cristal Safety authorities require criticality margins based on
vO.x versions: the following wording: fissile material installation
• Basic microscopic cross section data up to date with the must present a sub criticality level with a sufficient

JEF2.2 level, safety margin. What's the meaning for sufficient? I or
• Better energy range discrimination with 172 1 0% Keff? The margin can be derived from:

energy groups for the spectral calculations, 0 The computer configuration modelling,
• Monte Carlo calculations performed with 172 - The adequacy of computational to*

groups and 3D configurations. 0 The computer codes qualification for the fissile
Tbanks to the above iniprovements we can claimed that medium as well as its shape,
Cristal is able to better tackle the physics phenomena than the - The way for accounting abrication tolerances,
former codes. 0 ...

And will be filled in the safety files. Criticality experts
2.2 The MCNP code from the Safety Authorities have thus an overall

This worldwide known code with continuous knowledge of the installations and are able to evaluate
energy and pointwise cross sections (JEF2.2 level) is the safety margin.
used either:
• For cross check calculation when the CRISTAL results 5. FRAMATOME-ANP approach

am closed to the citicality safety criteria
• Or when the CRISTAL qualification file presents a lack The basic safety rule so called "It6gles Fondamentales

ofberichmarkcarnparison. de Sfiret6" states:
Even if MCNP4 is the best reference tool we can use Keff < I - AWn
some uncertainties have to be applied to the computed With AK... divided into three main items:
results. FRAMATOME-ANP committed itself to - an administrative margin defined by the safi!ty
build a qualification database with nearly 200 authorities,
benchmarks 3]. E an expert (Safety Authorities) evaluated safi:ty

value based on the relevance of benchmarks used for
3. Upper reactivity limit the oreseen installatian,

0 an expert (Safety Authorities) evaluated safety
The determination of an upper reactivity limit is margin derived for the modelling penalization
defined as follows: stated in the safety files as "Safety important

Keff = Keff cal + AKeff bias items".
1645 JU., Accounting for equation /I/ and the above statements

Where: FRAMATOME-ANP has defined a methodology
• Keff is the upper bounding reactivity meeting either the safety industrial aspects as well as
• Kee is the compited. Keff the Safety Authorities requirements.
• AKe& Ls the reactivity bias coming from the

benchmarks comparison 6. Conclusion
• 1.645 is the Owen &tor for large sample to get a 95%

one side confidence level Thariks to the CRISTAL package with its exhaustive
• a, is the calculation statistical uncertainty qualification database and to the MCNP4 code used as a
• cyi is the FRAMATONIE-ANP qualification file reference alculation tol FRAMATOME-ANP has defined

uncertainty rules meeting both the Safety Authorities rquirements and
industrial viewpoint concerning criticality safbty of its fbel

4. Criticality Safety approach fabrication plants and fi-esh fuel wansport casks.

4.1 The rigorous approach References
Up to date codes and powerful computers allow a very [1] The New CRISTAL Criticality safbty Package - M.
precise simulation of any workshop with fissile Gomit ad al. - ICNC 1999.
materials even if the configuration is complex and has [2] MCNP - A General Monte Carlo N-particle Tmspoit
to be modeled in three dimensions. Continuous energy Code - Version 4B - LA 12625-M
and pointwise microscopic cross sections can be [3] Summary Report on Qualification of MCNP4 Code for
useful and the single uncertainty is the basic Criticality alculations - C. Trakas - EPD/DC/431 - July
microscopic cross sections accuracy. This 2000.
methodology has an industrial constraint: the "as
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The Use of the Average Plutonium-content for Criticality Evaluation of
Boiling Water Reactor Mixed Oxide-fuel Transport and Storage Packages

C. MATTERA

Cogema Logistics, I rue des Wrons, 78 St Quentin en Yvelines, France

Currently in France, criticality studies in transport configurations for Boiling Water
Reactor Mixed Oxide fuel assemblies are based on conservative hypothesis assuming that
all rods (Mixed Oxide (Uranium and Plutonium), Uranium Oxide, Uranium and
Gadolinium Oxide rods) are Mixed Oxide rods with the same Plutonium-content,
corresponding to the maximum value. In that way, the real heterogeneous mapping of the
assembly is masked and covered by an homogeneous Plutonium-content assembly,
enriched at the maximum value. As this calculation hypothesis is extremely conservative,
Cogerna Logistics formerly Transnucldaire) has studied a new calculation method based
on the use of the average Plutonium-content in the criticality studies. The use of the average
Plutonium-content instead of the real Plutonium-content profiles provides a highest
reactivity value that makes it globally conservative. This method can be applied for all
Boiling Water Reactor Mixed Oxide complete fuel assemblies of type 8x8, 9x9 and I Ox IO
which Plutonium-content in mass weight does not exceed 15 %; it provides advantages
which are discussed in the paper.

KEYWORDS. Average Pu-content, Mixed Oxidefuel, Boiling Water Reactor, Transport

1. Introduction - fuel assemblies loaded in a transport cask.

Many designs of Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) The study is divided into different steps, the main
Mixed Oxide (MOX) (uranium and plutonium) fuel ones being:
assemblies exist: assembly type (rod geometry, - identification of the main parameters to be taken
moderation, lattice), mapping (MOX, U02 and into consideration, such as assembly type (rod
UO2Gd2O3 rods position in the assembly), axial and geometry, moderation and lattice), mapping, axial
radial Pu-content profiles vary from one type of fuel and radial Pu-content profiles and type of basket
assembly to another. (the assemblies are arranged in a basket),

The current method of calculation allows to definition and validation of a calculation system,
overcome the difficulties due to mapping, axial and referenced "Transnucldaire Rdfdrence Criticitd
radial Pu-content profiles by assuming that all rods MOX REB (TNRC MOX EB)" (section 42),
(MOX, U02, UO2Gd2O3 rods) are MOX rods with the applicable to BWR MOX fuel assemblies, allowing
same Pu-content, corresponding to the maximum their real heterogeneous mapping and Flu-content
value. As this calculation hypothesis is extremely profile description,
conservative, Cogema Logistics has performed a study definition of a calculation method using the average
in order to demonstrate that it is possible to use the Pu-content called "Transnucidaire Production
average Pu-content values for criticality calculations Criticitd MOX REB (TNPC MOX REB)" and
of BWR MOX ftiel assemblies in transport and validation of this method against TNRC MOX REB
storage packages. while various parameters are varying (isotopic

2. Methodology vector, Pu-content, mapping).

To demonstrate that the use of the average Pu- 3. Identification of parameters and glossary

content is acceptable, the impact on the reactivity of The BWR MOX fuel assemblies present different
each parameter which characterises a fuel assembly, characteristics that make difficult their simplified
has been studied. The difference in reactivity values description. Physical parameters that allow to
have been examined by performing calculations using differentiate and study them in details are:
the average Pu-content and calculations using the real - type of assembly (lattice): 8x8, 9x9, IxIO,
heterogeneous representations. - mapping: term defining the location of fuel rods,
The comparisons made cover two configurations: poisoned rods, U02 rods and water holes in a fuel
- infinite lattice of fuel assemblies of the same type, assembly,
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-Pu-content: term defining the total weight of - specific calculation of resonant nuclei self-shielding,
plutonium of a fuel rod divided by the weight of - 16-energy groups collapse,
plutonium plus the weight of uranium,

- Pu-content profile: term defining the radial or the MORET3 code
axial distribution of the Pu-content in the rods of the - representation of the entirely homogenised fuel
fuel assembly, assemblies,

- isotopic vector: term characterising the weight - three-dimensional solving of the transport equation
fractions of each isotope (in percent), using the Monte Carlo method.
All these parameters and their role on the

conservative aspects of the average Pti-content in This method has been validated by comparing it to
criticality studies have been considered in details. the TRIPOL14 polykinetic code 4), recognised as one of

the reference codes for neutron transport, and which
4. Calculation methods has been selected as the numerical standard.

Using a detailed description of the assembly, the
4.1 Present calculation method TRIPOL14 code requires a laborious preparation of

Currently the criticality studies related to the the input files, a big computer memory and needs a
transport and storage of BWR MOX assemblies are long time of computer calculation. For these reasons,
performed using the standard APOLLOI ("Option this method can not be adopted as an every day
Super Cellule" - MORET3 (or APOLL02 - calculation method. On the contrary, after validation
MORET4) calculation codes. The main hypothesis is the TNRC MOX REB method was used as the
to consider that all rods (MOX, U02, UO2Gd2O3 rods) reference method to qualify the standard method and
are MOX rods with the same Pu-content, especially for the use of the average Pu-content.
corresponding to the maximum value among the rods
of the fuel assembly. 4.3 Calculation method using the average Pu-

The APOLLO I ) code (Option Super Cellule) content
solves the transport equation by the probability of The studies performed in order to use the average
collision method in a one dimension space and Pu-content in criticality calculations of BWR MOX
considers 99-energy groups. Then cross sections are fuel assemblies in transport and storage packages,
collapsed and hornogenised in a 16-energy groups have shown that the most appropriated method is the
representation of the entire fuel assembly. Finally, the method called "TNPC MOX REB". This method is

2)three dimensional criticality code MORET3 , using based on the APOLLOI (Option Super Cellule)
ftiel cross sections (obtained from APOLLO]) and MORET3 (or APOLLO2 - MORET4) codes applied
HANSEN&ROACH 3) cross sections (for structural with the following options:
parts), solves the transport equation using the Monte - UO2Gd2O3 and U02 rods are replaced by MOX rods
Carlo method and provides the effective multiplication with the maximum Pu-content,
factor (Kff). - the main hypothesis is to consider all rods at the

The current method is easy to use but too much same Pu-content, corresponding to the average Pu-
conservative . content of the fuel assembly,

- the axial distribution of Pu-contents is not taken into
4.2 Reference calculation method account; the greatest value of rods Pu-content

As criticality experiments and benchmarks for defines the fuel section to be considered,
BWR MOX configurations studies are only few, and - the water holes are "diluted" around the fissile part
as no easy-to-use calculation method exists to describe of the fuel. It means that the moderation of the ftiet
the real assembly mapping, Cogerna Logistics has assembly will be added in the same proportion as
defined a reference calculation method called "TNRC the number of water holes.
MOX REB".

The reference method TNRC MOX REB uses the The APOLLOI code (Option Super Cellule) using
sequence of APOLLOI and MORET3 codes, which the CEA86 neutron library makes a one dimensional
are supplied with the CEA86 library (99-groups) and calculation of the cross-sections in a 99-energy groups
the following options: representation. Then these cross-sections are collapsed

and hornogenised over the whole fuel cell in a 16-
APOLLO] code energy representation. The three dimensional
- rod-by-rod description of the ftiel assembly, in two criticality code MORET3 using the fuel cross-sections

dimensions, and transport equation resolution by the provided by APOLLOI and HANSEN&ROACH
probability of collision method, cross-sections for structural parts allows to obtain the

- entire assembly homogenisation, using the effective multiplication factor (Kff).
transport-transport equivalence module,

- production of the cross-sections for the entire
assembly,
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5. Calculations and results 25OW

The results presented in the following sections give 20"

AKI Kj with

AK, KTNPC MOX RFB - KNRC MOX R"

K, K 7WRCMOV'RFB
i �JIODOO

where "Ki" means "K." for an infinite lattice of fuel
assemblies and "K,j' for the case of loaded transport MM
casks.

4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% JO% 11% 12% 13% 14%5.1 General calculation hypothesis A,-W P..-tm 1%]

The calculation hypothesis adopted for the Fig.1 Comparison between TNPC MOX REB and
validation of the average Pu-content method include TNRC MOX REB for infinite lattices of fuel
the following ones: assemblies.
- all fuel rods are considered with the average Pu-

content, The results obtained on the basis of average Pu-
- Pu-content of the fuel rod is the one which content cover those obtained with real mappings.

corresponds to the maximum axial Pu-content,
- the maximum Pu-content is limited to 15% in mass 5.3 TNPC MOX REB validation for transport

of PU' casks
- the assembly has no missing rods and respects the Two kinds of casks have been examined: the MX6

following assessments shown in Table 1. and the N12/2BWR packagings. These packagings
present different characteristics: casks with several

Table I Assessments on the fuel assembly housings which positions are symmetrical or
non-symmetrical, several heterogeneous water holes,

Lattice W 9X9 1OX10 borated steel plates and complex plates systems.

Maximal Enrichment The results of this study for AKff IKff 1) given in
of the U02 rods [%] 3 3 3 pcm (I pcm is equal to 10'5x AKff IKff ) are shown

minimum number on Figures 2 and 3 while two parameters are varying:
Of U02-Gd2O3 rods I 14 6 Pu-content and mapping.

Minimum WA content 2 2 1,25 300M

per U02-Gd2O3 rods [%] KUpp. I REB OX lb

M.Pp. 2 REB MOX lb
I 231U Content .83 %Maxima 25" MW 43MOXIC

MWP.9 REB4,9 4,9 3,95 Nb� 5REB MOX 0�:O�
per U02-Gd2O3 rods [%] 20"

Maximal area
of the water channel 4 7 9

given in water cell number I I I 10WO

5.2 TNPC MOX REB validation for infinite lattice M
of fuel assemblies ----------

The TNPC MOX REB is validated by comparing it 4% 5 6 7% 9% 9% 0 1% 2 1 14%

to TNRC MOX REB for infinite lattices of fuel A-4. P-tt []

assemblies. The results of this study for AK.1K. 1) Fig.2 Comparison between TNPC MOX REB and

given in pcm (I pcm is equal to 10-5x AK. K. are TNRC MOX REB for an isolated MX6 package.

shown on Figure 1. while two parameters are varying:
Pu-content and mapping.
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25000 I R1.1 1.110X III use of the average Pu-content instead of the real Pu-
2 X ..

con en profiles is conservative. This conclusion is
20" Zo

0 valid for BWR MOX assemblies defined in the
available scope and does not depend on the type of

19 cask.
The new production method allows to gain

reactivity margins (of 5100 pcm in the case of 16

two - -- I Ox IO BWR MOX assemblies loaded in a MX6 cask).
gain of reactivity margin obtained with equal

0 y, can be translated in terms either of higher
4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 11% 12% 13% 14% average Pu-content of the fuel assemblies in the

A-W N-.�t 1%] package approval, or of better and more adapted
Fig.3 Comparison between TNPC MOX REB and packaging designs. Concerning this last option, the
TNRC MOX REB for an isolated N12/2BWR two possible design optimisations are:
package. - selection of basket material with less neutron poison

Compared to the reference method TNRC MOX content,
REB, the production method TNPC MOX REB - new basket geometry to accommodate more fuel
provides highest reactivity values for isolated assemblies, for higher payload.
transport casks. Compared to the reference method TNRC MOX,

All these results are valid while the isotopic vector the production method TNPC MOX provides higher
is varying. reactivity values that makes this method globally

conservative. It can be used for criticality studies of

6. Consequences of using the average Pu-content B*R MOX fuel assemblies, in transport and storage
packages defined in the available scope, without any

The reactivity difference observed between the safety risk.
calculation method using the average Pu-content and With this new method, for the same package
the present calculation method may reach 5100 pcm reactivity, the Pu-content allowed in the package
(I pcm is equal to I0--xAKWKff). design approval can be higher. The COGEMA

The gain of reactivity margin obtained without any LOGISTICS' new method allows, at the design stage,
safety risk can be translated in terms to optimise the basket, materials or geometry for

- either of plutonium content, higher payload, while keeping the same reactivity.

- or of design options for baskets. References

The gain obtained by using the average Pu-content 1) A. Kavenoky, R. Sanchez,"The APOLLO
instead of the maximum value of Pu-content depends assembly spectrum code", International
on the mapping and more precisely on the difference Conference on developments in reactor physics
between the maximum Pu-content and the average Pu- and calculation methods, Paris, 1987).
content. It can reach 47% in term of Pu-content which 2) G. Courtois - E. Letang - G. Pouliot, "Calculation
means that, by using the average Pu-content, the Methods Used By IPSN In The Criticality Safety
transport and storage of BWR MOX fuel assemblies Studies", Joint International Conference on
can be realised with an higher Pu-content for the same Mathematical Methods and Supercomputing in
design. Nuclear Application, 1993).

As for design baskets options, two ways of 3) G. E. Hansen, W. H. Roach, "Six and sixteen-
improvements are proposed: group cross sections for fast and intermediate

- selection of basket materials with less boron critical assemblies", LAMS-2543, Los Alamos
content for reduction of costs, National Laboratory, 1961).

- optimisation of the basket geometry for 4) "The Monte Carlo Code TRIPOL14 and its first
higher payload. Benchmark Interpretations" PHYSOR 96,

7. Conclusion International Conference of Physic Reactors P.
C 175 Mito, Sept. (I 996).

COGEMA LOGISTICS' work about the use of the
average Pu-content as the basis for criticality safety
studies of MOX boiling water reactor ftiel assemblies
in transport and storage packages, have shown that the
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NMC&A and Nuclear Criticality Safety Systems Integration:
A Prospective Way for Enhancement of the Nuclear Industry Facilities

Safety
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A considerable body of data has now been acquired about the principles, parameters and
consequences of nuclear (criticality) accidents at facilities of the atomic industry in Russia,
the United States, Great Britain and Japan. The total number of such accidents stands at 22.
Russian and US specialists have prepared a rather extensive survey and analysis of these
accidents.', 2,4) The final and important section of this survey is the lessons implied by the
results of analysis of these 22 accidents. Among these lessons is the necessity of
unconditional enforcement of control over the movement and transformations of special
nuclear materials (SNM), and in particular fissile materials, (those SNMs with criticality
accident concerns) during production and processing. Inadequacies in such control have
been among the causes of most of the accidents that have occurred.

Nuclear materials control and accounting (MC&A) for the purpose of ensuring
storage reliability and nonproliferation safeguards is a major task of nuclear facilities in any
nation. MC&A systems use the latest techniques and hardware for periodic control of SNM
in specifically organized material balance areas. Immediate checking, periodic inventory of
SNM, and measurements of the parameters of SNM at key points are the main sources of
data for these systems.

Data about the presence and sites of location of SNM in material balance areas that
are acquired in inventories can be used for objective assessment of the status of nuclear
safety. On the other hand, the inventory itself involves performance of operations that are
unlike routine process engineering, and require special consideration of nuclear safety.

Use of the techniques and hardware of MC&A systems not only for purposes of
storage reliability, but also to ensure nuclear safety, will reduce the risk of nuclear
accidents.

This paper gives a concise overview of nuclear accidents that have occurred due to
inadequacies in MC&A, and demonstrates the necessity and usefulness of integrating
measures and components of MC&A and nuclear safety systems to meet the goals faced by
both systems.

KEYWORDS. criticality safety, special nuclear materials, control and accounting, risk of
nuclear accidents

1. Historical and Engineering Foundations of The first two, despite the different goals and
Integrating MC&A and Nuclear Safety Systems tasks that they face and their different demands, make

use of a single principle that is common to both
Safety in handling fissile nuclear materials is based on systems and is their cornerstone.
four systems: That principle is verification of the presence and
• nuclear criticality safety (NCS), movements of SNM, and prevention of accumulations

• nuclear materials control and accounting and occurrences in places where no SNM should be.
(MC&A), Unless systems enforce conditions implied by this

principle, there will almost inevitably be a nuclear
• physical protection of nuclear materials and accident and serious anomalies in control and

installations, accounting, including loss or even theft of SNM.
• radiation safety. Particularly dangerous are such SNM as plutonium

and highly enriched uranium (HEU). Since criminals
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may have only the most general idea about NCS, or specialists (at least in conversation). The authors of
not even. suspect the dangerous properties of stolen this paper have decided to bring aention to this
SNM, on no account should we rule out the possibility concept in connection with criticality accidents that
of occurrence of a spontaneous chain reaction, i.e. a occurred in 1997 and 1999 at the nuclear facilities of
nuclear accident in handling of stolen NM beyond the Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant [NCCP in
confines of the nuclear facility in a residential area. Russia and the Tokai-mura Plant in Japan. The causes
The consequences of such an accident could be and consequences of these accidents were completely
terrible. When handling such NM, even skilled and different, but they were brought together by one
specially trained personnel may make mistakes and important circumstance. Despite the advanced and
slips that result in a nuclear accident with release of responsible requirements for safety system controls,
energy and emission of ionizing radiation. The the main principle of MC&A and NCS systems was
number of criticality accidents in the nuclear industry violated: observance of established procedures for
(processing facilities, not reactors) of Russia, the processing SNM and monitoring their movement and
United States, UK and Japan had reached 22 by 1999. accumulation.

NCS and MC&A systems have been set up in Even a cursory analysis of these accidents shows
parallel and almost independently as SNM has been that with the proper system of after-operation SNM
stockpiled, first for military, and later for civilian use. accounting in place and appropriate measurement
During the initial development of the nuclear industry procedures, most accidents occurred, if not all, might
(from the forties to the sixties), unfavorable geometry have been avoided. The inventory actions of
equipment was often used for processing SNM, and at personnel themselves, on the other hand, must be
most facilities the problem was not so much carefully analyzed by NCS specialists to exclude
enforcement of safeguards against nonproliferation of situations that are susceptable to the occurrence of
SNM as it was careful accounting of SNM during nuclear accidents.
each operation (what was called after-operation The NCCP accident most clearly showed the
accounting of products and SNM). During this period, inadmissibility of allowing even the slightest blunder
both systems essentially ensured nuclear safety in in SNM control.
equal measure. And as soon as violations of the
requirements of one of them occurred, there were ACID WATER

nuclear accidents. Then, beginning in the late sixties,
to reduce the risk of nuclear accidents a course was
taken in NCS toward the use of favorable geometry
equipment that did not require monitoring the mass or
even the content of SNM in the products being
processed to maintain subcriticality. This approach
was managed thanks to advancement of technologies
in developing high-capacity equipment of safe
configurations (annular, slab, tubular). At roughly this
same time, the MC&A system began moving strongly
toward providing for control of SNM at facilities as a
whole to enforce safeguards of nonproliferation of
SNM, increasingly moving away from after-operation
accounting of products and SNM within facilities,
using such data only when needed as initial
information for verifying the balance of SNM or Fig.1 The flow chart
investigating anomalies. However, as improvements cores etching unit
were made in MC&A procedures and hardware, and
criteria for the quality of measurements and inventory In favorable geometry equipment (slab, annular,
difference of SNM amounts were tightened, it became tubular, with neutron-absorbing inserts, and so on),
clear that for complex facilities it was impossible to chemical processes may lead to the formation of
create an effective MC&A system without using after- heterogeneous structures, bottom residues, and surface
operation accounting of products and SNM. On the deposits. With comparatively slow dynamics of
other hand, such facilities, especially radiochernical localization of small amounts of fissile material and in
facilities, cannot be developed by using favorable the absence of mandatory procedures of indicating
geometry equipment alone, and so, such control them, some SNM may be excluded from the stream
absolutely has to be highly reliable to ensure nuclear without notice in virtue of being negligibly small (a
safety as well. Even if that means relaxing fraction of a percent of the total annual stream of the
requirements for accuracy of measurements. process line).

The idea of integrating NCS and MC&A system A situation very similar to this occurred over the
has been discussed from time to time by SNM safety course of several years during the etching of fuel
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element cores of uranium with 90% enrichment in violations of control of the mass of uranium-235 when
235U at the nuclear fuel production facility of loading the solution into the preparation apparatus.
Novosibirsk Chemical Concentrate Plant. Fig. 2 shows a schematic process-apparatus diagram

A criticality accident occurred in two tanks of of the facility and movements of products. The
slab geometry measuring 01 x 2 x 3 m each, joined consequences of the accident were some of the worst
into a single collector of solutions coming through a of all that had occurred up to that time (category 4 on
line about 100 in long from the fuel element core the INES scale).
etching section. Fig. I shows a schematic diagram of 112 -hZed Procedure

4 kg U3QP N "Acid
the etching unit. Batch:

Etching requency reached 300/year, the average
lot subjected to alkali treatment in each operation
being 200 cores based on dispersion material (UO2- Di

Al). Following the operation, the solution to be Bowes

transferred might have contained an average of 75 g of
235U, partly in the form of a suspension Of U02 that none
could precipitate. Produc Slution U02(NO3)2

The etching unit, lines and solution collector A ExecuteaPpocedure

were located in shop No I of the plant. The material
2A kg U08

balance area was this entire shop (a single building), Bath' 11"AcId

and in-shop transfers did not require after-operation
C&A of uranium-235 according to the provisions then AIC Stainle3s ,J Flas Productin force. he annual balance of SNM was evaluated BMW k Solution

solely from the results of measurements at control U02(NO3)2

points at the entrance and exit from the MBA (shop
No 1). Fig.2 Regular procedure of conversion (upper) and

Since the collector in the form of two flat tanks illegal procedure taken at the accident
had been accepted for service as nuclear-safe
equipment, no provision had been made for control of Because of the short distance from the facility to
235U therein. The procedures for preparing and residential area, and the thin walls of the facility, it
conducting SNM inventory in the section were done was necessary to evacuate even the residents of nearby
with insufficient care, and no control was done for the housing developments. Fig. 3 shows a sketch map of
presence of uranium in the tanks after washing. Thus, the locality where the facility was located. There were
two systems of controlling measures (NCS, MC&A) no anomalies in MC&A at the facility from the formal
acted independently, relying on stability of process standpoint, unless one counts the losses of SNM in
regulation. However, as was established after the consequence of the accident.
accident, the tanks of the collector had increased However, the accident graphically
thickness to 140 mn (instead of 100 nun), and a demonstrated first of all the explicit flaws in
residue had formed in the bottom with mass of about Operational-technical accounting (OTA) that are
24 kg in the form of uranium hydroxides, which is fraught with serious anomalies in the MC&A system
what led to the occurrence of the criticality accident. of the facility as a whole, and secondly, the need for

Among the causes of this accident, the following integrating die NCS and MC&A systems, and
are important for the given analysis: especially with regard to upgrading OTA.

- the MC&A system in shop No I was not In the period from 1995 to 1999, there were
effective, since the yearly internal loss Of 235U in shop cases of theft in Russia of products and items
No I was about 2 kg over the course of several years; containing SNM3), including two cases of thef of

- the results of annual inventories had HEU oxide powder in amounts quite sufficient for the
considerable errors, as they were obtained from a very occurrence of a spontaneous chain reaction, In both
limited number of measurements on a large cases, the perpetrators took advantage of deficiencies
production area taken as a single MBA; in MC&A, in control of losses of SNM when

- the NCS system in shop No I likewise did not performing process operations with the final product.
control SNM parameters in internal transfers, nor the At the present time, the system of state MC&A
formation of local residues and deposits of uranium- of Russia is in the process of radical redesign,
containing compounds due to the use of equipment of primarily from the standpoint of introducing hardware
favorable geometry. for control of SNM and verifying amounts on hand

The other industrial accidents had similar causes. and evaluating the balance of SNM during inventory.
The accident on the facility for recycling OTA within the MBA as a system of measures of

rejected uranium oxide at the Tokai-mura Plant control of products containing SNM when performing
occurred due to gross violations of the production processing operations with them has always and
process, imperfection of the NCS system, and everywhere been treated as the basis of C&A, without
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which it is impossible to ensure reliability and authority to enforce and regulate safety in the use of
confidence of C&A. OTA is also an essential nuclear power.
component of NCS, although on that side it has to
meet somewhat different, and at times less stringent References
requirements. The requirements for measurement 1) W. R.Stratton, "A Review of Criticality
procedures that are imposed by the MC&A system are Accidents," DOE/NCT-04, 1989.
higher than NCS requirements. The application to 2) V. V Frolov,. B. G. Ryazanov, V. 1. Sviridov,
OTA of the measurement and control techniques used "A Review of Criticality Accidents Which Were
at key measurement points of the MC&A system will Occurred in the Russian Industry," Proc. Int.
enable acquisition of more confident information Conf. on Nuclear Criticality Safety, ICNC'95,
about SNM with minimum eor. This will certainly Albuquerque, USA. 1999).
impact positively on the level of both MC&A and 3) Kumetsov, V., "Providing Physical Protection of
NCS of the facility. Nuclear Power Facilities in Russia," Yadernoya

At present, NCS is limited solely to nuclear bezopasnost', Moscow, April-May 2000.
facilities themselves, and does not pursue the goal of 4) T.P. McLaughlin, S.P. Monahan, N.L. Pruvost,
excluding, or even reducing the possibility of a V.V.Frolov, B.G. Ryazanov, and V.I. Sviridov,
spontaneous chain reaction in the case of theft of "A Review of Criticality Accidents", LA-13638,
SNM. But if one considers the safety of handling 2000.
SNM in the broadest sense, it will become clear that it
can be ensured by at least partial integration of C&A
and NCS systems. Especially at facilities that process
plutonium and HEU in bulk form. The chief direction
of such integration is organization of OTA and
production processes in accordance with the
requirements imposed on them by both systems. Such
an approach was used by US specialists in the eighties
when putting in the radiochernical facility at Barnwell.
In setting up this facility, both subsystems were
designed simultaneously with proprietary functional
algorithms. The systems were interconnected in the
control center, connections and coordinates, which
ensured complete operational control in treatment
processes of all products containing SNM, as well as
MC&A at the facility. It is certain that the use of such
an approach at any other facility, both in initial
development and in reconstruction, will enable
attainment of a fundamentally new level of safety in
handling SNM.

The authors trust that the problem touched on in
the report will attract the attention of NCS and MC&A
specialists, as well as supervisors of production
facilities, and representatives of state agencies with
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Criticality assessment on the spent fuel storage racks of the RSG-GAS multipurpose
reactor has been conducted to support the undergoing core conversion program, in which
higher uranium uel densities of silicide (up to 48 gU.CM,3 ) and molybdenum (up to 83
gU.CM,3) fuel elements are adopted to enhance the reactor performance, core cycle

length and reactor utilization. In the assessment, the kff of the rack as a function of fuel
density is calculated for fresh ftiel elements which is a very conservative approach
recommended by IAEA. Besides fuel densities, effects of water densities due to pool
water temperature variation, and the fuel elements' orientation on the keff are analyzed as
well. The criticality calculations are all carried out by using MCNP4132 Monte Carlo
code with ENDF/B-VI library. For the library sensitivity, JENDL-3.3 library is also used
and compared. The calculation results show the most reactive condition is for the case
when the spent fuel racks are filled with fresh U-6Mo fuel element with meat density of
8.30 gU.CM-3 . For all fuel types, density and operating condition, the calculated kff with
3 times standard deviations are confirmed less than the allowable value of 095. It can be
concluded that the existing spent fuel storage racks can be safely used for storing the
planned high density uranium fuels.

KEYWORDS. RSG-GAS multipurpose reactor, core conversion, spent fuel storage,
silicidefuel, molybdenumfuel, MCNP4B2, ENDFIB- VI, JENDL-3.3

1. Introduction In the present work to reconfirm the
subcriticality (kff<0.95) of the spent fuel rack, the

Criticality safety of spent fuel storage is of the multiplication factor of the rack is calculated for
main concern to all reactor operators. Even slight fresh ftiel elements which is a conservative
modifications or changes on the specifications of approach recommended by IAEA 4) . The criticality
fuel elements require reconfirmation on the calculations are all carried out by MCNP4132
subcriticality to assure the criticality safety. Monte Carlo code 5). In addition, the effects of

The spent fuel storage of the RSG-GAS water densities and the fuel element orientation on
multipurpose reactor was originally designed and the multiplication factor are analyzed. Furthermore,
approved for relatively low-density oxide fuel the MCNP library sensitivity are evaluated for
elements. However, in order to take the advantage ENDF/B_VI 6 and JENDL-3.3 7'.

of ftiel technology advancement under the RERTR
program as well as to achieve higher reactor 2. Description of the Spent Fuel Storage Rack
performance and reactor utilization, use of silicide and Fuel Element
and molybdenum fuel elements with higher meat
density is also planned. The silicide fuel has been The RSG-GAS reactor has two spent ftiel
verified up to uranium density of 48 g.cm-' ). storage racks located in the storage pool adjacent to
Meanwhile, the molybdenum ftiel is under the reactor pool, as shown in Figs. 1. From the
qualification tests to achieve a maximum uranium figure, it can be observed that a gate separates the
density of 8.0 g.CM-3 2 Utilizing those fuels is storage pool frorn the reactor pool. The gate is

expected to increase the RSG-GAS reactor normally closed during reactor operation.
operation cycle significantly. For example, using The storage racks are shown in Fig. 2 Each rack

3silicide fuel with meat density of 355 gU.cm- , the has 150 grid positions placed in a rectangle 10 x 15
8operation cycle can be successfully extended from array ). The cross-section of the rack viewed

25 to 32 full power day 3 To anticipate the from above is a rectangle with dimension of 93.5 x
undergoing core conversion program, subcriticality 150 cm. Sheets of cadmium (0.1 cm thickness)
condition of the RSG-GAS reactor spent fuel are inserted between grids and at the edge of the
storage must be re-evaluated. storage racks for maintaining subcriticality. The
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AlMg2 clad of 0.1 cm thickness encloses the (a) The racks are filled with the fresh fuel elements
cadmium sheet. Therefore, a grid with dimension with maximum uranium density Of U3Si2 and
of 8.5 x 10 cm consists of two layers of AlMg2 and UMo fuels (the most reactive condition)
cadmium with thickness of 0.1 and 0.05 cm, (b) The racks were filled with the existing silicide
respectively. In the grid, the free area for storing fuel elements irradiated to the highest allowable
fuel element has a dimension of 82 x 97 cm design bum-up of 53% (most non-reactive
(containing light water). condition).

Standard fuel elements of RSG-GAS reactor First, criticality calculations are performed to
consists of 21 fuel plates, as shown in Fig. 3 Each assess the fuel element orientations effect. The
ftiel element is loaded with 250 g 15U (I 97 5 wt% orientation which gives the highest kff value will be
235 U enrichment). One fuel plate consists of fuel used for all other calculations to give conservative
meat of 0054 cm thickness and AMg2 clad of results. All calculations are performed with 250
0.038 cm thickness. The distance between fuel cycles of iteration on a nominal source size of
plates is 0255 cm, in which water coolant flows. 10,000 particles per cycle. The first 25 cycles are
The active height of the fuel element is 60 cm. The skipped in order to avoid source convergence
dimension of the standard fuel element area is 761 problem. The ENDF/B-VI continuous energy
x 8.05 cm. cross-sections library is used for all calculations.

3. Calculation Method 4. Results and Discussions

A single fuel storage rack is taken as the MCNP Table I shows the effect of the ftiel element
calculation model to represent the existing two orientation where fuel elements with fuel plates
racks in the reactor pool. The rack is modeled in parallel to the side of 8.5 cm give maximum kff.
three-dimensional geometry as detail as possible, i.e. Although not shown here, this orientation gives
fuel elements are explicitly modeled without higher kff than the perpendicular one for other
homogenization. The MCNP model is extended to uranium densities. Therefore, this orientation was
30 cm above the rack to account for the neutron used for other calculations to get the most
returning from the H20 coolant. conservative kff.

For conservative reasons, the calculations are
accomplished under the following assumptions: Table I Effect of Fuel Element Orientation on kff

(a) All positions in the rack are filled with fresh fuel Fuel Eement k�ff FSD
elements Orientation

(b) The water density is identical everywhere Fuel plates parallel to 0.70808 0.00054
(c) Temperature at normal condition is 20 C with the side of 8. cm

water density of 0.998 g.CM-3 Fuel plates perpendi

The criticality calculations are carried out cular to the side of 8.5 0.68736 0.00053
covering the following parameters: cm
(a) U3Si2 fuel with uranium density range of 2.96 to

4.77 g U.CM,3 Table 2 and Fig. show the kff values as

(b) UMo fuel 6 and 9 wtMo) with uranium function of fuel types and uranium density. The
density range of 4.15 to 830 gU.CM,3 highest keff at maximum uranium density for U3Si2,

(c) Water density is varied from the nominal value U-6Mo 6 wt% MO) and U-9Mo 9 wt% MO) fuels
of 0998 g.CM-3 to 0959 g.CM-3 (considering the are 082882 094039 and 093634, respectively. For
probable operating condition of the pool) same uranium densities (i.e. 415 and 474 gU.CM-3),

(d) Fuel element orientations in a grid of the rack. molybdenum ftiel gives a slightly lower kff than
Two orientations are considered in this work as silicide fuel attributed from MO absorption rate. The
seen in Fig. 4 The first is the orientation same argument can be used to explain the lower keff
when the fuel elements were placed with the values of U-9Mo compared to the ones of U-6Mo,
fuel plates parallel to the side of 8.5 cm (Fig. 4 However, for all ftiel types considered here, as seen
(a)); and the second is the one when the fuel in Fig. 5, the highest kff values (considering 3
elements are placed with fuel plates standard deviations) are below the limit of 095.
perpendicular to the side of 8.5 cm (Fig. 4 (b)). Figs. 6 and 7 show the water density effect on
In order to assess the MCNP library sensitivity the kff values for silicide and molybdenum fuels,

on the multiplication factor, additional calculations respectively. The kff values decrease as the water
are carried out by using two libraries compiled from density decreases for both fuels. It can be shown
ENDF/B-VI and the new JENDL-3.3, respectively, that the gradients of kff values as a consequence of
for the following cases:
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lesser water density are almost identical. storage racks has been confirmed for the future
silicide and molybdenum fuel elements with higher

Table 2(a) keff values as function of uranium density uranium density fuels up to 83 gU.CM-3 . For all

for silicide fuel (U3Si2)- fuel density and operating conditions, the calculated
Uranium density ke multiplication factors considering 3 standard

(g U.CM-3) deviation are less than the safety limit of 095 It

2.96 0.70808 0.00054 can be concluded that the existing spent fuel storage
3.55 0.75573 0.00056 racks can be safely used for storing the planned

4.15 0.79381 0.00056 high density uranium fuels.

4.74 0.82579 0.00053
Table 3 ENDF/B-VI and JENDL-3.3 MCNP library

Table 2(b) k,ff values as function of uranium density comparison for two extreme conditions
for molybdenum ftiel (U-6Mo). Calculation kff FSD

Uranium density k�ff FSD condition ENDFB-VI JENDL-3.3
(g U.CM-3) Most 0 93722±0.00054

4.15 0.78836 0.00053 reactive a) 0.93971±0.00054 (0.9974)c

4.74 0.82194 0.00058 Most non- 0.50788±0.00038
b) 0.50722±0.00043

5.93 0.87145 0.00057 reactive (1.00 13) cl

7.12 0.90873 0.00059 Fresh U-6Mo fuel with 83 gU.CM-3 density

8.30 0.93971 0.00054 irradiated existing fuel with burnup of 53%

JENDL/ENDF ratio

Table 2(c) kff values as function of uranium density

for molybdenum fuel (U-9Mo). References

Uranium density k�ff FSD
(g U.CM-3) 1) Languille, A., Durand, J.P. and Gay, A., New

4.15 0.78787 0.00057 High Density MTR Fuel The CEA-CERCA-
COGEMA Development Program," Transaction

4.74 0.81825 0.00056 of the 2 d Topical Meeting on Research Reactor

5.93 0.86917 0.00053 Fuel Management, Bruges, Belgium, 1998

7.12 0.90593 0.00056 2) Languille, A. et al., "Experimental Irradiation of

8.30 0.93495 0.00060 UMo Fuel: PIE Results and Modeling of Fuel

Based on the above calculation, the most Behaviour", Transactions ofthe 6h International

reactive condition is when the spent ftiel rack was Topical Meeting on Research Reactor Fuel

filled with fresh U-6Mo fuel for meat density of Management, Ghent, Belgium, 2002.

8.30 gU.cm-'. 3) Liem, P.H., et al., "Fuel Management Strategy

Table 3 shows that the kff ratios between for the New Equilibrium Silicide Core Design of

JENDL-3.3 and ENDF/B-VI are 09974 and 10013 RSG GAS (MPR-30)," Nuclear Engineering and

for the most reactive and most non-reactive Design 180, 207 - 219, 1998.

conditions, respectively. For the irradiated existing 4) IAEA, "Research Reactor Core Conversion

fuel, the compositions of important fission products Guidebook,", Vol. 5, IAEA-TECDOC-643,

are obtained by using cell-burnup calculation code, IAEA, Vienna, Austria, 1992

WIMS-13/4 9 Fig. shows comparison result ofthe 5) Briesmeister, J.F., Ed., MCNP-A General Monte

two libraries as function of fel density for U-Wo Carlo N-Particle Transport Code," Version 413,

fresh fuel. The kff values obtained by JENDL-3.3 LA-12625-M, Los Alamos National Laboratory,

are slightly lower than the ones by ENDF/B-VI USA, 1997.

except for fuel density of4.15 gU.CM-3 . For cases of 6) Appendix MCNP4B2 Manual (I 997).

fresh fuel considered here, the kff values of 7) K. Shibata et al.: "Japanese Evaluated Nuclear

JENDL-3.3 are at most 03 smaller than the ones Data Library Version 3 Revision-3: JENDL-3.3",

of ENDF/B-Vl. However, as the FPs are involved J. Nucl. Sci. Technol. 39, 1125 2002).

for the irradiated fuel, the kff values obtained by 8) Batan, "Safety Analysis Report Rev. 8", 1999.

ENDF/B-VI are in the contrary slightly lower than 9) Askew, J. R., et al., "A General Description of the

the ones of JENDL-3.3. Code WIMS,", J. Br. Nucl. Energy Soc. 5, 1966.

5. Conclusion

The criticality safety of RSG-GAS spent fuel
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Neutronic Dimensioning of a Fast Breeder Reactor (FBR) Fuel Shipping Cask

136atrice THIEVENAZ', Michel DOUCET', Alain JOUDON'
'Framatome-ANP Novatome Division, Lyon, France

2Framalome-ANP Fuel Technology Service, Lyon, France
3CENGET, Cadarache, France

The purpose of this study is to establish the subcriticality of a shipping cask with the
loading of 7 containers of FBR fuel pins. Calculations have been carried out with the
IRSN/CEA new calculation scheme called CRISTAL, based on the APOLL02
sophisticated spectral code and on the MORET4 3D Monte Carlo code, and adopted by the
French industry. The study has been performed for a heterogeneous medium (lattice of
fissile pins surrounded by water) and for a homogeneous one (homogenization of fissile
matter with water). The 1.015 maximum Keff obtained in case of a heterogeneous
modelling of the fissile medium implies a revision of the cask capacity in order to meet the
criticality safety criteria.

KEYWORDS: criticality, dimensioning, shipping cask, fast breeder reactorfuel

1. Introduction total-useful length, and a 103-100 mm external-
internal diameter.

The purpose of the study is to establish the
subcriticality of a shipping cask with the loading of 7 2.1.2.2. Container
containers of FBR fuel pins. Each stainless steel container contains a cell. The
The criticality safety criteria to meet are those main sizes of containers are a 2076-1970 mm total-
required by the French Safety Authorities i.e. Keff + useful length, and a 18-108 mm external-internal
3a 095 for a single cask reflected by a 20 cm water diameter, for a IO mm bottom thickness.
thickness (accidental and normal transport conditions),
Keff + 3a 098 for an array of 5N casks in normal 2.1.3. Fuel pins characteristics
transport condition and an array of 2N casks in
accidental transport conditions. N is the maximum The fuel pins main characteristics are a stainless steel
number of casks to be transported. cladding with 6,55-5,65 mm external-internal

diameter and 1793 mm length, containing a 547 mm
2. Data and assumptions diameter and 858 mm length fissiIe part with (UPU)02

and a ,55 nun diameter and 296 mm length fertile
2.1. Characteristics of the shipping cask and of its part composed with U02, with a .5 mm boring

content diameter.

2.1.1. Shipping Cask features 2.2. Fuel composition

The cask is composed with a 05 mm diameter and The fissile part of the fresh fuel pin is mixed oxide
2220 nun useful length cylindrical cavity, containing a with 30% plutonium, the pellet density is I I g.cm-3 .
structure equipped with 7 compartments. Containers The uranium composition is 99,29% 231U and 071%
filled with FBR fissile pins are inserted inside these 235U . The plutonium composition of the fissile part is
compartments. The radial shielding is provided by a 74,4 1% 239pU, 15% 240pU' 9,7 1% 241pU, 0,88% 242pU.

37 cm carbon steel ring surrounded by a 0 cm resin
compound. Lower and upper axial shieldings are made 2.3. Assumptions
of layers with different materials such as depleted
uranium and resin inserted between stainless steel 2-3.1. General assumptions
layers. The most external horizontal layer is made
with balsa and sequoia 45 cm thickness. Calculations have been carried out supposing that: the

pin number is the same in all cells, cells and
2.1.2. Inner fitting out description containers are centred in compartments. Radial

shielding resin is not modelled, and axial shielding
2.1.2 I. Cell resin is replaced by air. The top and bottom shipping
Pins are bundled inside stainless steel cells, that are cask are not modelled. They are replaced by a total
closed by a welded plug. Each cell is able to contain reflection condition on the upper and lower side of the
120 pins. The main sizes of cells are a 1965-1885 mm cask. Only the useful length of the container is taken

into account.
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(corresponding to the height of the non moderated
2.3.2. Penalising assumptions fissile matter volume) and 1970 mm (corresponding to

the useful height of the container). The fissile mass
Calculations are carried out with penalising conservation is maintained by an adjustment of the
assumptions: fresh fuel, pin whole length to be filled fuel concentration in the moderated fissile matter
by fissile material, and for the most reactive volume.
configuration: accidental transport conditions (clads If the optimal moderation is not obtained for the
are supposed to be failed, the integrity of the maximum volume, complementary calculations will
containers is not proved, and so they are not be carried out for this volume, considering a
modelled), water moderated fissile medium, cask decreasing number of pins by container.
interstices filled with air. 4.2.2. Heterogeneous modelling

Calculations are carried out with the same height
2.3.3. Fissile medium modelling range as in the homogeneous modelling. The fissile

mass conservation is maintained by an adjustment of
The fissile medium is modelled in order to keep the the fuel radius, with a constant cell radius allowing to
mass of fissile matter by pin. In order to cover the simulate a fixed pins number. The investigation of the
normal transport conditions as well as the accidental optimal moderation is realised as for the homogeneous
transport conditions, calculations are carried out for an modelling.
heterogeneous medium (lattice of fissile pins
surrounded by water) and for an homogeneous one 4.3. Results
(homogenization of fissile matter with water).

The results hereafter are concerning a single cask
3. Calculation tools reflected by a 20 cm water thickness.

4.3. 1. Homogeneous modelling
Calculations are carried out with the RSN/CEA new 4.3.1.1. 120 fissile pins by container
calculation scheme called CRISTAL, based on the The evolution of the intrinsic characteristics of the
APOLL02 sophisticated spectral code and on the homogeneous modelled fissile medium are given on
MORET4 3D Monte Carlo code, and adopted by the Table 1. Kinfinite, 2in and H/X are given versus the
French industry. The code is used with a basic height of the moderated fissile medium.
microscopic cross section library, based on JEF2.2
data with a 172 energy group structure, and called Table I Evolution of intrinsic characteristics for the
CEA 93 V4. The results are given with a 99% homogeneous modelled fissile medium
confidence interval (Keff + 3a), for a 300 pcm cy.

Height HA B'm Kinfinite
4. Methodology and results (cm)

35.11 0.03 0.0205 2.199
4.1. Criteria 45 0.8 0.0196 1.754

55 1.58 0.0182 1.603
The criticality safety criteria to meet are those 65 2.35 0.0169 1.519
required by the French Safety Authorities i.e. Keff + 75 3.13 0.0158 1.465
3a : 095 for a single cask reflected by a 20 cm water 85 3.91 0.0150 1.429
thickness (accidental and normal transport conditions), 95 4.69 0.0144 1.405
Keff + 3cr 098 for an array of 5N casks in normal 105 5.46 0.0140 1.389
transport condition and an array of 2N casks in 115 6.24 0.0137 1.377
accidental transport conditions. 125 7.02 0.0135 1.370

135 7.80 0.0134 1.365
145 8.57 0.0134 1.362

4.2. Methodology 155 9.35 0.0134 1.361
165 10.13 0.0134 1.360

The calculations are performed for an homogeneous 175 10.90 0.0134 1.361
modelling of the fissile medium as well as for an 185 11.68 0.0135 1.362
heterogeneous modelling, by keeping the fissile mass 197 12.61 0.0136 1.364
by pin.
4.2. 1. Homogeneous modelling The analysis of this table shows that the maximum
The calculations are firstly carried out with the reactivity of the medium is reached for the minimum
maximum loading envisaged by cell, i.e. 120 pins. moderation rate.
Fissile matter is put in the container in a cylindrical Table 2 gives the evolution of the effective
form. All moderation ratios (H/X) that are allowed multiplication coefficient (Keff) versus the variation
considering the container volume are investigated: of the moderated fissile medium volume (V) and the
calculations are carried out for moderated fissile fuel concentration (C) in the moderated fissile
matter height comprised between 350 mm medium.
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Table 2 Evolution of Keff versus the variation of the The results of Keff calculations are gathered in
moderated fissile medium volume (V) and the fuel Table 4.
concentration (C) in the moderated fissile medium

Table 4 Evolution of Keff versus the variation of te
Height V C Keff 3 F fuel mass (M) and the fuel concentration (C) in the
(cm) (cm') (g.1-1) (cr=300pcm) moderated fissile medium
35.11 3216 11000 0.848

45 4122 8582 0.906 N M C Keff 3 F
55 5038 7021 0.930 W (g.1-1) (a=300pcm)
65 5955 5941 0.938 120 35377 1960 0.938
75 6871 5149 0.932 110 32429 1797 0.939
85 7787 4543 0.931 100 29481 1634 0.933
95 8703 4065 0.938 90 26533 1470 0.942
105 9619 3678 0.927 80 23585 1307 0.940
115 10535 3358 0.939 70 20637 1143 0.943
125 11451 3089 0.935 60 17688 980 0.940
135 12367 2861 0.937 50 14740 817 0.942
145 13283 2663 0.936 40 11792 653 0.939
155 14199 2491 0.935 30 8844 490 0.924
165 15115 2340 0.934 20 5896 327 0.894
175 16032 2207 0.937 10 2948 163 0.781
185 16948 2087 0.942
197 18047 1960 0.938 The results that have been obtained are statistically

equivalent for a container pins number higher than 40.
The 0942 maximum Keff is obtained for a 185 cm the 0943 maximum Keff is obtained for containers
moderated fissile medium height. The difference of with 70 pins. The difference of behaviour noticed with
behaviour noticed with the intrinsic infinite medium the intrinsic infinite medium (see Table 3 is explained
(see Table 1) is explained by the decreasing of the by an increase of the interaction between cells with
interaction between cells with the H/X decreasing, due neutrons that are less moderated, due to the presence
to the fissile height decrease. of borated steel liners in cells.

4.3.1.2. Decrease of the container pins number 4.3.2. Heterogeneous modelling
In order to explore higher H/X, complementary
calculations have been carried out for a moderated 4.3.2.1. 120 fissile pins by container
fissiIe matter volume equal to the container useful The evolution of the intrinsic characteristics of the
volume, by changing the container pins number. Table heterogeneous modelled fissile medium are given on
3 gives the evolution of intrinsic characteristics of the Table 5. Kinfinite, 2m and H/X are given versus the
homogeneous modelled fissile medium, versus the height of the moderated fissile medium.
container pins number.

Table Evolution of intrinsic characteristics for the
Table 3 Evolution of intrinsic characteristics of the homogeneous modelled fissile medium
homogeneous modelled fissile medium, versus the
container pins number (N) Height B 2M Kinfinite

(cm)
N HIX B'rn Kinfinite 35.11 - -
120 12.62 0.0136 1.364 45 0.0195 1.772
110 14.01 0.0138 1.368 55 0.0188 1.638
100 15.68 0.0140 1.374 65 0.0181 1,573
90 17.72 0.0143 1.382 75 0.0178 1.540
80 20.27 0.0147 1.391 85 0.0177 1.523
70 23.56 0.0151 1.404 95 0.0177 1.514
60 27.93 0.0157 1.419 105 0.0178 1.512
50 34.06 0.0164 1.439 115 0.0180 1.512
40 43.25 0.0172 1.462 125 0.0182 1.514
30 59.56 0.0190 1.499 135 0.0184 1.517
20 89.20 0.0186 1.512 145 0.0186 1.521
1 0 181.09 0.0172 1.486 155 0.0188 1.525

165 0.0190 1.529
The intrinsic reactivity of the infinite medium 175 0.0192 1.534
increases when the container pins number decreases. 185 0.0193 1.538
The maximum Kinfinite is obtained for about 20 pins. 197 0.0196 1.543
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The comportment of the infinite heterogeneous container pins number.
medium is qualitatively the same as the homogeneous
one (see Table 1) : decrease of Keff with increase of Table 7 Evolution of intrinsic characteristics of the
H/X, then quasi-constant Keff with a trend to a Keff heterogeneous modelled fissile medium, versus the
increase for the highest H/X invested. The infinite container pins number (N)
homogeneous medium reactivity is superior to the
infinite heterogeneous medium one for weak HX N B'm Kinfinite
This trend inverts itself from 65 cm moderated fissile 120 0.0196 1.543
height. 110 0.0199 1.555
Table 6 gathers the Keff evolution versus the fissile 100 0.0204 1.566
matter radius variation and the height of the 90 0.0207 1.578
moderated fissile matter. 80 0.0211 1.589

70 0.0213 1.599
Table 6 Evolution of Keff versus the fissile matter 60 0.0214 1.604
radius variation and the height of the moderated fissile 50 0.0212 1.602
matter. 40 0.0204 1.585

30 0.0186 1.538
Height R Keff + 3 cy 20 0.0143 1.422
(cm) (cm) (cr=300pcm) 10 0.0036 1.111
35.11 0,493 -

45 0.435 0.918 The trend is an increase of the infinite medium
55 0.394 0.946 intrinsic reactivity with the H/X increase up to 60
65 0.362 0.961 pins. Then the reactivity decreases for higher HX
75 0.337 0.967 Table gathers the Keff evolution versus the fissile
85 0.317 0.976 matter radius variation and the container pins number.
95 0.300 0.987
105 0,285 0.991 Table Evolution of the Keff versus the fissile matter
115 0.272 0.995 radius variation and the container pins number
125 0.261 1.002
135 0.251 1.001 N R Keff + 3 cy
145 0.243 0.995 (cm) (cr=300pcm)
155 0.235 1.012 120 0.493 1.015
165 0.227 0.999 110 0.515 1.005
175 0.221 1.011 100 0.540 0.998
185 0.215 1.013 90 0.569 0.998
197 0.208 1.003 80 0.604 0.981

70 0.645 0.973
The results that have been obtained show a 60 0.697 0.956
progressive Keff increasing according to the increase 50 0.764 0.929
of the moderated fissile matter height, then a Keff 40 0.854 0.880
stabilization from a 105 cm height. The 1013 30 0.986 0.807
maximum Keff is obtained for a 185 cm moderated 20 1.208 0.678
fissile medium height. This Keff is 7000 pm higher 10 1.708 0.448
than the maximum Keff obtained in the case of
homogeneous medium. The 1.015 maximum Keff is obtained for a 120 cm

moderated fissile medium height. The difference of
4.3.2.2. Decrease of the container pins number behaviour noticed with the intrinsic infinite medium

(see Table 7 is explained by an increase of the
In order to explore higher H/X, complementary interaction between cells with neutrons that are less
calculations have been carried out for a moderated moderated, due to the presence of borated steel liners
fissile matter volume equal to the container useful in cells.
volume, by changing the container pins number. Table Also in this case the heterogeneous modelling of the
7 gives the evolution of intrinsic characteristics of the fissile medium leads to a very higher reactivity than
heterogeneous modelled fissile medium, versus the the one obtained for an homogeneous modelling.
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5. Conclusion

Considering the Keff obtained for an heterogeneous
modelling of the fissile medium, the shipping cask
subcriticality can not be proved with the calculation
assumptions and the modelling used in this study.
One can ask the question of the validity to use such a
modelling, that implicitly considers a variation of the
pellet diameter, especially in case of fuel diameter
higher than true pellet diameter. But even in accidental
transport conditions, the heterogeneous modelling can
not be dismissed, because configurations with
damaging of only a partial number of pellets are also
to be considered. For a fissile height corresponding to
a ftiel radius value close to the true pellet radius value
(h= 1 15 cm, r0.272 cm), the Keff obtained remains
greatly superior to the criterion required by the French
transport regulation. On the other hand, it is to note
that the maximum reactivity is obtained for a fuel
radius inferior to the true pellet radius, that is a
conceivable situation in the present case of an
accidental transport conditions modelling.
The conclusion is that the shipping cask capacity has
to be revised in case of conveyance of such contents.
For now the modification of the cask capacity is in
progress at CEA in such a way to drastically reduce
the reactivity to meet the criticality safety criteria.
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The amount of Nuclear Power Plant (NPP) spent fuel in special storage facilities of
Russia runs to more than 15000 tons and the annual growth is equal to about 850 tons. The
storage facilities for spent nuclear fuel from the main nuclear reactors of Russia (RBMK-
I 000, VVER-440, VVER I 000, BN-600, EGP-6) were designed in the 60 - 70s. In the last
years when the concept of closed fuel cycle and safety requirements had changed, the need
was generated to have the nuclear storage facilities more crowded. First of all it is due to the
necessity to increase the storage capacity because the RBMK-1000, VVER-1000, EGP-6
fuel is not reprocessed. So there comes the need for the facilities of a bigger capacity which
meet the current safety requirements.

The paper presents the results of studies of the most important nuclear safety issues, in
particular:

- development of regulatory requirements;
- analysis of design-basis and beyond-the design-basis accidents (DBA and BDBA);
- computation code development and verification;
- justification of nuclear safety when water density goes down;
- the use of bum-up fraction values;
- the necessity and possibility to experimentally study the storage facility subcritical-

ity;
- development of storage norms and rules for new types of fuel assemblies with mixed

fuel and burnable poison.

KEYWORDS. spentfuel, storagefacifides, safety requirements,

1. Regulatory requirements. Design and beyond- The following BDBAs should be considered:
the-design-basis accidents - spontaneous chain reaction initiation;

In 1991 the SSC R IPPE developed the safety - complete dry-out of storage pools filled with
rules of NPP nuclear uel') with formulation of techni- water;
cal requirements to various safety systems and nuclear - process equipment drop onto the fuel being
safety analysis as well as with an approximate list of stored.
DBAs and BDBAs. These rules were based on the When the initial events are analyzed it is necessary
safety requirements experience reflected in the IAEA to consider a possible change in water density in the
document X2 50-SG-DIO and IAEA report J1f2 189. storage pool, fuel pin and fuel assembly geometry,
The nuclear safety requirements formulated in') are fuel pin spacing and thus, increase in the kff value.
based on three main principles:

- kff values must not exceed 095 under normal 2. Computation code selection and verification
conditions and initial DBA events (principle of The codes developed for reactors are usually used
normalization); to calculate storage facilities. The codes being used

- probability of spontaneous chain reaction in the for calculating Kff of storage facilities should be ap-
storage facility must not exceed 10-7 per year; plicable for the list of emergency conditions given
BDBA consequences in the storage facility must above.
be limited (principle of justification); The significant difference between spent fuel stor-

- norms of storage and transportation within the age facilities and reactors consists in the fact that
plant must provide kff control at the minimum moderation processes take place both inside FAs and
possible level (principle of conservatism). between them because gaps between FAs can have the

Among 19 approximate initial DBA events listed in size of 50 nun - 200 mm. Due to hydrogen scattering
the rules there is an indication of the following: natu- anisotropy a great number of fast neutrons find their
ral phenomena, external effects, black-out, various way to the gap. The value of thermal neutron flux
types of FA and equipment drop, formation of highly density in the gap is much higher than that inside FAs.
explosive mixtures as a result of water radiolysis, etc. The use of neutron poison in the racks of the crowded
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storage results in significant jumps of neutron flux density dcrease. With the thickness of mm the
density near the interface. Consideration of water absorption property of stainless steel is comparable
density variation reveals various neutron energy spec- with that of boric steel, with boron content of 11 
tra: fast, intermediate and thermal. Substantial non- and its thickness of mm. The water density variation
uniformity of neutron flux density makes it necessary in the storage during a long black-out and boiling was
to use the codes which allow the accurate geometrical studied experimentally.
modeling. So the current codes which are based on the At the "Hydropress" special thermal hydraulic ex-
Monte - Carlo method with the use of neutron and periments were carried out to determine the coolant
physical constants obtained from the estimated nu- density along the FA height in the storage cell for
clear data, e.g. ENDF/B-6, are widely used for storage spent fuel with FA spacing of Ox4OO mm, at the
calculation. These codes are MCU-RFFI", VVER-1000 NPP. As it turned out, in case of boiling

41 -25). However in some the coolant density in the gap between FAs was equal
MCNP", SCALE , MMKFK
cases, when the problem is not geometrically symmet- to 09-0.96 g/cm', inside the FA at the outlet it was no
rical and the storage dimensions are quite big, these less than 045 g/cm 3. Besides, the situations were
codes are not capable of calculating the entire system studied with additional air injection in the boiling
with due regard for heterogeneity inside FAs. In order mode, thus simulating a break in the scheduled work,
to calculate these situations small - group (usually 4- when the cooling system actuation can be interrupted
group) macrocostants obtained by the software of the because the area hasn't been completely drained. This
WIMS-134 type are used. Quite a lot of critical ex- fact results in air bubbles rising to the surface and
periments are available to verify the computation accumulation of steam - air voids in separate areas of
codes for storage facilities with FAs or fuel pins of the cooling pond during a limited time. Thermal hy-
PWR, BWR, VVER types. However there are actually draulic calculations showed that the k value did not
no critical experiments for storages with other FA exceed 095 in the indicated emergency conditions.
types. Under these conditions the only possible way to The similar situations were calculated for the storage
determine the uncertainty is to perform test calcula- pools near the RBMK reactors. It has been determined
tions with various codes which have been already that in case of crowded storage of FAs without tubes
verified. The comparative calculations of kff show a the water density value will be no less than 0.8 g/cm 3
good agreement of above mentioned codes within 0.5 during boiling if FAs have been cooled at least 15
% for kff A little higher discrepancy is observed days before being crowded. The kff value at this den-

3when water density is lower than 0.05 g/cm . sity will not exceed 095.
The calculation quality program is strongly re-

quired as it is very important and presents a crucial Table k. for a VVER I 000 storage cell.
problem. Insufficient study of emergency scenarios, Water amputation code
various types of errors during calculations, insuffi- density, MMKFK-2 MCU MCNP KENO
cient personnel qualification can result in serious g/cm 3
mistakes during the design work. 0,00 0,7060 0,6916 0,6989 0,6931

0,02 1,0190 1,0183 0,9963 1,0382
3. Justification of nuclear safety at decreasing wa- 0,03 1,1210 1,1259 1,0994 1,1400
ter density in the storage pool 0,05 1,2620 1,2645 1,2547 1,2798

The emergency situation analysis has revealed 0,10 1 1,3780 1,3791 1,3653 1,3895
some general problems for storage facilities. First of 0,20 1,3100 1,3071 1,3016 1,3112
all, it is the possible increase in kff due to decrease in
water density in the entire storage volume or in its 0,30 1,1560 1,1559 1,1523 1,1503
separate areas. 0,40 1,0290 1,0246 1,0230 1,0234

Table I shows the calculation results obtained with 0,50 0,9410 0,9447 0,9399 0,9449
various computation codes for the test task, i.e. the 0,60 0,9040 0,9140 0,8988 0,8956
storage cell for VVER I 000 assemblies with U02 ftiel 0,70 0,8930 0,8859 0,8834 0,8876
with the enrichment of 44 %, shown in Fig. 1. The 0,80 0, 960 0,8891 0,8903 0,8937
cell consists of two parts, i.e. FA and water. The ex- 0,90 0,9150 0,9063 0,9061 0,9109
ternal area consists in a hexagon with a flat - to - flat 1,00 0,9340 0,9266 0,9273 09328

distance of 400 mm.
The maximum kff value in the storage is observed 4. Problems of crowded fuel storage

when the water density is - 0.05 03 g/CM3 and de- As a rule the feasibility and the level up to which
pends on FA spacing. At the presence of boric steel the storage pool can be crowded primarily depend on
poison in the storage the kff value decreases when the FA spacing, i.e. nuclear safety requirements. These
water density goes down. When stainless steel wrap- are several ways how to make the pool more crowded,
pers are used with the thickness of 35 mm the kff e.g. to decrease FA spacing due to a precise consid-
value usually increases insignificantly with water eration of storage geometry, to use special burnable
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poison in the form of boric or stainless steel wrappers, in the pond. At the same time if the desi gned fuel
to take into account the fuel bum-up fraction as a bum-up fraction is taken into account 20
controllable nuclear safety parameter. MW-day/kg), subcriticality (kff<0.95) will have a

When developing the way how to make the storage big margin even in case of these BDBAs, i.e. the stor-
pool more crowded with FAs it is necessary to take age facility acquires the property of self-protection
into account both DBAs and BDBAs. The latter re- due to the inner properties of the system. The limit of
quires the control measures to be developed. For some safe bum-up at which keff 095 is not exceeded if
types of storage facilities where fuel is inside the fuel bum-up is no less than 10 MW-day/kg for initial
tubes the situation can happen when in the course of enrichment of 2.4 2U . Due to the fact that
drying-out water remains inside the tubes or boils out along with FAs having designed bum-up in the stor-
of them, thus resulting in a certain increase in keff. age facility there might be defective FAs with their
These situations are considered as BDBAs. From the bum-up lower than 10 MW-day/kg, it is nec-
standpoint of nuclear safety the simplest way to con- essary to avoid the local concentration of FAs with
trol these accidents is to take measures that could rule small bum-up and to place them uniformly among the
out criticality even without any special poison, espe- FAs with bum-up of 15 - 20 MW-day/kg. In accor-
cially as sometimes it is impossible to use it. For in- dance with the Rules the bum-up fraction value can be
stance, for RBMK storage facilities the use of addi- used as a nuclear safety parameter if it is controlled by
tional poison is restricted by the strength of cantilever special instniments in order to avoid mistakes of the
beams on which it is suspended as well as by the rules personnel or incorrect bum-up calculation. However
that prohibit to use removable absorbers. So in 6) it was at present a significant number of FAs have been
proposed that the spent fuel bum-up fraction should already accumulated in the RBMK storage. So bum-
be taken into account in the BDBA analysis, because up measurement which assumes FA movement to the
in practice the spent fuel with a significant bum-up measurement device and back to the storage place will
level is being stored. If we consider additional fission unacceptably increase not only the loading time to the
product absorption and decrease in fuel enrichment in coiling pond but also the number of nuclear and ra-
the course of fuel burning-out in the reactor, the diation dangerous operations. Under these conditions
problem can be solved without any introduction of it is reasonable to use methods and tools which allow
additional technical measures. The bum-up fraction the storage safety to be experimentally confirmed on
can be also considered in the long-term storage facili- the whole. In order to measure the storage kff the
ties where fuel is delivered from near-the-reactor pulse method was proposed. There exist various types
cooling ponds and where the emergency part of the of pulse method for measuring kff. However, as the
reactor cannot be discharged. In view of that the con- measurement practice showed, especially in the con-
cept of nuclear safety 7for RBMK fuel storage facilities ditions of profound subcriticality, these methods re-
has been formulated ). Nuclear safety for normal veal a strong dependence on spatial effects. So the
conditions and initial DBA events must be proven in general relationship between kff and decrement of
the assumption of fresh fel, for BDBAs it should be attenuation ct is used:
done with the account of bum-up fraction. A serious a = (1 - kff ( - ff)) /,
problem consists in determining norms of storage and where the decrement of attenuation a is an integral
transportation in view of fuel bum-up. When solving parameter that characterizes the system subcriticality
this problem it is necessary to consider five main on the whole and is independent of the source and
factors: detector location; Pff is an effective fraction of de-

- calculation error for fuel isotopic composition; layed neutrons; I is an average prompt neutron life-
- calculation error for kff which is determined by time.

a complex fuel composition with the mixture of The comparison of calculation and experimental re-
uranium, plutonium, actinides; suits shows that the difference is equal to 5-1 at

- the effect of accumulated fission products on keff; keff - 05-0,6, thus indicating the possibility to use
- non-uniform distribution of fissile materials the results of subcritical experiments in practice, with

along the FA height; significant subcriticality of cooling ponds being taken
- FA irradiation history. into account.
The analysis shows that nuclear safety require-

ments for long-term storages of RBMK spent ftiel are 5. BDBA analysis
met under both normal operation conditions and de- In accordance with the Rules it is necessary to
sign-basis accidents in the assumption of fresh fuel. study the initial BDBA events related to the occur-
At the same time in case of BDBAs, for instance, rence of self - sustaining chain reaction for material
boiling during 78 days and water escape from the storage and management systems, the complete dry -
storage tubes with FA smaller spacing of IlOxI15 out of spent fuel storage the drop of heavy process
nun or cooling pond dry-out when water remains equipment onto the storage pool. The latter initial
inside the tubes, kff can exceed 1, if there is fresh fuel event is usually reduced to consideration of the two
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foriner events. The self-sustaining chain reaction is developed set of measures provides nuclear safety of
the result of initial events or a number of failures or existing storage facilities. However due to the neces-
mistakes of the personnel. The most probable scenar- sary to make them more crowded with FAs, to intro-
ios of self-sustaining chain reaction consists in water duce new storage facilities with new FA types and to
density decrease as a result of long black-out, drying introduce more stringent safety requirements, addi-
process, when water remains inside FA tubes, drop or tional studies are required.
drawing together of a significant number of FAs at the The practical use of the software for kff calcula-
cooling pond bottom due to a drop of wrappers, heavy tion, i.e. such codes as MMKFK-2, MCU-RFFl, etc.,
objects or to an external effect (aircraft fall, explosion, allows the calculation of a spent fuel storage with the
earthquake, etc.). In order to solve this problem the error of kff not higher than I %. At the same time
BURST code was developed. It can jointly solve the additional studies are required to determine the calcu-
equations of transient processes within the framework lation errors of mixed U-Pu, U-gadolinium, U-erbium
of point model of kinetics and those of thermal hy- fuel.
draulic processes in one elementary cell of fuel pins or The analysis of emergency conditions shows that
FAs. The dependence of reactivity on water - steam the determining factor of nuclear safety is the correct
mixture density and temperature is calculated in ad- account of water density variations in the entire vol-
vance and is used as input data for the BURST code. ume of the storage and its separate areas.
In the course of self - sustaining reaction progression The use of solid absorbers makes it possible to sig-
fuel pin heat removal modes are changing, each of nificantly increase the storage capacity and to de-
them influencing the kff value of the system. crease the risk of criticality when water density goes

The developed method of calculation of thermal down.
physical parameters makes it possible to calculate The consideration of bum-up fraction allows a
spatial and time distribution of water - steam mixture more crowded location of fuel in a long - term storage
during boiling and, based on that, the k value. The and safety justification in BDBA conditions. However
method was implemented in the TEHRA code. As the additional studies are required to determine the effect
calculation results show the amount of fission prod- of complex isotopic composition of fuel, non-uniform
ucts and actinides formed and their part which goes to distribution of fissile nuclides along the FA height,
the environment are determined by several factors. FA irradiation history in the reactor on the kff values.
The determining factors are the total number of fis- The instrumentation control of bum-up fraction is
sions during the self - sustaining chain reaction, fuel required when FAs are located in the storage with
bum-up, the number and state of fuel pins which lost consideration of their bum-up fraction.
their tightness. The conservative model is used to The measurement of storage subcriticality makes it
calculate the worst consequences. The model consid- possible to determine the real kff value in the storage
ers FAs with maximum bum-up, i.e. the maximum facility and is an additional measure to provide nu-
amount of fission products accumulated. clear safety. Besides, these measurement results allow

The analysis of self - sustaining chain reaction the prediction of k in storage facilities in case of
caused by the drop of a big number of FAs in various DBDAs. However the studies are required to deter-
parts of near - the - reactor and intermediate NPP mine the kff measurement error in case of profound
storages with RBMK fuel shows the following regu- subcriticality A more detailed study of DBDA conse-
larities: energy release caused by reactivity of several quences is also required in order to develop the meas-
Pff within Is is equal to 1019-1021 fissions, the fuel ures for personnel and population protection.
pin temperature increase results in the loss of tightness
of these fel pins and in the failure of the central part Reference
of the system within less than I s after the beginning of I Safety rules in the course of NF storage and
self - sustaining chain reaction. The energy release transportation at nuclear facilities, PNAE
determines the yield of radioactive noble gases and G-14-029-91, M., 1992.
iodine. The yield of cesium and ct-emitting products is 2) Gomin E.A., Maiorov L.V. The MCU-RFFI
determined by their generation in the reactor, i.e. the Monte-Carlo Code for reactor design applica-
fuel bum-up fraction value. Radioactive discharges tion. - In: Proc. Intern. Conf. On Math. And
into the atmosphere (in the assumption that they will Comp., Reactor Phys. And Envir. Anal., 1995,
by-pass the ventilation system) are equal about 2000- Portland, Oregon, USA.
3000 Curie of cesium. These values are lower than the 3) MCNP - A General Monte-Carlo Code for Neu-
regulatory requirements to the NPP location for the tron and Photon Transport. LA-7396-M, 1986.
DBA with the most severe consequences. 4) SCALE - A Modular Code System for Perform-

ing Standardized Computer Analysis for Licens-
6. Conclusions ing Evaluction. NREG/CR-0200, 1982.

The experience of operation of spent fuel storage 5) V-B.Polevoi. The basic package of MMKFK-2
under water and the results of studies show that the codes to solve the tasks of neutron transfer in re-
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actor physics by the Monte - Carlo method. Pre-
print OFAP Ya. R., 2 00371, 1996.

6) V.S.Vnukov, B.G.Ryazanov. Consideration of
bum-up fraction for nuclear safety of spent fuel
storage facilities, ICNC'9 1, Oxford, 199 .
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